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RESTRUCTURING THE FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC
ESTABLISHMENT: DISMANTLING OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1995

House of Representatives,
Committee on Science,

Washington, DC.
The committee met at 9:30 a.m., in room 2318 of the Rayburn

House Office Building, the Honorable Robert S. Walker, Chairman
of the committee, presiding.

The Chairman. The hearing will come to order.
I am going to go ahead and get the hearing started and take

some opening statements. Secretary Brown has not yet come.
I want to tell Members from the outset we have time constraints

on us today, and I must move the Committee along because our
next witness will have to leave here at a time certain. So I want
to make certain that we do have an opportunity to hear witnesses
and get an opportunity to get in our questions.
Bearing that in mind, I am going to forego an opening statement

at this point and submit it for the record, without objection.

[The statement follows:!
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The Honorable Robert S. Walker
Opening Statement

Hearing on Restructuring the Federal Scientific Establishment:

Dismantling the Department of Commerce

September 12, 1995

Good Morning This hearing is a continuation of a series of hearings being held by the

Committee to address the restructuring of the Federal Scientific Establishment Today's

hearing will focus on dismantling the Department of Commerce, specifically

Representative Dick Chrysler's (R-MI) bill, H R 1756

The Department of Commerce and Labor was established in 1903 to "foster, promote, and

develop the foreign and domestic commerce." Pulled together from diverse government

sources, the new Department contained the National Bureau of Standards, the Bureaus of

Statistics, Corporations, and Manufacturers, the Census Office, and the Bureau of Foreign

Commerce, among others After the recreation of the Department of Labor as an

independent entity in 1913, the Department of Commerce had basically the same

framework as it does today After eight decades of subsequent governmental growth, the

responsibilities of the Department are quite varied and the question arises as to how
synergistic they are to the original mission of the agency According to DOC's home page

on the Internet, "
. there is an overarching mandate that unifies them; to work with the

business community to foster economic growlh and the creation of new American jobs
"

This brings us to the key question — What is the proper role of the Federal government in

promoting commerce and creating jobs, and is the Department of Commerce, which was

established for this very reason, eflFectively fulfilling that role'j' L and many of my
colleagues in Congress, unequivocally say no it is not Advocates for dismantling the

Department argue that it — "is an unwieldy conglomeration of marginally related

programs, nearly all of which duplicate those performed elsewhere in the Federal

Government" As most of you know, H Con Res 67, which passed both Houses of

Congress in June, expresses the sense of Congress that this Department should be

eliminated.

We have four panels of witnesses with us today On the first panel we have the Honorable

Ronald H Brown, Secretary of Commerce On the second panel we have the Honorable

Barbara Hackman Franklin, former Secretary of Commerce under President Bush and now

President and CEO of Barbara Franklin Enterprises in Washington, DC.

The third panel shall address issues concerning the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration and shall consist of Admiral James D Watkins, former Secretary of Energy

under President Bush and now president of the Consortium for Oceanographic Research

and Education (CORE) in Washington, DC; Mr Paul Wolff, former Assistant

Administrator for Ocean Services at NOAA and now residing in Pebble Beach, CA,



Dr John Knauss, former Administrator ofNOAA and now Professor and Dean Emeritus
for the Graduate School of Oceanography at the University of Rhode Island in

Narrangansett, Dr Richard Hailgren, former Director of the National Weather Service and
now Executive Director for the American Meteorological Society in Washington DC and
Mr Mike Smith, president of WeatherData, Inc. in Wichita, Kansas

Our forth panel shall address issues concerning the Technology Administration within the
Department and shall consist of Mr. Anthony O'Neill, Vice President of Government
Affairs for the National Fire Protection Association in Arlington, Virginia Mr O'Neill is
the immediate past Chairman of the Board of the American National StandardsJnstitute
and will be testifying on their behalf We also have with us Mr. John F Walrad, who is

Director of Licensing and Patents for Vickers, Inc. of Rochester Hills, Michigan, Dr.
Robert Jay Hermann, Senior Vice President for Science and Technology at United
Technologies in Hanford, Connecticut, Dr Harold K Forsen, Vice President and Director
at Bechtel Hanford, Inc in Richland, Washington, Mr Samuel D. Cheatham, Vice
President for Corporate Strategic Initiatives for Storage Technology Corporation in
Louisville, Colorado, Mrs Jean G Mayhew, Chairman of the National Technical
Information Services Advisory Board, and Director of Information Services for United
Technologies Research Center in East Hartford, Connecticut; and Mr. Daniel C Duncan,
Vice President of Government Relations for the Information Industry Association in
Washington, DC

Welcome to you all and 1 look forward to your testimony Before proceeding with the
hearing, I would like to recognize Mr Brown for any comments he would like to make



The Chairman. I would be happy to recognize the gentleman
from California, the Ranking Member, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Mr. Chairman, thank you.

I understand the time pressures before us, and I do not want to

belabor the matter of opening statements. I will ask unanimous
consent that my own opening statement be put in the record at this

point.

Mr. Chairman, I would also like to request unanimous consent
that a number of letters received in connection with this hearing
in response to my request for comment—obviously too many dif-

ferent sources to be called as witnesses, but whose views are im-
portant—be included in the record; and that the statement by our
distinguished colleague, Mr. Dingell, who wanted to testify but was
unable to do so, also be included in the record.

I will even go back and request that the statement of a former
distinguished Secretary of Commerce in the Reagan Administration
supporting the Department of Commerce and the technology pro-

grams, be included in the record as a part of the material which
I will supply.

The Chairman. Without objection.

[The above-referenced letters and statements are contained in

the Appendix.]
The Chairman. Mr. Weldon had indicated to me that he wanted

to briefly be recognized at the outset of the hearing. Mr. Weldon
of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Weldon of Pennsylvania. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a few brief remarks to open this session. While I generally

support and am very interested in the progress of the Chrysler bill,

I have deep concerns about the impact that this legislation will

have on NOAA and its functions.

Mr. Chairman, over the August break I had the occasion to read
a book that I would commend to every Member of this Committee
written by Dr. Sylvia Earl called "Sea Change".

Dr. Earl, as we all know, was the chief scientist at NOAA under
President Bush. She draws some startling conclusions in terms of

her concern for the commitment of this country and our govern-
ment to continue exploration and research in the oceans.

Over the many occasions I have had to interact with her and lis-

ten to her, she draws the comparisons between the amount of com-
mitment that we put into space with our public dollars versus what
we put into the sea and the oceans.

While I support our NASA programs aggressively and voted for,

and consistently for, NASA programs, I am well aware of the dra-

matic short changes that come about in terms of ocean research.

We need to make sure in this process, Mr. Chairman, that we
protect NOAA and its functions. It is a vital agency and one that

I am prepared to go to the wall for and on behalf of.

We are going to have a distinguished panelist today. Admiral
Watkins, who also served in a republican administration in the

cabinet whose testimony I think will focus right on the key issues

relative to NOAA and its functions. I encourage all of our col-

leagues to listen intently—and to the staffs that are here—to Ad-
miral Watkins' message.



I would say, Mr. Chairman, as the National Security Commit-
tee's chairman of the Research and Development Subcommittee
which oversees all of our military research and development, I am
committed to opening up dual-use opportunities where the military

is currently doing work in the oceans, especially the Navy, and
having that work be shared in the public sector.

But still that is not going to provide the amount of focus that we
need on our oceans. Now is the time of great global change. We
have an Oceans' Task Force, which I am chairman of, which in-

cludes members of the Japanese Diet, the Russian Duma, the Eu-
ropean Parliament, and the U.S. Congress.
We do not now need to back out of our commitment to work with

countries around the world to protect the oceans and deal with the
issues of declining fish stocks, ocean dumping, and the other major
concerns that we have in the waters of this planet.

So I would just ask for your support. You have been extremely
cooperative up until now, Mr. Chairman, in expressing a willing-

ness to work with us in finding an appropriate place for NCAA to

be located, if in fact this bill moves forward and Commerce is dis-

mantled.
So I thank you for that. I look forward to working with you, and

I also commend to our colleagues the Time Magazine issue dated
August the 14th which focused on "Mysteries of the Deep." It also

has Dr. Earl in that. But it talks about how we have not yet taken
full advantage of all the opportunities available to us in more fully

understanding the oceans of the world.
I thank you.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Weldon.
Since we are still awaiting Secretary Brown, are there other ad-

ditional Members who wish to be heard in an opening statement?
[No response.]

The Chairman. The Chair would point out to the Members that
this is a hearing, of course, pursuant to trying to report a bill that
would then go to the Government Reform Committee in an attempt
to deal with the budget obligation to dismantle the Department of

Commerce.
We, of course, have to find the votes to report a bill out of this

Committee in order to do that, but the Chair would remind Mem-
bers that he hopes that they would question intently the witnesses
before us today and discover as much information as possible; be-

cause if this Committee does not report a bill and does not send
down our ideas of what should be done, the Department of Com-
merce is still going to be dismantled, except it will be done by the
Budget Committee and will not be done with our input.

So the bottom line is: The dismantling of the Department of
Commerce is going to happen. The question is whether it happens
with the committees of jurisdiction involved in the process, or

whether or not it happens with the Budget Committee making its

own decisions somewhere along the line.

So I think this is a very important hearing for Members to estab-
lish what the right things are to do as we go about that disman-
tling so that if there are valuable efforts that need to be preserved,
we have the opportunity to do so.



Since we are still awaiting Secretary Brown, I will at this point
recess the Committee for the arrival of the Secretary.

[Recess.]

The Chairman. Mr. Secretary, we welcome you this morning. We
went ahead and got opening statements out of the way so that we
can go immediately to your testimony. I have indicated to the Com-
mittee that we are under some time restraints, so we would ask
you to summarize your remarks, if you could, so that Members will

nave an opportunity to ask questions.

We are going to try to hold this particular session to an hour so

that former Secretary Franklin has an opportunity to testify before
she has to catch an airplane.

So we will be very happy to receive your testimony and again
welcome you to the Science Committee.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE RONALD H. BROWN,
SECRETARY, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Secretary Brown. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am very pleased, as usual, to appear before you and Members

of this Committee. I apologize for my tardiness, and I will make
every attempt to make my opening remarks as brief as possible,

and obviously ask that my full statement be included in the record.

The Chairman. Without objection.

Secretary Brown. Mr. Chairman, and Members of this Commit-
tee:

As I appear before you today, I have the opportunity to discuss
the role that the Commerce Department plays in ennancing the
economic competitiveness of American firms and American workers
in today's global marketplace, and how that relates to your consid-
eration of H.R. 1756, legislation which would seek to dismantle the
United States Department of Commerce.
Such action, in my view, if taken would be tantamount to unilat-

eral disarmament in the global marketplace. You and this Commit-
tee, Mr. Chairman, as well as your predecessor, former Chairman
Brown, have always taken very seriously your role of overseeing a
crucial component of our competitiveness, policies that stimulate
and ensure continued scientific exploration and technological inno-

vation.

As you know, the President believes strongly that investments in

science and technology are investments in the Nation's economic
future, but I must tell you that we differ significantly on what is

needed to stimulate that investment and to assure that United
States' businesses and workers innovate and create new tech-

nologies that are internationally competitive both in foreign mar-
kets and our markets here at home.

I am aware of your proposal, Mr. Chairman, to move Commerce,
Science and Technology programs into a new Department of

Science or, failing that, to transfer some of those functions to the

Department of Energy.
We believe, Mr. Chairman, I say respectfully, that that would be

a mistake. It would in effect be a solution in search of a problem.
Further, we strenuously reject the notion that this country would

be well served by eliminating the Department of Commerce or its

key technology programs.



You and I, Mr. Chairman, have had a number of discussions on
these matters in the past, and you will not be at all surprised by
the position that I take. I want to reassure you of my respect for

the fact that you have spent a lot of time on these issues, and have
spent a lot of time studying them and paying attention to them and
reading about them and thinking about them, and talking about
them; but I do think that you can come to different conclusions

about what is best for the future of the Nation as far as science

and technology is concerned.
I would like to use my time before the Committee to describe

some of the differences that we have with some of the proposals
that have been made.
Commerce's technology programs, we believe, must not only sur-

vive but must remain housed with the other trade and competitive-
ness programs in the Department of Commerce if this Nation is to

excel in the global economy.
The existing synergy should not be disturbed. The confluence be-

tween trade and technology is absolutely critical to our Nation's
economic future.

Our foreign competitors understand this. Our globally competi-
tive companies understand this. And I am confident that ultimately
Congress, too, will understand this and the Department of Com-
merce will continue its vital mission.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the so-called "Chrysler
bill" is unworkable. It is fatally flawed. It is merely box-shuffling

and would save the taxpayers no money.
If enacted, it would hurt American companies, American work-

ers, and the American people both immediately and, we believe,

well into the future. That is why the President has indicated he
would veto the Chrysler bill or any other legislation which seeks
to dismantle the Department of Commerce and scatter its critical

functions to the wind.
As we balance the budget—and balance it we must—it is impor-

tant to keep in mind that more than ever before United States eco-

nomic growth and prosperity depend on technology.

For countries and companies alike, technological leadership
means the difference between success and failure in the new global

economy. Indeed, over the past 50 years innovation has been re-

sponsible for as much as 50 percent of the Nation's economic
growth.
That is why the President's balanced budget program maintains

investment in science and technology and continues a proud 50-

year tradition of unwavering bipartisan
—

"bipartisan" I might
add—commitment to United States' technological leadership, a
commitment that has paid our Nation and our people rich divi-

dends.
This stands in start contrast, we believe, to the record of the

104th Congress. Despite historical bipartisan support for a strong
role for the Federal Government in building the Nation's scientific

and technical capabilities, the Congressional Majority rejected its

own history of support for science and, according to the American
Association of the Advancement of Science, has called for a one-
third decrease in federal R&D spending through the year 2002.
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On the way here, to this hearing here this morning, Mr. Chair-
man and Members of the Committee, I had an opportunity to read
a piece in The Washington Post about another group of Nobel Lau-
reates and scientists raising very serious questions about some of
the proposals being made, about some of the reductions in R&D
spending, and what impact those reductions would have on our Na-
tion's economic future, on our productivity, and on our competitive-
ness.

Appropriations bills passed in the House and under consideration
in the Senate include such things as elimination of the Commerce
Department's ADP program, and elimination or drastic cuts to the
Department of Defense's Technology Reinvestment Project, NASA's
Mission to Planet Earth, the Energy Department's Cooperative Re-
search Agreements, and EPA's Environmental Technology Initia-

tives.

We do not believe that this makes any sense. At best, it is penny
wise and pound foolish.

They also include cuts that would dismantle the Commerce De-
partment's Technology Administration, and curtail the activities of

our Manufacturing Extension Program, even though a new GAO
Report which I believe the Committee is familiar with confirms
what we have known for a long time. That is. Manufacturing Ex-
tension Programs are helping small and medium-sized manufactur-
ers.

They are helping America maintain its manufacturing base,

which I know all the Members of this Committee agree is terribly

important to our economic future.

These bills also sharply reduce NOAA's R&D budget, a budget
that funds research in marine biology, global change, and weather
forecasting, all of which I know are priority items of importance for

the Chairman and other Members of this Committee.
There is no question that our public and private investment in

science and technology have created a technology base that is the

envy of the world—generating new industries, millions of jobs, and
higher standards of living for the American people.

It was federal investments and creative partnerships with the

private sector in agriculture, in aeronautics, in computers, and bio-

technology, just to name a few, that created industries that today
dominate world markets.

Congressional attacks on the federal R&D budget could not, we
believe, come at a worse time. To meet foreign competition and
stockholder expectations, many American companies have
frontloaded R&D investments.
Today they invest less than 5 percent of their R&D expenditures

in long-term, high-risk projects, the very projects which have the

potential of creating whole new sectors of our economy, and tens

of thousands, in fact hundreds of thousands of jobs for the Amer-
ican people.

Meanwhile, our competitors consistently invest a higher percent-

age of their resources in non-defense R&D than the United States

does—with Japan investing 35 percent more than we do per capita,

and Germany investing 30 percent more.



In addition, emerging economic powers like China and India and
Taiwan and Singapore and South Korea are aggressively promoting
investment in R&D and deployment of technology.

As the President has made clear, he will fight to preserve our in-

vestments in science and technology because in a global economy
they mean jobs, they mean economic growth, they mean increased
standards of living for the American people.

Let me finally take just a moment, Mr. Chairman and Members
of the Committee to outline more specifically why technology pro-

grams at the Department of Commerce are critical to our Nation's
economic future, and why the President is engaged in this debate
and this effort to preserve and retain them in tne Department of

Commerce.
As I testified last month, the truth is that trade and technology

are inextricably linked. The equation that unites trade and tech-

nology is straightforward: to keep up with foreign competitiveness,

to generate stable, high-paying jobs for Americans, we need to take
advantage of world markets, both domestic and foreign markets,
while ensuring that the United States leads the world in tech-

nology.
The Department of Commerce is central to this strategy as the

only place in government where trade and technology and informa-
tion work together.
The Department works in partnership with businesses, workers,

and communities to increase exports, to advance technology, and to

enhance our global competitiveness, not as distinct and unrelated
tasks, but as interlocking elements to achieve the Department's
and our Nation's overall mission, the mission to ensure and en-

hance economic opportunity for the American people.
The work of the Department to integrate trade and technology

has the following basic components:
Number one, opening global markets to United States' business:

trade policy is now dedicated to creating opportunities for Amer-
ican companies in global markets, as demonstrated by our National
export strategy.

We have a plan. We have a strategy. We are implementing it,

and it is clearly working.
Number two, facilitating the technology and information infra-

structure for the 21st Century. NIST labs are working with indus-
try in a variety of high technology fields to develop the underlying
infrastructure, measurement technologies, and standards necessary
to make quality products for global competition.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we have got to

have something to export. Part of our ability to lead the world is

to have new and creative products that the rest of the world seeks
and desires.

Number three, facilitating the rapid deployment and commer-
cialization of civilian technologies. The Manufacturing Extension
Partnership, MEP, consists of 41 manufacturing centers in 31
states and is helping our Nation's 381,000 smaller manufacturers
battle foreign competition by adopting modern technologies and
modern production techniques.
Number four, promoting the development of future civilian tech-

nologies. We know that the Advanced Technology Program is help-
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ing to fill the gap between the government's basic and mission-ori-

ented R&D, and the private sector's short-term commercial re-

search. The ATP program provides cost-shared awards to compa-
nies and consortia for competitively selected projects to develop
high-risk, pre-commercial, enabling technologies—not "products,"

Mr. Chairman—that have huge economic potential but whose pros-

pects are too uncertain to attract investment capital.

I might say, Mr. Chairman, I have heard a number of people say,

well, why doesn't the private sector just go out to see their nearest

venture capitalist or their nearest investment banker. That is the

way to deal with this issue.

We all know that there is very little of that kind of capital in

America, very little patient capital Mr. Chairman, and what we are

suggesting is that the average venture capitalist wants to find

something that he can create a product within six months, or nine
months, or a year and put it to market and sell it.

That is perfectly understandable, but that does not deal with
these four, and six, and eight, and ten-year projects that have the

potential of creating tremendous new opportunities in the future

for American workers. We believe that is a very important invest-

ment.
Number five, and finally, Mr. Chairman, ensuring the founda-

tions for global competitiveness, public safety, and vibrant commu-
nities. In recognition that economic growth must go hand in hand
with environmental stewardship, the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration conducts programs designed to provide a
better understanding of the connections between environmental
health, economics, and national security.

Commerce does this, and more, to ensure and enhance economic
opportunity for the American people. That is because, in today's

global economy, economic competitiveness is indeed seamless.

Trade policy opens opportunities for technology and information
intensive proaucts and services, while innovation and technological

leadership builds global competitiveness to compete and win in do-

mestic and overseas markets. The Department of Commerce is

where these connections are made.
The Administration believes Commerce programs are essential

for the long-term health of the economy and are a sound and prov-

en investment in the future.

I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Com-
mittee.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brown follows:!
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STA11EMENT OF RONALD H. BROWN
Secretary of Commerce

before the

House Science Committee

on Commerce Department Technology Programs

September 12, 1995

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: I appreciate the opportunity to appear

before you today to discuss the role that the Commerce Department plays in enhancing the

economic competitiveness of U.S. firms and workers in today's global marketplace. You
and this Committee have always taken seriously your role overseeing a crucial component of

our competitiveness — ensuring that the United States has adopted policies conducive to

scientific exploration and technological innovation. Mr. Chairman, you in particular are to

be commended for the level of commitment and thoughtfulness with which you have

addressed these issues over the years. With technology increasingly important to our

nation's economic growth, it is imperative that we get these policies right. Continued

prosperity and economic opportunity for all Americans depends on U.S. businesses and

workers iimovating and adopting new technologies to be internationally competitive both in

foreign markets and here at home.

But I must also admit that I am chagrined that the reason for calling this hearing

arises out of the Committee's consideration of H.R. 1756, the Dq)artment of Commerce
Dismantling Act. This bill ignores Commerce's many contributions to the Nation, out of a

reckless desire to put a cleaver to Government, without regard to whether the bill is cutting

fat or muscle, and without heed to the costs to our future competitiveness.

Before discussing that bill, we need to place it in perspective. This attempt to

eliminate Conmierce is not merely an effort to disband the dqjartment with the smallest

budget in the Cabinet. It is an unfortunate undermining of the President's competitiveness

agenda, in my judgment, that ignores the realities of competition in the global marketplace

and turns back the clock at least 15 years.

In testimony last Winter before this Committee, I outlined the President's vision of a

United States economy sustained by growth, creating economic opportunities for all the

American people. It is a vision of an economy bolstered by dynamic American businesses

and highly skilled workforce using advanced technologies to produce the goods and services

that consumers wiU demand here and all around the world.

The President's plan employs each ingredient of sustainable national economic

growth: investment, a skilled workforce, open markets and iimovation. Together, they form

the basic equation of international competitiveness.

First, investment. Private investment drives competition and growth. It is critical to

support private investment through sustained progress on budget deficits. That is why
President Clinton fought so hard last year for a deficit reduction package that got government

out of businesses' way in our capital markets. But deficit reduction, important as it is, must
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be done in a way that preserves today's investment's in a bright tomorrow. It is important to

keep in mind that more than ever before, U.S. economic growth and prosperity depend on

technology. That is why the President's balanced-budget proposal, which makes tough cuts

and hard choices, but in a way that provides for investments in technology and education,

will best sustain the future of this nation.

Second, a skilled workforce. For firms to succeed in the economy, however, it is

necessary that we have an educated, well-trained workforce. With the publication of

Vannevar Bush's seminal report in 1945, "Science: The Endless Frontier," the Federal

government undertook the mission of ensuring that the Nation maintained a cadre of

scientists and engineers by funding advanced research at colleges and universities across the

Nation. While a large percentage of the Federal R&D budget is currently directed to

university research underpinning such training, proposed Congressional budget cuts could

have a severe adverse impact on this source of highly trained technologists. In today's

information-based economy, the prowess of our workforce is increasingly bound to the

success of education and training. We cannot capitalize on advances in science and

technology without a workforce able to harness these innovations. That is why the

President's middle class tax cut is focused on education and training. It is also why proposed

cuts to the Goals 2000, the Telecommunications Information Infrastructure Assistance

Program and other education and training-related initiatives are so ill-advised.

Third, open markets -- both foreign and domestic. Opening foreign markets to the

effective participation of U.S. businesses has been a priority of this Administration, of the

Department of Commerce and of my own activities. With NAFTA, GATT and the recent

U.S. -Japan Automotive Agreement, we have demonstrated that we will be aggressive when it

comes to opening markets. Our leadership in science and technology will only bear fruit if

we have markets open to our iimovative products. Inasmuch as the United States faces a

declining balance of trade in high technology, the Federal government should be seeking to

develop incentives and support private sector efforts to develop new technologies and

incorporate them into competitive products and services for the global marketplace.

Fourth, innovation. U.S. economic growth and prosperity depend increasingly on

technology. It underpins America's fastest growing industries and high wage jobs.

Technology provides the tools necessary to compete in every business today, and drives

growth in every major industrial nation. For countries and companies alike, technological

leadership means the difference between success and failure in the new global economy.

Advances in technology account for as much as 50 percent of all productivity growth

in the United States during the last five decades - and higher productivity is the key to

economic growth, job creation, higher real wages, a rising standard of living, and a higher

quality of life for all our citizens.

The President's support for science and technology continues a proud 50-year

tradition of unwavering bipartisan commitment to U.S. technological leadership — a
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commitment that has paid rich dividends. Our pubUc and private investment in science and
technology have created a technology base that is the envy of the world, generating new
mdustnes, millions of jobs and higher living standaixls. In fact, American ingenuity has
spumed economic growth and job creation that has helped our nation double the size of its
workforce to more than 130 million since 1950.

In the course of pursuing a range of missions, the Federal government has long
played a central role in buUding our nation's scientific and technological capabilities Public
health research has generated a flow of blockbuster drugs and medical therapies, propelling
the U.S. pharmaceutical industry to world leadership and giving birth to the biotechnology
mdustry. From our defense and space missions emerged advanced electronics computers
and satellite communications. A small Federal investment in a computer network capable 'of
withstandmg a nuclear war resulted in the Internet, which today serves as a global
commumcations network that provides a platform for the deUvery of a wide range of services
and may one day become the Nation's premiere economic tool. We must sustain our
national mvestments in longer-term civilian R&D to ensure that we continue to enjoy such
benefits m the future.

^

Today, the Department of Commerce, and its Technology Administration in
particular, play a pivotal role in maximizing technology's contribution to economic growth
job creation, and economic competitiveness, serving as a forceftil advocate for American

'

industry within the Federal government and in negotiations with other nations.

o The Under Secretary for Technology directs the operations of the Administration and
its three component agencies and chairs the President's Civilian Industrial Technology
Committee which links industry's needs and government technology efforts The
Under Secretary also leads the Federal government's participation with U S
automobUe manufacturers in the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles a ten-
year t^hnical coUaborative effort aimed at achieving groundbreaking improvements in
fiiel efficiency, emissions and safety. In addition, the Under Secretary advises senior
Administration trade officials on the impact of international trade agreements, such asCjATT and NAFTA, on America's high technology firms. Federal technology
programs, and the innovation process.

o Through the Office of Technology Policy, the Technology Administration develops
and advocates national policies that foster technological innovation. This smaU office
IS industry's only advocate in the Federal government for poUcies that maximize
technology's contnbution to industrial competitiveness, high-wage job creaUon and
economic growth. OTP promotes poUcies that create an environment in which the
pnvate sector's technology efforts can flourish and works to eliminate unnecessary
legal and regulatory barriers that inhibit innovation. In addition, this office also
translates foreign science and technology Uterature for use by American industry and
manages the U.S.-Japan Manufacturing Technology FeUowship program in which
mid-level engineers from American companies are placed on the shop floor of
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Japanese manufacturing facilities for up to one year, gaining critical insights into

Japanese best-practices and the realities of foreign competition.

The measurement and standards functions of the Technology Administration's

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provide a fundamental

infrastructure for national and global commerce. The NIST laboratories ensure that

everything from x-ray dosages to the purity of steel and the fit of automotive parts

can be measured accurately.

NIST also conducts an array of extramural programs that are essential to U.S.

competitiveness. The Advanced Technology Program is a cost-shared industry-

government partnership that is sowing the seeds of future economic growth and job

creation. ATP competitively awards funds, matched by industry, for developing

promising technologies that would not otherwise be pursued in a competitive time

frame, if at all, due to their high cost, high risk, and delayed returns. These

characteristics make such research an unattractive investment for venture capitalists

and for individual firms that must address more immediate business concerns and

meet stockholder demands.

The NIST Manufacturing Extension Program provides critical aid to our nation's

380,000 small- and medium-sized manufacturers. These companies form the

backbone of the U.S. industrial base, provide millions of jobs for American woricers,

and serve as hubs for many local and regional economies. Yet, the very existence of

many of these companies is threatened by a failure to modernize their operations

quickly. The MEP helps these firms become more competitive by providing technical

assistance with new manufacturing technologies and approaches that lead to

improvements in product quality, cost, and time-to-market. From metalworking job

shops to apparel makers, some 30,000 manufacturers have tapped the once hard-to-

flnd services now available through 41 locally run manufacturing extension centers

located in 31 states. An August 1995 GAO study confirms that firms that had tapped

into manufacturing extension programs rqx>rt that the assistance they received had

positively affected their use of technology, the quality of their product, the

productivity of their workers, their customers' satisfaction, their profits and their

ability to meet production schedules.

The National Technical Information Service helps American firms to compete by

collecting and disseminating scientific, technical, engineering and related business

information produced by the U.S. government and foreign sources. While NTIS is a

self-supporting Federal agency, with revenues of more than $31 million in 1993, it is

not an appropriate target for privatization as has been proposed. NTIS's

responsibility for ensuring that the public has access to the scientific and technological

data generated by the U.S. government at taxpayer expense requires that the Federal

government maintain responsibility for the agency's policy direction. Nonetheless, as

part of our reinvention efforts, we will seek to provide NTIS with increased flexibility
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to use commercial business practices, be granted waivers, and be accountable for

agreed-upon performance gains.

The activities of the Technology Administration are not simply about laboratories,

testbeds or new technology: they are about business. More to the point, they are about

competing and winning in worid markets, about creating American jobs, building national

prosperity, and improving the quality of life for all Americans.

The record of the 104th Congress, however, stands in starif contrast to this

Administration's accomplishments in the areas of science and technology. Despite bipartisan

support for a strong role for the Federal government in building the nation's scientific and

technical capabilities over the last 50 years, the Congressional majority rejected its own
history of support for science, and has called for a one-third decrease in Federal R&D
spending through 2002. The House appropriations bill includes large cuts in technology

programs, including elimination of the ATP program, curtailment of the MEP program, and

sharp reductions in the NOAA R&D budget which funds research in marine biology, global

change, and weather forecasting. Other appropriations measures would curtail important

R&D programs at the Department of &iergy, at NASA, and at EPA.

These attacks on the Federal R&D budget are dangerous to our future competitive-

ness. Japan already invests 35 percent more than the United States on R&D on a per capita

basis in civilian technology, and Germany invest 30 percent more. Moreover, Japan plans to

double its R&D spending by 2000. That is one reason why the President's balanced-budget

proposal, which provides room for critical investments, will best sustain our future.

On top of these measures, Congress is considering legislation like H.R. 1756 which

seeks to dismantle Commerce and eliminate the crucial commercial perspective it brings to

scores of issues. It would eliminate Commerce's pivotal role in both stimulating

technological innovation, and in boosting exports and ensuring that American businesses can

compete on a level playing field.

Before discussing this legislation with respect to its impact on Commerce's many
technology programs in greater detail, Mr. Chairman, I would note that proposals to

establish a Department of Science, while understandable insofar as they highlight the

problems with treatment of Commerce technology functions in H.R. 1756, are no answer.

Similar to calls by many to establish a Department of Trade, such proposals are basically

positive, growing out of a recognition that advancement of science and technology is a vital

national goal, essential for our economic well-being. They also recognize that the best way
to ensure that important issues receive the attention they deserve is to provide a Cabinet-level

voice that can bring them to the attention of the President and his senior advisers.

But, as I testified at a hearing before the House International Relations Committee last

month, the truth is that trade and technology are inextricably linked. High technology goods

are driving national economic growth in every major industrial country ~ accounting for
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35 percent of their output, nearly double the 1980 figure. In addition, R&D-intensive

industries now account for 25 percent of world trade, compared with only 1 1 percent

30 years ago. High-technology firms are also associated with high value-added

manufacturing and success in foreign mariiets which help support worker compensation that

is 20 percent higher than the average for manufacturing. In 1992, U.S. exports of high

technology goods supported more than 2.3 million American jobs. And American

technological leadership in aircraft, pharmaceuticals and scientific instruments enable these

industries to achieve a trade surplus for the United States. The aerospace industry is the

Nation's leading net exporter of manufactured goods with net sales in excess of $40 billion in

1993.

America's trading partners recognize the critical linkage between technological

leadership and national prosperity and are moving forward with a full head of steam. Both

industrialized nations, such as Japan, Germany and France, and rapidly industrializing

nations, such as Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan, are pursuing policies aimed at giving their

nations' corporations a competitive edge in world markets against U.S. firms.

My activities as Secretary of Commerce over the course of the last 3 years have also

made it abundantly clear that issues critical to exporting increasingly involve technology —

issues such as international standards and accreditation, liberalization of telecommunications

and information markets, protection of intellectual property rights abroad, and environmental

matters. Breaking Commerce apart is a step in the wrong direction because it fragments

programs critical to our competitiveness in different departments, leading inevitably to a call

a few years down the road to re-combining them.

H.R. 1756, is a badly flawed bill, and many of its drawbacks relate to Commerce's

science and technology programs. The Chrysler bill would:

o Silence the business voice at the Cabinet table.

o Roll back the gains we have made in civilian technology by abolishing the Technology

Administration and terminating the Office of Technology Policy, thereby eliminating

the unique and critical role they play in creating an environment in which U.S.

industry can flourish, and by eliminating other vital technology programs, such as the

Advanced Technology Program and the Manufacturing Extension Partnership. The

bill attempts to sell off the NIST laboratories and the National Technical Information

Service without regard to the important governmental functions these agencies

perform. It would then transfer standards and measurement functions to the National

Science Foundation, ignoring the fact that this function is performed by the

laboratories which the bill requires to be sold, and ignoring the fact that the function

is not consistent with the NSF's mission and capabilities.

o Destroy the organizational integrity of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) by scattering its functions to the four winds, sending charting
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to Defense, the seafood inspection function to Agriculture, geodesy, weather service,

fishery service and marine sanctuary functions to Interior, and enforcement to

Transportation. Ocean and atmospheric research programs would be abolished, along

with the NOAA Corps and numerous grant programs critical to the functions of

fishery science and management. Such a scattering of related functions would destroy

the synergy among NOAA's services, as well as the critical linkage between the

economy and the environment. No other agency working in the natural environment

has NOAA's unique capabilities to measure, monitor, manage and gain understanding

of our atmospheric and marine systems.

o Eliminate the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)
as the Executive Branch's voice on telecommunications matters and transfer

management of the Federal spectrum to the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), an independent, regulatory agency. With the massive size of the world's

telecommunications and information sector ~ over $590 billion in annual domestic

revenues — it is no time to eliminate the Cabinet voice for telecommunications policy.

Given the sensitive nature of a number of spectrum management and other

telecommunications issues ~ NTLA manages, for example, the Federal government's

use of the radio spectrum for national defense and national security purposes ~ we
cannot afford to shunt this function to an independent agency. Because the FCC is an

independent agency, transferring Federal spectrum management could raise concerns

regarding interference with the President's constitutional authority over national

defense.

While the Chrysler bill's treatment of the science and technology functions is bad

enough, equally short-sighted is the bill's treatment of Commerce's trade and other functions.

The bill would eliminate the commercial perspective on export control matters by sending the

functions to the State Department and to the Treasury Department. It shatters the

organizational structure of the International Trade Administration (TTA) by eliminating

essential international economic policy, trade development, and domestic field office export

promotion functions, while placing other parts at USTR, Treasury, and the International

Trade Commission. It would destroy the synergy already achieved by unifying programs
with a commercial focus in a single department. For these reasons, the President has advised

he will veto any legislation that dismantles the Commerce Department.

Before discussing Commerce's science and technology functions, there are two
additional points that you should consider about H.R. 1756. First, the deficiencies in the

Chrysler bill will not be "fixed" by substituting the text of H.R. 2124 (Representative Mica's
bill) for the trade provisions of H.R. 1756. Second, dismantlement of Commerce as

prescribed by H.R. 1756 will not save money apart from the program reductions, many of
which the Department opposes strenuously. Moreover, these reductions could be
accomplished through the appropriations process.
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Trade Reorganization Proposal (H.R. 2124)

Rq)resentadve Mica's bill would establish a new United States Trade Administration

that would be created by taking pieces of the Commerce E>epartment and combining them

with USTR and the Trade and Development Agency. In reality, this approach is little

improvement over H.R. 1756:

o As Ambassador Kantor noted in his testimony last month, USTR benefits enonnously

from its position within the Executive Office of the President as the President's chief

trade negotiator and principal spokesperson on trade policy. USTR will not be well

served if the office becomes immersed in thousands of administrative details currently

within Commerce's purview.

o The Mica bill presumes that consolidation of U.S. government trade functions is

needed to "umfy" and "coordinate" Federal trade-related activities. On the contrary:

U.S. trade policy has never been better coordinated. For the first time, we have a

National Export Strategy, which is well on its way to achieving its goal of increasing

U.S. exports to $1.2 trillion by the year 2000, thus supporting over 6 million jobs.

We have a focused. Administration-wide trade advocacy strategy, with an Advocacy

Center here at Commerce, in which the U.S. government "goes to bat" for American

firms — large and small — as they battle for major overseas projects. We have

energized the Trade Promotion Coordinating Committee under Commerce's

chairmanship and brought under one umbrella all Federal export promotion efforts.

o The Mica bill transfers only Commerce's most obvious "trade" functions, completely

missing the vital trade fiinctions performed by other components of the Department.

As a result, the bill shares the problem of the Chrysler bill in that it destroys the

synergy created by unifying commercial programs in one department. While ITA and

the Bureau of Export Administration (BXA) are Commerce's two chief trade

agencies, we also provide support critical to international competitiveness through

other bureaus, such as NIST (regarding international negotiations on product

standards, conformity assessment practices, and standards infrastructure), NTIA
(international discussions to liberalize telecommunications services), the Patent and

Trademark Office (PTO) (international negotiations on intellectual property issues),

NOAA (international discussions regarding environmental matters and international

fishing agreements), and the United States Travel and Tourism Administration

(USTTA) (international discussions on travel and tourism matters and agreements).

o Finally, the underlying reason many admit to the need for a trade agency is the

recognition that playing fields are not level in the global marketplace. The

Government has a duty to protect its commercial interests and make sure that United

States businesses have every opportunity to win contracts abroad that mean jobs at

home. At bottom, this concern is one which goes to the need to ensure that

government does its part to promote the economic competitiveness of our businesses.

8
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But international trade is only one part of the competitiveness equation. "Trade" is

also a domestic concern because if you are not competitive abroad, you will not be

competitive at home in light of today's intensely global competition. That's why we
have reinvented all of Commerce's programs around a competitiveness theme.

Commerce already has in place programs that enhance that ability, including

programs that relate to business counseling, advanced technology, intellectual property

protection, quality management, and the economic data and environmental information

on which business depeads.

Budget Savings Unrelated to Dismantlement

It is also important to understand the true budgetary impact of dismantling

Commerce. The $7.8 billion estimate for the bill does not represent the cost savings of

"dismantling" Commerce. Most of the savings relate not to terminating the Department of

Commerce, but to terminating grants and other programs within Commerce's various bureaus

and reducing funding for all transferred functions by 25 percent. Of course you save money

by not funding grant programs. I do not think these funding reductions are wise, but they

have nothing to do with eliminating a Cabinet Department. In truth, the bulk of Commerce's

historical functions are continued in one form or another through dispersal to 16 other

agencies. Census functions performed at Treasury will cost just as much as they do at

Commerce.

Indeed, as 0MB Director Rivlin noted when the Chrysler Bill was introduced, it is

doubtful that any savings would occur strictly from dismantling Commerce. Moreover, by

using the FY 1995 CBO baseline from which to calculate savings, the Department estimates

that the Chrysler biU is in fact more than $5 billion short of minimum expenditures that must

be made for continuing programs.

NOAA: Within NOAA, the estimates omit funds to pay for continuation of weather

satellite systems and completion of the Congressionally approved Weather Service

Modernization program. The costs for procuring additional satellites and Weather

Service contracts alone are approximately $1.5 billion above the Chrysler estimates

($785 million above the CBO baseline) for the modernization program. These costs

are required to ensure protection of lives and property through future continuity of

weather warnings and forecasts nationally.

* Census: The largest omission is that the CBO baseline does not include an estimate

for the decennial census in the year 2000. The five year total decennial shortfall from

1996 to 2000 is $3.6 billion, and for all Census programs exceeds $4.3 billion. Also

the Chrysler bill had claimed $.8 billion from decennial census improvements within

the $7,765 billion saving estimate. However, since no funds are in the CBO baseline

for the decennial, the funds cannot be saved.
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In addition, the Chrysler bill estimates incorrectiy treat FTO fees, omits the cost of

the establishment of a Commerce Programs Resolution Agency (CPRA), and fails to account

for terminations costs as follows:

» PTO: The Chrysler bill makes two substantial errors in its treatment of the Patent

and Trademark Office. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 requires

$325 million to be appropriated ftoxa the PTO Surcharge Fund. The Chrysler bill

would make those fiinds directiy available to PTO, but does not identify an offset.

Therefore, in terms of the deficit, the savings are overstated by $325 million.

Further, PTO collects 100 percent of costs in fees now. If PTO must reduce costs 25

percent as called for in the Chrysler bill, no reduction will accrue to the deflcit

because PTO already obtains these fees directiy.

CPRA: Establishment of a Commerce Programs Resolution Agency (CPRA) is

assumed in the Chrysler bill, and would operate for three years. We believe that it

would cost {proximately $150 million for that period, about the same as the Office

of the Secretary and Inspector General currentiy cost.

Termination costs: A total of 12,685 FTEs would be eliminated under the Chrysler

bill assumptions, 35 percent of existing staff, in the first year after enactment. The

closeout costs, RIF costs and dislocation costs would total $1,526 billion for all of

Conunerce.

Finally, a significant portion of the "savings" is attributable to the ability to achieve

an across the board 25 percent reduction in the cost of remaining functions. The basis,

however, for the 25 percent cut below FY 1994 funding totals is not stated in the legislation

or the press release. Representative Chrysler indicated on July 24 that the cut was related, at

least in the case of PTO, to an overiiead rate Commerce now charges bureaus.

Overhead rate: Commerce does not charge its bureaus any overhead rate. While

Commerce sells services through the Working Capital Fund, bureaus purchase an

average of 1.4 percent of their available funding in services. AH Commerce oversight

is funded through the general administration account, $36 million in FY 1995 or

about 0.7 percent of the Commerce total appropriation.

Seventy-five percent ceiling: In fact, the Chrysler bill would employ a meat-axe

approach to downsizing by mandating across-the-board cuts of one-quarter, regardless

of priorities and regardless of need. It is important to note that this limit is a

permanent ceiling on expenditures, freezing funding levels at 75 percent of the FY
'94 level.

• To take one egregious example, this limit would devastate our ability to

conduct the decennial census given the cyclical nature of its funding needs —
gearing up over the course of the decade and culminating at the turn of each

10
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decade in the conduct of a new decennial census. To make matters worse,

H.R. 1756 freezes Census funding levels at 75 percent of the FY 1994 rate,

which of course is the low point in the cycle (the cycle would be from 1993 to

2003, reflecting the time spent on delivering the diverse decennial census data

products). Although GAO estimates the 2000 decennial at a cost of $4.8

billion over 10 years, there are no decennial preparation costs in the

FY 1994 budget. While we anticipate saving approximately $1 billion and

200,000 temporary census employees as a result of our reinvention efforts at

Census, counting hundreds of millions of people is an expensive proposition.

The Chrysler bill ignores the reality of the census cycle and would preclude us

from carrying out the Constitutional responsibility to conduct an "actual

enumeration" of our people.

• A second egregious example is the impact on providing timely weather

warnings andforecasts for the protection of life and property of U.S. citizens.

The provision of warnings is a universal public good ~ no questions asked.

At the 75 percent funding level for future operations: (i) no money would be

available to operate 62 of the 118 new Doppler radars already agreed to by

Congress as part of Weather Service modernization and more than one third of

the $1.4 billion already invested in these radars would be wasted; (ii) NOAA
would lose one-half of its satellite capability, creating the potential for a

satellite blackout in either the GOES or polar satellite program. Such a loss

would dramatically reduce NOAA's capability to monitor severe weather over

the United States (such as tornadoes, thunderstorms, flash floods, winter

storms, and fog). The elimination of one GOES would prevent early warning

of Atlantic and Gulf storms, most importantly, early warning of hurricanes.

At the 75 percent funding level, the interagency agreement to merge the polar-

orbiting satellites of NOAA and DOD would be jeopardized because NOAA
could not fully fund its share of the converged program.

When you recognize that the reductions called for by H.R. 1756 relate more to

program reductions wholly apart from the dismantling of a Cabinet Department and then

correct for the errors and other omissions in the cost estimates, it is clear that dismantling

Commerce is not a money saver. But more importantly, the bill completely ignores the real

costs to the economy. Commerce is an investment in the competitiveness of American

business. Trade advocacy will suffer under the bill, and that will mean fewer exports as our

trading partners will gleefully capitalize on our weakness. Technological advances will be

delayed, and that will make our products less competitive. Enforcement of the unfair trade

laws will be undermined, and that will threaten U.S. jobs. The biU is a classic example of

"penny-wise and pound-foolish" - it doesn't address the deficit problem, it exacerbates it by

imposing hidden costs that will result in lower economic growth and fewer jobs and,

therefore, lower incomes and lower tax receipts. While our views about this bill are clear

and unalterable, the Administration would be more sympathetic to proposals to establish a

11
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Commission to review govermnent organi2ation on a comprehensive basis than to proposals

that prejudge outcomes before completion of any serious review.

Commerce ScmNCE and Technology Programs

Proposals to consolidate Government science functions, including NOAA, NIST,

NTIS, NTIA and PTO, at least avoid some of the pitfaUs of H.R. 1756: for example, those

created by scattering related functions to diverse agencies as proposed by that bill.

Nonetheless, as this testimony makes clear, we believe Commerce's focus on competitiveness

is a better organizational framework because it responds to economic trends and prescribes

the right solutions.

Recent Trends

Trade and technology functions are the keys to economic growth. Our economic

well-being increasingly dq)ends on U.S. businesses and workers innovating and adopting new
technologies to be internationally competitive both in foreign markets and here at home.

This new reality reflects an economy that is dramatically changing — the result of two

historic developments: the increasing globalization of the world economy, and the

accelerating pace of technological change.

This new economy poses new challenges for American businesses and workers. It

means that growth and competitive success more than ever depend on providing constantly

improving products and services that meet market needs — the product of continuous

innovation and its handmaiden, technology. And it means that American businesses, whether

they ship around the world or to the next county, increasingly are face to face with foreign

competitors.

The equation which unites trade and technology is straightforward: to keep up with

foreign competitors, and to generate stable high paying jobs for Americans, we need to take

advantage of world maikets (domestic and foreign), while ensuring that the United States

leads the world in technology.

Three factors shape this equation:

o Success in global markets is increasingly important to the U.S. economy: American

workers dq)end on the ability of our companies to sell their goods and services in

foreign maricets ~ and to compete successfully against foreign products and services

domestically. Over the last seven years, U.S. exports of goods and services

accounted for over one-third of our economic growth — while export-related jobs

grew six times faster than total employment. By 1994, exports of goods and services

12
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supported over 1 1 million jobs in the United States. Within five years, that number
could rise to 16 million.

This strong growth in U.S. exports benefits U.S. workers through higher real

wages. In 1992, wage rates in jobs supported by goods exports averaged 13 percent

more than the national average.

The ability to compete globally is critical for another reason - because of the

importance of U.S. businesses competing against foreign products and services in the

domestic market. About one-fifth of our economy is now linked to foreign trade. In

industries ranging from motorcycles to computers, the global market doesn't start in

Europe or Asia ~ it starts in the United States.

Innovation and technology increasingly drive economic growth - and U.S.

competitiveness: By some estimates, more than half of our economic growth since

World War II has been fueled by advancing technology. Software, which hardly

existed as an industry two decades ago, now employs over 500,000 highly paid

people.

Innovation and technology not only create jobs -- they create good, sustainable

jobs, exactly the ones that we want to create. The average annual compensation in

high technology sectors, for example, exceeds the average of all manufacturing by

20 percent.

Furthermore, technology drives U.S. competitiveness. A recent study

demonstrates specifically what a difference technology makes to U.S. competitiveness

— companies that use advanced technologies are more productive, pay higher wages,

offer more secure jobs, and increase employment more rapidly than firms that do not.

They are, in short, more competitive.

Technology and exports work togetherfor competitiveness and goodjobs: While both

exporting and the use of technology by themselves create better and more jobs, recent

analysis demonstrates that technology and exporting reinforce each other -- that
•

companies that use both advanced technologies, and demonstrate their international

competitiveness through exports, increase employment, pay higher wages, and offer

more secure jobs than those that do not. Technology and trade work togetherfor
economic opportunity.

And the economic stakes are increasing. By 2010 world imports of our

trading partners are expected to exceed $5 trillion ~ an increase in real terms of more
than 65% from today's level, with much of the growth driven by demand for

technology based products and services. Technology intensive products will be an

increasing slice of this rapidly expanding pie - exports of technology intensive

13
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manufactured products in the OECD grew from 18% of total exports in 1981 to 33%
in 1992.

These aggregate trends mirror the rapid growth of individual industries that employ

thousands of Americans. U.S. information technologies markets are expected to grow at an

average rate of seven percent in real terms per year — reaching $275 billion by 2010.

Infrastructure development projects are estimated to be at least $1 trillion in Asia by the year

2000, and to approach $500 billion in Latin America over the next decade. In markets as

diverse as environmental technologies, aerospace, autos, health technologies, telecommunica-

tions, and financial services, innovation and technology will be at the heart of expanding

commercial opportunities for U.S. companies — or our foreign competitors.

The Need for Partnerships

While economic studies confirm what many of our trading partners have known for

years — that using technology and iimovation to compete and win in global markets is the

future for any advanced economy — other factors point to the need for new forms of

partnerships in order to succeed in the global economy:

o 77tfi expanding role of other governments in trade: In today's economy, it is not just

companies, but nations, that compete.

For many years, our foreign competitors have worked hard to get their

companies contracts from other governments and in other markets around the world.

The United States, however, ranks last among six major foreign competitors (United

Kingdom, France, Canada, Italy, Germany, and Japan) in the percentage of national

resources devoted to foreign export promotion. In critical foreign markets, leading

foreign competitors actually have more export assistance personnel in the field than

we do.

Our economic competitors recognize what previous Administrations have been

slow to respond to — that overseas market opportunities in the most promising

markets are significantly shaped by host government wishes. In many key technology

markets — like telecommunications — host governments often are the owners. And
even in the private sector, in many of the most promising and highest growth "Big

Emerging Markets" the govenmient has a say in the outcome of major projects.

In these circumstances, U.S. companies, standing by themselves, face a tilted

playing field against the industry-government teams of our competitors. It is to level

the playing field ~ in order to give U.S. companies a fair opportunity to compete ~

that this Administration is acting vigorously to support U.S. companies overseas.

o Chronic under-investment in long-term civilian research and development: Just as

the products and services we sell now in many cases reflect R&D efforts from 10 to
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25 years ago, so our future competitiveness depends on the investments being made

now.

As a nation the United States devotes about 43 % of our total R&D effort

towards defense, space, health, and other national 'mission-driven' expenditures. The

balance — 57% ~ is devoted to civilian technologies. Thus, there are two questions:

How are we doing in our civilian technology investments compared to our trading

competitors? And, how likely is it that mission-driven R&D will produce civilian

spinoffs?

The future payoff from investments in civilian R&D depends in part on the

serendipity of iiuiovation, but leadership also depends on factors that are more

quantifiable — in particular the level of civilian R&D compared to our competitors

(declining), and the time frame from civilian R&D (short and getting shorter).

Specifically:

• For industry funded R&D (55 % of total national R&D):

- For the past decade, spending by U.S. firms on R&D has remained flat,

while that of our competitors continues to rise. Among major high-tech firms,

TTie Wall Street Journal reports that overseas major high-tech companies

increased R&D spending by 23% from 1988 to 1993, while U.S. spending was

flat. And some of the leaders in basic civilian technology research ~ AT&T,
General Electric, IBM, Kodak, Texaco, and Xerox - have dramatically

reduced their R&D spending.

- Furthermore, U.S. companies have for the last decade emphasized short-term

commercialization projects in favor of longer term research. In aggregate,

U.S. companies invest less than 5 percent of their R&D expenditures in long-

term projects.

For Federal R&D for civilian industrial technologies (2% of the national total):

- This year the United States ranks 28th in the world (just ahead of the Czech

Republic) in the percentage of public sector R&D dedicated to civilian

research.

- In aggregate, the U.S. consistently invests a lower percentage of our

resources in non-defense R&D than do our competitors. As noted above,

Japan invests 35 % more on a per capita basis in civilian R&D than does the

United States; Germany invests 30% more.
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The shifting relevance ofdefense and other mission-related Federal R&D (43% of

total) to civilian competitiveness: For years the United States has benefitted from a

steady flow of new commercial technologies emerging from science and research in

key national missions ~ defense of the Nation, health, space, and the quest for new
knowledge.

Times and technologies have altered the relevance of this model as the primary

means of benefiting civilian technology. Several factors help explain why this

model ~ which was so successful in the past ~ is less relevant now.

First, our mission oriented agencies - the Defense Dq^aitment, the Depart-

ment of Energy, and NASA ~ are no longer the dominant customers for most high

technology. In computers and semiconductors, for example, DoD consumes less than

five percent of the market. Nor are they technological leaders to the commercial

sector. In fact, the new technologies that are most critical to our military advantage

— software, computers, semiconductors, telecommunications, advanced materials, and

manufacturing technologies — are being driven by commercial, not government

mission related, demand.

Furthermore, the competitive dynamic between overseas and U.S. companies

has shifted over the years. Foreign companies are increasingly skilled at taking basic

research fmdings from whatever source — including Federal research — and adapting

them to commercial Jieeds. Cycle times — the elapsed time from idea till market —

have and will continue to shorten.

This means that i) increasingly technological breakthroughs spurred by a

national security or mission need will be brought first to market by a non-U. S.

company; and ii) for an increasing number of technologies, advancements in civilian

applications are subsequently driving the mission work.

This lack of adequate investment in civilian R&D already is taking its toll on

the United States. Based on OECD designations, the Unites States trade balance in

'high tech' manufacturing industries has steadily eroded for the past 15 years — and

has been negative for the last decade. In 'advanced technology products' — including

advanced materials, biotechnology, aerospace, electronics, flexible manufacturing,

information and communications, and optical electronics - the U.S. trade suiplus has

eroded by more than 20 percent from 1990 to 1993.

The loss of overseas maricets means lost American jobs. In aerospace

products, for example, the decline in U.S. share worldwide — from 79% in 1970 to

62% in 1988 - is equivalent to about 300,000 lost American jobs at today's operating

rates.
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Consequently, today we need a different technology model — one that focuses

explicitly on civilian industrial technology and better connects the federal basic

research mission to real-world private sector commercialization.

The expanding role of standards andframeworks in shaping competitiveness:

Domestically and overseas, standards and frameworks that shape private investment

play an increasingly important role.

With reductions in tariffs and quotas from GATT and other trade agreements,

product standards are the most significant barriers to many exports. Foreign product

standards and certification requirements affect about half of all U.S exports -

approximately $300 billion in 1993. Meeting these product standards and
,

,

specifications dictated by foreign governments can be a costly ~ a typical U.S.

machine manufacturer may spend as much as $100,000 a year in compliance, a

burden especially onerous for small- and medium-sized businesses.

Individual companies by themselves can have only limited impact in

infiuencing other nations and regional and international groups to adopt standards

consistent with U.S. practice. Government, in partnership with industry, needs to

play its part in shaping these standards.

The laws and regulations which create the framework for markets here at

home also shape competitive success. In a global economy, success at home will

often translate into success abroad, while conversely, failure to achieve success

domestically will leave U.S. firms at risk here and at a competitive disadvantage

abroad.

That is why, for example, the Administration has placed such emphasis on the

passage of telecommunications legislation that will deregulate and open new markets.

The economic benefits — domestically and internationally — are enormous. A report

by the Council of Economic Advisers predicts that reform will drive a boom in the

telecommunications and information sectors over the next ten years, doubling its share

of GDP, adding more than $100 billion to the economy, and employing another

1.4 million workers.

The need for information by small and medium businesses: Technology and

information is only useful if it gets to those who can use it. And — although often a

simplifying assumption made by economists - information is not equally available to

everyone. Small and medium-sized businesses, in particular, often lack the resources

to learn abouc new technologies, products, or market opportunities.

The goal of bringing technology and information to users who can make it

work for our country is longstanding ~ and exemplified in the agricultural extension
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service, perhaps the most successful governmental technology program in our history.

Today the need continues ~ in ensuring that knowledge about new technologies

for competitiveness, and new opportunities in overseas markets reach small and

medium-sized manufacturers.

The National Economic Strategy and the Department of Conmierce

The challenge is clear — success in the new global economy requires us to take

advantage of foreign markets and to ensure that the United States leads the world in advanced

technologies.

But the private sector — by itself ~ caimot respond to the intervention of other

governments on behalf of competitors, negotiate to change international standards, or

compete against the national research efforts of our economic competitors. Government too

has a role in maximizing the opportunities for private business to innovate and to succeed in

world markets.

That is why the President has put forward a national economic strategy, which

includes tools to boost exports and advance technology — including the need for our

government to respond to foreign governmental actions; the need to remedy under-investment

in long-term R&D that threatens our long-term competitiveness; and the need to reduce the

difficulties faced by small and medium-sized business in obtaining easy access to both foreign

markets and needed technologies.

While innovation must continue to come from the private sector, government must

work to maximize opportunities for private business to innovate ~ by reducing export

controls, reforming regulations to give companies room to compete, by opening markets,

and by creating incentives for private industry to invest in long-range, high-risk research.

And while the push to global markets must also come from the private sector,

government must work to knock down the barriers and ensure that U.S. firms have a level

playing field wherever they compete ~ by providing information on overseas opportunities,

eliminating unnecessary regulations, and working as a partner with business when other

governments seek to tilt the playing field.

The Department of Commerce is central to this strategy — as the place in government

where trade and technology and information wori( together. Central to the Department's

mission is the recognition that we live in an increasingly global economy in which all aspects

of economic competitiveness are integrally connected. The Department of Commerce works

in partnership with businesses, workers, and communities to increase exports, advance U.S.

technology, and enhance our global competitiveness ~ not as distinct and unrelated tasks.
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but as interlocking elements to achieve the Depaitment's overall mission ~ to ensure and

enhance economic opportunity for all Americans.

Trade and Technology Working Together at Commerce

The work of the Department of Commerce to integrate trade and technology has the

following basic components:

(1) Opening global markets to U.S. business: Trade policy is now dedicated to creating

opportunities for U.S. companies in global markets. For the first time in our history, this

Administration has created a National Export Strategy ~ the means for government and

business to work together to increase U.S. exports.

These efforts produce results. Through export promotion and advocacy efforts ~
about 80% of which are devoted to small and medium-sized businesses ~ Commerce helped

to produce about $45 billion in foreign business deals in 1994, with $20 billion in U.S.

export content, supporting about 300,000 person years of employment in America. This on a

budget of about $250 million per year.

But Commerce's work goes beyond advocacy and information. In expanding exports.

Commerce works to create a global environment conducive to U.S. technology and

iimovation. Consider:

- The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provides critical technical

support for international negotiations regarding product standards, conformity assessment

practices, and standards infrastructure. Recently, the NIST laboratories have expanded their

standards activity to help industry avoid or overcome technical barriers to trade. For

example:

o NIST is working to eliminate non-tariff-related barriers to trade — producing an

additional $20-40 billion in U.S. exports. In 1994 alone, NIST participated in and

provided technical support to more than 800 national and international standards

committees. In addition, on behalf of the U.S. industry, NIST is involved in

implementing technical standards that support the GATT and the NAFTA.

o NIST labs are helping to keq) open markets by helping to develop Mutual

Recognition Agreements (MRAs) ~ agreements which can eliminate costly delays that

resuh when products must be returned to the United Spates after failing conformance

testing in a foreign market.

~ The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) provides key expertise to

support international negotiations concerning environmental issues. In addition, NOAA's
expertise in environmental technologies provided essential support to export promotion

efforts. For example:
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o Hewlett-Packard and Riverside Technology, Inc., have won contracts to furnish the

hardware, software and systems — based on technology development funded by

NOAA — needed to operate the Water Resources Forecasting System in China.

o NOAA provided critical support to ITA in connection with a $1.4 billion Brazilian

government contract with a consortium led by the Raytheon Company for the

construction of the Amazon Surveillance System. It will result in an estimated $700

million in U.S. exports.

— The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTLA) works to

liberalize foreign telecommunications services. With over $590 billion in annual domestic

revenues, the telecommunications and information sectors are massive. By the year 2000,

telecommunications and information-related industries could account for approximately 20

percent of the entire U.S. economy.

With the United States standing virtually alone among countries that have private

sector telecommunications markets, govemment-to-govemment relationships are critical for

access by U.S. companies. We will not be able to compete if other countries continue to

protect their monopoly telecommunications providers.

Combining trade and technology concerns into the same E>epartment facilitates a "one-

two" punch in support of American telecommunications firms. NTIA lays the groundwork

for opening global telecommunications markets so that ITA can help U.S. businesses as they

pursue specific ventures in those markets. For example:

o Recently NTIA participated in bilateral discussions in Brussels regarding liberalizing

European telecommunications services. The day after the meeting, the European

Commission adopted an accelerated telecommunications liberalization timetable —

directly benefiting U.S. companies who are eager to compete and invest abroad.

o Through the combined efforts of ITA and NTIA, Commerce helped NYNEX win a

complex bid to install a global telecommunications system known as FLAG (the

Fiberoptic Link Around the Globe) which, when complete will be the longest

undersea telecommunications cable, connecting Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and

Europe. The project's value has been estimated at $1.4 billion with $900 million in

U.S. content, supporting 10,000 U.S. jobs.

— The Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) plays a central role in the Administration's efforts

to provide better protection of intellectual property — an essential element to international

competitiveness. Strong intellectual property protection enables American inventors to gain

the full benefits of their creations, stimulates more innovation, and protects businesses and

consumers from unfair trade practices. For example, PTO has helped produce:
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The Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIP'S) agreement in

GATT, which establishes intellectual property protection standards for more than 110

countries;

A U.S. -Japan Agreement eliminating dependent patent compulsory licensing in J^)an;

and

A series of negotiations, including the Trademaric Law Treaty and Protocol to the

Beroe Convention for the Protection of Literacy and Artistic Worics, to protect all

forms of intellectual property around the worid.

(2) Promoting the development offuture civilian technologies: The Advanced Technology

Program (ATP) helps fill the g^ between basic and mission-oriented R&D - which accounts

for the great majority of the U.S. Government's R&D spending ~ and short-term commercial

research, which accounts for almost all of the private-sector spending. The ATP provides

cost-shared awards to companies and consortia for competitively selected projects to develop

high-risk, enabling technologies — not products — that have huge economic potential but

whose prospects are too uncertain to attract investment capital and whose benefits disperse

too widely to permit a single firm to c^ture the resulting economic benefit.

The early results of an analysis of ATP awards to date finds important new technical

capabilities, creation of new jobs, new commercial opportunities ~ and some early growth ~

for U.S. firms and our technology base. Although the major benefits of the ATP will take

years to realize, preliminary data from 34 small firms indicate that over 90 percent expect to

add new employees within five years; of these, half expect to add more than 25 employees.

(3) Facilitating the rapid deployment and commercialization of civilian technologies: In the

global economy, being competitive globally starts with being competitive in the United

States.

The Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) whose 41 manufacturing centers in

31 states are helping the Nation's 381,OCX) smaller manufacturers battle foreign competition

by adopting modem technologies and production techniques. In 1994, the staff made more

than 10,000 site visits to smaller companies, during which they assessed company operations

and recommended ways to improve efficiency. Anticipated impacts from the MEP translate

into a conservatively estimated benefit of $8 to the private sector on each $1 that the Federal

government invested in the MEP.

(4) Facilitating the technology and information infrastructure for the 21st century: NIST labs

are focused on working with industry to develop the technical infrastructure that U.S.

companies and workers need to compete and win in worldwide economic competition.
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Without sustained efforts by the NIST labs, U.S. firms in many emerging high-technology

flelds ~ such as biotechnology, optical electronics, advanced manufacturing and materials,

and high-performance computing and communications — will lack the underlying

measurement technologies and standards necessary to make quality products for future global

competition.

Just as telecommunications and information is an extremely important export market,

we also must promote policies that ensure the competitive health of this sector within the

United States. The National Telecommunications and Information Administration, consulting

closely with the private sector, has taken a strong leadership role within the Administration

on all issues involved in advancing the National Information Infrastructure (Nil) and the

Global Information Infrastructure (Gil). NOAA is also leading a G-7 project to demonstrate

the potential of the Gil in the area of infrastructure and information management technologies

for the environment and natural resources.

NTIA has worked with the private sector to set forth blueprints for the Nil and Gn
and implemented a grant program to demonstrate the potential of the Nil in local

communities across the Nation, focusing on applications in the areas of education, medicine,

and community networks.

NTIA was at the forefront of efforts to create legislation authorizing the FCC to

auction radio spectrum licenses. These auctions will not only expedite the provision of the

next generation of cellular phone service to the public, they will yield directly or indirectly

approximately $9 billion to the U.S. treasury. NTIA also developed a plan for release of

235 MHz of Federal radio spectrum to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for

assignment to the private sector, which is expected to spawn a new generation of wireless

telecommunications and information services.

NTIA often advocates the introduction of competition into, and the deregulation of,

the provision of telecommunications and information services to the public. For example,

NTIA developed policies to help guide the FCC in its decisions establishing the market

structure and licensing of new personal communications services.

Just as decisions regarding international trade opportunities demand accurate data, the

ability of decisionmakers in both the private sector and the Government to promote economic

opportunity and growth at home depends on the quality of the data available. The Census

Bureau and the Bureau of Economic Analysis generate economic and demographic data that

are critical to business' ability to measure economic performance and make sound

investments.

(5) Ensuring the foundations for global competitiveness - public safety and vibrant

communities: In recognition that economic growth must go hand-in-hand with environmental

stewardship, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration conducts programs
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designed to provide a better understanding of the connections between environmental health,

economics, and national security.

NOAA protects life and property and helps to predict and ameliorate man-made

causes of longer-term climate change by improving environmental monitoring,

prediction and assessment. NOAA weather research and monitoring has resulted in

improvements that enhance the accuracy of hurricane track models. These models

have reduced the size of the warning area, resulting in savings of $1 million for each

mile of coastline that is not needlessly evacuated.

o The National Ocean Service provides direct services that aid the competitiveness of

U.S. exports and the ports and harbors that move the more than $500 billion worth of

U.S. goods bound for overseas every year. Modernization of NOAA's nautical

charting and the installation of real-time water level, tide and current stations are

providing more accurate data on actual conditions in our ports and harbors.

o NOAA's ocean and coastal management efforts have resulted in the establishment of

estuarine research reserves, national marine sanctuaries and federally approved state

coastal management programs. These management efforts successfully balance

competing needs of resource protection and economic development. Further, these

efforts create appropriate Federal-state partnerships in ocean and coastal management.

o NOAA's Aeronomy Laboratory is leading the search for an "ozone solution" by

studying the atmospheric fate and lifetime of substances that are proposed as

substitutes for ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). The Montreal Protocol

on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer has set a strict timetable for the

elimination of CFCs and halons, and industry is active in the search for alternatives

for use as refrigerants, propellants, commercial solvents, and so on. The suitability

of any given alternative compound depends on determining its potential effects on the

ozone layer. NOAA research on the atmospheric chemistry of CFC substitutes has

had a major impact on both the international policy and industry decisions regarding

the selection of suitable replacements for the ozone-destroying compounds. This

research can result in considerable cost-savings to industry and help mitigate damage

to the stratospheric ozone layer.

Conclusion

In today's global economy, economic competitiveness is seamless: trade policy opens

opportunities for technology- and information-intensive products and services, while

iimovation and technological leadership builds global competitiveness to compete and win in

domestic and overseas markets. The Department of Commerce is where these connections

are made. If we are to examine how best to organize the work of the Department, it is

critical to understand exactly how Commerce programs help make the Nation more
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competitive. The Administration believes Commerce programs are essential for the long-

tenn health of the economy and are a sound and proven investment in the future.

The Committee's letter of invitation to the hearing states that the key focus today will

be to explore the disposition of science programs under H.R. 1756 as a result of termination

of the Department of Commerce. One proposal under the Committee's review would be to

salvage the programs through a Department of Science, and alternative proposals would

transfer some functions to other research agencies, establish stand-alone agencies, and

outright eliminate other functions.

I would encourage the Committee to broaden its horizons. It only makes sense to

consider consolidating Commerce's science and technology programs in a Department of

Science or elsewhere if you have determined first that keeping them at Commerce is not

better. Since that is patently not the case, we urge you to reject the false economies of

dismantling Commerce and preserve its ability to represent the interests of American business

both here and abroad.

Thank you.
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The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The Chair intends to go for about 35 minutes here recognizing

Members for 5 minutes in the order that they arrived in the room.
Then what I will do is, when we have run out of time for this

session, with the exception of Mr. Brown, I will then come back
and start the list for the next witness with the people who did not
get a chance to ask questions on this round.
The first person I will recognize is Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Mr. Chairman, in deference to the need for the jun-

ior Members to have an opportunity to question the Secretary, I

would like to relinquish my time at this point.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Weldon?
Mr. Weldon of Pennsylvania. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say at the outset, Mr. Secretary, that I appreciate you

coming over and hearing your testimony.
In spite of the effort to totally dismantle Commerce, I would be

one, as I said in my opening statement before you arrived, to ac-
knowledge the many vital programs that are in fact a part of Com-
merce.

I, for one, am a strong supporter of NOAA and the operations of
that agency. I think that both the Administration and the Congress
has in fact short-changed our commitment to the ocean ecosystem
and the potential that we could benefit from in terms of additional
work there.

I also have seen first hand the work that Commerce has done in
the business program, which I think has become a very successful
operation in reaching out to the former Soviet Republics, and I

want to acknowledge that publicly because I think that has been
a vital part of a new effort to reach out to the former Soviet states
and extend a cooperative working relationship as Russia attempts
to develop its economy.

Certainly working on issues involving fire and life safety, I have
to mention the work that is being done by the Bureau of Stand-
ards. Later on we will hear from the distinguished panelist Tony
O'Neill from the National Fire Protection Association and the good
work that Commerce has done in that area relative to life safety
and building safety and reducing the loss of life and property from
fires and disasters in this country.
But the overriding concern here is that we have to find a way

to do things more effectively, more efficiently, and because Com-
merce gives one the appearance of being such a diverse entity with
so many different functions, where oftentimes you cannot find the
connection between one and the other—and I think we will hear
that from the testimony of Barbara Franklin today when she comes
before us, that there is a natural tendency on the part of Members
of Congress to want to attack this agency first.

So perhaps I could let you speak to that issue, of the disparity
of the operations within the agency and the overall attempt by us
to trv to find wavs to streamline the Federal Government. Unfortu-
nately, you are the primary target for that right now.

Secretary Brown. Well let me say, Mr. Weldon, first I very much
appreciate the complimentary remarks you made about many of
the programs of the Commerce Department.
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I think one of our problems is that not enough people know what
the Commerce Department does and why we do it, and how impor-
tant it is to our Nation's economic future.

We believe, contrary to the views that my predecessor might
have, that over the last two-and-a-half years we have created the
kind of synergy that I described in my opening remarks where
trade, and technology, and telecommunications really do fit to-

gether—and they should fit together. There should be that kind of
synergy.

I do not think it is wise to separate them.
I know that there are proposals being made that we hear a lot

about to dismantle or eliminate the Commerce Department. I think
they are ludicrous. I think they are absolutely ludicrous in a time
of intense global competition.
We are trying to compete and win in a new, and difficult, and

tough global competitive environment. We know what our global
competitors are doing. We know the kinds of resources that they
are investing.

We have taken a very pragmatic approach by developing a na-
tional export strategy that recognizes the need for this kind of syn-
ergy, by standing shoulder to shoulder with American business and
industry with a clear understanding that it is the private sector

that must lead; that, as I often say, it is the private sector that
fuels the engine that pulls the train of economic growth and job
creation in America.
But we believe that we in government have a responsibility to

help clear the track so that that train can run smoothly.
We think it is difficult to contemplate, Mr. Weldon, that the

United States of America would consider being the only country in

the world where the private sector has no seat at the Cabinet table

in a time of a global economy. It just makes no sense.

Now let's talk about saving money, because that was the purpose
of the original proposal. This was a way to save taxpayer money.

I submit to you, Mr. Weldon, that the proposals offered in the
Chrysler bill would cost the taxpayers money. I am not talking

about counting the kind of leveraging of federal dollars; I am talk-

ing about in straight, direct costs.

There has been a claim, for example, that the Chrysler bill would
save about $7 billion over five years. That is not a good figure, Mr.
Weldon. It is a phony figure.

We believe the cost to the taxpayer for dismantling the Com-
merce Department would be in excess of $2 billion, and let me just

take one moment to tell you why, because that is one of the prin-

cipal pieces of rationale used.
The baseline that has been used in the Chrysler numbers ex-

cludes about $5 billion in costs that the Congress has already
agreed to. One of those is the ramp-up for the year 2000 Census.
You cannot use a 1994 baseline for the Census when you know

that most of the money is spent in 1999 and 2000 in order to con-

duct the Census. Under these criteria, we could not have a Census
in the year 2000.

Secondly, we know that we are modernizing the Weather Service,

something which you care deeply about, using Doppler radar, using
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satellites. None of the costs for the satellites are in the Chrysler
proposal.

So $5 billion of the $7 billion is eliminated outright.

We believe that the other figures, including some of the overhead
figures used, are just pulled out of thin air. They are not anything
that we know anything about at all.

We would like to submit to the Committee what we think the ac-

tual costs are.

So the question becomes. If you are not saving money, why are

you doing it?

Well some would answer. We are doing it to create government
efficiency.

I do not know, Mr. Weldon, very respectfully, how you create gov-

ernment efficiency by taking an agency and creating a bunch of

independent entities that are all going to have to go out and have
their own IGs, their own legislative departments, their own public

affairs departments, all adding to taxpayers' expenditures and cre-

ating much less efficiency than we have now.
So I think those arguments are specious arguments. I do not

think they are grounded in any logical foundation, Mr. Weldon.
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. Boehlert?
Mr. Boehlert. Mr. Secretary, it is said that a rose by any other

name smells just as sweet. Perhaps Commerce by another name
might not appear quite as sour. [Laughter.]

Mr. Boehlert. My thought is this. There appears to be a deter-

mined effort to get rid of Commerce, the name. The message of the

last election was clearly that the American people want smaller,

less costly government. I do not think we can dispute that. There
is no sense in arguing it; I think that is indisputable.

Where is the Administration's plan for reorganization? That is

the point. I am not enamored with the Chrysler bill, quite frankly.

I think NOAA does magnificent work. I think NIST does magnifi-

cent work. I refuse to accept the proposition that the Manufactur-
ing Extension Partnership is high-tech pork. I think it creates jobs.

It is good for America.
But, having said those good things about components of your

agency, I recognize that it is sort of a hybrid, and there is some
inefficiency in there. There is some excess spending.
Why not, instead of fighting this plan, why don't you come up

with an alternative plan that accomplishes what the taxpayers
want: smaller, less costly yet more efficient government?

Secretary Brown. Let me say, respectfully, that that is exactly

what we are doing. That is what Vice President Gore's Reinventing
Government project has been about.
We have a plan on the table right now where we are taking Com-

merce employment by the year 2000 down by 20 percent. That is

a part of our plan. The plan is in place. We are reinventing our-

selves every day. That, I believe, is one of the things that makes
some of these proposals so foolhardy.
They assume that nothing is going on.

We are doing privatization. We are creating government-owned
corporations. We are doing it with PTO. We are doing it with NIST.
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We are doing it with agencies within the Department of Commerce
that it makes sense to do it with.

We are looking at very specialized parts of NOAA to see whether
it does not make sense to privatize those. So that kind of thinking,

that kind of work is going on as we speak.

When you look at what has happened over the last several years,

you know one of the things that we are doing is reducing federal

employment by almost 300,000 people, making the Federal Govern-

ment smaller than at any time since the presidency of John Ken-
nedy.
So it is not like these are new, fresh ideas that we are ignoring.

We believe in reinvention. We believe in right-sizing. We believe in

down-sizing.
Mr. BOEHLERT. Mr. Secretary, my colleague from Pennsylvania is

chomping at the bit.

Mr. Weldon of Pennsylvania. Would the gentleman yield?

Mr. Boehlert. Yes, I will yield.

Mr. Weldon of Pennsylvania. Mr. Secretary, I have to raise an
issue that I saw, and I will provide for the record, Mr. Chairman,
a report that was released within the last week showing federal

employment since President Clinton took office is up by 43,000

workers.
In fact, the only decrease in federal workers is in the Department

of Defense where the number has dropped by 107,000.

Now this was a document provided by one of our government
agencies, which I will submit, Mr. Chairman, for the record. But
I think that is the frustration we deal with.

We hear the idea and the notion that we want to downsize, and
Mr. Boehlert and I have both said we support many of the good

things you are doing, but when it comes to substantive decrease in

the size of the work force, that is just not there, where the latest

report showing federal employment is actually up by 43,000. I

mean, it just doesn't jive, except for DoD, which I am well aware

of because I am on the National Security Committee. I am well

aware of those cuts.

I thank my colleague for yielding.

Secretary Brown. I appreciate your comment, and I would love

to see the report that you have seen. I would like to submit for the

record our reports on whether the federal employment
Mr. Boehlert. Good. I will make arrangements on my time to

have you exchange information.

Mr. Weldon of Pennsylvania. We will bring it right down.

The Chairman. We will include them all, without objection.

[The information follows:]
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All numbers represent the most recent (June 1995) report of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. No numbers are seasonally adjusted.

January 1993 DoD civilian employees : 897,000
June 1995 DoD civilian employees: 789,000
Difference -107,800

* Representing a reduction in the civilian DoD workforce by 107,800,
or 12%.

January 1993 Total Federal Employment: 2,922,000
June 1995 Total Federal Employment: 2,854,500*
Difference -67,500

* BLS table round its total Federal employment number. To receive a
more precise number, take:

Federal, Except postal : 2,015,100
Postal Service: + 839,400
Total: 2,854,500

Change in total Federal Employment: -67,500
Change in DoD Employment: -107,800
Total +40,300*

* Representing an increase in non-defense federal employment by
40,300 since January 1993.

January 1993 Total Executive Employment: 2,856,000
June 1995 Total Executive Employment : 2,791,500
Difference -64,500

Change in total Executive Employment -64,500
Change in total DoD Employment -107,800
Total +43,300*

* Representing an increase in non-defense executive employment by
43,300 since January of 1993.
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Mr. BOEHLERT. All right, but let me get to something.
We all can agree, I think, that NOAA is magnificent and no one

in their right mind would suggest that we eliminate NOAA fi-om

the Federal Government, but let us talk about something that is

less glamorous but I think is very effective and one that is near
and dear to my heart, the Manufacturing Extension Program.

I refuse to accept the proposition that that is high-tech pork. I

notice my colleague, Mr. Chrysler, says this is the type of activity

that simply interferes with what should be left to the very capable
hands of the private sector.

Address that, if you will, the Manufacturing Extension Program.
Secretary Brown. Let me say what has been happening in the

very capable hands of the private sector.

We have been losing our manufacturing base in America.
Mr. BOEHLERT. That is exactly right.

Secretary Brown. We have been losing it dramatically over the
past 30 years. We are trying to redress that. We are trying to

change it.

That is why we are dealing- with almost 400,000 small manufac-
turers trying to put technology in their hands, not just high tech-

nology, any technology.
Mr. BOEHLERT. How many centers do we have now?
Secretary Brown. We have 41. There were 7 when President

Clinton was elected. We had intended to ramp up to 100. We think
it is one of the most important investments we can make in Ameri-
ca's future.

Mr. BOEHLERT. We started this under the Bush Administration.
I do want to give it a plug.

Secretary Brown. It was a Bush Administration Program, just as
the ATP program was a Reagan and Bush Administration program.
There is no question about that. We built upon it because we think
it is right for America's future.

Mr. BOEHLERT. Would you also, one more question before the bell

rings, comment on the State Technology Extension Program. That
is a very modest expenditure, but would you address that for a mo-
ment, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary Brown. Yes. Let me, if I could, put it in the context
of ATP because I think it is very important.
The Federal Government spends about $75 billion a year in fed-

eral R&D. The private sector spends a little over $80 billion a year.

What we are asking is that we take less than 1 percent of the
federal expenditure and put it in a program that we know is key
to our economic competitiveness in the future.

It catches that which will fall between the cracks. Because of the

way the private sector is handling R&D now, and because of the
way the Federal Government is handling R&D now, we are not
going to have these breakthroughs. We are not going to be number
one technologically unless we make this relatively small invest-

ment.
And it is not a giveaway.
These are matched funds.
The private sector matches on a one-for-one basis what we put

up. The private sector companies that apply for participation in
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these programs have already spent millions of dollars just getting

ready to be able to apply for the programs.
We think they are critical to America's economic future.

The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. BOEHLERT. I must sav, Mr. Chairman, that was a nice fi-

nesse. He put in a plug for ATP and ignored State Technology Ex-
tension, but we will get to that later.

Thank you. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. Rohrabacher.
Mr. Rohrabacher. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Brown, first of all just a basic question. If the Adminis-

tration does believe in downsizing and your Department is abso-

lutely essential, what Cabinet Department is less essential and
should be eliminated?

Secretary Brown. Well I am sure, Mr. Rohrabacher, you do not
expect me to attack the Departments of other members of the
President's Cabinet.
Mr. Rohrabacher. Perhaps you could tell us what the Adminis-

tration's position is, then, maybe what Departments the Adminis-
tration is looking to phase out.

Secretary Brown. Well let me say it this way, if I could, Mr.
Rohrabacher, as you know Vice President Gore is taking very seri-

ously this effort to redefine and reinvent government.
We have been through two phases of that effort, and it has borne

real fruit. It has certainly borne real fruit in the Energy Depart-
ment. It has borne real fruit, as we have seen, in the Defense De-
partment. It has borne real fruit in a number of departments.
Now I know the question is often asked. Well, if the private sec-

tor can right-size and down-size, why can't a particular depart-
ment—let us in this case say the Department of Commerce?

I think that is an improper analogy. The analogy should be a pri-

vate company compared to the Federal Government as a whole.
What is the Federal Government doing?
There are three things a private company does when it chooses

to right-size.

First, it identifies those things that are no longer good functions,

and it gets rid of them. We ought to do that in the Federal Govern-
ment.

Secondly, it identifies things that still are important functions

but have a lot of fat. It cuts the fat. We have got to do that in the
Federal Government.
And third, it makes determinations of what things we need more

investment in to ensure our economic future.

Mr. Rohrabacher. Mr. Secretary
Secretary Brown. That is what this Administration has done,

and one of the dilemmas
Mr. Rohrabacher [continuing]. Some of us are very skeptical

about that. I admit that it sounds very good when you are explain-
ing your goals, but let me give you—let us just take one example.
One thing that in the private sector they do is eliminate duplica-

tion. Here we have—and in my subcommittee we found that there
is global warming research going on all over the Federal Govern-
ment. I mean, it is being duplicated all over the Federal Grovern-
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ment. EPA, DOE, NASA, NSF, all of these have global warming
projects.

Should global warming research be done in your department? Or
should it be done elsewhere?

Secretary Brown. I believe it should be done in NOAA. We be-
lieve that we have created within the Department of Commerce the
Department of Sustainable Development. That is where it should
be.

Let me tell you one thing we have done
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Then would you support—the major question

then is. Would you support then eliminating the other departments
and the other agencies' involvement in global warming?

Secretary Brown. I think we should do all of the consolidation
that is reasonable so that we can meet our national security inter-

ests.

Let me say one thing that I am sure you are aware we have
done. There were a lot of complaints before about satellites. Every-
body had these satellites doing duplicative things. We have now
combined those.

We run the civilian satellites, the Department of Commerce, now.
I think by any objective analysis we are doing a good job. One of

the things that the Chairman has proposed is putting more of that
in our Office of Space Commerce within the Department of Com-
merce.
Mr. ROHRABACHER. I would agree with that. If I could just—be-

cause I have only just a couple of minutes here—one of the things
that we came through within my subcommittee, in terms of a sug-
gestion, is we took a look at NOAA's fleet for example and we sug-
gested that the fleet be privatized where you have NOAA officers

who are given the same benefits as military benefits, and basically

they are civilian researchers.
Is the Administration going to support that suggestion?
Secretary Brown. Yes. As a matter of fact, we have a plan on

the table. We are reducing FTE from 400 to 118. There is no ques-
tion you cannot keep ships that are 30 years old on the surface of

the ocean at least for very long.

So, yes, the privatization idea, the setting up government cor-

porations where appropriate, is certainly something we are giving
real consideration to.

Mr. ROHRABACHER. One last thought before the buzzer rings and
my time is up. I have heard your explanation of the Administra-
tion's commitment to research often. In your explanation today you
were talking about projects, research and development projects,

which took 6, 8 and 10 years, and how were we going to get people
to invest in that type of research.

If I might just be so bold as to offer this observation: This Ad-
ministration supported—and we have had our back and forth on
this before—a change in the patent law that eliminated the 17-year
guaranteed patent term, which if a project takes 6, 8 or 10 years,

under the old system at the end of that time they had 17 years,

the investors had 17 years to recoup their investment.
Under what the Administration has done to change the patent

law, the 6, 8, and 10-year projects have lost half of their time for

the investors to recoup.
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Is this not much more of a dramatic harm to the incentive to in-

vest than any type of other type of subsidy program or bolstering

program that the Administration can come up with?
Secretary Brown. I think you raise an important point. As you

know, you and I have discussed this. We have discussed it with
Commissioner Lehman. We are wilhng and anxious to work with
you on an issue that you have raised with us.

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. Bartlett.

Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, you have made a very persuasive argument that

we need to spend more money on research and on R&D. You point-

ed out, I think, that as compared to Japan they spend 35 percent
more on a per capita basis than we do.

Germany spends 30 percent more. I think almost everyone would
agree that if we are going to maintain our technological edge that
we have to spend more on research and on R&D.
So everybody is agreeing to that.

The question therefore is not whether we should spend more
money on research and R&D, but who should spend that money.
In the final analysis, sir, there is no such thing as "federal dollars."

Every dollar the Federal Gk)vemment has either came from some
hardworking American's paycheck; it came from taxes collected

from a business or an industry that has been successful; or we
have borrowed it from our children and our grandchildren.

Please help us understand why you think that the more money
that everybody agrees should be spent on R&D will be better spent
by the Federal Government in taxes collected than it would be
spent by the companies that have made the money? Why would it

not be better spent by the venture capitalists who will take the
savings to the American people who, if they were not taxed so

much, might save and have some money for investment?
Please help us understand why you think the government does

a better job of supporting research and R&D than the job that com-
panies would do, than the job that would be done with the savings
from the American people if we did not take their money in taxes?

Secretary Brown. I say respectfully the position I take is not
that the government does a better job. The position I take is that
it is not being done. It is not being done by the private sector.

Mr. Bartlett. Sir, do you think that it is not being done because
the average American works 189 days to support government and
has only 175 days left to support themselves, and to save and to

invest?

Secretary Brown. No, I think it is not being done because we
have a different kind of economy than we had 20 years ago. We
have a global economy with different kinds of global competition.

We need to look, as intelligent people always look, at what their

global competitors are doing and how they are trying to create eco-

nomic growth in jobs for their people. I wish it was all done by the
private sector.

As the chairman well knows, it is not. That is why the Federal
Government has a long bipartisan history of investing in science

and technology, to make sure that we stay number one as a Nation
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in those areas; to make sure that we have products, and goods and
services to export; to make sure that we can keep our economy
growing.
Mr. Bartlett. Mr. Secretary, nobody is arguing but what these

are very necessary goals. I come from a background in both big in-

dustry

—

Secretary Brown. I know you do.

Mr. Bartlett [continuing]. And in small business, but I would
like to yield now to my colleague from Pennsylvania for a moment.
Mr. Weldon of Pennsylvania. Mr. Secretary—and I thank my

colleague for yielding—I just want to clarify this for the record.

This is a very important part of what is driving this legislation in

this effort. That is, the claim of the Administration is that it really

is reinventing government and downsizing the federal work force.

I went out and got that study, and it is irom the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, which is the President's own agency.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics, as of the most recent month for

which statistics were available, June of 1995, claims that non-de-
fense federal employment increased by over 40,000—40,300 to be
exact—from the beginning of Clinton's Presidency to June 1995.
The only cut, in fact, was in the defense area where we have cut

107,800 workers, or 12 percent of our work force. So in fact what
is being said and what is being told to us in terms of a downsizing
and a consolidation is not occurring except in defense, which is un-
derway anyway.

I mean, that downsizing has been underway for about six years.

That is a dilemma. I mean, I just heard you say a few moments
ago that we are going to be cutting by 300,000 workers. Well, the

statistics from the Bureau of Labor do not bear that out.

Secretary Brown. Well, the statistics that you just cited did bear
out that we have got a smaller federal work force now than we had
when President Clinton became President. That is the claim that
is being made that is a true claim. It is being phased in.

It is absolutely correct that most of the initial cuts have been in

defense. That is true. If you look at the plan for reduction to that

300,000 you will see where the rest of them are coming from.

I have indicated to you in my testimony that 20 percent of the

Department of Commerce work force will be cut by the year 2000.
So obviously there is a long-term plan to reach this goal.

Mr. Weldon of Pennsylvania. If the gentleman would further

yield, here we are with no cuts of substance except in defense,

which were underway anyway. I think if you want to look at why
these things are happening, and you asked that question during
your testimony, this is exactly the reason.

Secretary Brown. But Mr. Weldon I say that, respectfully, that
in

Mr. Weldon of Pennsylvania. We have increased employment by
over 40,000 people.

Secretary Brown [continuing]. The previous Administration,
there were no cuts in the federal work force. It has just been since

1993 that we have begun to take down the federal deficit, which
as you know was skyrocketing, and take down the federal work
force, because there is a plan to do it and we have been faithful

to that plan.
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The Chairman. The time of the gentleman, Mr. Bartlett, still has
a few seconds.
Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary
Secretary Brown. Can I interrupt just for one second?
Mr. Bartlett. Yes.
Secretary Brown. I see my friend, Mr. Boehlert, leaving and I

do not want him to think I would ever evade one of his questions.

[Laughter.]
He asked a question about the STEP Program, the State Tech-

nology Extension Program. It was initiated by the Congressman
and oy Senator Rockefeller in the late 1980s and is now a part of

our MEP program.
It grants small amounts of money to states to coordinate and

stimulate their local efforts to reach out to small manufacturers. It

has been critical to many states to get them started in that direc-

tion, and we view it as an integral part of the MEP program.
Mr. Boehlert. Thanks, Mr. Secretary, but tell your researcher

that that is a "Boehlert-Rockefeller" program. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman from Maryland that

was used by several people has expired.

The gentleman, Mr. Tanner.
Mr. Tanner. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, thank you for being here. At the risk of repeating,

it seems to me an axiomatic fundamental of American business in

the marketplace that there is a restriction or a restraint on the pri-

vate sector in terms of what monies they can be permitted to by
the vagaries of the marketplace to commit to long-term research
and development. Thev are in business to make a profit to show
their stockholders ana the marketplace in general that they are
moving forward with the company and therefore have certain

short-term pressures on them that they cannot escape.
Now as a function of the Federal Government, if you are going

to have a federal government in this area, it seems to me that one
of the things that all of us desire is that the Federal Government
be an ally of business not an adversary of business, and that one
of the ways that the Federal Government can become an ally of

American business in this country is to help and assist in that
small area of long-term research and development for which there
is not an immediate payback that stockholders and the market-
place itself can see, but nonetheless is critical to our long-term via-

bility in a world economy that is becoming more and more competi-
tive.

At the risk of asking you to repeat vourself, but for the record
could you explain please, sir, why you tnink it is important to have
a Technology Administration? Could you explain the functions of

that policy?

Furthermore, what steps are being taken now and standards put
in to measure the benefits of that program? And how has the pro-

gram changed?
What do you see your department doing to be the ally of business

in the future and not the adversary?
I think it is almost just fundamental that we have a roll to play

to assist American businesses. If this bill we are here on, 1756, Mr.
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Boehlert said no one in their right mind would seriously contest

NOAA—my question was not about NOAA, but I see here NOAA
programs, under this bill NOAA pollution research, and so on, ter-

minated; Office of Atmospheric Research, terminated; and so on.

So I will be looking forward to someone who thinks that is a good
idea. But, getting back to my original question, this I think is one
of the most critical, absolutely fundamental questions that we
ought to be asking ourselves as members of the Federal Govern-
ment.
Thank you.
Secretary Brown. Thank you very much, Mr. Tanner. I am

pleased to attempt to respond to the question.

I think one of the most distressing things that has happened is

not only discussion of dismantling of the Department that has this

as its principal function, but also what has happened in the Appro-
priations process.

To think about eliminating the Technology Administration is just

absurd. What we have done is gone out and recruited the best and
brightest from the private sector. Dr. Mary Goode, to serve as the

Administration's leader in shaping technology policy. She drives

and coordinates technology policy at the highest levels of the Fed-

eral Government and oversees all the work of NIST.
She shapes America's technology policy, which is much needed.

Do you know what the funding level is? I think last year it was
$10 million to run our technology policy for the United States of

America.
If you look at that compared to what other countries are doing,

it is almost laughable. For the first time I believe in recent Amer-
ican history it is working. We have got our Under Secretary for

Technology and our great Director of NIST, Arati Probhakar, work-
ing closely together as part of the same team—Arati running the

programs at NIST, and Mary shaping the technology policy based
on experience at the field level.

Let me say, too, as a response to your question, Mr. Tanner,
there are a number of areas in which we have proven over the

years how important public/private partnership is. I know that

there are some in America who think that we have become the

breadbasket of the world just because we have got the smartest

farmers and the hardest working farmers.

We do have the smartest farmers, and we do have the hardest
working farmers. But we have become the breadbasket of the world

in part because it was a public/private partnership; because it was
an agricultural outreach program at the beginning of this century

that helped create the kind of superiority that we have achieved.

I would suggest that the same is terribly important in tech-

nology. It worked in aeronautics. We are not just the best in aero-

nautics because we have got great companies like McDonnell Doug-
las, and Boeing, and many others; but because it was a real public/

private partnership.
A lot of federal R&D money went into making us the greatest.

I want to make sure that it stays that way in America. It is going

to stay that way because we understand the need, the essential na-

ture of this kind of public/private partnership.
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What kind of role does the Federal Government play in order to

keep us, number one, NIST, ATP, MEP, that are some of the prin-
cipal examples of how important it is to leverage federal dollars to

keep America number one technologically.

The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Ms. Jackson-Lee.
Ms. Jackson-Lee. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
The Chairman. Before the gentlelady proceeds, this will be the

last questioner at this point. This will be the expiration of time.
Then, as I stated earlier, when we get the next witness we will

start with the group that did not have a chance to question in this

round with the next witness.
Secretary Brown. I might like to stay and question the next wit-

ness, Mr. Chairman
[Laughter.]
The Chairman. We would have to examine the rules very care-

fully on that, Mr. Secretary. [Laughter.]
Ms. Jackson-Lee.
Ms. Jackson-Lee. I might help you with that, Mr. Secretary.

[Laughter.]
Mr. Chairman, I do have a few remarks as an opening state-

ment, but I would like to just submit that for the record, please,
and question Secretary Brown.
The Chairman. Without objection.

[The prepared opening statement of Ms. Jackson-Lee follows:]
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Opening Statement Made by Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee

In the days since the 104th Congress began its work, it has

become ever clearer that my esteemed Republican colleagues have

come, not to legislate, but to hunt. They seem to perceive all

government programs, departments and entities, regardless of

function, as prey to be destroyed or emaciated to the point of

near-death. They offer not, well considered and thoughtful

solutions, but instead simplistic policies. We are discussing

both today and Thursday, not only what is to happen to the

programs, people and facilities of NIST and NOAA, but more

fundamentally, the philosophy that indeed, government has a

special responsibility and place in the society and lives of its

citizens.

24 Nobel laureates have signed a letter, stating the essential

role and nature of the NIST laboratories to both government and
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industry. These learned men agree that these valuable national

assets have saved the nation billions of dollars annually through

the results of their activities. I believe it would behoove this

committee and this country to listen to the opinions of such

people. People who are not concerned with either budget-cutting

trophies or the ideological consideration, but instead the

interests of science.

During the Reagan administration, several attempts were made to

privatize the NTIS. It has been well documented that no

commercial entity could be found to assume its responsibilities.

Yet, hear we are again, approximately five years later, going

through the same exercises and doomed to come to the same

conclusions. An often stated principal of government is that it

should be held responsible for how the taxpayers money is spent

.

The NTIS disseminates the results of taxpayer sponsored research

and activities. Allowing a private entity to then resell this

information to the same public that paid for it seems to me to be

unfair and unacceptable

.

These are but two examples of the ill-advised nature of some of

the proposals contained within H.R. 1756. There are many many

more. Regardless of this however, it is with dauntless resolution

and unconquerable faith that I will defend not only the valuable

environmental, scientific and other work done by NIST and NOAA,

but the welfare, faith and trust of my constituents.
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Ms. Jackson-Lee. Thank you very much.
I would consider this a very sincere exercise, Mr. Secretary, if I

had not had the opportunity to read the proponent of the elimi-

nation or dismantling of the Commerce Department's own words
which, if I might share with him, that having chaired a task force

I understand Congressman Chrysler mentioned, that he was grate-
ful that they had moved beyond the issue of should we dismantle
the Commerce Department to the question of how do we get there.

It is my understanding that the 104th Congress has been in ses-

sion maybe a mere nine months or so, and I would wonder whether
or not this rush to judgment has anything to do with the reality

of the place the Department of Commerce has in this Nation, and
trade and science, or does it have something to do with a 1996
campaign deadline.

So for me I am frustrated because I think there is merit in any
discussion to make government work better. But when the state-

ment of the proponent is permeated with suggestions of downsizing
an overblown federal bureaucracy, I do not think there leaves time
for reasonableness and seriousness in the discussion.

If I might, I would like to just have you track for me the role

and the place that this Nation stands in the world, because we
seem to have been discussing this in the limelight or in the shadow
of what we want to do with downsizing the American Government
in response to 37 percent of the vote in 1994.
My question to you then is: How do we compare, as you travel

internationally with G-7 countries in terms of their technological
response to their private sector? Is there government involvement
internationally? And how do we compare with our government in-

volvement in partnerships?
Does that add to the leverage of foreign countries as they com-

pete in the world market with the government's involvement or

partnership?
And how does that either compare to what we are presently

doing?
Then, would you also give me a sense of the return on the invest-

ment that we give to R&D as it translates into the world market?
If I need to refer back to those questions as you answer, I would

be happy to do so. But the real question is: Are we discussing this

in the right perspective, downsizing the government or how we
compete in the world market?

Secretary Brown. Well thank you very much for that question.

I think you can anticipate my answer. We are not even close to

our foreign competitors, and we need to start getting close if we are

serious about America being a first-rate economy in the 21st Cen-
tury.

We have done a thorough examination of what our principal

international competitors are doing, and we need to do a lot better.

It means we need to make some tough choices, some priority

choices.

How do we spend federal dollars?

Most importantly, how do we leverage federal dollars?

Let me give you two examples, one in the area of technology and
one in the area of trade:
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We take a federal budget for the International Trade Administra-
tion of about $250 million a year, and we have produced or helped
produce over the last 18 months $50 billion worth of business for

American businesses and American workers. That is a fact.

I would call on this Committee to talk to the CEO's of those com-
panies, both large and small, to talk about the impact we have had
on the outcome of those decisions. We want to compete and win in

this tough global economic arena, and that requires the Federal
Government, standing shoulder to shoulder with American busi-

ness and industry, not because we have some ideological or philo-

sophical bent in that direction, but because we want to be relent-

less and pragmatic and we know how the global marketplace works
in the 1990s.

It is terribly important that that kind of relationship exists. If

you want to talk about leverage, that is leverage.

You talk to the CEOs of Boeing or McDonald Douglas, they will

tell you that, but not for us, AirBus would have been bought by
Saudi Arabia and not Boeing or McDonald Douglas.
You can go around the corporate world to companies large and

small and they will give you the same answers.
Finally on technology, Mr. Chairman, if I could, the MEP pro-

gram, as evaluated by the GAO, leverages 8 to 1. Every dollar we
put in creates $8.

I think the same can be said, although the evaluations are not

as clear yet because it is a longer term on ATP, but I would sug-
gest that the numbers on ATP are going to be even stronger num-
bers.

To me, the federal dollars that we can leverage to attract private

sector capital are the most important federal dollars we can spend.
Ms. Jackson-Lee. Mr. Chairman
The Chairman. The time of the gentlelady has expired.

Ms. Jackson-Lee. Mr. Chairman, may I just ask him for a re-

sponse in writing, not to take up the time, to respond to this next
witness's comment on the Advanced Technology Program, of former
Secretary Franklin, if I could have a response to that in writing.

Secretary Brown. She supported it strongly when she was Sec-

retary of Commerce.
Ms. Jackson-Lee. If I could just get that in writing. Thank you.

[The information follows:]

In her prepared testimony, former Secretary of Commerce Barbara Hackman
Franklin referred to the ATP as a "large pork barrel," picking "winners and losers

among technologies and favorites among companies." This statement is contrary to

fact.

Advanced Technology Program (ATP) awards are not and have never been made
on the basis of political influence or to curry favor with particular companies. The
proposal selection process is unchanged since former Secretary Franklin's tenure, so

her testimony is especially puzzUng. Every dollar of ATP funding since the pro-

grams inception in 1990 has been awarded strictly on the technical and business
merit of the projects as evaluated by experts from both the public and private sec-

tors. Anyone who has seriously examined the process has found this to be true. In

addition, during the previous Administration, the final selection authority rested

with the Director of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Starting in 1993, however, that responsibility has been delegated down, so that no
political appointee is involved with project selection.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology and the Department of Com-
merce welcome a full and honest exploration of the appropriate role of government
in supporting U.S. industry and the U.S. economy in a world of global markets and
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fierce competition. We welcome a full and honest evaluation of the ATP, its mission,
and its accomplishments. But we feel that neither the Nation nor the taxpayer are
served by unsubstantiated statements.

Ms. Jackson Lee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your indul-
gence.
The Chairman. The time of the gentlelady has expired.

Mr. Secretary, I just wanted to raise one point of clarification.

Did I understand your testimony earlier as saying that over the
last 30 years that manufacturing as a percentage of GDP has
dropped dramatically?

Secretary Brown. Yes—no, no, no. That the number of manufac-
turing workers; our manufacturing employment has dropped dra-
matically.

The Chairman. But as a percentage of GDP it has remained con-
stant?

Secretary Brown. Yes.
The Chairman. Is that correct?

Secretary Brown. That is right.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary Brown. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. We very much appreciate your testimony before

us today. It has been very helpful and we will certainly be consid-
ering these issues as we take this matter up in markup.

Secretary Brown. I would hope so, Mr. Chairman. I was glad to

see so many people in this side of the panel supporting the Depart-
ment of Commerce. It was very heartening.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The next witness is former Secretary of Commerce Barbara

Franklin.
Ms. Franklin, we are delighted to welcome you to the Committee.

We look forward to your testimony. We understand that you are
under time constraints, and we will attempt to accommodate that.

But if you can summarize your statement for us, the entire state-

ment will be included in the record and that will give members
who have some questions an opportunity to ask those questions.

Welcome, and we look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BARBARA HACKMAN
FRANKLIN, FORMER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE, PRESI-
DENT AND CEO, BARBARA FRANKLIN ENTERPRISES, WASH-
INGTON, DC
Ms. Franklin. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Members

of the Committee, I am delighted to be here this morning to take
part in what I think is a very important discussion. I applaud the
leadership role that you and the Committee are playing in this ef-

fort to down-size, streamline, and make the Federal Government
more productive and more efficient.

As someone who has participated in corporate boardrooms for the
better part of 15 years while the private sector has been doing this,

I want to say that streamlining our government is long overdue.
The benefits to the private sector have been enormous, even

though they have been difficult and sometimes painful; but the
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Federal Government must catch up or it will be a continual drag
on our Nation's productivity.

In reviewing each function of the Federal Government, the start-

ing point should be this question: Is this a proper role for the Fed-
eral Government?

If the answer is "no," then the function should be eliminated. If

the answer is "y^s," then the next questions are: How should this

function be organized so that it is carried out most productively
and efficiently; and where should the function reside in the federal

structure so that it can best fulfill its mission?
I have applied these questions when considering the disposition

of the science programs of the Department of Commerce that fall

under this Committee's jurisdiction, and I am supporting the dis-

mantling of the Department.
Here are my specific recommendations:
First, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

NOAA, should be downsized, kept together, and either made an
independent agency or grouped with other similar functions.

While I was in office, NOAA accounted for about 60 percent of

the budget and about half the people of the Department. Meshing
this agency sensibly with the rest of the Department was the big-

gest stretch in finding a way to manage the entire entity. Hence,
my conclusion that NOAA should stand alone or be grouped with
similar functions which have a science base.
However, I am convinced, after some hard thinking, that the fun-

damental arguments made by the Stratton Commission prior to

this agency's formation are sound. There was then and is now syn-
ergy in the combination of ocean and atmospheric functions, and I

think there is a legitimate role for government in this scientific ac-

tivity.

But I would emphasize that NOAA could stand some consider-

able slimming and trimming.
To mention just a few parts of that agency:
The National Weather Service. I think the Service does a good

job forecasting national emergencies—life-threatening hurricanes,
tornadoes, floods—and assisting in times of critical national secu-
rity, such as during Desert Storm.

I think this is a legitimate government function and should re-

main mostly intact.

The Oceanic and Atmospheric Environmental Research Labora-
tories. Some consolidation is probably in order here, but I believe
it is in the interest of the U.S. to have in the Federal Government
an independent function that produces documented research rang-
ing from the Ice Age to the present, and which advises the Con-
gress and President on such things as global climate change and
stratospheric ozone risk.

This body of research also enables the U.S. to deal factually and
from strength when debating global climate change with other
countries.

The questions of how much of this research we need, and wheth-
er it can be contracted out is left for another discussion, but I do
not believe these labs should be sent to a regulatory agency.
The National Environmental Satellites. I am speaking here of

the GrOES, the Geostationary Orbiting Satellites, and the Polar
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Satellites. They are essential in weather forecasting and other oce-

anic and atmospheric research.
But there is a management dilemma here. The satellites belong

to NOAA, but NASA which has special expertise in satellites, man-
ages the contractors who build and launch them.
So we have the unusual situation of one agency's interests and

appropriated monies, NOAA, being managed by another agency,
NASA, which has no statutory accountability for cost overruns and
other problems. And there have been cost overruns and problems
over the years—^but, happily, today the next generation of GOES
is up and functioning.

However, the issue of who should own, operate, and manage the
replacement of the next generation of GOES and Polar satellites

continues to be a concern.
NOAA does not have expertise in managing technology in con-

tracts of this kind; NASA does, but is thought to be somewhat con-

temptuous of these "little satellites" that do not further the explo-

ration of Outer Space.
So if NOAA becomes an independent agency, dealing with NASA

may become more difficult. Today, NOAA can bring the Secretary
into the situation if NASA does not perform adequately. If NOAA
is independent, that leverage is gone. This may be a case where
grouping the governmental scientific functions would offer a solu-

tion to this management dilemma.
My second recommendation:
That the heart of the National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology, NIST, should be preserved. However, the Advanced Tech-
nology Program, ATP, should be eliminated.

Unfortunately, the ATP has turned into a large pork barrel and
a means to make industrial policy, and I was pleased to note that
the House Appropriations process this year zeroed it out for the

next fiscal year.

The justification for the fundamental function of NIST, the set-

ting of standards, dates back to the earliest days of our country.

What was a bushel in one state was not necessarily a bushel in an-

other.

Therefore, the Kramers of our Constitution thought that an inde-

pendent third-party was needed to establish a precise measure of

what a "bushel" was. So Article I, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitu-

tion empowers the Federal Government to fix Standards of Weights
and Measures.
Today there is a need to establish standards for many new

things: The width of a line in a silicon chip, for example—and there

will be even more such need as we invent new technologies.

NIST has an outstanding record of performing this function, and
is a jewel of a government agency. It should be constituted as an
independent agency or with other government science functions.

Also, NIST has been administering since 1987 the Malcolm
Baldridge Quality Award. This has been a great incentive to Amer-
ican business and is, I believe, one of the contributing factors to en-

hanced U.S. competitiveness around the world. This program is

worthwhile and should survive.

My third recommendation:
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The National Technical Information Service should be privatized.
This repository of government publications is essentially self-sus-
taining now. Privatizing it seems to be a logical next step.

These are some of my thoughts, Mr. Chairman, about the way
the science functions of the Department of Commerce could be bet-
ter organized or eliminated altogether.

I appreciate the opportunity to present them. Your Committee
has an excellent opportunity to make a substantial contribution
and I know you will make the most of it.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Hackman Franklin follows:!
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TESTIMONY BY
THE HONORABLE BARBARA HACKMAN FRANKLIN

FORMER US SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE HEARING

ON THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE DISMANTLING ACT

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1995

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. I am very pleased to be here today to be taking part

in this important discussion about the ways and means of making government more efficient.

This is the first time in my memory that there has been such strong effort and will to change the

way we think about the Federal Government — its proper role, the way it works, and the way it

ought to work to meet the challenges presented by the dynamics of the world today. I applaud

the leadership role this Committee is playing in the drive to downsize, streamline, and make the

Federal Government more productive and more efficient.

And, as someone who has participated in corporate board rooms for the better part of IS years

while the private sector has been doing this, I want to say that streamlining our government is

long overdue. The benefits to the private sector have been enormous, even though they have

been difficult and sometimes painful. Our businesses are more competitive than ever in global

markets. The U.S. is the largest economy and the Number One exporter in the worid The most

recent world competitiveness survey by the World Economic Forum and the International

Institute for Management and Development ranked the U.S. as the world's most competitive

economy for the second straight year. The Federal Government must catch up with this drive for

efficiency or it will be a continual drag on our nation's productivity.

As we review each function of the Federal Government, the starting point should be this question:

Is this a proper role for the Federal Government? If the answer is no, then that function should be

eliminated. If the answer is yes, the next questions should be: How should this function be

organized so it is carried out most productively and efficiently? And where should the function

reside in the federal structure so that it can best fulfill its mission?

I applied these questions to the Department ofCommerce when I was Secretary and concluded

then ~ as many in Congress have now — that the Department could and should be restructured,

perhaps even dismantled. It does contain a number of seemingly disparate activities. And

although I had devised a way to manage the disparity, by creating a seven-point agenda under the

banner "Commerce is the new front line for promoting economic growth and jobs," I must admit

this was a stretch. Managing would have been easier if there had been more cohesiveness and

focus to the department's activities. In other words, the departmental structure worked against

its being managed most effeaively.
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The purpose of this hearing is to consider specifically the disposition of the science programs of

the Department of Commerce that fail under this Committee's jurisdiction. Here are my
recommendations.

First, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration should be downsized, kept

together, and either made an independent agency or grouped with other similar functions.

While I was in office, NOAA accounted for about 60 percent of the budget and about 50 percent

of the people in the Department Meshing this agency sensibly with the rest of the department

was the biggest "stretch" in finding a way to manage the entire entity. Hence, it is my conclusion

that NOAA should stand alone or be grouped with similar fiinctions which have a science base

However, I am convinced ~ after some hard thinking — that the fundamental arguments made by

the Stratton Commission prior to this agency's formation are sound. NOAA's formation brought

together various programs then scattered throughout the government There was then and is now
synergy in the combination of ocean and atmospheric fijnctions, and I think there is a legitimate

role for government in this scientific activity But I would emphasize that NOAA can stand

considerable slimming and trimming It is a great example of bureaucratic bloat.

The key parts ofthe agency are these:

• the National Weather Service Currently, our nation depends upon it for forecasting

national emergencies, including life-threatening hurricanes, tornadoes, and floods, and

to assist in times of critical national security, such as during Desert Storm I think the

service generally does a good job, that this is a legitimate governmental function, and

that it should remain mostly intact At one point, I had thought that the Weather

Service in its entirety could be privatized, but the health and safety and national

security implications have caused me to change my mind. However, there are some
special services — those relating to agriculture, for example ~ which could be

contracted out and/or privatized.

• the National Marine Fisheries Service . (NMFS) This agency, which administers

over 100 statutes relating to living marine resources, is also a legitimate governmental

function I believe the conservation and management of our living marine resources is

important to our country ~ both economically and environmentally But, in order for

proper decisions to be made regarding status of stocks, condition of the marine

environment, habitat, and the like, some research is necessary and should be kept

together with the management responsibility

Conceivably NMFS, essentially a regulatory entity, together with the research labs

which underpin its work, could be placed organizationally with the regulation and

management of fi-eshwater fishing. Currently this latter activity is housed in the

Interior Department.
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Seafood inspection, now a part ofNMFS, is an activity relating more to food and its

health and safety than to oceans and the atmosphere, and could be moved out of

NOAA and combined with USDA.

Oceanic and atmospheric environmental research laboratories . Some
consolidation is probably possible. But, it is in the interest of the U.S. to have in the

Federal Government an independent function that produces documented research

ranging from the Ice Age to the present, and which advises the Congress and the

President on such things as global climate change and stratospheric ozone risk. For

example, it was this research effort that increased our understanding of El Nino so that

we can begin to make significantly improved yearly climate forecasts. This body of

research ~ world class science respected internationally ~ also enables the U.S. to deal

factually and from strength when debating global climate changes with other countries.

The questions ofhow much of this kind of research we need — or whether it could be

contracted out — is left for another discussion. But under no circumstances should

these labs and/or their work be placed into the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA). This research should not be driven by a regulatory agenda.

National Environmental Satellites . This is an area I want to especially highlight

because its current situation — as well as its history — is unusual and presents a

management dilemma.

The procurement process for the U.S. national environmental satellites predates my
time at Commerce. It has been something less than model, as I understand it. The

specs for the satellites — the types of data needed and in what form ~ were developed

by NOAA scientists. Weather forecasters -- as well as other oceanic, living marine

resource, and atmospheric scientists who need satellite data for the variety of studies

about the planet — all contributed to the specifications. Then, as I understand it,

NASA, because of that agency's experience with satellite contracts, was brought in to

manage the contractors who built the NOAA satellites. Thus, we had the unusual

situation of one agency's interests and appropriated moneys being managed by another

agency which had no statutory accountability for cost overruns or other problems.

There were considerable cost overruns and delays over the years. And since the

process was still going on when I arrived at Commerce, one ofmy first acts as

Secretary was to reappoint a special task force, headed by the Assistant Secretary for

Administration, to oversee and monitor the progress. Additionally, I personally kept

close tabs. I did not wish to have a breakdown or fiirther complications in this process

— and a waste of taxpayers' dollars — on my watch.

Today, the next generation ofthe "eye in the sky" or geostationary orbiting satellite

(GOES) is up and fijnctioning. But the difficulty of monitoring a NOAA procurement

contract — subcontracted to NASA for management ~ still exists.
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The issue ofwho should own, operate, and manage the replacement of "next

generation" GOES and POLAR (polar-orbiting) satellites, continues to be a concern.

This data-collection apparatus is essential to the various earth-science functions of

NOAA ~ weather forecasting and other functions — and therefore, I think the satellites

should continue to be a part of the agency. But the dilemma remains; NOAA does

not have expertise in managing technology and contracts of this kind; NASA does

have such expertise but is thought to be somewhat contemptuous of these "little"

satellites which do not further the exploration of outer space, NASA's primary

mission.

IfNOAA becomes an independent agency during the reorganization process, dealing

with NASA may become more difficult. Today, NOAA can bring the Secretary into

the situation ifNASA is not performing adequately. IfNOAA is independent, the

leverage of a Cabinet officer's involvement is not available.

It would appear that this is a case where grouping the governmental science functions

together would offer a solution to this management dilemma.

National Ocean Service . This function deals with Coastal Zone Management

regulations. National Marine Sanctuary designations and regulations, and estuary

research reserve designations. This office monitors the quality of ocean water,

including critical damage assessment surveys from oil spills such as the infamous

EXXON-VALDEZ in Prince William Sound, Alaska. NOAA's emergency damage

assessment team plays a key role in determining proper containment and clean-up

directions when such disasters strike. There is some role for government here.

The National Ocean Service also includes the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, which

charts and maps our nation's coasts and harbors for obstructions, curtents, and other

navigational needs. This function evolved from the early 1800's when Thomas

Jefferson created the Coastal Survey. Up-to-date and accurate nautical charting is

essential for national security, for our fishery and transportation industries as well as

for recreational boaters. What is not clear is whether government should do this or

whether it can be effectively privatized. That question needs further study.

The related question is who does this work. Currently this is done by the NOAA
Corps. If the Corps is to be discontinued, we need to make sure that the replacement

for doing this work is more economic than the Corps and is well-equipped and capable

of producing the required data.
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My second recommendation: that the heart of the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) should be preserved. However, the Advanced Technology Program

(ATP) should be eliminated.

Unfortunately, the ATP has been turned into a large pork barrel and a means to make industrial

policy Through ATP, the government is picking winners and losers among technologies and

favorites among companies This is simply not appropriate and ATP should be zeroed out and

eliminated. I was pleased to note that the House appropriations process zeroed the program out

for the next fiscal year.

Also, the Technology Administration should cease to exist. It is simply a layer of bureaucracy

placed squarely over NIST.

The justification for the fiindamental fiinction ofNIST — the setting of standards ~ dates back to

the earliest days of our country and the drafting of the constitution When the country was

founded, the individual states sometimes had differing standards for weights and measures What

was a bushel in one state was not necessarily the same in another. Therefore, the fi-amers of our

Constitution thought that an independent third party was needed to establish a precise measure of

a bushel for the entire country They thought this was an appropriate role for government, and I

agree. So, Article I, Section 8, of the US Constitution empowers the Federal Government to

"fix the standards of Weights and Measures."

Today, there is a need to establish standards for many new things — the width of a line in a silicon

chip, for example — and there will be even more such need, as we continue to invent new

technologies.

In addition, uniform standards to which all countries adhere are very important for international

trade They help to facilitate our exports In fact, the Bureau of Standards was created in 1901

to help fulfill our obligations under international standards treaties For close to 1 00 years, this

Bureau, and its successor agency NIST, have preserved and protected U.S. interests, representing

the United States in international organizations and conferences.

NIST has an outstanding record of performing its function efficiently and effectively Stripped of

the unwieldy bureaucracy of the Technology Administration that was layered on top and the grant

programs, NIST is a jewel of a government agency that should be kept Where to place it in the

government structure requires some thought. Perhaps it could be constituted as an independent

agency or grouped with other government science fiinctions if Congress elects to follow that

course of reorganization.

In addition to its role as adjudicator in establishing weights and measures, NIST has been assigned

a leadership role in setting quality standards. Since 1987, NIST has been administering the

Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. This has provided a great incentive to American

business to live by the principles of total quality management, and is, I believe, one of the

contributing factors to enhanced US competitiveness around the world NIST's role is to
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oversee this program ~ to set standards for quality. Most of the program is funded by private

sector dollars through the National Foundation for the Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award and

other volunteer efforts. I think this program is worthwhile and should survive in its present form.

Third, the National Technical Information Service should be privatized.

This entity is the repository of all governmental publications relating to science and/or any

technical field. During my time in office, it was mostly self-sustaining ~ it sells these publications

~ and was thought to be effectively run. Thus, this function could be privatized.

These are some of my thoughts about ways in which the science functions of the Department of

Commerce could be better organized or eliminated altogether. I appreciate the opportunity to

present them. The Committee has an excellent opportunity to make a substantial contribution to

reshaping government and I am sure you will make the most of this chance.

Thank you.
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The Chairman. Thank you very much, Ms. Franklin.

Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Ms. Franklin, Secretary Brown indicated briefly be-

fore he left that you had changed your mind about the Advanced
Technology Program, and obviously you have since you were Sec-

retary. There is nothing wrong with this. I changed my mind in

terms of supporting the Space Station just this year. It was a trau-

matic thing for me, but I think you need to put on the record, if

you do not mind, what has caused you to change your mind since

the time when you were a part of the Administration.

You were quoted, for example, in 1992 as saying that "The Ad-
vanced Technology Program, now entering its third year, has dem-
onstrated its ability to attract top-flight proposals from virtually

every field of technology, and from innovative companies both large

and small. This clearly shows the basic concept of the program. An
industry-driven cooperative partnership between government and
the private sector to advance the Nation's competitive position has
been accepted by industry."

You now need to put on the record, if you do not mind, what has

caused you to change your views and we can explore that a little

bit.

Ms. Franklin. Indeed I have changed my view on this. This pro-

gram has gotten tremendously larger—that is the first point—since

I was in office.

Secondly, the way it is being administered has changed so that

it really is now I believe government picking winners and losers,

and I really do not think that is an appropriate role for govern-

ment.
Some of the private sector input that we had, that John Lyons,

who ran NIST, had in the process, I think, is not working in the

same way, and I do not like the way it is working today.

Finally, I would just observe that there is the appearance that

NIST has been politicized to a degree that has never occurred be-

fore. Typically the head of NIST is a presidential appointee.

In previous years, as long as I can remember—and my relation-

ship with the old NBS goes back to the 1970s when I was at the

Product Safety Commission—the person who was head of NIST,
but a presidential appointee, has been a career person.

Well, in this Administration for the first time that has been
changed. The head of that office is still a presidential appointee,

but in this case it is not a career person out of NIST.
I think she is a perfectly good person, the current director, but

there is the appearance of politization—I cannot say it—politicizing

the whole of NIST, and I really just simply disagree with all of

that, and the ATP is the most egregious piece of it.

Mr. Brown. Well, Ms. Franklin, I cannot wholeheartedly agree

with your criticism, beginning with size. Is there some magic size

at which an agency no longer is useful? Or do you have a standard

for size?

Ms. Franklin. No. I think it ought to be totally zeroed out now.

I suppose you could argue that at any size, picking winners and
losers is not a good idea.

Mr. Brown. Well, I
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Ms. Franklin. And certainly when it has gotten as big as it has
now I think it really is not a good idea.

Mr. Brown. Ms. Franklin, picking winners and losers has be-

come a slogan back here. Those who oppose it say it picks winners
and losers.

I am going to have to ask you to indicate how you have made
the judgment that it picks winners and losers. As you know, all of

the awards are competitively granted. If you have indications or

evidence that any of those have been made on the basis of political

favoritism, we would like to have that for the record and to correct

it, because it would be a violation of the law.

Also, you indicated that the head of NIST has been a career per-

son. The present head of NIST is a career person who has estab-

lished an excellent reputation at the Department of Defense for

managing high technology programs and was brought over to Com-
merce to give them the benefit of that kind of experience.

Now is that an invalid procedure?
Ms. Franklin. Well, it is simply different than what has been

done in the past, where the head of NBS has been somebody out
ofNBS.
Mr. Brown. Well, Ms. Franklin, the position of the Republican

Party today is that they want everything to be different than was
done in the past. [Laughter.]
Ms. Franklin. Okay, I have no comment to make about that.

Mr. Brown. But can you provide evidence indicating the degree
to which the Department and its ATP awards is picking winners
and losers? That they are selecting people based on political favor-

itism, any evidence that you can put in the record? Because we
want to correct that.

Ms. Franklin. I am speaking more, because I am not following

precisely who is getting what today—I am not in office any more.
Were I, it would be different.

I am talking about the process. I just think that this is not an
appropriate role for government
Mr. Brown. Well, I have tried to be—that is what you have real-

ly changed. You do not think it is appropriate now, and you did
when you were in control. That is not a very good reason, actually,

because you are not in control not to favor it any longer.

If you are going to sloganize, I regret very much that that has
to be done in a Committee which is noted for trying to apply ra-

tional judgment to these programs.
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Stockman,
for five minutes. I would ask the gentleman if he would yield to

the Chairman for a moment?
Mr. Stockman. I yield to the Chairman. I do not think I would

denv that request. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. No, I would just simply say that in material that

was submitted by the GAO to Mr. Brown at his request with re-

gard to ATP, over half the companies who received awards under
it indicated they would have done the work even if there had not
been an ATP program.
That would seem to indicate, maybe, that we are using govern-

ment monfy to pick certain winners who otherwise would use their
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own money for the project. There is some evidence on the record
done by the GAO.

I thank you, and I thank Mr. Stockman for yielding.

Ms. Franklin. Thank you.
Mr. Stockman. Ms. Franklin, I have a question regarding the

Office of Atmosphere Research. Could you tell me exactly what
their duty is?

Are you aware of their duty?
Ms. Franklin. Remember, now, I am out of office, okay? I am

not sure. Is that part of the ocean
Mr. Stockman. It is part of NOAA. I guess I will help you an-

swer it. They do work. They study, of course, atmosphere, but some
of these applications in which they are involved in would seem to

be duplicated throughout the agency such as the Mission to Planet
Earth.
How would you feel about some of this—you are talking about

creating a whole independent agency—what would your view be if

it was merged with NASA?
Ms. Franklin. "Merged" is an interesting choice of words. I do

not know quite what "merged" would do. "Grouped with," perhaps.
Well, as I began to think about the environmental satellites, as

I have mentioned in my statement, and the management dilemma
that exists and has for as long as I guess we have had those sat-

ellites—it goes way back before my time—putting NOAA and
NASA into some grouping would solve that management dilemma,
I believe.

Mr. Stockman. So we are understanding, what I am trying to

understand is. Are you saying there is a lot of duplication that is

being performed right now?
Ms. Franklin. Between NASA and NOAA you mean?
Mr. Stockman. Yes.

Ms. Franklin. I truly do not know the answer to that question.
I think if in the end the Congress does decide to group some of

these functions in a different way—I mean, right now we are going
about streamlining government kind of one department at a time,

and we are making decisions, or are about to make decisions.

I think at some point when that is all done, the Congress and
the President are going to have to step back and look at what has
happened.

If let's say NOAA and NASA did get grouped together, then I

think a further review has got to go on as to whether there are
things that are duplicative.

Mr. Stockman. What was your opinion of NIST? Did you think
they should be abolished, or maintained?
Ms. Franklin. No, I do not. My statement I hope is very clear.

Mr. Stockman. I think you said you wanted to retain it. Where
would you, in your perception, where should it go?
Ms. Franklen. Where would I put it? Well that is one of those

interesting questions. It either stands alone, or you group it with
other scientific functions. I think that is a real judgment call.

NIST to me is a jewel of an agency. The heart of NIST and the
standards function I think we need at the government level, and
I think those people are very professional and very good.
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Mr. Stockman. How long were you with the Department of Com-
merce?
Ms. Franklin. About a year. I wish it had been longer. [Laugh-

ter.]

Mr. Stockman. So in that year's time you became familiar with
it, did you perceive or understand that at some point—I guess later

on, you as a former chairman mentioned, you were convinced that
maybe it was time to change, downsize, and eliminate.

Was that a growing process?
Ms. Franklin. The Department, you mean?
Mr. Stockman. Right.

Ms. Franklin. Yes, I think it was a growing process. I felt that
I had found a way to manage the Department of Commerce that
does have a bunch of disparate functions in it, that is true, and
NOAA is the biggest hunk and that is the most difficult.

The way I went about managing the Department—and I did this

with the help of—I did not do it alone—career people and some of
the political appointees, we did it through a process that started at

a retreat.

In order to get these folks in different agencies of the Depart-
ment to talk to each other, which was not always the case, what
we came out of that with was a banner: "Commerce is the new
front line for promoting jobs and growth."
Under that was a seven-point agenda that in fact knit the 14 dif-

ferent agencies of that Department together. That was my way of
managing it.

We then put down action plans, and we drove it through the
budget process

[The bell rings.]

Ms. Franklin. I am sorry.

Mr. Stockman. Just one last question. If we cut this-

The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. Stockman. Okay. Thank you.
The Chairman. Mr. Gutknecht.
Mr. Gutknecht. Mr. Chairman, I have to do a radio show at

11:00 o'clock, so I am going to yield some time to my colleague from
Texas, but I do want to make a comment. It is sort of in response
to some comments you made, and those made by Secretary Brown.

I try to do at least one or two town meetings in my District, and
at least one or two plant tours a week. It is interesting. In my Dis-

trict—and I do not think mine is much different than districts any-
where else in the country—how many relatively small businesses
now are doing world trade.

In fact, I was in one small plant in a little town in Minnesota
and I was shocked to learn that over 30 percent of what they man-
ufacture is now being shipped overseas. As a matter of fact, within
two years their goal is to be over 50 percent of what they manufac-
ture in that plant to be overseas.

I think that is going on all over the United States of America.
But the interesting thing is, when you ask them. Do you get a lot

of help from the Federal Government, from the Department of

Commerce? Or do you get more problems?
I think the general consensus is—with all due respect to this De-

partment and this Federal Gk)vemment—is that most of what is
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happening out there relative to our becoming more competitive in

that world marketplace is in spite of the Federal Government not
because of the Federal Government.
There is sort of a philosophical divide going on right now about

what role the Federal Grovernment should play. I appreciated your
comments, and frankly I appreciated the comments of Mr, Brown
because I think he illustrated the clear difference between the two
sides on this issue.

^
So that is more of a conrmient than a question. I know that my

colleague, Mr. Stockman, has another question, so I would yield the
balance of my time to Mr. Stockman, if I could, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Stockman. I just wanted to say, quickly, do you view us
eliminating the Department of Commerce as something that is

anti-business?
Ms. Franklin. No. I see it as a drive toward government effi-

ciency.

If I could just add a line that answers your last question about
why I seem to change my mind about dismantling Commerce, I

really did not. It was a thought process.

I have to tell you that managing that Department, even though
I think I had found a way to do it, was a stretch because the struc-

ture did not lend itself to being well managed.
I reallv believe that we have in this government a lot of very

good and sincere and hardworking career people who want to do
the right thing. I think if they are in structures that lend them-
selves to management and are very focused on what the mission
is, it is very much easier for those people to perform well.

So where I am coming out today is I think our government ought
to be more efficient. We ought to structure these entities that we
have so that they can be focused and have clear missions, and
therefore I think be more productive, be more streamlined, and
serve our taxpayers much better than we have in the past.

We have a government structure that is really kind of out of

date.

Mr. Stockman. I just want to tell the Chairman that I am a lit-

tle confused, because we are confused of cutting welfare, we are ac-

cused of cutting school lunches, and now we are being accused to

cutting corporate welfare, and it is a little puzzling.

I just want to say that I stand behind what this Committee, I

hope, will do, which is to adopt the abolishment of the Department
of Commerce.
Thank you. I yield back the balance of the time.

The Chairman. I thank the gentleman for yielding back his time.

Mr. Doyle.
Mr. Doyle. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Ms.

Franklin, for your testimony.
I am one of the new kids on the block, being one of the landslide

13 Freshman Democrats elected in this last election. I think all of

us who are new here to the Congress heard a message out in our
Districts that the American public wants this government to live

within its means and wants to see agencies be run as efficiently as
they can be run.
Having said all that, I think abolishing the Department of Com-

merce would be a terrible idea. It just seems to me, in looking at
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the Chrysler bill and listening to some of the testimony today, that
it seems like an interesting shell game that we have taking place
here.

We are acknowledging many programs within the department
are valuable programs and should continue, and we are going to

transfer those functions—I am not quite sure where it is all being
transferred—^to me, it seems like in search of a trophy.
We have got to eliminate one of these Cabinet Departments here

in the government so we can go back home and pound our chests
and say we have cut the Federal Government. I think we can do
that, and we should do that, with every Department, and I was
pleased to hear Secretary Brown earlier in his comment allude to

the Vice President's goal in downsizing government.
I think that is what should take place in the Department of Com-

merce. We should examine this agency, find out where the fat and
the duplication is, and make sure that we are eliminating that and
preserving the programs that are important.

I think we can do that within the Department's framework and
do a great service to the American people.

I just have two questions. In your testimony, you had advocated
the privatization of NTIS.

Since federal law protects the right of foreign companies to bid,

much of our U.S. information industry has been bought by foreign
governments. I wonder, would it bother you that the archives for
50 years of federal research, if they were owned by a company
whose allegiance was to a country that some day might be our
enemy, and that there is also no protection against the foreign com-
pany bidding for NTIS' archives and then dumping them to give
their country a strategic advantage, I wonder if you have any con-
cerns about that happening?
Ms. Franklin. Well, I think you raise an interesting set of condi-

tions that I would have to think about a little more.
I mean, all of this is public information now. So it is not as

though somebody would be getting something that is somehow con-
fidential,

Mr. Doyle. Yes, but we are talking about who would control the
archives at this point if it were owned by a foreign government.
They would control people's access to that information.
Ms. Franklin. I would rather have it here.
Mr. Doyle. So would we. But there is no protection at that point.
Ms. Franklin. That is an interesting point.
Mr. Doyle. I just wondered if that was a concern in privatiza-

tion.

Ms. Franklin. What you are doing is making an argument for
keeping NTIS somewhere in our government, I think
Mr. Doyle. I think that would
Ms. Franklin [continuingl. Even though it is a self-sustaining

operation, pretty much. And that is an option. You know, I am not
terribly wedded to privatizing, although that just seems like a log-
ical step here. But I think you raise an interesting question, and
I will think about that some more.
Mr. Doyle. Thank you.
I wonder if you might also comment briefly on your opinion of

the Manufacturing Extension Program?
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Ms. Franklin. MEP is a program that I have always rather
liked. And I think—am I correct—that the House has appropriated
some monies for that program for the next fiscal year?
The question—let me go back.

The reason that I have liked that activity is that, as I have seen
it in action around the country; it has been truly a partnership and
there have been state and local entities, and in some cases aca-

demia, and in others large businesses have helped to support this

activity because it mainly does help small business.

I do think that there is something—^there is a very legitimate

function there. I think the question we have to ask is who should
do that, whether the Federal Government ought to do some of it,

or whether we ought to push it all back to the states and locales.

Mr. Doyle. Or would they in turn pick up the slack, or would
private industry pick up the slack.

Ms. Franklin. And in that case, I am thinking of one instance
where I know that private industry, the bigger businesses, would
pick up the slack, I think. So that is another approach to this, rath-

er than to have the Federal Government do it.

But I really do believe that the program is fundamentally a good
idea. My question is who should do it.

Mr. Doyle. I think it is a good idea, too. MEP of course is taking
a 50 percent cut in funding in this year's budget.
Thank you, very much.
I yield back my time.
The Chairman. Ms. Harman.
Ms. Harman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to state for the record that I oppose the Chrysler

bill, though I am not opposed to the notion of reorganizing func-

tions and streamlining.
I wholeheartedly support the Vice President's efforts to reinvent

government.
The primary reason I oppose the Chrysler bill is that it would,

as far as I am concerned, devastate the government role in tech-

nology in the commercial sector and, in my view, we cannot pos-

sibly be competitive in the global marketplace of the 21st Century
if we do not have the world's most robust technology.

I cannot imagine the United States competing for the lowest

wage rates in the world. That would make us equivalent to the

economy of Sri Lanka, or some other small Asian nation.

I cannot imagine us continuing to lead in the commercial sector

with our technology as we have always led in the defense sector

with our technology.
Therefore, I strongly support an appropriate government role in

technology.
Now, Ms. Franklin, you have been asked about the MEP by Mr.

Doyle, and you said you kind of liked it. I would like to read just

a small portion of a letter that Mr. Brown has put into the record

from Dr. Robert White who was a senior official in your Commerce
administration. This letter was written to Mr. Brown earlier this

month.
He says. "I don't think of TA"—the Technology Administration

—

"as providing services and expertise as much as providing incen-

tives through matching funds for such services to be available
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where they would not be otherwise. Having visited most of the
original MEPs, I believe they serve a very useful and necessary
function. If these were competing with private versions, as some
argue, then we would expect to see such private versions in cities

without MEPs. This is not the case.

So my question to you is. If we either dismantle totally or savage
by funding cuts the MEPs, how will they, somehow, how will this
function somehow survive in the states and localities without the
government role?

Ms. Franklin. Well, one way—and now I am speaking having
not really thought through what I am about to say; this is very
risky—but you know how the Baldrige Award works. In other
words, the government, NIST in this case, has an administering
role and a seeding role, but the monies are coming mostly from
somewhere else, the private sector.

Could not this same kind of philosophy be applied to the MEP?
The Baldrige Award approach, just to carry that example, has

mushroomed all over the place. The folks at NIST help the states
and locales who are setting up their own version of it. Maybe some-
thing similar could be done with the MEP.
Ms. Harman. I think that is basically the concept of the MEP.

As someone else said earlier, the leverage in terms of private/public
dollars is 8 to 1. That is the philosophy behind ATP as well. It is

matching grants. It is this notion of government as partner, not
government as manager and owner of the project.

I would just submit—and I will be brief, Mr. Chairman—that
without a critical government role in applied technology in the
commercial sector, we will lose our dominance in the global mar-
ketplace in the 21st Century. I think this is extremely short-sight-
ed of this Committee, and I will do everything I can to save the
technology functions in this government.
Thank you. I yield back.
The Chairman. I thank the gentlelady.
I would just remind her that the MEP legislation as passed by

this committee did have a 6-year phaseout for each of the MEPs,
a standard that neither the Appropriations Committee nor the de-
partment have been willing to stick to, that had we been operating
it along the lines of the authorized legislation, it might be in much
stronger shape at the present time.
Mr. Ehlers.
Mr. Ehlers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hear-

ing, I am sorry that I have been popping in and out for other meet-
ings and did not have a chance to make an opening statement.
But I think very few people realize the extent to which the total

mission of the Commerce Department at this point is scientifically

oriented, and it is entirely appropriate for this committee to spend
a lot of time on this because 69 percent, more than two-thirds of
the budget of the Department of Commerce, is in the scientific

area.
Having said that, I want also to commend Ms. Franklin. I am

sorry we haven't met before. I have heard a great deal about you.
I do want you to know my background is as a scientist, and I

served years ago on an evaluation panel for the former National
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Bureau of Standards for several years, and so I am quite well ac-

quainted with it.

I have a great concern about maintaining the scientific activity
that goes on in the Department of Commerce. NOAA, as you men-
tioned, and I really appreciate your testimony because it was right
on in terms of what is important, what has to be kept. Keeping
NOAA as an entity, I believe, is extremely important.

I think if we are to dismantle the Commerce Department, Mr.
Chairman, I believe a logical place for NOAA would be a new De-
partment of Science.

I think, seriously, if we are going to pursue this and dismantle
several departments, including Energy
The Chairman. If the gentleman would yield, he is very percep-

tive. [Laughter.]
Mr. Ehlers. I might say you are very perceptive, too. [Laughter.]
But if we are dismantling the Department of Energy, as we

talked about, the Department of Commerce, I think it is very im-
portant to pull these different agencies together, NOAA, NIST, and
Department of Energy labs, into one agency. So that may be a
hearing of another day.
Be that as it may, I really appreciate your comments, and I want

to express my appreciation because you have identified two things
that I think are extremely important. One is to keep NOAA as an
entity and to keep NIST as an entity, and, secondly, to get rid of

the administrative overburden that is hampering both agencies tre-

mendously. If we accomplish those two things, regardless of wheth-
er we dismantle the department or not, we will nave done a great
service to the country and for the Department of Commerce.
So I want to thank vou for your testimony and your comments.
Ms. Franklin. Thank you.
The CHAmMAN. Thank you, Mr. Ehlers.

Ms. Rivers.

Ms. Rivers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Franklin, I listened very closely when you were questioned

for specifics to buttress the arguments which you are making
today, particularly given the fact that your arguments today are
very different from your arguments of 3 years ago. In virtually

every case, when you were asked for specifics, you said, "Well, I

have no knowledge. I am out of office. I am not in charge."
Ms. Franklin. That's right.

Ms. Rivers. But you came to commend the committee and this

bill for doing the right thing, and if you have no knowledge of what
is actually happening, on which do you base the commendation?
Ms. Franklen. I base my knowledge on process as opposed to

outcome. In that case, I do have—you are talking about the Ad-
vanced Technology Program—in that case, I think I do have a valid

opinion.
But to make the distinction, what I was saying is that I am not

looking at precisely who is getting what awards, because I am out
of office. But in terms of the process and what I consider to be
quite a change in that process, yes, my comments are valid.

Ms. Rivers. I think your comments originally were specifically

that the Government was picking winners and losers.

Ms. Franklin. Yes.
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Ms. Rivers. The question was. Did you have any examples of po-
litical favoritism or undue influence? And you said you were not in

office.

Ms. Franklin. No. I think I said that the process was a problem
and that a process like that will pick winners and losers because
it can't help it.

Ms. Rivers. So, improving the process would meet your con-
cerns?
Ms. Franklin. No. Actually, I just think that we have now got-

ten to the point that Government should not be in the business of

trying to dictate which technologies we shall pursue for the future
because Government can't do it.

I am a product of the private sector, and I just do not believe
that Government cannot do it.

Ms. Rivers. Well, let me go on to that then because that is also

of interest to me. I assume that many of your views you have held
for a long period of time, and so as we look at this bill and see
there are a variety of cuts that are being proposed in a variety of

changes, I would like to know that during the time you were in

charge, what specific cuts did you propose in any programs within
Commerce, did you make any cuts, and what particular functions
of Commerce you proposed to privatize during the time you were
Secretary?
Ms. Franklin. Had I been in office a little longer, I would have.

But I was only there for a year, and that was just one budget cycle.

We held the budget as it had been the preceding year.
Ms. Rivers. But we are talking about massive cuts here, which

is what you are interested in.

Ms. Franklin. Correct.
Ms. Rivers. As opposed to holding the budget. I am asking spe-

cifically what you did to put flesh and bones on your view of how
Government should operate, the kind of costs, et cetera, et cetera,
what did you do to advance the agenda that you are supporting
today?
Ms. Franklin. What I did was to do my utmost to manage that

department, disparate pieces as it had, to manage it so that it real-

ly was focused, as best we could focus it, using the taxpayers' mon-
ies in the most productive way. That's what I did.

Ms. Rivers. But process and management are the important is-

sues, and if we can make improvements in process and manage-
ment, you wouldn't have any problems with the Department of

Commerce?
Ms. Franklin. No, because I already said that I think the struc-

ture does not lend itself to management that makes sense. I had
to stretch to come up with the management scheme that I came up
with.

No, I think there is something structurally wrong with the make-
up of the department. That is my bottom line. That is why I am
supporting this.

Ms. RrVERS. How would you restructure the department to main-
tain the programs, if the programs are good and the problem is

process and the problem is management? Surely you must have
given some thought to this, given that you ran the agency. What
would you change?
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Ms. Franklin. What I would do is the following. I would get rid

of certain things like the ATP, like the Technology Administration;
I would get rid of EDA.

I would take the trade pieces, ITA, plus the Bureau of Export
Administration, and I would even throw in Patent and Trademark,
and I would come up with a trade, a sharply focused trade function
that I would put together with the U.S.T.R., and we have some
kind of whatever you call it, ministry or something, take the trade
functions and really focus them.

I would take the statistics functions, put them together with
other statistics functions in Government that do the same thing.

And really what we are backing into here is that we do the same
thing with the science functions.

Ms. Rivers. Okay. Let me ask you a question though, about
something you said about holding the line. Didn't you ask for an
increase in ATP the year you were Secretary?
Ms. Franklin. I don't know. Truly I do not remember.
Ms. Rivers. You did.

Ms. Franklin. I did? Okay.
Ms. Rivers. Thank you.
Ms. Franklin. She says I did. If she says I did, I did. [Laughter.]

Times change.
The Chad^man. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.

Mrs. Morella.
Mrs. Morella. Thank you.
Hi, Secretary Franklin.
Ms. Franklin. Hi.

Mrs. Morella. Thank you for appearing before us.

You know, I do agree with what has been said by both Secretary
Brown and by you, and that is that NIST is our jewel of competi-
tiveness.

I have some concerns about the Chrysler bill in terms of what
would happen to NIST. I think I heard you say maybe it would be
on its own, maybe under another department. Would you like to

comment further on it and also on do you see a diminishment of

NIST if the Technology Administration is abolished, if ATP, if

MEP?
Ms. Franklin. No. I really don't, because I first knew NIST be-

fore it was NIST. It became NIST in 1988.

Mrs. Morella. Right.

Ms. Franklin. I knew the National Bureau of Standards for a
lot of years before that because when I was at the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Commission, that was where we went for standards, and
I think that what was the old NBS is the heart of what is NIST
today. If you strip the grant programs away, you have still got the

old NBS, which I think is the jewel, and that is what we ought to

keep.
The question you raise about where to put it, whether it gets

grouped with other science functions, that does make sense to me,
or whether it stands alone.

I mean, because it is an independent third party that is setting

standards, I think it could stand alone. But it may really have
more synergy with some other functions, and that would make
sense.
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So I am a little ambivalent about what the best way to do that
is, except that I really feel so strongly that it should be preserved.
Mrs. MORELLA. Have you had a chance to look at the Chrysler

bill?

Ms. Franklin. Yes.
Mrs. MoRELLA. What are your comments about it?

Ms. Franklin. Well, there is something I don't understand, and
the Congressman is sitting here. There is some discussion, I think,
in there about trying to sell the individual laboratory pieces that
comprise NIST. I don't think that makes any sense. In fact, I don't
think it is even practical.

I can't imagine that there would be buyers for those, and we
need those different laboratories if NIST is to come out with a
standard for the width of a line in a silicon chip or whatever it is.

Those laboratories are contributing to that process. So they are
what I consider to be the heart of NIST and should be preserved
together.
Mrs. MoRELLA. So you would be very much against any kind of

privatizing of any part of NIST?
Ms. Franklin. Yes. I don't think it would work. I just don't think

it's practical.

Mrs. MoRELLA. I have one dilemma that has been coming up in

the discussions of ATP or whatever you want to call programs
where Government helps companies, because in the articles that
we read we know that 25 years ago RCA pioneered a technology
known as the flat panel or the liquid crystal display, got no help
from Government, and ultimately what happened, the Japanese
came in and now they are No. 1 in the world in that regard.
Ms. Franklin. Yes.
Mrs. Morella. Then you could look at Airbus, which also was

helped by government, and U.S. firms didn't get the opportunity
because they didn't push.
We need something that will synchronize and say Government

will give a push for competitiveness and other times when Govern-
ment would not be just giving giveaways. Do you see what I mean?
There is the distinction.

Would you like to comment on that? Do you see some merit in

that thought?
Ms. Franklin. This is a very hard distinction.

Mrs. Morella. Yes.
Ms. Franklin. To make it work. The problem is that once you

start down the road of Government helping this technology or that,

then it is really hard to stop it. I see ATP as having been on that
continuum. It started out rather innocently and then became kind
of a player.

Mrs. Morella. I just wonder if ATP could be modified in some
way so it provides a boost, maybe a different name since it seems
to nave that connotation now.
Ms. Franklin. I would have to think about that.

Mrs. Morella. It was just a thought.
Ms. Franklin. I would have to think about that.

Mrs. Morella. Thank you. Thank you for appearing.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mrs. Morella.
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Mr. Luther.
Mr. Luther. No questions.

The Chairman. Just a couple of points to follow up, and I appre-
ciate your testimony and I think that you have provided us with
an appropriate overview.

The issue here, of course, is somewhat philosophical. There are
people here in the Congress who believe that the Government pick-

ing winners and losers is exactly what the Government should be
doing and that the Government ought to be deeply involved in all

these issues, and the question is really one of whether or not we
are going to have the appropriate macroeconomic policies to allow

us to compete globally or whether or not we are, because we are
unwilling to do the proper macroeconomic policies, then going to do
a backfilling in order to find ways of helping our companies be-

cause we have done so much to damage them with the policies we
have.

So, to some extent, you have to look at this in a larger frame-
work. If, in fact, we had the appropriate regulatory policies, the ap-

propriate taxation policies, the appropriate litigation policies, most
of our companies would be able to compete very, very well globally.

But the fact is that we have destroyed the ability of companies to

compete globally with the wrong regulatory policies, the wrong tax-

ation policies, and the wrong litigation policies.

So, therefore, when we come along and we have people suggest
to us in Congress that because we have all of the bad policies at

the macroeconomic level, we then ought to come up with all kinds
of Government spending to supplement the businesses' inability to

compete.
Part of our answer to all of this is, let's change the macro-

economic policies, let's make some structural changes in regulation,

taxation, and litigation, thereby give our companies more of an
ability to compete, and then you can get rid of some of the super-

fluous superstructure that the Government has that supposedly
makes our companies more competitive.

I appreciated your testimony because that is exactly where you
came from on it. You identified some things that need to be a part
of that overall framework. I think you made it very clear that we
need to have NIST because NIST in fact is a standard-setting

agency.
I agree with you. I don't know who in the private sector picks

it up if you try to privatize the laboratories, and the problem with

it is that who trusts, if you are competitor, the work of private lab-

oratories in standard-setting. You know, you don't get the right

kind of policy out of that kind of a decision.

It seems to me that there are some pieces of NOAA, for instance,

the NOAA fleet, that can be dismantled and eliminated, but, in es-

sence, NOAA has some important things to do for the national

good. You have pointed those kinds of things out.

We are trying to find the right kind of solution. Do I understand
your testimony to say that those items that have to be kept in the

national interest should be put into some kind of independent func-

tion?
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Mr. Ehlers was quite perceptive in saying that it ought to be a
department of science. He has read my bill carefully and knows
that that is the direction we ought to go.

But I am not so certain we have the votes in this committee to
move in that direction. We certainly do not have a budget policy
on that. On the Department of Commerce dismantling, we have a
budget policy. It's clear we are going to do it.

So the next question is: What are the other places that it could
go? The Department of Energy, for instance, has some experience
in running laboratories. It might be an appropriate place.
Some people have suggested the National Science Foundation. It

is basically a granting agency. I am not certain it's the right place
to put it.

Ms. Franklin. I would not.

The Chairman. Do I understand you would not?
Ms. Franklin. Yes. I wouldn't put it there. I think the functions

are not the same.
The Chairman. Are not the same.
Ms. Franklin. Correct.
The Chairman. The other thing is perhaps an independent

science agency of some sort where we begin to pull together some
of these elements.
Would you expand a little bit on your thoughts on those from

your testimony?
Ms. Franklin. I guess my bottom line at this point is that I

would lean toward grouping science functions together, and I would
have to tell you in all honesty, Mr. Chairman, you and I have
known each other for a lot of years, but I didn't start out there as
I looked at dismantling of Commerce. But the more I got into
where things should go, there are science functions in this Govern-
ment that I think could be appropriately grouped.
Now, what you call that, I know we are not into creating new de-

partments at this moment, we are trying to get rid of them and
make Government more efficient at this point, but what you call
it, I don't know. But I think there is some merit to this idea of
grouping science functions, I really do.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Ms. Johnson, I understand that you had a question. Is that cor-

rect?

Ms. Johnson. I just wanted to ask about the MEP programs and
the research programs, your opinion on their value and where you
think they might fit.

Ms. Franklin. The MEP, we did discuss some. I think that there
is great utility to that program because it helps small business,
and I have seen that in action.

My question is where it belongs and how much Federal Govern-
ment involvement there needs to be, whether that could be pushed
back to States, locales, private sector. I think my instinct is it prob-
ably could.

On the Advanced Technology Program, if you are asking about
that, we have kind of beaten that to death here. I think there is

just a real philosophic difference among us about what Govern-
ment's appropriate role in advancing technology of this kind is. I
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think that program, I think the House did the right thing in zero-

ing out that program for the next fiscal year.

Ms. Johnson. Thank you.
The Chairman. Mr. Foley, did you have questions?
Mr. Foley. No. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Secretary Franklin, we thank you very, very

much for having been with us, and we appreciate your testimony,
and we look forward to continuing to consult with you as we move
ahead with the issue. Thank you very, very much.
Ms. Franklin. Thank you very much. Good luck with your work.
The Chairman. Thank you.
I am going to divert a little bit from the schedule. The gentleman

from Michigan, Mr. Chrysler, is with us and has indicated a will-

ingness to testify with regard to his bill. I am going to permit him
to do so at the present time to give the committee an opportunity
to ask him some questions later.

Mr. Chrysler, we would appreciate if you would summarize your
statement. The members have had an opportunity to look through
it here and then leave some time for us to follow with some ques-
tions.

I would be happy to recognize the gentleman from Michigan.

STATEMENT OF HON. DICK CHRYSLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr. Chrysler. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
You know, I look at the Department of Commerce, and I say if

the Department of Commerce is in fact the voice of business, then
it would be supporting a balanced budget amendment, it would be
supporting a capital gains tax, it would be supporting tort reform
and regulatory reform.
The fact of the matter is that they are diametrically opposed to

all the things that the business community in this country wants
most.
Having said that, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to continue the dis-

cussion of the dismantling of the Department of Commerce with
your committee.
My previous testimony has focused primarily on the reasons why

our task force believes the Department of Commerce should be dis-

mantled. I know that this committee is especially interested in the
details of how we sensibly and efficiently organize the Federal Gov-
ernment's science and technology's activities in a post-Commerce
Department Federal Government.
Today I will quickly summarize the written testimony, as you

have suggested, that I have submitted earlier.

I am excited that we have moved beyond the question of should
we dismantle the Department of Commerce to the question how do
we go about it? H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce Disman-
tling Act, is the product of months of studies by our task force

members of Congress, former Commerce Department officials that
we have heard from today, and outside policy experts.
We took a close look at each of the Commerce programs, consoli-

dating the duplicative programs, streamlining the essential pro-
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grams, eliminating the unnecessary programs, and privatizing pro-

grams better performed by the private sector.

The Department's problems can only be resolved if it is disman-
tled. Reinvention will not work in this case, and we have drafted

a specific plan to dismantle the Department of Commerce.
Most of the money spent on the Commerce programs simply

amount to what the Clinton Administration's Labor Secretary, Rob-
ert Reich, has called corporate welfare. As Secretary Reich has
called for, these programs should be terminated immediately.

In fact, the Commerce Department gives away almost $1 billion

each year to the Nation's industry giants that do not need tax-

payers' money. The Department's interference in the private sector,

in many cases, actually hurts American competitiveness. The Tech-
nology Administration and the Office of Technology Policy should
leave technology policy decisions to the private sector, and the self-

funding National Technical Information Service should be
privatized, giving it the freedom from Grovernment red tape.

One agency of the Department of Commerce that seems the most
out of place yet makes up 55 percent of the Department is the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. NOAA's activities,

from the National Weather Service to fisheries management to the
NOAA Corps have little to do with commerce.
Our legislation would consolidate the components of NOAA in

more appropriate homes in Government where their jobs can be
done more effectively and would privatize others.

Our proposal would also privatize many of the labs of NIST and
NOAA so they can be run more efficiently, pursuing research in

areas demanded by the marketplace.
Our legislation ensures that important research activities are not

disrupted by any privatization effort, by requiring that the poten-

tial buyers intend to perform essentially the same functions the

labs currently perform.

One idea that I understand this committee has been considering
is the consolidation of all federal science and technology programs
into a unified science agency, and I commend you for this effort.

Government regulation must be based on sound science. Cer-
tainly, one of the goals of the Department of Commerce Disman-
tling Act is to create a Government that works more efficiently and
effectively. By transferring the Department's science functions to

agencies or offices where these functions are their primary focus,

I believe we will see even greater savings and improved service for

the American taxpayer.
Mr. Chairman, this Congress is committed to downsizing an

overblown Federal bureaucracy while creating a Government that

works better. Clearly, in the areas of scientific research and devel-

opment, the Federal Government can and must do better. One of

the places we can make a good start is by dismantling the Depart-
ment of Commerce.

I look forward to working with this committee to create a Gov-
ernment ready for the challenges of the 21st century.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Chrysler follows:]
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Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to continue the

discussion of the dismantling of the Department of Commerce with your committee My previous

testimony has focussed primarily on the reasons why our Task Force believes the Department of

Commerce should be dismantled I know that this Committee is especially interested in the details

ofhow we sensibly and efficiently organize the federal government's science and technology

activities in a post-Commerce Department federal government

I am excited that we have moved beyond the question oVShoutJ we dismantle the Commerce

Department''" to the question "How do we go about it''"

H.R 1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act. is the product of months of study by

our task force of Members of Congress, former Commerce Department officials, and outside

policy experts We took a close look at each of Commerce's programs, and found a Department

that cannot be "reinvented " The Department's problems can only be solved if it is dismantled,

and we drafted a specific plan to do just that

I want to share with the Committee a recent report by the General Accounting Office, which

includes an interesting chart on the Department of Commerce's share of spending in its four

purported mission areas natural resources, advancement of commerce, area/regional

development, and research/general education The chart indicates that of Commerce's disparate

missions, it takes the lead in none within the federal government The Commerce contribution to

research and general education is a tiny fraction of the federal efforts in this area
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Clearly, the Department of Commerce Is a hodge podge of unrelated and uncoordinated programs

that even former Commerce Secretary Barbara Franklin has called a "stretch" in uniting into one

common sense of purpose. The ill-fitting pieces that we are here to discuss today, Mr Chairman,

are the Department's science and technology functions

At the top of Commerce's technology bureaucracy is the Technology Admirustration (TA), a

recently created "super-bureaucracy" that adds no value, just another layer of bureaucracy, to the

offices it oversees Within the TA is the Office of Technology Policy (OTP), a policy advisor for

technology issues, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), an agency that

works with U S industry to promote new technology, and the National Technical Information

Service (NTIS), a clearinghouse for scientific and technological information produced for the

federal government

Most of the activities of these offices simply interfere with what should be left to the very capable

hands of the private sector Government bureaucrats are poorly equipped to pick winners and

losers, or to dictate the direction of our nation's technological progress, than the private sector

The TA and the OTP should be abolished, and the development and implementation of any kind

of technology policy should be left in the hands of the private sector, which has a vested interest

in pursuing new technological advances

Programs like the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and the Manufacturing Extension

Partnerships (MEPs) unnecessarily interfere in the marketplace's ability to develop new

technology by subsidizing those programs that the market may choose not to pursue. As a recent

Heritage Foundation report noted, "The technology programs [of the Commerce Department]

represent most clearly the failed theories of government-industry partnership,' in which

bureaucrats pick projects to subsidize and encourage private-sector interest to pursue government

funding rather than to invest in entrepreneurial research
"

Many of the nation's industry giants receive million dollar grants from Commerce's technology

programs For me, it is difficuh to justify to my constituents huge handouts of taxpayer money to

very profitable corporations, when this Congress faces chronic billion dollar deficits

Most of the money spent on these programs amount to what Clinton Administration Labor

Secretary Robert Reich has called "corporate welfare" As Secretary Reich has called for, these

programs should be terminated immediately

The NTIS is already a self-funding agency that simply collects and disseminates the federal

government's technical and scientific material This agency should be freed from the burden of

federal government oversight and should be given greater autonomy through privatization

Clearly, Mr Chairman, we have a budget resolution which requires us to make tough choices I

believe the most useful question when deciding where limited federal resources will be dedicated

should be, is the federal government the only entity which can perform these functions''
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In the case of the Commerce Department's technology programs, the answer to that question is

clearly no In fact, I would argue that the Department's interference in the private sector in many

cases actually hurts American competitiveness The meddlesome TA and OTP should leave

policy decisions to the private sector, the high-tech pork barrels of ATP and the MEPs should be

shut down immediately, and the self-funding NTIS should be given its freedom

One beneficial function of the TA is the weights and measures function of ^fIST There is a

legitimate role for government in maintaining consistent standards for national and international

usage. H.R 1 756 would transfer this limited function to the National Science Foundation, which

will continue to develop and maintain a constant set of standards

One agency of the Commerce Department that perhaps seems the most out of place is the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) NOAA's activities - from the

National Weather Service to fisheries management - seem oddly situated in a department meant to

promote the interests of American business

Our legislation would move the various components ofNOAA to more appropriate homes of the

government, where we believe their missions may be accomplished more effectively The plan

would streamline many NOAA functions, eliminating duplicative functions and consolidating

similar functions in other agencies A further explanation of the NOAA transfers is included in the

legislative summary attached with my testimony

Since the introduction of our legislation, there has been discussion of keeping NOAA intact as an

agency within the Department of the Interior or as an independent agency Our original intention

to divide NOAA's components among several different agencies is an attempt to consolidate like

functions, such as the seafood inspection program with the meat inspection program of the

Department of Agriculture At the same time, we would privatize certain functions, such as the

NOAA Corps and its aging fleet, rather than replace it at a cost of billions of dollars.

The Department of Commerce Dismantling Act would also privatize many of the laboratories of

the Technology Administration and NOAA Similar privatization proposals have been successfiil

in other countries

The Heritage Foundation report I cited earlier quotes Robert M. White, the president of the

National Academy of Engineering, arguing that privatization of government research labs makes

sense: "With their new freedom to pursue research in whatever areas the market demands - rather

than just fulfilling government missions - these laboratories might, if successful, spin-off

companies and attract new businesses at a far greater rate than they do today Research

universities and private R&D companies with less governmental direction of their activities tend

to contribute significantly to their region's economies."

Our legislation includes special provisions to ensure that privatization does not lead to the

termination of important research activities The legislation requires that potential buyers must

intend to perform essentially the same fiinctions the laboratories curtently perform
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One idea that I understand this Committee has been considering is the consolidation of all federal

science and technology programs into a unified science agency The federal government's

scientific activities are currently spread throughout numerous agencies and offices, often leading

to lack of coordination and confusion

Certainly one of the goals of the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act is to create a

government that works better, more efficiently and effectively As I mentioned at the beginning

ofmy testimony. Commerce's role in scientific research and development is just a small fi-action

of overall efforts By transferring the Department's scientific functions to agencies or ofiBces

where these functions are the primary focus, I believe we will see even greater savings and

improved service for the American taxpayer

Mr Chairman, this Congress is committed to downsizing an overblown federal bureaucracy, while

creating a government that works better Clearly, in the area of scientific research and

development, the federal government can and must do better Government regulation must be

based on sound science One of the places we can make a good start is by dismantling the

Department of Commerce I look forward to working with this Committee to create a

government ready for the challenges of the 2 1 st century
;

y.^r/:r
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The Department of Commerce Dismantling Act
Legislative Summary

Former Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher recently called the Department, "nothing more
than a hall closet where you throw in everything that you don't know what do to with."

The Department of Commerce has evolved into a "a loose collection of more than 100 programs"

according to the agency's own Inspector General. The General Accounting Office goes further,

reporting that the Department "faces the most complex web of divided authorities" sharing its

"missions with at least 71 federal departments, agencies, and offices." Its bureaucracy is bloated,

its infrastructure is in disrepair, and more than 60 percent of its resources are dedicated to

activities completely unrelated to its mission. Former Commerce Department officials recently

testified before the House Budget Committee that the few unique fimctions contained in

Commerce suffer under the multiple tiers of bureaucracy and its 263 politiccil appointees.

Today's Department ofCommerce carmot be "reinvented." Its problems can only be solved if it

is dismantled. The Department ofCommerce Dismantling Act was drafted by a House and

Senate Task Force consisting of Members of Congress, Senators, former Department officials,

and outside experts, with the following four principles as a guide:

Those programs deemed unnecessary or wastefiil are terminated.

Those programs duplicative of other departments or agencies are consolidated.

Those programs that serve a valid purpose are transferred to more appropriate

agencies.

» Those programs which can be better performed outside the government will be

privatized.
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Following is a brief agency-by-agency description of the legislation. The tenninations, transfers

and consolidations are to be completed over a thirty-six month period under the direction of a

temporary Commerce Programs Resolution Agency. The savings indicated are preliminary

Congressional Budget OfBce figures over five years.

Administrative Functions

The OfiRce of the Secretary, General Counsel, Inspector General, and other administrative

functions are terminated.

Estimated Savings: $250 million

Economic Development Administration

The EDA provides grants and assistance to loosely-defined "economically depressed" regions.

EDA's fimctions are duplicated by numerous other federal agencies including the Departments of

Agriculture, HUD, and Interior, the Small Business Administration, die Tennessee Valley

Authority and the Appalachian Regional Commission. The parochial nature of the program often

targets EDA grants to locations with healthy economies which do not need federal assistance.

The EDA is terminated and its grant programs eliminated, transferring outstanding obligations to

the Treasury Department for management or sale.

Estimated Savings: $1,139 billion

Minority Business Development Agency

Although MBDA has spent hundreds of millions on management assistance - not capital

assistance, since 1971, the program has never been formally authorized by Congress. The

MBDA's stated mission, to help minority-owned businesses get government contracts, is

duplicated by such agencies and programs as the Small Business Administration and its failed

8(a) loan program, and Small Business Development Centers, along with the private sector. The

MBDA would be terminated and its 98 field offices closed.

Estimated Savings: $ 1 83 million

United States Travel & Tourism Administration

This Administration seeks to promote travel and tourism in the United States through trade fairs

and other promotional activities. According to the Heritage Foundation, "the agency often works

with private sector organizations, including the Travel Industry Association of America, to

organize events such as the "Discover America Pow Wow" or the 'Pow Wow Europe.' There is no

justification for federal involvement in such promotional activities of a commercial nature."

Because functions such as these are already extensively addressed by states, localities, public

sector organizations, and the private sector, the USTTA is immediately terminated.

Estimated Savings: $75 million
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Technology Administration

The Technology Administration currently works with industry to promote the use and

development ofnew technology. Because government in general, and the federal government in

particular, is poorly equipped to "pick winners and losers" in the marketplace - frequently

allowing political criteria rather than market criteria determine the choice - this agency is

terminated, including the Offices ofTechnology Policy, Technology Commercialization, and

Technology Evaluation and Assessment.

The Industrial Technology Service programs, including the Advanced Technology Program

(ATP) and the Manufacturing Extension Partnerships, are terminated; these programs are often

cited as prime examples of corporate welfare, wherein the federal government invests ir. applied

research programs which should be conducted in the private sector.

The weights and measures functions ofthe National Institute for Standards & Technology would

be transferred to the National Science Foundation. The National Technical Information Service,

a clearinghouse for technical government information, would be privaiized.

Estimated Savings: $ 1 .872 billion

National Telecommunications and Information Administration

The NTIA, an advisory body on national telecommunications policy, would be terminated,

including its grant programs. Federal spectrum management functions would be transferred to

the Federal Communications Commission.

Estimated Savings: $3 1 S million

Patent & Trademark Office

Providing for patents and trademarks is a Constitutionally-mandated government fimction. Our

proposal would transfer this office to the Justice Department, requiring the PTO to be supported

completely through fee collection.

Estimated Savings: $375 million

Economic & Statistics Administration

The Bureau of the Census, another Constimtionally-mandated fimction, is transferred to the

Treasury Department. Select General Accounting Office recommendations for savings at the

Bureau would be implemented. The Bureau of Economic Analysis is transferred to the Federal

Reserve System to ensure the integrity of data. The superfluous ESA bureaucracy would be

eliminated.

Estimated Savings: $827 million
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National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration

While the activities of NOAA are only tangentially related to the promotion of commerce, it

makes up over 40% of the Department of Commerce budget The individual functions of this

agency would be sent to more appropriate agencies or departments:

National Marine Fisheries Service - The enforcement functions of this agency would be

transferred to the Coast Guard, while the scientific functions would be transferred to the

Fish and Wildlife Service. Seafood inspection would be transferred to the Department of

Agriculture, which already carries out most food inspection programs. State fishery

grants and commercial fisheries promotion are terminated.

National Ocean Service - Geodesy functions are transferred to the U.S. Geological

Survey. Coastal and water pollution research duplicated by the Environmental Protection

Agency is terminated. Marine and estuarine sanctuary management would be transferred

to the Interior Department, which already manages some fisheries. Nautical and

aeronautical charting is privatized, as tl:e private sector undertakes this activity already.

National Environmental Satellite, Data & Information Service - The weather satellites of

this agency are transferred to the National Weather Service to consolidate these functions,

while the NESDIS data centers would be privatized.

Office ofOceanic & Atmospheric Research - Because many of its activities are

duplicative of other federal agencies or could be better served by the private sector, this

office is terminated. The labs which could operate in the private sector will be sold and

the remaining labs will be transferred to the Interior Department.

NOAA Corps - The NOAA Corps is terminated and its vessels sold to the private sector.

Services can be obtained in the private sector and its fleet is in disrepair.

Estimated Savings: S2.338 billion

Bureau ofExport Administration

The BXA is one of several agencies responsible for monitoring U.S. exports that nwy

compromise national security. Because this function remains important to the country, our

legislation would reassign these functions as follows:

Export Licensing Functions transferred to the State Department - The determination of

export controls would be transferred to the State Department, where some licensing

functions are already performed. The United States Trade Representative would advise

the State Department in disputed cases.
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Export Enforcement Functions transferred to Customs Service - The Customs Service,

wliich already has the staff, expertise, and facilities, would enforce the export licensing

detennined by the State Department

Estimated Savings: $91 million

International Trade Administration

The Department of Commerce claims to be the lead in trade promotion- bijt.actually plays a

small part. Five percent of Commerce's budget is dedicated to trade promotion, and it comprises

only 8 percent of total federal spending on trade promotion. The ITA is the primary trade agency

within the Department of Commerce. Our legislation would transfer the offices of the ITA to

agencies where their functions may be better performed:

Import Administration transferred to the Office ofthe United States Trade Representative

- The USTR, which already plays a role in this area, would make determinations of imfair

trade practices.
~

U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service transferred to the Office ofthe United States Trade

Representative - The domestic component ofUSFCS is terminated, and the foreign

component would be transferred to the Office of the United States Trade Representative,

which already takes the lead in trade policy.

International Economic Policy terminated - This office would be terminated, and these

functions would continue to be carried out by the USTR.

Trade Development Functions terminated - The fiinctions of this office would be

terminated and replaced with a series of Industry Advisory Boards, composed of

representatives from the private sector to provide advice to policy makers, at no cost to

the federal government

Estimated Savings: S294 million

TOTAL SAVINGS
OVER FIVE YEARS: $7,765 BiUion
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The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Chrysler.
Questions for Mr. Chrysler, Mr. Brown?
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chrysler, I appreciate the hard work that you have put into

this exercise. You have, however, gotten past me a little bit here.
I am not yet ready to go to the question of how we go about it. I

am still more interested in should we do it, and I hope you will for-

give me for that.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to insert in the record a letter from
Chairman Dingell to Mr. Chrysler, asking him to provide certain

information with regard to the study of his task force, and also a
document from the Department of Commerce analyzing the ques-
tion of how much savings would result from dismantling the De-
partment and indicating that the amounts suggested by the Chrys-
ler Task Force are considerably exaggerated.

I think that these should go in the record at this point, along
with Mr. Chrysler's testimony.
The Chairman. Without objection.

[The letter from Mr. Dingell follows:]
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The Honoraible Dick Chrysler
Member of Congress
327 Cannon House Office Building
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2208

Dear Dick:

Thank you for your testimony at the hearing on July 24,
1995, relating to the bill you have introduced, H.R. 1756, the
Department of Commerce Dismantling Act.

As I indicated at the hearing, I believe the proposed
legislation and your testimony raise several serious questions
that need to be answered prior to any legislative action. While
recent press reports indicate the desire of the Republican
leadership to move your legislation quickly in September, I am
sure you will agree that it would be ill-advised to proceed
without a complete examination of all relevant facts. As W.C
Dyer of the Midwest Manufacturing Center in Ann Arbor, Michigan
has written: "... the prospect of shutting down an entire
business division of government without a thorough examination
is, at the very least, unwise."

Your written testimony indicates that the task force you
chaired spent "several months of careful study" and that H.R.
1756 represents a "well thought-out, responsible program for'
dismantling the Department of Commerce." In order to assist the
Committee in its deliberations, I respectfully request that you
provide full and complete written responses to the following
questions, which I assume have been considered by your task
force:

1. Your written testimony indicates your task force found
that the Department of Commerce is a loose collection of "more
than 100 programs." Please provide the Committee: (a) a list of
each such program identified by your task force; (b) the current
level of appropriated funds applicable to each such program; (c)
the level of funding for each such program for fiscal year 1994-
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and (c3) the maximum amount of funding, if any, applicable to each
such program, assuming enactment and implementation of H.R. 1756.

2. Your written testimony indicates your task force found
that, of the "more than 100 programs, . . . all but three are
duplicated by other government agencies or the private sector."
Please provide the Committee: (a) a list of each progreun that is

duplicated; (b) an identification of other government agencies or
private sector activities that duplicate each such program; (c) a
detailed description of how each such program is duplicated by
other government agencies or the private sector; and (d) a list

of the three programs that are not duplicated by other government
agencies or the private sector.

Due to the fact that legislative action on H.R. 1756 could
proceed early in September, it would be most helpful to receive
your written responses to the foregoing questions no later than
September 5, 1995 in the office of the Committee's Minority
Counsel, 2322 Raybum House Office Building and ask that you
provide a copy to Chairmen Bliley, Oxley, and Fields so that your
response will be included in the hearing record.

With every good wish.

ely.

JOHN D. DINGBLL
RANKING MEMBER

cc: The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Jr.

The Honorable Michael G. Oxley
The Honorable Jack Fields
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RBSPONSBS TO QUSSTIOKS OF CONGRESSMAN DINGELL
EOUSB COUMITTES ON COUMBRCE

SUBCOKHITTEES ON COUMSRCB, TRADE, AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS AND TELECC^QdlTNICATIONS, AND F;):NANCB

Question: '
/

1. Rep. Chrysler has indicated that H.R. 1756 will result in
total savings of $7,765 billion over five years. Please
provide a detailed response as to whether you believe
this is accurate, and include a discussion of whether the
alleged savings include amounts that have already been
realized through cost reductions and other efficiencies,
whether the alleged savings appropriately reflect costs
that would have to be incurred when the bulk of Cooanerce
functions are dispersed throughout nximerous Federal
agencies, and einy other information that bears on the
accuracy of Rep. Chrysler's estimated savings.

Answer:

As 0MB Director Rivlin noted when the Chrysler Bill was
introduced, she doxibted that savings would occur from
dismcintling Commerce if iir5)lemented. We concur with her
assessment. By using the FY 1995 CBO baseline frcan which
to calculate savings, the Chrysler bill is more than $5
billion short of minimum expenditures that must be made
for continuing programs. This is so because:

o There are errors aind omissions in the Chrysler
estimates;

o The Chrysler bill failed to include as an offset to
savings the costs associated with dismantling the
Department such as RIF costs, dislocation costs,
disposal of facilities and operation of a Commerce
Programs Resolution Agency;

o There is no ability to achieve the proposed across
the board cut of 25 percent below FY 1994 levels
for remaining Coomerce programs except by the
program cuts described in the response to question
3 below; and

o Savings that are already built into the President's
budgets will occur without the Chrysler bill.
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OMISSIONS AMD ERRORS

o The Chrysler estimates, as scored by CBO, make
several substantial omissions and errors in their
assun^tions.

o The largest is the CBO baseline that does not
include an estimate for the decennial census in the
year 2000. The five year total decennial shortfall
from 1996 to 2000 is $3.6 billion, and for all
Census programs exceed $4.3 billion. Also the
Chrysler bill had claimed $.8 billion from
Decennial Census improvements with the $7,765
billion saving estimate. However, since no funds
are in the CBO baseline for the Decennial, the
funds cannot be saved.

o Within NCAA, the Chrysler estimates omit fxinds to
pay for continuation of weather satellite systems
and coo5)letion of the Congressionally approved
Weather Service Modernization program. The costs
for procuring additional satellites and Weather
Service contracts alone exceed $1.5 billion above
the CBO baseline for the modernization program.
These costs are required to ensure future
continuity of weather forecasts emd warnings
nationally.

o The Chrysler bill makes two substantial errors in
PTO. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993
requires $325 million to be appropriated from the
PTO Surcharge Fund. The bill would make those
fxinds directly available to PTO, but does not
identify am offset. Therefore, in terms of the
deficit, the savings are overstated by $325
million. Further, PTO collects 100 percent of
costs in fees now. If PTO must reduce costs 25
percent, or $375 million, as called for in the
Chrysler bill, no reduction will accrue to the
deficit because PTO already obtains these fees
directly.

o The funding for the budget of the United State
Trade Representative (USTR) is $21 million
annually. In FY 1995 alone, ITA is providing DSTR
direct assistance of $12.1 million from Trade
Development and International Bconomic Policy.
These two activities are terminated by the Chrysler
bill. The FY 1996 termination costs for ITA under
the ' Chrysler l>ill would ' be" $106 million or 500
percent of the USTR budget « but are not Included in
the Chrysler estimate. ,. i ,." '

",
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o The Chrysler bill assumes that Treasury, at no
additional cost, will monitor the EDA portfolio of
grants. We estimate the three year cost of closing
out BDA at $26 million plus RIP costs regardless of
organization location.

o Establishment of a Commerce Programs Resolution
Agency is assumed in the Chrysler bill, and would
operate for three years. We believe that it would
cost approximately $150 million for that period,
about the same as the Office of the Secretary aind
Inspector General currently cost.

XJNFUNDKD COSTS IN TEK CHRTSLBR BILL

o The Chrysler bill does not reflect the costs of
closing agencies, terminating employees,
dislocation and operating a Commerce Programs
Resolutions Agency. We estimate these costs at $2
billion, and they are shown in Table l.

o A total of 12,685 PTB would be eliminated under the
Chrysler bill assuii5)tions, 35 percent of existing
staff, in the first year after enactment. The
closeout costs, RIP costs and dislocation costs
would total $1,526 billion for all of Comnerce
The balance of the $2,001 billion is $325 million
for an offset to PTO appropriations requirements
under OBRA of 1993 and $150 million for a three
year Commerce Programs Resolution Agency.
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ABILITY TO ACHIEVE 25 PERCENT SAVINGS FROM OVERHEAD

o The basis for the Chrysler 25 percent cut below FY
1994 funding totals is not stated in the
legislation or the press release. Congressmain
Chrysler indicated on July 24 that the cut was
related, at least in the case of PTO, to an
overhead rate Cocxnerce now charges bureaus

.

o Commerce does not charge its bureaus any overhead
rate. While Coramerce sells services through the
Working Capital Fund, bureaus purchase jui average
of 1.4 percent of their available funding in
services. See bureau Working Capital Fund
estimates in Teible 2. All Coomerce oversight is
funded through the General Administration account,
$36 million in FY 1995 or about .7 percent of the
Commerce total appropriation.

o The only way to achieve a savings of 25 percent in
prograuns not terminated would be through further
program reductions as discussed in the response to
question 3 below.

SAVINGS IN PRESIDENT'S BUDGET

o The budget President Clinton submitted* for FY 1996
already contained savings built into the budgets
for FY 1996 - FY 2000 that would have occurred
without the Chrysler proposals. These savings
total $1,472 billion for the period and are shown
in Table 3.

o Savings are shown for program terminations, program
reductions, FTB/Administrative reductions and the
President's Reinventing Government initiative. The
individual program terminations amd reductions
proposed in the FY 1996 President's budget are
listed in Table 4. The FTB and Administrative
savings result from Public Law 103-226 to reduce
FTB by 272,900 by FY 1999, and Executive Order
12837 to reduce administrative expenses by 14
percent by FY 1997.

o Two reinventing government savings estimates are
shown for increasing Census data sales and for
privatising specialized weather services. The
President 19 considering additional Coomerce
reinvention proposals which are not Incltided in
these totals. . , - '

. ^ " •
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COMPARISON 0? B.R. 1756 AND H.R. 2076 "SAVINGS"

o The Chrysler Bill claims to save $5,370 billion
from program terminations, $78 million from
privatization and $2,317 billion from the 25
percent across the board cut provision for
remaining programs. A breakout of the reductions
shown by Commerce bureau in the attached Table 5.
The reductions result from program terminations,
not from dismantling Commerce.

o The major savings is from the elimination of the
Office of the Secretary, $250 million over five
years. Sixty percent of this amount provides
procurement, general counsel, accoxinting, budget,
security and building support which would have to
be replicated in the agencies receiving Commerce
program transfers.

o Therefore, actual savings from eliminating
Executive Direction at Commerce would be no more
than $20 million per year. These savings would not
be realized until the Commerce Program Resolution
Agency is dissolved, three years after Chrysler
enactment.

sxnaxMci of chrtslsr bill savings

o Chrysler savings are overstated for the five year
period, 19S6-2000, a« follows:

Chrysler Estimate $7,765 billion
Less:
o Tech errors Inappropriate

overhead rate -2.317 billion
o Dnfiinded Closeout Costs -1.990 billion
Revised Chrysler Estimate.. 3.458 billion

Congress needs to carefully evaluate the con^xsnents
of the Joint Budget Resolution. For example, in
Commerce alone, more than $5 billion in costs for
the decennial census aind Weather Service contracts
have been ignored in the CBO baseline so far.

Adding the $5 billion in additional costs to the
revised Chrysler Estimate above indicates that the
Chrysler bill has a potentiaQ cost of $1 542
billion.
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TABU 4

NATIONAL OCCANIC AND ATM06PHERIC ADMINISTRATION
FYlMe HouM Approved T«rmlnli<lora and Raducttom

(MMomcrOoSv*)

HouM
Mark

• 8 Yr. Outtoy

SCCoop«raMv*OMd«UeMjry«y.— ' W
Lwtd Inlorwwtton Syitom. (4)

OoMfi aMOfaamMit program. * (11)

Trarwfar from Danfw>p»A««w"»w* Fund* (1)

OI8p«R«M«th (3)

NattorwIlrwttulacfEiwtmomartBlRerwwal (2)

Charteolon„8C. apM arM mgL plan. ' (4)

HcnmI ttoek manaoamant plan.. (2)

Attwtfie MuaAn lurv raaaarrh...

—

(1)

InlafTWilonaJ fMwtaa oommlaaiona..* (4)

North AltanteflaharyproM (12)

bqmt aMaotaa/Mahi Mahf. P)
FadaralArtala waalhaf mod. grarte... (13)

8outha«M(am olorm raaaarolv.—.. (2)

VEMT8 (11)

8E Ua/Cartbbam FOa program. Q)
OLERUZabra muaaaL (4)

LakaCharr^Mnatudy (1)

Padfle Mvtd taohrrical aadatanooL (1)

Nation^ ooaatal RAO inatutula..

—

(4)

NOAA Uodaraaa Raaaaroh Program.

—

.
(77)

Ragional marfna raaaaroh oanlara.... (6)

MARO<~«....~~~~-...-...^»..' (133)

AgrtouKuni 4 fruil froat program. (10)

Flra waathar aar>4oaa..>...... '(2)

Suaquaharma Ktm Baaln Flood 8y»..* (2)

Samoa.
Ragional oimala oarAara (14)

NEXRAO • (11»)

ASOe • (2)

Ooaan ramola aanalno * (10)

CrttiodaafatyAlnatrumantabon...* (18)

Charlaaton Ftehartoa Lab rapaka. . . (30)

Boaton Motaohnology InnowaHon oantar.. (8)

Myatio, CT marttma aduo. A raaaaroh aanlar (4)

Alaaki Flahariaa C«r«ar. (8)

KanaaaOtyWaolhar A Envlrenmanl Cantor (10)

NEXRAO WFOoanatruolton.....v * (10)

ColumbtartvarfMMUaa. ....* (14)

MuMipadaa aquaouKuro oanlar. (14)

UfayaOa. LA Ftahartat, Lab (44)

National Ealuartna Raaaanoh Raaaow (18)

Indiana 8laU Untvaraty (21)

Nfy^port ma<ina adanoa oanlaf, (10)

TlburorVSanta Cno. (ffi)

ByaartoUl (723)
• RaduellonalethaFYIMBAppreprlaUen 0338 iiJNon In MiOaya)
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STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE JOHN D. DINGELL

HEARING ON H.R. 1756
THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE DISMANTLING ACT

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE

SEPTEMBER 12. 1995

Chairman Walker and Members of the Committee, I appreciate this

opportunity to discuss these important issues with you.

A bill to abolish the Department of Commerce has been introduced by my
good friend, Mr. Chrysler. Unfortunately, I believe the Chrysler bill will do great

damage to programs that benefit the Nation:

* It will mean lost jobs here at home and hurt efforts to protect American

jobs from unfair practices by foreign companies.

* It will endanger our ability to compete in the global marketplace by killing

programs that produce technological innovations, quality products, and scientific

advances.

* It destroys programs that preserve jobs and help distressed communities

and the environment.

I base these conclusions on what I have heard from businesses and others in

the State of Michigan. I have copies of scores of letters I have received from

Michigan businesses and others on the Chrysler bill and ask that they be included

in the hearing record. I also have copies of four Dear Colleagues that I and other

Michigan Members have signed that give you a flavor of what our constituents are

telling us about this dangerous proposal.

As these letters spell out in vivid detail, the Chrysler bill will abolish or slash

programs that create and preserve jobs in Michigan. They shuffle boxes for the

sake of shuffling boxes, with great detriment to programs that protect U.S. jobs

from unfair practices by foreign competitors and promote the sale of our products

around the world. They destroy programs that produce technology and innovation

resulting in high-tech, high-wage jobs in Michigan. They abolish programs that

produce investment many times over for our communities. They slash cost-

effective programs that benefit the entire Great Lakes region. They kill programs

that build telecommunications and information systems to improve the education

and health of our children and citizens.
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For example, the Donnelly Corp. in Holland writes: "Rather than both houses

of Congress proposing the elimination of the Department of Commerce, they

should be reemphasizing the department's critical role in promoting international

trade and, in particular, export promotion activities. Without question, U.S. exports

are creating new jobs, building growth in our economy, and helping to reduce the

growth of our trade deficit." American Broach in Ann Arbor writes: "With our

country's balance of trade problems, we hope the business community and general

public realizes how important the Department of Commerce... is to creating jobs

and allowing small companies to compete in the global market." And discussing

the elimination of domestic Commercial Service offices, VIATEC, in Hastings writes

that: "...[T]his valuable program is an 'INVESTMENT' that produces returns back to

the American taxpayers with more high-paying skilled jobs, higher tax paying

citizens, U.S.A. purchased materials, etc. etc. Please help defeat this

[legislation]." Others talk about their first-hand experience with programs that

produce community investment, build telecommunications and information

systems, produce great benefits for the entire Great Lakes region, and develop new
research and technologies that produce skilled jobs.

What really is going on here is a trophy hunt by the new Republican

leadership in Washington. They want to eliminate a department just to say that

they have done so. They are doing this without regard for the importance of the

programs they are abolishing or whether real efficiency and savings will be

produced. As Morton Kondracke recently said in Roll Call : "Even fellow

Republicans deride [the Chrysler bill] as mere 'box shuffling'-- redistributing

Commerce's sub-agencies throughout the federal government without deep study

of how to sensibly consolidate their functions, cut overall costs, and improve the

government's performance."

The Department of Commerce has the smallest budget of any cabinet

department. It is working better than ever. It already is cutting costs, reducing

personnel, closing offices, and increasing its efficiency to deliver quality services

that pay huge dividends to Michigan's economy. Businesses across the country

hail Ron Brown as the best Secretary of Commerce ever. As business and
community leaders in Michigan have written, the Department's programs are

creating jobs and producing returns and investment far in excess of its budget.

Look at how other countries operate and tell me where we will be if these

bills become law. Other countries invest far more than we do to promote their

businesses, products, and technology. While the Japanese are talking about

doubling their research and development budget by the year 2000, these bills are

proposing to abolish the only agency whose mission it is to promote commerce!
Why would anyone propose to give foreign businesses such a huge advantage in

the global market? Why would anyone choose to eliminate programs that create
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and protect American jobs? Why would anyone choose to abolish a department

that produces billions of dollars more than it spends?

1 am not here to defend the Department of Commerce, perse . Whether

there is any building called the Department of Commerce is of no great importance

to me. Nor am I here to defend an inefficient bureaucracy. If we can make
changes that make sense, I'm for it. I have spent my career in Congress trying to

root out waste and inefficiency.

But what is important to me is that we save programs that create jobs in

Michigan, help Michigan businesses compete against foreign companies and

countries, and help improve the State's economy and environment. The bills that

have been proposed are a meat-axe approach to cutting government -- they

disregard programs that really work for the State of Michigan, its businesses, and

its citizens.

• Scores of small businesses in Michigan are now exporting and competing

around the globe because of the work of the International Trade Administration.

The Chrysler bill eliminates domestic offices of the U.S. & Foreign Commercial

Service. As Durametallic, a small business in Kalamazoo, has written to me: "[l]t

would be a serious mistake to eliminate the export assistance programs provided

by the International Trade Administration and the Domestic Commercial Service. It

will hurt small businesses particularly and negatively impact employment in the

state of Michigan."

• The President of Monroe Auto Equipment writes that: "[Tlhe aggressive

trade promotion policies of our government, coupled with knowledgeable human
resources, is adding value to my company's efforts to compete in worldwide

markets. The beneficiaries of these actions are [our] shareholders, our employees

domestically and abroad, and the communities in which we reside. ..In the final

analysis, I believe a Cabinet-level department focused upon export opportunities

and the promotion of international market development will best serve the country

at a time when global competition is at its keenest."

• The Chrysler bill eliminates the Advanced Technology and Manufacturing

Extension programs. MERRA, a non-profit association of major Michigan

businesses, the executive and legislative branches of the State, universities, and

economic development organizations, writes that the ATP program: "is important

in transferring the results of fundamental research into practical products. This

results in the creation of jobs and an increase in export sales." Jts members report

that the MEP program provides "invaluable assistance" to sm^ and medium-sized

businesses.
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* The Great Lakes Environmental Research Lab in Ann Arbor (that employs
100 people) would be eliminated. This lab and other NOAA programs benefit the

entire Great Lakes region's environment. As a letter from Professor Kerfoot of the

Michigan Technological Institute states: "The proposed legislation is akin to

Sherman's march to the sea in the damage it will do to forecasting and research

programs related to marine and Great Lakes' transportation, weather, water quality

and ecosystem health research. The proposed restructuring fragments a cohesive

agency and sends the pieces to areas where the present forecasting and research

development... will not function."

* The Chrysler bill eliminates EDA grants. The West Michigan Shoreline

Regional Development Commission, serving 5 counties and 120 local governments,

opposes the elimination of the Department of Commerce. They have written to me
detailing 41 EDA projects that have leveraged private sector investments of more
than 50 times the total EDA investment and created or saved over 22,700 jobs in

Michigan. And Detroit's Focus:HOPE, the premiere model in the Nation for

providing skills in technology and manufacturing technology education, would not

be in existence without the Department's help.

* The Chrysler bill eliminates NTIA grants. The Michigan Ass'n for Local

Public Health has described a grant it received last year to buid an information

exchange to connect all local health departments and the state Department of

Public Health that 'provided direct and immediate benefits to local governments
throughout the state and continues to promote the health of Michigan citizens."

And the director of the Regional Educational Media Center 1 in Cass City has

written that: 'It is inconceivable to me that members of Congress would even
think about eliminating the NTIA at a time when the information explosion

threatens to overwhelm us.'

The Chrysler bill is wrong for the State of Michigan and wrong for the

Nation. And while the proponents of the legislation claim significant savings, the

fact of the matter is that the bill may actually increase costs to taxpayers, while

destroying programs that create and preserve jobs.

We can all agree that we need to take a long, hard look at whether savings

and efficiencies can be achieved in all government programs. But the Chrysler bill

is a cynical and counterproductive way to do business. I respectfully urge this

Committee to seriously examine the real and lasting adverse consequences of

enacting this legislation.
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Mr. Brown. Mr. Chrysler, are you familiar with the Department
of Commerce analysis of your statement that there would be a total

savings of $7,765 billion over 5 years?
Mr. Chrysler. Yes. Those were CBO estimates, in fact, not my

estimates.

Mr. Brown. Well, the Office of Management and Budget comes
up with some different figures, as you are probably aware. The
question I am asking you is if you are familiar with the 0MB anal-

ysis and not the CBO analysis, and the differences between the two
sets of estimates.

Mr. Chrysler. Well, I can remember when our President said

that CBO numbers would be the ones that were used for all func-

tions in the Government until just recently, probably about a year
ago, he changed that back to Office of Management and Budget.
But CBO is certainly the source that we get our numbers from as
the Congress, and those are the numbers that we think actually

historically have represented the best estimates.

Mr. Brown. Well, I don't want to belabor that point, of course.

I would just like to point out that this report, which is attributed

to the 0MB, says that your bill failed to include as an offset to sav-

ings the costs associated with dismantling the Department, such as
RIF costs, dislocation costs, disposal of facilities and operations of

the Commerce programs resolutions agencies.

It says further that there is no ability to achieve the proposed
across-the-board cut of 25 percent below fiscal year 1994 levels for

remaining programs except by the program cuts described in a sub-

sequent answer, and it says further that savings are already built

in the President's budget which will occur without your bill and
that furthermore the Chrysler estimates as scored by CBO make
several substantial omissions and errors in their assumptions.
Now, do you want to make a general rebuttal to that just for the

record so that we can have both sides on that?

Mr. Chi^ysler. Sure. I think the numbers, quite frankly, are a

little bit conservative. I have had the benefit, I guess, of coming
from a State like Michigan where we put the Michigan government
on this kind of a program in 1990, and we had a $1.7 billion deficit.

While we eliminated the $1.7 billion deficit, we then filled up the

rainy day fund, which was $1.1 billion, which was a maximum al-

lowed by law, and then we had to give tax cuts No. 12, 13, 14, and
15 this year in order to give back another $1.2 billion to the Michi-

gan taxpayers because we couldn't keep it legally. That is on about
a $20 billion budget for the State of Michigan.

I think with a $1.5 trillion Federal budget, as we put this Gov-
ernment on this type of a program of cutting taxes and cutting the

amount of Government that we have and looking at welfare reform
and downsizing this Government, letting people keep more of what
they earn and save, I think that we will end up with greater sav-

ings than anybody in this room anticipates.

Mr. Brown. So your statement is that despite what the 0MB
says, that you think your estimates of $7.7 billion is a little con-

servative and that it would actually be more than that?

Mr. Chrysler. Yes, I do.
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Mr. Brown. And you say that the State of Michigan has gone
through this exercise. Does that mean that you have ehminated the
Government of the State of Michigan?
Mr. Chrysler. Well, we eliminated the Commerce Department

in the State of Michigan.
Mr. Brown. Oh, the Commerce Department. I am sorry. I

thought you meant the whole State Government. [Laughter.]
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. We are just trying them one at a time, too.

[Laughter.]
Mr. Rohrabacher.
Mr. Rohrabacher. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chrysler, could you talk just a little bit about duplication?

I mean, as I mentioned earlier to Secretary Brown, I found in our
hearings that we had numerous agencies and departments explor-
ing the idea of global warming.
What type of duplication have you found exemplifies or under-

scores your effort to eliminate the Department?
Mr. CHitYSLER. Well, the Department of Commerce is a little bit

like your hall closet, you know, it's a place that the Government
has Kind of thrown everything when they didn't know where else

to put it. In fact, of the 100 programs in the Department of Com-
merce, 71 of them are duplicated some place else within the Fed-
eral Government and all but three of them are duplicated either
within the Federal Government and/or by the private sector.

If I had a department like this one in my company, that is, in-

ward-looking, self-serving, and self-perpetuating, I would only be
able to look at it as a department that has a certain recipe for fail-

ure.

Mr. Rohrabacher. The point that Chairman Walker made ear-
lier that we were told by Secretary Brown, for example, that we
spend so much money but that generates so much more money that
is being spent in the area of research, and Chairman Walker sug-
gested that much of that money would be spent anyway by these
corporations and basically it is just a subsidy that could be done
without?
Mr. Chrysler. Well, one of the things that we did when we

started looking at dismantling the Department of Commerce, we
had about 14 Members of Congress, some outside groups, and we
kind of broke this up into small segments, the Department of Com-
merce and each one of the groups formed their own task force to
take a look at it and came back and made their recommendations.
We found, certainly, in those recommendations that there was

not only the duplication of effort, and I want to go back to specifi-

cally your question.
Mr. Rohrabacher. This is in terms of Chairman Walker's sug-

gestion earlier that when Secretary Brown talked about leveraging
money, that the Federal Government had leveraged investment
money or research money, that this had caused the private sector
to spend so much more money on research and development, but
I believe that Chairman Walker was suggesting that there is a re-

port that much of that money would have been spent anyway.
So it wasn't being leveraged but instead it was an unnecessary

expenditure that benefitted a specific special interest.
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Mr. Chrysler. Yes. We found that true there.

We found that, you know, even though Secretary Brown alludes

to the fact that the trade portion of Commerce is so vital and so

important to the United States, in fact only 4 percent of the budget
of the Commerce Department is dedicated toward trade and the
Commerce Department is not the lead agency in trade and there
in fact are 19 different Federal departments that deal with trade,

and we found that in some of the research on looking at different

programs that Secretary Brown looked at, we found that 86 percent
of those programs, as you have indicated, would have happened re-

gardless of whether the Department of Commerce was involved in

those at all.

Mr. Brown. Would the gentleman yield briefly to me?
Mr. ROHRABACHER. I certainly would, yes, sir.

Mr. Brown, Mr. Walker referred to this purported study and you
have referred to it, and I would like unanimous consent to put the

exact content of the question that was responded to in the record
at this point.

Mr. RoHRABACHER. It is up to the chairman.
The Chairman. Without objection.

[The study referred to follows:]
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GAO United States
General Accounting OtDce
Washington, D.C. 20648

Resources, Community, and
Economic Development Division

B-259591

May 15, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Science

House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Brown:

This report responds to your request concerning the Advanced Technology

Program (atp), which is administered by the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (msr) within the Department of Commerce.

ATP's purpose is to provide support on a cost-sharing basis to research and

development (rad) projects in industry. These projects are intended to

have a significant potential for stimulating economic growth and

improving the competitiveness of U.S. industry. Funding for atp has grown

from $68 million in fiscal year 1993 to $431 million in fiscal year 1995,

more than doubling each year. The President has set a goal for the

program's funding to reach $750 million by 1997.

In light of these significant budget increases, the Congress is interested in

ATP's impact Although mist recognizes that it is too eariy to measure atp's

long-term economic effects, the agency has reported short-term results

that, it says, indicate the program is making an impact As agreed with

your office, we (1) analyzed these short-term results and (2) reviewed

Nisr's plans for evaluating atp in the future, as reported in the nict

document entitled Setting Priorities and Measuring Results at the National

Institute of Standards and Technology , dated January 31, 1994. In addition,

we are presenting information on other atp evaluation efforts that Nisr has

planned or under way.

Pociiltc in Rriof Evaluating the Advanced Technology Program poses many challenges. For
IteSUllS in DTiei

example, while funded projects are intended to be technical successes and

to have a commercial impact several years can elapse between the end of

technical work and the realization of such an impact nist has, however,

identified six short-term results in the Setting Priorities document that it

beUeves demonstrate the program is making an impact While all six have

limitations, our analysis shows that four are overstated or lack adequate

support. For example, nist projected atp's impact from one joint venture

to the entire industry of ^proximately 800 companies.

GA0/RCED-96-«8 Evalnatliig the Adnneed Techno!ojogyl
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NiST also summarized its plans for evaluating atp in Setting Priorities. Tliis

summary includes indicators, such as the number of techiucal milestones

completed and the number ofjoint ventures formed, that we do not

believe reflect the long-term economic success of the program. Setting

Priorities does, however, provide descriptive information that may be

useful to NICT officials in managing the program.

According to Nisr officials, nist has other evaluation efforts plarmed or

under way besides those included in Setting Priorities . These efforts

include engaging the advice and services of the nation's leading

economists in impact assessment and evaluation, nist has also put in place

an extensive data collection system to support atp's evaluation. The

results of some of these evaluation efforts may not be known for some

time.

R r>h-rrrr\i inH ^^ ^^ established by the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of
rJaCKgrOUna

jggg ^p j^ lOO^lS). The program is intended to assist U.S. businesses in

creating and applying the generic technology and research results

necessary to (1) commercialize significant new scientific discoveries and

technologies rapidly and (2) refine manufacturing technologies. Funding

for ATP is awarded through announced competitions. Single companies

that receive awards are reimbursed for the direct costs of their proposed

research but must pay for all overhead costs. Joint ventures, which consist

of two or more companies, are reimbursed for both their direct and

overhead costs but must provide more than 50 percent of the total funding

for their project atp supports high-risk projects that have the potential for

eventual substantial widespread conunercial application. Since the first

competition in fiscal year 1990, Niyr has funded 177 atp projects. As of

April 1995, 12 projects had been completed.

NIST summarized the results of its initial evaluation efforts and future plans

in Setting Priorities, which received wide distribution, nist distributed

3,800 copies of this document to the Congress, administration officials,

and industry, nist officials also submitted the document to the Congress

during the fiscal year 1995 appropriations hearings.

Evaluating atp poses many challenges. For example, atp research projects

are intended not only to be technical successes but also to have

commercial results. The linkage between technical work and commercial

results may not always be direct and may be subject to interpretation.

GAO/RCED-95.4S Evaluating Uie Advanced Technology Program
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Also, several yeais can elapse between the end of technical woric and the

realization of conuneraal results.

ATP'S Results

Reported in Setting

Priorities

Nisr dtes six examples of atp's short-term results in Setting Priorities.

While all six have limitations, four overstate atp's success or lack adequate

support. Specifically, nist reported that as a result of atp

total U.'S. research on advanced technologies for printed wiring boards has

quadrupled,

participants have pursued research they otherwise could not have

pursued,

participants have forged new relationships with companies and

government or academic laboratories, and

the number ofjoint rao ventures in private industry has increased.

ATP's Impact on Printed /

Wring Board Industry '

Overstated

NIST overstated ATP's impact on the printed wiring board industry. On the

basis of atp's impact on one five-member joint venture, nist concluded that

total U.S. RAO in the U.S. printed wiring board industry had quadrupled.

NIST reported that "^tal U.S. RAO work on advanced technologies for

printed wiring boards essential to all modem electronic devices more than

quadrupled as a result of the atp.' According to nict ofBcials, this

statement is based on a third-party review that resulted in a report entitled

Advanced Technology Program: Economic Study of the Printed Wiring

Board Joint Venture After Two Years. This study was designed to measure

the impact, after 2 years, of a 6-year ATP-supi)orted project undertaken by a

five-company joint venture and does not assess atp's impact on the entire

U.S. printed wiring board industry. Specifically, the statement is based on

the study's finding that

"of the 29 m^Jor project areas under investigalion |in the Joint venture's research pniijecti,

the participants reported that on average only 6.6 prctjects would have been started in the

absence of the ait award. In fact, a number of critical projects would not have been

attempted In the absence of the Joint venture.*

According to an industry association representative, however, there are

approximately 800 merchant manufacturers in the printed wiring board

industry, many of which are active in Rao.' Discussions with the industry

association indicate that the industry spent at least $26.5 million on r&o in

The indusoy imi lillrin to the Instmae far biterconnectlng and Paclaging Electronic Ciicutts (IPC).

Merchant manulictimfs make prlrted wiring boards and sell them to cofnpaniea.
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1992. In comparison, the ATP-supported joint venture q>ends $5.7 million

per year, on average, on printed wiring board research.

I

We believe that Nisr's conclusion that total U.S. r&d on printed wiring

boards quadriipled as a result of atp was an overstatement because the

third-party study was limited to a single five-member joint venture in an

industry that contains over 800 merchant manufacturers, many of which

engage in RAD. The evidence presented by nist supports statements only

about the five-member joint venture, not about the entire U.S. industry.

Claims of Increased

High-Risk Research and
New Relationships Not
Adequately Supported by
Survey Data

In reporting the most important effects of atp on the basis of a survey of

early award recipients, siST was selective in its use of the survey data nist

reported that the most important effect cited by award recipients was "the

ability to pursue promising lines of research that they otherwise could not

have followed." According to nist officials, this statement is based on
responses to the survey's question "What would you say is the single most
important effect that the atp award has had on your organization thus far?"

Fifteen out of 28 responses in the study were categorized as saying "the

ability to afford and engage in this kind of high-risk, long-term research."^

However, responses to another question in the same survey provided

conflicting information. When asked "In the absence of this atp award,

would your organization have pursued the development of this

teclmology?" nearly as many respondents— 14 out of 26—responded

affirmatively. Four respondents said they definitely would have; 10 said

they probably would have; 7 said they probably would not have; and 5 said

they definitely would not have. In response to a subsequent question, the

14 respondents said they would have pursued the development of the

technology at a different level of effort Thus, although 15 participants

believed that atp enabled them to pursue this kind of high-risk, long-term

research, 14 participants in the same study believed that they would at

least probably have pursued the technology even without the atp award,

although at a different level of effort

On the basis of the same survey, nist reported that the second most
important effect cited by early atp participants was "forging new
relationships between companies, and between companies and
government or academic labs." However, several discrepancies exist First,

Twenty-stz organizations participated in the study. However, two paiticipants provided two aiiswera

to this question about ATFs 'single most important effect' Two of these answers are Included in Die

16 responses classified as the ability to afford and engage in this kind of high-risk, long-term
research."

GA<VRCED-96.<8 Evsluatliis tbe Advanced Technology Program
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the survey results do not refer to a second most important effect, nor were

the psirticipants asked to identify a second most important effect nist

officials said this statement was supported by the second most frequent

re^onse to the question about the "single most important effect' of the

ATP award. However, the second most important effect cannot be inferred

fix)m the second most frequent response because the frequency of the

re^onse to this question does not say anything about the relative

importance that individual respondents would have ascribed to this effect

The survey would have to have asked the participants specifically what
they believed the second most important effect of atp was in order to

make that determination.

Another discrepancy is that the second most frequent responses were

categorized as "the benefits that can flow firom industry-industry

collaboration," but made no mention of "government or academic labs," as

Nisr reported. To support its conclusion that the second most important

effect was "forging new relationships between companies, and between

companies and government or academic labs" nict officials said that they

had also included information from responses to another sun^ey quesdoa

The other question asked participants to rate a list of potential effects of

ATP. According to tnsT officials, the item rated second highest on the list of

potential effects for this question was the basis for nist's statement about

the "second most important effect" litis item was "enhanced the

technology infrastructure by sfrengthening linkages between sectors

(industry-government, industry-university) and/or within sectors

(industry-industry).

"

However, nist did not base its "most important effect* on the same
questioru Since NisT based its "second most important effect" on this

question (respondents were asked to rate a list of potential effects of atp),

in order to be consistent, the highest rated response to the same question

should have been the "most important effect" However, the highest rated

item on this list is "collaboration and strategic alliances." 7103 conflicts

with the respoivses mentioned previously, which said that the 'sin^e most

important effect" was "the ability to afford and engage in this kind of

high-risk, long-term research." This inconsistent methodology casts doubt

on nist's reporting of atp's most important effects.

aA(VRCEI>-96-M Enhutlnf the Adnneed Tccknolacr PniffvBi
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Reflaiionship Between ATP
and Increase in Number of

Joint Ventures Not
Adequately Supported

nist's conclusion that atp has increased the number ofjoint bad ventures

in private industry is not adequately supported, nist states that atp was
responsible for an increase in U.S. joint ventures, despite a variety of

possible causes. According to nist,

"Profiles also suggest that the ATP has led—as desired—to an increase in joint r4d ventures

in private industry. In the first four competitions, approximately 125 joint ventures

involving over 800 organizations were formed to apply to the ATP."

However, the only support Nisr gave us for this statement is the fact that

125 joint ventures submitted proposals to atp. Although the niunber of

joint R&D ventures has increased, there are several reasons to question a

direct relatioitship between this increase and atp. The number ofjoint r&d

ventures has steadily increased since 1986—years before nist made its first

atp award. Some e:q>lanations for the causes of this trend and for the

formation ofjoint ventures are imrelated to atp. For example, the National

Science Foimdation cites the passage of the National Cooperative

Research Act of 1984 as one reason for this growth. The Foimdation

explains that this act encourages research collaboration among industry

competitors by better defining joint r&d ventures and protecting them
from antitrust suits by limiting potential liability. We beUeve that nist's

conclusion about the causal relationship between atp and an increase in

the number ofjoint ventiu'es lacks adequate support

NIST'S Future Plans

for Evaluating ATP in

Setting Priorities

The evaluation plan, as presented in Setting Priorities , includes several

measures that nist ejqpects will indicate the long-term economic success of

atp projects. However, some of these measures may not indicate the

economic success of atp.

One of the measiu'es that nist believes will indicate the long-term

economic success of atp projects is "straightforward tracking of technical

milestones."'' However, achieving technical milestones may not be a vaUd

indicator of the economic success of atp projects because technical

advancement does not always lead to economic success. For example,

earlier versions of the atp evaluation plan pointed to one atp project that

was achieving all of its technical milestones as evidence of the project's

likely success in stimulating economic growth. The lead company involved

in this joint venture, however, went bankrupt before the project was

technical milestones are significant points in the course of a research project They consist of

individual research tasks with estimated completion dates that are part of the project's overall

timetable Technical milestones might consist of the estimated completion dates of experiments c

tests in the project

GACVRCED-9S48 Evaluating the Advanced Technologf Program
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completed Although the other company in the joint venture has stated its

intention to continue the joint venture's commercialization plan, the lead

company's bankruptcy reduces the likelihood of future economic effects

being realized fix)m this atp project

Tracking the completion of technical milestones for atp projects provides

helpful information to atp managers who need to know whether this vital

step in the commercialization process is being achieved However, using

this information as an indicator of "long-term economic success" may
create the false expectation that technical success will result in

commercial success.

'Increased collaborations and sti-ategic alliances [between companies]" is

another measure that nist expects to indicate long-term economic success.

However, the number of collaborations and strategic alliances may not

indicate atp's economic success. A joint venture is one form of

collaboration or strategic alliance that can occur between companies. As

the previously cited example of the bankrupt company and its

collaboration shows, the use of this measure to indicate "long-term

economic success' may create the false expectation that collaboration wiU

lead to commercial success.

The ATP evaluation plan summarized in Setting Priorities shows that siST

intends to continue providing descriptive data on the program and its

operations. Two of the five m^jor components of the evaluation plan focus

on obtaining this type of information and are descriptive in nature:

(1) assessing atp's operational activities and (2) profiling applicants,

recipients, technologies, and projects. This information will include

descriptive data about the program's operations, participants, and

monitoring activities as integral parts.

This information is helpful to atp officials in managing the program.

Collection of these data, however, does not provide the Congress with

information about the program's impact and economic success.

Additional ATP
E>valuation Efforts

According to Nisrr officials, program evaluation has been a part of atp from

its beginning, and the development of a long-term evaluation strategy is an

ongoing NiST process. NisT says that at this point in atp's history, its

approach to evaluating atp is to lay the groundwork to provide metrics for

the program's results at the eailiest possible time.

awiVKCFn M «« Bt«Im»^ tW A<»m««4 Tutanlmy ftomtm
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nict's evaluation efforts include engaging the iidvice and services of the

nation's leading economists in impact assessment and evaluation, nist has

also put in place an extensive data collection system to support its atp

evaluation efforts. In addition, Nisr says it is conducting microeconomic

case studies and supporting the development aiid use of economic models

for projecting outcomes of atp.

Conclusions It is too eariy to determine atp's long-term economic impact; therefore,

there has not been a complete assessment of atp. Evaluating atp will be

challenging. For example, atp research projects are intended not only to

be technically successfiil but also to have a commercial impact. The

linkage between techiucal work and commercial results may not always

be direct and may be subject to interpretation.

fNlsr has reported short-term results in Setting Priorities that, it says,

indicate that the program is making an impact However, our analysis

indicates that these results are overstated or lack adequate support Thus,

judgments about the economic success of atp should not be based solely

on the information in Setting Priorities . In addition, some of the indicators

contained in Setting Priorities that Nisr proposes to track for future

evaluations of atp, namely technical milestones and the number of

collaborations and strategic alliances, may create false expectations of the

program's economic success. Neither of these indicators necessarily

V- reflects the long-term economic success of the program. According to nist,

other efforts are under way that will support studies of the program's

long-term outcomes as soon as such studies are feasible.

Agency Conunents
and Our Evaluation

We provided a draft of this report to the Department of Commerce for

written conunents. These comments, along with our detailed responses,

are provided in appendix I. In addition, at the Secretary of Commerce's

request, we met with the Under Secretary for Technology and the Director

of NisT to discuss the draft report in more detail. Specifically, Nisr made the

following observations about our draft report

It overestimated the amount of "advanced" r&d in the printed wiring board

industry by citing industry figures that include r&d that is not "advanced."

However, we point out in our response that the broader industry figure is

appropriate to use for comparison purposes because the atp project also

includes R&D that is not "advanced."

GAl(VRCED-96-68 Evaluating Che Advanced Technolocr Prapan
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It introduced a negative bias to our conclusions by including only partial

req>onses to a survey question. We have added language to the final report

reflecting the additional information contained in responses to this survey

question. However, this does not change our analysis or conclusions

because the infom\ation still suggests that as many as half of the atp

projects would have been undertaken even without atp support, although

at a different level of funding. Moreover, a Congressional Budget Office

study reached a conclusion similar to ours on the basis of the same data.

It overlooked evidence and made it appear that nist's conclusions about

ATP's impact on forging relationships- between companies and government

or academic labs lacked support Our review of this evidence is included

in this report and shows that mist's conclusions are based on an

inconsistent methodology used in analyzing the evidence.

It overlooked evidence supporting mist's statement that atp has led to an

increase in the number ofjoint ventures. However, the evidence provided

by MIST still does not demonstrate that atp has caused an increase in the

number ofjoint ventures for primarily two reasons. Rrst, the National

Ck)operative Research Act was influencing the number ofjoint ventures

over the same time period. Second, nist has no evidence that shows why
joint ventures that applied to atp formed in the first place, mist currently

has a study under way to determine that information. The fact that the

joint ventures registered with the Federal Trade Commission or the

Department of Justice when applying to atp is irrelevant because joint

ventures are not required to register with these agencies when they form.

Nisfs comments on our draft report also include important qualifications

that help dispel false expectations about the indicators of long-term

economic success in.Setting Priorities. Had these qualifications appeared

in Setting Priorities , one would have been less likely to arrive at false

conclusions about the program's impact

Our draft report contained a proposed recommendation that the Secretary

of Commerce direct nist officials to develop an evaluation strategy that

includes measures of the program's outcomes. In commenting on our draft

report, mist said that it intends to continue to refine the atp evaluation plan

through the use of microeconomic case studies and economic models for

projecting atp's outcomes. Therefore, we have withdrawn that proposed

recommendation.

q^__ _ onH ^ conducting our analysis, we interviewed the nist senior economist"
responsible for evaluating atp and examined Setting Priorities. The mist

Methodology
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economist said that this document summarizes the evaluations of the

program conducted to date, as well as the plan for evaluating atp in the

future. We investigated all statements about atp in this document by
reviewing the supporting studies and data to determine their consistency

with nist's reported statements. We analyzed the atp evaluation plan's

"indicators of future economic success" but were unable to analyze the

usefulness of those indicators that were too general for understanding the

effects of ATP. For example, indicators thait include terms such as

"technological infi-astructure" and "enabling technologies" do not clearly

identify what they measure or how they are related to the economic

success of ATP. In addition, nist supports some of its statements about

ATP's effects with references to two Nisr-supported studies. Although we
examined these studies, we did not evaluate them for their vahdity. mist's

evaluation of atp is an ongoing process. When we had nearly completed

our work, mist provided us with a copy of mist Industrial Impacts: A
Sampling of SuccessfvJ Partnerships , which contains anecdotes about atp

awards. We did not evaluate this document We also consulted

economists, the r&d evaluation literature, and a trade association

representative. We conducted our review from January 1994 to April 1995

in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly aruiounce its contents

earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days after the

date of this letter. At that time, we will send copies to the Secretary of

Commerce; the Director, nist, the Director, atp; the Inspector General,

Department of Conunerce; the Director, Office of Management and

Budget; and other interested parties. We will make copies available to

others on request

Please contact me at (202) 512-3841 if you or your staff have any questions.

M^or contributors to this report are listed in appendix n.

Sincerely yours.

Victor S. Rezendes

Director, Energy and

Science Issues

Pace 10 GAO/RCED-96-fi8 Eralaatlng Uie Adraneed Tcdmology Prograin
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Appendix 1

Comments From the Department of

Commerce

Note: GAO comments
supplementing those in tl>e

report text appear at ttie

end of this appendix.

\§/
JAN ^7 igqp

Mr. Victor S. Razendea
Director, Energy and Science leeuaa
Reeotircea, CoiiniunitY> end Economic

Developnent Dlvieion
U.S. Oenerel Accounting Offices
Washington, E>C 20546

Deer Mr. Resendes:

Enclosed is the Departinent of Connerce's response to the
General Accounting Office's (OAO) reco—>endations and conclusions
in the draft report, 'PBRFORMASCB HBASORSMEST: Cooqpieted
and Plaxiaed ffvaiuations of the Advanced Technology Progrma.'

We note that OAO did not raise nost of the issues cited in
the draft report at the October 30, 1994, exit interview and that
GAO has not allowed us the usual 30 days to respond to the
conclusions and reconaendat ions of the draft rei>ort.

In view of the substantial disagreenent by the Departnent
with the facts, conclusions, and recoomendations presented in the
OAO draft report, we request that a meeting be held between the
appropriate GAO officials and the Onder Secretary for Technology,
Or. f4ary Oood. and the Director, National Institute of Standards
and Technology, Dr. Arati Prabhakar, to discuss your conclusions
and recoanaendations and the factual basis for them in more
detail.

If your staff requires additional information about the
Department's response to your report, they may contact the
Advanced Technology Program's Senior Bconoaiist, Rosalie Ruegg, at
301-975-3189.

<2Jlfll^.^.v^

ce: Cbarl** A. Bovshar
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Appendix I

Commenu From the Depulneat of
Commerce

O.S. D«p«rta«nt of ComBare*

riiiiiil an (MO Drntt Kaport btltlad

•fKaronOKCt ta*sntuaailT: Campl»fd and Plaanad JTralnationa

of tha Adirancad Tmehnology frogrmm*

IUO/SCK>-95-««

datad January 11, 1»»S

January 27, 1S»5
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AppcBdizI
CoaoMntB From tlw IHpartDwnt of
Commerce

See comment 1.

See comment 2.

See comment 3.

See comment 4.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) finda
that the GAO draft report inaccurately portraye the Advanced
Technology Program's (ATP) evaluation plan and progress in
implementation, and that it misrepresents NIST's statements of
short-term ATP results as lacking supporting evidence emd being
overstated. NIST stands by ATP's evaluation plan and its
statement of short-term results as appropriate, informative, and
wel 1 founded

.

The GAO draft report contains a number of inaccuracies and
omissions which combine to misrepresent the results of early ATP
evaluations as well as the program's planned methodologies for
future evaluations. The QAO draft report's assertions that NIST
statements of intact axe (generally) extravagant and not to be
trusted are erroneous and without grounds

.

The GAD rei}ort'8 conclusion that the ATP evaluation plan focuses
only on ontputs, not outcomes is in error; in fact, the ATP's
plan provides for a well-balanced combination of measures that
include both output and outcome measures. The GAO report is in
error that ATP relies on measures of technical progress as the
mainstay in assessing economic success,- in fact, technical
progress is only one of a set of intermediate measures that
indicates the promise of future economic success (i.e., technical
progress is viewed as a necessary, but insufficient condition for
economic progress). The GAO draft report's assertion that NIST's
future evaluation includes indicators that may create false
expectations is groundless; in fact, the ATP has a comprehensive
set of indicators that have been developed and reviewed by
leading economists in the field and cam be expected to provide a
reasonable indication of future potential.

The GAO's analysis is based primarily on only six pages of a MIST
document that was intended only to sunraarise other more
comprehensive documents and data. Other information was
provided, but the GAO's analysis ignored it. By excluding
available information, the GAO draft report gives a distorted
view of ATP's evaluation.

The salient fact is that the ATP is a new program with the bulk
of its multi-year research projects funded only in the last
several years, and with most of its projects still very much in
the research or pre*product development phase. Under the
circumstances, it would be premature for the ATP to assert that
it now can perform meaningful ex post measures of long-term
economic outcome.

At present, a responsible and responsive approach for the ATP is
to lay the ground work to provide these metrics at the earliest

GA<VBCED-96-e8 EvatuatlBg the Advanced Tectoolocr P'wff*"
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Appendix I

Comments From the Department of

Commerce

See comment 6.

See comment 7.

See comment 8.

possible time -- which it is doing. The ATP can promote sound
evaluation of long-term economic impacts by establishing a solid
information collection eyatera, by conducting detailed
microeconomic case studies, by supporting the development and use
of economic models for projecting outcomes, by supporting a
variety of approaches to economic evaluation of RfcD projects, and
by having this process reviewed by outside experts in evaluation
to assure that ATP is on the right track -- all of which ATP is
doing.

In reviewing the accuracy of four statements of results made by
NIST in the paper Setting Priorities and Measuring Reeulta, the
GAO made the following errors:

• GAO overestimated the baseline amount of R&D directed
towards pushing the state of the art of printed wiring
board technology by approximately $24 million per
annum. The GAO also underestimated the ATP- induced
increase in advanced R&D by $5.2 million. These two
errors by GAO led it to conclude that NIST's figures
were exaggerated. (QAO's error in the baseline was
confirmed with the source that GAO cited.)

• QAO overlooked information critical to understanding
the results of the contractor survey concerning the
impact of the ATP on the scope and level of RfcD

funding. By including only partial results of
participant response, the GAG draft report Introduced a
negative bias.

• QAO overlooked evidence that forging new relationships
with academic labs and government was importemt to
participants, in addition to establishing new
relationships with other con^anies. By omitting a
critical part of the survey evidence, the GAO draft
report made it appear that NIST's statements lacked
support

.

9 GAO overlooked strong available evidence supporting
NIST's statement that the ATP has led—as desired- -to
an increase in joint RfcD ventures.

NIST stands behind the ATP's evaluation plan and Its
implementation. NIST stands behind its statements of short-term
results contained in Setting Priorities and Measuring Reeulta
tthe NIST source document upon which the GAO based its report) as
valid and supported by solid evidence.

NIST rejects aa unnecessary the QAO recommendation that the
Secretary of Commerce direct NIST officials to develop an
evaluation strategy that, consistent with the Government
Performance and Results Act, Includes outcome measures of ATP.
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NIST concludes that it bad met the requirements of Che Government
Per£onnance and Results Act to include In its evaluation plan'
outcome measures of the program long before the QAO draft report
was initiated. NIST intends to continue to refine the ATP
evaluation plan and to pursue aggressive implementation of the
plan.
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See comment 9.

See comment 1

.

See comment 10.

U.S. Dapartaant of Coaaaroa CoiBanta oa
tha Oanarml Aeooimting Oftloa (GHkO) Draft Xaport

"Parforaanoa Naaauraaanti Coaplatad and Planaad Ivaluatlon
of tha Adranoad Taeteolegy Prograa* (datad January 11, 199S)

Tha GAO draft report contains a nunber of inaccuracies and
omisaions which combine to misrepresent the results of early ATP
evaluations as well aa the program's planned methodologies for
future evaluations. He reject the QAO reconnendation that the
'Secretary of Commerce direct HIST officials to develop an
evaluation atrategy that, consistent with the Government
Performance and Results Act, includes outcome measurements of the
Program, From the inception of the ATP, NIST has developed
performance measures and a data collection plan to ensure that
long-term outcomes would be evaluated in a systematic and
rigorous manner. NIST baa led the government in this regard and
its methods are being adopted by other agencies. NIST will
continue to improve and refine its methods for evaluating
outcomes

.

The QAO draft report's assertions that HIST's claims of impact
are (generally) extravagant and not to be trusted are without
grounds. In these comments on the QAO draft report, NIST
addresses each of the points raised by the GAO, and
demonstrates why NIST atanda behind the concluaions contained in
the OAO-cited NIST paper as reaaonable descriptions of early ATP
results that are supported by evidence.

1. Nowhere dogs the BAO draft report clearlv lav out the full
acone of the ATP evaluation plan. The QtiS JXitt fCPOrt
incnn-eetlv euaoeata that short-term project measures auch

f. i->nhn<c«l milestones «nd the formation of Industrial
research consortia are being used by the ATP aa measures of
Inno-term ernnnmic impact.

The ATP's evaluation strategy is not accurately presented in the
GAO' a draft report . Alaiost immediately after the ATP became
operational, it began to plan for evaluation,' and, soon
thereafter, to implement the plan.'.' That plan, as refined and
extended by the ATP (and clesrly summarized in the NIST paper
Satting Priorities and Measuring Kesuits) has five components:

1) aasessing the ATP's operstional efficiencies,
2) profiling the ATP's portfolio of projects,
3) evaluating industry's implementation of the projects,
4) tracking short-to-medlum tern project results, and
5} meaauring long-term economic in^pacts (outcomes)

.

Recognizing that a major obstacle to conprehenaive, accurate
measurement metrics typically ia the lack of gxjod data, the ATP
has put in place an extensive data collection system* to support
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the five evaluation components listed above. In addition,
because the accurate evaluation of long-term outcomes for
technology development projects presses the state of the art of
economic methods, the ATP has engaged the advice and services of
the nation's leading economists in impact assessment and
evaluation metrics. * Intense interest in early results of the
program has led the ATP to comrnission evaluation studies of
intermediate results^ and. of projected long-term outcomes.*

Although it is not yet possible to perform comprehensive ex post
studies of long-term outcomes because virtually all of the ATP
projects to date are still in their ehort-to-medium term phase,
the ATP has launched modeling and data collection efforts to
support such ex poat studies as soon as they become feasible.
For example, the ATP is developing collaborative research with
leading economists in the field to develop a common framework for
its detailed microeconomic studies to increase their usefulness
in performing long-term impact studies.* The ATP Is exploring
the feasibility of developing new approaches for estimating
economic externalities of technological innovation. It is
putting in place methods to collect data needed to extend the
private rate of return measures supported by its existing data
collection system to national (aoclal) rate of return measures.

The ATP's comprehensive evaluation program has been presented to
many groups, including numerous professional evaluators. For
example, the GAO's Special Assistant for Methodology and Data
Systems, recently invited ATP's Chief Economist to discuss ATP's
evaluation program at the annual meeting of the American
Evaluation Association, in a session titled "Research and
Development Evaluation: Methodological Issues."" The ATP's
evaluation program has received considerable attention and praise
from other agencies, members of Congress, foreign delegations,
academics, and private industry-

NIST made every effort to see that the GAO was aware of its
multi-part evaluation plan and ongoing evaluation activities.
For example, on March ;4. 1994, NIST sent the GAO a descriptive
overview of ATP's new information system, sample data, an ATP
evaluation planning study which addressed the use of long-term
impact measures, a newly completed case study of an ATP-funded
joint venture, and a description of ATP's plans for a survey of
all companies funded during ATP's pilot phase. In the late
summer of 1994, NIST offered to demonstrate its data-collection
software to the GAO, and described its investigation of economic
modeling tools for forecasting long-run impacts of the program.
The GAO, however, did not reflect additional ATP evaluation
materials in writing its draft report. By excluding available
information, the GAO draft report gives a distorted view of ATP's
evaluation program.
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.

The GAO draft report presents ATP statements out off context
thereby giving the Inpresslon that the ATP considers achievement
of technical milestones as adequate evidence of economic success.
The ATP has always stated that accoii^Iishment of technical
milestones is a necessary, but insufficient, condition for the
achieveiDent of long-run economic success. The ATP's entire
evaluation effort is baaed on the premise that technical success
is not a sufficient condition for economic success.

At the sane time, NIST recogniies that without technical success,
there can be no econooic success for the projects funded by the
ATP. Hence, it is of keen interest to the ATP to track technical
progress as the award recipients carry out their RU) projects,
and to Include achievement of technical milestones In the list of
'intermediate indicators* that help to signal whether or not a
given project is continuing on a path that has the potential for
long-run success.

A previous OAO report (OAO/RCED 93-221; Advanced Technoio^y
Progrma'm Indirect Cost R*tmm and Progrmm EvmluMtion Status) .

issued in 1993, presents s more accurate (but still incomplete)
aunsiary of the ATP's evaluation strategy. The 1993 OAO report
states (p. S) that *ATP staff have also established 11 criteria
for measuring ATP's long-term success including (1) value added,
(2) the creation of new industry; and (3) changes in sales,
manufacturing costs, product quality, the titse it takes to bring
a technology to market, and market share.* The 1993 report goes
on to make an in^wrtant point

:

"However, ATP staff face barriers in evaluating their long-
term objective of identifying ATP's intact and the factors
that lead to a successful ATP project. First, ATP staff
need to wait for more projects to be completed before they
can evaluate the program. Second, ATP projects are
evaluated on both their technical and commercial success.
Even after a project is conpleted, its commercial success
msy not be evident for several more years. Even then,
commercial success may be difficult to determine because the
resultant technical developments might be incorporated into
a different product that eventually reaches the market."

The 1993 OAO report recognized that the ATP does not fund product
development and that it may take a number of years after an ATP
project is completed to develop and commerciallxe products that
incorporate the technologies developed through the program. Even
now it is too early to see many bottom-line economic outcomes
from this young program. The OAO has offered no reason for its
apparent change in position loetween the 1993 and 199S reports.

2. In crltigj^incy MIST'S statement of short-term results of a
projgct on advanced technologies for printed wiring boards,
the GAP draft report nisinterpreta data on advanced
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teghnoloav davelopment funding levels and uaes a figure that
iB incorrect bv an order of magnitude. GAP' a uae of
incorrect data led it to reach erroneoua concluBJona.

The GAG draft report faults the 1994 NIST paper Settingr
PrioritioB and MeABuring AeauiCs for stating that "total U.S. RfcD

work on advanced technologies for printed wiring boards essential
to all modem electronic devices more than quadrupled as a result
of the ATP." GAO's analyaia in questioning the statement is.
however, incorrect. The OAO draft report asserts that a
conservative estimate of the baseline is S26.5 million in 1992,
and cites the Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging
Electronic Circuits (IPC) as the source. But, according to the
IPC, the GAO's estiniate overstates the industry's expenditure in
•dranoad printed wiring board R&D by at least $24 million or

NIST investigated the reason for the large error In the QAO's
estimation of the baseline amount that the industry would have
•pent on RfcD on advanced technologies in the absence of the ATP,
by consulting with the IPC, the source of the OAO's numbers.
According to an IPC official", GAO's eatiraating error
apparently stems from confusing the total annual Industry RfcD

expenditure of approximately S26.5 million, with the total annual
industry RkD expenditure on advanced teohnologles . The IPC
official eatlmated industry's expenditure on advanced
technologies to "push the PWB envelope" aa 10 percent or less of
the total RfcD expenditure, for an upper limit of $2.6S million
per annum. According to the IPC official, fewer than 10
companies perform RfcD that pushes the envelope -- the type of
high-risk RfcD cost-shared by the ATP -- and 90 percent or more of
the approximately $26. 5 million cited by GAO is aimed at very
near-tern (1 year or less), narrowly focused, low-risk objectives
and, hence, is not con^arable to the ATP-eponsored RU).

The GAO draft reprort also faila to take into account in its
calculations the $5.2 itfillion that the Department Of Energy
provided to Sandia National Laboratory to participate in the ATP
project. Yet the underlying ATP source document explicitly
states that the DOE funds were conditional on the ATP project."
This omission caused the GAO to underestimate ATP's contribution
to PWB advanced research, thereby throwing GAO's conclusion
farther off base.

3. Bv retxartina only the first part of a two-part question
asked in an earlv ATP aurvev. the GAP draft report arrives
at a concluaion almost exactly opposite to the ATP aurvev's
true finding.

The OAO draft report contests NIST's statement that "a survey of
early ATP award recipients found that they believed the most
inf>ortant effect of ATP was that it enabled them to pursue
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urooislng line* of research that chey otherwise could not have
rollowed.* The <3AD faults this stateownt because at a later
^Int in the interview, over half of the respondents said that
Lhey would probably have pursued this technology, even without
ATP funding. However, the QAO draft report omits the second part
^l the survey question and the caitpmny responses that they would
t>ot have dona tha HM mW^'"*' "• ^^- Tfim lH^t] Pf «tggrt
Hiithout the ATP. This oaitt*d part is essential for
understanding the first part and critical to conclusions to be
UrawD. This omission significantly affected OAO's interpretation
^f the finding.

tiere are the facts:

(1) When participants were aslced, 'what would you say is
the single nost ioportant effect that the ATP award has had
on your organization thus far," the most frequent answer
was. 'the ability to afford and engage in this kind of high-
riBk« long-term research." This was an open-ended question
asked at the beginning of the survey (part K) and coded by
the contractor."

(3) Later in the ATP survey (part C) , participants were
specifically asked about ths likelihood that their
organlaation would have pursued the developnent of the
technology without the ATP award. At this point, fifteen
percent responded that they definitely would have; thirty-
eight percent said they probably would have; twenty-seven
percent said thay probably would not have; and nineteen
percent said they definitely would not have.

(3) Those that responded "yes, probably," or "yes,
definitely," were then asked if they would have pursued
developBcnt of the technology at about the same level of
effort, with the ssne ultimate goal without the ATP award.
This second part of the answer -~ the critical part oraittsd
fros the QAO draft report -- was that the award recipients
unanimously stated that thay would VOT have been able to
pursue the development of the technology without the ATP
award at the same level of effort or with the sane ultimate
goal.

Nearly three- fourths of the participants went on to describe how
the project would have been different without the ATP. Typical
i:oaBienta were:

"...the scale would have been smaller, the timeliness
slower, and the goal ... not as far-reaching."

"Couldn't afford it. Might have skirted around the edgea of
it. but not pursued it at the same level of effort with the
sane resources.*
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"Probably would have been done, but at a much reduced
level. . .would have taken 10 times ae long to get there and
we may never have accomplished what we have to date."

"Ten years down the road, we night have gotten there, but
coK^fltitors might have gotten there be£ore u«."

Baaed on a complete understanding of the survey questions and the
company responses, NIST stands behind its reporting of the survey
results as accurate and fully supportable.

4. NIST atanda bv its statement that another finding of this
aame survey was, "that survev partieipants rated aa tha
second moflt important effect of the ATP foraina new
relatianahiPB between comnaniea. and between compantan «nd
government or academic laba*.

GAD overlooked evidence that forging new relationships with
academic labs and government was liiq>ortant to participants, in
addition to establishing new relationships with other conpanies.
By omitting a critical part of the survey evidence, the GAD draft
report made it appear that NIST's statements lacked support'.

The GAG draft report states that it does not understand NIST's
reasoning, despite having assured ATP staff at the audit exit
interview that they understood and accepted NIST's finding.

At GAO's audit exit Interview on October 30, 1994, the SAO staff
raised its concern with NIST that only the portion of the
statement pertaining to relationships between companies was
supported by the survey as 'the second most irrportant effect of
ATP," and not the portion of the statement pertaining to
relationships bet%reen companies and government or academic labs.

In response. ATP staff walked the GAO team members through the
logic that led to the conclusions in the statement. The
Assistant Director of GAO's Resources, Comrminity, and Economic
Development Division assured ATP staff that GAO understood NIST's
rationale for the statement. Without the GAO's assurance that it
understood NIST's statement and accepted it as reasonable, ATP
staff would have taken further steps to clarify this issue at
that time.

The NIST statement in question appears in the primary source
document of the GAO draft report, NIST's paper Setting Priorities
and Measuring Results. The statement combines participant
responses to two separate questions in the contractor survey.
Because Setting Prioricima and Measuring Rcaalta was intended to
provide a brief overview of aii NIST evaluation activities, the
apace devoted to the Advanced Technology Program was necessarily
limited. For brevity, the statement in question was intended to
syntheslEe the following survey results:
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a) On the entrance queetion, "what would you eay 1b the
single tnost important effect that the ATP award has had on
your organisation thus far," the eecond most frequently
cited answer was "the benefits that can flow from industry-
industry collaboration."

b) On an exit question intended to summarize the impacts and
outcomes portion of the survey, participants %rere aeked to
rate the degree o£ impact that the ATP had to date on each
of nine selected items. The second highest rated item was
"benefits from strengthened linkages between sectors (e.g.,
industry-government; industry-university) or within sectors
( industry- industry) " that they felt were stimulated by the
ATP project.

To facilitate the ranking presentation, the contractor used
impact classification labels in the report in place of the
detailed deacxiptions. Hence, "benefits from strengthened
linkages ..." was dubbed "technology infrastructure" in the
survey report.

In explaining the synthesis of the t«K> results to the GAD team
during the audit exit interview, NIST pointed both to the survey
instrument which made it clear that participants were
specifically being asked to rank the degree of impact on
industry-government, industry-university, and industry- industry
linkages, and to Section L. of the survey report which states
"The contribution that the ATP has made — even at this early
stage — to enhancing the nation's technology infrastructure was
measured by whether participants had experienced any benefits
from strengthened linkages [contractor underlining] either
between sector (e.g. , industry-government; industry-university)
or within sectors (industry -industry) that they felt were
stimulated by the ATP project." Eighty-one percent of the
36 con7>aLnles interviewed said they had experienced such benefits.

Given the strength of the survey evidence that participants rated
highly (second on the interview summary ranking) ATP's role in
pronoting linkages among the cited organizations, there is no
factxial basis for GAO's assertion that NIST overstated the result
or lacked support for it.

5. In arguing that WI3T has no grounds for stating that the ATP
has led to an increase in the number of joint resaarch-and-
development ventures in induatrv. the GAP draft report
omitted available evidence from the ATP propoaal evaluation
proeeas .

The draft report faults NIST for reporting "that the ATP has led
— as desired — to an increase in joint research and development
ventures in private Industry, " saying that this cannot be
supported, and may well be due simply to the change in the RfcD
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alt of the National Cooperati Research Act of

Certainly the National Cooperative Research Act has had a
significant effect on the formation of cooperative RfcD ventures
in industry. Given that the ATP was a relatively small pilot
program before 1994, its effect to date on the number of joint
industry RtD venture formations could be expected to be small
when compared to the impact of this Act. Nevertheless, it is
clear that the ATP is increasing the number of industry-led joint
RfcD ventures. Even for those joint ventures where there were
possibly pre-existing relationships, the ATP is increasing high-
risk, high-payoff research on advanced technologies.

NIST reached its conclusion -- that the approximately 125 joint
ventures which applied to ATP in the first four competitions were
formed to apply to the ATP - on the strength of several pieces of
evidence which are completely overlooked in the GAO draft report.

An analysis of the joint venture filings with the Department of
Justice and the Federal Trade Commission (PTC) showed littlg or
no overlap in the aoplieationa: that is. the great majority of
ATP -joint Venturas to date had not already filed to conduct joint
research prior to chair ATP proDoaal

.

Ailhpyqh exjatinq
consortia aomatimaa administer Joint ventures (hence, the
impreaaion of praexiatence of the Joint venture! . the individual
member companies tvpicallv come together in a unique
collaboration apegifically to cooperate on the ATP -proposed
project.

The nature of ATP's joint venture process gives NIST confidence
that the great majority of formal joint ventures proposed to it

are for new research projects by newly formed alliances of firms.
This confidence Is supported by the findings of Profeeaor Al
Link, a contractor doing impact studies for the ATP, who informed
the ATP that the four joint ventures that were investigated all
formed in response to ATP's competition,'* and by questions
raised during oral reviews, when companies are often asked by the
Selection Boards why and how the particular organizational
structures were formed.

The formal joint ventures must submit a copy of the joint venture
agreement to the ATP, at least in draft, at the time of an oral
review. Prior to an award, the proposer must provide ATP with
copies of the notification sent to the Department of Justice or
the FTC under the National Cooperative Reseaurch Act, that a joint
venture has been formed for the purpose of the proposed research.
If two or more for-profit companies have merged in a legal entity
prior to applying to the ATP, that entity alone is not eligible
to apply as a joint venture, but would have to join with other
entities. If the RfcD project submitted to the ATP for funding is
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dsened to duplicate existing on-going research, the ATP will not
fund It.

There is additional infomation that suggeats that the ATP
stimulates future alliances to promote the econoodc benefits of

ATP projects through key partnerships. Among the ways that
participants achieve effective partnering for comercialization
activities Include forming strategic alliances for licensing
agreements, joint production ventures, and informal and formal
arrangements with end-uaers and suppliers. When particlpanta in

the contractor survey were aaked whether they used these kinds of

partnering mechanisms to further advance the technology
associated with their ATP project, forty-six percent responded
*Yes," and another fifty percent stated that it was either "too

early" or that such alliances were "in process' of being
formulated. Only one coa^any in the survey said that they had
not engaged in any collaborations to date and had none in their
near-term plans.

The ATP Is already seeking additional data that will allow it to

learn more about the relationship between the ATP and the
formation of joint RU> ventures in Industry, aa well aa
partnering arrangements to commercialize the technology. The new
survey of ATP award recipients will question both joint -venture
nenbers and Informal alliances of con7>anies whether or not their
collaborative assoclationa predated their ATP application, and
whether or not the ATP had any influence on their decision to
collaborate."
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The following are gao's comments on the Department of Commerce's
letter dated January 27, 1995.

CAO's CommPntS ^' ^^^ work focused specifically on the information provided by the

National Institute of Standards and Technology (nist) in its document
entitled Setting Priorities and Measuring Results at the National Institute

of Standards and Technology . We examined (1) the short-term results that

NIST says indicate the impact of the Advanced Technology Program (atp)

and C^) the measures that nist expects will indicate atp's long-term

economic success. We did not address the progress made by nist in

implementing its evaluation plan. After reviewing additioi\al support

provided by nist, we maintain that our original assessment of Nisr's

conclusions about short-term results is valid. None of the information

provided in the comments refutes our original conclusions. We have

included additional information about Nisr's ongoing evaluation efforts

beyond those cited in Setting Priorities. We also maintain that the

indicators of long-term economic success included in Setting Priorities

may create false expectations. Although msr's comments on our draft

report included important qualifications that help dispel false expectations

(e.g., "accomplishment of technical milestones is a necessary, but

insufBcient, condition for the achievement of long-run economic
success'^, Setting Priorities did not include any of these qualifications.

2. The draft report said "atp evaluations would better assist the Congress

in making budget decisions if the evaluations focused more on outcomes,

which reflect the impacts of the program, than on outputs, which describe

the activities of the program." This statement was not intended to be a

broad conclusion about the plan. The report now discusses this topic

within the context of the descriptive information that atp collects. As the

report notes, this information does not necessarily provide the Congress

with information about the program's impact and economic success.

3. We continue to maintain that "tracking techiucal milestones" and

"increased industrial collaborations and strategic alliances," when
presented as indicators of long-term economic success, may create false

e:q>ectations. Presenting additional information, such as nist provides in

its comments, would help avoid creating false expectations.

4. Since we focused our work specifically on the statements about atp in

Setting Priorities , we reviewed the studies and data supporting these

statements to determine their consistency. We did not ignore any

GAO/RCED-95-M Eralnatliis the Advanced Techaolocr Praffam
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infonnation provided that was relevant to this work. In addition, we have

added information alx>ut nist's evaluation efforts that does not appear in

Setting Priorities.

6. We maintain that our analysis and estimates are appropriate and

accurate. The details are provided in the body of the final report and in

comments 13 and 14. Moreover, the evidence nist provided—a report on a

single five-member joint venture—cannot be extrq>olated to the entire

U.S. printed wiring board industry.

6. See comment 16.

7. We included all of the relevant information in our analysis and maintain

that nist's statements lack support and are based on a selective use of

data See comment 19.

8. Comment 23 summarizes our rationale for questioning nist's statement

about ATP's impact on the formation ofjoint ventures.

9. We have withdrawn the pr(^>osed recommendation in light of additional

information about plans to refine the atp evaluation plan.

10. We agree that our draft report did not lay out the full sc(^>e of the atp

evaluation plaa That was not our intent Our work focused on the

information contained in Setting Priorities, which states on page 15 that *A

number of measurable short-term effects are expected to provide

indicators of long-term economic success. In addition to straightforward

tracking of technical -milestones, these indicators include: . . . increased

indusliial collaborations and strategic alliances; ..."

11. We have not changed our positioa Our 1993 report did not evaluate

nist's atp evaluation strategy but did present a msT-provided summary of

the ATP evaluation strategy. In addition, the current report contains similar

language concerning the baiiiers and challenges facing nist in evaluating

ATP. For example, our report states, "EX^uating atp poses many
challenges. For example, atp research projects are intended not only to be

technical successes but also to have commeroal results, lite linkage

between technical work and commercial results may not always be direct

and may be subject to interpretation. Also, several years can elapse

between the end of technical work and the realization of commercial

results.*

nftnmnmti tn rriiMUBg iti flitii»i»iiTiii>»iii<^rrinr—
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ConunentA From the Department of

Conunerce

12. According to Nisr, the statement about atp's impact on the printed

wiling board industry is based on a study that is limited to a single

five-member joint venture. We maintain that it is an overstatement to

project the impact of this joint venture to the entire industry of over 800

manufacturers. For purposes of comparison, in the draft report we
estimated spending for research and development (r&d) for the entire

printed wiring board industry. We still maintain that these estimates are

the correct figures to use for such purposes and that the figures further

reinforce our conclusion.

13. Our atudysis is based on the industry's overall expenditures for had for

the following reason. As mist comments, only a portion of the industry's

RAD is focused on advanced technology. But similarly, only a portion of the

joint venture's r&d is focused on axivanced technology, and the larger

balance is devoted to incremental improvements in existing technology.

14. mist's suggested analysis still does not demonstrate that atp has

quadrupled total U.S. rao work on advanced technologies for printed

wiring boards. Taking into account the Department of Energy's

contribution of $5.2 million, or $1.04 nullion annually, the total annual

spending on rad by the ATP-supported joint venture is that amount plus the

joint venture's original annual expenditure of $5.7 million, for a total of

$6.74 nullion. Since less than half of that total is spent for rad on advanced

technology, $3.37 million, or a half, is a high estimate of the amount spent

annually by the joint venture on advanced technology rad. nist's claim

remains overstated because the joint venture's annual expenditure of

$3.37 million slill does not quadruple the industry's expenditure of

$2.65 million per year for advanced technology research on printed wiring

boards.

15. Language has been added to the final report reflecting the information

provided by responses to this question. TWs information, however, does

not change our analysis or our conclusions. Our conclusions are

reinforced by a Congressional Budget Office (cbo) report, which arrives at

a similar conclusion about this evidence. According to the cbo report,

"One privately funded study of the 1 1 projects supported by the first (atp)

competition in 1990 suggests that as many as half of them would probably

have been undertaken even without atp support, although at a lower level

of fimding."*

'Reducing the Defldt Spending and Revenue OptioiB ,
CBO (Feb 1996).

Pace SO GACACED-SB-68 Ermlnattaig the Advanced Technology Program
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Commerce

16. Langtiage has been added to the body of the final report reflecting the

information provided by these responses. This information does not

change our conclusions.

17. We included all of the relevant information in our analysis, and our

conclusions remain unchanged. See comment 19.

18. At the exit conference we said we understood mist's logic and rationale

for making the statement We did not say we accepted it as reasonable.

19. As stated in our final report, this is an inconsistent use of survey data.

Nisr's synthesis of the results of two different questions, one open-ended

and one closed-ended, does not adequately support mist's statements, nor

does the information provided by another question in the survey (section

L).

20. We included all of the relevant information in our analysis, and our

conclusions remain unchanged. We agree with Nisrr's comment on the

Nadoiud Cooperative Research Act and feel that nist should have included

references such as this in Setting Priorities to avoid overstating any

potential effects of atp on the formation ofjoint ventures. As we pointed

out, the effects of the National Cooperative Research Act make it difficult

to determine the effects of atp on the number ofjoint ventures during atp's

first four competitions.

21. Joint R&D ventures exist throughout industry and are not required to

register with the Department of Justice or the Federal Trade Conunission.

Therefore, the joint ventures may have been formed before applying to atp

and may never have applied to the Department of Justice or the Federal

Trade Conunission.

22. None of this iirformation shows that atp caused 125 joint ventures to

form. As shown in comment 21, registration with the Department of

Justice or the Federal Trade Commission does not mean ajoint venture is

new and did not exist before the time of registratioa

23. As noted in comments 20, 21, and 22, the current evidence supporting

atp's impact on the formation ofjoint ventures is inconclusive jind

anecdotal. Moreover, the nist statement says that "sqiproximately 125 joint

ventures," i.e., all of the joint ventures that sent in a proposal to atp, were

formed because of atp. We look forward to the completion of mist's new

survey, which is under way, for more definitive information on "whether

OMVBCED-W-SS Enloatlng the Advanced Technology Provam
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or not the atp had any influence on (atp award recipients'] decision to

collaborate."
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Mr. ROHRABACHER. So, Mr. Chrysler, what we are saying is that
there is dupHcation in the area that my subcommittee dealt with,

we found tremendous duplication, for example, in the area, as I

have stated, in the area of research on global warming. You are
saying that this duplication goes throughout the Department of
Commerce and in many other areas, for example, the trade area?
Mr. Chrysler. Absolutely, and that is why certainly, you know,

we have sponsored as companion bill to H.R. 1756, which is H.R.
2024, I believe, which is a bill which would consolidate the 19 dif-

ferent departments in the Federal Ck)vernment that deal with
trade into one trade office, office of trade, with a seat at the Cabi-
net table, in order to put us in the same competitive position with
all of our major trading partners, such as United Kingdom and
France and Japan and Germany and even Canada, of having an of-

fice of trade that would consolidate the efforts with a negotiating
arm, an export arm and an import arm, working hand in hand so

that we could do a better job in trade than this country has ever
done.
Mr. Rohrabacher. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Bartlett.

Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chrysler, I am very appreciative of the work that your com-

mittee has done in this area.
I would like to ask a question now that, at least in some circles,

may not be a politically correct question to ask. As a result of the
recent Supreme Court Lopez decision, which, as you may remem-
ber, indicated that whether or not it was desirable to have guns on
school property, that that just wasn't the proper province of the
Federal Government and so the Federal laws prohibiting guns on
school property were unconstitutional.
What that says, I think, is that in looking at things that the Gov-

ernment is doing, that one should not necessarily just argue as to

whether or not it is a useful program. Certainly keeping guns off

of school property is a useful program, but the Lopez decision indi-

cates, I think, that it is appropriate to take a look at whether or

not this is a proper function of Government as envisioned by the
Constitution.
Now, if it isn't, if it's something that we nevertheless want to do,

then I would wonder if we shouldn't first change the Constitution
before we do things that are not permitted by the Constitution.
My question is: Did your committee consider whether or not

these programs, a great variety of programs under the present De-
partment of Commerce, were in fact supported by Article I, section
8 of the Constitution or by an amendment to the Constitution?
As I look through Article I, section 8, I have difficulty finding

constitutional support for much of what is done in the Department
of Commerce. Certainly, to fix the standard of weights and meas-
ures speaks to the importance of NIST as a proper function of the
Government relative to the Constitution.
Did your committee consider whether or not the programs of the

Department of Commerce were included under the authorizations
provided for? Remember that there is a Tenth Amendment to the
Constitution which, in effect, says, if you can't find it in Article I,
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section 8 or in any of the amendments, you can't do it. Was this

a consideration in the procedures of your committee, and should it

be?
Mr. Chrysler. Let me just say first we should do whatever it

takes to keep a very small percent of the children that are bringing
guns to school from destroying the education system for the rest of
the kids that are there.

But directly to your question, if we looked at it from that per-
spective, and in fact we did, we observed that instead of 14 Cabi-
net-level positions of the Constitution, it would probably mandate
that we would have about four.

So I think there is a lot more room and I think the dismantling
of the Department of Commerce is just a beginning of the freshman
class to put proposals forward for dismantling Education, Energy,
HUD, and I believe there is a movement even to dismantle the De-
partment of Labor. So maybe we are heading in that direction to

getting back to the constitutionality of it all.

The other thing that we looked at with these programs, we
looked at every program and we asked ourselves two basic ques-
tions. No. 1 is, should the Government be in this business that we
are talking about; and. No. 2, is this program so important that our
children should have to pay for it? Because that is exactly what is

happening today in this Government.
Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much.
I particularly appreciate your comments about the desirability of

not having guns in schools, and I thought that the Supreme Court
decision, the Lopez decision, was a particularly important one be-

cause there is absolutely nobody who doesn't argue but what this

is a very admirable goal to keep guns out of school property. Their
decision was a decision as to whether or not this was a proper func-
tion of the Federal Government.

Certainly, it is a proper function of Government, but they, as is

very appropriate to the Supreme Court, was that they needed to re-

view this in terms of the Constitution, and whether or not a pro-

gram does something which benefits the Nation is one thing, and
certainly we don't want to have any programs that don't benefit the
Nation where the cost exceeds the benefit that we get from that
program.
But above and beyond that, since we are the longest surviving

republic in the history of the world and since the Constitution is

the basis of that republic, I think that it is incumbent upon us in

the Congress to make sure that what we do in the Federal Govern-
ment is consistent with the Constitution. There is a procedure for

amending it. We have done it a number of times. If we needed to

do it in the future in an orderly process, I don't think anybody is

opposed to that.

But doing things separate from that very orderly process of modi-
fying the Constitution I would think would ultimately not be in the
best interests of this Congress and the best interests of the coun-
try.

Thank you very much for what you have done, and thank you for

your answers to my questions.
Mr. Chrysler. Thank you. We need to preserve that republic.

Mr. Bartlett. I yield back my time. Thank you.
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The Chairman. I thank the gentleman.
Ms. Johnson.
Ms. Johnson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chrysler, if you would share with me the private businesses

that have shown an interest in the purchase of NIST laboratories
and the functions, are you aware of any?
Mr. Chrysler. I am sorry, I am having a hard time hearing you

over here.

Ms. Johnson. I am sorry.

Could you share with me the interest shown by some private
businesses in the purchase of NIST?
Mr. Chrysler. I don't have, you know, specific examples. I be-

lieve it was one of the major newspapers did a survey that asked
the question about dismantling the Department of Commerce, and
by a 2-to-l margin businesses, and these were all asked from CEOs
from Fortune 500 companies, and by a 2-to-l margin, 66-to-33, they
said that dismantling the Department of Commerce would be the
right thing to do.

Now, specifically as far as NIST and in privatizing those labora-
tories, there has been some examples of that in other countries
around the world where they have done that and done it with more
success than they ever anticipated doing it.

Ms. Johnson. That includes the nuclear reactor component as
well?
Mr. Chrysler. No.
Ms. Johnson. Are you aware of these programs being duplicated

in the private sector now?
Mr. Chrysler. Are we talking just NIST now, or are we talking,

you know, in the Department of Commerce? There are 71 that are
duplicated in the Government, and all but three of them are dupli-
cated either in the private sector and/or in the Federal Govern-
ment.
Ms. Johnson. Could you share that list? I wouldn't ask you to

go over it now.
Mr. Chrysler. Sure. Yes. I mean, things like people think that

we get our weather information from NOAA. The fact of the matter
is that 85 to 90 percent of the newspapers, the television stations
and radio stations receive their weather information from private
sector companies. Only a small percentage receive their weather in-

formation from NOAA.
Ms. Johnson. Well, in particular, the laboratories, do you think

that the Government will save money by purchasing this informa-
tion from the private industry?
Mr. Chrysler. Well, I am not sure that Government, I mean if

we are talking about research laboratories, I am not sure that the
Government needs that information. Private industry needs that
information, and that is why private industry and certainly major
corporations that surely have the funds to do that research and if

the Government was not there handing out, opening up the check-
book and writing the checks, then the private sector industry would
do that work.
Mr. MiNGE. Would the gentlelady from Texas yield for a mo-

ment?
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Ms. Johnson. Yes.
Mr. MiNGE. You just made a statement that the substantial ma-

jority of the weather information came from private sources, not
from NOAA. Do you know where these private sources obtain their
basic weather data? Isn't it correct they obtain that from NOAA?

Mr. Chrysler. They receive it from the weather satellites that
are currently put up or managed by NOAA. We see, as we look at
satellite sand satellite management in the Federal Government,
there are three agencies that manage satellites. One is the Air
Force, one is NASA, and one is NOAA. And if you look at the effi-

ciency of each one of those organizations, you would see that in fact

the Air Force does the most efficient job of managing satellites.

Mr. MiNGE. But, in fact, NOAA is furnishing that basic data at

this time to the private weather forecasting services. Wouldn't that
be accurate?
Mr. Chrysler. I don't know. I don't know.
Mr. MiNGE. I yield back.
Ms. Johnson. Mr. Chrysler, in my limited experience, limited

knowledge of how the research and research labs function, is that
once there are findings, then the commercialization that creates
lots of jobs is taken over by private industry.

But prior to that, I wonder if there are these industries which
you can identify that are willing to put up that kind of money to

do the basic research prior to the commercialization period, the
transference of that information.
Mr. Chrysler. I am just not sure I am understanding your ques-

tion. Could you clarify it a little bit?

Ms. Johnson. Well, in many of the laboratories and many of the
research programs, such as space, many, many products are com-
mercialized from experience of that research, but most of the pri-

vate industry companies that I have had, and I am from Dallas,

we have a lot of national headquarters, and I have talked with a
lot of them, there are a lot of headquarters in my district, many
of them are not in a position or not willing to do the basic research.
They are willing to make the products and the wholesale or retail

components.
The Chairman. The time of the gentlelady has expired.

Mr. Chrysler. You know, the bottom line is, I guess, having
been in business for 25 years and having created literally thou-
sands of jobs, I'm sure the business community would be more than
happy to just continue to let the Grovernment fund those things
rather than fund them themselves as long as the Government is

willing to do that.

But I guess I ask the question. Are these programs worth having
our children pay for them? Because we are not paying for them,
our kids are paying for them. I think that is the question we ought
to ask ourselves. I think we need to say to these major corpora-

tions, "You need to do your own research."
Ms. Johnson. That includes NIH?
The Chairman. The time of the gentlelady has expired.

The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Ehlers?
Mr. Ehlers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a few questions,

briefly.
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In looking at the figures for the savings, I really question some
of them. You say these were arrived at by the CBO?
Mr. Chrysler. Yes, they were.
Mr. Ehlers. I would appreciate it if you could provide a copy of

the CBO report for me, and perhaps other members here are inter-
ested in that as well.

Mr. Chrysler. Certainly. I will be happy to do so.

Mr. Ehlers. I have some specific questions that arise out of that.
[The following information was received:]
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Mr. Ehlers. The other question relating to that is you have total

savings of 5 years of $7.7 billion, whereas the overall budget of

Commerce, if we don't do anything, is roughly 3 to 4 times that
over that time period, depending on what assumptions you make.
So we are saving a quarter to a third of the money that is cur-

rently expended. Is that correct?

Mr. Chrysler. It works out to about 40 percent.

Mr. Ehlers. Forty percent. I guess it depends on the assump-
tions you make about the growth of the Commerce budget in the
next 5 years if we don't do anything. The current budget is for $4
billion. Five times that would be $20 billion. If there is no growth,
it is $4.4 billion. So it would be $22 billion. $7.7 billion is about
a third of $22 billion. So that is about 33 percent.

But in any event, did you and your colleagues who worked on
this take a look at how much could be saved maintaining the De-
partment of Commerce and doing the same cost cutting you are
doing here? In other words, you are downsizing. That is where the
savings are coming from, from the downsizing and eliminating of

functions.

Mr. Chrysler. With the amount of duplicative programs that
were in the Department of Commerce, when you look at, you know,
reinventing or downsizing, you know, you literally could eliminate
71 of the 100 programs, which gets you back to that same thing
and/or what we find is things like NOAA, which is the major part
of Commerce.
There are three programs that are in Commerce that are major

programs. NOAA is one of them, obviously, that we are moving into

the Interior Department. It should have been in the Interior De-
partment except for Richard Nixon was upset with the Secretary
of Interior at the time and he put it in Commerce. When we do our
research and find out what happened and why that is even there,

that is the reason.
We find that the other two major areas are Patents and Trade-

marks in Commerce. Patents and Trademarks is a self-funding

agency, but they are required to pay a 25 percent stipend to the
Department of Commerce just because they are in the Department
of Commerce. That is about $111 million last year, although the
Department of Commerce only wants to acknowledge receiving
about $85 million of that. So I don't know what happened to the
other $26 million. We are still looking for that.

The other major agency in Commerce is Census, which the budg-
et this year is about $400 million for Census. I think Ron Brown
made some comments about the cyclical nature of Census and how
we would cut it out. The fact of the matter is Census is mandated
by the Constitution, it has to be there. We just think that we ought
to have it either in an independent agency that would collect statis-

tics for the Grovernment and share that information with the Gov-
ernment and with that process.

We think that we could save anywhere from 3 to 5 percent out
of any other Federal bureaucratic budget just from not having
rooms full of people sitting in front of computers putting in names
and addresses and those kinds of things, but instead in fact getting
that information from a central statistical agency within the U.S.
Government.
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Mr. Ehlers. a final question. Do you have a hall closet in your
house?
Mr. Chrysler. I probably have several. They look like the Com-

merce Department, I have to admit. [Laughter.]

Mr. Ehlers. My point is simply I am not using this to argue for

continuation of the Department of Commerce, but I think everyone
needs a hall closet, and the Government has to have one depart-

ment which is a catchall. Various States have different catchall de-

partments.
Mr. Chrysler. I think most of us at home that have these hall

closets, though, we also balance our budget, and this Federal Gov-
ernment isn't doing that, and that is need for dismantling the De-
partment of Commerce.
Mr. Ehlers. That is the key objective.

Mr. Chrysler. Yes.
Mr. Ehlers. Regardless of whether it's this department or an-

other one.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Ehlers.

Ms. Rivers.

Ms. Rivers. No questions.

The Chairman. Mrs. Morella.

Mrs. Morella. Thank you.

I know a lot of work went into this bill. But I want to direct your
attention to something that has been mentioned before. That is the

National Institute of Standards and Technology. It is like 100 years

old, if it is 1902 when it was started. It was the Bureau of Stand-

ards. It has performed exceedingly well. I know it has had Ad-
vanced Technology Programs and the Manufacturing Extension

Program.
But looking even at the laboratories in the text of the bill itself,

it says the laboratories of the Institute shall be transferred to the

Commerce programs resolution agency. It sounds like the Resolu-

tion Trust Corporation.
I am just wondering, you know, as it talks about, "The resolution

agency shall attempt to sell the property of the laboratories of the

Institute within 18 months to a private sector entity and then if

no offer to purchase property is received within the 18-month pe-

riod, the agency shall submit a report to Congress containing rec-

ommendations on the appropriate disposition of the property and
functions of the laboratories of the Institute."

Do you realize what that would do to demoralize people who are

working for our competitiveness and who have contributed so much
scientifically through NIST? Do you see what I am getting at?

Not only do I think it can't be done, not only do I think that try-

ing to privatize in any way NIST is the wrong way to go because

of its history and its accomplishments, but I also think the psycho-

logical demoralizing quality in the message it would send, and I

wondered if you had considered that, whether you disagree with

me completely on that, Dick, or not?

Mr. Chrysler. Well, you know, we tried to do this in a very

thoughtful manner, Connie, actually. We looked at each one of

these programs, we studied them, we made recommendations. We
consulted, certainly, with the Senate and what they were doing
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over there, certainly with the Budget Committee, and Commerce
Department resolution agency is just a temporary agency that is

set up in order to wind up the business of the Department of Com-
merce in a very thoughtful manner. It takes about 30 months to

resolve all of the different businesses or the contracts of certainly
the research labs and things like that.

So we are trying to look at it and not take a meat ax approach
to this, as others have said. We are doing it in a very thoughtful
manner, trying to wind it down.

Actually, I guess, you know, your comment about demoralizing
the people in these agencies of going through this, I look more at
what we are doing as far as demoralizing today the American tax-
payer as they are continuing trying to shoulder this burden of this

national debt that we have built up where every child in this coun-
try born today will spend $187,000 in his or her lifetime just to pay
the interest, their share of the interest, on the debt.
The fact that we will spend more money next year in this Con-

gress on the interest on the debt than we pay for the Army, the
Navy, the Air Force, the Marines, the FBI, the CIA, and the Penta-
gon, combined. That is demoralizing. That is demoralizing to the
American people.

Mrs. MoRELl^. I know. I recognize that almost 15 percent of the
budget is interest on the debt.

Mr. Chrysler. That is what we are concerned about.
Mrs. MoRELLA. But you have to look at what the payoff would

be, whether or not privatizing is the way to go.

Have you visited NIST in Gaithersburg? I mean I would like you
to go as my guest. I am serious about that.

Mr. Chrysler. I am sorry, have I visited?

Mrs. MORELLA. Have you visited NIST in Gaithersburg, Mary-
land? A subway ride.

Mr. Chrysler. I am trying to remember which one of our mem-
bers of the task force undertook that particular portion of it.

Mrs. MoRELLA. I would like to invite you. It would be very close,

and I believe we can arrange it. Thank you.
Mr. Chrysler. I would love to do that, Congresswoman, seri-

ously.

Mrs. MoRELLA. Good. Good.
Mr. Chrysler. I am very interested in doing it.

Mrs. MoRELLA. Thank you.
The Chairman. I thank the gentlelady.
Mr. Luther.
Mr. Luther. No questions.
The Chairman. Mr. Minge.
Mr. Minge. I would yield my time to the gentlewoman from

Texas, who had graciously yielded to me, in case she has additional
questions.

Ms. Johnson. Thank you very much.
I am not opposed to privatization, nor am I opposed to cutting

spending. But I do have some very major concerns about safety and
dismantling the various laboratories that have been put together
for the research, and I am certain that you have done quite a bit
of study on this as you bring in the legislation.
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I would like some of my anxieties to be allayed a bit by you ex-
plaining to me exactly how the privatization could take place in
some of these very critical areas where there are nuclear power re-

actors and other very detailed research that really produces jobs.

I am keenly interested in those jobs, and I know that the only
way we will continue in our age of technology to produce jobs is to

continue research, and some of the research projects are quite ex-

pensive.
When I think about NASA and all the space exploration, but also

I have to believe that as a result of that research we have saved
many lives and we have produced many products. While it is ex-

pensive, I guess if we calculate all the dollars that that research
has generated in jobs, it might possibly be worth it. To do this in

the private sector does confuse me a bit.

But could you give me a little bit more enlightenment on that
area?
Mr. Chrysler. Sure. You know, obviously the major corporations

will do this research. Of course, any corporation, if the Government
is going to do it for them, they will back off of it and let the Gov-
ernment do it. But major corporations, if they want to remain com-
petitive in their field, they will step up to the plate if the Govern-
ment is not there, and they will do this.

When it comes to job creation, certainly in this country, that is

something I guess I can talk about from a firsthand perspective
and know a great deal about.

Eighty-five percent of all the new jobs that are created in this

country are created from employers that have less than 100 em-
ployees. That is where job creation happens in this country. It

doesn't happen necessarily from major corporations who are receiv-

ing these grants from the Government.
So I think when we are talking about job creation, and I think

it is what I call a universal law, it's called you never see an em-
ployee unless you see an employer first. You know, you have to

have people to create jobs if you are going to have jobs, and I think
if the Department of Commerce was in fact the voice for business,
then it would be supporting the things that the business commu-
nity feels that they need the most in order to have job creation in

order to foster entrepreneurship.
I don't believe that it was big Government and/or big Govern-

ment programs and/or big Government regulation that built this

country into being the greatest country in the world. It, in fact, was
free enterprise, capitalism, entrepreneurship, rugged individuals
going out and risking what they have. That is what built this coun-
try into being the greatest country in the world, and I think that
is what we are trying to get back to.

Ms. Johnson. Yes, sir, and I fully support that statement. But
I guess, as you were speaking, in the back of my mind is the imag-
ing process that came out of space exploration that has brought
about mammograms and lots of other products, cancer treatment.
Would you then expect private business to take over that kind of
research?
Mr. Chrysler. I think in this conversation we have confused a

couple of things with Commerce and a couple of other departments.
Certainly, the nuclear power reactors you mentioned are managed
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by the Energy Department. We are looking at that, too. Certainly,

the other program, the imaging program, it is a NASA program,
which is a standalone agency.
Ms. Johnson. Yes. You know, NIST does have a nuclear reactor,

and I think that the general direction, because there was a pro-

posal to eliminate Energy as well, and this particular bill, of

course, focuses on the Department of Commerce, but at the same
time, the nuclear reactor is a part of NIST, and there is a great

deal of fear still with nuclear power. But you feel very certain,

then, that private industry could take care of that.

The Chairman. The time of the gentlewoman has expired.

Mr. McHale.
Mr. McHale. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chrysler, I share your concern for fiscal responsibility. I

voted for the balanced budget amendment, for the line item veto,

and for the Stenholm balanced budget. So I applaud your efforts

to cut spending.
However, I would like to associate myself with the remarks of

Congresswoman Morella. I really believe that NIST is not an ex-

penditure, it is an investment. I am particularly concerned that

your bill, H.R. 1756, would terminate the Manufacturing Extension
Partnerships.
About a month ago, when this committee considered the issue of

funding for MEP, it became apparent that the appropriators, prin-

cipally the leaders of your part on the Appropriations Committee,
had wisely found something in excess of $80 million to fund MEP.
Mr. Boehlert and I, aware of that, sponsored an amendment that

passed in this committee that said that, consistent with available

funds, we would indeed like to continue supporting MEP. The
amount of funding was left to some uncertainty, but we believed

it to be in excess of $80 million.

With that as an introduction, do you have any flexibility at all

in terms of the willingness to continue MEP?
I am from Pennsylvania. We have had manufacturing extension

programs since 1988. These are not theoretical considerations for

us. We have a proven program that has been extremely well re-

garded by the business community in my district and throughout
the State. It really has worked, and the dividends paid on the ini-

tial investment have been many times more than the amount of

that initial investment.
So I guess I present to you a question that simply asks how deep-

ly committed are you to the elimination of MEP, and in light of the

previous action taken by this committee, do you have any flexibility

in that particular area?
Mr. Chrysler. Well, I guess I am the proverbial messenger here

with this bill. We are bringing a concept and an idea there is an
awful lot of flexibility with this bill. Certainly, H.R. 2024, which is

the Mica trade bill, running as a bill that will go lockstep with H.R.
1756 in order to create an office of trade, demonstrates the flexibil-

ity.

Certainly, some of the things that we did in the beginning of this

bill which we needed to do to get concurrence with the Senate, the

other body, they have now come around to where we were origi-

nally, as an example, wanting to look at more of an independent
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statistical agency that standards and measures and Census and
some of those departments would be put into.

So there is a great deal of flexibility, and I don't propose to have
all the answers. I don't propose to say this is the way it's going to

be. I am just one of 435 of us, and I am the messenger. I bring the
message. Certainly, there is going to be a consensus amongst the

majority of us.

Mr. McHale. If I could make this recommendation. Mrs. Morella
a few minutes ago offered to take you out to NIST to view first-

hand the work that is done by that agency. Similarly, I would rec-

ommend that you contact, and I would certainly urge her as well

to contact you, Ms. Edie Ritter, who runs the Manufacturers Re-
source Center, the MEP program in my district. She is married to

a former member of this committee, the Honorable Don Ritter, who
preceded me in office.

I mention that only because I have absolutely no political loyal-

ties here. I happen to be a Democrat; he was a Republican, the

gentleman I defeated. His spouse runs this program and runs it

very professionally. I think what she would tell you is that the

business community in my district deeply appreciates the work
that is done by MEP and is convinced that it is not a wasteful

boondoggle, not a meaningless expenditure, but a true investment
in technology transfer to the workplace and that we have countless

proven instances where that technology transfer was fully commer-
cialized and later very profitable.

I will ask Edie to contact you, and if you could bear that name
in mind, she is a wonderful resource for practical information re-

garding the operation of this component under NIST.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chrysler. I appreciate that, Mr. McHale, and we make as

many of those visits as we possibly can in our tight schedule this

year, and we will continue to do that, and we will certainly accept

that invitation.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. McHale.
Mr. Brown, you wished to just briefly question?
Mr. Brown. Yes.

Mr. Chrysler, first let me just assure you that I believe that your
efforts to shrink the size of Government and to eliminate waste
and duplication are highly commendable and that you should con-

tinue to work on that in every way that you can.

On our side, we are not really opposed to balancing the budget.
We may have some different ideas about how to do it.

I would like to point out that this committee in the past, with

Mr. Walker's cooperation and my cooperation, have done every-

thing we can to privatize Government programs. LANDSAT is an
example, for example, and we are moving toward private launch
services as much as possible for the space program, and we are

definitely shrinking the space program, which by its nature has to

be largely a Government program.
But you might be interested to know that from a budget level of

$15 billion, which is considerably more than Commerce over the

next 7 years, it will shrink by about a third, about $5 billion, which
is more than the total cost of the Department of Commerce. In fact,

if we could persuade you to take that $5 billion home as your tro-
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phy and say you have eliminated a Department of Commerce-size
amount of Government, why, I think that would be a laudable
thing to do.

But there are some things that we think do not contribute to the
national welfare in eliminating some of the programs that you have
heard praised here in Commerce and in fact were praised by the
previous Secretary when she was Secretary. We don't really think
would be good. I just say this, Dick, I am not raising questions for

you about it.

But I would like at this point, since Mr. Ehlers had asked for you
to provide the CBO estimates for the savings, and I had previously
asked that the Department of Commerce's response to Mr. Dingell,

which contains the 0MB estimates, be put together in the record

so that we can compare the differences.

I would like to have you look at them because one of the prob-

lems we have is you can get different estimates on anything around
here, and you might as well learn that early in your congressional
career and be guided by it to some extent.

Just as a last point, we had a little exchange earlier about how
well the President is doing in shrinking Government in which it

was pointed out by somebody on the Republican side that the civil-

ian workforce has increased by 40,000 people.

The facts of the situation are that the Post Office Department
has increased by 60,000, which is not under the President's control,

the Department of Defense has shrunk by 120,000, the civilian

workforce under the President's control has shrunk by 20,000.
So the total of shrinkage in the part of the Government under

the President's control is 140,000 people.

I want that fact to be inserted in the record to offset the state-

ment that the civilian Government or the Government under the
President's control had not actually not shrunk at all. Again, this

is a statistical matter. The Post Office is not under the President's

control.

The Chairman. We will certainly have a lot of figures in the re-

port.

Mr. Chrysler. A couple of quick comments, sir.

You know, certainly the majority of us, 300 of us in this Con-
gress, voted for a balanced budget amendment, and so that is a
good, strong bipartisan supported amendment.

Mr. Brown. I voted for the budget agreement myself, Mr. Chrys-
ler.

Mr. Chrysler. Yes. So, you know, I commend you for that. Cer-
tainly we are not looking for trophies in this request at all. We are
trying to do something that is good for the American taxpayers.

Actually, the Department of Commerce gives away in outright

grants about $1 billion, almost $1 billion a year this year, and it

is the fastest growing part of the Commerce Department. If we do
not have a Commerce Department for the next 50 years, then that
will be $50 billion that we just don't give away.

I think that goes far beyond the $7 billion or $8 billion that we
are talking about saving, just not having that department give
things away.

Certainly, I have had some good firsthand experience before I

came to this Congress in Michigan to see what downsizing can do
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and streamlining can do. In fact, in dismantling the Department of
Commerce in one of my stops was to speak with the President,
President Clinton, about the dismantling of the Department of
Commerce, and he said at the time, he says, "Well, gee, the Depart-
ment of Commerce is really creating money for the Government."

I said, "Well, that is the trade portion of it. That is 4 percent of
it. That's why we are going to take and make an office of trade so

we can do it better than we have ever done it before." I said, "What
I am talking about is the other 96 percent."
He says, "Well, I've got to cut about 200,000 people out of this

Government to meet my objective. So maybe this is a good place
to start."

The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has again expired.

Just let me clarify a couple of issues with you, Mr. Chrysler.
First of all, the dismantling of the Department of Commerce was

adopted by the Budget Committee and the final budget as rec-

ommended by both houses. Is that correct?
Mr. Chrysler. The House and the Senate, yes.

The Chairman. It is your understanding at the present time that
it is the intention of the process to move forward and include this

as a part of reconciliation. Is that correct?

Mr. Chrysler. Yes, it is.

The Chairman. So that we will either have something that will

be reported from the Government Reform Committee, either your
bill or some other bill, that will be included as a part of that rec-

onciliation process, or under the rules that the Budget Committee
will draft. Is that correct?

Mr. Chrysler. That is correct.

The Chairman. Anything that the authorizing committees fail to

do with regard to the budget process would then be handled by the
Budget Committee. Is that correct?
Mr. Chrysler. Yes, it is.

The CHAmMAN. So your understanding of the situation is, if the
Government Reform Committee as constituted does not get the rec-

ommendation from us to move forward on, then your bill would be
the principal instrument that would be before the Budget Commit-
tee for consideration for the dismantling activity. Is that your un-
derstanding of the present situation?
Mr. Chrysler. Yes, it is.

The Chairman. Now, do I understand correctly that you would,
in fact, have some flexibility to, for instance, this committee did
have reservations about some of the proposals that have been put
forward with regard to NIST and with NCAA, that there is some
flexibilitv in your proposal to look at an independent agency to

handle those science functions or some other form of spinoff?

Mr. Chrysler. Absolutely.
The Chairman. You have listened to the testimony a little bit

here today. When your task force was considering, for example, the
labs at NIST, was there an understanding at that point that the
standards work is something where there would be a problem in

terms of private sector activity, given the nature of the competitive
environment, that if you had one company making decisions about
standards that would affect another company, that that, in fact,

could result in a very, very dicey situation?
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Mr. Chrysler. Yes. You know, the Bureau of Standards has al-

ways been, I guess, proposed in our bill and in the alternatives that

I have heard always remain. It was a question whether it remains
in a bureau of statistics or whether it remains.
The Chairman. I understand the point. But how does the Bureau

of Standards operate without its laboratories under your approach?
Mr. Chrysler. The Bureau of Standards certainly would have

the opportunity to go out and contract with those laboratories,

whether they be in the private sector or the public sector, in order

to gain that knowledge.
The Chairman. But, for example, and, you know, I don't know

if this is the case, but, for example, if General Motors bid and had
the laboratories to set the standards for the automotive industry,

it does seem likely that both Chrysler and Ford might have some
concerns about General Motors setting the standards for their par-

ticular competitive position.

Now, that is the problem that we run into, that if the labora-

tories are being operated by a competitor of somebody that has a

standards issue, that it could end up being a very dicey situation.

Mr. Chrysler. Certainly in those cases, and many of the labora-

tories would be bought by independent companies, many of the lab-

oratories have to be independent because of the nature of the work
that they do, and certainly in competitive instances that you have
just talked about there, that would be done in an independent
agency rather than by one of the corporations.

The Chairman. But our problem is that standards as a whole are

a very, very broad issue that literally covers the entire competitive

environment, and while it would be fine to talk about independ-
ence, somebody has to be independently capitalized then to be able

to bid on a laboratory not knowing what the work is that they

might have to do.

I mean at one point you might be measuring microchips, at an-

other time you might be measuring the amount of pollution that

would be permitted to go through a radiator or something. I mean
there are a whole host of things here that it would be very difficult

for somebody to find capital to invest in, not knowing what the

next standard is that they might have to set.

Mr. CmtYSLER. The thing that I have testified here in my testi-

mony, in fact, as we have said that the people who would buy these

independent labs and run them independently would have to con-

tinue the same type of work that they were currently doing. So
that would be preserved in that transition.

The Chairman. Well, I guess the question is but who is going to

put capital up front to purchase the labs, given the nature that the

downstream opportunities to make money on it are a pretty dicey

proposition? I mean Ms. Johnson asked you a little while ago
whether or not you are aware of any companies that are out there

that are bidding to do that kind of work, and that is really my
question.

I am not aware of anybody that is likely to be anxious to put up
capital for the kind of enterprise that we are talking about here.

Mr. Chrysler. Well, actually, one that I am personally involved

with right now is my company manufactures nickel metal hydride
batteries, and we need those batteries tested, and those batteries
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are in demand by literally all the car companies. So you have to

go to a U.S. AVC independent lab in order to have that testing
done.
The Chairman. I understand that, but would you then be satis-

fied to have a standard set by, for instance, a competitor that
might be in with a different kind of battery? Let's say they came
up with a zinc oxide battery or something that was a totally dif-

ferent technology and set the standard and said that battery will

be allowed in the marketplace, your nickel hydride battery won't be
allowed in the marketplace.
Mr. Chrysler. We deal with that right now. Bob. You know, we

have the SAE that sets standards for the automobile industry. Cer-
tainly, in the battery business, that is going on right now. People
are saying, gee, a battery has got to be this and such and such size,

and we are saying not necessarily.

Everything is in our business. We do our own testing so that we
know what the results are going to be before we send it to that
independent lab so that when the numbers come out of there, there
is some correlation with ours because, you know, you can't as a
company invest this kind of capital unless you know what the re-

sults are.

The Chairman. You make a good point with regard to products,
and in fact I think voluntary standards with industries make a lot

of sense in terms of finding a way to do actual product develop-
ment. But the fact is that there are underlying issues with regard
to standards even before you to the product development issue, and
that is where the Bureau of Standards really comes up. You know,
we are discussing things here that are more product related, and
I probably have confused the issue in so doing. I didn't mean to do
that.

But it is the underlying standards, and there is some question
about whether or not you could have, for example, the kind of nu-
clear reactor capacity at a laboratory that the Bureau of Standards
presently operates, or whatever other kinds of facilities that you
would need in the future to measure, for instance, things at the
molecular or cell level.

Mr. CHRYSLKit. A lot of those things. Bob, get into, you know,
process. They get into, quite frankly, what you are really starting
to move into there, is a lot of the patents and trademarks issues,

you know, certainly, which we deal an awful lot with.

You know, the reason that we can manufacture the product we
are manufacturing for less money and more quantity is because of

our process trademarks or process patents that we have used in de-

veloping this technology.
The Chairman. But fundamentally, it seems to me that in global

competition, it is the ability of our country to continue to do what
we have done for so long, and that is set standards for the world.
As long as we are setting standards for the world, the ability of our
particular companies to be able to compete is enhanced. If in fact

we give that up to other people either because we don't have the
appropriate facilities because people haven't invested in it or for a
variety of other reasons, we have in fact crippled ourselves.

I think what this committee wants to do is make certain that we
don't in the process of dismantling the Commerce Department end
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up crippling ourselves in an area where we have provided world
leadership for virtually the entire century. I mean the Bureau of

Standards has been around for most of this century, and it has
been a fairly successful model for helping us set the world stand-

ards, and our attempt is not to cripple that.

What we would like to do is be able to work with you in design-

ing a methodology for maintaining the laboratory functions that

are necessary to have a vibrant Bureau of Standaras.
We thank you very much for testifying.

Mr. Chrysler. Thank you.

The CHAmMAN. I appreciate the fact that many of you have wait-

ed around.
We are going to move to Panel No. 3 at the present time, and

we would ask Admiral Watkins, Mr. Wolff, Dr. Knauss, Dr.

Hallgren, and Mr. Smith to come to the table, please.

Obviously, we would like you to summarize your statements. All

of your statements will be made part of the record. A summary
would allow us to get to the questions. We will go in the order that

I announced the names. Admiral Watkins first, Mr. Wolff, Dr.

Knauss, Dr. Hallgren, and Mr. Smith.
So, Admiral Watkins, would you lead off, please?

STATEMENT OF ADMIRAL JAMES D. WATKINS [RETIREDl,
FORMER SECRETARY OF ENERGY; PRESIDENT, CONSOR-
TIUM FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AND EDUCATION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Admiral Watkins. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Members of the committee, on behalf of the 34 oceanographic in-

stitutions which make up the Consortium for Oceanographic Re-

search and Education, I would like to thank you for this oppor-

tunity to testify at this important hearing.

These 34 CORE, as we call it, oceanographic institutions con-

stitute a large percentage of the intellectual and material assets of

the U.S. oceanographic community. Representatives of CORE in-

clude the Deans and Directors of the nation's premier oceano-

graphic research institutions, and each is a recognized leader in the

field.

CORE was established to further ocean research and education.

We are now faced with a fight to preserve virtually every element
of ocean science. While we all understand the environment of to-

day's fiscal policy and the difficult choices that have to be made to

meet current budgetary goals, I am highly concerned that we as a

society will underestimate the value of our investment in the

oceans.
The U.S. stands to gain more from the oceans in the coming dec-

ades than from any other natural resource. Nations around the

world are coming to the same inevitable conclusion. More and more
coastal nations are turning to the oceans as a primary resource

base for food, energy, recreation, and a medium for international

trade.
More and more countries are realizing the importance of the

oceans to significant economic sectors, like agriculture and tourism,

through the oceans' role in driving world climate and spawning
deadly weather events.
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Compounding this imperative are statistics showing substantial
increases in world coastal populations, which now stand at approxi-
mately 50 percent of the total. The need for a broad understanding
of the ocean, integrating many disciplines of science, has never
been greater.

By necessity, applications of ocean science are also becoming
more broadly distributed than ever before. Whereas in the past is-

sues of national defense were the central compelling drivers for un-
derstanding the oceans, there is now an equally important, but
more diffuse, urgency. We have migrated beyond such traditional
applications as military operations and fisheries to areas including
recreation, coastal hazard mitigation, biotechnology, and transpor-
tation. This movement is reflected in the distribution of ocean
science responsibilities throughout the Federal Government. At my
count, nine agencies contribute the vast majority of our investment
in oceanographic research. A breakout by percentages for these
nine agencies is contained in my formal statement.
As shown, NOAA's contribution is about one-sixth of the total.

Another four agencies also have operational interests in the ocean.
This multiple agency requirement to seek new knowledge of the
oceans to carry out their mission responsibilities is more than for

virtually any other single scientific discipline. The reasons are
clear. The oceans are fundamentally important to aspects of every-

day life that most of us would never imagine.
Gaining a more comprehensive understanding of the oceans, in-

cluding their interactions with other natural systems, atmospheric
and terrestrial, provides a foundation for a spectrum of economic
sectors, protects life and property, supports national defense, and
adds to our quality of life.

This concept is, in turn, reflected in the distribution of ocean re-

search within the Federal Government. Yet I must point out that
the ocean science portion of the Federal basic research budget has
remained constant at approximately $525 million in constant 1995
dollars for the past 10 years, while the basic Federal research in-

vestment has gone from $8 billion to $14 billion in constant dollars.

In other words, we have already cut in half the percentage that
ocean science plays in basic Federal research.

That brings us back to today's debate; more specifically, the fate

of NCAA as described in the Chrysler bill. As I alluded, there is

an interacting and integrated mosaic of Federal agencies involved
in ocean sciences in pursuit of specific objectives.

I would like to say, in view of some comments I heard earlier,

that these are not necessarily redundant in any way. Some perhaps
are, but certainly in aggregate they are not redundant.
As the central Federal agency for oceans and atmosphere, NCAA

is the only agency with a directed ocean mission and serves as a
focus for oceans in the Federal Government.

Additionally, NCAA has many specific missions which are vital

to the Nation, including, among others, management of marine
fisheries, weather prediction, and coastal stewardship. The success
of these and other NOAA missions are directly reliant upon a
strong fundamental understanding of Earth systems as obtained
from basic research efforts performed and supported by NOAA.
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Although NOAA has suffered from inclusion in the Department
of Commerce and has evolved in balkanized internal structure
which may impede some operations and interactions, the academic
research community strongly believes that the Nation needs to

have a central ocean/atmosphere science agency, and that an agen-
cy, like NOAA, can fulfill that purpose.
The couplings between oceanic and atmospheric processes that

have been demonstrated over the last decade and the resulting ex-

ponential advances in understanding of weather, climate and envi-

ronmental prediction, have made it abundantly clear that the ocean
and atmosphere are integrally linked and should be maintained
within a single agency.
The Stratton Commission, whose report was entitled "Our Nation

and the Sea. A Plan for National Action," envisioned this 25 years
ago and made a wise recommendation for such an agency. Given
our advanced understanding, this recommendation is perhaps even
more persuasive in today's debate.
There are several specific activities within NOAA That the aca-

demic community consider crucial and which would be done in by
the Chrysler bill. NOAA's long-term oceanographic and atmos-
pheric monitoring programs are extremely important, as they pro-

vide high-quality, valuable scientific data tied to such enormously
significant issues as tracking and predicting ocean events that dis-

rupt normal weather patterns around the world. These are oper-
ations which can only be carried out on the appropriate scale by
a Federal organization.

Similarly, the management and distribution of the large data
sets generated through such environmental monitoring must be
maintained within a centralized oceanographic/atmospheric agency.
Dr. Knauss, as the former head of NOAA, provides more specifics

on this and others in his testimony.
Through partnerships with academia, NOAA research programs

have made remarkable progress in understanding the oceans and
supporting specific NOAA environmental prediction and steward-
ship missions. From these programs we have learned about issues
as diverse as the diseases ravaging oyster populations in the
Chesapeake Bay, the natural mechanisms which sustain coastal

fisheries, the physical structure of undersea reserves of natural
gas, and the feasibility of predicting how well the oceans can ab-
sorb anthropogenically derived CO2.
Ocean and atmospheric scientists within and sponsored by

NOAA have also learned how to predict climate variations up to a
year in advance in some regions of the Earth with dramatic eco-

nomic benefits in agriculture.

In conclusion, we should step cautiously and logically when look-

ing to the disposition of NOAA. Casting NOAA piece-meal to sev-

eral agencies will have two decidedly disadvantageous effects. One,
it will remove the established focus for oceans and atmosphere in

the Federal Government; and, two, it will separate inherently
linked oceanographic and atmospheric programs, resulting in the
obliteration of research and operations key to such fundamental
national priorities as economic development, for example, fisheries;

safety, for example, navigation; and quality of life, for example,
weatner forecasting.
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NOAA, as it exists, is not perfect, and there should be adjust-
ments to enhance its effectiveness. The National Academy of
Sciences has reviewed many aspects of NOAA and made sugges-
tions in this regard. In fact, I will note that about half a dozen re-

ports surrounding NOAA have been made by the National Acad-
emy over the last few years, almost, I think, five out of those six

were reported out last year, and they are excellent recommenda-
tions on what needs to be done to enhance efficiency.

Senator Roth is moving a bill on the Senate side that maintains
the agency while proposing specific actions to increase efficiency

and effectiveness, which I applaud.
I would like to work closely with this committee to identify the

key components that must be resident in an ocean/atmosphere
agency, as viewed by the academic community and assure that this

resultant body is functional and efficient.

The oceans are a resource we will increasingly rely on in the
coming decades. We need to be aware of this fact and plan accord-
ingly. I believe that the Government of a great island nation like

ours must maintain an ocean/atmosphere agency somewhere in its

structure, and given the broad range of operational missions associ-

ated with the oceanic and atmospneric research, this should take
the form of an independent agency in the near term. If the dust
ever clears around the ongoing Cabinet reduction debates, perhaps
NOAA functions could reside elsewhere, as long as they remain an
integral body.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Admiral Watkins follows:]
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Admiral James D. Watkins, U.S. Navy (Retired)

President, Joint Oceanographic Institutions

and

President, Consortium for Oceanographic Research and Education

Admiral Watkins became President of the Joint Oceanographic Institutions (JOI)

in September 1993. JOI collectively represents the world's ocean research institutions and

has been at the forefront of coordinating the international collaborative research programs

in deep ocean sampling since 1976. He also serves as President of The Consortium for

Oceanographic Research and Education (CORE^ a group established on October 1, 1994

and dedicated to help provide an effective and unified voice, at the national level, in

support of institutions, public and private, that make up the U.S. ocean science and

technology community.

Prior to his work at JOI and CORE, Admiral Watkins served under President

George Bush as the sixth Secretary of Energy (1989-1993) and as Chairman of the

Presidential Commission on the Human Immunodeficiency Virus Epidemic (1987-1988).

As Secretary, he helped to develop the first comprehensive National Energy Strategy.

Bom in 1927, James D. Watkins graduated from the United States Naval Academy

(1949), received his Master's degree in mechanical engineering (1958), and completed a

reactor engineering course at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. He became the twenty-

second Chief of Naval Operations as selected by President Ronald Reagan in 1982. His

tours as a flag officer included Chief of Naval Personnel, Commander of the Sixth Fleet,

Vice Chief of Naval Operations, and Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet. He has

been decorated with several Distinguished Service and Legion of Merit medals as well as

the Bronze Star with combat "V."

Admiral Watkins combines extensive military experience, proven administrative

skills, and a vast knowledge of the ocean sciences and our educational system.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, on behalf of the Consortium for

Oceanographic Research and Education (CORE) I would like to thank you for the

opportunity to submit testimony for this important hearing. I believe that this is

a very timely and important hearing given the nature and scope of the proposal

being discussed.

Before addressing the specific issues before the Subcommittee, I would like to

provide a brief description of CORE and its missions. CORE consists of 34

oceanographic research and education ir\stitutions constituting a large

percentage of the intellectual and material assets of the oceanographic

community. Representatives to CORE include the Deans and Directors of the

Nation's premier oceanographic institutions and each is a recognized leader in

the field. CORE was organized to further oceanographic research and education,

with specific missions to:

- Promote, encourage, develop and support efforts to advance knowledge

and learning in the science of oceanography and to disseminate such

knowledge to the scientific community and to the public;

- Facilitate the formulation of goals, policies and objectives and provide

advice and management for educational and research programs and

facilities in oceanography and related fields; and

- Promote the exchange of information and knowledge to create, foster and

encourage cooperative efforts among members of CORE and other U. S.

scientists and federal, state and local agencies.

To address these missior^s, CORE seeks to:

- Foster membership by the U. S. academic ir\stitutions actively involved in

research and education in oceanographic science and technology;

- Obtain grants from government and private sources to support the

development of partnerships in oceanographic research and education;

- Involve the private sector in an advisory and participatory role for CORE
as a critical linkage between the government agencies, academia and the

marine industries; and
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- Actively work with policy setters and decision makers on oceanographic

research and education issues.

While CORE was originally established to further ocean research and education;

we cire now faced with a fight to preserve virtually every element of ocean

science. While we all understand the environment of today's fiscal policy and the

difficxilt choices to be made to meet current budgetary goals, I am highly

concerned that we as a society will underestimate the value of our investment in

the oceans.

The U. S. stands to gain more from the oceans in the coming decades than from

any other natural resource. Nations around the world are coming to the same

inevitable conclusion. More and more, coastal nations are turning to the oceans

as a primary resource base for food, energy, recreation and a medium for

international trade. More and more, countries are realizing the importance of the

oceans to significant economic sectors, like agriculture and tourism, through the

oceans role in driving world climate and spawning deadly weather events.

Compounding this imperative are statistics showing substantial increases in

world coastal population, which now stands at approximately 50 percent of the

total. The need for a broad understanding of the ocean, integrating many

disciplines of science, has never been greater.

By necessity, applications of ocean science are also becoming more broadly

distributed than ever before . Whereas in the past issues of national defense were

the central, compelling drivers for understanding the oceans, there is now an

equally important, but more diffuse urgency. We've migrated beyond such

traditional applications as military operations and fisheries to areas including

recreation, coastal hazard mitigation, biotechnology and transportation. This

movement is reflected in the distribution of ocean science responsibilities

throughout the Federal government. At my count,^ agencies contribute the vast

majority of our investment in oceanographic research. This portion of the

Federal basic research budget has remained constant at approximately $525

million (constant 1995 dollars) for the past 10 years. ..this out of a total basic

research investment of $14 billion. Another four agencies have operational

interests in the oceans, but conduct little research. (A table outlining the missions

and investments of each agency is attached). This is more than for virtually any
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other single scientific discipline. The reasons are clear. The oceans are

fundamentally important to aspects of everyday Ufe that most of us would never

realize. Gaining a more comprehensive vinderstanding of the oceans, including

their interactions with other natural systems (atmospheric and terrestrial),

provides a foundation for a spectrum of economic sectors, protects life and

property, supports national defense and adds to our quality of life. This concept

is, in turn, reflected in the distribution of ocean research within the Federal

government.

That brings us back to today's debate and, more specifically, the fate of NOAA if

the Department of Commerce is dismantled. As I alluded, there is an interacting

and integrated mosaic of Federal agencies involved in ocean sciences in pursuit

of specific objectives. As the central Federal agency for oceans and atmosphere

NOAA is the only agency with a directed ocean mission and serves as a focus for

the oceans in the Federal government. Additionally, NOAA has many specific

missions which are vital to the Nation including among others; management of

marine fisheries, weather prediction, and coastal stewardship. The success of

these and other NOAA missions are directly reliant upon a strong fundamental

understanding of earth systems, as obtained from the basic research efforts

performed and supported by NOAA.

Although NOAA has suffered from inclusion in the Department of Commerce

and has evolved a balkanized internal structure which may impede some

operations and interactions, the academic oceanographic community strongly

believes that the Nation needs to have a central ocean-atmosphere science agency

and that an agency like NOAA can fulfill that purpose. The direct linkages

between ocean and atmosphere that have been demonstrated over the last

decade and resulting exponential advances in understanding of weather, climate

and environmental prediction have made it abundantly clear that ocean and

atmosphere are integrally linked and should be maintained within a single

agency. Additionally, problems within the existing agency, such as the lack of

formal connectivity between research and operations, can be resolved as part of a

more thoughtful legislative package determining NOAA's future.

There are specific activities within NOAA that the academic community

considers crucial. NOAA's long-term oceanographic and atmospheric
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monitoring programs (including those which would be terminated under

sections 211(g) and (j) of H.R. 1756) are extremely important as they provide

invaluable scientific data tied to such enormously significant issues as tracking

and predicting ocean events that disrupt normal weather patterns around the

world. These are operations which can only be carried out on the appropriate

scale by a Federal organization. Similarly, the management and distribution of

the large data sets generated through such environmental monitoring must be

maintained within a centralized oceanographic-atmospheric agency (the

proposed privatization of these centers, in section 211(1)(1), would prove

vmmanageable).

NOAA's oceanographic extramural basic research programs including the

Coastal Ocean Program, the Global Change Research Program, the National Sea

Grant College Program and the National Undersea Research Program, through

partnerships between NOAA and academia, have made remarkable progress in

understanding the oceans and supporting specific NOAA environmental

prediction and stewardship missions. I have attached a short description of the

specific programs mentioned emphasizing the importance of each of these

programs. From these programs we have learned about issues as diverse as the

diseases ravaging oyster populations in the Chesapeake Bay, the natural

mechanisms which sustain coastal fisheries, the physical structure of undersea

reserves of natxiral gas, and the feasibility of predicting how well the oceans can

absorb anthropogenically derived CO2. Ocean and atmospheric scientists

sponsored by NOAA have also learned how to predict climate variations up to a

year in advance in some regions of the earth, with dramatic economic benefits in

agriculture. Because science projects within these programs are selected through

peer-review, competition erasures that the best science is supported and

duplication is minimized. In the case of research conducted by academic

scientists, costs are often contained as project funding is efficiently leveraged by

other fimding sources. I believe these programs could be used as a model for

successful research throughout the agency but under section 211(j) these

programs would, at best, be delayed many years, and at worst, be eliminated.

NOAA-supported projects performed by the academic research community have

a defined duration while placing no additional personnel requirements on the

agency. Perhaps most important, these same programs play a direct role in
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expediting the training of the next generation of scientists through graduate

assistantships and fellowships as exemplified by the National Sea Grant College

Program within the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research. Because peer

review ensures that funds are awarded to the best scientists, the graduate

students supported receive the best training available.

Conclusion

We should step cautiously and logically when looking to the disposition of

NOAA. Casting NOAA piecemeal to several agencies, as directed in HR 1756,

will have two decidedly disadvantageous effects: 1) it will remove the

established focus for oceans and atmosphere in the Federal government, and 2) it

will separate inherently linked oceanographic and atmospheric programs

resulting in the obliteration of research and operations key to such fundamental

national priorities as economic development (e.g., fisheries), safety (e.g.,

navigation), and quality of hfe (e.g., weather forecasts).

As I stated earlier, NOAA as it exists is not perfect, and there should be

adjustments to enhance its effectiveness. The National Academy of Sciences has

reviewed many specific aspects ofNOAA and made suggestions in this regard.

NOAA research must become formally associated with and accountable to the

mission of the agency. In simple terms, this translates to a well established and

highly visible liiJcage between the operational components of the agency and

those components responsible for research.

The oceans are a resource we will increasingly rely on in the coming decades, we

need to be aware of this fact and plan accordingly. I believe that this government

must maintain an ocean-atmosphere agency, preferably as an independent

agency, that can effectively guide the use, prediction and protection of our ocean

resources.
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AGENCIES INVOLVED IN SUPPORT OF ACADEMIC OCEAN SCIKNCFS
RESEARCH COMMUNITY

(Source is the Ocean Studies Board ofthe National Research Council)

AGENCY
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NOAA Coastal Ocean Program

The Coastal Ocean Program (COP) was begun by NOAA in 1989 as an

innovative approach to coordinate science activities of the five NOAA
offices and the community of non-federal scientists, mainly in academic

institutions. Irutially funded at $6.4 million, the program has grown to $12

million.

From its inception, the COP has applied peer review in selection of projects

funded, both intramural and extramural, and has been subject to high level

oversight and review by the National Research Council (NRC) of the

National Academy of Sciences. A 1994 NRC report gave the COP high

marks for quality, appropriate focus, cind responsiveness. It indicated that

the COP has filled "a unique niche" and "has advanced understanding and

created useful products in a number of strategic areas." It noted that an

important aspect of the COP is that it "explicitly encourages NOAA-
academic partnerships in coastal research" thereby taking advantage of the

resident university expertise and reducing the need for permanent Federal

employees.

The COP has supported high quality, relevant research on coastal fisheries,

coastal ecosystem health, and environnnental forecasting. Over its seven

year history 44% of its funds have gone to support extramural research by

156 acadenuc scientists around the country. The following are areas of

research COP currently addresses:

Toxic Chemical Contamination - In areas showing elevated levels of

contaminants, COP supports a series of comprehensive field surveys to

understand the effects of contamination as well as supporting development

of improved bioindicators which allow more accurate and faster

assessment of contaminant-induced stress in fish and shellfish.

Nutrient Enrichment - COP supports the study of the levels and impacts of

nutrients flowing into the Gulf of Mexico, addressing the dynamics,

controlling factors and effects of nutrient over-enrichment (such as from

runoff of agricultural fertilizers) in coastal and estuarine areas.

Estuarine Habitats - COP conducts research to understand coastal habitat

functions, impacts from natural and human-induced activities (such as

coastal zone development and recreational boating) and their susceptibility

to restoration.

Advancing Fishery Prediction - COP funds research to improve

understanding of the factors that influence fish population levels. By

understanding sources of natural variation in fish populations, scientist can
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supply fisheries managers with predictions of fish populations to be used

in defining allowable catch for a given species.

In its short life, the COP has expanded knowledge and improved the

quality of science within the agency, as a result of peer review amd federal -

academic scientist collaboration. Eliminating the extramural portion of the

program, as proposed in the House Appropriations Committee FY 1995

rescission, would almost certainly result in NOAA canceling the program
entirely.
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NOAA Global Change Program

In 1982, the most intense El Nino of the century was well under way before

experts even realized that it was happening. It caused thousands of deaths and
billions of dollars in damage worldwide. Back then — only a dozen years ago -
not many people throughout the world had ever heard the term "El Nino."

Since then, many of us now understand that the El Nino/Southern Oscillation is

a naturally occurring cycle produced by the complex interplay between the ocean

eind atmosphere in the tropical Pacific. And we have learned that El Nino has

direct impacts on the climate of more than half the planet. It affects the onset and
intensity of the Indian monsoon; the frequency, severity and paths of storms in

the Pacific; the viability of commercial fisheries; and the occurrence of regional

droughts, forest fires, floods, storms and weather patterns from Indonesia,

Australia and southern Africa to South America and the Uruted States.

In a stunningly short tirrie, our knowledge of El Nino has advanced so quickly

that we have developed computer models that can predict El Nino with a great

degree of accuracy. Armed with such forecasts, policy makers in South America
and Australia ~ countries directly affected by El Nino have had the necessary

time and informarion to store grain, plant certain crops, conserve water, alert

fishing fleets, reinforce infrastructure against flooding or otherwise devise

strategies to mitigate the adverse socio-economic impacts caused by El Nino's

climate fluctuations. In recent years, we have begun to see how the effects of El

Nino percolate into more far-flung regions of the world. We now have evidence

that the El Nino cycle affects corn aops on which millions of people depend
halfway around the globe in southern Africa. We are starting to piece together

how El Nino rearranges weather across the United States, causing unusual storm
and rainfall patterns that lead to flooding and drought.

This has been an enormous scientific breakthrough that has already saved lives

and money and whose potential to save even more looms large. It is the tangible

fruit of years of research sponsored by NOAA's Global Change Program.

Our advances on El Nino have been exciting and beneficial, but El Nino is just a

part of the Earth's complex climate system. Our knowledge of how Earth's

climate system works is rudimentary. It is like living in a house without
knowing how much fuel the oil tank holds or where the thermostat is or how
sensitive it is. Perhaps a small rise in global temperatures in itself may not be of

great concern, but what if it changes the frequency or intensities of El Ninos, for

example? The impact on society would be enormous. There is ample evidence

that the Earth's climate system has frequently changed in the past ~ dramatically

and within a human lifetime. Could the accumulation of greenhouse gases or

changing land-use patterns push the climate system past a certain threshold and
into a radically different way of operating? We can't answer those questions
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without understanding the complex plumbing, heating and ventilation

components that interact to create Earth's climate system.

Clues to this xmderstanding are locked in the annual growth rings of trees; in

chemical changes accruing over thousands of years in the skeletons of corals

throughout the world's oceems; in sediments deposited on the ocean floor; in

bubbles of ancient atmospheres frozen into glaciers. Piece by piece by piece,

scientists funded by NOAA's Global Change Progrcim have been extracting these

clues and assembling a fuller picture of how Earth's climate system functions. It

is a painstaking process, like much scientific endeavor, whose progress is not

necessarily incremental: Breakthroughs occur as many pieces come together and
a new picture comes into focus — as the example of El Nino research

demonstrates.

Shutting the door to sustained progress in global change research is like sitting in

a cornfield or an orchard for five days in the middle of summer and believing

that it has always been this way and always will. Knowing that winter is coming
gives us the perspective and motivation to take steps to avoid crop failure or to

improve crop yields next summer. Basic research is like farming for knowledge:

If you don't provide funds to plant the seeds and do the plowing, you must be
prepared to face the consequences of next year's poor harvest.

From Biblical days, life has always depended on the climate. The impact of

climate fluctuations depends wholly on society's ability to adapt to the shifts.

Our ability to adapt depends on our understanding of the climate. As the world
has become stressed by limited resources and rapid population growth, the

climate's potential to disrupt human society grows larger. Storms in California

affect many more people and cause much more monetary damage today than

they did a generation ago. The research supported by NOAA's Global Change
Program provides the basis on which we will make wise long-term decisions that

will ensure and improve our quality of life.
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NOAA National Undersea Research Program

The National Undersea Research Program (NURP) is the nation's only program
dedicated to in situ underwater research in the coastal oceans and Great Lakes.

NURP's mission is to increase knowledge essential for the wise use of oceanic,

coastal, and large lake resources through direct samplii^g, observation, and
experimentation from within the marine environment, such new approaches to

provide data over a broad range of scales, in both space and time, are needed to

make difficult resource management decisions; NURP leads the nation in

developing these approaches.

Although two other agencies (National Science Foundation and the U.S. Navy)
provide modest support for coastal undersea research, NURP remains the only

federal program dedicated to undersea research throughout the entire U.S.

Exclusive Economic Zone, with emphasis on coastal regions. These regions are

where most of the nation's population resides and, as a consequence, where most

of the environmental challenges we face as a nation must be addressed.

Through six regional centers and a national office, NURP provides access for the

nation's civilian research community to submersibles, robotic vehicles,

underwater laboratories, in situ observatories, and air/mixed gas diving. NURP's
highly skilled personnel are known for their ability to lead safe, efficient, and
effective undersea operations. During the past three years alone (1992-1994),

NURP personnel have directed 2,000 submersible dives, 970 remotely operated

vehicle (ROV) dives, and 27,500 air and Nitrox dives for scientific research. No
other program in the world matches this record of diving safety and productivity.

NURP is a leading supporter of research and development of new sampling

technology at universities and research institutions. This technology continues to

provide new market opportunities for growing ocean technology industries.

NURP's most significant impact is made through partnerships formed with

scientists and resource managers from academia, private research institutions,

federal, state, and local agencies. In the past four years, NURP has supported

undersea projects involving 702 principal research scientists from 36 states, 14

from Canada, and 34 from other countries, representing over 400 institutions
' world-wide. The results of this research have been published in 268 peer-

reviewed journal articles in the past three years alone.

To ensure that NURP supports only the very best science, every research project is

competitively reviewed through a rigorous, impartial process. A multi-

disciplinary panel comprised of regional and national experts judges the scientific

merit. Thirty percent of the proposals submitted were recommended for funding

in 1995.

Why NURP is Needed Today
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• NURP is the nation's only program dedicated to underwater research,

supporting high quality basic and applied science topics.

• NURP provides information needed by resource and environmental managers

to make wise dedsioris.

• NURP provides scientists with safe, cost-effective access to in situ technology.

• NURP supports existing marine industries and promotes the development of

new undersea technologies.

• NURP is very productive in publishing results that increase our basic

understanding of the oceai\s and large lakes.

Selected Recent Research Accomplishments:

• NURP supported scientists have isolated previously undiscovered and

vmdervalued chemical compounds from reef species that must be collected in

situ. These compounds demonstrate promise for the treatment of heart

disease, cancer , and Auto-Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS).

• NURP sponsored submersible studies determined the fate and effects of

municipal sewage sludge disposal in the deep sea off New Jersey. Results

were used to reassure fishermen and the public concerning the safety of eating

seafood from the area, and are relevant to other proposed uses of the deep

ocean for waste disposal.

• NURP scientists recentiy discovered that tanner crab, an economically

important Alaskan fishery, forms large mating aggregations in deep water off

Kodiak Island. This discovery is a milestone in understanding the crab's

biology and provides critical information needed to successfully manage the

fishery.

• NURP research provides monitoring data and understanding of the factors

that affect the health and status of U.S. coral reefs; a resource worth $22 billion

per year to the south Florida economy alone.

• NURP submersible dives revealed that the seafloor of the Gulf of Mexico is

pock-marked with outcrops of frozen hydrocarbon deposits called gas

hydrates. Estimates of the value of potential reserves frozen on the U.S. Outer

Continental Shelf are in the billions of dollars. In situ studies of exposed

hydrate beds, discovered during NURP dives, are providing data on chemical

and physical properties needed to tap these vast natural resources.

• NURP scientists sampled contaminants at the interface of the water and

sediments on the bottom of several Great Lakes. This research measured the

amount of contaminants that reach the lake bottom and revealed the role

bacteria play in making contaminants available to the lake food chain. This

knowledge is critical for management of the $2 billion per year recreational

fishery in the Great Lakes.

Selected Recent Technologic Accomplishments:
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NURP is a world leader in the development and use of Nitrox, a breathing gas

that inaeases the amount of time scientists can safely stay on the bottom by up
to 250% over dives with ciir. Related procedures and technology continually

perfected by the program are the foundation of a growing multi-million dollar

commercial diving industry.

NURP support led to the design and construction of a prototype low-cost

(<$20,000), light-weight (<70 lbs.) free-swimming underwater vehicle for

survey of hydrography and water quality in estuaries and on the continental

shelf. The vehicle is expected to be commercially developed for an

international market and will lead to increase knowledge and better

management of coastal ecosystems.

NURP supports the Loihi undersea observatory in Hawaii which provides

real-time data on materials that spew from this subsea volcano and early

warning data on seismic activity and potential earthquakes.
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NOAA National Sea Grant College Program

The National Sea Grant College Program is a nationwide network of

universities that provides critical information for the wise use and management
of the nation's marine resources. Sea Grant is a truly effective partnership

between academia, government, and the private sector. The Sea Grant program
was reauthorized in December 1991 (P.L. 102-186), and reauthorization

legislation is being introduced in both the House and Senate this year.

Sea Grant is a model for conducting top-quality science to solve basic

problems, and then providing a way for industry, government, and the public to

"reach-in" to the uiuversity and obtain the scientific results for use in real-world

settings. This allows everyone to most effectively utilize our nation's substantial

investment in basic research and technology. The heart of Sea Grant is its "core

program" consisting of a balance between research, extension services, and
education. Sea Grant funding and proposal review is provided through 29

vmiversity-based programs involving more than 300 academic institutions

nationwide. Nearly half the cost of Sea Grant comes from state and local

governments, industry, and citizens.

Sea Grant has amassed a remarkable record of accomplishment. A recent

report showed that businesses and others had used Sea Grant science to

stimulate new business opportunities, implement cost-saving techniques, and
improve productivity. The result was an $842 million annual impact on the

national economy relative to the federal contribution of about S40 million

annually. Sea Grant has the capacity to do much more.

Yet for over a decade Sea Grant's core program has been virtually level-

funded, diminishing the program's "buying power" by nearly 40 percent since

1979. While Congress has provided additional funds for special initiatives such

as marine biotechnology in the last two years. Sea Grant's critical base remains

imdersupported. Adequate funding is essential to strengthen Sea Grant's

national and regional efforts to enhance coastal environmental management,
erasure continued U.S. leadership in the emerging field of marine biotechnology,

and to provide scientific and technological advancements that have proven to

spur economic growth.

Marine biotechnology to develop new materials, enhance

aquaculture and seafood production, improve methods of environmental

remediation, and derive new pharmaceuticals from the sea. This is widely

regarded as the most promising area for applied marine research, with

remarkable benefits already having been shown in the following areas:

• disease prevention, both in humans and in the seafood supply;
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• aquaculture to produce new and improved products from the sea;

• seafood safety and human health, to rapidly detect contaminated

seafood cind enhance its shelf life;

• protection and restoration of the aquatic environment, pairticularly

through bioremediation;

• reduction of fouling and corrosion of ships and marine structures;

and

• biomaterials and bioprocessing to exploit marine natural products

for human benefit.

— Enhanced coastal development to enable coastal communities to

handle the enormous growth in these areas. By the year 2000, more than half the

U.S. population will live along the coast. Sea Grant is uniquely prepared to help

coastal communities in responding to development pressures, to provide science-

based advice for use by businesses and local governments in economically

disadvantaged Jireas, and to support advances in coastal engineering and the

development of new marine technologies. Each of these activities will result in

responsible development, consistent with a sound coastal environment, and with

minimal need for regulation of coastal activities.

Seafood safety to ensure that consumers have a safe and high

quality supply of seafood and that seafood businesses can be more competitive.

Seafood processors have used Sea Grant expertise to help comply with new
federal regulations for seafood safety, and Sea Grant sponsored a series of

workshops that brought together representatives of the seafood processing

industry, consumer groups, the fishing industry, and researchers with the goal of

adopting a comprehensive plan to improve the quality and safety of our nation's

seafood supply.

Coastal climate and hazards research can be used by coastal

residents to prepare for hurricanes, storm surges and tsunamis, coastal erosion

and subsidence, sea level rise, as well as human-induced hazards such as

catastrophic spills. Sea Grant lesearch in these areas has already produced
proven savings in the billions of dollars.

Aquatic nuisance species research to understand and mitigate

invasions of species such as the zebra mussel in the Great Lakes, which represent

a billion dollar threat to water supplies and ecosystem quality. It is estimated

that over 350 non-native species of marine and estuarine organisms have been

introduced to U.S. waters, many of which are known to compete against

indigenous species, altering ecosystems and contributing to the decline of

important fisheries. A significant effort will be required to stop the introduction

of such spedes and to identify ways of controlling harmful populations that have
already been introduced.
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The Chairman. Thank you, Admiral Watkins.
Mr. Wolff, thank you for tearing yourself away from the Federal

Mediation Board.

STATEMENT OF PAUL WOLFF, FORMER ADMINISTRATOR FOR
OCEAN SERVICES, NOAA, PEBBLE BEACH, CA

Mr. Wolff. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I strongly support the provisions of H.R. 1756, dealing with

NOAA. Only the Congress can rein in this out-of-control bureauc-
racy. The best way to do this under existing conditions is to cut off

the funding. The time is now.
In view of the changing climate in Congress, I was requested in

February 1995 to look at the NOAA budget to identify areas of po-
tential savings and privatization. Working from the fiscal year
1993 budget of $2.3 billion, we identified a series of actions which
would produce a reduction of $1 billion per year within 2 years.
A copy of that study is appended.
My background includes 30 years in the Naval weather service,

with the last 12 years at the Fleet Numerical Weather Center in

Monterey, California, 12 years in private meteorology and oceanog-
raphy business, and 5 years as Assistant Administrator of NOAA
under President Reagan. I have no financial interest in any NOAA
matter.

Prior to 1940, the U.S. weather bureau was a small, efficient,

nonpolitical service whose mission was to predict the weather for

U.S. citizens and commercial interests. The service expanded rap-
idly during and after World War II and was funded mostly by Gov-
ernment agencies. The last outside review of the U.S. weather bu-
reau activities took place in the 1950s under President Eisenhower.
The agency expanded rapidly in the 1960s, and in the early

1970s it was merged into the new NOAA.
NOAA is a conglomerate of the weather service and many other

semirelated activities. It is organized into five divisions. Activities

in each division have expanded rapidly and are independently sup-
ported and protected by groups of congressmen. The agency has
been unmanageable, and tne weather service has generally ignored
its existence, protected by its Democratic supporters.
Budgets for NOAA have increased steadily, passing the $1 billion

mark in the mid-1980s and reaching $2.3 billion last year.

The only valid mission remaining is weather forecasting. All the
rest are unnecessary in an era of governmental red ink.

An examination of two recent documents reveals the present Ad-
ministration plans for NOAA expansion. NOAA's 1995 to 2005 stra-

tegic plan reveals the Administration's plan to expand every sec-

tion of NOAA. This plan is not priced nor is there any mention of

the increased bureaucracy required. A conservative estimate would
be that implementing this plan will involve an increase of 300 to

400 percent in the agency's budget and FTE count over a 10-year
period.

The national implementation plan for the modernization of the
National Weather Service is a detailed description of the attempt
to perpetuate an expanding weather activity accompanying instal-

lation of new observing radars and automatic equipment. The plan
contains at least three times as many offices as needed, with ex-
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travagant staffing levels to be specified by Congress. The grade lev-

els are also specified and inflated, ensuring expanding costs.

There is inadequate provision to collect the observations and
communicate them to prediction models. The procedures for closing
a station involve certifications by one or two Cabinet Secretaries.
These conditions all codify an expanding budget.

I just brought the covers because the reports were too heavy for

me to carry from California.

There are many good people in NOAA, and I feel the programs
outside the weather forecasting operation might well be considered
for funding if the Government were operating with a surplus. Al-
though the weather service has received favored treatment and
overall adequate funding within NOAA, certain activities within
the weather operations have recently been underemphasized and
underfunded. These activities include the National Meteorological
Center computer equipment and communications, two, the global
and ocean data collection, and, three, the cooperation and ex-

changes of data with the U.S. Naval Weather and Oceanography
Center in Monterey. This last point is especially important, since
it represents an efficient and low-cost way to make Government
produce computer products available to the private sector and to

State and local Government users.
In closing, this Chrysler bill is an excellent start in restoring

some proper order to NOAA.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wolff follows:]
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Testimony of Paul Wolff before the House of Representatives Committee on

Science. September 12. 1995

I strongly support the provisions of H.R. 1756 dealing with NOAA. Onh the

Congress can rein-in this out of control bureaucracy. The best way to do this is

under existing conditions is to cut off the funding. The time is now.

In view of the changing climate in Congress I was requested in Februarv' 1995 to

look at the NOAA budget to identify areas of potential savings and privatization.

Working from the Fi' 1 993 budget of 2.3 billion we identified a series of actions

which would produce a reduction of 1 billion per year within two years ' .

My background includes thirty years in the Naval Weather Ser\'ice with the last

twelve years at the Fleet Numerical Weather Center in Monterey, California:

twelve years in private meteorology and oceanography business and five years as

Assistant Administrator of NOAA under President Reagan. I have no financial

interest in any NOAA matter.

Prior to 1940 the U.S. Weather Bureau was a small, efficient non-political

service whose mission was to predict the weather for U.S. citizens and

commercial interests. The service expanded rapidly during and after World War

Two and was funded mostly by government agencies. The last outside review of

USWB activities took place in the 1950s under President Eisenhower. The

agency expanded rapidly in the 1960s and in the early 1970"s it was merged into

the new NOAA.

1 A proposal to restructure the NOAA in order to reduce it's budget by one billion dollars per year

March, 1995 Paul Woltt and James W Winchester
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NOAA is a conglomerate of the Weather Sen ice and many other semi-related

activities. It is organized into five divisions. Activities in each division have

expanded rapidly and are independently supported and protected by groups of

congressmen. The agency has been unmanageable and the Weather Sen' ice has

generally ignored its e.xistence protected by its Democratic supporters. Budgets

for NOAA ha\ e increased steadily passing one billion in the mid 1980s and

reaching 2.3 billion last year. The only valid mission remaining is weather

forecasting. All the rest are unnecessary in a era of governmental red ink.

An examination of two recent documents reveals the present administration plans

for NOAA expansion. NOAAs 1995 - 2005 Strategic Plan - reveals the present

administration's plan to expand even,' section of NOAA. The plan is not priced

nor is there any mention of the increased bureaucracy required. A conservative

estimate would be that implementing this plan would involve a 300 to 400 percent

increase in the agencies budget and FTE count over the ten-year period.

The National Implementation Plan for Modernization of the National Weather

Service ^ is a detailed description of the attempt to perpetuate an expanding

weather activity accompanying installation of new obser\'ing radars and automatic

equipment. The plan contains at least three times as many offices as needed with

extravagant staffing levels to be specified by Congress. The grade levels are also

inflated^suring expanding costs. There is inadequate provision to collect the

observations and communicate them to prediction models. The procedure for

closing a station involve certifications by one or two Cabinet Secretaries. These

conditions a\\ codify an expanding budget.

2 NOAA 1995 - 2005 Strategic Plan

July, 1993

3 National Implementation Plan for Modernization of the National Weather Service

April, 1995
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There are many good people in NOAA and a few of the programs outside the

weather forecasting operation might well be considered for funding if the

government were operating with a surplus.

Although the Weather Senice has received favored treatment and overall

adequate funding within NOAA. certain activities within the weather operations

have recently been under emphasized and under funded. These activities include:

1

.

National Meteorological Center computer equipment and

communications.

2. Ocean and Global Data Collection

3. Cooperation and exchanges of data with U.S. Naval Weather and

Oceanography Center in Monterey.

This last point is especially important since it represents an efficient and low cost

way to make government produced computer products available to the private

sector and/lstate and local government users.

In closing, this Chrysler bill is an excellent start in restoring some proper order

to NOAA.
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February 20, 1995

A PROPOSAL TO RESTRUCTURE THE NATIONAL OCEANIC AND
ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA) IN ORDER TO REDUCE ITS

BUDGET BY ONE BILUON DOLLARS PER YEAR
Paul Wolff'

Former Assistant Administrator for Ocean Services

NOAA
James W. Winchester^

Former Associate Administrator

NOAA

INTRODUCTION
The authors were non-career political appointees and each served for

approximately 5 years during the Reagan Administration. In addition to their routine

managerial duties, they aggressively pursued cost-cutting efforts by attempting to reduce

imnecessary programs, eliminate unnecessary staff positions and to contract with private

sector organizations for goods and services that are not inherently governmental

functions. The Associate Administrator was the responsible official for NOAA's

privatization program and for implementation of the requirement for contracting out

selected inhouse programs in compliance with OMB Circular A-76. In spite of a formal

requirement in the Circular that contracting out any services currently being provided by

federal employees must produce cost-savings of at least 10%, the opposition to all

privatization efforts by the career bureaucracy and several members of the Congress was

vicious.

Based on the experience of the authors, producing meaningful cost-savings and

significant reductions of the NOAA bureaucracy will require a complete restructuring of

the agency and a new, well-defined mission consistent with the federal government's

obligation to expend federal funds for providing services to the general public if those

same kind of services are available from private sector sources. Eliminating small

organizational elements and programs that clearly have out-lived any semblance of

usefulness will achieve little or no savings. Furthermore, career civil servants have an

uncanny skill for avoiding real cuts, even if they were micro-managed by a dedicated

Republican Congress.

It is beyond the scope of this proposal to provide detailed recommendations on re-

structuring the Department of Commerce (DOC). However, it is generally recognized

that NOAA logically does not fit into the DOC's mission. Since both NOAA's budget and

number of employees comprise more than 50% of the total budget and total staff of the

entire DOC, some changes are obviously needed. Finally, restructuring and defining a

new mission for NOAA must be clearly stated and must include a formal, legally

mandated partaership with commercial weather services companies that provide special

and site specific forecasts to business and industry. Government should not compete with

the private sector.

^Indqieodcat Consultant. I ISO Mestres Dr., Priibte Beach, CA 93953. 408 37S-7344

^President, Wincbester & Associates, Inc. (consultants to managemeot), 1 3 1 Fairway Dr , Pass Chiistiaii, MS 39S71
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BACKGROUND
NOAA is conglomerate fonned in 1970 by President Nixon from several federal

agencies of very different natures and histories. It has been impossible to manage the

agency efficiently for several reason:

1. The sciences involved are meteorology, oceanography, fisheries, satellites and

applied research. Other significant activities have included coastal zone management,

university grants, mapping for ocean navigation, mapping for the Federal Aviation

Agency, mammal protection, pollution monitoring, environmental protection,

international scientific relations, and others. These activities have operated as a set of

independent fiefdoms each funded and micro-mam^ed by different groups of legislators.

The tendency has been for each group to grow at typical Parkinsonian rates for

governmental agencies without effective management.

2. The administrators have been experienced in only one or two of these areas.

They have included 1 meteorologist, 1 lawyer, 2 oceanographers, 1 satellite manager, 1

marine biologist and 1 political fund raiser. Most have been liberal Democrats. All have

been unsuccessful in unifying the agency because the components have been protected by

their congressional sponsors.

BRIEF fflSTORY AND MISSION ANALYSIS OF THE 5 MAJOR LINE

ORGANIZATIONS
1. National Weather Service OJWSV The U.S. Weather Bureau is the fore-

runner of the NWS. It was established by the Organic Act of 1890 with a broad mission

of forecasting the weather for United States citizens and business interests. This remains

a valid mission; althou^ some have used the Act to justify a virtually unlimited federal

role in weather information and forecasting services. In the 1950's a large corporation

offered to provide the weather forecasting services for $25 million per year.

Unfortunately, President Eisenhower declined the offer. A restructured NWS should be

continued but with a well-defined mission and legally mandated responsibilities.

Obviously, the Organic Act should be revised, and the new NWS should be prohibited

from competing with private sector companies that provide weather services as

commercial products.

2. National Marine Fisheries Service fNMFSV This monstrosity grew out of the

old Bureau of Commercial Fisheries whose mission was to help U.S. fishermen earn a

living. Presently, NMFS views its mission as managing the fisheries resources of the U.S.

However, its efforts have been ineffective. So, the organization should be eliminated, and

its treaty activities transferred to the Department of State (DOS).

3. National Ocean Service (NOSV This service grew from the Coast Survey

which tenuously dates back to the early 1800's. Its mission was to map navigable U.S.

waters. That job was finished 30 years ago, but the activity continues to grow and has

attracted several new "pork barrel" programs. These include coastal zone management,

global wanning, and coastal pollution management. The ocean and weather observation

program should become part of the new NWS and the rest of the programs should be

eliminated.
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4. OflFice of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research rOARV This service is new and

artificial. Oceanic and atmospheric program development and applied research belongs

in the NWS, and grants to universities and other organizations are not an appropriate

NOAA mission and should be transferred to the National Science Foundation (NSF) or

eliminated. Responsibility for "pure science" activities should reside in the National

Science Foundation (NSF); and unless NSF wants the 43 OAR laboratories, they should

be closed and their consultants and contractors fired.

5. National Environmental Satellite. Data, and Information Service rNF.sniSV

This is a new organizational element formed since satellite data have become essential to

weather forecasting. The maintenance of 3 GOES and 2 POLAR ORBITING satellites

that are now delivering data throughout the world is essential to weather forecasting.

However, NASA can satisfy these requirements, so no valid need exists for a separate

space agency in NOAA. Experience shows that NESDIS's performance has been poor,

and its operation has been unnecessarily expensive. The organization should be

eliminated, and responsibility for enviroimiental satellites should be transferred to NASA
with approximately $200 million of budget authority.

6. Other Programs- Other programs not included in I through S above should

be transferred to NWS, off-loaded to private sector sources or eliminated. NOAA policy

has evolved into creating a new program for each special weather problem that arises,

even though these should be a part of the overall NWS mission. Obviously, the purpose

of such a policy is to attract new funding. Following are some examples of such

programs: Acid rain. Global warming. Coastal ocean. Weather modification, and

Radioactive fallout. All are ill-conceived as appropriate programs for special attention;

they are only appropriate as continuing, low-funded research programs within a general

weather forecasting mission.

PROJECTED BUDGET FOR A RESTRUCTURED ORGANIZATION TO REPLACE
NOAA (millions)^

1993 Request First new year Second new year

Weather

Service $500 $500 $500

Satellite
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NOAA Corps

and Ship- $65 $45 $25 (to Coast Guard)

Aircraft $10 $5 $2(toFAA)

Admin. SfiQ Mi. $2Q (to Weather Service)

Total $1750 $1000 $750-800

RECOMMENDATIONS
The authors recommend that NOAA be abolished as an agency, and that the

present National Weather Service become the surviving organization. However, it should

become an independent agency and have the title: United States Weather Bureau. The

Organic Act of 1890 should be revised, and the new Weather Bureau should have a core

mission and a legal mandate to: provide weather warnings and forecasts for the

protection of the lives and property of all residents of the United States. Since loss of

lives and damage to property are generally caused by severe weather systems, the new

Weather Bureau should be totally responsible for the predictions of all extreme weather

events and for the dissemination of forecasts and warnings to the general public.

Continuation of existing NWS centers and field offices should be decided on whether or

not they are required to satisfy the core mission of protecting lives and property. All

other weather related programs and field activities that do not meet those criteria should

be off-loaded to the private sector or eliminated

E)efining all essential functions of an organization responsible for providing

accurate and timely forecasts and warnings to the general public must be done by

competent and unbiased individuals instead of self-serving bureaucrats. Some of the

factors that must be considered in developing specific functions are as following:

Specify responsibility and authority for collecting, distributing and analyzing

the data required for providing an effective forecasting and warning service,

Assure that the data or service is necessary for carrying out the mission,

Determine if data or service should be provided by government employees or

by contracting out,

Evaluate costs of data or service in terms of benefits to the core mission of

saving lives and property,

Establish criteria for defining eligibility of the recipients of data or services,

Establish criteria for defining the government's obligation to provide a specific

service, and

Develop a partaership with and assist private sector weather services

organizations in providing information and forecasts as commercial products

that are inappropriate for government to provide with federal funds.
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CONCLUSIONS
There are many others factors that must be considered in developing functions

and operational procedures for a new United States Weather Bureau. Therefore; the

mission, functions, authority, responsibihties, and operational procedures must be

defined clearly in order not to create another inefficient federal bureaucracy.

The authors have attempted to address all NOAA programs considered to be an

obligation of the federal government and that do provide a bona fide benefit to the

genera] public. However, we do believe strongly that the Federal Government does not

have an obligation to provide weather information and special forecasts with public funds

that only benefit special-interest groups. Furthermore, we do not believe that any

governmental organization should be permitted to provide products or services, even if it

is reimbursed, that are available from private sector sources. The function of government

is to govern - not to compete with private sector businesses.

We hope our proposal receives favorable consideration, and we will be

pleased to provide supporting analysis and additional background information.
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The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Mr. Knauss.

STATEMENT OF JOHN KNAUSS, FORMER ADMINISTRATOR OF
NOAA; PROFESSOR AND DEAN EMERITUS, GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF RI,

NARRANGASETT, RI

Mr. Knauss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Brown.
I was the NOAA Administrator, undersecretary of commerce for

oceans and atmosphere under President Bush. I have spent most
of my career as a university professor and administrator, and I was
fortunate enough to be a member of the Stratton Commission back
in 1968-69, appointed by President Johnson, where we, as has
been mentioned before, brought forth the recommendations that

brought together the various disparate parts of our Government to

form NOAA, that which we now see.

The Stratton Commission made the recommendation that NOAA
be an independent agency. President Nixon, who received those

recommendations, agreed that there should be a NOAA but was
not prepared to make it an independent agency. There was some
question as to whether it was going to go into the Department of

Commerce or the Department of Interior, and Commerce won out,

and that is where NOAA has been ever since.

Mr. Chairman, if I have one simple recommendation and mes-
sage to leave with you, it is that whatever happens to the Depart-
ment of Commerce, keep NOAA together. Where NOAA goes is less

important than keeping it as a single entity, whether it is in the

department of science, as you have suggested, whether it's an inde-

pendent agency, as the Stratton Commission suggested, and I un-
derstand that the Senate committee the other day, the Government
Operations Committee also reported out the dismantling of Com-
merce but keeping NOAA being an independent agency.
There are a number of reasons for this. The ocesins and atmos-

phere are a physically coupled system. It makes sense to keep in

a single agency that group of people who make the observations,

do the research, provide the services for the forecasting.

While I was Administrator of NOAA, I had an opportunity to

represent our country at the World Meteorological Organization as

well as the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. Without
exception, my colleagues from other countries in the western world
and Asia were generally envious of the fact that we in the United
States had in a single agency both the oceans and the atmosphere.
Not many other countries have that.

In reading the Chrysler bill, Mr. Chairman, I am concerned
about what the meaning of privatization is in this bill as it reflects

on a couple of the recommendations made in the bill. The bill rec-

ommends that the data centers be privatized. These modem, large

and very important data centers could be run by private contrac-

tors and NOAA could let the contract to the private contractors.

That makes reasonable sense if that is what the Government
wants to do.

But there is no way that those data centers can be self-support-

ing. It makes no more sense and is no more possible to make a self-

supporting data center than it is to have a self-supporting Library
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of Congress or a university research library where you make
enough money by lending out your books to pay for the cost of
maintaining the library.

I maintain that it is the Government's responsibility to maintain
those data centers, which are becoming of increasing importance.

I have the same concern about the privatization of NOAA's na-
tional research laboratories. Yes, they can be run by private
groups, they could be associated with universities, but the work
they do needs to be done. I believe it is a Grovernment responsibil-
ity to see that the research important to NOAA's mission be done,
and certainly in the past this Government has had, and NOAA in

particular has had, a fine record in terms of research that has pro-

duced useful results, whether it goes to tracking weather, the first

of the observations about the ozone hole in Antarctica, the recent
observations and increased understanding as to why ozone levels

are high and far away from urban areas, information on the de-
struction of fisheries habitat, the importance of non-point source
pollution. This is all work that has been done by NOAA labora-
tories and universities, and are important.
There are things that could be reduced in NOAA, and the bill

points out several of these. The specialized forecasts that are made
could be reduced. Certain promotion work in NOAA could be elimi-

nated. But I would only hope, Mr. Chairman, that if we do that,
there be a level playing field and that you get your colleagues on
the Agriculture Committees to do the same thing with respect to

efforts they make to push agricultural products otherwise.
Finally, weather stations could be closed, a certain number of

them. When I was in NOAA, we were trying to reduce the number
of weather stations from 314 to 114. That has gone very slowly. It

is as hard to close a weather station as it is to close an Army base.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, let me read my final statement.
If the decision is made to abolish the Department of Commerce,

NOAA, its largest single component, should be transferred in total

to another department or agency or made an independent agency.
Breaking up NOAA is a terrible mistake. Once a decision is made
as to where NOAA should go. Congress can decide what functions
it wishes to strip from NOAA and which functions, if any, it wishes
to privatize.

This bill, which breaks up NOAA and reorganizes the pieces,

does a major disservice to a well-run, competent organization
where the synergy of combining ocean and atmosphere functions is

well recognized and envied by our colleagues in much of the devel-

oped world.
Thank you, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Knauss follows:]
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Testimony before the US House Committee on Science

on the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act, H.R. 1756

September 12, 1995

John A. Knauss

I served as Undersecretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and

Administrator of NOAA (the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration) under President Bush. Most of my career has been as a

university professor and administrator, but I did serve as a member of the

Stratton Commission (the Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and

Resources) appointed by President Johnson that brought forth the

recommendations that led to the formation of NOAA. I am presently retired.

The Stratton Commission recommended that NOAA be an independent

agency. President Nixon, who came into office shortly after our report was

completed, accepted our concept of NOAA and what NOAA should include,

but not our recommendation of an independent agency. The final decision

of where to place NOAA was between Commerce and Interior. Commerce
won out.

I do not believe my role at this hearing is to argue the pros and cons of

abolishing the Department of Commerce. What I do wish to argue strongly

for is that if the Department of Commerce is abolished, NOAA be moved as

a whole to a new home. It could go to the Department of Interior as

President Carter and others once suggested. It could be an independent

agency as the Stratton Commission recommended. It could be combined
with EPA or NASA as others have suggested in the past. It could be part of

the Department of Transportation as Senator Stevens has recently suggested.

It could be part of a new Department of Science as Congressman Walker has

proposed. My personal preference continues to be that of the 1968 Stratton

Commission, make NOAA an independent agency. But, whatever is done,

keep NOAA together. Do not break it up.

I strongly believe this nation is well served by combining its ocean and

atmospheric services in a single agency. I found while NOAA Administrator

that many of my colleagues in Europe and Asia wished they had a similar

arrangement. Combining ocean and atmospheric observations, research,

services and forecasting in a single agency is becoming of increasing

importance as we move from the daily weather forecast to the seasonal and

longer range forecasts You can ignore ocean variability in making the

weather forecast for tomorrow. Good oceanic observations are critical to a

successful seasonal forecast. The importance of the ocean-atmosphere
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interactions was a key reason for the mix of functions the Stratton

Commission put into NOAA almost 30 years ago. It would be tragic to

break-up the ocean and atmosphere functions of NOAA now that our

increased understanding of such atmospheric-oceanic phenomena as El Nino

give promise to making significantly better seasonal and yearly climate

forecasts.

I believe NOAA could and should undergo the same detailed analysis of

function and costs as other agencies are presently undergoing. My concern

is that in the effort to abolish the Department of Commerce that you not

inadvertently break-up one of the better, more effective agencies of the

federal government.

***************************

I have several comments on NOAA functions that will be stripped from it or

significantly reduced by this bill.

Importance of Data Centers: I am concerned about the plans to privatize the

NOAA data centers as proposed in section 211(1)(1). Privatizing these

data archives is like privatizing the Library of Congress. It can be done if

what one means by "privatization " is for NOAA to let a contract with one or

more private companies to run the data centers. If, however, the implication

of "privatization" means these data archives will be economically self

sufficient by selling the data, the sponsors of this proposal simply do not

understand either the economics or the functions of these data archives. It is

no more possible for these data archives to become economically self

sufficient than for the Library of Congress, or a major university research

library, to pay for itself by charging lenders.

I believe it continues to be a federal responsibility to maintain the nation's

environmental data archives, just as it is a federal responsibility to support

the Library of Congress. These data archives are the largest, the most

complete and the most modem environmental data archives in the world.

They are becoming of increasing important as this nation becomes ever more

concerned about possible long term trends in our environment. You can

support these archives with civil service employees as is now the case, or

you can "privatize" them by letting contracts for the private sector to run

them. Either way, it continues to be a federal responsibility to support them.

NOAA's Research Function One strong implication from reading this bill is

that support for NOAA's research function will be severely reduced.

Reduced support for research would appear to be a trend throughout this
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Congress. I believe that is a terrible mistake. This Committee, of all

committees in Congress, should recognize the importance of scientific

research to the growth and well-being of this nation. The science that

NOAA supports in its laboratories, and in contracts and grants to scientists

in universities, has been, and continues to be, of considerable importance.

Recent contributions include improvements in our ability to track and to

forecast the path of hurricanes and the inception of tornadoes; the role of the

tropical Pacific ocean in controlling seasonal changes in our weather, the

role that polluted habitat plays in controlling the viability of a number of

important commercial species of fish, an explanation for the very low ozone
levels in the Antarctic stratosphere and the sometimes very high levels found

in rural areas far from an urban source, the role that non-point sources (for

example, urban run-off as distinguished from that which flows into our

estuaries through a sewer pipe) play in determining the level of pollution in

our estuarine and coastal areas. These are a few of the important societal

issues to which NOAA has made important, and in many cases defmitive,

contributions. This research has been done in both its in-house laboratories

and through its extra-mural support programs, such as Sea Grant.

Under H.R. 1756, NOAA's Environmental Research Laboratories will be

privatized. Again I come back to the question of what is meant by the term

"privatization." Does it mean that NOAA will only support extra-mural

research through universities and private industry? Does it mean that its fine

set of national laboratories will be run by universities or industry and the

same work will be done, only now these scientists will be in the private

sector and not civil servants? If it means the latter that is certainly possible,

although it could be gut wrenching to a number of very good scientists who
have dedicated their lives to the federal service. If, however, the implication

is that NOAA will no longer support the kind of research done at these

laboratories, that could be a disaster. NOAA has supported successful

research on important societal problems in the past. I would expect it to

continue to support the kind of work done in these NOAA laboratories

whether they are private or civil service laboratories.

NOAA's Role in Coastal Research: One type of NOAA research that will be

terminated under H.R. 1756 is coastal and estuarine research and assessment

[Paragraph 21 1 (g)]. The implication is that this work overlaps with that of

EPA and should be transferred to EPA. I question the degree of overlap, but

if Congress insists on shutting down this type of research in one agency or

another, I suggest it shut down EPA. I expect most university scientists

working in this field would concur. EPA is a regulatory agency. When I

was running NOAA I had to look three levels below the EPA Administrator

before I could find someone without a law degree. Bill Reilly tried, as have
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other EPA Administrators, but science and research are not well served in

EPA. We used to joke about EPA's "pollutant of the month." You cannot

do good science if you are continually being jerked around. EPA has great

difficulty in attracting and keeping good scientists. There are a number of

wonderful exceptions to that generalization, but if Congress insists on

eliminating coastal and estuarine research from one agency or another, this

nation would be better served to eliminate that function in EPA and

concentrate it in NOAA.

Program Elimination: Based on my experience in NOAA I believe there are

a number of NOAA programs that could be eliminated or reduced. H.R.

1756 has noted several. Under 21 1 (b), (c) and (d) there are proposals to

eliminate a number of government programs to promote fisheries products

[Termination of Fisheries Trade Promotion Program, for example] I agree

that these could be eliminated. I hope, however, that the playing field is

level and that the analogous programs for farm products are eliminated in the

Department of Agriculture. I also believe that at least some of the

specialized agricultural forecasts [listed under 21 1 (m) (2) (A)] could be

eliminated.

Navigational Charting and the NOAA Corps My interpretation of 21 1 (h) is

that in the process of eliminating the NOAA Corps nautical charting will be

privatized. When I was in NOAA we were about to let a contract to a

private company to do some nautical charting for us to determine as an

experiment (a) whether they could do the work to our standards and (b)

whether it was cost effective. There was an election and 1 left before that

experiment could be conducted. I believe such contracts have been let under

the Clinton administration. I would urge that before terminating the NOAA
Corps and privatizing all nautical charting that Congress do a little cost-

benefit analysis. The conventional wisdom is that it is always cheaper to

contract work out. This is not always the case. However these navigational

charts are produced, I assume they will continue to be official government

charts, since I question whether any private entity is prepared to take on the

liability that can be associated with publishing private, but official,

navigational charts. Those who go to sea are going to expect the same level

of accuracy and quality that has been associated with government

navigational charts since the days of Thomas Jefferson when the survey of

the coast began. Given the responsibility that I assume NOAA will continue

to have for the quality of these charts, I expect that NOAA will insist (I

know I would if I were still there) that there be something equivalent to

NOAA Corps oversight at various stages from data gathering to chart

production.
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Weather Station Closings: One possible cost reduction that is not included

in H.R. 1756 is the reduction in the number of weather stations. Our goal in

the weather service under President Bush was to reduce the number of

weather stations as we went about modernizing the service with better

computers, radars and weather observing instruments. Our plan for the new
weather service called for a reduction of the number of weather stations from

340 to 1 14 albeit many of the remaining ones would be larger. There would

be a reduction of about 300 full-time employees. We found closing small

weather stations almost as difficult as DOD has found closing military bases.

I am told that this Congress is no more enthusiastic in tackling this issue than

were the Congresses of the Bush Administration.

Division of Responsibility: Last, but not least, now that I am no longer in

government, let me bring up a part of H.R. 1756 that I find most

unattractive. One of the most annoying aspects of what was a generally

congenial relationship with Congress during my term in NOAA was the

need to get approval from Congress (more often senior staff) for even the

smallest organizational changes we in NOAA might wish to make. I did not

appreciate such micro management, believing as I did that those charged

with responsibility for the program were in a better position to know how to

most effectively run the organization. This bill makes some very sweeping

organizational changes in the various pieces of NOAA; for example, putting

the satellite service into the weather service and terminating the Office of

Oceanic and Atmospheric Research. I do not believe Congress should make
such recommendations. It is one thing to establish or abolish programs.

That is a Congressional prerogative. I believe you should leave it to the

Administration to determine how it can most effectively organize itself to

run the programs that Congress authorizes.

To Summarize: If the decision is made to abolish the Department of

Commerce, NOAA, its largest single component should be transferred in-

total to another department or agency, or made an independent agency.

Breaking up NOAA is a terrible mistake. Once a decision is made as to

where NOAA should go. Congress can decide what functions it wishes to

strip from NOAA, and which functions, if any, it wishes to privatize. This

bill, which breaks up NOAA and reorganizes the pieces, does a major
disservice to a well-run, competent organization where the synergy of

combining ocean and atmospheric functions is well recognized, and envied

by our colleagues in much of the developed world.
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The Chairman. Thank you very much. We appreciate your state-

ment.
Mr. Hallgren.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. HALLGREN, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY, WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. Hallgren. Thank you.

I was deeply involved in a variety of positions in NOAA, all relat-

ed to ocean and atmospheric prediction, and that is what I will

focus on today. In fact, I started as associate administrator and
gradually went down the ladder to director of the weather service

for the last decade.
The comments that I will give will be strictly personal and based

on that experience of 18 years at NOAA. I am not going to try to

do anything more articulate than John just did with regard to

keeping the atmospheric and oceanic prediction services together.

Let's not separate them, which is what I read would happen if you
had the bill that Mr. Chrysler has put forward as it is today. It has

just served us too well to separate these two activities.

ifVlso, I believe that this Nation has a superb public-private part-

nership between the National Weather Service and the private me-
teorological industry. I believe we have the best weather services

through these combined efforts of any nation in the world.

The mission of the weather service focuses on the safety of life

and the protection of property. The private sector focuses on the

dissemination of weather forecasts and warnings, and of course

that is why Mr. Chrysler discovered that 85 percent of the forecasts

that go to the public are from the private sector. That is the part-

nership we have developed over the years with the private sector.

In addition, the private sector of course provides a wide range of

value-added services.

The proposed new structure of the weather service, which, as

John just said, decreases the number of offices by well over a factor

of 2, almost the 3 that Paul Wolff called for. But that structure fo-

cuses on preparing severe weather and flood warnings and the as-

sociated public forecasts, and at the same time, recognizes and
takes into account that one of the most significant small-scale fore-

casting problems, that is, forecasting for short-term on a very fine

scale, is the aviation forecasts. These are the primary functions of

the field offices under the new structure of the weather service.

Of course, as John just said, the agricultural weather services,

which are not related to safety of life, would no longer be done by

the Government, and this is perfectly the way we had planned it

back in the mid-1980s.
So I am strongly recommending that we finish this moderniza-

tion of the weather service. We have already been reaping im-

proved warnings from the parts of it that have already been in-

stalled. Let's get on with it, let's get it finished. AWIPS has gone

much too slowly, and after we have finished with this, after we
have done something that was reinventing government 10 years

ago when it wasn't in vogue, then let's take stock and see whether
there are any additional changes that are required.
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For one time, let's finish something we started in Government in-

stead of just going along for a while and then changing directions.

Likewise with regard to the satellites. For over 25 years this Na-
tion operated both the civil and military polar meteorological sat-

ellite systems. Many of us knew that this wasn't the right way, it

was much more than was needed, and after many unsuccessful at-

tempts to merge the two systems we now have agreement. So let's

get on with that as well. It is reinventing government, it's shrink-

ing government, it is streamlining government. Let's get on with it.

But let's at the same time not forget those difficult years we had
when we tried to operate with only one geostationary satellite be-

cause of optimistic assumptions, of which I was part as director of

the weather service, in an attempt to reduce budgets in the early

1980s. So let's make sure we get on with these two programs, the

convergence of the polar meteorological satellites and of course
maintaining the two geostationary satellite system.

I also have trouble, as John Knauss said, with the idea of selling,

privatizing the data centers. The data in these centers come from
many countries around the world and also serve as world data cen-

ters under long-term arrangements.
Yes, in terms of requests, more than half come from the private

sector, but major users of these data are a wide range of scientists

working on a wide range of research problems and at the same
time focusing on some of the major environmental issues. We can't

make decisions on the basis of market value alone whenever we are

deciding what data to store.

I believe, and I served on both the global change committee at

the Academy and the data information system at the Academy and
cooperated and observed what was going on in the Government as

they developed a plan for a global change data information system.

It was a superb cooperative attitude there. Let's get on with that.

I believe, if we aggressively come up with a national plan in that

area, we can contain costs very easily of the centers and have much
better centers than we would have on any other basis.

With regard to the NOAA research laboratories, again they have
done some absolutely outstanding work. John has listed some of

that in his testimony. I would like to add a couple more. The Fore-

cast Systems Laboratory at Boulder played a key role in many fac-

ets of the risk reduction activities and the development activities

associated with the modernization of the weather service. The En-
vironmental Technology Laboratory has provided us the wind
profilers and a wide range of remote sensing devices. You just sim-

ply can't replace these.

I would also like to emphasize that almost every one of those lab-

oratories have worked with cooperative institutes in conjunction

with some major university. So we are getting that synergism that

you derive from working with universities already.

I don't believe that we would save an3^hing, and we would lose

a whole lot by privatizing them, whatever that means.
One thing that isn't even mentioned or I could not find as I read

H.R. 1756 was what happens to the Climate and Global Change
Program. This program has probably done, that is, in NOAA, this

program has done probably more than any single activity to foster

and support the combined study of the atmosphere and oceans. Re-
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cently, as a result of the multi years of effort which they led, which
NOAA led both nationally and internationally, we now have at

least the hope of developing a capability for seasonal and annual
forecasts, a tremendous achievement. Let's not lose that in the

process.
So, in summary, I would like to stress that we should, A, finish

those things that are reinventing Government, that were stream-
lining Government, namely, the modernization of the weather serv-

ice and the convergence of the polar meteorological satellite, and
think again as to how we can be more efficient and effective with
our research laboratories and data centers, but for sure let's not
just throw them out and destroy them.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hallgren follows:]
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I appreciate the opportunity to comment on H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce

Dismantling Act.

I was deeply involved in a variety of positions in the atmospheric and oceanic prediction

programs ofNOAA from its beginning in 1970 to 1988, initially as Associate Administrator for

Environmental Monitoring and Prediction and for my last decade at NOAA as Director of the

National Weather Service. I was at NOAA Headquarters about half of that period and the other

half I was in a line component, so I saw the operation from above and below. In light ofmy
experience and background, I will comment primarily on operational and research activities

related to environmental prediction and information services.

I am worried that H.R. 1756 does not recognize adequately that the atmosphere and ocean

must be studied as a single physical system; that the Weather Service modernization will not be

completed due to budget reductions and that the convergence of the civil and military polar

satellites will not materialize with the proposed budget levels. I believe that the proposals to

"sell" the Environmental Data Center and the Environmental Research Laboratories except for the

"weather" research are not realistic. Finally it is unclear what will happen to climate and global

change research if this act is passed.

The recognition that the atmosphere and ocean are inextricably linked was the driving

force that underpinned the formation ofNOAA. I believe that combining atmospheric and

oceanic science and services in NOAA has led to major advances of great national benefit. From
the beginning in 1970, the structure ofNOAA provided an opportunity to move forward more

effectively with air-sea interaction research, climate modeling (the Geophysical Field Dynamics

Laboratory was and still is the worid leader in climate modeling and developed the first ocean

model) and numerical prediction research. In addition, NOAA made it much easier to move
ahead with satellites and buoys to serve the needs of both atmospheric and oceanic prediction and

the CO2 monitoring network the world relies on today. More recently, the research effort to

develop a seasonal to annual prediction capability using coupled atmosphere/ocean models was

led nationally and internationally by NOAA with most line components playing a role under the

-1-
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leadership of the Office of Global Programs at Headquarters. With the need to better manage our

fisheries resources, NOAA provides an excellent structure to develop a capability to predict fish

stocks, building on the observation and prediction programs for the physical and chemical aspects

of the atmosphere and ocean. It would be a very serious setback to separate the atmospheric and

oceanic services and science. Much has been done and I believe with a vibrant NOAA great

strides will be made in the coming decade in all aspects of environmental prediction and

information services.

I believe this nation, through the combined efforts of the National Weather Service and the

private meteorological industry, has the best weather services of any nation in the world. This

public-private partnership is unique in the world. The mission of the National Weather Service is

centered on the safety of life and protection of property; the private sector focuses on the

dissemination of forecasts and warnings to the public and on the provision of value added

services.

The modernization of the National Weather Services focuses on improvements in public

forecasts and warnings and forecasts for aviation. The proposed new National Weather Service

field structure takes into account the common problems of preparing severe weather and flood

forecasts for the public and forecasts for aviation operations at or near airports. Both require

accurate short range forecasts of thunderstorms, strong winds, heavy rain etc. at very specific

locations — in meteorological terms, mesoscale forecasts.

I strongly recommend this nation complete the modernization of the Weather Service. We
have the new geostationary satellites in operation and over 100 NEXR.\D Doppler radar and

hundreds of automated Surface Observing Systems have been installed. The modernization plan

will reduce by roughly a factor of two the number of weather offices across the country. In fact,

maybe with a twinge of bias since I was very much involved in the planning of the modernization,

I believe the Weather Service was reinventing government ten years before it was in vogue. To

disrupt a decade of planning and implementation which has already improved severe weather and

flood warnings with an arbitrary budget cut is wrong and the best way I know to reduce the

effectiveness of government programs and further undermine confidence in government generally.

The right way is to complete the implementation of the modernization — AWIPS has proceeded

much too slowly ~ and then identify additional changes that may be possible and result in lower

costs.

For over 25 years the nation has operated separate civil and military polar meteorological

systems. Many of us in NOAA in the eariy '70's recognized that two complete polar systems were

not needed. Numerous unsuccessful attempts were made to merge the two systems. Now we

have agreement. Let's move forward and not jeopardize the new artangements with arbitrary

budget cuts. Also, let's not forget those difficult years when we operated with only one

geostationary satellite because of optimistic assumptions, which I contributed to as Director of the

Weather Service, on the operational life of satellites in an attempt to reduce budgets in the eady

80's. We now are starting to operate a two satellite configuration ~ one over the eastern Atlantic

and one over the western Pacific. Let's make sure the budget is adequate to keep a two satellite

configuration in operation.

I believe the proposal to "sell" the Climate, Ocean and Geophysical Data Center is unwise.

The data archived in these centers is used in a wide variety ofways by many different groups.
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The data in these centers comes from many countries and the Centers also serve as Worid Data

Centers under long term arrangements. It is important to note that the Centers focus almost

exclusively on archiving and making available the data to users. A number of private companies

and consulting meteorologists use the data to provide value added services. I think this is a very

wnse policy since it allows the market forces to operate.

Yes, in terms of numbers of requests, more than halfcome from the private sector. But

major users include research scientists working in many areas of research, especially on major

environmental issues. Decisions on which data is to be archived cannot be made solely or even

primarily on the basis of numbers of requests.

In the last few years I was a member of the National Research Councils's Panel on Data

Information Systems and the Committee on Global Change Research for which I served as liaison

to the federal agencies on data systems. I was impressed with the cooperative attitude and the

detailed program planning for a Global Change Data Information System that is underway.

Instead of "selling" the Data Centers, we should push forward aggressively with the interagency

planning. With this path, I believe we could contain costs and have data centers that would serve

the ftiture needs of this country.

The proposal to sell or privatize NOAA research laboratories except for the weather

research component in them does not make sense to me. The NOAA laboratories have made

major contributions to today's environmental prediction capability. A few examples are: a

hurricane numerical model and major components of the National Meteorological Center primary

numerical prediction model were developed at GFDL at Princeton, NJ; the understanding of many

aspects of hurricanes and small scale air-sea interaction comes from the Atlantic Oceanographic

and Meteorological Laboratory at Miami, Florida; the Doppler radar and interpretation of its

observation came, to a substantial degree, from the National Severe Storms Laboratory in

Norman, Oklahoma; the buoy and ocean measurements system, along with understanding of the

tropical atmosphere and ocean in the Pacific, comes from the Pacific Marine Environmental

Laboratory at Seattle Washington; the monitoring network for COj, the climate diagnostic

capability and the observational and scientific understanding of stratospheric ozone and low level

ozone, a growing problem, especially this summer, are the responsibility of the NOAA
laboratories in Boulder, Colorado. The Forecast System Laboratory has played a major role in

much of the development and many of the risk reduction activities for the modernization of the

National Weather Service and the Environmental Technology Laboratory has provided many

remote sensing capabilities for both the ocean and atmosphere. Very few of these activities would

be supported as private sector ventures. NOAA laboratories have been leaders in these fields for

many years. It is true other laboratories in other agencies have entered into these fields of study,

but this is very healthy since research moves forward more rapidly with greater innovation with

several groups of scientists active in an area of research.

I recognize that one could argue in favor of contracting out the laboratories to

universities. It is important to note that most NOAA laboratories have close affiliations with

universities such as those in Princeton, Miami, Norman, Seattle and Boulder. Very effective

relationships between the universities and laboratories have been developed informally and

formally through cooperative institutes. So probably the synergistic benefit of the laboratories

working with universities is in effect already being realized.
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We should not be tenninating NOAA's coastal and estuarine science programs. This

nation must move forward with a comprehensive science and assessment coastal program. The

future of this country is linked in a major way to our coastal and estuarine waters. We are now in

a position to be able to understand these vital components of our ecosystem and NOAA with its

Research Laboratories and overall structure should lead the national effort in cooperation with

other federal agencies, states, universities, etc. Solid and sound science and assessment programs

are needed to eliminate unnecessary, ineffective regulations and ensure when regulations are in

place that they are environmentally wise and cost effective.

In addition, it is essential to recognize that the Climate and Global Change Program has

done more than any other single activity to foster and support the combined study of the

atmosphere and ocean and more recently the land surface leading to a substantially enhanced

capability in the area of seasonal to annual predictions and better understanding of climate

variations on longer time scales. Both of these activities require the atmosphere and ocean be

treated as a single physical system. It is these types of programs that can lead to greater efficiency

and therefore more profit and higher productivity in this country without costly regulation. Ifwe

are wise in our ways of coping with climate variability primarily though adaptation, we can also be

wise in coping with climate change in a similar way. However, it is unclear what happens to the

Climate and Global Change Program in H.R. 1756.

In summary, let's keep together the operational and research activities for atmospheric and

oceanic prediction services. Let's not disrupt the modernization plans for the National Weather

Services and the convergence plan for Polar Meteorological Satellites. These two thrusts have

the same goals as H.R. 1756 — provide better services at a lower cost. And we should face the

fact that "selling" the Data Centers and Research Laboratories ofNOAA is not a practical

solution.
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Mr. Bartlett [presiding]. Thank you very much for your testi-

mony.
Mr. Smith.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL R. SMITH, PRESIDENT,
WEATHERDATA, INC., WICHITA, KS

Mr. Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As part of the debate regarding H.R. 1756, it is proper to con-

sider the role of NOAA in the 1990s and beyond. I speak from the

perspective of a small-business person in the commercial weather
industry. I am here today to urge Congress to adopt the language
of the NOAA authorization, H.R. 1815 into H.R. 1756, to amend for

the first time in 105 years the mission of the National Weather
Service. We support reform at NOAA not just because it would pro-

mote the growth of the private weather industry but because we
sincerely believe that it is in the best interest of our Nation to

downsize Government and to refocus NOAA.
For most of the 105-year history of the National Weather Service,

it has attempted to be all things to all people. The 1890 law estab-

lishing the National Weather Service, known as the Organic Act,

defined the mission of the National Weather Service very broadly,

and it has not been amended in 105 years.

In 1995, there is very real evidence that the National Weather
Service is being stretched too thin by operating in the all-things-

to-all-people mode and is in danger of inadequately performing the
missions for which the American people depend upon it the most:
data gathering, storm warnings, and weather forecasting.

In both the text and appendix A of my written testimony, I have
outlined some of the operations and forecasting problems of the
past year. I wish to stress that these are not cited to criticize or

embarrass the National Weather Service. Forecasting the weather
is always a difficult task and Mother Nature sometimes behaves in

ways that cannot be reasonably anticipated.

But we are certain that it was the expectation of Congress that
the quality of storm warnings and forecasts to the public would im-
prove when it authorized the modernization of the National Weath-
er Service. This improvement does not seem to have occurred. In

fact, it appears that significant problems are developing pertaining

to the forecasts and warnings of storms.
As an example of this point, I would like to direct your attention

to figure 1 of my testimony which deals with the 3-day outage of

the National Weather Service's news radars. The weather service

says it does not have enough spare parts to keep the new radars
running. So for 3 days at the height of the tornado season, these
radars were inoperative over parts of Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
and New Mexico, while wave after wave of tornadoes and severe
thunderstorms moved across the region.

Even though most of the tornadoes occurred at the southern
fringe of the outage, there were serious problems with the
warnings of at least some of these tornadoes. Had the severe out-

breaks occurred 100 miles farther north, the lack of radar coverage
could have been disastrous.
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Yet, in spite of this shortage of spare parts and other operational
problems, NOAA and the National Weather Service is expending
taxpayer funds in ways that do not benefit the public as a whole.

For example, it is sending 20-plus people from the weather serv-
ice and NOAA's forecast systems laboratory to support the Olym-
pics in Atlanta. The national severe storms lab in Oklahoma is

using taxpayer funds to develop weather work stations to compete
with those produced by private sector weather companies.
The regional climate centers, largely funded by the National

Weather Service, have provided snow tire marketing studies to an
automobile manufacturer, tailored services to electric utilities, and
other services in direct competition with private sector weather
companies.
Numerous examples of this type of NOAA-sponsored industry-

specific and business-to-business services are cited in my written
testimony in appendix C.

These services are being provided in spite of a 1990 policy state-

ment of the National Weather Service that says, and I quote, "The
NWS will not compete with the private sector when a service is

currently provided or can be provided by commercial enterprises
unless otherwise directed by applicable law."

It is clear from the examples I have cited that this policy is

sometimes not taken seriously by NOAA.
The commercial weather industry believes it is in the national in-

terest to define the mission of NOAA and the National Weather
Service in the way that makes the most sense in the 1990s.

If you will turn to figure 2 of my testimony, we recommend that
the National Weather Service be focused on a core set of missions
that would provide the maximum benefit to the taxpayer while cre-

ating an environment where private weather sector companies can
do what they do best: provide innovative services to business and
industries
The center of the mission of NOAA must be the collection of raw

meteorological and environmental data upon which all weather
forecasts and storm warnings are based. The recent threats by
NOAA to cut off data to the private sector are, we believe, both
misguided and unfortunate. If NOAA is not in the business to col-

lect and distribute environmental data, then what is its mission?
In a similar manner, atmospheric modeling is generally agreed

to be a Federal function. These computerized simulations of the at-

mosphere are increasingly the basis of weather forecasts and storm
warnings by both the weather service and the private sector. While
commercial weather companies provide business-to-business cite-

specific storm warnings, we recommend that storm warnings for

the general public continue to be provided by the NWS. This is be-

cause certain types of storm warnings, such as those for hurricane
and fiood, require the evacuation of large numbers of people requir-

ing the coordination of Government at several levels.

In the past 6 months I have been asked by several Members of

the House and Senate whether the private sector could take over
weather forecasts for the general public other than those that per-

tain to storms. The answer is clearly "y^s." When you look at

U.S.A. Today, the Washington Times, the Washington Post, those
weather forecasts come from the private sector. Perhaps 85 percent
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of the forecasts the pubHc receive come from private sector weather
companies.
But the position of the commercial weather industry is that the

National Weather Service continue to provide broad general fore-

casts for the general public. But economic sector and user-specific
services, nurnbers 5 and 6 in my examples, should clearly be
turned over to the private sector. Federal funds should be spent
keeping radars operating and flying hurricane-hunter aircraft into
storms rather than providing corporate welfare activities, such as
specialized services to air freight companies, large agribusiness
companies, electric utilities, and others.
By adopting the language of H.R. 1815 to refocus the national

weather service mission on the general public, the new weather
service will have the greatest benefit to the taxpayer while giving
the commercial weather industry a measure of protection against
unfair competition from NOAA and the organizations it sponsors.
We also recommend to Congress that NOAA be forbidden from

withholding any of its data from private sector weather companies
and to continue the current policy of charging only the incremental
costs on the fees it charges for the data it collects.

I wish to thank the members of this committee for inviting me
to share my views of the commercial weather industry regarding
the future of NOAA and the National Weather Service in particu-
lar. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:!
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THE MISSION OF NOAA AND THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN THE 1990'S
AND BEYOND

Michael R. Smith
Certified Consulting Meteorologist

President
WeatherData, Incorporated

Wichita, Kansas

Representing the Commercial Weather Services Association
Washington, D.C.

NOAA and the National Weather Service generally attempt to be "all things to all

people." This is because the mission of the National Weather Service as defined in

the 105 year old "Organic Act of 1890" was defined in very broad terms.

In this era of tight Federal budgets, it no longer makes sense for the National Weather
Service to continue to operate in this way. The danger of not redefining the National

Weather Service's mission to reflect the reality of the 1990's is that the NWS will be
stretched so thin that it will fail to provide quality services to the general public. There

are already indications that this is occurring:

• The National Weather Service was criticized by the City of Dallas for

inadequately warning of the flash flood which killed 18 people in April,

1995.

• For three days from June 1-3, 1995, four of the NWS' new WSR-88D radars

("NEXRADs") in the tornado belt were out of service due to a lack of spare

parts as wave after wave of tornadoes and severe thunderstorms moved
across the region (see Figure 1).

• The accuracy of the National Weather Service's tornado watches and
warnings, by some measures, has been dropping.

There are numerous other examples which could be cited, some of which are included

in Appendix A.

The above examples are not cited to criticize or embarrass the National Weather

Service. They are cited to illustrate the need for the National Weather Service to

focus its resources and efforts in performing the functions that benefit the largest

numbers of taxpayers, i.e., the general public.
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How should the National Weather Service's mission be defined? In addition to basic

scientific research, I propose that the National Weather Service collect raw

meteorological data, operate computer models of the atmosphere and create

generalized storm warnings and weather forecasts for the public. I have attempted to

illustrate this mission in Figures 2-4.

The raw meteorological data (mission #1 in Figures 2-4) is needed by every weather

forecaster, government or commercial, to make weather forecasts, storm warnings and

related environmental products. By treaty, this is an obligation of the Federal

government and is NOAA's most basic and important function. We believe that recent

threats by NOAA to limit both the collection of data and its availability (for example, the

letter from Dr. James Baker, August 11, 1995) are both misguided and unfortunate. If

the collection and dissemination of environmental data is not the mission of NOAA,
what is?

Operation of the computer models (mission #2), which are increasingly used to

forecast the weather, is also a governmental function because of their worldwide

nature, requiring the coordination of governmental weather services throughout the

world.

We urge Congress to provide adequate funding for the infrastructure of the National

Weather Service. Without accurate raw data and realistic computer models neither the

National Weather Service nor commercial meteorologists can provide quality weather

forecasts and storm warnings.

The private sector provides storm warnings tailored to the needs of individual

businesses and has the expertise to provide storm warnings to the general public as

well. However, the commercial weather industry believes that storm warnings for the

general public should continue to be provided by the government. This is because

certain types of storm warnings (such as hurricane warnings) involve the evacuation of

large numbers of people requiring a coordinated effort of govemment at several levels.

We recommend that forecasts and warnings of storms for the general public (mission

#3) continue to be a function of the National Weather Service.

In the case of day to day weather forecasts ("partly cloudy tomorrow," mission #4), this

function can be provided by either the National Weather Service or commercial

weather companies. Indeed, most Americans already receive their day 1q day weather

forecasts from private industn/ (please see Appendix B). The commercial weather

industry is certainly not opposed to the National Weather Service continuing to provide

forecasts for the general public. However, if the Congress wishes to save additional
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monies, the private sector weather companies are willing and able to provide

weather forecasts for the general public.

With regard to missions #5 and #6, Industry-Specific and User-Specific Weather
Services, these should clearly be turned over to the private sector. There is no

justification for the Federal govemment continuing to subsidize this type of "corporate

welfare." Appendix C is a list of just a few of these services funded, directly or

indirectly, by the taxpayer. AN of these services can be provided by commercial
weather companies.

The language of H.R. 1815, including section B, is needed to focus the National

Weather Service on its core mission. By doing so. the taxpayer's investment in the

meteorological infrastructure would be leveraged in the most efficient way possible

resulting in the greatest benefit for both the general public and the economy of the

United States.

If H.R. 1815 becomes law, the United States will see rapid growth in the commercial

weather industry. Why is this of benefit to our Nation as a whole? Consider the

following weather-related products and services that we take for granted in our daily

lives:

Color weather radar

Color weather satellite imagery

Colorized newspaper weather maps and forecasts

Dynamic, animated television weather graphics

These innovations of the last 15 years have revolutionized the way we view the

weather, yet none of these were developed by the government. All were innovations

of the commercial weather industry. Figures byW J. Maunder indicate that literally

billions of dollars would be saved by businesses with accurate and appropriately

tailored weather information. If the commercial weather industry grows, new
innovations will help American business and industry operate in a more efficient and

safe manner.

The commercial weather industry is comprised of more than 100 companies across

the United States (see Appendix D for a list of members of the Commercial Weather

Services Association). Every one of them is a "small business" as defined by the

Federal government. But the growth of our industry has been hampered by what we
consider to be unfair competition from NOAA.
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I would like to cite two examples. Additional examples are in Appendix B.

Support of the 1 996 Olympic Games in Atlanta

The National Weather Service and NOAA's Forecast Systems Laboratory

will send more than 20 people and will devote considerable scarce

Federal resources to provide on-site weather services dedicated to the Olympic

Games. In the past, commercial weather companies have provided

services to the Olympics. Commercial weather services cannot compete
with taxpayer-funded, dedicated, on-site services such as these.

Weather Workstation

NOAA's National Severe Storms Laboratory has created a meteorological

workstation for the electric utility industry which is designed to compete
with those offered by commercial weather companies such as WeatherData,

Incorporated; WSI. Inc.; Kavouras, Inc.; Accu-Weather, Inc. and others. There is

fierce competition among commercial weather companies to create better

and better workstations at lower costs to the ultimate benefit of businesses.

We accept the sometimes harsh realities of the marketplace. But we cannot

compete with workstations that are developed using taxpayer dollars and
taxpayer resources.

In 1990, the National Weather Service, with the best of intentions, issued "The

National Weather Service and the Private Weather Industry: A Public-Private

Partnership" policy statement on the Weather Service/Private Sector roles. The stated

goal of the statement is "a partnership which enhances total service to the American
public, government and industry." The Statement reads in part,

"The NWS will not compete with the private sector when a service is currently

provided or can be provided by commercial enterprises, unless otherwise

directed by applicable law."

Unfortunately, in addition to the examples cited above, there have been numerous
times when the the policies outlined in the Statement have not been followed. For

example, specialized forecasts for Airborne Freight, snow tire marketing studies for

Ford Motor Company and numerous other forecasts, products and projects have been
conducted in violation of both the letter and spirit of the policy since it was adopted.
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On February 3, 1995, NOAA went so far as to conduct a "customer satisfaction survey"

of its "customers." Included were the following questions:

• What did you think about the cost of the (NWS) information services or data

products?
• Would you be willing to pay for those information services or data products?

• Have you used any of the specialized services or products from the National

Weather Service within the last 12 months?
• Why did you choose the National Weather Service to obtain these services

or products?
• Are there any products or services that the National Weather Service does

not provide that you would lil<e to purchase? (emphasis added)

It is clear from these questions that the National Weather Service was or is considering

expanding its "business to business" weather services. Whether it actually does so or

not, the constant threat of NOAA and the National Weather Service offering taxpayer-

subsidized services has a chilling effect on the management of our businesses and

our ability to expand and grow.

We urge the Committee to adopt the language from the Policy Statement cited above,

which is already official National Weather Service policy, and which is included in H.R.

1815 to prevent unfair competition with our industry.

By mandating that NOAA must devote its resources to weather services for the general

public, basic scientific research, etc., an environment will be created which will allow

the commercial weather industry to rapidly expand, thus creating jobs and generating

tax revenues and allowing American businesses to derive the benefits of new and

better sources of weather information.

Some, especially in agribusiness, have expressed concern that commercial weather

companies are not able to provide these tailored weather services. As illustrated in

Figures 5 and 6, not only can commercial companies provide agricultural weather

services, more than 35 companies already do! "Soybean Digest" referred to this

competition as "Network Weather Wars." Once freed of the threat from unfair taxpayer-

subsidized competition, there will be an explosion of entrepreneurial initiative which

will provide an even larger array of customized weather services for business.

The non-competition language in H.R. 1815 is essential to the future growth of the

commercial weather industry! Without it, our industry cannot reach its full potential.
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Farm Dayta Weather Network, Inc.
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H.R. 1756 contains language which seems to encourage user fees, specifically,

Section 214. It says, "It is the sense of the Congress that the head of each agency that

performs a function vested in the agency by this Act should, wherever feasible, explore

and implement user fees for the provision of services in the performance of that

function to offset operating costs."

We believe that this language is contrary to language elsewhere in Representative

Chrysler's bill to abolish the Department of Commerce and the Paperwork Reduction

Act (RL 104-13) contained in the Contract with America and signed into law by

President Clinton.

There are certain instances when user fees make a great deal of sense. For example,

the use of a campsite at a National Park requires maintenance and labor on the part of

the Federal government. The more people that use the campsite, the more labor and

maintenance are required.

The same is not true for data. Data can be used over and over again. Reuse does not

diminish data, it actually enhances its value.

Our industry is nol opposed to NOAA charging us its incremental cost to distribute

beyond NOAA the data it collects. This is the current policy. In 1994, my company,

WeatherData, Incorporated, directly paid NOAA $18,455.00 in fees for data. If the

current pace continues in 1995, the figure for the year will be in excess of $20,000.

This does not include our share of the fees that NOAA charges for access to its WSR-
88D radars. By next year, the four primary NEXRAD suppliers will be paying NOAA
approximately $ 1 million for the privilege of connecting to the radars and the data they

produce.

We believe that Congress, in order to get the full value of the taxpayer's huge

investment in the Modernization of the National Weather Service, should adopt

policies that encourage rather than restrict the use of this data.

We request that Congress consider adding language to this bill which requires the

National Weather Service to make all data, forecasts and products which it makes
available to its field offices available to commercial meteorologists. There have been

numerous examples of the NWS withholding products from the private sector such as

"Storm Relative Velocity" data from the WSR-88D radars (the single most useful

product to detect and warn of tornadoes), Wind Profiler data (NOAA statement of June

11, 1990), flash flood guidance, satellite rainfall estimates, satellite interpretation

291
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messages and many others. This concern is especially acute in view of the recent

comments by NOAA officials about cutting off data to the private sector that i mentioned

earlier.

\Ne respectfully suggest that Congress adopt language which encourages the widest

possible use and availability of meteorological and environmental data. This

includes user fees that are set at a rate no higher than the incremental cost of

distributing the data and requiring the National Weather Service to make available to

the private sector all raw data and all of the products that it distributes to its field

offices.

In summary, the commercial weather industry recommends:

• That Congress define the mission of the National Weather Service

as collecting data, operating the computer models and providing

generalized storm warnings and forecasts for the general public.

• That Congress restrict, by law, the National Weather Service from

operating outside of its core mission in order to insure that taxpayer

funds are spent to benefit the public as a whole.

• That Congress encourage the use of the data generated by NOAA
and the National Weather Service and to mandate that the National

Weather Service make all of its data and products available to the

commercial weather industry. This will leverage the taxpayer's investment

in the NWS Modernization in the most efficient and cost-effective way

Thank you for considering the views of WeatherData, Incorporated and the commercial

weather industry in this matter.
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The following are some recent indications that the National Weather Service, because
it is stretched too thin attempting to be all things to all people, may be in danger of not

providing quality services to the general public.

• "City storm study faults SW Bell, weather bureau", Dallas Morning-News,
May 17, 1995

• "Accuracy of National Weather Service's tornado watches and warnings, by
some measures, has been dropping." Based on figures from the National

Severe Storms Forecast Center, Kansas City, July 1995
• June 1-3, 1995 Doppler Radar Outage at Dodge City, KS; Amarillo, TX;

Clovis, NM and Frederick, OK (See Figure 1) Lack of spare parts was cited

as the reason for the extended outages of these radars at the height of the

severe storm season.

• June 7 - July 8, 1995 in four separate situations, the NWS in Kansas did not

forecast rain or thunderstorms to occur. Within 2 to 6 hours after the

forecasts were issued major thunderstorms developed. In three situations

(June 7, July 2 and July 8) these thunderstorms caused significant property

damage and/or flooding.

• 17 inches of unforecast snow in Boulder, CO, American Meteorological

Society Meeting, Dallas, TX, January 1 995

Weather fc "^casting is difficult in the best of situations. These examples are cited not

to embarrass the National Weather Service but to highlight the need for the National

Weather Service to concentrate on its core mission of forecasting the weather and
providing storm warnings for the general public.
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From Where Do Americans Get Their Weather Information?

Please consider the following facts pertaining to the State of Kansas (which is a

medium size state).

All major network television stations in Kansas empby one or more in-house

meteorologists.

KPTS (PBS). Channel 8, in Wichita employs a commercial weather company for on-air

forecasts.

In Wichita at least seven radio stations have their own meteorologists.

The Kansas Ag (radb) Network has in-house meteorologists.

The local telephone weather recordings in Wichita (the public has the choice of two) are

both done by private industry. WeatherData, Incorporated will be providing the weather for

one of them in the near future.

The Wichita Eagle , Kansas City Star , and Lawrence Journal-World use WeatherData,

Incotporated for their weather forecasts.

Associated Press employs one of our competitors to provide weather forecasts and

graphics used by smaller newspapers.

Western Resources, Kansas City Power and Light and Utilicorp United use WeatherData to

plan electric and gas loads and to plan for storms. WestPlains Energy uses one of our com-

petitors.

The Kansas Department of Transportation and Kansas Turnpike Authority both use a

commercial weather company to provide wamings of snow and ice and monitor the

condition of the pavement.

Many counties and municipalities in Kansas use commercial weather companies for weather

information that affects maintenance and snow rentoval.

The agri-weather servrces used by farmers such as DTN, Farm Dayta and Knight-Ridder all

have either in-tK)use meteorologists or use commercial weather companies.

The Santa Fe, Southern Pacific and Kansas City Southern Railroads receive track specific

storm wamings and weather forecasts from WeatherData, Incorporated. The Burlington

Northem and Union Pacific Railroads use one of our competitors.

Northwest, DeKa, American arxi United Airlines have in-house meteorology departments.

United Express (Air Wisconsin) subscribes to one of our competitors as do a number of

other airlines which serve our state.

A similar listing could be compiled for any other state. Commercial weather

companies are the source used by the general public and business for an

increasing percentage of their weather information.
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Examples of National Weather Service and NOAA activities which compete wn
commercial weather companies.

Announced it will send 20+ personnel to support the Olympics in Atlanta,

CWSA, Weather Industry News, December 19, 1994

Supported the U.S. National Hot Air Balloon Championship, Central

Region News, June 30, 1 995

Reformatted products specifically for The Weather Channel™, Central

Region News, 1995

Distributed press releases for The Weather Channel™, Central Region

News, 1995
Provided personalized weather briefings to the Kemper Open outside

Washington, DC
Golf Tournament, Special Weather Statement, Denver, CO, August 21, 1992

Participated in the Transglobal Balloon Project, CWSA Examples of

Government Competition, July 27, 1995

Provided specialized forecasts to Airborne Freight, Letter from Airborne

Freight, April 12, 1995
Began the "Wide Area Weather Information Network Service" designed

to compete with private-sector weather companies, Washington

Post . December 5, 1994

Did a "market research" study of its customers. United States Department

of Commerce, letter dated February 3, 1995

Issued a "special weather statement" for an investor-owned electric plant,

Special Weather Statement, Topeka, KS, June 7, 1993

Issued a severe thunderstorm warning for the Woodlands Race Track,

a for-profit, parimutuel horse and dog track

Snow tire marketing study for Ford Motor Company, High Plains Climate

Center, "Climatic Resources Available", November 1994

Tailored forecasts for Tucson Electric Company, Western Regional Climate

Center, "Climatic Resources Available", 1993 - 1994

Temperature surveys for Lincoln Electric Company High Plains Climate

Center, "Climatic Resources Available", November 1994

Ran taxpayer-subsidized advertisements in Weatherwise magazine for

their services, Weatherwise magazine, August/September 1993

Developed "1-900-288-CHART" to compete with private industry

Numerous other examples could be cited.
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Commercial Weather Services Association
655 Fifteenth Street, NW • Suite 310 • Washington, DC 20005-5701

Telephone 202-546-6993 • Fax 202-546-2121

Current CWSA Members

Accu-Weather
AtmosDheric Information Svstems

Baron Services Coro.

Bruce Meteoroloaical Services. Inc.

Central Weattier Service. Inc.

CNN InternatiorKJl Weather
Concurrent Comouter Coro.

EarthSot

ENFO. Inc.

Fairweather Forecastina

Fleet/Comou-Weather
Fox Weather

Freese-Notis Weather, Inc.

HYDROMET
Jeooesen Data Plan

Kniaht-Ridder/Global Weather Sendees
Locus Weather

MAR, Inc.

MESO, Inc.

Met-Tech Meteoroloaical Technoloaies
MeteoQUEST. Inc.

Micro Forecasts

New Enaland Meteoroloaical Service

Noble Denton Weather Services

Northern Video Graohics
Northwest Weathernet. Inc.

OceanWeather. Inc.

Ontario Hvdro
Roemer Weother, Inc.

Solar Liaht Co., Inc.

SoaceCom Svstems
Stormfax. Inc.

Stroteaic Weather Services

Unisvs Weather Information Services

Weather Services Corooratlon
WeatherBanIc Inc.

WeotherOata. Inc.

Weathernews Inc. Oceanroutes
WeatherVision

Wels Research Coro.
WideSoread

Wilkens Weather Technoloaies Division

ZedX. Inc.
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The Chairman [presiding]. Very good. Thank you all for your tes-

timony. It is very helpful. It helps give us a little bit of a sense of

direction here.

Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I consider all of this testimony to be extremely enlightening, and

I want to thank all of the witnesses for presenting their views here
this morning.
Mr. Smith, I have here in my hand, to use an old phrase, a com-

munication from the weather channel, which also distributes quite

a bit of weather news. They seem to take issue with some of your
statements.
They say, for example, the observation network and the forecast-

ing and warning infrastructure, which the NWS manages, is a le-

gitimate function of the Federal Government and so on. This is in

response to questions which I sent to a number of people in the pri-

vate weather service business.
You appear to be purporting that your views represent the pri-

vate weather service industry, and I am sure that it does to a con-

siderable extent, but not knowing much about it, could you indicate

to me the scope of the private weather system business and wheth-
er there is some diversity in their point of view?
Mr. Smith. Well, certainly. First of all, in using the examples you

cited, the infrastructure of the weather service and the storm
warnings that you cited in the weather channel's letter, that actu-

ally supports my testimony. We are not in favor of changing the
infrastructure for data collection of the National Weather Service
or storm warnings. So we are in complete agreement on that point.

In terms of the commercial weather industry, you have to re-

member that the weather channel is a user of the National Weath-
er Service products. It is generally not what we consider to be part
of the commercial weather industry that creates its own forecasts

and sells them to business and industry. The weather channel is

in the business of providing a mass media service to the general
public, and as such is not part of the commercial weather industry

as we define it.

Mr. Brown. Well, I am learning some of these nuances of the
business. In the past, my intervention in National Weather Service

activity has generally been to stop them from getting out of certain

things that they do, like agricultural and other specialized weather
forecasts because of tremendous constituent interest in maintain-
ing these services.

Now, I know that there are private forecasters who can provide

this service, and I tell my constituents that you can buy it from a
private forecaster, but they say that they prefer to get it for noth-

ing from the National Weather Service. [Laughter.] I can under-
stand that. You prefer to get your data for nothing from the Na-
tional Weather Service.

Mr. Smith. No, sir, that's not true. In fact, if you look at my tes-

timony, you will see that my company will pay the National Weath-
er Service in excess of $20,000 in user fees this year.

Mr. Brown. Is that a fee based upon the cost of reproduction of

the data?
Mr. Smith. It is the incremental cost of communicating the data.
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Now, with regard to agriculture, I thought that might come up
today. I prepared a list of just some of the resources available to

farmers for agricultural weather information.
Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mr. Smith. There are more than 35 companies involved in agri-

cultural weather, and the typical price of one of these systems that
goes into your home or farm operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, is between $1.30 and $1.80 per day.
Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mr. Smith. So we are not talking about very much cost in order

to get this weather from a private weather company 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week.
Mr. Brown. Yes. Well, believe it or not, I am not really trying

to take strong issue with your position. If we could provide an ade-
quate level of service to all of the industry user groups or the var-

ious user groups as a private service, I would prefer it that way.
We have sought to move in that direction.

But there are some problems. There are, for example, when we
tried to privatize the data from LANDSAT, which is sort of like the
weather service in the sense that it gives you information about
what is on the surface of the Earth, not necessarily meteorological
but other kinds of data, we run into a tremendous problem in prop-
erly pricing the data that we get because there are researchers who
use that data that want to pay a minimal amount for it, there are
others, private corporations, who need it very badly and can afford

to pay more for it. Then, of course, there are some who would like

to get it for free.

We haven't got the magic formula yet, and I am looking for input
as to how we could do that. Would you be willing to pay for part
of that $1 billion or so that the weather service has to put into

managing satellites and so forth in order, to have access to all that
data?
Mr. Smith. Well, please don't take my response the wrong way,

but as both an individual and corporate taxpayer, I feel we are al-

ready contributing to that $1 billion fee. We believe the data be-

longs to the taxpayers as a whole, not to the National Weather
Service. Plus we pay user fees, as I mentioned, in excess of $20,000
to NOAA to convey that information to us.

Mr. Brown. Well, if you are a major part of the private weather
service and you're paying $20,000, you are not paying a lot for that
investment that the weather service is making.
Mr. Smith. Well, but that is over and above the taxes I pay both

as a corporation and as an individual.

Something else, as I mentioned in my testimony, that $20,000
figure does not include our share of what we pay for the NEXRAD
program. That is a separate user fee that is in excess of a million
dollars a year in total.

So there are some significant user fees being generated by
NOAA.
On the subject of user fees, let me make one general comment.

When someone uses a campsite at a national park and when that
campsite is used over and over again, damage to the campsite can
occur, and of course it's appropriate to charge a user fee.
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But in the case of data, data doesn't diminish the more often it's

used; in fact, it becomes more valuable the more often it is used.

I would urge the Congress to adopt user fees based on the incre-

mental cost to encourage people to use the data paid by the tax-

payer to leverage the taxpayers' investment so that the maximum
good is derived from it.

Mr. Brown. Well, 1 think in general we can agree with that prin-

ciple, but you still haven't answered the question of how we meet
the overhead costs. We have that same problem with the Census,
for example. We spend hundreds of billions acquiring census data
and then distributing it to anybody that wants it for the cost of dis-

tribution.

Now, if we are really going to avoid corporate subsidies by the
Federal Government, we have to figure out how we can get more
of that cost recovery in a fair and equitable way. I don't quite see

in your testimony how you are suggesting that.

The Chafrman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. Bartlett.

Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much.
From how many different sources do we get weather data? I

know the military gets weather data. You mentioned two types of

satellites, the stationary satellites and the polar orbital satellites.

From how many different sources do we get satellite weather data,

and who is paying for those sources?
Mr. Hallgren. Well, that's a fairly broad question. But let's take

the satellites. First of all, when you look at it on a global basis, be-

cause you have to have global information to make forecasts for

more than a couple of days, even for the central part of the United
States. There are five geostationary satellites that are operated
around the world. Right now two of them are operated by the Unit-

ed States, one by Europe, one by Japan, and one by India, although

we don't get every last bit of data from it.

In the polar orbiting satellites, we have, as I mentioned, the

polar meteorological satellites operated by the Department of De-

fense and the NOAA here, and they average about four satellites

if everything is going perfectly. That is what Jim Baker has re-

cently achieved the idea of converging into these.

Throughout the world we have the radars in this country that

are operated primarily by the National Weather Service, the dopp-

ler radars that you have heard. There are all kinds of surface sta-

tions across the country that are operated by a great number of

people. For example, FAA is involved in that, DOD is involved in

it, the National Weather Service is involved in it. In fact, many of

the precipitation gauges are operated by the Corps of Engineers

and so forth.

So it has been put together by a wide variety of different groups,

and that has been, frankly, the strength of it. People had to have
observations like from controlling reservoirs and the Corps of Engi-

neers put those data in place. Somebody else needed it for aviation

observations, they put it in place.

Let me say that I do have, I think, an answer for you. Congress-

man Brown, as to how to function. You don't start by saying the

weather service is in charge of acquiring data. You start by saying

what is the mission of the weather service? You all in the policy
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positions in the Administration and the Congress decide on what
is the mission of the weather service. Hopefully, you will think that
through very carefully because one big part of it is safety of life,

which I believe is the fundamental responsibility of the govern-
ment.
The second thing then comes. What data is needed in order to

carry out that mission? I believe the government should acquire
the data to carry out that mission in a quality way and not one bit
more data than that, in other words, to meet the mission.
Then those data that are required to carry out the mission of the

government should be made available to the private sector on a
marginal cost basis. It's clean, you don't have arguments as to

whether or not now the government should acquire data because
somebody else needs it, and so forth. They only acquire data for

their mission, and those data, because it is a government mission,
would be paid for by the taxpayers' money. I think that is a per-
fectly fair way of doing it.

Also, we wouldn't have to get into all this stuff about whether
a commercial company can do it or what. Just make the decision
as to what the government is supposed to do, what is the Grovem-
ment mission? It will all flow from there, and then the private sec-

tor can make their decisions as to what services they provide in a
very clean way.
This thing is not complicated, to me, unless I am too old and

naive to understand it. Thank you.
Mr. Bartlett. An ex-President who served before we had sat-

ellites expressed his philosophy of what government ought to do as
the government should do for its citizens only what they cannot do
for themselves. I think if that that was a good philosophy then, it's

a good philosophy now. Of course, we are now in the process of de-
termining what citizens can collectively do for themselves apart
from government and what government needs to do.

You indicated that we have meteorological data from a variety of
sources, from the military, from FAA, from private sources, from
the weather service. Does all of this data get into a common data
pool which is available to everyone?
Mr. Hallgren. Yes, it does. First of all, it is distributed around

the world so all nations share the data. This Nation shares its data
with other nations, and they share their data with us. When I was
permanent representative to the World Meteorological Organiza-
tion, that was the primary function we tried to achieve in our
meetings, to make sure that this sharing goes on.

Yes, right now the weather service tries to bundle that in a vari-

ety of services that Mike was referring to and provide it to the gov-
ernment, this type of circuit, that type of a circuit, and that is how
he gets his data and that's how he pays his $18,000 or $20,000 a
year.

Mr. Bartlett. I know my time is up, but just one final question.
How much duplication is there? Does the military collect essen-
tially the same kinds of data that others are collecting, or do they
have unique requirements? Do their requirements differ?

Mr. Hallgren. If you said the same kind of data, yes. Lots of
places are measuring wind, but you have to have a network across
the country. I would say that the one area where there was dupli-
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cation in my opinion, and I know not everyone agrees with me, is

in the polar meteorological satellites, but I feel that Baker, et al.

did a good job in starting on a path to clean that up.

Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHArRMAN. Mr. Olver.

Mr. Olver. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My apologies for having heard only really, I guess, the testimony

of three of the people, and I have tried to catch up by reading a
little bit backward in what some of the others have said.

One thing I get is I think you either directly said, or in written

form, I believe three of the five of you have indicated that you real-

ly believe that NOAA, the functions of the National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration should remain in one unit.

Do all of you agree to that? I see two nods there. If there are

Federal functions in those, is there anybody who disagrees with
that, and could somebody tell me why, if you do disagree?

[No response.]
Mr. Olver. Then going back to Mr. Watkins, in your testimony,

you, I think, are the only person in this group who has been an
actual Secretary of a Cabinet-level agency, namely, the Department
of Energy. Do you see any reason for these to be associated in the

Department of Energy?
Admiral Watkins. Well, let me say this, Mr. Congressman. I be-

lieve that if you are talking about the laboratories, in NIST labora-

tories, the standards laboratories, there is some synergism between
those laboratories in NIST and the 30 national laboratories within

the Department of Energy, only because they are scientific, do
basic research both in the weapons area and the non-weapons area.

So I think there is some synergism there.

I think you could make a case, for example, if you have to find

a home for NIST and you don't want it an independent laboratory,

that you could find a home there, just because of the scientific

base. There are 16,000 scientists.

Mr. Olver. But it's the scientific base, it's not that there may be

a broader scientific base?
Admiral Watkins. The mission would have to be altered by Con-

gress. The laws that established the Department of Energy prob-

ably would need to be adjusted to accept that additional mission

under the laboratory concept.

Mr. Olver. Fine. NOAA, since this panel is really mostly on
NOAA, is there a reason for NOAA to be a part of the Department
of Energy?
Admiral Watkins. Is there reason for it? I don't think there is

a strong justification. I could make a justification for Interior and
Transportation, depending on what the Congress's interests were.

If they wanted to make a case, they could probably make a case.

I do believe, however, that there are functions performed by the

Department of Energy in the area of research in the oceans which
are very vital to our understanding of our natural Earth systems.

For example, the anthropogenic C02 generation, where is it going,

why don't we know where the carbon is in the ocean? All that is

being researched as part of the global change research effort of the
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United States in contribution to the international programs. I

think that is very vital.

We have this kind of information piece-meal around the Federal
agencies in a variety of forms, whether it's coastal research, wheth-
er it's the national undersea research program, whether it's the sea
grant program and all its functions.

All of these things contribute to our base of knowledge. So you
could probably make that case, but I would say that we should not
try to focus on whether it should go to the Department of Energy.
I think that would be premature.
Mr. Olver. Okay. From what you have said since you have

added that you didn't see reasons under certain circumstances to

be in Interior and Transportation, is the synergy with Interior or
Transportation greater than it might be with Energy or with Com-
merce?
Admiral Watkins. If you will define what the future mission of

the Department of Energy will be that the Congress will come
down on, I could probably answer the question better. I just don't

know.
Mr. Olver. Okay. Does anybody here see that there is one of

these, now that we have named four, I guess. Energy, Interior,

Transportation, and it is presently in Commerce, that sees a strong
reason why it ought to be in one or another of those? Do any of

the other four of you see in its constitution why logically the syn-
ergy is strongest in one of these rather than one of the others?
Does anybody want to say?
Yes, Mr. Knauss?
Mr. Knauss. As the ex-Administrator of NOAA under President

Bush, and also as one who, through the Stratton Commission,
helped put NOAA together, my sense is that it works very well in

Commerce now, NOAA does. It would work better as an independ-
ent agency.
Mr. Olver. You are in favor of an independent agency?
Mr. Knauss. I am in favor of an independent agency.
Mr. Olver. I was beginning to wonder whether there is anybody

who wants to say that it really very strongly belongs in one be-

cause its inherent relationship is strongest with one of these oth-

ers, that maybe it ought to be an independent agency.
Mr. Knauss. I would say that there are some reasons why it

could go in Interior, particularly because of the fisheries and other
kinds of things that NOAA does. There are also reasons it could go
in Transportation, because in some sense the weather service con-
nection with the transportation industry is also very strong.

But I would say those two have a slight edge over the other pos-
sibilities, sir.

Mr. Olver. The others that had their hands up, would they be
able to comment if I stay quiet? Mr. Hallgren and Mr. Smith have
had their hands up.

Mr. Hallgren. My wife always says I am very unrealistic. I

would like to see it in a department that doesn't exist; namely, the
department of natural resources would be a natural home or a de-
partment of science would be a natural home.

I would also like to say, a real department of environment would
be a good home. If you nad quality science and services there, we
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would have a lot less regulation. If we had a science based person
in charge and not a lawyer, we would have a much better situation,

we would solve the regulation problem tremendously. So that is ac-

tually my preference. Sorry I can't say science is No. 1. Thank you.
Mr. Smith. I think those of us in the commercial weather indus-

try would say Interior makes the most sense, and from our point
of view, we would not view Transportation as a desirable alter-

native.

Mr. Olver. That is a good set of differences of opinion, if I could
just add that.

The Chairman. Did you want to respond, too?

Mr. Wolff. Yes. I think that while my thesis is that they should
withdraw and become the U.S. Weather Bureau again as an inde-

pendent agency because the weather bureau in NOAA has never
accepted direction either from the Administrator of NOAA or from
the Department of Commerce, and regardless of how you might
think they have operated, they have operated independently.
[Laughter.]

I was there for 5 years, and I remember Bob White called me
into his office. He was the first Administrator of NOAA and prac-
tically cried on my shoulder. He was the most competent adminis-
trator we have ever had. He said, "I can't get the weather bureau
to cooperate with me. How do I do that, Paul?" And I said, "It's im-
possible."

Mr. Hallgren. As an ex-director of the weather bureau, let me
say I cooperated extensively with Paul Wolffs people. Thank you.
[Laughter.]
The CHAmMAN. We will let you off. Go out into the hall after this

is over. [Laughter.]
Mrs. Morella.
Mrs. Morella. I have your comments before me, but I didn't

hear you speak, and I think I won't refer to NOAA, since I have
heard that answer.
But what about NIST? I think I heard DOE, Admiral Watkins

mentioned. Have the rest of you also mentioned where you would
put NIST?
Mr. Wolff, did you comment on that at all, or do you feel it

wasn't in your purview?
Mr. Wolff. I am not familiar with that part of it.

Mrs. Morella. The National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology.

Does anyone have any comments on that?
[No response.]

Mrs. Morella. I think the next panel probably will, then.

Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Mr. Tiahrt.

Mr. Tiahrt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As one of the dying breed of rural congressmen or having rural

areas in your congressional district, there seems to be a furor in

the Congress these days. But I am concerned about the people out
in rural areas, and I know that there is a need for them to have
weather services, particularly the farmers, who live and die by the
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weather. Sometimes, the way our government is structured, so do
farm subsidies.

So I am kind of wondering, and perhaps Mike Smith, who I am
famiHar with because I used to see him on my television before he
went into business for himself and became very successful with
Weatherdata, Inc., how will the farmers benefit if we have a
privatized weather service?

Mr. Smith. Congressman Tiahrt, since the late 1970s, with
Project Green Thumb, and through the 1990s with NAWIS, there
has been a constant, we perceive, threat that the government is

going to provide even more agricultural weather services, taxpayer-
subsidized, to farmers.
As long as that threat has existed, it has had a chilling effect on

the management of our companies, in that if you were in our posi-

tion, you wouldn't want to expend hundreds of thousands of dollars

starting up innovative, new services if you thought the government
was going to come in and offer them for free.

So we sincerely believe that the 35 companies that offer agricul-

tural weather services to farmers now will increase and innovate
the services that they already have if the mission of the National
Weather Service and NOAA are refocused to eliminate that type of

specialized weather service.

We believe that vou will fmd within a year, 2 at the most, a flood
of alternatives as far as agricultural weather is concerned for farm-
ers.

Mr. Tiahrt. When we talked about restructuring NOAA, and I

always think in terms of privatization of the National Weather
Service, though that is not part of NOAA, but would that, if there
is kind of a privatization of weather, what impact would that have
on other parts like NOAA?
Mr. Smith. I do agree with the other witnesses in that NOAA

should probably be kept together because the ocean and atmos-
phere are in fact one system. Where you put NOAA is of somewhat
less interest to the commercial weather industry, but we agree that
it should probably be one organization that looks at both the ocean
and the atmosphere.
What we believe, though, and I agree with what Dr. Hallgren

had to say, we need to redefine the mission of the National Weath-
er Service and NOAA, focus it very carefully, and then people such
as myself who are running commercial weather companies know
exactly where the boundaries are and exactly how we can plan and
grow our businesses for the overall benefit of both the taxpayer and
business and industry.

So I agree with Dr. Hallgren in that matter.
Mr. Tiahrt. Admiral Watkins, you may not be familiar, but I am

in the process of heading up a task force that includes members of
this committee to try to consolidate parts of the Department of En-
ergy and eliminate it as a Cabinet-level agency and because of that
effort, we are of course trying to find ultimate places for NOAA to

go when Commerce is eliminated.
I think that—was it correct when you said that Interior would

be a good alternative, in your perspective?
Admiral Watkins. Interior or Energy.
Mr. Tiahrt. Was that your first choice. Interior?
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Admiral Watkins. I didn't have a choice. I just merely said that

you can make a case that if the Congress decides that it needs to

go into some other agency once the dust settles on some of this dis-

cussion about which Cabinets are going to be abolished, then I

think you can make a case for Interior, for Transportation, for En-
ergy, depending on what the outcome of those discussions are.

You could also make a case for a designated agency for science

and technology, as the chairman has proposed.
Those things are possible. I think the near-term unsettling of an

organization that is fundamentally well run, albeit there could be
efficiencies, while we fiddle around with organizational structure,

I think is a mistake. They are doing a lot of important operational

things. They are doing research that nobody else is doing.

They are the only O&A we've got in the Federal Government.
Right now, as my testimony indicates, we need that kind of infor-

mation desperately, and I don't think we should destroy that orga-

nization until we find its proper resting home, and I think we
ought to keep it as an entity and trim it down with the efficiencies

that have been recommended by the National Academy. In fact,

many of the recommendations made up here on the Hill in this de-

bate should probably be imposed upon NOAA. So let's get on with

the efficiencies and let's don't get the organizational thing like the

cart before the horse. That is my concern.

Mr. TiAHRT. Mr. Wolff, you were the former Administrator. Did

you say, if I understood you right, that NOAA could exist as an
independent agency? Would that be on a permanent basis? Do you
think that should be some kind of a temporary situation?

Mr. Wolff. I think that it should be permanent. It was the U.S.

Weather Bureau, and weather forecasting is the only proper mis-

sion for NOAA. The rest of these missions, in an era when we are

running in the red every year, you can do without.

Now, they have to have a strong oceans component because the

prediction problem is global, the prediction problem involves both

the atmosphere and the ocean. So you have to have a good data col-

lection system to get the data from all of them, and you can't solve

the computer program for very long, as Dr. Hallgren says, without
having removed all the boundaries, and the way the internal

boundaries, like if you wanted forecasts for this one State, you
could only forecast for a very short period of time, but the bigger

area you forecast for until you get global very quickly. So you have
to have global data, and you have to have a strong oceans compo-
nent in NOAA, and that is one of the things that has been under-

funded chronically, is the ocean part of the observations.

The observations along our coasts have been underfunded chron-

ically, but that is an internal problem. But I think that they should

pull back the mission to what is really a proper function for the

Federal Government, which is weather forecasting, and that is the

way it was when it worked, and come back to that and give them
a billion dollars, to do that with, and that was the budget for the

whole NOAA back in the middle 1980s, and we were afioat in

money then. So I think that would be plenty of funds now.

The Chairman. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. TiAHRT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Mr. Ehlers.
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Mr. Ehlers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to mention to the panel that this morning during

the earher session, I read the testimony of each of the gentlemen
before us, and I was very impressed with their recommendations.

I agree with the general conclusion that NOAA should remain
one entity. I particularly agree with the conclusion that NOAA
should remain intact until we know where it is going to be placed,
whether a department of science, or the Department of Interior or

a separate agency, and cause minimum disruption and dislocation
if we proceed with the dismantling of the Department of Com-
merce.

I think the same is true of the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, and I believe both of them perform very important
service for our Nation in research measurement, data collection,

standard-setting.
The point that Congresswoman Morella made this morning about

demoralizing the troops is an especially pertinent point, and some-
thing we often overlook in Congress.

I know, for example, the House's computer services, formerly
HIS, now HIR, has gone through a very demoralizing 6 months,
and I have worked very, very hard to get that back on track. It fi-

nally is on track. But it is amazing how easy it is to demoralize
the troops.

I agree totally that these are valuable enterprises, they have
good people working there. Let's cut away the administrative over-
burden, which we have plenty of, concentrate on the scientific mis-
sion of those agencies, find a good home for them or improve the
home where they are, and then proceed from there.

I have no specific questions, but I did want to thank the panel,
and I am in general agreement with the recommendations they
make.
Thank you.

The CHAmMAN. Thank you, Mr. Ehlers.
I, too, appreciated the testimony.
I want to explore a couple of things here. But the one thing I

have to tell you that I am a little concerned about when we come
and testify to the whole business of independent agencies and all

these things is the problem that was highlighted by Secretary
Brown this morning, which I think he has a legitimate point. If

what we do is dismantle the Department of Commerce or any other
agencies of the Government and end up with a series of independ-
ent agencies, that gets real expensive real fast because then every-
body has to have their own general counsel, their own office of civil

rights. You know, you have a whole series of these things that gets
fairly expensive fairly fast.

While you have a nice little independent agency out there with
its own constituency that can be into care and feeding of the inde-
pendent status, it does, I think, create some problems that go be-
yond what some people have thought through.
Having said that, there really is a problem here in trying to de-

cide where some of these mission agencies ought to go and the form
that they ought to take if, in fact, you are going to do it.
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I am impressed with the variety of testimony here, but a fairly

coherent theme that if, in fact, we are going to do these missions,
they ought to stay in a fairly combined kind of unit.

Secretary Watkins, you know, I did appreciate your exchange
with Mr. Olver. We in fact have one bill out here where we are
floating the concept of putting NOAA at Energy. That is, in large
part, done as a result of some testimony we had not too long ago
from your former undersecretary, Mr. Moore, deputy secretary.
Admiral Watkens. Deputy secretary. He has been on that kick

for many years since he was a Member of Congress, and there is

certain merit to what he says about it.

I just think that until I understand do you mean defense, do you
mean NASA, do you mean other things, are you going to separate
the equivalent of 6.1 in defense, for example, to the basic research
or to the applied and developmental work of 6.2-6.3 dollars, I don't
see how you do that.

I would want to communicate a lot with you, Mr. Chairman, on
how you are really going to carry it out, because intellectually I can
agree, but I am a victim of many years in government in Washing-
ton, watching the politicization of research which I detest, and I

think if Congress is going to do this, then they need to set up the
rules for who is going to be this czar of science, is it going to be
a scientist or is it going to be a Coca-Cola salesman?

I think if we pin it down and let's put some competence in the
leadership and set up the correlative relationship between the fol-

low-on applied research and application functions that are critical,

because mission orientation means I know where I am going, I

know how to defeat the Soviet Union and my basic research feeds
the 6.2 and 6.3 follow-on.

It is unique in the government to have the Defense run their re-

search the way they do. Others do not. But it is very clear there.

So I want to know all of those things before I would agree to that
concept, even though intellectually I can agree with you.
The Chairman. Those are legitimate concerns. The only point I

was going to make with you, it does seem to me that one of the
things we have tended to miss in the way in which we have now
established the Federal Government is the fact that there is a cer-

tain amount of synergy between our energy supplies and our envi-

ronment, that we have tended to see those things as on collision

courses rather than as complementary, and to some extent, having
agencies that reflect the needs of both obtaining energy supplies
and doing so in a way that is environmentally sound has some
merit to it as well, and it is one of the things that we are attempt-
ing to do as a piece of this.

I must tell you, in all honesty, my guess is that that proposal
doesn't fly in this committee and certainly has not been agreed to

by anyone else. So I am going to go to the next step now and see
how many of you would have a concern if the independent agency
that we created was not an independent agency for NOAA itself,

but an independent agency that was basically a science mission
agency that included, perhaps, NIST and NOAA in an independent
science agency format that then also may combine some other ele-

ments as we deal with the very issues that you have raised. Sec-
retary Watkins.
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I would just like to get a reaction from each of you as to whether
or not that is something where we are doing something wrong or
whether or not that is an attractive possibility if, in fact, we are
going to end the Commerce Department.
Would anybody like to start? Dr. Hallgren.
Mr. Hallgren. If you do put a department of science together

the way I like it, then I would favor it very much. Thank you.
[Laughter.]
The Chairman. Well, yes. One of the problems that we have is

that we have probably 50 different opinions of how they would like

it on this committee alone. [Laughter.]
Dr. Knauss.
Mr. Knauss. Congressman, it seems to me that what you are

doing is you are backing into your department of science and this

is probably a good way to go about doing it if what you are suggest-
ing is namely taking the science parts of the Department of Com-
merce and making them an independent agency.
The Chairman. Well, I am backing in because I can't get in the

front door with this. [Laughter.]

Mr. Knauss. I understand. I was a university administrator for

many years, and I know how we do these things.

I would also suggest as Secretary Franklin said this morning in

her testimony, following NOAA was a very large stretch for her, be-

cause it was 60 percent of the agency, at least when I was there,

the Department when I was there.

If you made NOAA an independent agency, it would not cost that
much more money, because we had almost all of the components
one needed and ran almost independently of the Department of

Commerce in terms of our finance, personnel. Affirmative Action,
all the other kinds of things you need. We did not have a separate
Inspector General, but if you break up the Department of Com-
merce, you are going to have a lot of Inspector General people scat-

tered around. We can take one or two of them for NOAA.
The Chairman. Well, I mean, you make a legitimate point, but

if you have a NOAA independent agency, and I think there is prob-
ably reasonable agreement on this committee, although not unani-
mous agreement, that NIST ought to also be kept, as I said, and
then you create an independent NIST. Now you've got two inde-
pendent agencies out there with the superstructures.

I mean, that is where you begin to get yourself into some dif-

ficulty in this arena.
Mr. Knauss. I think that, again speaking from my experience

within NOAA and running NOAA, that although certainly the mis-
sion of NIST and the mission of NOAA are quite different, it is also

true that because we are all scientists and engineers, we speak a
common language and we understood each other, probably a lot

better than we did international trade.

The Chairman. Yes. Or economic development.
Mr. Knauss. Yes.
The Chairman. Mr. Smith.
Mr. Smith. Regardless of which agency or whether you decide to

create a new agency, Mr. Chairman, we would like to urge you to

clearly define the mission of NOAA around the precepts of doing
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basic scientific research and things that benefit the general pubhc
as a whole.
The Chairman. I think that that is one of the advantages of

maybe going to a science-oriented agency is the fact that you then
get a far better perspective of what some of your missions are.

But I appreciate that.

Mr. Wolff, did you wish to comment on the business of having
an independent agency that would handle largely the science mis-
sions that are now at Commerce?
Mr. Wolff. The line between that and NSF bothers me. The link

between that and O&R bothers me. Like when you are speaking
about the duplication in the global change programs, if you go to

NSF, they run global change, and the same thing each one of these
other areas.

So that I really view the NOAA research should be applied, as
Admiral Watkins told us 6.3. NOAA has no business doing 6.1 re-

search.

If you want to do research for the betterment of mankind, it

should be under NSF because they have the framework for it.

When you try to do that in NOAA, I think they result in these 30
laboratories that are scattered around the country, and believe me,
the NOAA labs are entirely different from the Bureau of Stand-
ards. They have very little in common with the Bureau of Stand-
ards.

The Chairman. Okay. That is useful.

Mr. Wolff. So if you want applied research in your science de-

partment, that's fine.

The Chairman. Okay. I appreciate that.

Admiral Watkins.
Admiral Watkins. Well, I would like to clarify my proposal for

independent agency. I am only saying that it ought to be independ-
ent in the interim period right away. In other words, we should an-

nounce that it is going to be maintained as an entity, it is going
to be maintained intact, we are going to clean up what we have to

do to clean up our act there that has been recommended by a vari-

ety of very responsible people. Let's do that.

That would include, could include, a NIST component at the out-

set. But I would say that would be interim. I do not see, other than
the fact they're scientific, that NIST and NOAA have the same syn-

ergism that NIST and the Department of Energy would have with
the three national laboratories. I really believe they can also talk

to each other scientifically. So I am not so sure where it should end
up.

I believe, though, that your idea has merit for the interim, and
I would like to see the Congress provide some kind of a transitional

mechanism that would minimize the disruption in the good stuff

that NOAA is really doing now and NIST is really doing. That can

be done, I believe.

So a transitional mechanism would be stabilizing, in my opinion,

to announce such a thing, rather than the constant threat of abol-

ishment. Afler all, I took over the Department of Energy at a time
when my own party recommended it be abolished in 1980. I don't

think they knew we made nuclear bombs in 1980, for some reason,
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and they said it should be abolished. Ten years later or 15 years
later, we are saying it ought to be abolished again.
That does not bode well for the efficiency of any department, to

have that hanging over their heads all the time, abolish, abolish,
abolish.

So I think you are on the right track here in what you are trying
to do in consolidating, and I think your idea has merit, but I think
it needs the kind of thoughtful process that I know you will go
through over the next year or two to provide a transitional mecha-
nism and then come to a final decision.

The Chairman. Sure.
Okay. Well, I thank you very much, and I thank you all for your

testimony. It has been very helpful to us.

With that, I am going to call the next panel. That is Mr. Anthony
O'Neill, Mr. John Walrad, Dr. Robert Jay Hermann, Dr. Forsen,
Mr. Cheatham, Mrs. Mayhew, and Mr. Duncan.

I am also going to ask the Vice Chairman of the committee, Mr.
Ehlers, to take over at this point. I am sorry to say the Speaker
is calling me at the moment, and so I am going to have to go.

So, Mr. Ehlers, if you would take over, I would appreciate it.

I invite the panel to the table.

Mr. Ehlers [presiding]. Welcome. We look forward to hearing
your testimony, and we will proceed right down the row once again.

In the interest of time, we do have your written testimony before
us. If you would be willing to summarize that so we can get to the
questions, I would appreciate that.

Mr. O'Neill.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY R. O'NEILL, VICE PRESIDENT, GOV-
ERNMENT AFFAIRS, NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIA-
TION, ARLINGTON, VA
Mr. O'Neill. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This might be a stretch, but we will try to get the microphone

down here.

Good afternoon. My name is Tony O'Neill. I am the immediate
past chairman of the board of directors of the American National
Standards Institute. I have two colleagues on the panel here that
serve on the board at ANSI, Dr. Bob Hermann and Mr. Sam
Cheatham.

I have served on the ANSI board since 1986, representing the
National Fire Protection Association, which is a nonprofit technical
and educational membership organization that by large has its role
as developing national consensus fire safety, electrical and related
codes and standards.

I also served, Mr. Chairman, for 6 years on the National Re-
search Council review panel for the building and fire research labs
at NIST. So I have some firsthand knowledge of how they operate
out at Gaithersburg.
However, I am here this afternoon to present the ANSI testi-

mony, which has been provided to your committee in written form
and which has been reviewed by the ANSI leadership and rep-
resents the views of its members. I will summarize these view-
points in my oral testimony.
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First of all, ANSI is a private nonprofit organization with a mem-
bership of approximately 1,300 companies, 250 standards develop-
ing organizations, technical societies, trade associations, labor, aca-
demic, and consumer organizations, and some 40 government agen-
cies.

ANSI is the established private sector forum for the United
States standardization community. As such, ANSI represents the
United States in the major non-treaty international organizations
for standards development and conformity assessment.
Now to ANSI's position on NIST. First and foremost, we believe

that NIST fulfills public sector obligations that are distinctly the
responsibility of our Federal Grovernment and not the private sec-

tor. Furthermore, NIST is the only government agency with the
necessary experience and technical expertise to fulfill those obliga-

tions.

Any reorganization of the Federal Government that impacts
NIST must be carefully considered, in our viewpoint, especially as
to its potential impact on the effectiveness of NIST in carrying out
its responsibilities in standardization and conformity assessment.
As has been stated earlier in earlier testimony, one of our Fed-

eral Government's responsibilities which is clearly spelled out in

the United States Constitution is to fix the standards of weights
and measures for the economic well-being of our community. Today
that responsibility which is carried out by NIST and which was rel-

atively simple when the Constitution was written is now, of course,
far more complex. We describe in detail this complexity in our writ-

ten statement.
Other roles that NIST plays are vital in assuring our national

economic well-being, but unfortunately, many of these are little un-
derstood. These include basic support to U.S. industry in promoting
our competitiveness internationally, improving personal and envi-

ronmental safety and health, increasing the government's ability to

reduce regulatory and procurement costs by working cooperatively
with the private sector.

NIST also plays a critical role in assisting in our international
trade negotiations and implementations of treaties, such as the
North American Free Trade Agreement.

Recently, the NRC issued their report, "Standards, Conformity
Assessment, and Trade into the 21st Century." It not only sup-
ported NIST but it recommended considerable expansion of NIST's
role in standardization and conformity assessment.
ANSI supports these NRC recommendations, and we are pleased

to see that your committee and some of the subcommittees are ac-

tively pursuing some of those recommendations of the NRC report.

This leads me to the second part of ANSI's position on NIST. The
unique technical and standards-related expertise at NIST and its

role as the chair of the Federal interagency committee on stand-
ards policy make it an ideal coordinator and facilitator for the pur-

pose of helping to improve the efficiency of the U.S. standardization
system. This is for all industries.

Reflecting on some of the earlier testimony, this is not for the
purpose of picking winners and losers, this is for all industry.

Because NIST is neither a Federal regulator nor a procurement
agency, it is in an ideal position to help better leverage the
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strength of the private sector standardization system within the
Federal establishment.
We do not see how NIST's policy role of coordinating Federal

Government efforts and NIST's traditional laboratory functions can
be privatized or eliminated. Let me elaborate.
NIST's laboratory research provides the measurement bedrock

upon which modern American society exists and prospers. What
does NIST offer that the private sector cannot duplicate? First,

worldwide traceability and impartiality. Being able to trace their

measurement to NIST enables U.S. companies to demonstrate com-
pliance with specific technical standards, especially for doing busi-

ness in foreign markets.
Secondly, there is no U.S. private sector organization that has

the required metrology expertise and broad enough range of tech-

nical disciplines to assume NIST's laboratory functions.

Third reason for opposing privatization is that laboratory exper-
tise is a long-term commitment, and any privatized NIST operation
would have to recover its costs on a relatively short time scale.

Now, ANSI's written testimony provides numerous specific exam-
ples of NIST's laboratories' valuable contributions to a cross-section

of American industry and the American public. So I am certainly

not going to go into detail here.

But suffice it to say there are examples in health and medicine,
electrical distribution systems, optical fibers, automotive industry,
agriculture, food processing, paper, plastics, building materials in-

dustries.

So, in summary, Mr. Chairman, ANSI would urge your commit-
tee to carefully consider the ramifications of transferring NIST to

another agency or privatizing portions of it or dismantling NIST.
We believe that NIST is, and should continue to be, the lead U.S.
Government agency with expertise in the area of technology, stand-
ards, and industry standardization issues.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Neill follows:]
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Good morning. My name is Tony O'Neill and I am Immediate Past Chairman of the

Board of the American National Standards Institute, Inc., which usually is referred to by its

acronym, ANSI. It is a pleasure to appear before this Committee this morning to present

ANSI's testimony.

As background, I have served on the ANSI Board since 1986 representing the

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), a non-profit technical and educational

membership organization that is the Nation's leading developer of national consensus fire

safety codes and standards. NFPA is an accredited standards developing organization under

ANSI procedures and virtually all of our 280 codes and standards are designated American

National Standards by ANSI. I was chairman of the ANSI Board from 1992 to 1995 and

now senre as past chairman.

ANSI is a private sector, non-profit organization with a membership comprised of

approximately 1300 companies, 250 standards developers, technical societies, trade

associations, and labor, academic, and consumer organizations, and some 30 goverimient

agencies. Virtually every industry sector is well represented within the ANSI federation.

Annual sales of ANSI company members total more than $1.2 trillion.

Tens of thousands of scientists, engineers, and technical experts from the private

sector and government work together in technical committees to develop American National
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Standards. (At NFPA, for example, about 4,500 individuals participate voluntarily in our
standards-making process.) These standards provide the technical underpinnings for the
health and safety of our every day lives and for our domestic and international commerce
in virtually every industry, including telecommunications, healthcare, information technology
petroleum, banking, and household appliances.

ANSI has been asked to discuss the role of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), a federal agency with which ANSI works very closely. I understand that

this hearing will focus on the impact of NIST on U.S. competitiveness and on pending

legislation that would transfer NISTs standards and measurement activities to the National

Science Foundation and sell NIST laboratories to the private sector. I understand your
Committee is considering other options as well.

Standardization and conformity assessment -- subjects known to few and understood

by even fewer - are central to the major issues facing Congress and America today:

• regulatory reform;

• federal acquisition reform;

• health care reform;

• development of a global information infrastructure;

• international trade negotiations; and

• implementation of the World Trade Organization and North American Free
Trade Agreements.

NIST is a key behind-the-scenes player in these highly complex issues. For example,
NIST measurements, services, and expertise underpin efforts to eliminate technical barriers

to trade, which could boost U.S. exports by an estimated $200 billion per year.

ANSI and NIST: Their Respective Rnlp<

In the private sector, ANSI has a leadership role with several key responsibilities:

• Private sector leadership. ANSI is the established private sector forum for
the U.S. standardization community.

• U.S. representative to ISO/IEC and other non-treaty organizations. ANSI is
the United States representative to the two major, non-treaty international
standards organizations (the International Organization for Standardization
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[ISO] and, via the United States National Committee, the International

Electrotechnical Commission [lEC)).

• Advocate of U.S. standards and technology worldwide. ANSI provides strong

advocacy for the use of U.S. standards and technology throughout the global

marketplace, and represents the US in many non-treaty international fora,

such as COPANT (for Latin America) and PASC (for the Pacific Rim). In

aU of these activities, we work very closely with NIST and other federal

agencies.

• Accreditor of U.S. standards developers. ANSI is the only accreditor of U.S.

standards developers. It approves standards as American National Standards,

and ensures the integrity of the standards development process.

NIST is neither a procurement agency nor a regulatory agency. It does provide an

unparalleled wealth of unique technical expertise which is used to support the development

of private sector standards. In addition, as chair of the Interagency Committee on

Standards Policy (ICSP), NIST has a mandate to coordinate standards and conformit)

assessment poHcies throughout the federal govermnent, a function that must be performed

well if goverimient and the private sector are to work cooperatively and effectively.

Because we share a common goal -- promoting US. interests worldwide -- ANSI and

NIST formally recognized the need for strong private-public cooperation in the area of

standardization and conformity assessment.

The ANSl/NIST Memorandum of Understanding

The importance of forging a cooperative relationship between the private and public

sectors has grown dramatically in the past few years, in parallel with the shift to a global

economy and the need to promote U.S. interests internationally.

Because of the compelhng need for a cooperative relationship between the private

sector and goverimient, on July 24, 1995, ANSI and NIST signed a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) in which each organization recognized each other's important role:

ANSI as the leading representative of the private sector and NIST as the leading

representative of the U.S. goverimient in the areas of standards and conformity assessment.
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This MOU signals the recognition by ANSI, NIST, and our respective communities

that we must work together to further U.S. interests at home and abroad ANSI and NIST

each are committed to working within our respective communities -- private and federal --

to ensure the competitiveness of U.S. products and services in global markets, and the

cooperative development of and reliance upon private voluntary consensus standards

whenever practicable and feasible.

The 1995 National Research Council Report

Earlier this year, the National Research Council (NRC), the prestigious research arm

of the National Academy of Sciences, issued a landmark report. Standards. Conformity

Assessment, and Trade: Into the 21si Century.' The NRC report, conducted entirely by

experts from the private sector with input from all elements of the standardization

community, is a seminal work. It explains in clear, nontechnical language why standards'

and conformity assessment' are vital to U.S. competitiveness

It is clear from the NRC report that NIST plays a critical but little understood role

in supporting U.S. industry, promoting U.S. competitiveness, improving personal and

environmental health and safety, and increasing the federal government's ability to reduce

regulatory and procurement costs by working cooperatively with the private sector.

The NRC report made ten recommendations, several of which focus on NISTs

unique and critical functions and stress their importance to U.S. competitiveness. Some of

these will be discussed during the course of this testimony.

Slandards. Conformtry Assessment, twd Jiadt Into the 2 111 Century. Naliooal Academy of Sconces. Uuhinglon. D C , IW.^ A\ailable from National

Academy Pre&s

AfUndard u a set of diaractenstKS or quanliltes that describes features of a product, process. ser\'ice. tQlerfacc. or loaterial ' From The ABC s

of Sumdards Relcied Activines m Ihe UniieJ Siales. Maureen Breitrnberg. ed.. N6SIR 88-3821. prepared for tlie National Bureau of Standards. I98»

'Confonnit; aaacaainent n the oomprehenstve term for procedures by which prodticls and processes are evaluated and delennioed to conform

to particular standards. As distinct from standards development, conformity assessment may be thought of as a central aspect of the use of standards

lo the oooten of many oommercial and regulatory uses of standards measu/es to evaluate and cosurc oonformily are of as much or more significanoe

than the standards Ihem&eKes They impose significant costs in manufacturing through testing inspection, audit, and related procedures Tbe benefits

that mitigate these costs accrue from tbe value added by maeased buyer (or regulator) confidence thai a product or service meets a standard ' Standards

Ceynformtry Assessment, and Tradt. op. dL. p 17
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One inescapable conclusion to be drawn from the NRC report is that U.S. industry

is completely supportive of NIST performing several l(ey functions.

I commend the NRC report to this Committee, particularly as you consider the

future of NIST.

Federal Participation in the Voluntary Standards System:

The Need for Federal Legislation

The NRC report made several recommendations for strengthening the U.S. voluntary

standards and conformity assessment system, primarily by increasing government

participation in and reliance on the voluntary standards community. By doing so, it noted,

government can reduce both the need for federal regulation and its related costs.

Both the public and private sectors benefit from each other's technical expertise and

what many believe is a more efficient and flexible system. The financial benefits to these

government agencies and the taxpayers (as well as industry if it is not required to meet

unnecessarily duplicative standards) are obvious.

If the U.S. government is to have a voice in the development of the standards that

are at the heart of virtually every federal procurement requirement and many safety and

health-related regulations, then federal resources must be devoted to support the full

participation of federal employees in the standards development process This will be

especially important as federal agencies, operating with substantially reduced budgets, rely

increasingly and appropriately upon private sector standards.

Similarly, if the U.S. is to maintain its leadership in international standardization in

areas such as information technology and aerospace, then U.S. goverimient representatives

must participate in the development and presentation of U.S. positions that will be carried

forward to the international arena. This cannot be done without the allocation of precious

resources — time and money — to the effort.

Until now, both the government and private sector have relied on executive branch

policy documents (OMB Circular A-119 and Administrative Conference Report 94-1), to

encourage government to participate in and rely on the U.S. voluntary standards system.
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NISTs unique technical and standards-related expertise and its role as the Chair of the

Interagency Committee on Standards PoUcy make it an ideal coordinator and facilitator of

this process.

These pobcy documents clearly state that federal employees are to play an active role

within the U.S. voluntary standards system, and that they are to use and adopt private sector

standards whenever. feasible and practical. In practice, however, we find that the pohcy is

often misunderstood or ignored at the levels at which budget decisions are made. As a

result, the U.S. government's interests often are not represented at meetings in which

significant decisions are made affecting U.S. competitiveness, procurements, or regulatory

issues.

A strong statement from this Committee, or from the Congress as a whole, in

support of the policies expressed in OMB Circular A-119 and Administrative Conference

Report 94-1 would greatly strengthen reliance on the private voluntary system

Hearings held earlier this year before this Committee's Technology Subcommittee

focused on the NRC report and its recommendations, several of which dealt with NIST's

role and the OMB Circular. In a related action, the Committee on Science is to be

commended for unanimously agreeing on important standards- and conformity assessment-

related language.

At your request, ANSI has been working on a nonpartisan basis with your

Committee to develop legislative language that would incorporate key provisions of these

policy documents into federal law.

NIST and Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRAs)

The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative estimates that elimination of technical

barriers to trade (TBTs) could boost annual U.S. exports by $200 bilUon or more per year

The economic wars of the Nineties are being fought in the area of standards and conformity

assessment.

Mutual recognition by national governments of testing data, laboratory accreditation,

product certifications, and quality system registrations against specific standards represents

significant potential for increased trade. ANSI has been working closely with our
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government and our counterparts around the world to facilitate MRA discussions, but the

official negotiations are solely government-to-government.

For example, negotiations currently are underway with the European Union, with the

objective of achieving mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) in 11 sectors; information

technology; telecommunications products attached to public networks; medical devices;

electrical safety; electromagnetic interference; pharmaceuticals; pressure equipment; road

safety equipment; lawn mowers; recreational boats; and personal protective equipment such

as helmets.

NIST, with its practical understanding of both private and public sector conformity

assessment activities, is uniquely qualified to meet the U.S. government's need to recognize

U.S. conformity assessment programs in order to fulfill U.S. obhgations in connection with

mutual recognition agreements being negotiated by the Office of the USTR.

For many regulated products, foreign governments will accept U.S. tests of a

product's performance to a standard only if the U.S. government recognizes the quality of

those U.S. tests. In our view, NIST is the only U.S. government organization that can

recognize private sector accreditations for purposes of foreign government acceptance.

NIST's Role in Meeting U.S. Treaty Obligations

Through a network of national inquiry points, GATT and World Trade Organization

(WTO) members are required to notify each other when considering new regulations and

conformity assessment requirements that affect imports from other nations. In conjunction

with its role as the U.S. GATT/WTO and ISONET inquiry point, the NIST Office of

Standards Services maintains an extensive library of information about U.S., foreign, and

international standards and conformity assessment requirements. This information is of

great importance to U.S. businesses participating in the global marketplace and is an

important early warning mechanism for addressing possible new barriers to trade.

This library, the National Center for Standards and Certification Information

(NCSCI), is open to the public, responds to telephone and written inquiries, and

disseminates standards information through announcements in ihe ANSI Reporter. Through

its Standards Code and Information Program, Standards Services compiles directories of
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public and private organizations with standards and conformity assessment activities and

publishes basic informational reports on various topics.

Woridwide, this is recognized as a function of government.

NIST Participation In Standards Development

NIST also is deeply involved in both U.S. and international voluntary consensus

standards development. In 1993, 380 members of NlSTs research laboratory staff

participated in consensus standards committees. The committees were associated with 59

domestic and 20 international standards developing organizations. In 1991, NIST staff

reported 31,787 labor hours for travel and participation in domestic and international

standards committees, at a total cost of little more than $1 million* -- a highly cost effective

way to advance U.S. economic and consumer interests both at home and abroad

Other NIST Services BeneHt the Private Sector

NIST's Office of Technology Services oversees a wide array of offices that provide

industry, government, scientists, engineers, and the general public ready access to NlST"s

standards, technology commercialization, measurement, technology evaluation and

assessment, and technical information services. NIST's technical services provide valuable,

ongoing support for industry.

NIST. NIST Laboratories, and Legal Metrology

While ANSI applauds Congressional efforts to "right-size" the federal government

and privatize as many of its functions as feasible, we urge you to proceed with extreme

caution when it comes to eliminating or privatizing the laboratory functions for which the

National Institute of Standards and Technology is responsible.'

'Ibid., pp. 52-53.

Article 1. SecQon 8. Clause 5 of the Hoiied Suies CoosutueioD provides ibai '|ijbe Coagre&s &baU have Power To coin Money, regulate the

value ibereoC and of foreign Coin, and to fa the Suadard of Weights aod Measures .

* The National Bureau of Standards was esubUshed m 1901

twent) years before creation of the Department of Cottunerce - with respoDsibiLit>' for developuig and coordmaiing refrreoce siaadards - standards

of weights aod measures -• and il is for this function thai il is best known However, the Omnibus Trade and Compeuuveness Ad of 1988 created ihe

National IiutJtule of Standards and TechiioIo£y (NIST) and assigned il a much broader and very Lev role '[T]o promote I' S economic growth b\
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We urge extreme caution because fmplementation of such proposals would have a

devastating impact on the U.S. economy's technical infrastructure.

NIST laboratory research provides the measurement bedrock upon which modern

society stands. Pocket cellular telephones, airbags, heat-seeking missiles, fax machines,

video game players - these products require length measurements many times smaller than

the eye can see, as weU as precision measurements of voltage, frequency, velocity, pressure,

radiation, and temperature. NIST laboratory research continually improves how these basic

quantities are measured, a process that is inseparable from the government's constitutionally

assigned responsibility to maintain the nation's "weights and measures.""

Ongoing programs in each of NISTs eight laboratories are broad in scope and

discipline. Efforts range from short-term, high-priority projects to meet immediate

industrial or other government agency needs for measurements, data, and technology to

long-term fundamental research designed to further the state-of-the-art in basic

measurement and standards technology, maintain NIST's basic expertise, or anticipate

industry's measurement, standards, and data needs five to ten years out.

While ANSI recognizes the need for privatizing many government activities, we

believe, for the reasons listed below, that NIST's key laboratory functions must remain

solely a government responsibility:

• Traceabilitv. Measurement traceability to NIST, internationally recognized

as the U.S. measurement authority, enables U.S. companies to demonstrate

compliance with specific technical standards, an increasingly common
prerequisite for doing business in foreign markets. Without NIST, many firms

would be shut out of those markets or forced to acquire measurement devices

from foreign laboratories, causing delays and imposing costs ultimately borne

by the U.S. economy. The Defense Department and other agencies rely

heavily on NIST measurement expertise, specifying that systems and

components be caUbrated with equipment and methods traceable to NIST.

wortiog witli i]idiisu> u> develop aod ippfy Itthnokyp. measurement, aod suodards.'

Tbe missioDof hflSTibboraloncs is lo focus 'oomcelmg VS. tsduxiry's Deeds for Iccfaaoloor infnslniclufe. indudiDgsUadards, r

aod meAsuremeol lccfanologie&. evatualed dau. maoufaduriog process models, producl-perfonnaooe (ests. aod quality-assuraoce lechoiques.'

NISTs ic-bouse researcti aod developmenl b performed is eighl major organizational unils tbe Building and Fire Research Labors

tbe Chemical Sdcoce aod Technology Laboraloi\. the Computer Syilems Laboratory, (be Computuig and Appbed Mathematics Laboratory

EJectronia aod EJcctxical Engineenog Laboratory, the Manufacturing Engioeerug Laboratoty. the Materials Science and Eogineerutg Laboratory

ibe Pbvsics Laboratory.
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Impartiality. Buyers and sellers of goods and services need an impartial third

party to help establish credible, accurate ways to make measurements. NIST
develops measurement methods, standards, and testing procedures accepted

by both vendor and user, regulators and industry, and prosecutors and defense

attorneys aUke. Tens of billions of dollars of sales each year depend upon

NIST measurement tools and techniques. No private company would have

this impartiality and credibility.

International Clout The world marketplace increasingly requires

manufacturers to demonstrate that their products meet specific standards

before they can be traded. For many regulated products, foreign governments

will accept U.S. tests of a product's conformance to a standard only if the

U.S. government recognizes the quality of those U.S. tests. Otherwise the

products must be tested again by the importing country, an expensive and

delay-producing process. A private NIST laboratory would not have the

governmental authority required by foreign governments to provide this

service.

Metrology. Metrology is the science of measurement, but you cannot get a

university degree to learn how to do it. The primary training ground for

metrology is a handful of national laboratories in the world, including NIST.

Metrology is inherently diverse. Generally speaking, metrology is the

application of a set of sophisticated measurement skills to a host of different

problems crossing every technical discipline -- from physics, chemistry, and

engineering to computer science and fire safety. No current U.S. private

organization has the required metrology expertise and a broad enough range

of technical disciplines to competently take over responsibility for this NIST
laboratory function.

Proprietary information. The development of new measurement methods and
reference materials increasingly depends on access to proprietary information.

Companies frequently talk with NIST researchers about proprietary processes

and plans for the future so that measurement methods of the required

precision and accuracy will be available when they are needed. In addition,

NIST staff members regularly visit individual companies to view proprietary

processes on the factory floor. This in-depth knowledge of industry's latest

technologies allows NIST to develop measurement methods that benefit whole

industry sectors. A private NIST would not have the necessary perceived

neutrality.

Long-Term Commitment Many of NISTs laboratory functions require long-

term commitment. Many of the ground-breaking measurement technologies

provided by NIST researchers have taken 5 to 10 years to develop. NIST
initially began work on integrated-circuit, precision voltage standards in the

10
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late 1970s. By 1989, a U.S. company was commercializing the NIST-

developed measurement technology. In 1995, the NIST technology remains

the only commerciaUzed technology for ultra-high precision voltage standards

and a U.S. company dominates the world's market for precision voltmeters,

in part because of the advantage of working closely with NIST during the

development process. Such voltmeters are used throughout the electronics

industry to caUbrate equipment for making aircraft guidance systems,

semiconductors, scientific instrumentation, and many other high technology

products. A private NIST would have to recover its cost on a much shorter

time scale than 10 years and would not be able to undertake such long-term

projects regardless of the value of the technology to be developed.

Individual companies, hospitals, police departments, or universities -• or consortia of

these organizations -- do not have the capability to maintain the nation's measurement

infrastructure any more than trucking companies should be expected to build the roads they

need to make deliveries.

The ultimate U.S. reference point for measurements with counterpart organizations

throughout the world, NIST laboratories provide entire industries, and the whole science

and technology community with the equivalent of a common language needed in nearly

every stage of technical activity:

• Without NIST, electrical utilities and consumers would have no reliable

source for accurate caUbrations of watthour meters that serve 100 million

homes and buildings and track nearly $200 billion of electricity. A
measurement error of just 1 percent translates into costs totaling almost $2

billion, would be borne by consumers or utilities.

• Gas producers, distributors, processors, and consumers save about $150

million annually from NIST research and measurement methods that improve

accuracy in natural gas pipeline metering.

• Entire industries rely heavily on NIST's Standard Reference Materials for

accuracy and quality assurance. The steel industry relies on over 125 different

NIST measurement standards for reliability of raw materials and finished steel

components that go into bridges, buildings, and other structures.

• U.S. producers and users of optical fibers depended on NIST to develop the

technical foundation for more than 20 voluntary measurement standards

credited with accelerating the growth of the optical fiber market and

communications networks.

11
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The U.S. automotive industry relies on more than 350 different NIST-

developed measurement tools and services for quality control systems --

everything from purity of glass and steel to reliability of fuel, highway cement,

and exhaust systems.

The aircraft industry and public rely on unique NIST facilities and expertise

needed to understand metal failures such as those that caused the top of a

passenger jet to rip off in flight. In similar work, NIST materials and

construction expertise helped explain why an oil storage tank released 4

million gallons of oil into a Pennsylvania river, shutting down drinking water

for Pittsburgh and other cities; NIST recommendations for tougher safety

standards were quickly adopted by industry.

VirtuaUy the entire space-based communications industry has adopted NIST-

developed methods to test microwave antennas, saving companies millions of

dollars. One company estimates it has saved S35 million by implementing the

NIST near-field techniques.

Manufacturers of electronic products or products with numerous electronic

components use commercial versions of a NIST-developed TEM cell to check

for electromagnetic interference or unwanted emissions. The automotive

industry tests vehicles for radiated emissions in huge TEM cells before placing

them on the market. "It saves us about three days per car in testing time,"

says a Ford engineer. TEM cell techniques are included as part of the

electromagnet interference standards by the Society of Automotive Engineers,

the Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers, and ANSI, among others.

Large segments of the U.S. medical, agricultural, food processing, paper,

plastics, and building materials industries save an estimated $500 million per

year as a result of a NIST-developed method for measuring light reflection.

The National Association of Home Builders estimates that NIST
recommendations for improved plumbing standards made possible hundreds

of millions of dollars in savings in materials costs for the construction industry

and for homeowners from reduced water usage.

NIST-developed smoke detector performance requirements, installation

guideUnes, and subsequent studies have played an essential role in

establishing a $100 million U.S. residential smolce detector market and

enabled U.S. manufacturers to acquire a 50-percent share of the world

market. Since 1985, the percentage of homes with at least one smoke
detector has grown to about 80 percent. This has been a major factor in the

dramatic reduction in fire deatli rate in the United States.

12
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• Long-term efforts have paid off with NIST's newly developed Molecular

Measuring Machine, a unique atomic imaging microscope with a field of view

250,000 times greater than that of current microscopes. It will provide crucial

measurement support to industry and university researchers studying ways to

manipulate nature's molecular architecture for practical purposes, from

creating entirely new materials to manufacturing future generations of

integrated circuits.

• NIST developed speciaUzed equipment that the U.S. military uses to calibrate

-- and thereby ensure the accuracy of -- range-finder and target-acquisition

systems deployed on jets, helicopters, and missiles.

• Laboratory-developed, one-of-a-kind measurement equipment is a resource

for the entire research community. For example, NIST scientists helped their

counterparts at Carnegie Mellon, MIT, the University of Minnesota, and

other institutions install and apply NIST-invented technology for studying the

magnetic structure of materials in unprecedented detail. In industry,

companies racing to develop new high-density information storage systems -

firms ranging from tiny Nonvolatile Electronics, Plymouth, Minn., to the

Digital Equipment Corp. - have collaborated with NIST on research made
possible by the unique magnetic microscope.

• Measurement traceability to NIST, internationally recognized as the US and

the world's measurement authority, enables U.S. companies to demonstrate

compliance with specific technical standards, an increasingly common
prerequisite for doing business in foreign markets. Without NIST, many firms

would be shut out of those markets or forced to acquire measurement

services from foreign laboratories, causing delays and imposing costs

ultimately borne by the U.S. economy.

• A DNA profiling Standard Reference Material developed by NIST in 1992

has been key to establishing the reliability of this powerful law enforcement

tool. Another NIST SRM for a newer, faster method of DNA profiling was

issued in June 1995. "We don't like to go to court unless we have standard

references that we can use in our testing," says David Bing of CBR
Laboratory in Boston. "And you don't want the labs that are doing the testing

to develop the standards because then there is no check on their objectivity
"

In health and medicine, measurement errors and uncertainties can kill. NIST's

measurement expertise and data services and its one-of-a-kind instruments have become

valuable resources for health and biomedical researchers across the country.

• The 600,000 people who undergo radiation therapy for cancer each year and

the several million more who undergo radiodiagnostic and radiotherapeutic
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procedures count on NIST calibrations, reference materials, and laboratory

accreditation services to ensure the accuracy of radiation doses.

• Accuracy of clinical measurement of cholesterol levels in blood serum has

improved dramatically -- to 95 percent, as compared with about 70 percent -

- since NIST issued a benchmark Standard Reference Material, a sample of

serum containing certified amounts of human cholesterol.

• NIST-led efforts are ensuring that international monitoring of ground-level

changes in ultraviolet radiation will yield accurate, reliable measurement

results, enabling scientists to assess the health effects of upper atmosphere

ozone depletion and the consequent increase in UV radiation.

• NIST-developed and -maintained databases ensure that biological models and

the calculations they are based on use accurate, reliable data. One newly

added database, for example, contains evaluated data on the properties of

more than 900 lipids, a group of molecules intensely studied by

pharmaceutical and food technology researchers.

• NIST research yielded reliable methods for measuring electric and magnetic

fields from power systems. Widely adopted by researchers, these methods are

needed to resolve questions concerning the health effects of exposure to

electric and magnetic fields, asserted to increase the risk of leulcemia, cancer,

and other disorders.

The Defense Department relies heavily on NIST measurement, research, services, and

facilities to ensure that battlefield equipment performs effectively and reliably, that military

communications are not disrupted by technical failures, and that impartial expertise is

available to troubleshoot complex measurement problems in advanced weapon and

communication systems.

NIST produces 230 different Standard Reference Materials that allow industry,

university, and government researchers to measure more accurately pollutants in air, gas,

water, soil, tissue, and other types of samples. Analysis of environmental pollutants often

requires a precision that would be impossible without NIST SRMs, which are used to verify

the accuracy of scientific instruments and laboratory procedures.

14
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Proposals to Transfer NIST to the National Science Foundation

Many ANSI members have expressed alarm about proposals to transfer NIST's

functions to the National Science Foundation (NSF). We understand that the National

Science Foundation has gone on record expressing serious concerns about these proposals.

Our concerns are in no way a reflection on NSFs abilities to perform its current

functions well. Rather, ANSI members are gravely concerned because the National Science

Foundation has played no role whatsoever in standardization, conformity assessment, or

basic research such as that conducted in NIST laboratories. The kind of expertise that is

crucial in these areas exists in one and only one place, NIST.

Conclusion

NIST is the lead U.S. government agency with expertise in the area of technology

standards and industry standardization issues. This expertise is the result of NIST's many

years of experience in a highly technical, incredibly complex area. This expertise exists

nowhere else in government or in the private sector. And, even if the private sector were

willing and able to assume all of NIST's responsibilities in these areas, it could not do so

t>ecause some of NIST's important responsibilities are treaty obligations of the federal

government and a matter of public good.

We urge this committee and the Congress to proceed with extreme caution with any

efforts to eliminate or privatize NISPs laboratory functions, and we strongly urge you not

to transfer NIST's responsibilities to the National Science Foundation.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on these vital issues. I would be pleased to

answer any questions you may have.
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ANSI and the ANSI Federation

The voluDtaiy standardization system in the United States is the most effective and

efficient in the world. At the same time and ahnost incongruously, the system is distributed,

diversified, and extremely complex. For more than 76 years, this system has been

administered and coordinated by the private sector through ANSI, with the cooperation and

participation of federal, state, and local governments.

The Institute is a unique partnership of approximately 1,300 companies, 250

standards developers and other professional, technical, trade, labor, academic and consumer

organizations, and some 30 government agencies. Thousands of scientists, engineers, and

technical experts from the private sector and government work together in technical

committees to develop American National Standards. These standards provide the technical

underpinnings for the health and safety of our every day lives and for our domestic and

international commerce in virtually every industry, including telecommunications, healthcare,

information technology, petroleum, banking, and household appliances.

It is estimated that the annual sales of ANSI company members total more than $1.2

trillion. In addition, many thousands of companies participate indirectly in ANSI through

their trade associations or technical societies.

The federal government also is a full participant within the ANSI federation, both

on technical committees and in the governance of the Institute itself. Increasingly, though

not consistently, goverimient agencies are meeting their statutory obligations not by

developing government-unique standards or requirements, but by actively participating in

the voluntary consensus standards system and adopting the standards developed therein.

Hundreds of thousands of scientists, engineers, technical experts, and consumer

representatives -- from both the private and public sectors - work together on a voluntary

basis in technical committees throughout the ANSI federation to develop standards that are

the technical basis of U.S. products, services, and systems used worldwide. For example,

technical committees within the federation develop the standards that form the basis for the

world's preeminent fire, electrical, and building codes, enabling nations around the world

to enjoy far higher levels of safety than would otherwise be possible. These and other U.S.-

based international standards facilitate the sale of U.S. goods and services worldwide.

ANSI's role also is unique. In its role as the only accreditor of U.S. standards

developing organizations (SDOs), ANSI ensures the integrity of the standards development

process and determines whether standards meet the necessary criteria to be approved as

American National Standards. ANSI's approval of these standards is intended to verify that

the principles of openness and due process have been followed and that a consensus of all

interested parties has been reached. In addition, ANSI considers any evidence that the

proposed American National Standard is contrary to the public interest, contains unfair
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provisions or is unsuitable for national use. ANSI coordination is intended to assist the

voluntary system in ensuring that national standards needs are met with a set of standards

that minimize conflict or unnecessary duplication in their requirements. American National

Standards are kept current and relevant because all such standards must be revised,

reaffirmed, or withdrawn at least every five years.

In the conformity assessment area, ANSI accredits organizations that certify that

products meet certain standards. In addition, through a joint program, ANSI and the

Registrar Accreditation Board (RAB) accredit organizations that register quality systems

conforming to the ISO 9000 series of standards.

ANSI is the established forum for the U.S. standardization community, and is the

United States representative to the two major, non-treaty international standards

organizations: the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and, through the

United States National Committee, the International Electrotechnical Commission (lEC).

It also represents the U.S. in the International Accreditation Forum (lAF), which has the

goal of reducing duplicative conformity assessment requirements (that often serve as non-

tariff barriers to trade) by providing the basis for product certifications and quality system

certifications/registrations performed once, in one place and accepted worldwide. ANSI also

participates in the international Quahty Systems Assessment Recognition Program (QSAR).
Because of the breadth of its participation in standards activities worldwide, the Institute

is able to provide a central source of information and education on standards, conformity

assessment programs and related activities in the U.S. and abroad.

Through active participation in regional standardization organizations such as

COPANT (for Latin America) and PASC (for the Pacific Rim), ANSI provides strong

advocacy for the use of U.S. standards and technology throughout the global marketplace

In doing so, we work very closely with the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST), the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR), the U.S. Departments of

Commerce and State, and other federal agencies, as well as with hundreds of trade

associations, companies, and consumer and labor organizations.

In fulfilling its roles and responsibilities, ANSI continues to pursue its mission to

"[ejnhance both the global competitiveness of U.S. business and the U.S. quality of life by

promoting and facilitating voluntary consensus standards and conformity assessment systems

and safeguarding their integrity." In summary, ANSI ensures the integrity of the US
standardization system by serving as (1) an open, national forum for standards-related policy

issues, (2) the only accreditor of standards developers, ISO Technical Advisory Groups
(TAGs) and an accreditor of product certifiers, and (3) a primary source of information on
education on standards and conformity assessment issues.
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Mr. Ehlers. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Neill.

Next, Mr. Walrad.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. WALRAD, DIRECTOR OF LICENSING
AND PATENTS, VICKERS, INC., ROCHESTER HILLS, MI

Mr. Walrad. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Jack Walrad. I am Director of Licensing and Patents

for Vickers, Inc. I appreciate very much the opportunity to speak
here. Vickers is a leading supplier liquid hydraulic fluid power
products used in industrial plant equipment, construction machin-
ery, and transportation vehicles of all kinds. Our market is global,

and so is the competition.
Annual hydraulic industry sales worldwide are about $20 billion.

U.S. manufacturers hold a 35 percent share, or $7 billion, which is

the largest for any one nation.

Extensive use of published standards is a fact of business life in

our industry and those of our customers. Key standards developers
for us are ISO, ANSI, the National Fluid Power Association an-

other NFPA, SAE, ASTM, and corresponding agencies in Europe.
My job responsibilities include oversight of Vickers work in those

committees, particularly in international aspects.

I want to express three convictions regarding NIST: First, the
NIST labs are a singular national resource of great value. They
should be maintained intact and kept current with advancing
science and technology.
To illustrate, in 1992 our NFPA petitioned NIST to develop and

supply a standard reference material to support test procedures
standardized by ANSI in 1972 and by ISO in 1977, which are wide-
ly used in the hydraulics, automotive, and aerospace industries.

The request to NIST followed a multiyear effort to interest private

sources.

A NIST project was authorized and work began in February of

1993. The development has now been accomplished, and prepara-
tions to supply the material are in process. Full availability signal-

ing completion of the project is scheduled for February of 1996.

Meantime, revisions to both the ANSI and ISO standards began
in 1993 based on good early reports. The ANSI document has now
been adopted, and final ISO approval is expected mid-'96.

These results represent complete success in a difficult project

with high value to American industry. The NFPA project leaders

and our member companies are elated at the NIST performance.
Further, NISTs prestige abroad was instrumental in winning

fast ISO acceptance of our proposed revision. A less trusted source
would have cost time and possible rejection.

Second conviction. The value of NIST labs lies in their com-
petence, objectivity, accessibility, and capacity to sustain long-term
studies. Preservation of that value should be an enforced requisite

in any sale or other disposition.

The project just described required high competence in three spe-

cialty fields. Synergism of the complete NIST labs saved at least

one full year and proportionate costs.

NIST objectivity is recognized all over the world. The attendant
acceptance has high value not readily transferrable to a private

owner nor easily recoverable if damaged.
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American industry currently has access to NIST lab services in

appropriate circumstances, and in some cases that access provides
the only feasible means to a needed technological advance.
Undiminished continued access, including proven ability to work
with industry, must be ensured.
Long-term research with delayed and uncertain payback are

sometimes important to the national interest. If the unique NIST
capacity for such projects were lost, a new equivalent would have
to be created within a very few years.
Third point. The role recommended for NIST in the NRC report

which Tony described is important to the continued progress and
success of American industry. NIST should fill that role, substan-
tially as articulated in the report.

They should first act with ANSI as a focal contact for industry
on standards and conformity assessment.
They should compile and disseminate information on those sub-

jects.

They should initiate and lead steps to eliminate duplicated or
conflicting requirements within government at all levels.

Finally, they should collaborate with ANSI to facilitate effective
mutual support between the public and private sector standardiza-
tion agencies.

NIST has made a good start in these needed activities, and in

the process has gained an understanding of American industry
needs related to standards. That head start is valuable and should
not be wasted.
Thanks again for the opportunity to speak.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Walrad follows:]
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Testimony to the

U.S. House of Representatives

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE

Regarding
H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce

Dismantling Act of 1995

by John F. Watrad
Director, Licensing and Patents

Viclcers, Incorporated a TRINOVA Company

12 September 1995

Thank you for this opportunity to testify on behalf on Vickers Incorporated. My remarks

focus, as Chaimrian Walker directed, on what should happen to NIST. An outline of my
perspective will provide a context.

Perspective

Vickers is one of two operating companies of TRINOVA Corporation. We manufacture

capital goods used in industrial and transportation equipment. Our products are hydraulic

fluid power and electrical components — pumps, motors, valves, cylinders and systems

for power and motion control. Customer industries include machine tools, plastic

processing machines, on- and off-highway vehicles, construction machinery, aircraft,

marine, defense, and general plant equipment.

These markets are global, and so is the competition for them. Reported hydraulic fluid

power shipments total some $20 billion per year worldwide, of which U.S. producers

supply about $7 billion, or 35%, the largest share of any nation.

Extensive use of published standards is a fact of business life in our industry and those

of most customers. Vickers success requires timely knowledge of standards we must

meet and the ability to influence them when appropriate. To that end we participate

actively in ISO Technical Committee 131 - Fluid power, ANSI, the National Fluid Power

Association, SAE, ASTM and corresponding British and Gemnan organizations. My job

responsibilities include oversight of this work, in particular as it affects international

standards.
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Remarks

The NIST Laboratories are a singular national resource of great value. They
should be maintained, intact, with sufficient support to keep them current with

scientific and technological advances.

In 1992 NFPA asked NIST to develop a Standard Reference
Material for calibrating optical particle counters used to detect

and measure abrasive contaminants in hydraulic fluids and
other lubricants. These instruments are used for filter testing

and fluid maintenance in hydraulic, automotive, and
aerospace systems.

Related work in NFPA had produced an ANSI standard in

1972, adopted by ISO in 1977. Emergence of new optical

sensors, with new light source characteristics, necessitated a

traceable calibration material in the early 1980's. The request

to NIST followed a 10-year effort by the NFPA and ISO
project groups to achieve the needed result through private

research resources. That effort failed to find any such

resources that were willing and able to do the job.

In mid-1993 NIST undertook the requested project, arranged

by its Office of Standard Reference Materials and performed

by the Chemical Science and Technology Lab with assistance

from the Computing and Applied Mathematics Lab. To date

they have developed the needed material, confirmed it

through round robin tests in private labs, and begun
preparations to package and sell it. Initial sales are

scheduled for November 1995, and full availability signalling

the end of the project for February 1996.

Revisions to the ANSI and ISO standards were begun
concurrently with the project, based on good early reports.

The ANSI/NFPA document has now been adopted, and the

final ballot in ISO is expected mid-1996.

These results represent complete success in a challenging

project with high value to American industry. The NFPA
project leaders who have participated throughout are elated

with the responsiveness, competence, and performance of the

NIST team. Our member companies who supported the

program are equally pleased.
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The resulting standards will help to promote new and
improved technology in the affected industries worldwide, and
to continue U.S. leadership as a supplier of that technology.

The NIST laboratories provided indispensable help in this

achievement.

As a sidelight the recognition and prestige of NIST in the

technical community abroad, particularly in Europe, was a key

asset in winning prompt approval of the ISO standard

revision. NIST findings and recommendations were accepted

with little or no question. Similar input from a less known
source would have been suspect and possibly rejected.

The resource value of the NIST Laboratories lies in their competence, objectivity,

accessibility and capacity to sustain long term studies. Preservation of that value

should be an enforced requisite in the sale or other disposition of the laboratories.

The SRM project described above required high level

knowledge and modern analytic equipment in three fields.

The synergism of the complete NIST laboratories saved at

least a year and proportionate cost in completing the work.

This total competence is certainly rare, probably unique.

Objectivity of the NIST labs is recognized all over the world.

The attendant credibility and acceptance have great value,

which is not readily transferrable to a private owner. If once

famished, that value may be irretrievable.

The SRM project demonstrates that American industrial

interests have access to the NIST lab services in appropriate

circumstances, and that in some cases those services are the

only feasible means to achieve a needed technological

advance. Access is of course also needed by U.S.

Government agencies. Undiminished continued access must

be ensured.

Long term research projects, with delayed and uncertain

payback, are seldom undertaken by private laboratories.

Such projects are sometimes important to the long term

national or industrial interest, however. NIST is currently a

key resource for conducting long term research, and the U.S.

does need such a resource. If this NIST capacity were lost

as a result of the dismantling, a new equivalent would have to

be created within a few years.
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The role recommended for NIST in the National Research Council report,

Standards. Conformity Assessment and Trade: Into the 21st Century, is important

to the continued progress and success of American industry. NIST should be
assigned that role substantially as articulated in the report. Paraphrasing the

report, NIST should:

• Serve as a focal contact for industry on standardization and
conformity assessment matters.

• Initiate and lead actions to eliminate duplicated or conflicting

requirements within government agencies at all levels.

• Compile and disseminate information on standards and conformity

assessment.

• Promote the use of private sector standards and conformity

assessment services in place of separately developed govemment
documents and resources.

• Collaborate with ANSI to develop more effective mutual support

between public and private agencies engaged in standardization.

These activities are needed. The government may have to undertake them
within a short time in some manner. NIST has made a good start already

and can implement them faster-cheaper-better than another agency that

lacks such a start.

Thank you again for the opportunity to speak here. The matter before you has

great importance to our company, and I appreciate the chance to comment.
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Mr. Ehlers. Thank you very much, Mr. Walrad.
Next we have Dr. Hermann.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT JAY HERMANN, SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, UNITED TECH-
NOLOGIES, HARTFORD, CT
Mr. Hermann. Good afternoon.

I also appreciate the opportunity to comment on H.R. 1756. I am
the Chairman of the Visiting Committee on Advanced Technology
of the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
This advisory committee was established by the Omnibus Trade

and Competitiveness Act of 1988, regularly reviews the policies,

programs, and budget of the institute. This committee has nine
members selected from the private sector.

In what we might call normal life, should that exist, I am also

Senior Vice President, Science and Technologies, at the United
Technologies Corporation, and in this position I worry about assur-

ing the development of the compan/s technical resources and the

full exploitation of science and technology by the corporation. I am
also involved in a number of other government advisory and profes-

sional activities.

With respect to the comprehensive issue of H.R. 1756, I have
contributed within my company to develop a position of strong sup-

port for the Department of Commerce or something like it. I am
convinced that our Nation does need a Cabinet-level organization

dedicated to the coherent use of the instruments of government for

our common economic objectives.

However, as Chairman of the Visiting Committee on Advanced
Technology for NIST, I believe I am most useful by focusing on the

issues in the bill relating to NIST.
Let me begin by saying that I have become a strong supporter

of NIST and its programs. Prior to a little over 3 years ago, I had
essentially no contact with this institute, and my professional expe-

rience was only tangentially related to its activities. In the past few
years I have had the opportunity to see it in action from the visit-

ing committee perspective, and I understand much better its essen-

tial role in our society.

I have also broadened my standards-related experience by joining

the board of directors of the American National Standards Insti-

tute, under Tony's leadership, and serving on the National Re-

search Council's commission on physical sciences, mathematics,
and application. This commission has oversight responsibility for

the NIST board on assessments, which provides a comprehensive
review of the NIST laboratories. I now feel I have a much better

perspective on which to base my judgments.
The extramural programs of NIST, that is, the Advanced Tech-

nology Program, Manufacturing Extension Program, and Baldrige

Award, are, in my view, sound programs contributing to the eco-

nomic health of our Nation and are a wise use of the taxpayers'

money.
However, their reason for being and the justification for their

size, their industrial relations are, for the most part, separable

from the issues of the internal laboratories of NIST, which I would
like to address today.
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Although I have studied the bill, I am not completely clear

enough about its formula for the disposition of the functions and
the laboratories to permit a thoughtful critique of its consequences.
As an alternative approach, I have chosen to describe what I be-

lieve are some fundamental issues involved, with a few references

to the specifics of the bill.

Let me begin by asserting, as the previous speakers did, that I

believe our country must have a competent, science-based, trust-

worthy, and easily accessible measurements infrastructure. With-
out it, we cannot have the interoperability of materials in our in-

dustry, the ability to communicate about industry with ease, and
the authority on industrial matters and the leading-edge national
competitive advantages in new industries and technologies.

An absolutely essential element of that infrastructure is the me-
trology laboratory system of NIST. They provide the science and
engineering basis for the physical standards upon which the whole
measurement infrastructure of the United States depends. No
other institution, public or private, performs this function for the
United States.

The industrial sector clearly understands that this must be a
centrally executed responsibility performed competently and fairly

for all industry and must not become a pawn of the private sector

competition.

The laboratory programs of NIST are conceived and rationalized

to support this standards mission. They are not there to perform
science for the sake of science, even though good science is often

a byproduct of their work. Their role is totally incongruent with the
role and responsibilities of the National Science Foundation. NIST
is a mission agency with a key role in the operating industrial ac-

tivities of this Nation.
These programs are not conceived to augment the science and

technology base of the private industrial sector, even though their

efforts often do support the private industrial sector. Thus coopera-

tion between NIST and industry is extremely important to both
parties. In order to make the measurement science base accessible

to industry and for NIST to understand the measurement science

base that will be needed by industry in the future, NIST must have
an extension program of outreach cooperation with the scientists

and engineers of the private sector.

You will fmd, therefore, a great deal of mechanisms being used
to achieve this objective.

I have attached some written materials from NIST, which I see

are duplicated by Mr. O'Neill's testimony. Let me just pass on to

say that I have found that in describing what NIST does, it is dif-

ficult to simplify, and it turns out that you are remanded to mak-
ing long lists of examples and I have not been able to escape that,

and if you know how to do that, please help me out.

In addition to being a science-based authority for standards,
NIST performs other important functions for this country, since it

is regularly and routinely involved in the discipline and process of

standards and thus has relationships with industry and other ele-

ments of the U.S. Government and foreign government agencies

concerned with standards. They are an essential part of the non-
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physical treaty standards and of the U.S. voluntary standards and
conformity assessment system.
As Tony indicated, many of us are members of the board of direc-

tors of ANSI. I want to note that there has recently been enacted
between ANSI and NIST an MOU that was at the initiative of the
industrial segment of the board of directors that caused this to

occur.

The bill directs that the laboratories be sold "to the private sector
entities to perform substantially the same functions as were per-
formed by the laboratories of the institute.

Personally, I do not quite understand the economic incentive for
the private sector in this transaction or what purposes would be
served for the government. I am a strong supporter of outsourcing
government functions which can be performed better by the private
sector, but I do not see any of the elements here which would make
that a sensible action on the part of either the government or an
element of the private sector.

This section of the bill clearly assumes that the functions of
NIST which are assigned to the National Science Foundation are
separable from the laboratories of NIST. That is wrong. The labora-
tories perform the functions of NIST. They provide the science base
upon which standards can be created. They perform the outreach
and knowledge transfer to industry. They are inseparable from the
mission of NIST.

I am told that the disposition of options being discussed is to

transfer NIST to the Department of Energy, I heard this morning.
I cannot imagine why this makes sense unless the role and mission
of DOE is to be materially changed.

Further, the track record of that department in conducting
science and technology activities outside of its historic national se-

curity role has not been good, in my judgment. NIST, although sub-
stantially smaller, is an important asset to preserve and will not
fit, in my judgment, well in the Department of Energy as it is cur-
rently constructed.

I am also told that a department of science is under consider-
ation that might be an eventual location for NIST. I am not sure
what that department will constitute, but if this department is to

be focused on the objective of strengthening the science base of the
United States, it does not make sense to me. It is not the purpose
of NIST to strengthen the science base, and in an industrial infra-

structure role, it seems to me would be incompatible with the skills

and backgrounds of the leadership of such a department, but that
is conjecture on the basis of what that department would look like.

In my view, NIST should be associated with a department whose
mission and function is focused on the economic and industrial
well-being of the Nation. Its location in Commerce today makes
sense. If there is to be no Cabinet-level department responsible for

using the appropriate instruments of Government to that purpose,
it would be an unfortunate outcome, in my viewpoint.

In that circumstance, I would chose the U.S. Trade Rep of today's
candidates as the location for NIST. At least this position is fo-

cused on our competitive economic and industrial relationships
with the rest of the world. This is the context within which NISTs
capabilities should be evaluated and directed.
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Let me conclude by reiterating that I feel that serious damage
would be done if this bill is enacted as written. A small but essen-

tial element of our industrial infrastructure would be eliminated.

It will certainly amaze our trading partners and industrial com-
petitors.

Sadly, I sense from the language being used that this action will

be based on some serious misconceptions about the nature of indus-

trial processes and the role of NIST in these processes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Hermann follows:]
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Statement of Robert J. Hermann

Senior Vice President, Science and Technologies, United Technologies

and

Chairman, Visiting Committee on Advanced Technology

of the

National Institute of Standards and Technology

before the

Committee on Science of the House of Representatives

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee; I am pleased to have the opportunity to comment

onH.R. 1756.

I am the Chairman of the Visiting Committee on Advanced Technology of the National Institute

of Standards and Technology (NIST). This advisory committee, established by the Omnibus

Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, regularly reviews the policies, programs and budget of

the Institute. This committee has nine members selected from the private sector.

I am also Senior Vice President, Science and Technology at United Technologies Corporation. In

this position, I am responsible for assuring the development ofthe company's technical resources

and the full exploitation of science and technology by the corporation.

In addition, I am involved in other activities which may be of interest to the committee. I am a

member of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and the Commission on Missions

and Capabilities for Intelligence, the Defense Science Board; the National Academy of

Engineering; the National Research Council Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathematics and

Applications; and the National Society of Professional Engineers Industry Advisory Group. I am
also a member of the Board of Directors for Draper Laboratories and the American National

Standards Institute (ANSI) as well as the Board of Trustees for the Hartford Graduate Center.

With respect to the comprehensive issue of H.R. 1756, 1 have contributed to a position of strong

support for a Department ofCommerce in my capacity at United Technologies. I am convinced

that our nation does need a cabinet-level organization dedicated to the coherent use of the

instruments ofgovernment for our common economic objectives. However, as Chairman of the

Visiting Committee on Advanced Technology for NIST, I believe I can be most useful to the

committee by focusing on the issues ofH.R. 1756 which pertain to NIST.
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Let me begin by saying that I have become a strong support ofNIST and its programs. Prior to a

little over three years ago I had essentially no contact with this Institute and my professional

experience was only tangentially related to its activities. In the jkst few years, I have had the

opportunity to see it in action from the Visiting Committee perspective and understand much
better its essential role in our society. I have also broadened my standards-related experience by

joining the Board of Directors ofthe American National Standards Institute and serving on the

National Research Council's Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathematics and Applications.

This Commission has oversight responsibility for the NIST Board on Assessments which provides

a comprehensive review of the NIST Laboratories. I now feel that I have a much better

perspective on which to base my judgments.

The extra-mural programs ofNIST, that is, the Advanced Technology Program (ATP), the

Manufacturing Extension Program (MEP), and the Baldrige Award are, in my view, sound

programs, are contributing to the economic health of our nation and are a wise use of the

taxpayers money. However, their reason for being, the justification for their size, and their

industrial relationships are, for the most part, separable from the issues ofthe internal laboratories

ofNIST which I would like to address today.

Although I have studied the Bill, I am not completely clear enough about its formula for the

disposition of the functions and the laboratories to permit a thoughtful critique of its

consequences. As an alternative approach, I have chosen to describe what I believe are the

fundamental issues involved with very few references to the specifics of the bill.

Let me begin by asserting that I believe our country must have a competent, science-based,

trustworthy, and easily accessible measurement infrastructure. Without it, we cannot have the

interoperability of materials in industry, the ability to communicate with ease and authority about

industrial matters, and the leading-edge, national competitive advantages in new technologies and

industries.

An absolutely essential element of that infrastructure is the metrology laboratory system ofNIST.

They provide the science and engineering basis for the physical standards upon which the whole

measurement infrastructure ofthe United States depends. No other institution,—public or

private—performs this function for the United States. The industrial sector clearly understands

that this must be a centrally executed responsibility, performed competently and fairly for all of

industry, and must not become a competitive pawn of private sector competition.

The laboratory programs ofNIST are conceived and rationalized to support this standards

mission. They are not there to perform science for the sake of science even though good science

is often a by-product of their work. Their role is totally incongruent with the role and

responsibilities of the National Science Foundation (NSF). NIST is a mission agency with a key

role in the operating industrial activities of the nation.

These programs are also not conceived to augment the science and technology base ofthe private

industrial sector even though their efforts often do support the private industrial sector. Close

cooperation between NIST and industry is extremely important. In order to make the
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measurement science base accessible to industry and for NIST to understand the measurement

science base that will be needed by industry in the future, NIST must have an extensive program

of outreach and cooperation with the scientists and engineers ofthe private sector. You will find,

therefore, a great variety of mechanisms being used to assure that the investment being made in

the NIST laboratories can be exploited by industry. There are many visiting scientists and

engineers from industry working with NIST scientists and engineers. There are cooperative

programs with individual companies and consortia. NIST also holds many workshops for

industry on special topics. This set of relationships is sound, worthy of our pride, and is a

comparative advantage for our industry.

I have attached some wntten materials fi^om INST which show a variety of examples ofthe ways

that NIST laboratories provide value and essential functions to our industry and our consumers.

Since the number ofways and examples are so many and so varied, I have found that it is difficult

to simplify the description of this important function. These lists of examples have been useful for

me; perhaps you will find them helpful as well.

In addition to being the science-based authority for standards, NIST performs other important

functions for the country. Since it is regularly and routinely involved in the discipline and process

of standards and thus has relationships with industry, other elements of the U.S. Government, and

with foreign governmental agencies concerned with standards, NIST has become an essential part

of non-physical treaty standards and of the U.S. voluntary standards and conformity assessments

system.

Some ofus on the panel are a part of the nation's voluntary standards system through

participation in ANSI. ANSI is the lead organization of the federation of activities that constitute

the U.S. voluntary standards system. Recently ANSI and NIST signed a Memorandum of

Understanding to formalize and facilitate cooperation between the government and the private

sector in standards and conformity assessment activities. I want to particularly note that the

impetus for this initiative was fi^om the industrial members of the ANSI Board of Directors. They

realize that the competitiveness of our nation demands that on some matters we, as a society,

must act together. Dealing with standards, the standardization process, and conformity to those

standards and processes is something that we must do in this globally competitive world and that

no company or industry can do by itself We can do must of the work in the private sector and

that is the style of the voluntary standards system but not all countries behave as we do. We in

industry often need the help of government when we cross sovereign borders. Whether it is the

U.S. Trade Representative, the Department of Commerce, or NIST in the standards field, to deal

with other sovereign nations sometimes requires U.S. Government and U.S. industry cooperation.

We must then know how to cooperate efifectively and anticipate the times and circumstances

when that cooperation will be needed.

After years of wasteful squabbling on the part of both the public and private sector, we have now
made significant progress in understanding, communications and mechanisms for cooperation in

the voluntary standards community. Industry sees a strong role for NIST in this partnership.
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The bill directs that the laboratories be sold "—to the private sector entity to perform substantially

the same fiinrtions as were performed by the laboratories ofthe Institute—". Personally, I do not

quite understand the economic incentive for the private sector in this transaction or what purposes

would be served for the government. I am a strong supporter of outsourcing government

functions which can be performed better by the private sector, but I do not see any ofthe

elements here which would make that a sensible action on the part of either the government or the

private sector.

This section ofthe bill clearly assumes that the functions ofMIST which are assigned to the

National Science Foundation are separable from the laboratories ofNIST. That is wrong. The

laboratories perform the functions ofNIST. They provide the science-base upon which standards

can be created. They perform the outreach and knowledge transfer to industry. They are

inseparable from the mission ofNIST.

I am told that one of the disposition options being discussed is to transfer NIST to the

Department ofEnergy (DOE). I cannot imagine why that makes sense unless the role and mission

ofDOE is going to be materially changed. Further, the track record of that department in

conducting scientific and technical activities outsides of its national security role has not been very

good. In my judgment, NIST, although substantially smaller, is a more important asset to

preserve for our commercial interests than much of the Department ofEnergy Laboratory effort.

I am also told that a new Department of Science is under consideration and might be an eventual

location for NIST. Since I do not know the function and form of this department, I find it

difl5cult to know whether this makes sense. If this department is to be focused on the objective of

strengthening the science base of the United States, it does not. That is not the purpose ofNIST

and its industrial infrastructure role would not be compatible with the skills and backgrounds of

the leadership of such a department.

In my view, NIST should be associated with a department whose mission and function is focused

on the economic and industrial well being ofthe nation. Its location in Commerce today makes

sense. Ifthere is to be no cabinet-level department responsible for using the appropriate

instruments ofgovernment to that purpose, it will be an unfortunate outcome. In that

circumstance, I would choose the U.S. Trade Representative as the location for NIST. At least

this position is focused on our competitive economic and industrial relationships with the rest of

the world. This is the context within which the NIST capability should be evaluated and directed.

Finally, I note that the bill eliminates authorization ofNIST to contract for studies by the National

Research Council. I am a little surprised that a bill which leaves so many major questions

unanswered found this item worthy of attention. This contract supports the Board on

Assessments which provides a third party peer review ofthe NIST Laboratories each year by

national experts in each specialized laboratory field. Our Visiting Committee felt that this was

such a sound concept that we have suggested to the Director ofNIST that it be extended to its

extra-mural programs.
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Let me conclude by re-iterating that I believe that serious damage will be done if this bill is

enacted. A small but essential element of our industrial infrastructure will be eliminated. It will

certainly amaze our trading partners and industrial competitors. Sadly, I sense from the language

being used that this action will be based on some serious misconceptions about the nature of

industrial processes and the role ofNIST in these processes.

Attachments:

1) How America Counts on NIST for Measurements: Important Facts

2) NIST Laboratory Program: Services and Benefits

3) Standards, Measurement, and the NIST Laboratories: Don't Leave your Economy
Without Them
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U.S. Department of CoinmerceA"echnology Administration

National Iiisliliile of Standards and Tochnolotji,-

HOW AMERICA COUNTS ON NIST FOR MEASUREMENTS:
IMPORTANT FACTS

Created in 1901 out of economic necessity that has grown over time, the Commerce

Department's National Institute of Standards and Technology is the nation's premier institution

devoted to the science and practice of measurement The agency's laboratories are a key part of

NIST's portfolio of four technology programs. The laboratories develop and supply companies,

universities, hospitals, and other organizations with essential measurement know-how. They

develop otherwise unattainable tools that ensure confidence in the growing number of measure-

ments demanded by the technically complex afeiirs of commerce, science, engineering, health,

safety, defense, law enforcement, and the environment "NIST quality" measurements are part

of a universal technical language linking U.S. companies and institutions to the rest of the global

economy.

NIST measurements are vital to the functioning of the entire economy, helping to

ensure fairness and elBBciency in the sale of more than $2 trillion worth of goods and
services.

Accurate and uniform measurements of weight, size, volume, and other quanti-

ties maximize efficiency and promote customer confidence in the sale of goods rang-

ing from lunch meat at the deh counter to natural gas flowing through transnational

pipelines to ultrapure gases purchased by semiconductor manufacturers. The conse-

quences of weakening the underpinnings of the national measurement system are

mistrust, disputes, and costly inefficiencies at every one of the many steps leading

from raw inputs to finished goods and services.

NIST tools and services are the ultimate references for the hundreds of millions of

measurements made daily by U.S. companies, small emd large.

More than 350 different NIST-developed measurement tools and services are

embedded into the quality control systems of the automotive industry—^from small

suppliers of metal parts to large refiners of gas and oil. Virtually all U.S. semiconduc-

tor manufacturers depend on NIST-developed test methods to evaluate their raw

materials, processes, and products. The entire U.S. steel industry relies on more than

125 NIST Standard Reference Materials in assessing the quality of raw materials and

finished products.

The top tier in the nation's measurement chain, NIST conducts research that antici-

pates long-term needs in basic science and engineering and responds to industry's con-

tinual demands for increased accuracy.

NIST aims to develop measurement capabilities that are four to 10 times more

accurate than the best quality-inspection methods practiced in industry. The chain of

precision measurements leading to the factory floor begins at NIST. At each step along

the chain—^from NIST to private caUbration lab or precision equipment maker, to com-

pany standards lab, all the way down to the production cell—uncertainty is introduced,

necessitating the high (often, world best) levels of accuracy achieved by the agency.
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Long-term efforts have paid off with NIST's newly developed Molecular

Measuring Machine, a unique atomic imaging microscope with a field of view 250,000

times greater than that of current microscopes. It will provide crucial measurement

support to industry and university researchers studying ways to manipulate nature's

molecular architecture for practical purposes, firom creating entirely new materials to

manufacturing future generations of integrated circuits.

NIST measurements, services, and expertise underpin efforts to eliminate technical

barriers to trade, which could boost annual U.S. exports by $20 billion or more.

Measurement traceability to NIST, internationally recognized as the U.S. mea-

surement authority, enables U.S. companies to demonstrate compliance with spe-cdfic

technical standards, an increasingly common prerequisite for doing business in foreign

markets. Without NIST, many firms would be shut out of those markets or forced to

acquire measurement services from foreign laboratories, causing delays and imposing

costs ultimately borne by the U.S. economy.

"NIST quality" measurements are crucial to the performance of U.S. miUtary equip-

ment systems.

The Defense Department relies heavily on NIST measurement expertise and

standards, specifying that systems and components be calibrated with equipment and

methods traceable to NIST.

NIST developed specialized equipment that the U.S. military uses to calibrate

—

and thereby ensure the accuracy of—range-finder and target-acquisition

systems deployed on jets, helicopters, and missiles.

NIST measurement research and its impartial expertise are national resources, tapped

regularly to address health, safety, and environmental issues.

NIST measurements were instrumental in identifying automobile exhaust as a

major environmental source of lead in children. NIST research has yielded reliable,

widely adopted methods for measuring electric and magnetic fields from power sys-

tems, essential to resolving the issue of whether exposure to the invisible fields poses

health risks. NIST measurement references are used to ensure that radiation doses

are administered accurately, safely, and effectively in 7 million diagnostic and thera-

peutic procedures performed each yean

NIST-developed measurement methods help companies transform new technologies

into manufacturable products, while furthering the aims of university scientists.

Laboratory-developed, one-of-a-kind measurement equipment is a resource for

the entire research community. For example, NIST scientists helped their counter-

parts at Carnegie Mellon, MIT, the University of Minnesota, and other institutions

install and apply NIST-invented technology for studying the magnetic structure of

materials in unprecedented detail. In industry, companies racing to develop new high-

density information storage systems—firms ranging from tiny Nonvolatile

Electronics, Plymouth, Minn., to the Digital Equipment Corp.—^have collaborated

with NIST on research made possible by the unique magnetic microscope.
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U.S. Department of Commerce/Technology Administration

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NIST LABORATORY PROGRAM:
SERVICES AND BENEFITS

The Commerce Department's National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)pro-

vides the nation with unique research and services in measurement and standards matters

that help industry, consumers, and the scientific community and contribute to improved public

health and safety, law enforcement, and national defense. Among other roles, NIST acts as the

nation's measurement laboratory—serving as a neutral third party in ways that could not be
dupUcated by private organizations. Examples of NIST services and benefits follow.

Industry

Higher quality products, more reliable and more flexible processes, fewer rejected parts,

speedier product development, more efficient market transactions, higher levels of interoper-

ability among machines, factories, and companies. These are some of the practical advantages

that U.S. companies realize from the NIST laboratories' research, services, and standards-

related activities. The ultimate U.S. reference point for measurements with counterpart

organizations throughout the world, the laboratories provide companies, entire industries,

and the whole science and technology community with the equivalent of a common language

needed in nearly every stage of technical activity.

Without NIST, electrical utilities and consumers would have no reliable source

for accurate calibrations of watthour meters that serve 100 million homes and build-

ings and track nearly $200 billion of electricity. A measurement error of just 1 per-

cent translates into costs totaling almost $2 biUion, borne by consumers or utilities.

Gas producers, distributors, processors, and consumers save about $150 mil-

lion annuaUy from NIST research and measurement methods that improve accuracy

in natural gas pipeline metering.

Electric power grids, communications networks, banking systems, and sateUite

and guided missile navigation systems rely on NIST's super-accurate atomic dock
for time and frequency signals. Lx>s Angeles County, for example, saves an esti-

mated 22 million gallons of gasoline per year and 55,000 hours of driving time each

day by synchronizing traffic Ughts with NIST's time and firequency services.

• Entire industries rely heavily on NIST's Standard Reference Materials for

accuracy and quality assurance. The steel industry relies on over 125 different NIST
measurement standards for reliability of raw materials and finished steel compo-
nents that go into bridges, buildings, and other structures.

U.S. producers and users of optical fibers depended on NIST to develop the

technical foundation for more than 20 voluntary measurement standards credited

with accelerating the growth of the optical fiber market and communications

networks.
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The U.S. automotive industry relies on more than 350 different NIST-

developed measurement tools and services for quality control systems—everything

from purity of glass and steel to reliability of fuel, highway cement, and exhaust

systems.

Semiconductor manufacturing equipment companies have counted on NIST
measurement research and tools to drive down the size and drive up the perfor-

mance of their products—enabling improvements by the makers and users of inte-

grated circuits. Industry estimated that just one NIST project—^which could not-be

undertaken by any single company—saved industry over $30 million, a return of

more than 100 times the cost of the work.

U.S. engineers in aerospace, automotive, and other industries trying to take

advantage of computer-aided manufacturing technologies are benefiting from

NIST's management of a 26-nation effort leading to an important new data-

exchange standard. In the automotive industry alone, costs due to incompatible sys-

tems are estimated to approach $100 million.

U.S. semiconductor manufacturers attributed 4 percent of their productivity

growth over a five-year jseriod and annual savings of up to $500 million to NIST
research.

American companies could gain between $20 billion and $40 billion worth of

exports ifNIST succeeds in its efforts to help eliminate non-tariff-related barriers to

trade such as restrictive standards and testing requirements imposed by other

nations.

The nuclear energy industry and the public depend on measurement standards

developed by NIST that are essential for continued safe operation of 109 power
plants. NIST develops and updates industry testing procedures and advises the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission on judging the strength of reactor pressure

vessels, a task that requires special measurement expertise and impartiality.

The aircraft industry and public rely on unique NIST facilities and expertise

needed to understand metal failures such as those that caused the top of an Aloha

Airlines passenger jet to rip off in flight In similar work, NIST materials and con-

struction expertise helped explain why an oil storage tank released 4 million gallons

of oil into a Pennsylvania rivei; shutting down drinking water for Pittsburgh and

other cities; NIST recommendations for tougher safety standards were quickly

adopted by the industry.

NIST created the world's most accurate instrument to measure layers on sili-

con chips at thicknesses the semiconductor industry demands for precise manufac-

turing control. The Semiconductor Industry Association noted, "NIST is the only

place in the U.S. where the broad range of measurements needed for semiconductor

processing are routinely and systematically developed."

NIST helped telecommunications companies to synchronize their transmis-

sions to provide their users error-free connections. "By my calculation, NIST saved

us almost one year in the time it took to develop the proper synchronization stan-

dard," says Rodney J. Boehm, chairman of a subconMnittee of the telecommunica-
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tions industry's Exchange Carriers Association. "It is imperative that NIST con-

tinue to be involved to help guide us and ensure that we use [NIST] expertise to

speed up the standards process for the good of the entire industry," Boehm adds.

Virtually the entire space-based communications industry has adopted NIST-

developed methods to test microwave antennas, saving companies millions of

dollars. One company estimates it has saved $35 milhon by implementing the NIST
near-field techniques. NIST-developed techniques for trouble-shooting and repairing

complex antenna arrays also have produced substantial savings. McClellan Air Farce

Base in California was able to reduce repair time from as much as a year to "only a

few weeks" as a result of NIST assistance.

Manufacturers of electronic products or products with numerous electronic

components use commercial versions of a NIST-developed TEM cell to check for

electromagnetic interference or imwanted emissions. The automotive industry

tests vehicles for radiated emissions in huge TEM cells before placing them on the

market "It saves us about three days per car in testing time," says a Ford engineer

TEM cell techniques are included as part of electromagnetic interference standards

by the Society of Automotive Engineers, the American National Standards Institute,

and the Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers, among others. TEM cells

now are produced by a dozen companies.

Large segments of the U.S. medical, agricultural, food processing, papei; plas-

tics, and building materials industries save an estimated $500 million per year as a

result of a NIST-developed method for measuring light reflection.

The National Association of Home Builders estimates that NIST recommenda-

tions for improved plumbing standards made possible hundreds of millions of dollars

in savings in materials costs for the construction industry and for homeowners from

reduced water usage.

NIST-developed smoke detector performance requirements, installation

guidelines, and subsequent studies have played an essential role in establishing a

$100 million U.S. residential smoke detector market and enabled U.S. manufactur-

ers to acqmre a 50-percent share of the world market Since 1975, the percentage of

homes protected with at least one smoke detector has grown to about 80 percent

This has been a major factor in the dramatic reduction in fire death rate in the

United States, from more than 60 people per million population to fewer than 30 per

million.

Law Enforcement

Since 1971, NIST has helped state and local police fight crime and lower costs by coordinating

development of nearly 200 law enforcement standards. These standards include measure-

ment methods and testing methodologies that help pohce make better use of evidence,

ensure the quality of critical police equipment, and save tax dollars by improving police

procurement.

NIST developed the computerized system the Federal Bureau of Investigation

uses to match fingerprint evidence against 30 million records, so that local poUce

can identify and arrest suspects. NIST researchers are now working to automate
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the last remaining manual step in fingerprint analysis, an accomplishment expected

to save the FBI 80 percent of its current labor costs for this procedure.

A DNA profiling Standard Reference Material developed by NIST in 1992 has

been key to establishing the reliability of this powerful law enforcement tool.

Another NIST SRM for a newer; faster method of DNA profiling was issued in June

1995. "We don't like to go to court unless we have standard references that we can

use in our testing," says David Bing of CBR Laboratory in Boston. "And you don't

want the labs that are doing the testing to develop the standards because then there

is no check on their objectivity."

For the Department of Justice, NIST developed the performance standards

now used throughout much of the world to test police soft body armor According to

industry figures, more than 2,000 U.S. police officers owe their lives to body armoi;

resulting in savings to taxpayers of over $800 million in death benefits and other

costs.

NIST standard test methods for radar guns and other speed-measuring devices

have helped to improve substantially the accuracy of such devices. Prior to the

NIST standard the reliability of radar devices was unknown and often was chal-

lenged successfully in court.

Health and Medicine

In matters of health and medicine, measurement errors and uncertainties can kill. In the case

of radiation therapy, for example, an overdose can be lethal, while an underdose may fail to

check the spread of a life-threatening tumon Similarly, errors and uncertainties can under-

mine effective responses to public health problems, sometimes leading to erroneous conclu-

sions that inflate risks and divert resources from legitimate public needs. As the nation's

measurement authority, NIST laboratories provide services and conduct research that form

much of the foundation for nationwide safety and quality-assurance systems that ensure the

accuracy of health care measurements. In addition, NIST's measurement exjjertise and data

services and its one-of-a-kind instnmients have become valuable resources for health and bio-

medical researchers across the country. Finally, NIST experts often are called upon to speed

or narrow the search for answers to suspected health problems, which often pose difficult

measurement challenges.

Accxiracy of clinical measurements of cholesterol levels in blood serum has

improved dramatically—to 95 percent, as compared with about 70 percent—since

NIST is-sued a benchmark Standard Reference Material, a sample of serum contain-

ing certified amounts of human cholesterol. Greatly increased confidence in the

results of cholesterol translates into better decisions on treatment and lifestyle

management "Every dollar spent at NIST for clinical laboratory standards has a

multiplying effect of at least 10 times that in value for the public in improved

diagnosis."—George Bowers, Hartford Hospital

The 600,000 people who undergo radiation therapy for cancer each year and

the several million more who undergo radiodiagnostic and radiotherapeutic proce-

dures count on NIST calibrations, reference materials, and laboratory accreditation

services to ensure the accuracy of radiation doses.
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A NIST invention should significantly improve the quality of soft tissue images

obtained in the more than 22 million X-ray mammography procedures performed

each yean The improvement should translate into more accurate diagnoses, reduc-

ing the number of urmecessary biopsies (due to false positive results) and undetect-

ed tumors (due to false negative results). The new device, a spinoff from NIST's

core competency in X-ray measurement technology, measures voltage applied to the

X-ray source and the resultant energy distribution of X-rays that women receive

during breast cancer screening 10 times more accurately than existing field calibra-

tion units. The new device "appears to be an almost ideal way of routinely meastir-

ing X-ray spectra from X-ray diagnostic machines."—^TJ. Quinn, Bureau

International des Poids et Mesures

NIST researchers also are developing new measurement technology with the

potential to identify women at risk for breast cancer before they actually develop the

disease. The new system, which measures tiny amounts of estrogen byproducts,

capitalizes on an analytical technique that is more reliable, faster; and less costly

than conventional methods of hormone measurement

NIST studies ofDNA damage by free radicals are helping uncover how these

molecules promote certain cancers and other diseases. Among the benefits is a

method for identifying and assessing molecular-level damage to DNA in cells and

organs. Understanding the mechanism of DNA damage and repair potentially could

help other researchers to develop the necessary means to prevent or repair the

DNA damage in cells.

At the Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology (CARB), which is spon-

sored by NIST, the University of Maryland, and Montgomery County, scientists

have shed Ught on the structure for a series of important bacterial sugar-transport

proteins that may help pharmaceutical companies design new antibiotics that target

bacteria. CARB analyses of other proteins could be the foundation for developing

more effective chemotherapy drugs as well as enzyme inhibitors that would make
cancer cells more susceptible to chemotherapy.

NIST-led efforts are ensuring that international monitoring of ground-level

changes in ultraviolet radiation will yield accurate, reliable measurement results,

enabling scientists to assess the health effects of upper-atmosphere ozone depletion

and the consequent increase in UV radiation.

NIST measurements were crucial to efforts that identified automobile emis-

sions as a significant environmental source of lead, a toxic metal that is especially

hazardous to children during neurological development NIST's continuing support

of efforts to reduce lead exposure includes more than 40 reference materials certi-

fied for lead concentration. These are used to ensure the accuracy of laboratory and

field measurements of lead levels in, for example, blood and bone and of the lead

concentrations on painted surfaces and in vratet Reference materials containing cer-

tified levels of lead in soil samples are under development

The NIST dental materials research program, a 67-year-old collaboration with

the American Dental Association, continues to be the source of key enabling tech-

nologies that have helped to improve the practice of dentistry and the dental health

of Americans. Some examples:
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NIST and ADA researchers developed the prototype technology leading to

the air-driven turbine drill now found in virtually all dentist offices.

A simple new shielding device developed by NIST and ADA collaborators

will protect patients' healthy tissues from radiation while they undergo

therapy for oral tumors and lesions. "I would not have been able to deve-

lop the new shielding method outside of NIST. By working here, I was

able to draw upon the expertise of NIST metallurgists, polymer scientists,

and radiation physicists."—Frederick E. Eichmillei; inventor of the new
shielding technology

B A mercury-free dental amalgam developed by NIST and ADA researchers

can eliminate concerns over the long-term effect of mercury-containing

dental materials on public health and the environment

B A substantially improved method for calibrating radiation doses delivered by a

new neurosurgical tool called the gamma knife resulted from a collaboration involv-

ing NIST radiation experts, three oncology centers, and a New Jersey company. The
calibration method is key to exploiting thin-film technology that generates pre-

treatment maps precisely indicating radiation targets within the brain and radiation-

dose levels within the target area.

B NIST provides important research and measurement support to the nation's

health and biomedical scientists. For example:

B NIST-developed and -maintained databases ensure that biological models

and the calculations they are based on use accurate, reliable data One
newly added database, for instance, contains evaluated data on the proper-

ties of more than 900 lipids, a group of molecules intensely studied by

pharmaceutical and food technology researchers.

B NIST research yielded reliable methods for measuring electric and mag-

netic fields from power systems. Widely adopted by researchers, these

methods are needed to resolve questions concerning the health effects of

exposure to electric and magnetic fields, asserted to increase the risk of

leukemia, cancei; and other disorders.

H NIST and University of Maryland researchers have determined the three-

dimensional molecular structure of a liver detoxification enzyme, aiding

efforts to explain how the hver filters cancer-causing substances from the

body. The accomplishment could lead to more effective chemotherapy

drugs.

National Defense

The U.S. Defense Department relies heavily on NIST measurement research, services, and

facilities to ensure, for example, that:

B battlefield equipment performs effectively and reliably,

B military communications are not disrupted by technical failures, and
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impartial expertise is available to troubleshoot complex measurement prob-

lems encountered during development, manufacture, and operation of advanced

weapon and communication systems.

From its very beginning as the National Bureau of Standards in 1901, NIST has contributed to

U.S. efforts to build and maintain the world's best and most advanced national security sys-

tem. Two of the first laboratories established at NIST were devoted to providing measure-

ment support to shepherd development of an emerging advanced technology then being eyed

for military communications—the radio. Today, the NIST laboratories are building the mea-

surement base and defining the measurement standards needed for next-generation military

technologies. NIST measurement techniques and reference standards are essential quality-

assurance tools. They ensure high levels of confidence in the accuracy of measurements of

diverse physical quantities—from laser power for advanced guidance and weapons systems to

screw-thread dimensions of "submarine safe" fasteners to the mechanical properties of aero-

space alloys.

B Across its vast network of facilities and contractors, the Defense Department
specifies that systems and components be calibrated with equipment and methods
traceable to NIST.

NIST's success in developing the world's most accurate voltage reference

source, known as the Josephson voltage standard, is paying national security divi-

dends. The Army, for example, now has its own Josephson standard. The primary

standard provides the Army with an added level of assurance that precision weapon-

ry and other advanced instrumentation are cahbrated accurately, preventing mea-
surement uncertainties that can result in missed targets, surveillance failures, and

inaccurate data transmissions. The Army will instaU a version of the standard direct-

ly into some of its equipment, leading to further performance gains and estimated

annual savings totaling $3 million.

"The system has proven to be a valuable addition to our high power microwave
measurement capability, which as you know, is critical to many of the Army
weapons, radars, and communications systems ... I believe your (NIST's) work ...

has made significant contributions to the state of the art in high power microwave
measurement metrology."—Senior Engineer; U.S. Army Primary Standards

Laboratory Directorate

NIST developed specialized equipment that the U.S. military uses to cali-

brate—and thereby ensure the accuracy of—range-finder and target-acquisition sys-

tems deployed on jets, helicopters, and missiles.

During Operation Desert Storm, NIST scientists used their near-field antenna-

scanning techniques to diagnose the causes of failures in a phased-array antenna

that was part of a critical communications link between the United States and the

theater of operations. Instead of being sent to the factory for conventional repairs,

which would have taken months, the advanced antenna was rapidly diagnosed,

repaired, and used throughout the conflicL The NIST precision antenna-scanning

methods have been adopted by the Defense Department
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NIST experts identified and solved a technical problem that had led inspectors

aboard a U.S. Navy vessel to reject functional infrared-seeking missiles and order

unnecessary and expensive rework. The NIST personnel pegged the problem to

improperly calibrated testing equipment and provided a temporary measurement

standard for use aboard the ship.

When the Air Force learned that more than half of its coordinate measuring

machines (CMMs)—key pieces of inspection equipment—failed their annual recer-

tification check for accuracy, it immediately recognized that, because of measure-

ment errors, inspectors may have been accepting bad parts and rejecting good ones.

It turned to NIST for a solution, which then discovered similar problems at com-

mercial manufacturing plants. Laboratory researchers developed an easy-to-use tool

for quickly assessing CMM performance, making daily, rather than annual, evalua-

tions practical. The NIST innovation is becoming an important quality-assurance

tool for a growing number of manufacturers inside and outside the defense industry.

NIST's ultraprecdse time-keeping services, including development and opera-

tion of one of the world's most acciuate docks, are key supporting elements of the

Defense Department's Global Positioning System, a satellite-based navigation net-

work, and are essential to many commercial activities, from synchronizing telecom-

munications and electric power grids to time stamping international financial trans-

actions and commercial-aircraft voice and data transmissions.

NIST's unique responsibility for ensuring that U.S. measurements conform

with international standards helps to guarantee that U.S. weapons and communica-

tions systems achieve necessary levels of compatibility with the equipment of

NATO allies and that of other countries participating in joint mihtary operations.

Such measurements include frequency and power levels of radio communication

systems and IFF—Identification Friend or Foe—systems; time scale for synchro-

nization of operations, advanced telecommimications, and navigation; and dimen-

sions of weapons, munitions, and interchangeable parts.

Environmental Technologies

NIST supports and complements industry efforts to develop, commercialize, and use environ-

mental technologies. NIST has a demonstrated record of providing measurement methods,

materials, and technologies; sensors; and evaluated data that are key to industrial process

design and control, waste minimization and processing, and all types of environmental

monitoring.

NIST produces 230 different Standard Reference Materials that allow industry,

university, and government researchers to measure more accurately pollutants in

air, gas, water, soil, tissue, and other types of samples. Almost 10,000 individual

units of these SRMs were sold by NIST in fiscal year 1994. Analysis of environmen-

tal pollutants often requires measurements of chemical concentrations at the parts-

per-million or even parts-per-billion level, a precision that would be impossible

without NIST SRMs, which are used to verify the accuracy of scientific instruments

and laboratory procedures.
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Facing a ban on ozone-destroying chlorofluorocarbons and the phaseout of

related refrigerants, the nation's $17 billion air conditioning and refrigeration indus-

try is using a NIST-developed database to calculate properties of alternative refrig-

erants and mixtures. More than 500 copies of the NIST database, called REFPROR
have been sold, substantially accelerating the progress the industry has made in

designing systems that use more environmentally benign replacements.

Ten years of NIST research on the environmental effects of burning oil spills

have provided state and local officials with the data they need to respond more effec-

tively to such accidents. NIST laboratory research, field tests, and computer models

have shown that more than 90 percent of spilled oil (contained with booms on open

water) can be removed through burning and that soot particles from such bums are

typically below hazardous levels within a few kilometers of the burn site.

Mechanical cleanup of oil spills typically removes only about 10 percent of spilled oil

from the water

A NIST-developed system that uses microwaves to identify trace gases

promises to make emissions testing much faster and easier for automotive, chemi-

cal, and environmental researchers. The automated system can measure many dif-

ferent chemicals directly from an emissions source in real time with sensitivities

down to 10 to 100 parts per billion. The system replaces current gas emissions

measurement methods that require time-consuming bagging of emissions gases and

produce substantially less precise data on gas concentrations.

A better than tenfold improvement in the accuracy of asbestos measurements

due to NIST-developed methods and SRMs has greatly decreased the number of

false positive test results that erroneously indicated the need for asbestos removal.

Asbestos removal cost building owners an estimated $3 billion in 1993.

Rhodium is a key ingredient in automobile catalytic converters that change

polluting exhaust fumes into harmless gases. A NIST Standard Reference Material

is helping manufacturers and metal recyclers measure rhodium concentrations as

much as 20 times more accurately than is possible with current commercial stan-

dards. This means the SRM will help eliminate measurement errors in the

$30 miUion world market for rhodium.

A related NIST SRM provides certified concentrations levels for rhodium, plat-

inum, and palladium recovered from recycled catalytic converters. Before the SRM
was issued manufacturers measuring these precious metals typically had measure-

ment errors of about ± 8 percent. Using the NIST SRM, manufactiirers can now
measure these metals with a measurement error of ± 1 percent, an improvement

with the potential to save the automobile industry millions of dollars.
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Scientific Community

In the high-tech world, the measurement system is rapidly and constantly evolving. Length,

for example, needs to be measured with increasing accuracy for precision machines to operate

properly. Entirely new methods need to be developed to observe and measure phenomena

related to integrated circuits and magnetic storage devices. Using specialized, often custom-

built, instrumentation, NIST experts conduct a broad range of long-term basic research with

the goal of advancing measurement methodology The results of their research aid the entire

scientiSc community, including researchers in academe, industry, and government. —

NIST researchers developed a source of polarized electrons that now is used

widely in scientific and technological applications from studies of recording heads

and media by corporate research laboratories to high-energy physics research. A
second product of the NIST research was the development of the SEMPA technique

used to look at the small magnetic structures in materials used in computer disks

and micron-scale magnetic devices. NIST worked with researchers in industry, the

military, and universities to apply SEMPA to their specific problems.

More than 15,000 copies of NIST's Mass Spectral Database, which helps iden-

tify unknown chemical compounds, are used by academic and industrial scientists in

chemical, pharmaceutical, food and beverage, rubbei; petroleum, aerospace,

telecommunications, and computer companies as well as hospitals, environmental

laboratories, and law enforcement agencies.

NIST researchers have achieved the coldest temperatures in the universe with

lasers and magnetic traps that chill atoms to near absolute zero, far colder than

interstellar space. Such experiments help to improve atomic timekeeping and can be

used to advance experimental measurements since ultracold atoms are easier to

manipulate than room-temperature atoms. These experiments may lead to a better

understanding of quantum effects, such as superconductivity, as well as exotic forms

of matter.

Pharmaceutical companies and biological researchers are using NIST's

Biological Macromolecule Crystallization Database to develop new drugs and to

study protein structures. The database includes data on more than 2,000 crystal

structures of 1,500 biological proteins and macromolecules. Growing protein crys-

tals is often the first step in determining a protein's structure.

An instrument developed at the NIST Cold Neutron Research Facility offers

materials scientists in academia and industry an improved vray to analyze hydrogen,

which can embrittle metals found, for example, in jet engine turbine blades. NIST

chemists are also developing reference standards for verifying the accuracy of analy-

ses of hydrogen in metals.

NIST researchers are investigating ways to tie the kilogram, the only interna-

tional unit still based on a physical standard, to an invariable natural constant The

current kilogram mass standard is available in only one laboratory and can change

weight due to dust and cleaning. The redefined kilogram standard would be more

accurate and accessible to researchers worldwide.
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Scientists and engineers rely on atomic spectral data constants from NIST in

new product development as well as to further understanding of the universe. For

example, the semiconductor industry needs atomic spectral data when evaluating

the characteristics of plasma gases used to etch semiconductors. Similarly,

astronomers use spedral lines from stars to determine which elements are con-

tained in a fwrticular stan

Using ultrafast optics and lasers, NIST physicists and chemists are opening a

portal through which they can view the subtlest and quickest changes in atomie--

motions. Understanding these ultrasmalJ, ultrafast changes could lead to new
avenues for controlling chemical reactions at surfaces. This emerging field of fem-

tosecond (quadrillionth of a second) chemistry could enable scientists to break

chemical bonds selectively, spur reactions, and choose desired products.

NIST's Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility cahbration facility is used in

concert with NASA shuttle flight observations to record accurately the output of

solar radiation. Data on solar radiation must be collected accurately over decades in

order to frame scientifically vahd regulatory poUcdes on CFC compounds and deter-

mine the effect on stratospheric ozone.

NIST physicists are making some of the most precise measurements ever of

the neutron lifetime. Among the benefits of this research is a clearer view of one of

the forces acting on subatomic particles as they cooled after the Big Bang. This so-

called "weak force" is one of four forces in the "Standard Model," which physicists

use to explain the behavior of particles.

NIST's Electron Beam Ion Trap offers a window to otherwise inaccessible

aspects of nature. Scientists now are using this instrument to learn more about the

nature of space and time and to understand better energetic astrophysical phenome-

na. It creates highly exotic forms of matter by stripping most or all the electrons

from atoms held in its core with a strong magnetic field.

June 1995
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STANDARDS, MEASUREMENT, AND THE NIST LABORATORIES:

DON'T LEAVE YOUR ECONOMY WITHOUT THEM

Next time you take a drive, pull over

to a convetiient spot and consider

what it took to get you to buy that

car. Open the hood and check out the guts

of the automotive organism. Open its doors

and trunk. Look underneath its chassis.

To make this piece of machinery, thou-

sands of components had to fit together into

various systems, which, in turn, had to fit

together into a product that looks sleek and

hums when it runs. Ungraceful contours,

unsubtle gaps between body parts, rattles,

squeaks, even the way a car door feels and

sounds as it opens and closes, play into

buying decisions. Considering that car mak-

ers receive components and systems from

thousands of suppliers—each one using

their own equipment, workers, and quality

control procedures— it is almost a miracle

that cars roll off the lines looking as sleek

and humming as calmly as they do.

What makes auto making a feat of mass

manufacturing, and not a miracle, is a vast,

yet unseen, infrastructure of standards and

measurement protocols. A rose may be a

rose may be a rose to all of humanity, but

one manufacturer's thousandth of an inch or

millimeter is not necessarily another manu-

facturer's thousandth of an inch or milli-

meter. Unless, of course, the measuring

tools and methods they each use are cali-

brated and certified by common standards

of the highest accuracy and reliability. The

same dependence holds for every other

industry whose manufacturing processes

and products rely upon standard practices

and accurate chemical, physical, and engi-

neering measurements. A very short list of

these measurements includes length, tem-

perature, voltage, resistance, current, chemi-

cal composition, hardness, color, luminos-

ity, tensile strength, radioactivity level,

viscosity, and particle size.

The Supreme Court of Measurement

This is why the laboratories at the

Department of Commerce's National

Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) are of prime importance in thou-

sands of industrial settings distributed in

every state of the Union. Without the stan-

dards of measurement developed and main-

tained by NIST laboratories, domestic

industry in general would suffer a great, or

even crippling, disadvantage when it comes

to certifying products for ever more global

markets. A ticket to international trade is

the ability of a manufacturer to trace factory

measurements and product specifications

through a chain of standards or calibrations

that ultimately are anchored to measure-

ment bedrock, that is, to a globally recog-

nized measurement laboratory. In the

United States, that means NIST. Germany,

Japan, and other industrialized countries

have their own counterparts.

The importance that standards of meas-

urement would have to the country was not

lost on the 18th-century framers of the U.S.

Constitution. They considered the govern-

mental role of creating and maintaining

standards of measurement—in their lingo

"standards of weights and measures"—so

critical that it is one of the very few govern-

ment functions explicitly called for in the

Constitution. How else could citizens be

assured that an ounce of gold in Delaware

was the same as an ounce of gold in

Massachusetts?

U.S. t>pannicni of Commerce/Technology Administraiion

National Insiiiuie of Standards and Technology

July 1995
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After a century more of the industrial

revolution had unfolded, the U.S. Congress

reiterated the importance of creating and

maintaining standards of measurement by

mandating in 1901 the creation of the

National Bureau of Standards, later to be

expanded and renamed as NIST. Private

companies wouldn't fulfill the function of

making measurement standards, which was

rendered all the more imperative by the rise

of mass manufacturing, since investment in

standards making would be hard or impos-

sible to recoup. And while voluntary stan-

dards organizations, which have been pri-

vately created and maintained, have played

an irreplaceable role in promoting compati-

bility in a variety of product lines, there still

remains a vital function to be filled by a

public agency like NIST. For one thing, pri-

vate standards organizations promulgate

only written standards of design or practice,

not measurement standards. Moreover,

NIST ensures equitable access to measure-

ment standards. It maintains the necessary

impartiality to serve as a "Supreme Court of

Measurement" when disputes arise, and its

global credibility is critical for U.S. firms

selling goods and services abroad.

Since its founding in 1901, NIST has

played these roles. It has provided U.S.

industry with an enormous variety of crucial

measurement services, including calibration

services; "evaluated" data for assessing and

certifying the performance of factory instru-

ments such as temperature-measuring ther-

mocouples; and now about 1 ,350 Standard

Reference Materials—the equivalents of

certified "rulers," which companies use to

check the accuracy of all kinds of scientific

and engineering measurements. Non-

government testing organizations and labo-

ratories also rely on NIST's measurement

expertise for assistance in certifying that the

products of their constituencies meet volun-

tary or government-mandated performance

and safety specifications.

As manufacturing processes become

more exacting, as factory efficiency goes

up, and as more commerce is done with

more and more demanding trade partners,

the importance of metrology—the science

of measurement—mushrooms. In trade,

potential overseas partners will go else-

where if U.S. manufacturers cannot build

and test products with measurement stan-

dards that ultimately are traceable to NIST
or one of the other world-class metrology

labs around the globe. An estimated $20 bil-

lion or more of trade in Europe alone is at

issue. In cases where suppliers, customers,

or even rival companies within an industry

need a standard to base the collective devel-

opment of products, NIST serves as a third-

party venue with the technical expertise and

proven track record of impartiality to make

this kind of cooperation possible.

The Incredible Ubiquity of

Measurement

These themes are on the minds of the tech-

nical community all over the world. At a

1 994 meeting of the Japanese Instrument

Manufacturers Federation, J. Terry Quinn,

director of the International Bureau of

Weights and Measures, which is located in

France, spoke eloquently about the many

ways confident and accurate measurement

enters modem life and commerce.

"It allows high volume goods, such as

crude oil or natural gas, to be traded in the

secure knowledge that the millions of tons

of oil or cubic meters of gas bought and

sold are correctly measured from the super-

tanker to the petrol pump and from the

high-pressure cross-border pipeline to the

domestic gas meter," Quinn said. It is to

NIST, for example, that the accuracy of

every watt-hour meter on the side of every

home in the United States is traceable, a

situation without which fair and open trans-

action between electrical utilities and the

United States 260 million citizens would be

difficult to ensure. It is also due to NIST

that vendors and buyers of liquid hydro-
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carbon products such as butane and

propane, which are derived from natural

gas, actually consummate multimillion dol-

lar deals instead of engaging in expensive,

time consuming, and acrimonious court-

room debates about how much product in

fact did change hands. The technical pre-

ventative here is an extraordinarily detailed

and accurate set of measurements by NIST

researchers on the relationship of tempera-

ture, which fluctuates daily, to the volume

of these hydrocarbon commodities being

pumped from sellers to buyers. These pro-

vide a basis for agreement and for adjudi-

cating disagreements.

Quinn listed more ways that measure-

ments enter modem life and commerce: "It

is a truism that accurate measurements are

required for the efficient manufacture of

components for such varied things as inter-

nal combustion and gas turbine engines,

where reliability and long life depend upon

manufacturing tolerances of micrometers;

and in compact disc players, which incorpo-

rate lenses to focus laser light that are made

to tolerances below a tenth of a micro-

meter." For comparison, the width of a

single bacterium is roughly a micrometer.

"In terms of high technology production,

the list of applications requiring accurate

measurement is endless," Quinn told his

mostly Japanese audience.

Medicine. Take cholesterol measurements

as a particularly personal example. When
high levels of this blood component first

were linked to heart disease in the 1 970s,

clinical measurements of cholesterol levels

in blood serum were bound to become the

basis for lifestyle<hanging decisions for

many thousands of people as well as for a

big new business for testing laboratories.

Yet the accuracy of tests at the time was no

better than about 30 percent. This gaping

uncertainty was due in large part to the

absence of standards to serve as bench-

marks for each clinical lab and as a means

for revealing interlaboratory differences.

Researchers at NIST developed a choles-

terol Standard Reference Material (SRM)
that quickly helped to improve the accuracy

of clinical serum cholesterol testing to the

5 percent range. All senim cholesterol mea-

surements are now traceable to this SRM.
Doctors and patients can feel more confi-

dent in the actions they take based on the

measurements, which amount to a multi-

million dollar market in clinical analyses.

There is another arena of medical tech-

nology where accurate measurement per-

haps is even more critical. The safe use of

X-rays and radioisotopes used for medical

imaging or cancer treatment depends upon

knowing dose, which depends entirely upon

accurate measurement of radiation and

radioactivity levels. In the United States,

labs responsible for measuring the activity

levels of radioisotopes keep themselves

accurate and competent, for example, by

voluntarily participating in measurement

round-robins coordinated by NIST using

standard preparations of radioisotopes pre-

pared and certified at NIST.

Conununications. Another industry to

which accurate measurement is vital is

communications. Without the ability to

measure time with almost unimaginable

accuracy, modem global communication

systems quickly would break down into a

morass of crossed signals and delays.

Communications satellites or optical fibers

in a transoceanic communications cable can

carry tens of thousands of active inter-

national links simultaneously because time

scales around the world are closely coordi-

nated to the point where the world's most

accurate clocks are synchronized within

about a microsecond.

The only way this millionth-of-a-second

coordination and stability can occur is

because researchers at NIST and the other

major metrology labs in the world have

been developing and maintaining ever more

accurate atomic clocks. In these devices, a

second is defined as the duration during

which a cesium atom oscillates
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9,192,631,770 times(that is more than 9 tril-

lion cycles!) between a pair of energy

states. Since this oscillation frequency is the

same no matter what the temperature,

humidity, or pressure happens to be, it can

serve as a reliable time ruler that is the

same throughout the world at every

moment. No other kind of clock, whose

timekeeping depends on such variable phys-

ical phenomena as the tension of a spring,

the swing of a pendulum, or astronomic

cycles, could have this kind of around-the-

world, all-of-the-time stability.

Without atomic clocks, military missiles

and other spacecraft would operate only

within harrowing levels of navigational

uncertainty regarding the vehicles' actual

locations. Atomic clocks even have

spawned entirely new commercial ventures.

Although the U.S. Department of Defense

established a series of 24 satellite-bome

atomic clocks—part of the Global

Positioning System (GPS)—for its own mil-

itary navigational purposes, the GPS has

become the basis for civilian applications in

which air, land, and sea shippers, even

technophilic wilderness hikers, can keep

extremely close and relentless track of what

spot on Earth they happen to be at at any

particular moment. GPS-based services

have grown into the big-business, multibil-

lion dollar club. This is what the present

state of the art of atomic timekeeping has

wrought. Each leap in the accuracy of time

measurement is likely to open more possi-

bilities in communications capacity and

technology, to improve domestic and space

navigation, and to open doors to unseen

commercial avenues.

Manufiacturing. Modem chip manufactur-

ers now are spending $2 billion to $3 billion

sums to build the next generation of chip-

fabrication facilities. In these near future

bastions of highest technology, moon-suited

engineers will oversee the world's most pre-

cisely controlled machinery operating in the

world's cleanest rooms to make the world's

most intricate devices. A good portion of

the nation's gross national product and

global economic position will depend on

the smooth operation of these "microfabs."

As it has for previous generations of chip

making, a credii-card-sized item—called a

stepper gauge—provided by NIST—will be

crucial.

Each stepper gauge consists of a glass

slide with several series of microscopically

thin lines of chromium whose widths or

line-to-line distances have been measured at

NIST with an accuracy and reliability that

all players in the industry can trust. These

serve as minuscule calibration rulers for the

many microscopic analyses that chip factory

workers must carry out every day. For

example, stepper gauges provide chip

makers with the means of checking that the

lithographic masks they use for patterning

circuitry onto their chips have been pre-

pared as designated by circuit designers.

Since one mask can lead to many thousands

and even to millions of chips, knowing that

they are right to begin with is essential.

The stepper gauges still will serve well

enough in the next round of microfabs, but

they may not be up to the job five years

from now. In anticipation of the electronics

devices of the next century, a group of

NIST researchers has been developing an

entirely new kind of ruler—the Molecular

Measuring Machine. This future-is-now

device will be able to measure distances

with an accuracy of about 2 billionths of a

meter (about the size of a protein molecule)

over a range half the size of a dollar bill.

That may sound like an unnecessary exer-

cise in measurement machismo, but as chip

components continue to shrink, manufactur-

ing errors even on these diminutive dimen-

sions will spell "no sale." With tools like the

Molecular Measuring Machine in hand,

U.S. industry will avoid finding itself in the

future merely wishing it had the sophisti-

cated leading-edge measurement capa-

bilities required for efficient, competitive

production.
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International Standards. As the market-
place for more products and services

becomes more global, the role of measure-
ment in trade stands out in stark relief. U.S.
companies sold more than $500 billion

worth of goods overseas in 1994, and the

world marketplace increasingly requires

manufacturers to demonstrate that their

products meet specific standards before they
may be traded. It is through measurements
of all kinds that domestic companies will be
able to adapt factory processes and practices

to meet specifications of foreign markets.

Measurements also are at the heart of an
unseen infrastructure of testing and calibra-

tion laboratories that carry out many of the

certifications required by foreign countries

before U.S. products can be shipped to their

shores. For many regulated products, for-

eign governments will accept U.S. tests of a

product's conformance to a standard only if

the U.S. government—NIST, more specifi-

cally—backs the quality of those tests. A
product's quality obviously has great bear-
ing on its chances in a competitive market.
However, it is the measurement-intensive

infrastructure for demonstrating conformity
to standards that allows them to enter the

competition at all.

The Final Measure

In 1994. the United States invested just over
0.003 percent ($226 million) of its GDP
($6.74 trillion in current dollars) on its pub-
licly funded metrology infrastructure based
at NIST. NIST's roles are too varied and
wide ranging for economists to quantify

confidently what the economic retum on
this investment actually is. In his talk to the

Japanese instrument makers, however,

Quinn tried boiling down what metrology in

general means for an industrial nation's

economy—between 3 percent and 6 percent
of the gross domestic product is what he
estimated. For the U.S. economy in 1994,
those percentages correspond to roughly

$200 billion to $400 billion. What is clear is

that NIST is a critical ingredient in this con-
spicuous hunk of the economic pie.
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Mr. Ehlers. Thank you very much, Dr. Hermann.
Dr. Forsen.

STATEMElSfT OF HAROLD K. FORSEN, VICE PRESmENT,
DIRECTOR, BECHTEL HANFORD, INC., RICHLAND, WA

Mr. Forsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee. I am pleased and privileged to address you today as an at-

large member of the National Research Council's board on assess-
ment of NIST programs.
My professional experience has been primarily in nuclear science

and engineering, and I have spent the last 20-plus years in indus-
try, holding technology management positions with Exxon and
Bechtel Corporations. I have been associated with the Board on As-
sessment of NIST programs since 1989.
The board has been involved in an annual assessment of NIST

laboratories and their predecessor, the National Bureau of Stand-
ards, since 1959. The board oversees the work of approximately 150
professional scientists and engineers who donate their time to per-
form this assessment.

Let me emphasize that the board assesses solely the laboratory
programs of NIST; that is, the programs of intramural research.
The board has never assessed NISTs extramural programs, such
as the ATP program and the Manufacturing Extension Partner-
ships except insofar as those programs impact the work of the lab-

oratories. Therefore, my remarks will focus solely on the NIST lab-

oratories and will be not much different from what you have heard
others say.

The board has consistently found that NIST laboratories to be at
the cutting edge of research and development in metrology, the
science of weights and measures. The quality of the staff is world-
class; that is, highly qualified, well trained, creative and innova-
tive, and dedicated to its work and to NIST and its mission. They
routinely garner national and international honors from their
peers.

As a result of the high quality of the staff, the research carried
out at NIST is also of an extremely high quality, and much of it

defines the cutting edge in its field.

For example, NIST maintains databases of kinetic and thermo-
dynamic properties of chemicals and industrial feedstocks. These
databases are routinely used by manufacturing in the chemical,
biochemical, and materials processing industries to monitor and
improve the quality and efficiency of their manufacturing proc-
esses.

The economic impact of these databases is difficult to quantify,
but there is no doubt that NIST contributes significantly to the
technological underpinnings of the chemical industry.
NIST researchers also develop the standards and protocols for

data exchange that makes domestic and international computer-
based communications possible. The Internet, E-mail, and the data
link that support them are all based on standards and technologies
developed at the NIST laboratories.

The semiconductor industry relies heavily on NIST-developed
standards for line width and registration, and the need for those
standards is increasing. These standards are a critical element in
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enabling U.S. semiconductor manufacturers to pack more compo-
nents on a single chip and increase the productivity of their fab-
rication plants.

The need and demand for NIST services is great. For example,
in 1994 the NIST laboratories provided standard reference mate-
rials to over 2,300 U.S. firms and sold more than 6,000 standard
reference data sets, provided calibration services to almost 750 U.S.
businesses and accredited 850 private and public sector U.S. test-

ing and measurement laboratories.

NIST laboratory staff participated in more than 800 national and
international standard committees, entered into 133 new coopera-
tive research and development agreements, or CRDAs, thus bring-
ing the total number of active CRDAs to over 300, and hosted 197
guest researchers from companies and professional and trade asso-
ciations, again all this in 1994.
Some seeking to downsize and limit Government's role have

called for NIST to return to what they characterize as the old mod-
est mission of weights and measures. However, the longstanding
function of NIST in weights and measures cannot be described as
modest.
The responsibility given to Congress in the Constitution to ad-

vance commerce by maintaining weights and measures cannot be
fulfilled without the research and development now being carried
out by the scientists and engineers of the NIST laboratories.
New technologies require new measurement capabilities to en-

able measurements of product quality and production efficiency.

The exploratory research carried out by NIST scientists and engi-

neers seeks to anticipate the country's measurement needs for the
coming decades, and their directed research programs provide
measurement needs several years out. This research is necessary
to keep our national system of weights and measures and our na-
tional capability in measurement technology abreast and even
ahead of our international competitors.
Two factors play a large role in the quality and effectiveness of

work of the NIST laboratories, first, their independence, due to

lack of private sector drivers; and, second, their ability to take a
long-term view.
As a neutral, Government-funded party, NIST has achieved a

solid reputation for objectivity and lack of bias. The ability to work
for long-term results enables NIST researchers to anticipate and
perform the exploratory mission-driven research necessary to de-

velop the standards and measurement technologies needed several
years out. This is crucial. Fast reaction to global commercial com-
petition requires the basic measurement infrastructure to be in

place before challenges to U.S. industry arise.

The collective Vv'isdom of the Board on Assessment indicates that
the return for the Federal investment in the NIST laboratories is

great. In the view of the board, maintaining and fully supporting
the NIST laboratories represents an appropriate and necessary
long-term investment in basic science and commerce.
The research carried out at NIST is necessary to maintain the

U.S. system of weights and measures at the world forefront. The
NIST laboratories perform their mission in metrology extraor-
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dinarily well and rank among the top metrological institutes in the
world.

In considering the future of NIST laboratories, this committee
should consider that maintaining the quality and effectiveness of
their output requires maintaining an appropriate environment;
that is, one which allows top-quality researchers to anticipate and
pursue the next generations of standards, measurement technology,
and infrastructures through long-term and nonproprietary research
in an atmosphere supportive of the basic mission of providing
measurement science to promote and support U.S. commerce.
The current NIST laboratories continue the decades-long tradi-

tion of performing this mission in metrology extremely well, and
this resource is perhaps the most important factor for you to con-
sider in your deliberations.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment, and I would be glad
to answer questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Forsen follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased and privileged to address you today as an At Large Member ofthe National

Research Council's Board on Assessment of National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) Programs. My professional experience has been primarily in nuclear engineering, and I

have spent the last twenty years in industry, holding technology management positions with

Exxon and Bechtel. I have been associated with the Board on Assessment since 1989.

The Board on Assessment ofNIST Programs has been involved in an annual assessment

of the NIST laboratories and their predecessor, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), since

1959. The Board exists to review the quality and effectiveness of the NIST laboratory programs

with respect to the needs of the U.S. scientific and technological communities and the NIST

mission to support commerce by maintaining standards, weights, and measures. In carrying out

its task, the Board oversees the work of panels of scientific and engineering experts in fields

relevant to the work of the NIST laboratories. The Board currently oversees seven panels:

Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering, Chemical Science and

Technology, Physics, Materials Science and Engineering, Building and Fire Research, and

Information Technology. The Board and its panels are comprised of approximately 150

professional scientists and engineers who donate their time to the National Research Council to

perform this assessment. In 1995, fifty-six percent of those volunteers came fi"om the industrial

sector, thirty-three percent fi-om academe, and eleven percent from other sectors such as the

government or private non-profits.

In speaking for the Board at this hearing, I first wish to point out that the Board and its

panels assess solely the laboratory programs of NIST, that is, its core programs of intramural

research. The Board and its panels have never assessed NIST's extramural programs such as the

Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and the Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP),

except in so far as those programs impacted the work of the laboratories. Therefore, my remarks

will focus solely on the NIST laboratories, and their mission and work.
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Future of the NIST Laboratories under DoC Dismantling

Many seeking to downsize and limit government's role have called for NIST to return to

what they characterize as the more modest mission of weights and measures. ' However, the

long-standing function of NIST in weights and measures should not be described as

modest. In our modem technological society, weights and measures is correctly interpreted as

metrology, the science of weights and measures. The programs of the MST laboratories are

concerned with standards, measurement methods, and related technologies. The consensus

opinion of the Board and its panels is that the NIST laboratories perform a service in metrology

which is crucial to maintaining a competitive position for U.S. industry in the world marketplace,

particularly for technologically intensive industries.

The responsibility given to Congress in the Constitution^ to advance commerce by

maintaining weights and measures can not be fuiniled without the research and

development now being carried out by the scientists and engineers of the NIST

laboratories. New technologies require new measurement capabilities. Measurement quality

impacts product quality, and production efficiency. The NIST laboratories perform their mission

in metrology extraordinarily well, and rank among the top metrological institutes world-wide.

The success of the NIST laboratories is due to the worid-class staff they have been able to recruit

and maintain, and the dedication to mission and good morale of that staff.

To maintain the quality and effectiveness of the laboratories' output, it is necessary

to maintain them in an environment which allows pursuit of long-term research without

pursuit of commercial interests. It is also necessary for the laboratories to exist in an

atmosphere that supports their basic mission of providing measurement science to promote

'See, for example, lestimony of The Hon. Murray Weidenbaum, Former Chairman, Council of Economic Advisors,

before the Senate Go\ernmcntal Affairs Committee on July 27, 1995.

^Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution gives Congress the "power.. .to coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and

of foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures."
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commerce. The current NIST laboratories continue the decades long tradition of performing this

mission in metrology extraordinarily well, and that, perhaps, is the most important thing for this

Committee to consider in its deliberations on the future ofthe NIST laboratories.

Quality of Laboratories

The Board on Assessment and its associated panels have consistently found the NIST

laboratories to be at the cutting-edge of research and development in metrology. Overall the

staff, whose scientific and engineering professionals number approximately 1 600, are highly

qualified, well-trained, creative and innovative, and dedicated to their work and to NIST and its

mission Despite decades of relatively flat funding preceding recent increases, and despite the

politically uncertain atmosphere in which they exist as a government agency, the overall morale of

the staff is very good, and they demonstrate a strong pride in the Institute and in their own work.

The reports ofthe Board and its panels consistently describe the staff as "leading experts in their

fields", "world-class", "a national asset." In the last year staff have garnered such national honors

as awards from the Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the American Physical

Society, and the Association for Women in Science and Engineering Another member of the

staffwas named a member of the National Academy of Sciences, bringing the total number of

NIST scientists and engineers in the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of

Engineering to eight. As a result of the high quality of the staff, the research carried out at NIST

is of an extremely high quality, and much of it defines the cutting-edge in metrology.

In addition, many of the facilities of the laboratories are unique. These facilities not only

serve NIST's primary mission, but since many are open to researchers from outside NIST, they

also further other sectors of the U.S. science and technology infrastructure. The premier example

of such a facility is the NIST nuclear reactor In fiscal year 1994, U.S. researchers from 48

industrial laboratories, 86 universities, and 35 government laboratories utilized the reactor's
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capabilities for neutron research.^ The Board has consistently found this facility to be extremely

well managed and very safely operated.

EfTectiveness of NIST Laboratories

In its 1995 evaluation (see attached report), the Board on Assessment found that NIST

maintains its tradition of effective research. For example, NIST maintains databases of kinetic

and thermodynamic properties of select chemicals and industrial feedstocks. These databases are

routinely used by manufacturers in the chemical, biochemical, and materials processing industries

to monitor and improve the efficiency of their manufacturing processes. NIST has developed

advanced spectroscopic techniques that enable the determination of molecular species in chemical

process control streams. This technology is fairly new, but as it becomes more widely adopted it

promises to enhance the productivity of chemical manufacturing. NIST has developed a reliable,

low cost method of characterizing the length and molecular weight of organic polymers. The

economic impact ofNISTs contribution to the U.S. chemical industry is difficult to quantify, but

there is no doubt that NIST contributes significantly to the technological underpinnings of that

industry, which is a worid leader with a trade surplus of $18 billion in 1994''.

NIST researchers developed the standards and protocols for data exchange that make

domestic and international computer-based communications possible. The Internet, email, and the

data links that support them are all based on standards and technology that were developed in the

NIST laboratories.

Likewise, NIST research and standards development contributes substantially to the U.S.

semiconductor industry. As a result of the rapid pace of technological change in this industry and

^NIST Reactor: Summary ofActivities, October 1993 through September 1994, NISTIR 5594, National Institute

of Standards and Technology.

^Chemical and Engineering News, June 26, 1995, pp. 68-69
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the large investments required in order for manufacturers to remain competitive, the industry

relies heavily on NIST-developed standards and the need for those standards is increasing. The

NIST laboratories have delivered new standards for linewidth and registration with submicron

resolution and are actively engaged in developing even more precise standards which will be

required by industry in the near future. These standards are a critical element in enabling U.S.

semiconductor manufacturers to pack more components on a single chip and increase the

productivity of their fabrication plants.

The need for national standards in the area of biotechnology processes and products is

large and growing. NIST has recently delivered new standards for DNA matching. NIST-

developed standards and methodologies are utilized by the biotechnology industry as fast as they

are made available and the laboratories are working diligently to increase their output in this area.

NIST has been a leader in developing the tools required to integrate information

technology into the manufacturing process. NIST researchers developed STEP, the Standard for

the Exchange of Product model data, that has been accepted as the national standard for product

data exchange. According to the 1 995 National Critical Technologies Report "two key factors

affecting the future ofCIM [Computer Integrated Manufacturing] will be the battle for dominance

of operating systems and the adoption of international data standards...STEP is the emerging

international standard...and nearly all manufacturers recognize it as the future protocol for data

transfer [and] translation in industry. "' The development of STEP within the United States

almost certainly gives U.S. manufacturers an edge in its implementation, and in fact the first firm

to take advantage of the increased efficiency and product data sharing made possible by STEP

was a U.S. auto manufacturer.*

NIST researchers are actively engaged in developing standards and measurement

techniques that will facilitate the growth of emerging industries. For example, NIST scientists

^National Critical Technologies Report, Office of Science and Technology Policy, Executive Office of the

President, March 1995.

^U.S. Autoscene, September 20, 1993.
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have developed standards and methodologies to characterize strain in bulk superconductors.

Controlling strain is a key factor in the development of reliable, low cost superconducting wire.

The MIST laboratories have been developing improved standards for video interoperability and

performance criteria for flat panel displays—activities which address the needs of new sectors of

technical commerce and trade.

As a result of the laboratories' efforts to push the envelope of measurement science, new

technologies have emerged. For example, research conducted at NIST in the pursuit of more

precise standards of time and frequency contributed to the technology that undergirds the Global

Positioning System (GPS), which is an integral part of our national defense infrastructure and also

finds widespread use in commercial navigation. The market for civilian GPS devices and services

is estimated to be $2.3 billion worldwide and is growing rapidly; it is expected to exceed $1

1

billion by the year 2000^.

The need and demand for NIST services is great. For example, in 1994 the NIST

laboratories provided Standard Reference Materials to over 2,300 U.S. firms, sold more than

6,000 Standard Reference Data sets, provided calibration services to almost 750 U.S. businesses,

and accredited 850 private- and public-sector testing and measurement laboratories. NIST

laboratory staff participated in more than 800 national and international standards committees,

entered into 133 new Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), bringing

the total number of active CRADAs to more that 300, and hosted 197 guest researchers from

companies and professional and trade associations.*

Factors Influencing Quality and Effectiveness

"^The Global Positioning System: Charting the Future, National Academy of Public Administration, 1995, p. 15.

^Figures for 1994 demand for NIST services from NIST publication Delivering Results: A Progress Reportfrom

the National Institute ofStandards and Technology, May 1995.
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Several attributes ofthe current organization and management of the NIST laboratories

stand out as important to enabling their quality and effectiveness The two most critical are the

laboratories' lack of private sector drivers and their capability to take a long-term view. Both of

these factors provide NIST researchers with broad latitude in proposing mission-related research.

This leads to an atmosphere capable of attracting and retaining the highest quality scientists and

engineers. The lack of commercial drivers helps NIST achieve its solid reputation for objectivity

and lack of bias. This is crucial to obtaining industrial acceptance ofNIST research. The ability

to work for long-term results enables NIST researchers to anticipate and perform the exploratory

research necessary to enable the standards and measurement technologies needed many years out.

This is crucial. If a new metrological technology is not ready before the commercial need for it

arises, it will be too late. The new, much-touted global marketplace requires fast reaction to

competitors from the industrial research and development establishment, and a fast reaction

requires the basic measurement infrastructure to be in place before a challenge to U.S. industry

arises.

The Board of Assessment does not have the expertise necessary to quantify the return on

investment to the taxpayer for the federal investment in the measurement infrastructure which the

NIST laboratories represent. However, the collective wisdom and experience of the Board and its

panels indicates that such return is great. As an government-funded organization that is

independent of private sector objectives, the NIST laboratories have built up effective programs

of long-term research with the reputation for objectivity that leads to acceptance in both national

and international standards setting arenas In the view of Board and its panels, maintaining and

fully supporting the NIST laboratories represents an appropriate and necessary long-term

investment in basic science, and in the needs of commerce.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. I hope my testimony will be

useful to your deliberations, and I will be happy to answer any questions you might have.
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Preface

Since the transformation of the National Bureau of Standards into the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) in 1988, the Board on Assessment ofNTST Programs has seen

the institution undergo major changes and has witnessed yearly its evolution toward its expanded

role. At the time of this review, which is the Board's 37th annual assessment of the laboratories,

the political environment suggests significant changes for NIST may once again be forthcoming.

The institution that is now NIST has for nearly a century provided important support for

U.S. commerce and industry. Traditionally this support has included not only the obvious

fundamental standards and weights and measures, but also equally critical related standards and

standard reference materials, measurements, measurement technology, and technical databases

No other organization in the United States is capable of providing this support; indeed, NIST is

among a handful of laboratories worldwide whose combination of an extremely talented technical

staff and detachment fi-om commercial objectives enables the development of these data and

technologies. As an organization well known for its technical and commercial objectivity, NIST

has also been able to convene competing industrial interests to reach consensus on voluntary

industry-wide standards, and to form consortia to solve industry-wide technical problems that

limit U.S. international competitiveness.

The benefit provided to the US economy by NIST programs and services is both direct

and indirect. Industries based on new technologies have recently been developing at an

unprecedented rate, and many have required the specialized technical data, measurement

technologies, and standards provided by NIST in order to flourish. For example, benefits to both

large and small companies can be traced to NIST-developed technology for fiber optics,

telecommunications, and integrated circuits. In some cases, entirely new industries and markets

have been the unanticipated results ofNIST research. For example, the commercial availability of

low-cost navigation technology based on the Global Positioning System would not be possible

without the improvements in precision time measurement pioneered by NIST scientists

responsible for maintaining the time standard In addition, many products are not accepted in

certain overseas markets without meeting requirements for traceability to standards and

measurements certified by the government of their country of origin. In other words, traceability

to NIST standards and measurements is an internationally recognized seal of quality.

Given the current political debate on the fate of the Department of Commerce, and

proposed legislation that would significantly reorganize NIST and its functions, the Board makes

two observations First, it is not possible for the nation to maintain government-certified

standards, weights, and measures without the technical activities of the NIST laboratories. The

cadre of highly qualified scientists and engineers at NIST and the work they carry out are

absolutely essential to maintaining the U.S. standards and measurement system at the leading edge

of international competitiveness Even those activities of the laboratories that are not directly

aimed at fundamental standards or measures maintain the level and breadth of resident expertise

necessary to respond to new and perhaps unanticipated standards and measurement needs.

Second, rather than detracting from the traditional functions of NIST, the expanded role and new

programs NIST has assumed since 1988 have augmented that function in a positive manner. In
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particular, the Board has noted a synergy between the NIST laboratories and the Advanced

Technology Program, which has stimulated appropriate new research directions in the laboratories

and helped identify emerging needs for standards and measurement services.

This report contains the detailed assessment of the NIST laboratories conducted by the

Board and its panels during fiscal year 1995 The assessment was carried out by a total of 144

U.S. scientists and engineers from academic, industrial, and other research concerns who
volunteer their time to the Board and its panels. Chapter 1 of this report assesses the NIST
laboratories as a whole, focusing on the topics of the quality and effectiveness of the technical

programs, the laboratories' priorities and priority-setting process, their impact on industry and

U.S. international competitiveness, the adequacy of their equipment and facilities, the

effectiveness of the new NIST Industry Fellows Program, and the status of the laboratories'

database activities. This overview was generated by the Board's review of the findings of its

panels, which are given in Chapters 2 through 8, and by its discussions with NIST management.

The panels reviewed each laboratory during visits by the panel members and during 2- to 3 -day

on-site reviews at which laboratory management presented plans, programs, and results. The

appendixes of this report describe the functions of NIST, its organization, and the Board's

statement of work.

On behalf of the Board on Assessment ofNIST Programs and its panels, I would like to

express our appreciation to NIST's director and to the laboratory directors, program managers,

and staff for their cooperation in preparing the specific materials required to accomplish a timely

review and for their rapid response to our requests for information. Their cooperation and

support through this process have been vital to the timeliness and quality of our work.

Wilmer R Bottoms

Chair, Board on Assessment ofNIST Programs
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Chapter 1

The State ofthe Laboratories
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The Board on Assessment of NIST Programs and its panels were asked by NIST's

director to address six points in the fiscal year 1995 assessment:

• Quality and effectiveness of current technical programs;

• Priorities and priority-setting process;

• Status of equipment and facilities, including current and future needs;

• Impact on industry and how that impact is measured;

• Implementation of the new NIST Industry Fellows Program; and

• Work with data programs.

The reports of the panels, which assess each laboratory ofNIST in detail, follow in Chapters 2

through 8. In this chapter, the Board addresses the state of the laboratories as a whole with

respect to the six points enumerated above. This overview is based on attendance by Board

members at panel meetings, on the reports of the panels to the Board, and on discussions with

NIST laboratory management.

QUALITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF TECHNICAL PROGRAMS

Quality and effectiveness, although related, are essentially different. The quality of a

technical activity is determined by characteristics such as rigor, originality and creativity, scientific

relevance, and accuracy. The effectiveness of a technical activity is gauged by factors such as its

impact, practicality, responsiveness (including timeliness), and cost-effectiveness

Across all of the NIST laboratories the quality of the technical work is for the most part

very good to excellent. Most of the work is also highly effective, although some high-quality

work could be more effective if resources were better allocated against priorities.

Quality

The panels assessing the laboratories found many of the technical programs to be of the

highest quality, as evidenced by the following representative examples chosen from the panels'

reports In the Electronics and Electrical Engineering Laboratory (EEEL) Semiconductor

Electronics Division, work using scanning capacitance microscopy to provide shallow junction

profiling of semiconductor surfaces to better than 10-nm resolution is worid class. Similarly,

EEEL's Electronic Technology Division's work, for example, its research on the effect of strain on

critical current in bulk superconductors, is at the leading edge of such research woHdwide EEEL
researchers were awarded an R&D Magazine R&D 1 00 Award for development of a thermal

converter that will extend the range and precision of the current national standard Most

Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory (MSEL) programs are excellent, and several, such

as those of the Materials Properties Group and the Polymer Division, rank among the best in the

world The quality ofNIST's laboratory programs is further manifested by the collaborators they

attract. MSEL has seven welding-related cooperative research and development agreements

(CRADAs) and leads a consortium on precision casting. Eighty percent of the work of the
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Statistical Engineering Division in the Information Technology Laboratory (ITL) involves

collaborations with NIST scientists from other laboratories, and personnel from this division are

continually sought for new collaborations. More details of the panel's assessments of these

programs are given in the panel reports, which follow as Chapters 2 through 8 of this report.

The quality ofNlST's technical programs is a reflection of the quality of NIST's

scientists and engineers who are often described in superiative terms in the panel reports. For

example, the staff of the Precision Engineering Division of the Manufacturing Engineering

Laboratory (MEL) is acknowledged as being "of the highest quality" and as including "a number

of researchers who are internationally recognized as leading experts in their fields." The Chemical

Kinetics and Thermodynamics Division of the Chemical Science and Technology Laboratory

(CSTL) is described as "a key national asset." Staff of the Electromagnetic Technology Division

ofEEEL are seen as "an asset for NIST and for the nation. Simply stated, there is not a

comparable center of excellence elsewhere." Moreover, there is ample evidence of the external

recognition of the quality ofNIST staff. This year, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers bestowed its Morris E. Leeds award on two EEEL staff members, a CSTL staff

member was named a fellow of the American Physical Society, the director of the Physics

Laboratory was given the Women in Science and Engineering Lifetime Achievement award, and a

member of the Physics Laboratory staff was named a member of the National Academy of

Sciences, bringing the total number ofNIST scientists and engineers in the National Academy of

Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering to eight. These are only a few of the many

awards garnered by NIST personnel since the Board's 1994 assessment.

EfTectiveness

The panels found that NIST technical programs meet a wide variety of recognized needs

for standards, metrology, and measurement technology. For example, CSTL's development of

ozone measurement calibration services addresses a critical need in environmental and

atmospheric applications, A multidisciplinary, multilaboratory group has initiated work on the

reliable calibration of residual gas analyzers. No reliable calibration method currently exists for

these analyzers, despite their widespread use in the semiconductor industry. The construction

industry is being assisted by efforts to develop a test for corrosion of reinforcing steel in concrete,

by measures of composite material performance, and by development of methods to assess the

freeze-thaw resistance of concrete, programs ongoing in the Building and Fire Research

Laboratory (BFRL) and MSEL. Biosensors show great promise for increasing selectivity and for

decreasing the cost of detection of certain chemical species, but industrial applications are limited

because current devices lack sensitivity and stability. CSTL is working to remedy these

deficiencies and to improve device reliability, potentially enabling a new and useful measurement

technology. This is a classic example of the metrology role NIST plays for both established and

emerging industries.

However, the panels also found a few instances in which high-quality activities did not

achieve their full potential for effectiveness. For example, BFRL's program to develop

construction technology, guidelines, and performance standards to reduce losses from natural

disasters is of high technical quality, but the assessment panel was unable to discern a guiding
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strategy for this work. The technical quality ofMSEL's dental materials research is good, but the

panel questioned whether the work addresses a critical need. Across the laboratories, instances

were identified of the need for management decisions to better match goals and objectives with

resources. Some groups, for example, are attempting to cover too many unrelated areas or have

technical objectives that are unrealistic compared to resources. Also apparent was an occasional

reluctance to turn promptly to new, practical problems. For example, the new atomic force

microscope developed in MEL is being used solely as a research tool rather than being applied to

critical industrial measurement problems. Similarly, ITL's Information Systems Engineering

Division may be holding on to some programs past the point at which they could be successfully

turned over to industry.

In several instances the success of projects seems threatened because staff with critical

knowledge are near retirement or particular staff skills are lacking. Renewing such skills should

be an ongoing process through recruitment as well as continuing education and renewal of

technical staff This concern is discussed in more detail below under "Resources."

The Board emphasizes that the situations described in the two preceding paragraphs are

the exception rather than the rule at NIST. Action by management can mitigate many such

instances without additional resources. Specifically, if goals exceed the resources available to

meet them, the goals can be modified, but must be modified with a view to external demands.

Similariy, staff retirement is foreseeable, and recruitment of replacements must be aggressive and

systematic. Good technical staff generally need training to become good managers, and greater

emphasis on management training programs, much like those established in many industrial firms,

could facilitate rapid improvement of managerial skills. At all levels ofNIST, more value could

be placed profitably on all aspects of management, e.g., establishing priorities; hiring, evaluating,

and promoting staff; allocating resources; identifying and reaching out to customers; and

increasing staff ownership of mission, priorities, and strategic plans.

The report Setting Priorities andMeasuring Results at the National Institute ofStandards

and Technology (NIST, January 1994) describes how NIST sets priorities, evaluates

performance, and measures impact. The Board's assessment of the quality and effectiveness of

the technical programs indicates that the NIST laboratories set priorities well. In particular,

outreach to customers and identification of appropriate research problems are carried out

effectively. In cases in which improvement is needed, it is in translating formal statements of

needs and priorities into projects addressing those needs. Some NIST research staff could better

meld their personal interests and expertise with the needs and priorities ofNlST's customers.

Although CHADAs have been emphasized as a means to work collaboratively with industry, the

value of completed CRADAs should be assessed in terms of NIST's mission and priorities in order

to improve the effectiveness of future agreements. The progress report Delivering Results

(NIST, May 1995) corroborates these ideas in its focus on measuring overall impact rather than

evaluating individual projects.

Opportunities exist for NIST to take leadership roles in areas where recognized technical

problems are clearly within the scope of NIST's core mission but where no coherent industrial

leadership exists. Examples include international standards for commercial superconductors,

metering and measurement standards for the deregulated electric power industry, and

performance standards for roofing materials Management should consciously address such

opportunities and decide whether to commit the necessary resources to exploring them.
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PRIORITIES AND PRIORITY-SETTING PROCESSES

Recent Board recommendations have been consistent in urging that laboratories

implement formal strategic planning processes, both within and across the laboratories. The

Board is pleased with the management's response thus far to these recommendations. Such

processes are being implemented and are beginning to work within most laboratories. EEEL in

particular has done a commendable job in implementing a formal priority-setting process that is

explicit and allows objectively for a balance between low-risk and high-risk programs. Other

laboratories are developing metrics that are linked to strategic goals and to an overall planning

process. Some have drawn from the experience of NIST's Advanced Technology Program for

guidance in designing metrics. Two laboratories, BFRL and MSEL, benefit from the aggregate

views gained by their directors as chairs ofNational Science and Technology Council

subcommittees. The recently initiated Information Technology Laboratory (ITL), being formed

through a merger of the former Computer Systems Laboratory and the former Computing and

Applied Mathematics Laboratory, has begun the process of formulating a strategic plan by

developing a formal mission statement. In general, all laboratories appear vigorous in soliciting

industry input and recommendations for programmatic and strategic planning purposes. This

external focus and industry coupling are vitally important to keeping NIST programs current and

relevant.

Despite recent progress, however, the job is not finished. The Board strongly encourages

all laboratories to continue refining their strategic planning processes and urges their management

and staffs to use these plans in their day-to-day activities. The selection of projects should be

made less subjective; priority-setting processes can be more objective and focused. It is not

sufficient for projects to be selected simply because they fit a laboratory's mission. Every project

carries an opportunity cost and should be judged in part on what value is forfeited by not

supporting some alternative project. Also, laboratory directors can better adjudicate conflicts in

setting priorities if they directly involve their division management and staffs in setting project

priorities.

In addition to improving decision processes for authorizing new programs, objective

criteria need to be developed for terminating programs that do not deliver the returns expected or

that have reached their natural maturity. Every funded project should be deliberately reaffirmed

each year to ensure that the overall program is as effective as possible. Otherwise, programs can

continue as though they have lives of their own, consuming resources that could be better placed

elsewhere. On the basis ofthe progress made in the past two years, the Board is optimistic that

both the level and the uniformity of planning processes in the laboratories will continue to

improve.

The Board also urges that each laboratory develop its own formal program road maps,

including milestones signifying major accomplishments that are anticipated. Many industrial

companies have found that the process of establishing such road maps aids overall program focus

and engages more! people directly in the planning process. Road maps should be reviewed and

revised annually; they should never be regarded as rigid. They should be somewhat general and

must be open to targets of opportunity as they appear.

Looking beyond the individual laboratories, it is clear that there would be great benefit

from extending planning processes across laboratories. Interiaboratory programs have been in
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place at NIST for many years. However, until recently flat budgets meant that the laboratories

were heavily dependent on funding from other agencies and thus were highly opportunistic in

competing with each other for funds. With recent increases in directly appropriated funds, a much

more open attitude is now developing between the laboratories regarding cooperative strategy

setting. As a result, a greater opportunity exists for the laboratories as a group to be more

focused and strategically driven. The new Laboratory Council, composed of the directors of the

major operating units—that is, of the laboratories and NIST's Technology Services unit-is a sign

of this new attitude and opportunity. The members of the Laboratory Council are working

closely together to recommend to NIST's director how funds might be best used to optimize their

value across the Institute. This Council can be a powerful force in knitting the laboratories

together strategically. The Board is particularly pleased that the Laboratory Council has set a

high priority on projects that transcend the laboratory structure. As new opportunities emerge,

such as the need for a MST role in developing superconductivity standards and in responding to

changes in the national electric power industry, they can best be exploited by planning across

laboratories. To capitalize fully on this opportunity, appropriate incentives need to be created to

encourage and reward collaboration among staff of different units.

The successful collaboration of ITL and MSEL in material modeling and the coordination

of thermometry research between CSTL and the Physics Laboratory are good examples ofhow

focusing on a problem can overcome disciplinary boundaries. Interdisciplinary research is often

most effective when it addresses an external problem upon which the different disciplines can

focus, and against which to judge the efficacy of the techniques of each discipline. Technical

problems falling within the NIST charter but not fitting neatly within the NIST organizational

structure might more of^en be identified and addressed by a problem-oriented planning approach.

Such an approach might be fruitful in coordinating potentially duplicative research, such as the

controls research being carried out in both the Automated Production Technology and Intelligent

Systems divisions ofMEL.

RESOURCES

Human Resources

For several years, the panels have made reference in their reports to a dependence on

nonpermanent staff such as retirees or postdoctoral fellows for carrying out crucial programs,

including some fundamental standards work. In some cases, these programs rely on the expertise

of a single person Most programs at NIST have now reduced reliance on these nonpermanent

staff. However, essential programs that continue to rely heavily on this type of personnel are in

danger of losing critical expertise. The laboratories should identify those areas in which they

intend to have a strong presence in the next decade and should develop a strategic plan for

ensuring the necessary human resources. In its recruiting NIST should take into account that

more team effort and industrial interactions are now required of its staff. New staff should be

hired on the basis of both scientific excellence and the ability to work well in teams and with

industrial partners.
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Equipment and Facilities

The current status ofNIST facilities and equipment is very good overall as reflected in

reports from the staff and the panels. A major capital improvement project has been initiated to

upgrade and modernize the laboratory buildings at both the Gaithersburg, Maryland, and Boulder,

Colorado, sites, a project costing several hundred million dollars with an implementation

extending into the next decade. Construction of "NIST North," a facility just off the Gaithersburg

campus to be leased as office and computing facilities during on-campus construction, is well

under way. Preparations for on-campus construction and renovations continue. The highest

priority is construction of a new chemistry laboratory in Gaithersburg. The current facility,

originally slated for renovation, has been found to have serious problems with its fume hoods and

ventilation systems and cannot be cost-efficiently renovated to function safely as a chemistry

laboratory. The building plan also calls for construction at Gaithersburg and Boulder of advanced

laboratory space that provides for the increased control of vibration and climate necessary for

performing measurements and developing measurement technology at and exceeding today's state

of the art. Construction of these facilities will also help relieve overcrowding at both the

Gaithersburg and Boulder facilities. Major problems would result if this program were canceled

or substantially delayed.

The Board identified a list of major facility needs beyond NIST's current plan. The

biotechnology laboratory housed at the Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology (CARB;

a joint facility with the University of Maryland) is in need of expansion. This relatively new

program has been very successful and represents an important growth area for NIST.

NIST's large fire test facility is inoperable. Verification of fire models to be used in fire

prevention and in the development of performance-based fire codes depends on the ability to

conduct large-scale fire tests. The Board believes that this work is essential, and a facility with

the required capability needs to be available to NIST researchers, whether at NIST or elsewhere.

Virtual reality, visualization, imaging, and video conference research facilities should be

improved to advance the research activities in these areas. Effective use of video conferences will

facilitate communication with industry partners as well as enhance the capability and overall

productivity of staff divided between Boulder and Gaithersburg campuses, and soon at ofF-site

facilities in Gaithersburg.

The Board compliments NIST management on the responsible use of resources to enhance

the capabilities of its research reactor facility and to assure this facility's availability as a first-rate

thermal and cold neutron source well into the next century. With a major upgrade of the

reactor's cold source nearly complete, this facility will be able to resume operation and better

serve its large academic and industrial user clientele in the areas of materials science, polymer

science, chemistry, physics, and biology. NIST's commitment to the safe and reliable operation of

this reactor and to its relicensing in the near future serves as a welcome model to other agencies

responsible for major user facilities.

Specific smaller equipment needs are discussed in the laboratory assessments in Chapters 2

through 8 of this report.
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INDUSTRIAL IMPACT

The Board is unanimous in affirming tiiat staff awareness of industrial needs is good and

that the industrial impact ofNISI laboratory activities has increased steadily. Measurable

evidence of the significant impact ofNIST's programs on the international competitiveness of

U.S. industry was observed during the 1995 assessments, including growth in both national and

international standards activities by NTST staff, increased participation in and leadership of

industrially oriented workshops and committees, expanded cooperation with industry through

CRADAs and industrial research associates, continued transfer of technology from the NIST
laboratories to U.S. companies, the establishment of the first generation of Industry Fellows (see

"Industry Fellows Program" below), quality publications authored by NIST's scientists and

engineers, and expansion ofMST production of standard reference materials and standard

reference data for use by industries. In addition, a long list of anecdotal evidence of the positive

impact ofNIST's programs on industry was observed and validated.

For example, in MEL an enhanced precision piston turning capability and an enhanced

open architecture machine controller were transferred to industry. The well-focused Computer
Integrated Construction program in BFRL is gaining broad acceptance among engineers, builders,

suppliers, owners, and computer-aided design vendors and will have an ongoing positive impact

on the construction industry. Industry support for BFRL's building automation and control

networks (BACnet) has also grown and now represents a solid majority of the building controls

industry. A number of industries are applying MSEL-derived methods for design with brittle

materials to applications including aircraft windows, capacitor materials, laser chips, optical fibers,

and ceramic-to-metal seals. Furthermore, the NIST-led powder characterization program

involves 36 industrial participants, and EEEL's activities in semiconductor metrology provide

direct support to the U.S. semiconductor industry in concert with the National Technology

Roadmapfor Semiconductors (Semiconductor Industry Association, San Jose, Calif, 1994,

commonly known as the SIA Roadmap).

While these examples give a qualitative indication of positive industrial impact, the Board

continues to search for quantitative metrics. Merely totaling the number ofCRADAs or Industry

Fellows is not an adequate measure of the impact the laboratories are having on U.S. industries.

Those counts do represent valuable industrial cooperation on a case-by-case basis, but such

numbers could clearly be driven to excess if used as the only measure. NIST administrators need

to identify additional ways of measuring the cost-benefit to the U.S. economy of NIST's activities

to assure US competitiveness in the international marketplace. This effort is especially important

as NIST's basic mission—and the funding provided by Congress to support it—is under review.

The experience ofNIST's Office of Applied Economics in evaluating ATP proposals could be of

direct benefit to this effort.

NIST's programs have the greatest impact in instances in which specific industrial sectors

have cleariy identified their needs for metrology and other NIST-related technologies, an example

is NIST's work in conjunction with the SIA Roadmap cited above. NIST efforts to assist other

key industrial sectors in identifying their present and future needs are quite appropriate and will

likely enhance NIST's effectiveness in meeting industrial needs. To be most effective during the

next several years, therefore, NIST needs to expend significant effort in identifying the industrial

constituencies it seeks to serve, and couple that effort with calls to those constituencies to provide
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firm data regarding the value ofNlST-based contributions to both their international

competitiveness and their profitability. This effort will be especially important in the information

technology area in which NISTs reorganization will create entirely new opportunities for it to

provide support to a key segment of the U.S. technology base.

While broadly based statements of industrial needs are useful in providing guidance to the

laboratories, they cannot supplant the role ofNlST's managers and staff in anticipating long-term

needs for standards and technology. For example, assessment of the needs of the time and

frequency industry two decades ago would not have anticipated the requirement for extremely

high fi-equency stability (one part in lO'"*) that is currently enabling operation of the Global

Positioning System and other navigational and communications systems. Rather, the consistent

pursuit by NIST staff of improvements in fundamental measurements and standards was key to

this development. Continued pursuit of the leading edge in fundamental measurements and

standards will keep NIST positioned to meet unanticipated technological challenges that U.S.

industry will continue to confi^ont in the global marketplace.

In its 1993 and 1994 reports, the Board recommended that the NIST laboratories develop

a set of guidelines for application of quality principles, or total quality management (TQM), to

research and development activities. The Board made this recommendation not only as a

suggestion for improving R&D processes within NIST, but also because the availability ofTQM
guidelines for R&D could improve industrial R&D processes. As the home of the Malcolm

Baldrige Quality Award, NIST seems the proper testing ground for such a project. Yet, the

Board and panels see no evidence of the use ofTQM in the NIST laboratories, even though the

Electricity Division ofEEEL is serving as a pilot for such a project. The Board is aware that

TQM was originally developed for manufacturing purposes but believes that much of the TQM
philosophy is appropriate for the management of research and development and that a wisely

managed TQM program will have the flexibility needed for R&D. In making the latter point, the

Board recognizes that TQM develops metrics to measure continuous improvement, whereas

research of^en seeks revolutionary change leading to entirely new measures of performance. The

Board encourages the NIST laboratories to accelerate their development and application ofTQM
to their work.

INDUSTRY FELLOWS PROGRAM

The Industry Fellows Program is an important and timely step forward for NIST. This

program, announced in May 1994, encourages NIST scientists and engineers to make visits of at

least three month's duration as industrial guest researchers. NIST will benefit greatly from

balancing the flow of industrial scientists that visit it by encouraging its own staff to visit industry

This program should provide an effective mechanism to increase understanding of industry needs

and to enhance communication between NIST staff and industry. This program can also be

utilized to expose current and potential NIST managers to sound industrial management practices.

Because the program is new, it is too early to draw definitive conclusions regarding its

impact. Most laboratories have yet to establish strong programs to take advantage of the

initiative. EEEL, which had placed three Fellows in industry by the end of February 1995, is an

10
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exception and is commended by the Board. MEL, CSTL, and MSEL have each placed one

Fellow. The other laboratories have yet to place anyone in this program.

NIST management should consider several mechanisms to encourage participation in the

program. Foremost, management must ensure that NIST's incentive structure has no bias against

participation in the Industry Fellows Program. In fact, participation should be considered as a

favorable factor in promotions and annual evaluations of participants and their managers. NIST
management should work to attach prestige to the program. Institute-wide seminars given by

recent Fellows, with introductions by top management, should describe the Fellows' experiences

during their participation and provide feedback on consequences for their work and careers since

their return. The Board commends management's decision to reduce the minimum assignment

time from the original six months to three months to increase the flexibility of the program.

DATA PROGRAMS

Data programs and NIST have been closely linked for many decades. The Standard

Reference Data (SRD) Act of 1 968 created the Standard Reference Data program at the National

Bureau of Standards, now NIST. This program is dedicated to the evaluation and dissemination

of technical data. The SRD program currently sponsors or distributes 36 numeric databases
'

The activity of the laboratories in data programs is highly variable. Nineteen of the

currently distributed databases originated in CSTL. The five data centers and four data projects

currently active in CSTL account for about 50 percent of the SRD program funding allocated

within NIST in 1994 and 1995, and they brought in about 75 percent of the total income from

database sales. These databases address key industry needs and represent world standards in the

quality of the information they contain. They have a profound positive influence on productivity

and cost control for the chemical and chemical processing industries. The Physics Laboratory and

the Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory are also heavily involved in data programs.

The formal SRD programs of the other laboratories are minimal.

The disparity in data activity across the laboratories may be partially explained by the fact

that the subject matter of some of the laboratories is more conducive to the need for databases

However, all the laboratories produce data, even if some of it does not fit the historical definition

of standard reference data The Standard Reference Data program and the laboratories not

currently active in the data programs should examine the potential usefijlness of their data to

industry and the formats that would allow the data to be most easily adopted. For example, data

sets currently disseminated by other means by laboratories such as EEEL, ITL, and BFRL should

be examined for inclusion in the Standard Reference Data program.

Appropriated funding for the SRD program has been nearly flat for at least 1 years.

Constant-dollar funding has declined by nearly a factor of two between 1984 and 1994. This level

of funding is itself a concern. At present, income from the sale of databases is expected to cover

'Figures concerning the SRD program, its activities, and its funds were obtained from the internal NIST report, A
Survey ofDatabase-Building and Related Activities at the National Institute ofStandards and Technology,

Januar>' 1995.

11
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the cost of dissemination and of the SRD program administration so that the majority of the

appropriated funds can be devoted to database development and updating As the nature of

databases and the means of their distribution change as a result of advances in information

technology, other issues arise. If databases are put on-line, mechanisms will be needed to control

dissemination of the information, and a means of charging for access will have to be developed to

ensure recovery of dissemination costs. If the databases are instead distributed without charge,

the desired increase in the user base will not produce a gain in revenue to the program.

Criteria need to be developed for the selection of new databases. If a decision is made to

expand the definition of standard reference data to include systems as well as materials, a

definition of standard reference data for systems will be needed. This definition will have to

address the appropriateness of self-generating data sets such as those used for protocol testing,

data sets used as the basis for establishing interoperable system compatibility, or data sets used to

establish basic device capability, for example. Customer need should play a key role in these

determinations.

NIST should address these issues in a review of its overall database activity. The recent

internal NIST survey of database activities cited above is a sound beginning for this review and

should be the start of a process that leads to development of a strategic plan in this area.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To improve the effectiveness of some programs, NIST laboratories should give more attention

to the improvement of such management functions as balancing program objectives against

resources, planning for personnel needs, and obtaining staff buy-in to strategic objectives.

NIST laboratories must continue their efforts to improve their strategic plans and priority-

setting processes, considering opportunity costs, objective criteria for program termination,

and opportunities to serve less organized or vocal sectors of industry Formal road maps,

which are more general than strategic plans, would be helpful in this process.

NIST laboratory management must work to close the loop between the strategic planning and

priority-setting activities that are generally well done, and project implementation, evaluation,

and conclusion that have not been emphasized.

The Board encourages the NIST laboratories to accelerate their development and application

of total quality management to their research and development activities

NIST management should encourage participation in the Industry Fellows Program by

ensuring that participation is rewarded in the incentive structure and by taking actions to

attach prestige to the program.

NIST should carry out a comprehensive review of its database activity, with the objective of

developing a strategic plan in this area.

12
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Mr. Ehlers. Thank you very much, Dr. Forsen, and I do com-
mend the panel for their efforts to condense their comments, and
I encourage the remaining members to attempt to do the same.
Mr. Cheatham is next.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL D. CHEATHAM, VICE PRESmENT,
CORPORATE STRATEGIC INITIATIVES, STORAGE TECH-
NOLOGY CORP., LOUISVILLE, CO
Mr. Cheatham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Samuel E. Cheatham.
I am Vice President of Corporate Strategic Initiatives at Storage

Technology Corporation. I am primarily responsible for business
development, especially in the areas of domestic and foreign alli-

ances as well as standardization strategy for the corporation.
Thank you for inviting me to talk about the proposals under con-

sideration affecting the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology. I understand that the focus of this panel is the importance
of NIST activities relative to U.S. business and pending legislation

affecting the future of NIST.
My intent is to provide several perspectives on the existence and

importance of the cooperative linkage between the private and pub-
lic sectors as they affect U.S. business.
The global environment today places a broad and increasingly

stringent set of requirements on manufacturers to demonstrate
compliance with specific standards as a condition of trade. The
right of governments to set requirements determining the basis on
which it might accept goods and services for installation, consump-
tion, and use within its jurisdiction is well recognized. These re-

quirements are receiving expanded endorsement by foreign govern-
ments today.
The U.S. must have a recognized government authority to pro-

vide peer-level discussions and negotiations when issues arise as a
result of these foreign government endorsements.

In some countries, a practice is employed in which government
creates a body responsible for administration of a legally enacted
broad regulatory concept. Government then empowers that body to

designate standards compliance procedures, certification, and the
like.

Without a government linkage, in essence providing peer-to-peer
level discussions, the private sector is at a significant disadvan-
tage. All indicators today signal an increase in this environment,
coinciding with support and sponsorship from foreign governments.
NIST is a critical link in two of the present missions of the De-

partment of Commerce. The first is promotion and development of
U.S. business in increasing foreign trade; the second is improving
U.S. technological competitiveness.

Both mission statements allow for NIST to provide the coopera-
tive linkage between the private and public sectors necessary to

compete in world trade.

I personally am very involved in the U.S. standardization infra-

structure, a private sector activity conducted with cooperative par-
ticipation from various government agencies. This infrastructure is

comprised of many private sector standards developers, both work-
ing independently and cooperatively with the American National
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Standards Institute, or ANSI. ANSI is a focal point for the U.S. in

international standards-related matters promoting U.S. interests

worldwide.
I believe the U.S. system of standards development serves the

national interest well, supporting both economic and public inter-

ests.

In April of 1990, I provided testimony to a Department of Com-
merce-chartered hearing on NIST and the Government's role in

standards-related activities. The central theme of that testimony
was the critical importance of public and private sector cooperation
in these matters for the good of U.S. business.

Foreign governments will accept U.S. tests of many regulated
products compliance with a standard only if the U.S. Government
recognizes the quality of those tests. Currently, NIST is the only
U.S. Government organization that can recognize private sector ac-

creditations for purposes of foreign government acceptance.
The U.S. must have a recognized government authority to pro-

vide peer-level discussion and negotiations when issues arise as a
result of these foreign government endorsements. In some coun-
tries, a practice is employed where government creates a body re-

sponsible for administration of a legally enacted broad regulatory
concept.

In conclusion, I strongly support congressional efforts to trim the
Federal Government, privatizing many of its present functions. In
pursuit of these objectives, large organizations with long tenure
will come under close scrutiny as they would in a corporate envi-
ronment in a like situation. I do, however, urge caution in address-
ing those sections of the NIST and its laboratories that are closely

tied to U.S. industry.
Within the U.S., the Department of Defense, law enforcement

agencies and other government agencies, together with many in-

dustrial sectors, are critically dependent on NIST.
As illustrated in earlier examples, caution should be exercised in

the reassignment of former DOC responsibilities. We must main-
tain focus on the primary mission of these agencies where they af-

fect U.S. business.
A need exists for cooperative link between private and public sec-

tors. Based upon my numerous years of involvement in all facets
of standardization, I recommend that NIST continue with the syn-
ergistic organizations required to be effective in standardization,
compliance procedures, certifications, and technology as they relate
to U.S. business.
A possible solution to where NIST should reside due to the dis-

mantling is as an independent establishment. Such an establish-
ment could be defined as the U.S. standardization and technology
agency or, in deference to earlier discussions, as a U.S. standard-
ization and science agency.
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In implementation, of these changes, I beheve that provision for

an advisory panel associated with the proposed legislation should

be considered. This panel would consist of executives and decision-

making experts in affected areas of U.S. business. The charter of

this panel would be to recommend appropriate action as it affects

U.S. interests and objectives of the proposed legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cheatham follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for inviting me to

talk about proposals under consideration affecting the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST). I understand that the focus of this hearing

is the importance of NIST activities relative to U.S. business and pending

legislation affecting the future of NIST.

I would like to provide several perspectives on the existence and importance of

cooperative linkage between the private and public sectors as they affect U.S.

business. The world environment today places a broad and increasingly

stringent set of requirements on manufacturers to demonstrate compliance

with specific standards as a condition of trade. The right of government to set

requirements determining the basis on which it might accept goods and

services for installation, consumption and use within its jurisdiction is well

recognized. These requirements are receiving expanding endorsement by

foreign governments. Two current examples are the ISO 14000 series of

"Environmental Management Standards," (a series of standards wWch will deal with

a company's system for managing its operations as they impact the environment)

and the Japan Accreditation Board requirements on software quality schemes. The
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latter is currently "on hold" due to effective opposition from U.S. government and

industry. It is expected that compliance will ultimately become an "added cost of

doing business" on the international front as did ISO 9000 standards.

The U.S. must have a recognized government authority to provide peer level

discussions and negotiations when issues arise as a result of these foreign

government endorsements. In some countries, a practice is employed in which

government creates a body responsible for administration of a legally enacted,

broad regulatory concept. Government then empowers that body to designate

standards, compliance procedures, certification and the like. Without a

government linkage i.e., providing peer to peer level discussions, the private

sector is at a significant disadvantage. I see no reason to believe that issues

requiring the cooperative linkage between U.S. private and public sectors, are

diminishing. In fact, all indicators are that they are increasing, together with

support and sponsorship from foreign governments.

NIST is a critical link in two of the present missions of the Department of

Commerce (DoC). The first is promotion and development of U.S. business

and increasing foreign trade. The ;«econd is improving U.S. technological

competitiveness. Both mission statements allow for NIST to provide the

cooperative linkage between the private and public sectors necessary to

compete in world trade.

I am very involved in the U.S. standardization infrastructure, a private sector

activity conducted with cooperative participation from various government

agencies. This infrastructure is comprised of many private sector standards

developers working independently, as well as with the American National

Standards Institute (ANSI). ANSI is a focal point for the U.S. in international

standards related matters, promoting U.S. interests worldwide. ANSI is the

recognized U.S. member body to the International Organization for Standardization

(ISO), and through the U.S. National Committee to the International

Electrotechnical Commission (EC). ANSI is also the U.S. member body to the

Pacific Area Standards Congress (PASC) and to the Pan American Standards

Commission (COPANT) I believe the U.S. system of standards development

serves the national interest well, supporting both economic and public

interests. The effectiveness of U.S. business in the global environment is greatly

enhanced by working with government in strengthening the national voluntary

standards system.
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In April of 1990, I provided testimony to a Department of Commerce
chartered hearing on NIST and the government's role in standards related

activities. The central theme of ^Us testimony was the critical importance of

public and private sector cooperation in such matters for the good of U.S.

business. This was further supported in a 1995 report from the National Research

Council, titled, "Standards, Conformity Assessment, and Trade: Into the 21st

Century." Continued progress is evidenced by the cooperative MOU signed

between NIST and ANSI on July 24, 1995.

Foreign governments will accept U.S. tests of many regulated product's

compliance with a standard only if the U.S. government recognizes the quality

of those tests. Currentiy, NIST is the only U.S. government organization that

can recognize private sector accreditations for purposes of foreign government

acceptance.

Conclusion

I support Congressional efforts to '*trim" the federal government, privatizing

many of its present functions. In pursuit of these objectives, large

organizations with long tenure will come under close scrutiny, as they would in

a corporate environment in a like situation. I do however, urge great care in

addressing those sections of the NIST and its laboratories that are closely tied

to U.S. industry. Another point wiiere cognizance must be maintained concerns

identity. Many foreign entities identily points of governmental involvement and

influence with departmental names such as NIST. Fragmentation of this

pubUc/private sector infrastructure linkage will have significant adverse impact on

many sections of the U.S. economy.

Within the U.S., the Department of Defense, law enforcement agencies, and

other government agencies, together with many U.S. industrial sectors, are

critically dependent on NIST measurement and reference materials. The

credibility of these deliverables would be severely compromised if the tie to U.S.

government was lost.

As illustrated in examples stated earlier, caution should be exercised in the re-

assignment of former DoC responsibilities. We can ill-afford dilution of focus

on these responsibilities where they affect U.S. business.
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Recommendation

A need exists for a cooperative link between private and public sectors where

international and domestic requirements are involved. I recommend that

NIST continue with the synergistic organizations required to be effective in

standardization, compliance procedures, certification, and technology, relative

to U.S. business. A possible solution as to where NIST should reside due to the

dismantling, is as an independent establishment. Such an establishment could

be defined as the U.S. Standardization and Technology Agency.

Implementation

Provide for an advisory panel associated with the proposed legislation. This

panel would consist of executives and decision making experts in affected areas

of U.S. business. The charter of this panel would be to recommend
appropriate action as it affects U.S. interests and objectives of the proposed

legislation.
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National Institute of standards & Technology Hearing

04/05/90

Good morning Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. My name is Samuel D.

Cheatham, Vice President of Engineering responsible for Tape and Library

Systems at Storage Technology Corporation in Louisville, Colorado. We are a $1

billion worldwide corporation engaged in design, development, sales and service

of high performance large capacity information storage and retrieval systems for

medium and high performance system environments.

I appreciate this opportunity to provide testimony concerning the U.S. standards

program. I have been directly involved in the standards development and

application process for approximately 1 1 years, and in the electronics business

for over 25 years.

The current ANSI standards development process benefits from contributions by

a wide range of participating producers and consumers, allowing standards to be

developed which have the widest practical application.

I believe the governments' proper role in standards is to support and participate

in the process and be responsible for trade policy and assurance that trade

barriers are not created. The government sector should also assist in

Information transfer and communication within the domestic and international

standards community. The EEC, via EC '92 represents a challenge to U.S.

leadership in international standards. We must work as a team .

The NIST mission is often cited as the only federal laboratory with the primary

mission of aiding U.S. industry. While there are areas of industry where this

fundamental requirement is probably met, there are instances where it can be

more effective. A major reason for this situation is inadequate coordination of

NIST Standards reference material support being provided for standards

developed under the ANSI process.
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Participation by the Director of NIST in ANSI board activities has recently

improved and needs to be sustained. NIST and ANSI need to be more closely

iinlced at the policy and priority level.

An organizational link is needed between NIST and ANSI. One way that this

could be accomplished would be to formalize the working partnership between

the Director of NIST and the President of ANSI. This would help assure proper

NIST support provisions for standards developed under the public sector

process. Timely and adequate support for developed standards is critical to

their implementation and effectiveness.

Computer Sciences and Technology traditionally receive the lowest level of

funding In allocation of the NIST budget. This remains true in the 1991 budget

request as well.

During 1987 & 1988 lack of funding priority for a reference material project

generated a need for an industry solicitation campaign to co-fund the effort with

NIST. I was personally involved in this solicitation campaign. Correspondence

and meetings with NIST appealing for a minor reallocation to cover this shortfall

were to no avail. This amount constituted less than .002% of the NIST budget!

This situation illustrates the point that the key process requirement, leadership in

standards implementation support was lost in a miniscule budget fight. Priority

coordination with ANSI is fundamental. This example ties to one area where the

U.S. stiU has a good international position in trade. The United States has

traditionally been the worldwide leader in establishing standards for data

processing products. Priority support of reference material development Is one

key Ingredient required to maintain this leadership position.

TRADE VALUES: (approximate)-

o Peripheral products - worldwide 50b/1990, 80b 1993 (domestic Is

approx. 55%).

o Removable media

Domestic Growth Rate 13% year

Worldwide
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ADDITIONAL POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION ARE:

I believe that the current Infrastructure between the private sector and

government, working as partners, is effective in U.S. standards setting

activities and global competitiveness. Our challenge is to strengthen

support provided for implementation of those standards.

There needs to be a supportive relationship between the private sector

and government to effectively handle EC 92 conformance testing and

certification. Without such a relationship U.S. made products will suffer

limitations in their access to European markets.

Restructure of ISO/IEC voting and operations is needed to ensure that

ISO/IEC participation remains as a viable forum for expression of U.S.

interests in European and Global markets. A key part of this effort is to

change the inequitable voting leverage of the EC through their having 13

votes versus 1 for the U.S.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:

The ANSI system of standards development is strong and effective. The

U.S. Government needs to strengthen focus on U.S. trade policy and

coordinate government agency participation in standards development

efforts. Government should provide strong application support of

voluntary standards rather than altering the current standards

development process.
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ABSTRACT

The National Institute of Standards and Technology, supported by
a panel of standards experts from other agencies, conducted a
hearing on April 3-5, 1990, to gather information, insights, and
comments relating to improving U.S. participation in international
standards-related activities and to identify possible Government
actions. Oral presentations were made by 65 organizations and
individuals; written submissions were received from 257 others.
Thorough review of the hearing transcripts and the complete
supplementary written record reveals a number of areas where the
private sector and the Federal Government should take constructive
actions, especially with respect to coordinating mechanisms for
conformity assessment processes.
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Government's Role in Standards-Related Activities:

Analysis of Comments

BACKGROUND ;

In view of the growing importance of international standards in
commerce among nations, and recognizing the rapid changes taking
place in the European Community and elsewhere throughout the world,
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) on
November 27, 1989, announced a hearing to be held in Washington,
D.C. on April 3, 1990. As described in the Federal Register notice
(see Appendix A) , the primary purpose of the hearing was to gather
information, insights, and comments related to improving U.S.
participation in international standards-related activities and to
identify possible Government actions.

The notice posed a number of topical questions to stimulate
discussion of U.S. standards, testing, certification, and other
practices that affect the acceptance of products in foreign
markets. In particular, NIST sought information concerning
weaknesses that require strengthening, suggestions for improvement,
and expressions of views on potential models for government-
private sector interactions, such as the Standards Council of
Canada or any others. The notice specified a deadline of March 22,
1990, for requests to present views at the hearing o£ for submittal
of written comments by those who might be unable to attend the
hearing in person.

A large r.-.vVi-r of inquiries were received concerning the Standards
Council 04^ w.nada and the nature of potential models for the United
States. A letter (See Appendix B) was prepared on December 20,
1989, and given wide distribution, stating "... the following
general model is put forth as but one possibility; it is presented
as a concept to aid those wishing to comment or to serve as a basis
for modification." A menu of functions suggested items that might
be included in a "Standards Council of the United States of
America" should such a council be established. Many recipients of
the letter apparently assumed that this was a specific proposal
offered by NIST for the formation of "SCUSA."

Due to the irge number of requests to make oral presentations,
NIST publish^^d a second Federal Register notice on April 2, 1990
(see Appendix B) , to announce that the hearings would extend from
April 3 through April 5, 1990, and that the record of the meeting
would be held open for sixty days following (to close of business
June 5, 1990) to allow all interested parties the opportunity to
comment

.

Oral presentations were made before a panel of Government standards
experts from NIST, the Department of Commerce's International Trade
Administration, the Departments of State and Agriculture, and the
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Food and Drug Administration. (See Appendix C for a listing of
panel members.) A total of 65 individuals and representatives of
organizations spoke before the panel: each was allotted 10 minutes
for the presentation. Panel members, bringing technical
perspective based on their specific expertise, then raised
questions to elicit any necessary clarifications. Panel
participation was aimed at assisting NIST in acquiring adequate
information on which to base recommendations for possible
Government actions.

Three volumes of transcripts of the hearing^ '^'' were prepared; they
are individually available for purchase from the National Technical
Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161,
(703/487-4650) and have also been deposited for review in the U.S.
Department of Commerce Central Reference and Records Inspection
Facility, Room 6628, Hoover Building, Washington, DC 20230,
(202/377-3271) . Supplementary materials submitted by some
presenters and written comments from other interested parties are
also available for review in the Departmental Central Reference and
Inspection Facility.

In addition to listening to the oral presentations, professional
staff members of the NIST Office of Standards Services carefully
reviewed the transcripts, supplementary written submissions, and
all other written comments. The ensuing analysis is summarized in
this report. The following sections describe the nature and
numbers of respondents, the extent to which each g' oup addressed
standards and conformity assessment issues, needs for improvement
expressed by respondents, and recommendations for action.

THE COMMENTERS

A total of 70 requests were received from those interested in
making oral presentations; of these, 65 appeared at the hearing.
Due to the extension of the hearings to three days, it became
desirable to group presentations in accordance with similarity of
function rather than follow the chronological order of receipt of
requests or other arbitrary arrangements.

Changes to scheduled days and/or particular times for appearing
were permitted upon %rritten request and acquiescence of all
affected parties. The only such change was in response to a

Transcript of Hearing on Improving U^. Participation in International Standards Activities - First Day:

AprU 3, 1990, NTIS Order PB# 90204702, S31.00.

Transcript of Hearing on Improving U.S. Participation in International Standards Activities - Second

Day: April 4, 1990. NTIS Order PB# 9Q2071S0, S31.00.

Transcript of Hearing on Improving U.S. Participation in International Standards Activities - Third

Day: April S. 1990. NTIS Order PB# 90204694. S31.00.
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request by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) to the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) to make the first
presentation. ASTM acceded to ANSI's request and spoke second;
the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) agreed to take the later
slot previously assigned to ANSI.

Five requesters did not appear to make their presentations as
scheduled, but they all took advantage of the opportunity to place
their statements into the record through written submissions. It
should be emphasized that the substantive merit of the comments of
all submissions, oral and written, were given equal consideration.

Consideration was given to substantive merit in the same important
due process sense that every consensus standards committee treats
the substance of negative votes. In the search for possible
improvements and for identification of potentially useful
Government actions, no views were minimized by reason of the
identity or size of the source. Since the hearing was not intended
for votes, whether weighted or not, on specific issues, care should
be exercised when viewing the statistics presented in subsequent
tables. The columns have been structured by types of individuals
and organizations, each of whom volunteered to submit comments,
hence the data are not commensurate nor necessarily representatives
of the larger population. As a consequence, the right-hand columns
labelled "Totals" should be used to obtain an overall sense of the
opinions offered only when the intercolumnar variability is low.

Written submissions were received from 257 individuals and
organizations. However, one was retracted since its author
recognized a conflict in his identification with his corporate
employer while speaking only for himself. Five other written
submissions duplicated earlier material received from the same
organization, one from the same individual. On the other hand,
comments received from separate major operating divisions of large
parent corporations were considered to be independent of one
another

.

Table 1

Types and Numbers of Commenters

Standards Developers 22
Committees/Technical Advisory Groups 14
Trade and Professional Organizations 104
Private Companies 115
Laboratories and Certifiers 13
Individuals 40
Newsletters 2
U.S. Government Agencies 7

Total submissions 317*
*Does not include 4 duplicates, 1 withdra%ni
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Table 1 shows the number of commenters in several categories, but
the distinctions between listed types are not clear-cut. For
example, many organizations fit into two or more categories, such
as standards developers that are also certifiers or testers, and
trade or professional associations that are major producers of
standards. For the purposes of this analysis and discussion, all
organizations with a substantial standards development activity
have been grouped as standards developers.

It was also difficult to determine whether each of the various
associations, private companies, or laboratories is small, medium,
or large. In general, the standards developers and the trade and
professional organizations have very large memberships. Lacking
evidence to the contrary, we assume that the speakers and writers
expressed views for their groups. There was more difficulty in
discerning whether other commenters spoke for themselves or for
their organizations. It was assumed that a set of comments
received on company letterhead was an official organizational
submission unless, as was sometimes the case, the writer or the
company issued a disclaimer and characterized the submission as
that of the individual.

Testing laboratories and certifiers were considered together, as
shown in Table 1. For ease of presentation, results will be
presented in subsequent tables and discussions for standards
developers and committees grouped in the same column, but with
separately identifiable inputs. Data from the newsletters are
similarly presented in conjunction with those from individuals.

It is noteworthy that ANSI conducted a vigorous campaign to solicit
comments from its members, utilizing memoranda and press releases
from its Washington office. This campaign was productive and is

to be commended for evoking a sizable response and a clear
enunciation of the sentiments of a substantial number of
individuals and organizations concerned with standards matters.
Their views were fully considered for the purposes of the ensuing
analysis. Expressions of support for ANSI and opposition to
"Government takeover" of U.S. standardization activities were often
stated in identical phrases and word-for-word sentences in
different letters.

SUBJECTS OF COMMENTS

As can be seen from Table 2, more than 90% of all commenters,
essentially in all categories, addressed the standardization
process. Less than one-third of the total expressed opinions about
conformity assessment, defined here as any or all of the functions
of testing, certification, quality assurance, or other
demonstration of product conformance to applicable standards. The
higher percentages of comments on conformity assessment came from
standards developers, associations, and laboratories and
certifiers.
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Table 2.

Comment
Profile

'Does not indude four duplicated submissions nor one withdrawn.
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Almost two-thirds of all coniaenters discussed only standardization,
whereas only nine spoke to conformity assessment without commenting
on standardization.

Seventeen submissions, eibout half from individuals, addressed
neither the standardization nor the conformity assessment process.
The subjects of those letters, referred to in Table 2 as
"Miscellaneous Comments Only," concerned metrication or such topics
of parochial interest to the writers as t.ie conduct of special
studies or other thoughts that do not bear directly on
international standards-related or trade-related activities.

THE STANDARDIZATION PROCESS

Considering the comments on the standardization process, as shown
in Table 3, two-thirds of the commenters (207 of 291) endorsed "the
voluntary process" for developing standards in the United States,
with strong support manifested in almost all categories. "The
system ain't broken" was a frecjuently encountered statement. The
comments were not always clear regarding the object of the support:
only some of the commenters specified the current system; others
referred to the private sector or to a voluntary process in which
both Government and the private sector participate; and still
others named ANSI or specified standards developers.

Relatively small numbers opined that the "system is broken" and
needs replacing; that it needs fixing, but that changes should come
from within; or that ANSI's performance is inadequate. A few
commenters spoke in favor of a strong Government role or Government
oversight of the standards development process.

The data in the upper portion of Table 3 indicate that about half
of the supporters of "the voluntary process" also expressed support
for ANSI as the coordinator of standards-writing in the U.S. and/or
its performance as the U.S. Member Body in the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and its companion role in
supporting the U.S. National Committee (USNC) for the International
Electrotechnical Commission (lEC) ; 15 specifically announced
support for "ANSI's position" with respect to the hearings. Of the
standards developers, only two specifically endorsed ANSI.

Approximately one-third of the commenters stated strongly that
Government experts should participate in the standards development
process as experts, but not as controlling forces, and more than
20% encouraged governmental cooperation with the private sector.

The comments categorized above have been segregated in the table
since there is considerable evidence that a large number of
commenters participated in what they perceived to be a plebiscite
on whether the U.S. standardization process should remain voluntary
or be taken over by the Government.
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Number of Commenters on Subject

Endorse *Volunury System;'

"Not Broken*

Table 3.

Comments on
Standards Process

2/5 11/1

Endorse ANSI Position 0/0 1/0

Encourage Government Cooperation

with Private Sector
8/0

Encourage Government

Expert Participation

Any or AU of Foregoing Expressing

Only Support of the Status Quo

12/0

2/6 17/1

Present System Needs Fixing from Within 2/0 1/1

Voluntary System Is Broken* 2/1 1/0

Anti-ANSI 2/1 2/0

Governmental Role is Needed VO 4/0

Government Oversight is Needed 1/1 3/0
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Many letters arrived as the June 5, 1990, deadline was approaching,
a substantial number of which in effect stated only that the writer
supported the voluntary system and/or ANSI's role. Some of these
added comments on Government expert participation or cooperation.
Several of the near-last-minute commenters presented critiques and
refutations of comments critical of ANSI that had been submitted
by others prior to the March 22, 1990 deadline and deposited in the
Central Reference and Records Inspection Facility.

STANDARDS PROCESS: NEEDS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Slightly more than 60% of those who commented on the standards
process identified specific problem areas and needs for
improvement. Table 4 reveals that virtually all the standardizing
organizations, _ as well as the laboratories and certifiers, gave
thoughtful comments on problems faced by actual or potential
participants in international standardization activities.

The difficulty most frequently reported relates to the cost of
participating, including travel and dues. One-third of those
making substantive comments on the process favored Government
subsidies through grants to participants or payment of dues to

international organizations. Almost one-fourth of those commenting
on improvement needs proposed tax credits or other tax incentives
to organizations that participate in international standards
activities. About 10% expressed the opinion that Government should
pay its "fair share" when its experts participate in the process.
These three views of Government payments are not mutually
exclusive: some respondents expressed more than one of those views.

To some extent, the opinions on financial underwriting by the
Government to increase participation in international activities
are at variance with the idea that the present process is working
well and should not be tampered with by the Government. Moreover,

some commenters specifically cited the dearth of Federal funding
under current budgetary restrictions as precluding any attempt by
the Government to play a larger role, and some specifically opposed
governmental funding lest it lead to controls. Additional comments
suggested the need for business and industry to develop more or
better mechanisms for private sector funding.

There was considerable recognition of the Government's role in

setting policy and negotiating with foreign governmental entities.
For example, many commenters spoke specifically of the Government's
participation in the GATT Standards Code Committee and efforts to
minimize or eliminate technical barriers to trade related to
standards. About 10% of those commenting substantively on the
subject of conformity assessment addressed the need for greater
coordination among Government agencies.
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Table 4.

Improvement Needs:

Standards Process
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The need for increased efforts in disseminating information and
conducting educational programs was stressed by approximately 25%
of those commenting on possible improvements in the standardization
process. Responsibility for these efforts was variously assigned
to Government, the private sector, or both, with particular
attention to the necessity of convincing high level corporate
management of the desirability of supporting participation in
international standards activities.

About 15% of the associations and private companies supported the
concept that the United States should adopt international standards
in lieu of distinctive domestic standards. Approximately 10% of
all commenters on improvement needs enunciated the desirability of
harmonizing domestic standards with international standards; about
the same percentage believe that the Government should increase it^
use of standards developed by the private sector; and about 5

favor governmental promotion abroad of standards developed in th
United States.

Almost 10% of this group complained about domination of the process
of standardization by large companies. Five percent called for
the establishment of a new commission to study the system and
recommend changes; a comparable number proposed that the Government
officially recognize ANSI, but an equal number proclaimed the need
for a better coordinating mechanism than now exists.

THE CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS

Table 5 summarizes the pertinent thoughts of almost 100 commenters
on the process of conformity assessment; about 80% addressed the
roles of Government and the private sector. In sharp contrast to
the comments on the standardization process, about 50% of each
category of commenters on conformity assessment stated that
Government must play a major role, and another 12% favored private
sector cooperative support for Government's role. The remaining
20% of those commenting on this subject expressed the view that the
conformity assessment process should be conducted within and by the
private sector.

As the lower portion of the table indicates, commenters cited a
need for a coordinating mechanism for testing and certification;
almost as many expressed the view that coordination of all
conformity assessment functions is required. A few respondents
recognized the need for a quality system for testing and
certification, and a like number proposed establishment of a
Government program for registration of quality systems.

10
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Table 5.

Comments on
Conformity

Assessment Process

Number of Commenlers on Subject

Govenunent Must Play Major Role

Government Role with Private Sector

Participating

Private Sector Function

No Comments on Roles -

Miscellaneous Comments Only

Coordinating Mechanism Needed for

Testing and Certification

Coordination Needed for all Confonnity

Assessment Functions

Quality System Needed

Government Registration of

Quality Systems Needed

International System Needed

11
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CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS: NEEDS FOR IMPROVEMENT

As shown in the upper portion of Table 6, many of those who
comnented on conformity assessment problems referred to the "uneven
playing field" abroad, that is, the fact that U.S. products are
faced with added difficulties in marketing in other countries in
contrast to the conditions applied to local products. Moreover,
difficulties are alleged to stem from the mismatch of foreign
regulation of products to which only voluntary standards apply in
the United States. (Conversely, some U.S. -regulated products are
not regulated in other countries.) The four commenters who
remarked on the fragmentation of the attestation system in the
United States echoed a thought frequently heard from foreign
exporters and Government officials, namely that the plethora of
Federal, state, and local code authorities throughout the United
States makes it extremely difficult to ascertain and follow all the
relevant rules for selling in the U.S. market.

Comments on the need for U.S. Government negotiation and
consummation of bilateral agreements were frequently registered.
Most foreign governmental entities require attestation of
conformity by Government-accredited laboratories and certifiers
within their own borders, hence also from U.S. manufacturers and
exporters. In fact, very many of the commenters raised the
question of "notified bodies," European testing or certification
entities officially recognized by the national governments of EC
member countries. Particular interest was expressed on the subject
of whether domestic testing and certifying organizations in the
United States might attain recognition from the EC.

As was observed with respect to the standardization process, a few
commenters complained about domination by large firms and suggested
that action be taken to protect small and nediun-sized
laboratories. Other suggestions included development of a U.S.
certification mark. Government subsidies or tax incentives, and an
increase in educational and informational programs. Five
submitters proposed a Federal Commission to study needs for new
coordinating mechanisms.

CONCLUSIONS AND NIST PROPOSALS FOR ACTION

After thorough examination of the hearing record and consideration
of the merits of comments made by the many and varied parties who
volunteered their opinions, the NIST Office of Standards Services
has drawn the conclusions listed below and, as shown in bold-face
type, makes the following proposals for actions that may be taken
by the executive branch of Government or by the private sector.
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Table 6.

Improvement Needs:

Conformity Assessment

Govenunent Should Set Policies
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A. STANPARPIZATION

o The magnitude of the response and the intensity of expression
of sentiments about the U.S. voluntary standards process
clearly indicates that the private sector opposes any
significant changes to the current standards development
system. At the same time, many commenters recognized a, need
for improvements but stated a desire to take internal steps
necessary to correct any weaknesses.

• The private sector should establish (a) oversight
BachanisDS to monitor parformaace and (b) permanent
quality management systems.

o The increasing worldwide use of international standards has
been acknowledged, along with the recognition of need to
participate actively in international standardizing
activities.

• The Government and the standards-writing community should
develop a close working relationship on policy matters
in which the Government has a clear role to play.

• Government and the private sector should increase
informational and educational efforts to convince
business executives of the value of participating in
domestic «md international standards-related efforts.

• The D.S. standards community should consider appropriate
private organisational actions to meet the increasing
competition for volunteers to participate in domestic and
international standardisation activities and to
compensate for losses anticipated in sales of domestic
documents

.

• The Interagency Committee on Standards Policy should
further improve intrf>-govemmental coordination,
encourage increased participation by Government experts
in domestic and international standards committees, and
establish policy for agencies to pay a fair share of
expenses for such committee participation as may be
appropriate.

• The Government and the private sector should take steps
to implement the policy of using international standards
when available.

14
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o Funding constraints deter participation in international
standardization activities, especially for small and medium-
sized companies. Some associations pool resources to prevent
domination by monied interests and to assure the best
possible expert representation.

• The private sector should intensify its efforts to
achieve broader support from its own constituency.

B. CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT

o There is widespread recognition of the need for governnent-
to-govemment negotiations and bilateral agreements for
mutual acceptance of the results of conformance assessment
activities.

• The Government should (a) intensify negotiating efforts
to ensure foreign acceptance of products based on testing
and certification performed within the United States;
(b) obtain acceptance of U.S. products abroad under the
principle of "national treatment*;" and (c) seek
implementation of the concept of EC recognition of
notified bodies in this country.

o Many private companies, trade associations, laboratories, and
certifiers see a need for coordinating mechanisms for
testing, certification, laboratory accreditation, quality
systems, and/or other methods of conformity assessment.
However, the nature of appropriate mechanisms is not clear,
nor may a single mechanism suffice for different sectors of
the economy.

• The aovemment should sponsor or co-sponsor with
interested parties from the private sector a series of
workshops with various industry sectors to specify more
precisely the needs for coordination and representation
of U.S. oonforaity assessment interests abroad. Than
appropriate systems should be developed to meet -lose

needs and to promote effective application of aese
mechanisms in behalf of U.S. manufacturers and exporters.
Particular consideration should be focussed on the
division of responsibilities between Oovemment and the
private sector in a cooperative aode of operation.

'Under national ireaimeni foreign entities are dealt with on the same basis as domestic entities.

15
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(ubfflitled prior to the preliminary
delenBlnation, the Department Mras
provided with all InfonnaUon re<iueated.

DOCPosltioK'th/t Department
disagteea with respondenU and believes
that the nse of best information
available for the prellminaiy
detennination was Justified. Prior to the
prelifflinaiy detennination. the
Department Issued three deficiency
questionnaires.The third deficiency
questionnaire waa issued two weeks
before the pteliminaiy detenninatian
thereby providing respondenU %rilh one
final opportmity to provide Infotmation
repeatedly reqiMsted ptevioosly. In eadi
of these questiomialrea. we spedfically
•skod (or oertaln critical Infocmatlan
necessary lor our prdimlnaiy
determination. ReqMBdents eliher did
sot answer our qoMtlans or provided
npcdcial aasweca wdilefawere of little

Bse to (he DepaitmeoL Oonaequoitly.
the Department was foreed to nse the
best infotmation available in its

pctliffllnary deteminailon.
OaameadftRaspondanU argua that

IBC Oepaitacat cnod in its prellBlnaiy
4«<«BiDaiian by ning (he prioM imte
phi a apcMd in fts ptwant valoe
cakaialka Respoodents ooatend that
die U«ionlh inteAank rate pfaa a
•pnad of H peraeat should be «sed in
Iha preseat vahw ealcolation In die final
'***fnni'^i <ii)ii

DOCPotltkac Tbe Dqwtlment
dlsagtoea.The Department Bsed in lu
calnnlsHnni far tM« HMjiwwiii.M/fn ^
eooaerdal loBg4efB inlerast rate (£«.
die prima tato wtdiont any spnad) in iu
cslfinlaUont. This rate is the most
appropriate measare on the record of
lUs investigation of an average Imig-
term oommercial interest rate. No
spread was added to the prime rate
because stetisUcal infocmatlon on an
average Ioog4erm rate was unavailable
and because Infooaation obtained at
verification indicated diat kng^enn
interest rates are both above and below
the prime rate.

Comment IJs PeUUooer aigues that

through the Natlooal Infonnation
Technology Plan, which is being
Implemented by NC8, the COS has
effectively targeted tlie computer and
software industry %vlth a number of
export-oriented programs. Petilloner

contends that the HI devdopment of
POSE is an export program in

aooordance with the National
Infonnatloa Technology Plan.

Respondents argue thatm is not an
export promotion department ofNCS.
Respondents contend that it Is the

Industry Development Department (IDO]

ofNCB that has the e^qiort promotion
function. Respondents further argue (bat

the Department in its verification report

ettoneously links IDD withm to give

the impression thatm shares In the

export promotion functian of IDD.
Furthermore,m did not impose an
export requirement on CSA as a
condition for receiving POSE, but that

the need to export was mutually

recognized as a prerequisite for ensuring

commercial success.

DOCPosition: Information on the

record demonstrates that one objective

of die NaUonal InfbtmatloaTedmology
Plan is the development ofa strong

export-oriested Infbrmatlon tedmology
industry. Ftolhemore, It is also dear
bom informatlan on the lecocd dut It Is

ITTs IntenUon to ihare Its results in

applied reseaxdi wtth Ibe local Ittdnsliy

so that they can be oommetdalized into

products tor export.

Veilficadaa

We verified (be tttfiannatlaB used in

aconuaoa with seeiiaaTTBM of the

Act During verificationwa Idoowed
ataadard vcriBcaUon lauoadiuas
htfhiillngMWllag wtth fu iiuuaut and
oeopaay offlcUlsa dcamhriaf idavant

tracing Inlaimalloa la4ha icqwoaes to

aouroe diKiiiinimtSt aoooiiniing ledgsrt
and financial ttatfiiif"**! asQ ooOcctlng
additional infatmatlon that we deemed
neoesaaiy tormaldng oar Baal
detenniiiatlan. Oar vctifieatian results

are oodlaad In detail fat Iha publlo
vetatona of die vcilficadoa rvorts.
wUdi are on file In the Central Records
Unit (Room B-089) of die Main
Commeroe Bulldli^

Snspensioa of Uqoldatloo

In aooordanoe with sectlaa TOUi) of
the Act. we are dlnecdng die US.
Customs Servloe to terminate

suspension of Uquldatioa on all entries

ofCASE software from Singapore and
canoel the oontlnooos entry bead wiiidi

ooveied the hmip sum equhraleot of the

A-

3

estimated net bounty or grant calculated

in the preliminary determination.

rrCNotUIcalion

Since Singapore Is not a "oountiy

under the Agieemenr within the

meaning of section 701(b) of the Act.

and the merchandise under investigation

U dutUble. section 803 of die Act
applies to this Investigatton. Therefore,

the ITC Is not required to be notified.

This determination is published

pursuant to section 705(d) of the Act (19

VSJCiVnUin.
Dated: Much 20. 1«9a

EdcLOofiokal,

AttbtoatScentay/orlmpott
AdmlabtnUoB.

(FR Doc. eO-74U FOed S-aO-Oft SHS ami

•lUjHa oooc u<»«s.<i

Nadonai Insdtute of Standards and
Technology

Its. Partldpation in Intefliadonal

Standards Acdvldes; Opportunity tor

Interested Pardea To Conunent for Uw
Record

AOGNOr: Nattonal InaUtnte ofStandards

and Technology. Commerce.

ACnote Notice of meettng.

cuMium; Od Noveabcr 27. 1889, die

Nadobal Insttlnte ofStandards and
Tedmology amMwinoad a meeting to

gather InfocmatloQ, InalditSt and
CO gienlsrdaledtoU£.pat(icipatlan
In I >teniatioaal ataodardMdated
act: -Idea and toposslbto govennisnt

•c IS. (See Feitwal Buglster. VoL M.
N< Ja, November 27. 1909, page 487KJ
Dttk tothelaKgeBambcrofiequests to
twi^ iitftfiititiflnt 1

*^ N***^fl

InstuBla OK Stasdarda asdTacfaaoHgy
ajuuiuuoes fltatvbeBiaetlogwulba
extended from one day. April a, 1990, to

dBoe dap, Aprils 4 and t, 199ftTte
VBOOCU of tbs BMull^ ffUlMbdd OpCS
for tixtr dayi toOoidog file neeting to

oUow oU tntoottod portlot Am

BmtbotooBWodby ciottofbBihioM
IunaE.189ft

OATESTbe meedag win be held on
three davc, April S, from8M ajD. to 8

PA., and April 4 and 6, faen 9 aja. to S

pjn.

FOR niRTMaiWPORMATMN OOMTACn
The written oommente reodved
regarding the Aprfl 3-6, 199ft bearing on
VS. Parddpatton in Intemadoiial
Standards acttvides will be on file sfter

April S, 189ft in die U.S. Department of
Comfflooe Central Referenoe and
Records Inspectloa Facility, Room M28,
Hoover Bollding. Washington, DC 20Z3ft
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(202/377-3271). for the individual'*

penual or copying. Cople* of the text of

the hearing can be obtained from the

National Tedmical Information Service,

S2S5 Port Royal Road. Springfield. VA
2Z161. (703/487-4650): a copy of thia text

will alio be made available In the aame
DOC Reference and Records Inspection

fadllly after April 25, 199a AddlUonal
written comments should be sent to Dr.

Stanley L Warthaw, Director. OCQce of

Standards Services. National InsUtute of

Standards and Technology.

Administration Building. Room A-eOO,

Calthenburg. MD 20899, (301/975-4000].

AOORESSES The meeting will be held In

the Auditorium at the VS. Department

of Commerce, 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue NVV.. Washington.

DC 20230.

Dded: Mardi 2«. 1990.

|aha W. Lyeos,

Director.

(HI Doc 90.7492 Hied S-W-W: 8:45 iml

euwa cooe ssw-to-u

National Oceanic end Atmospheric
Administration

Conservation Plan for Northern IHtr

Seals

AOEMCv: National Marine Fisheries

Services, NOAA. Commerce.

AcnoK Notice of avallebillty and
request for comments.

sumuary: Tlie National Marine
Fisheries Service has completed "A
Conservation Fian for Northern Fur
StaU,CallorUaiuunwusr, as required

by section lU(b) of the Marine Mamma]
Protection Act. and Is requesting public

OATCS: Comments must be submitted on
or before May 2, 199a

AOMtcsscs: Written lequesU for copies

and comments on the Conservation Plan

should be raaOed to Dc Nancy Foster,

Director, Office of Protected Resource*
and HablUt Programs. NMFS. 1S3S East-

West Highway. Silver Spring. Maryland
209ia

ran miTHER mpoamatmn contact:
Georgia Crarmiore. 301-427-2289.

Dated: March 27. 199a

Nancy Foslac

Dirtclor. OfficeofPmaeladAeaaunm and
Habitat Prigramt. NolioneJMarina Fitheriet

Swie*.

|FR Doc 9a-7«0t Filed S-aO-aO: 8:4$ ami

Marine Mammals NMFS, Southwest
nsheries Center (Pn« S3):

Modification No. 2 to Permit No. 680

Notice is hereby given that pursuant

to the provisions of I { 216J3(d) and (e)

of the Regulations Governing the Taldng

and Importing of Marine Mammals (SO

part 216) and i 22024 of the regulations

on endangered ipede* (SO CFR parts

217-222). Scientific Research Permit No.

660 Issued to the NMFS. Southwest

Fisheries Center P.O. Box 271. 14 lolla.

CalifomU on August 16. 1989 (S4 FR

35221). as modified on December 18.

1989 (54 FR S297S). it further modined ss

follows:

The following species are added to

Section Al:

SpadM

Bialnvat'i bMkad olwlt (MoqpMbn

Huaba- buMJ ii*tt* iUetoplodOtt cart-

Gnft bMk*4 otvl* («« ;i,T»' »tlw

PanMMi bwUd ototo (Moqakxtoi

IMMnOM tMllwd i>M« ll l«mfHci -

abncpj

etkfb—ktai^attViiiauititjgt-
Cu>*«^ taakad oM* (JX'aka c*<4at.

a*).

Om« iPOTi aMto (KVH s*w)—
Cpauwaala iffiaW iiiiinariftK ai-
P>gnvip«n»t»HOCagH»»i foaC»l—

BirMt KtMta lfl1nnt»i<«ni ItiiH .

BkM oliato (aHMiKplm auoAa).

Sal >>» (Baliaiylw »ai»*«i1

,

Section BJ I* leplaeed by:

1. lUs faacariA c&ott shall ba oondadtd

by Iba OMaM, in Iha artst and (or the

purposa* aat farih lo Ifaa appUcatloa and the

modlflaatian raqaait

Section &Z Is replaced by-

Z. If eaa cndaaiend aalmal is IcOlcd or two

Boacndangand animal* art Idllad at a ratalt

of Iba biopsy prootdisa. or If atable sample*

art D0« obtatBod iraa at least 7t paroaat of

Um aaimaU dailad. Iht Holder than ratptnd

hit r«t*ar^ and the axperimantal protocol

thaU be rtvtewad and. If Bcoeataiy raviicd to

the tattofactJon of the Strriee. la coMalUUoo
with the ComnUtlon.

Issuance of this modlOcation, as

required by the Endangered Species Act

of 1973, Is based on the finding that such

Dodl&caUon: (1) was applied for in good
faith: (2) wm not operate to the

disadvantage of the endangered species

whlcb are the snbled of the

modincatian: and (3) is ooiulslent with

the purpose* and policies tet forth in

A-4

tectlon 2 of the Act This modincation

was also issued In accordance with and
Is subject to parts 220-222 of title 50

CFR. the National Marine Fisheries

Services regulations governing

endangered cpde* permits.

Thi* modification becomes effective

upon publication in the Federal Register.

Documents In connection with the

above modification are available for

review by appointment in the following

offices:

Office of Protected Resources snd

Kiabitat Programs, National Marine

Fisheries Service, 1335 East West
Highway. Room 7324. Silver Spring.

Maryland 20310 (301/427-2289); and

Director. Southwest Region. National

Marine Fisheries Services. 300 South

Ferry Street Terminal Island. Olifomla

90731 (213/514-6196).

Dated: March Z7. 199a

Naocy Foiler,

Director. Office ofProtected Resouroet and
Habilal Programs. NotionalMarine Fislteries

Sen/ice.

|FK Doc gO-TSOZ Hied 3-30-9Q: MS (mj

aiuwe oooc isi».e4i

Marine Mammals; Issuance of Permt to

Mr. Mats Amundin (P460)

On February 16. 199a notice was
published In the Federal Rcgitter (SS FR
S644) thst an application bad been filed

by Mr. MaU Amuodln. Zoologist

Kolmarden Zoo, 018 00 Kolmaiden.

Sweden, for a permit to export one (1)

baby tpeim whale {Phyteleroatodon).

including all toft tissues for tdentlfic

purposes.

Notloe Is hereby given that on March

23, 1990 as authorized by (he provisioas

of the Marine Mammal Protection Act of

1972 (16 U,SX. 1361-1407), the

RegulaUons Covenilng the Taking and

Importing of Marine Mammals (SO CFR
part 216), the Endangered Species Ad of

1973 (16 U,S.C. 1S31-1S44), and the

regulalioiu governing endangered Qth

and «irUdllfe permlU (SO CFR parts 217-

222). the National Marine Fisheries

Service Issued a Permit for the above

Uklng tubfect lotertaln condllloni set

forth IhereiiL

Issuance of this Pennlt as required by

the Endangered Species Act of 197X is

based on a finding that such Permit (1)

was applied for In good faith: (2) wffl not

operate to the disadvanUge of the

endangered tpedes which are the

subfect of the Pennlt and (3) is

consistent with the purposes and

polldea aet forth bi aection 2 of the

Endangeted Spedet Act This Permit ts

issued in accordance with and Is subject

to parts 231 through 222 of title SO CTR.
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APPEMDZZ B

PANEL MEMBERS

Dr. Stanley I. Warshaw
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Mr. Walter G. Leight
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Mr. John L. Donaldson
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Mr. John McCutcheon
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Mr. Phillip B. White
Food and Drug Administration

Mr. Earl S. Barbely
U.S. Department of State

Ms. Wendy Moor =!

U.S. Department of State

Mr. Charles Ludolph
International Trade Administration
U.S. Department of Commerce

Mr. Tom Crider
U.S. Department of Agriculture
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF COMMENTERS

i. ORAL TESTIMONY

James Pearse, Manuel Peralta, Jeff Smith
American National Standards Institute

Joseph O' Grady
American Society for Testing and Materials

Oscar Fisher, Melvin Green
American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Marco Migliaro, Andrew Salem
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

William Calder
Instrument Society of America

Ben Johnson
Industry Applications Society

James Decker
American Society of Civil Engineers

Richard Alley
American Welding Society

Russell Hahn, Robert Lanphier
American Society of Agricultural Engineers

Anthony O'Neill, Arthur Cote, Daniel Piliero
National Fire Protection Association

Michael Miller, Dennis Stupak, Robert Flink, Mort Levin
Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrximentation

James Bihr, Richard Kuchnicki, William Tangye, Paul K. Heilstedt
Council of American Building Officials

Thomas Flint
American Plywood Association

David Grumman, Frank Coda, Jim Heldenbrand
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers ^

Harry Sheetz, Jim French
American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics

C-1
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John Mason
Society of Automotive Engineers

Ronald Reimer
U.S. Natl. Committee of the lEC

Tom Castino, Joe Bhatia
Underwriters Laboratories

Herbert Wilgis, Milton Bush
American Council of Independent Laboratories

Richard Schulte
American Gas Association

Walter Poggi
Retlif Testing Laboratories

Richard Feigel
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co.

Leonard Frier
MET Electrical Testing Company

Peter Guzman, James Tucker, Earl Gmozer
ETL Testing Laboratories

James Johnson
Amador Corporation

Chester Grant
American Association for Laboratory Accreditation

Jim Mayben
Aerospace Industries Assn. Quality Assurance Committee &

Nat'l Security Industrial Assn. Quality 6 Reliab. Comm.

W. A. Simmons
National Conference of Standards LeU3oratories

George Moran
American Society for Nondestructive Testing

Stephen Cooney
National Association of Manufacturers

Bernard Falk
National Electrical Manufacturers Association

Raymond Attebery, Ralph Taylor, Warren Pollock, Bruce McClung
Chemical Manufacturers Association

C-2
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Walter Cebulak, Ton Stark, Barbara Boykin
Aerospace Industries Association

Morgan Cooper, Herbert Phillips, Donald Mackay
Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute

C. Reuben Autery, John P. Langmead
Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association

William Miller, Dennis Eckstine
Construction Industry Manufacturers Association

David King, William Bradley, Susan Herrenbruck, Peter Lamb
American Gear Manufacturers Association

William Montwieler
Industrial Truck Association

David Martin
Plumbing Manufacturers Institute .,

-

John Martin
Automotive Industry Action Group ^.:

Peter Censky, William Ives
Water Quality Association

Jim Brovm, Dale Fox
National Association of Underwater Instructors

Edward Rozynski, Robert Flink
Health Industry Manufacturers Association

Gerald Ritterbusch, L. D. Baker, P. L. Bellinger, J. K. Hale
Equipment Manufacturers Institute

Gregory Gould
Gould Energy

Marilyn Wardle
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Steven Hellem
U.S. Advanced Ceramics Association

John Pickitt, Oliver Smoot, William Hanrahan
Computer and Business Equip. Manufacturers Assn.

Bruce DeHaeyer
Exchange Carriers Standards Association

L. John Rankine
Consulting Services

C-3
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Marv Patterson, Don Loughry
Hewlett-Packard Company

Kenneth Ingrain, Dennis Thovson
AT&T

Kenneth Hutcheson
ANSI ASC X12 - Electronic Data Interchange

Samuel Cheatham
Storage Technology Corporation

Wayne Davison
Research Libraries Group

G. J. Handler
Bellcore

Erick Duesing
Infolink Solutions

Chet Sturgeon
Product Data Exchange Specification

Jo Williams
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association

Eileen Healy
Pacific Bell

Peter Yurcisin
Department of Defense

Charles H. Piersall, Jr.
U.S. TAG to ISO TC 8

Shipbuilding and Marine Structures

G. Willard Jenkins, Russell Hahn
U.S. TAG for ISO TC 23
Tractors and Machinery for Agriculture and Forestry

John Hedley-Whyte
U.S. TAG for ISO TC 121, SC 3

Anaesthetic and Respiratory Equipment, Lung Ventilators and
Related Equipment

C. Edward Eckert, Gerald Ritterbusch
U.S. TAG for ISO TC 127
Earth-Moving Machinery

C-A
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2^ WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

Nat Kronstadt
John W. Kopec
Raymond W, Monroe
George Vander Voort
Peter R. Gerdeman
Brian Hoover
Jonathan Gilbert
Helmut Hellwig
Foster C. Wilson
A. Lowenstein/G. Winter
Allen Davis
Paul Ware
Daniel Chaucer
N. J. Sladek
Alex Alden
Ralph McCul lough
H. Steffen Reiser
Albert Batik
Jerome Halperin
Robert Kleinhans
S. Rabinovich
G. Bassani
William Donlon
Dieter Bergman
Donald Vierimaa
Darrell Wolbers
David Nelson
Charles Rose
Michael Bohlman
John Bergen
T. A. Pickett
D. J. McDonald
Jack Wells
Stan Jakuba
Susan Rapp
Mike Moyer
James Dolphin
Lawrence Eicher
Harry E. Lunt
Gordon Baker
James Noble
David Swankin
Norman Siefert
Donald Schap
Patrick Misciagna
Thomas Nickel
A. Raeburn/R. Brett
Jody Goodman
M. W. Allen
Robert Belfit

NKA
Riverbank Acoustical Labs
Steel Founders' Soc. of America
Carpenter Steel Div.
The MITRE Corp.
Micro Motion, Inc.
AMOT Controls Corp.
Chm., SCC27; NIST

Prospective Computer Analysts, Inc.
Corhart Refractories Corporation
Kiddie Products Inc.
Consultant
Amphenol Corporation

Texas Instruments

Albert Batik Consultants
U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention
Tile Council of America

NCR Corporation
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
Inst. Intercon. & Packag. Electr. Cir.
Truck Trailer Manufacturers Assn.
J. I. Case
Acoustic Systems
Charles Rose Consultants
Sea-Land Service
Nat'l Committee for Clinical Lab. Stds.
General Electric Company
Nat'l Bd. of Boiler & Pres. Vessel Insp.
Pass & Seymour
S. R. Jakub Associates
ANSI ASC X12 (Pittsburgh Nat'l Bank)
Rank Taylor Hobson Inc.

NewAge Industries
Mech. Contractors Assn. of America
Swankin & Turner
White-Rogers Div., Emerson Electric
College of American Pathologists
Citibank
Arrow International
Intl. Electrotechnical Commission
A.M. Castle 6 Co.
US TAG for ISO TC 104
Omni Tech International

C-5
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E. K. Pentimonti
Gerald Kessler
Rajni Mehta
Vincent Grey
J. Hans Kluge
J . B . Woods
Charles Marvin
Albert Moore
I. Otis Berkhan
James Converse
Joseph Sears
Donald Peyton
Peter Perkins
D. L. Flanin
Cal demons
J. F. Pacuit
Brian McGregor
William Roorda
B. E. Morriss
Michael Gibbonsd
Bernard Whittington
C. T. Sawyer
Ricky Barron
Harriet Rusk
R. H. Bierly
Robert Hung
R. E. Miller
John Condon
Earl Hess
C. E. Quentel
R. D. Grotelueschen
William MacMillan
D. Lance Lockwood
T. M. Jankowski
William McCredie
Donald Vincent
Douglas Kliever
Ammunition
Robert Parks
Joseph Coyle
Ted Manakas
Thomas Dufficy
W. E. Herring
Sue Wolk
Andrew Sharkey
A. C. Rousseau
G. H. Ritterbusch
Patrick O'Shea
Norbert Johnson
Robert Geiseman
Kenneth Bleakley
Charles Bedell
Sheldon Bentley
Arthur Michael

American President Lines
Kessler Products Co.
Wiremold Company
Container Information and Services
Automatic Switch Co.
Hughes
Refractories Institute
NMTBA
Southern Company Services
Eastman Kodak Company
Consolidated Rail Corporation
Peyton Associates
Tektronix
Honeywell Inc.
Fire Suppression Systems Assn.
Tire and Rim Assn.
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Alcona Associates
National Communications System
National Systems Corporation
IEEE Subcom-Fire Hazard Asses. & Tox.
American Petroleum Institute
McDonnell Douglas
ANSI ASC X12—Elec. Data Interchange
Unisys Corporation
Marble Institute of America
Columbia Gas System Serv. Corp.
Am. Soc. for Quality Control
Lancaster Laboratories
Square D Company
Deere & Company
Pencil Makers Assn. Inc.
Hi11-Rom Company
(Counsel for) Outdoor Power Equip. Inst.
National Particleboard Assn.
Robotic Industries Assn.
(Counsel for) Sporting Arms and
Manufacturers ' Inst

.

ISO TC 172 SC 1-Optics
Burlington Industries Inc.
Strategic Marketing Group Ltd.
Nat'l Assn. of Photographic Mfrs.
Nat'l Engine Parts Mfrs. Assn.
Assn for Information & Image Hgt.
Steel Service Center Inst.
Philips Lighting
Caterpillar Inc.
(Counsel for) NYNEX Corporation
3M Company
Micro Switch (Div. of Honeywell)
U.S. Department of State
Int'l Assn. of Drilling Contractors
AOAPSO Standards Committee
Product Safety International

C-6
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William Ruxton
H. James Harrington
Ernst Marburg
Howard Brandston
John Talbott
J. M. Pollitt
James Brodrick
Frank Wilcher
Kurt Fischer
Joseph Sears
Raymond Wright
C. Marshall Smith
Eugene Kielb
R. W. Dalzell
George Ockuly
Robert Kaminski
R. E. Pritchard
Stephen Channer
Michael Moore
Ronald Tye
William Anton
Frank Lyon
David Soffrin
John Berg
Alexander Anselmo
Ann Gosier
Edward Wooley
Jean Stanford
John Rennie
Delano Wilson
Bea Schutz
Raynal Andrews
Thomas Cole
Richard Hendricks
Stuart Nightingale
Robin Carroll
Mary Good
Walter McGee
William Westerhold
D. D. Tiede
Kenneth McK. Eldred
Grace Hazard
Peter Adelstein
Kathleen Hennessey
P. A. Johnson
Glen Dash
Paul Lahr
Gerhard Leo
Kenneth Schmaltz
W. C. Bentinck
John Alpar
Benjamin Bolusky
Deborah Fanning
Robert Shaw

U.S. DoL

Elec. Cir.
Assn.

Nat'l Tooling & Machining Assn.
Harrington, Hurd & Rieker
Columbus McKinnon Corp.
H.M. Brandston & Partners
Talbott Engineers
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co.
American Society of Safety Engineers
Industrial Safety Equip. Assn.
International Compliance Corp.
Consolidated Rail Corp.
Seaview Petroleum Co.
Puritan Bennett
Melroe Company
Mine Safety & Health Admin.

,

Bussmann
ASC X9 - Financial Services
Inst, for Intercon. & Packag
Business & Inst. Furniture Mfrs
Michael Moore Law Office
ISO TC 163-Thermal Insulation
American Architectural Mfrs. Assn.
Rockwell International
Edison Electric Inst.
Futuretech, Inc. (Elsevier Sci. Pubs.)
R. Stahl, Inc.
American Mining Congress
Inst, of Intl. Container Lessors
American Dental Assn.
Factory Mutual Research
Power Technologies
Midwest Clearing Corp

Rubber Manufacturers Assn.
Mountain Fuel
Food and Drug Administration, HHS
National Safe Transit Assn.
Allied Signal
Nat'] Standards Educators Assn.
Nat'l Assn. of Chain Manufacturers
J . I . Case
Acoustical Society
Hazard Engineering
ANSI ASC IT9 - Image Permanence
Texas Tech University

Dash, Straus & Goodhue, Inc.
U.S. TAG for TC 115
ASTM Committee C-18 on Dimension Stone
Otter Tail Power Company
Bird Products Corporation
St. Luke Eye Institute
American Association of Nurserymen
Art & Craft Materials Institute, Inc.
Opticians Association of America

C -7
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C. Richard Titus
Charles Wilson
Howard Forman
David Button
John Opeka
Robert Felix
D. J. McDonald
William Flannery III
Harvey Schock, Jr.
R. K. Payne
Betty Thomas
Jody Goodman
William Budnovitch
Andrew Takacs
J. Edson McCanse
J. B. Sevart
Cindy Clancy
D. H. Oddy
Paul Swenson
J. Nigel Ellis
Robert Mosenkis
Ian Grant
Allen Wherry
Robert E. Parks
Roy Brodin
George A. Chase
Carl Beck
Edward Donoghue
Howard Brandston
Richard Hudnut
Frank Kitzantides
Cynthia Esher
Francis McCune
Donald Sayenga
Gerald Kessler
WillieuB Snythe
J . C . DeLaney
George Potter
Matthew Hall
C. R. Benke
Bruce Nauldin
Hendrickson
Nixon DeTamowsky
George Kappenhagen
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Preface

Product and process standards, as well as methods to ensure conformance to these standards, have important

impbcations for economic progress and pubUc welfire. They also are increasingly important to global commerce. We
hope this book wiH serve as a reference documoit for pubhc poHcy. It begins with a discussion of the relationship

between standards, product testing, certification, and world trade. The vohmie then examines the role and

responsibihties ofU.S. government and industry in the system. Emerging trends in key international pohcies and

programs are also addressed. The report conchides with a set ofrecommendations both to strengthen the U.S.

domestic system and to oihance U.S. interests m overseas markets.

The National Research Council ofthe National Academies of Scioice and Engineering was asked by Congress in

P.L. 102-245 to study these issues (Appendix B). The CounciTs Science, Technology, and Economic PoUcy Board

provided the forum through which the study was initiated. A panel of experts provided oversight of the resulting

study and the professional staff woiii which produced the final report.

The report addresses an extremely important set of goals for national poUcy. These involve removing inefiective and

duphcative rules and regulations that govern testing, certification, and laboratory accreditation. Urgent reform is

needed m national conformity assessment pohcy. This wiD come about, in part, through changes in the mandate of

the National Institute of Standards and Tedmology. This rq)ort also discusses ways in which the United States can

promote open trade by removing standards-related barriers to trade and mechanisms to better support U.S. exports

in world markets. The U.S. should aggressively ehminate barriers to global trade embedded in discriminatory foreign

pohcies and practices. At the same time, we should lead the intematioiLal community in creating a global network of

mutual recognition agreements by governments with differing luttioiial conformity assessment systems.

Numerous individuals provided advice and assistance throughout the project. Most importantly, John Godfiey and

Patrick Sevcik deserve great credit for their outstanding work. The committee served with extraordinary dedication

to the success of this effort. Many individuals in government provided assistance to the project, especially those at

the National Institute of Standards and Technology and the OfSce ofthe U.S. Trade Represoitative. Numerous
experts in industry and universities also provided briefings, in^ortant information, and other assistance in our work.

This is particularly true ofthose afiShated with the American National Standards Institute and other U.S. standards

bodies.

Gary Clyde Hufbauer
Chairman

John Sullivan Wilson

Project Director
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Executive Simimary

The United States is the most productive and competitive nation in the world.f 1]

This fact is based on a high degree of efSciency m the domestic economy. In particular, significant progress has beer

made over the past several decades to foster a competitive economic environment for workers and firms. Initiatives

by both industry and government to restructure the nation's productive capacities and promote microeconomic

efiSciencies have resulted in many benefits. This includes an acceleration of technological advance. We have

eliminated many unnecessary rules and regulations that block U.S. firms and workers from taking fiill advantage of

our creativity, industrial infrastructures, and technological edge. The United States has led the world in removing

regulatory controls m the transportation, energy, and telecommunication sectors, for example. Continued pn rress,

however, is needed ifwe are to move forward into the twenty-first century and achieve higher levels ofproductivity

and economic growth. This progress will come, in part, through aggressive and targeted efforts to remove the

remaining costly, inefiScient, and unnecessary barriers to industrial production embedded in the U.S. national

standards and conformity assessment system

As we approach the year 2000, national welfare and economic strength will also increasingly center on the

advantages the United States enjoys m global commerce. In addition to reform of the domestic economy, we need

ever more innovative methods to promote goods and services overseas. The U.S. government must also continue to

exercise leadership m the mtemational community by aggressively removing the remaining barriers to trade. A
high-levelfocus by government and industry on standards and conformity assessment policy is one way of
reaching these goals andpromoting a more productive national economy.

This report offers a comprehensive analysis ofthese subjects and the relationships among industrial production,

standards, and confonnity assessment. It provides recommendations to support both domestic poUcy reform, and the

contmued success of U.S. products in global markets. The information and data presented here support the

conclusion that in most instances, the U.S. standards development system serves the national interest well. There

is, however, evidence to indicate that our domestic policies andproceduresfor assessing conformity ofproducts

and processes to standards require urgent improvement.

At the same time, we must recognize the strategic importance of standards and conformity assessment systems in

supporting national trade objectives. In order to address the new international dynamics of global trade, an

innovative U.S. trade policy to meet challenges ofthe post-Uruguay Round trading environment is required.

This should mvotve an integrated strategy by the U.S. government to hnk standards, conformity assessment, and

trade. Our policies should aggressively seek to reduce standards-related barriers to trade. This involves both

unilateral action through U.S. trade law and a new commitment to international negotiation aimed at mutual

recognition by governments of conformity assessment systems.

The following summarizes the report's conclusions and recommendations, which are outlined in detail in each chapter

ofthe report. An extensive discussion ofthe implications ofthese recoimnendations is mchided in Chapter S.

CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT

The U.S. conformity assessment system has become increasingly complex, costly, and burdensome to national

welfare. Unnecessary dupUcation and complexity at the federal, state, and local levels result in high costs for U.S.

manu&cturers, prociu'ement agencies, testing laboratories, product certifiers, and consumers.
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Government agencies diould retain oversight responsibility for critica] reguhtory and procurement standards in areas

ofpublic health, safety, environment, and national security. The assessment of product confonnity to those

standards, however, is performed most efficiently and eflFectively by the private sector. Government should act only

in an oversight capacity The government should evaluate and recognize private-sector organizations that are

competent to accredit testing laboratories, product certifiers, and quality system registrars.

RECOMMEPn)ATION 1 : Congress should provide the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) with a statutory mandate to implement a govemment-wide policy ofphasing out federally operated

conformity assessment activities.

NIST should develop and implement a National Conformity Assessment System Recognition (NCASR)

program This program should recognize accreditors of (a) testing laboratories, (b) produa certifiers, and (c)

quality system registrars. By the year 2000, the government should rely on private-sector conformity

assessment services recognized as competent by NIST.

RECOMMENDATION 2: NIST should develop, v^ithin one year, a ten-year strategic plan to eUminate

duplication in state and local criteria for accrediting testing laboratories and product certifiers. NIST should

lead eflForts to build a network of mutual recognition agreements among federal, state, and local authorities.

After 10 years, the Secretary ofCommerce should work with federal regulatory agencies to eliminate

remaining dupUcation through preemption of state and local conformity assessment regulation.

STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT

The U.S. standards development system serves the national interest well In most cases, it supports efficient and

timety development ofproduct and process standards that meet economic and public interests. Federal government

use ofthe standards developed by private standards organizations in regulation and pubUc procurement has many

benefits. These include lowering the costs to taxpayers and eliminating the burdens on private firms from meeting

duplicative standards in both government and private markets. Although not every pubUc standard can be developed

through private-sector processes, govenmient should rely on private activities m aU but the most vital cases involving

protection ofpublic health, safety, enviroimient, and national security.

Current effi)rts by the U.S. government to leverage the strengths ofthe private U.S. standards development system,

as outlined in the Office ofManagement and Budget (OMB) Circular A- 1 19, "Federal Particq)ation m the

Development and Use ofVohmtary Standards," are inadequate. EfiFective, long-term pubhc-private cooperation m
developing and usmg standards requires a clear division of responsibilities and effective faiformation transfer between

government and industry. In^roved institutional mechanisms are needed to efifect lasting change.

RECOMMENDATION 3: Congress should enact legislation replacing OMB Ch-cular A-1 19 with a

statutory mandate for NIST as the lead U.S. agency for ensuring federal use of standards developed by

private, consensus organizations to meet regulatory and prociuement needs.

RECOMMENDATION 4: The director ofNIST should initiate formal negotiations toward a memorandxmi

ofunderstanding (MOU) between NIST and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The MOU
should outline modes of cooperation and division of responsibility between (1) ANSI, as the organizer and

accreditor ofthe U.S. vohmtary consensus standards system and the U.S. representative to mtemational,

non-treaty standard-setting organizations and (2) NIST, as the coordinator of federal use of consensus

standards and recognizmg authority for federal use ofprivate conformity assessment services. NIST should

not be precluded fi'om negotiating MOUs with other national standards organizations.

In addition, all federal regulatory and procurement agencies ^ould become dues-paying members ofANSI.
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Dues win support govemmeat's &ir share ofANSrs infrastructure expenses.

EVTERNATIONAL TRADE

Expansion of global trade is increasingly inspottaDt to domestic economic growth, productivity, and high-wage

employment opportunities in the United States. The reduction ofbarriers to international commerce and aggressive

promotion of U.S. exports must continue to be the fimdamental objectives of a post-Uruguay Roimd trade strategy.

At the multilateral level, the Uruguay Round ofthe General Agreement on Tarifis and Trade (GATT) achieved

significant progress in reducing barriers related to discriminatory standards and national produa testing and

certification systems.

There is evidence to mdicate that the growing complexity of conformity assessment systems in many nations

threatens, however, to undermine future global trade expansion. U.S. exporters face high costs in gaining product

acceptance in multiple export markets. Many nations impose dupUcative, discriminatory requirements for product

testing, certification, and quality system registration. The European Union's (EUs) mechanisms for approving

regulated products, in particular, continue to pose serious barriers to expanded export opportunities for U.S. firms.

Clearly, the severity ofthese obstacles varies by industry sector. From a national perspective, it is important,

however, to achieve a rapid, negotiated removal ofEU barriers. This will serve both to expand trade opportunities

with our European partners, and to help promote the success of similar negotiations between the United States and

other trading partners, especially those in the emerging economies of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation

(APEC) forum.

Agreements between governments to recognize national conformity assessment mechanisms have a great potential to

facihtate trade. A network of global mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) would enable manufacturers to test

products once and obtain certification and acceptance m all national markets. At the regional level, for example, a

successfiil conclusion to discussions within the APEC forum on an MRA would provide significant new

opportunities for U.S. trade expansion in rapidly growing markets of Asia.

RECOMME^fDATION 5: The Office ofthe U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) should continue ongoing

mutual recognition agreement negotiations with the European Union. The USTR should also expand efforts to

negotiate MRAs with other U.S. trading partners m markets and product sectors that represent significant

U.S. export opportunities. Priority should be given to conclusion ofMRAs on conformity assessment through

the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation foium.

As noted above, negotiations between the United States and the EU toward mutual recognition of conformity

assessment mechanisms merit the continued high-level support of government, specifically the Office ofthe USTR. It

is possible, however, that negotiations with Europe may not reach a timely or successfiil conclusion. Under these

circumstances, failure by the Europeans to remove trade barriers in conformity assessment within a reasonable time

period should lead to unilateral action by the United States, as authorized under our trade laws. Moreover, the

USTR should use the full potential oftargeted action on a unilateral basis under our laws, as appropriate, to remove

barriers in other markets.

RECOMMENDATION 6: The USTR should use its authority under Section 301 ofthe Trade Act of 1974

to self-initiate retaliatory actions against foreign trade practices mvolving discriminatory or unreasonable

standards and conformity assessment criteria. In particular, ifU.S.-EU negotiations do not succeed within two

years in securing &ir access for U.S. exporters to European conformity assessment mechanisms, the USTR
should initiate retaliatory actions under Section 301.

Innovative export promotion programs, in combination with a systematic pohcy to lower trade barriers, have the

potential for significant, long-term economic benefit. By providing technical assistance to countries in emerging

markets as they construct modem standards and conformity assessment systems, the United States has a unique and
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vahuble opportunity to &ci]iUite future world trade.

RECOMMENDATION 7: NIST should develop and fund a program to provide standards assistance in key

emerging markets. The program should have four fimctions:

(a) provide technical assistance, including training ofhost-country standards o£5cials, in building

institutional mechanisms to conq)ly with the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade under the

Uruguay Round of the GATT;

(b) convey technical advice from U.S. industry, standards developers, testing and certification

organizations, and government agoicies to standards authoiities in host countries;

(c) assist U.S. private-sector organizations in organizing special delegations to conduct technical

assistance programs, such as seminars and workshops; and

(d) report to the eiqiort promotion agencies ofthe Departmrat of Commerce (such as the U.S. and

Foreign Commercial Service) and the USTR regarding standards and conformity assessment issues

affecting U.S. exports.

ADDRESSING FUTURE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

The nation's ability to anticipate and respond to new developmoits in standards and conformity assessment will

influence our future in many ways. There is the urgent need for increased federal data gathering and analysis on

standards and conformity assessment. We require an ongoing capacity to analyze the economic effects of

developments in domestic and international standards and conformity assessment systems. This new capacity would

support improvemoits not only in our domestic systems, but also in our ability to monitor and anticipate

intemational developments in key emerging areas such as orviroimiental management standards.

In addition, wide dissemination of mformation to U.S. firms about standards and certification requirements in global

markets is needed to improve prospects for future U.S. export expansion. Detailed and readily available information

about international developments is especially isnpoitaDt for our small and medium-size firms wishing to compete in

global export markets.

RECOMMENDATION 8: NIST should increase its resources for education and information dissemination

to U.S. industry about standards and conformity assessment. NIST should develop programs focusing on

product acceptance in domestic and foreign markets. These efforts should include both print and electronic

information dissemination, as well as seminars, workshops, and other outreach efforts. Programs should be

conducted by NIST staff or by private organizations with NIST cooperation and fimding.

RECOMMENDATION 9: NIST should estabhsh a permanent analytical office with economics expertise to

analyze emerging U.S. and intemational conformity assessonent issues. The office should evaluate and quantify

the cost to U.S. industry and consumers of dupficative conformity assessment requirements of federal, state,

and local agacies. To support the work ofthe USTR. and other federal agencies, inchiding those involved in

export promotion, it should also collect, analyze, and report data on the effects of foreign conformity

assessmoit systems and regulations on U.S. trade.

RECOMMENDATION 10: The USTR's post-Uruguay Round trade agenda, inchiding woric through the

World Trade Organization, should inchide detailed analysis and monitoring of emerging environmeatal

management system standards and their potential efifects on U.S. e)q>OTts. Technical assistance should be

provided to USTR by NIST;
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NOTE

1. For a comprehensive discussion of U.S. economic perfonnance relative to other industrialized nations, see; the

Annual Report ofthe World Economic Forum. Davos, Switzerland, 1994. Data series reported annually by the

Bureau ofLabor Statistics (BLS), U.S. Department ofLabor on "International Comparisons ofManufacturing

Productivity," and BLS data on relative levels of real gross domestic product (GDP) per employed person are

relevant to cross-national conq)arisons of U.S. productivity and output. Numerous data sets which reveal relative

competitive positions of the United States in service and manu&cturing sectors are reported by the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development and the World Bank in annual publications.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NIST AND ANSI SIGN AGREEMENT TO STRENGTHEN U.S.

COMPETITIVENESS THROUGH VOLUNTARY STANDARDS SYSTEM

GAITHERSBURG, MD., July 24. 1995 - In an effort to support U.S.
competitiveness, economic growtti, health, safety, and the protection of the
environment, the Commerce Department's National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) have
signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU), to enhance and strengthen the
national voluntary standards system.

The agreement was signed by NIST Director Dr. Arati Prabhakar and ANSI
President Sergio Mazza.

"Both NIST and ANSI agree on the need for a national approach to develop the
best possible intnmatinnai standards to strengthen U.S. competitiveness,"
Prabhakar said. This approach requires the best technk»l efforts of the United
States in standards development to ensure that U.S. needs and interests are
considered as international standards are developed."

The MOU cites the need for better communk:ations within and between the
private sector and the federal government to ensure the timely flow of

information, and the need for improved liaison to facilitate decision-making and
implement actions on standards at the national and international levels.

According to both ANSI and NIST, it is critical that affected U.S. regulatory
agencies have the opportunity to contribute to the development and
implementation of national and international voluntary standards.
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ANSI/NIST PAGE 2

Mazza stated that, "the MOD will facilitate and strengthen the recognition of

ANSI and the entire U.S voluntary standards community at the international and
national levels. This MOD ensures that ANSI's representation of U.S. interests

is recognized by other players on the international scene while increasing the

effectiveness of federal agency participation in the intemational voluntary

standards-setting process. It will also improve domestic communication among
both private and public sector parties in the U.S. on voluntary standards issues."

NIST and ANSI agree jointly that ANSI is the recognized U.S. member body to

the Intemational Organization for Standardization (ISO), and through the U.S.

National Committee to the Intemational Electrotechnical Commission (lEC).

ANSI also is the U.S. member body to the Pacific Area Standards Congress
(PASC) and to the Pan American Standards Commission (COPANT). As the

U.S. representative to these bodies, ANSI convenes delegations and appoints

technical groups of a broad spectrum of experts from the United States in all

deliberations of relevant boards, individual technical committees, and working

groups.

NISTs role, as delegated by the Secretary of Commerce under 0MB Circular A-

119 and the Trade Agreement Act of 1979, is to coordinate federal activities in

voluntary standards. NIST coordinates standards activities with responsible

government agencies to ensure that they are aware of private voluntary activities

and that the private sector is cognizant of regulatory agency responsibilities.

The MOU recognizes the regulatory responsibilities of individual agencies and
does not preempt the statutory regulatory responsibility of any federal agency
nor take away any authority from any federal agency to pursue its legislated

regulatory programs.

Under the MOU, NIST is responsible for developing and implementing means for

facilitating, coordinating, and communicating information on voluntary standards
activities among government agencies. NIST is also responsible for ensuring

that the federal agencies are aware of ANSI activities within ISO, lEC, or other

private sector, intemational standards bodies such as PASC and COPANT.

NIST is responsible for facilitating information exchange between federal

agencies and the private sector on voluntary standards activities. It must work
with these entities to ensure that U.S. interests can and do participate

appropriately in intemational standards activities to strengthen U.S.

competitiveness in global martlets.

ANSI is a private non-profit membership organization that coordinates the U.S.
voluntary standards system, bringing together interests from the private and
public sectors to develop voluntary standards for a wide array of U.S. industries.
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ANSI/NIST PAGE 3

ANSI is the official U.S. member body to the world's leading standards bodies-

the international Organization for Standardization and the International

Electrotechnical Commission via the U.S. National Committee. The Institute's

membership includes approximately 1 ,300 national and international companies,

39 federal, state and local government agencies, 289 professional, technical,

trade, labor, consumer and institutional organizations.

As a non-regulatory agency of the Commerce Department's Technology
Administration, NIST promotes U.S. economic growth by working with industry to

develop and apply technology, measurement and standards.

##«
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Mr. Ehlers. Thank you very much, Mr. Cheatham.
Next is Mrs. Mayhew.

STATEMENT OF JEAN G. MAYHEW, CHAIRMAN, NTIS ADVISORY
BOARD, DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SERVICES, UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CENTER, EAST HARTFORD, CON-
NECTICUT
Mrs. Mayhp:w. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Jean Mayhew, and I am Director of Information

Services at United Technologies Research Center.
I appreciate the opportunity to address this committee on the

topic of the National Technical Information Service, commonly
known as NTIS. I am speaking as Chairman of the NTIS Advisory
Board and as a customer of NTIS services for 23 years.
NTIS is the most comprehensive collection of government sci-

entific and technical information in the Nation. Its collection of 2.5
million documents reflect billions of dollars of Federal investment
in research and development. Every day thousands of citizens turn
to NTIS as a central point of access for technical information.

If the past 50 years of technology development are to be the
building blocks for the next century, NTIS must remain a national
asset within the government. Therefore, the NTIS Advisory Board
advocates the reorganization of NTIS as a government corporation.
Government corporation status provides NTIS the necessary

flexibility to operate as a small business rather than a bureauc-
racy. I appreciate the comments that the chairman made earlier
about many independent agencies and the need to duplicate their
overhead services. I think there are ways around this concern, and
I would also like to point out that at this time NTIS for some time
has operated, and we advocate that it will continue to operate,
independent of tax-generated appropriated funds.

In other words, the customers pay for the services of NTIS
through the purchase of products.
Government corporation status would give NTIS the flexibility to

operate as a small business free of bureaucratic barriers. This
agency has been hampered by the lack of authority to control its

own personnel, procurement, budget, and related business affairs.

The establishment of an NTIS board of directors affiliated with this

government corporation would also ensure the accountability and
associated oversight that we know in the private sector.

With NTIS as a government corporation, the government retains
full policy control of NTIS to assure that the public good functions
are maintained. This government corporation status assures con-
tinued permanent access to this comprehensive collection of Fed-
eral scientific and technical documents.
The variety of information formats, whether it is online, through

CD-ROM, microfiche or paper copy, provides citizens with options
as to how to access these resources. These choices are critical in

avoiding further disenfranchising those already disadvantaged in

the information age.
As proposed in H.R. 1756, the disadvantages of an NTIS collec-

tion sold to the private sector are many. The NTIS collection of doc-
uments lacks copyright protection. This lack of copyright puts the
purchaser of the collection at a disadvantage because its products
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can be legally reproduced by its competitors. There is little motiva-

tion to maintain a comprehensive collection of resources when
there is no competitive advantage to the owner.

In addition, once the NTIS collection falls into the hands of the

private sector, there is no guarantee that these documents, which
represent significant Federal investment, would be managed in the

best interests of this Nation.
Manv of the strongest scientific and technical information compa-

nies wno might ultimately control this collection in the private sec-

tor are based external to the United States.

I want you to think about the headlines that have appeared in

the media in the last 6 weeks about the reorganization and the re-

ownership of the various television stations. You will find com-
parable events happening throughout the information industry,

and if you want to think about the impact of a privatized NTIS,
think of 5 years from now.

If this collection falls into the hands of a foreign company, it

would be at their discretion to decide which documents would actu-

ally remain available to the public, how much we would pay for

them, or whether they could be destroyed. Not a happy thought.
Government corporation status preserves the numerous advan-

tages of NTIS as a Government agency while adopting the best

practices of a small business.
In conclusion, information access has become a global benchmark

in evaluating a nation's scientific and technical development. Rel-

egating NTIS to the private sector would be a step backwards for

the United States. The knowledge gained during the last 50 years
of Federal R&D investment would no longer be a national asset on

which future generations could build.

NTIS reorganized as a Government corporation, however, has the

flexibility of a small business without the traditional bureaucratic
barriers. This scenario preserves the NTIS model of cost recovery,

serving the public independent of tax-generated appropriated
funds.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Mayhew follows:!
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OVERVIEW

A small business owner in Maryland is lookingfor information on lubricants.

A college student in Texas is searchingfor government information over the Internet.

An engineer in Silicon Valley needs afederal information standard on wiring arul cables.

The National Technical Information Service (NTIS) is the scientific and technical memory of the nation.

It is to NTIS that these people often turn. Its clearinghouse of approximately 2.5 million documents

represents the aggregate collection of our national efforts in energy, aerospace, environmental, and

defense technologies as well as many other critical topics.

Each day thousands of citizens seek out NTIS as a central point of access to federal scientific and

technical information. For fifty years, NTIS has set the world standard for facilitating access to the

people of the nation. Through Fedworld, it is now recognized as a leader in making federal information

available over the Internet.

What separates NTIS from other government agencies with similar missions? First of all, its level of

service and efficiency is exemplary as cited in From Red Tape to Results: Creating a Government that

Works Better & Costs Less . Secondly, it receives no federally appropriated funds; its revenues must be

sufficient to be self-sustaining, but its prices must be kept low enough to preclude the profits associated

with the private sector.

H.R. 1756 calls for selhng the assets of NTIS. The disadvantages to this approach are many and were

widely discussed in the mid-1980's. By privatizing NTIS, its mission and collection of information is no

longer in the public interest; its access to federal agencies is limited; and it loses its status in dealing with

other governments to obtain information for dissemination within the United States. <-•

The preferred alternative of reorganizing NTIS as a government corporation (see Scenario 2) gives

Congress the opportunity of maintaining the advantages of the existing organization while incorporating

best practices from the private sector.

SCENARIO 1: A PRIVATIZED NTIS
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An NTIS in the private sector loses many of the benefits that reflect its strength as the scientific and

technical memory of the nation. For example, its mission and collection of information is no longer a

national asset and therefore becomes subject to the priorities of a single owner. The people have a right

to this information; after all, they paid for its creation through the thousand of federally sponsored

research projects reflected in the collection. It will also lose its internal access to federal agencies as

well as its ability to Unk effectively with information sources in foreign govenmients.

• The NTIS Collection Lacks Copyright Protection.

NTIS documents are not copyrighted. The Information Industry Association has taken a strong position

thai government publications should remain in the public domain. This public policy puts the purchaser

of the NTIS collection at a disadvantage because its products can be legally reproduced by competitors.

There is litde motivation to maintain a comprehensive collection of resources when there is no

competitive advantage to the owner.

• The Most Comprehensive Collection Of Government Scientific And Technical Information Is

No Longer A National Asset.

Once the collection falls into the hands of the private sector, there is no guarantee that access to this

information would be managed with the best interests of this nation in mind. Many of the strongest

scientific and technical information companies who might ultimately control this collection in the

private sector are based external to the United States.

Should NTIS become part of the private sector, the collection could easily be broken apart, losing its

comprehensiveness. For example, documents that are infrequently used may be discarded. However, to

the engineer or scientist trying to resolve a technical problem, these seldom-used documents may

suddenly become essential. During the Gulf War, several documents from the mid-1960's were

overnight-delivered to an engineering firm faced with a particularly challenging situation supporting our

troops. These documents had not been retrieved for many years, but were available when needed

because of NTIS.

Congress represents the interests of the nation as a whole in guiding the evolution of NTIS in the

information age. It can set expectations for operations that reflect the best practices of the private sector.

Congress can also assure that these scientific and technical reports that reflect the investment of billions

of federal dollars are preserved.

• NTIS Is No Longer Able To Readily Obtain Documents From Other Nations.
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As a government agency, NTIS is able to obtain scientific and technical information from other

governments These governments would not be as likely to establish the same relationships with a

private sector organization. Thus a critical path to non-U.S. scientific and technical information would

be lost to the nation.

• Access To Federal Agencies Is Limited.

Federal agencies have forged relationships with NTIS as a government entity to facilitate citizen access

to their resources. Should NTIS become a part of the private sector, these relationships would have to

be re-negotiated under a different set of laws and regulations. Inter-agency partnerships take on a new

dimension when one of the partners moves to the private sector.

SCENARIO 2: NTIS AS A GOVERNMENT CORPORATION

NTIS as a government corporation gives it the latitude to benefit from being in the public sector while

having the fiscal and managerial accountabilities inherent in private enterprise.

• Government Corporation Status Provides NTIS The Necessary Flexibility To Operate As A

Small Business Rather Than A Bureaucracy.

NTIS has been hampered by the lack of authority to control its own personnel, procurement, budget and

related business affairs. Government corporation status would give NTIS the flexibility in these areas to

operate as a small business free of bureaucratic barriers. The establishment of an NTIS Board of

Directors would ensure the accountability and oversight associated with the private sector.

Government corporation status preserves the numerous advantages of NTIS as a government agency

while adopting the best practices of a small business.

• The Government Retains Full Policy Control Of NTIS To Assure That The Public Good

Functions Are Maintained.

The NTIS Govemment Corporation assures continued permanent access to the comprehensive

collection of federal scientific and technical documents. The variety of information formats (online,

cdyrom, microfiche, paper copy) provides citizens with options in accessing these resources. While not

always sufficiently profitable to be maintained in the private sector, these choices are critical in avoiding

further disenfranchising those already disadvantaged in the information age.

SUMMARY
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Information access has become a global benchmark in evaluating a nation's scientific and technical

development. Relegating NTIS to the private sector would be a step backwards for the United States.

The knowledge gained during the last fifty years of federal R&D investment would no longer be a

national asset on which future generations could build.

NTIS reorganized as a government corporation, however, has the flexibility of a small business without

the traditional bureaucratic barriers. This scenario preserves the NTIS' model of cost recovery, serving

the public independent of tax-generated appropriated funds.
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Mr. Ehlf:rs. Thank you so much. I think you get the prize for

coming closest to the five-minute limit. [Laughter.]
Mr. Duncan.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL C. DUNCAN, VICE PRESIDENT GOV-
ERNMENT RELATIONS, INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIA-
TION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. Duncan. Well, I will not try and compete with Mrs.

Mayhew, but perhaps I can help the Committee out by keeping my
remarks brief.

The Information Industry Association appreciates the oppor-
tunity to offer its views on H.R. 1756, and in particular Section

206[c] which mandates the sale of the National Technical Informa-
tion Service within 18 months after the effective date to a private-

sector entity.

I bring a specific but important concern before the Committee
today. Namely, tha manner in which efforts to dismantle the De-
partment of Commerce, and particularly plans to change the na-
ture of NTIS, will affect the important information activities of

these agencies.

Many of our members provide products which incorporate some
information generated by the government. Therefore, the manner
in which government maintains and makes available its vast stores

of information is of critical importance to the Information Industry
as a whole.
Of all the information activities undertaken by the Department

of Commerce—and there are many—NTIS has a unique role. IIA
is concerned that the elimination of NTIS might adversely affect

the availability to the general public of valuable scientific and tech-

nical data created and gathered by a number of federal agencies
precisely at a time when science and technology are increasingly
important for the growth and competitiveness of the national econ-
omy.
Without the central repository and dissemination functions per-

formed by an entity like NTIS, the public would not have access
to a great deal of esoteric but valuable information that was cre-

ated at taxpayer expense, but that otherwise might not be of suffi-

cient interest for agencies to actively provide on their own.
IIA does not take a position, however, on whether NTIS should

be privatized. Our concern, rather, is that as Congress considers
H.R. 1756, it make certain that the vast stores of information con-
tained within the various agencies of the Department of Commerce,
including NTIS, be made available in accordance with the govern-
ment information polices and practices that have helped to make
our Nation the most open and democratic society in the world.
The experiences of IIA member companies have led the Associa-

tion to formulate a set of guidelines for agencies to follow in allow-

ing access to government information, and in setting dissemination
policies.

These principles have been embraced over the years by various
courts and legislative bodies, and on October 1st, 1995, they will

become statutory mandates under the Paperwork Reduction Act of

1995, Public Law 104-13, passed earlier this year by Congress.
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Among the tenets behind this law are three of primary impor-
tance:

First, the authors of the Act recognized that federal government
information is public, and that the government has an affirmative

obligation to ensure the flow of public information between govern-
ment and citizens, including the private sector.

Second, the law makes clear that government agencies shall not
discriminate either in allowing access to or in directly disseminat-
ing their information, whether such agencies act on their own or

through officially designated agents in the public or private sector.

Finally, PL 104-13 mandates that the Federal Government shall

not control how public information can be used, or decide who may
use it.

Any person who has acquired public information should be free

to use it, sell it, or otherwise disseminate it for any legal purpose
without paying any additional fees or royalties to the government.

In passing Public Law 104-13, Congress embodied principles

that are necessary to ensure First Amendment values, to imple-

ment the long-standing prohibition on copyright for works of the

Federal Government, and to encourage sound agency information
dissemination policies.

The Act also prohibits agencies from avoiding or discriminating
in their information dissemination responsibilities by using a third

party to undertake such activities.

IIA has criticized NTIS in the past because of the manner in

which we believe it has abused its role as an agency created strict-

ly to stand in the shoes of taxpayer-funded Executive Branch enti-

ties by simply collecting and disseminating data the original agen-

cies have already gathered.
In March, the Association submitted written testimony to the

Committee's Subcommittee on Technology, and I would be happy to

supply a copy of that statement to all Committee members.
Briefly, I would mention only a few concerns that remain rel-

evant:
First, we continue to believe that NTIS uses an overly broad defi-

nition of "scientific and technical information" that translates into

agencies' funneling unnecessary information activities through
NTIS rather than disseminating them directly to the public.

In addition, three other practices raised the greatest concern

among IIA members and will remain issues for the Committee to

address in determining NTIS's future.

The agency clearly ran afoul of the tenets behind Public Law
104-13 by seeking to restrict any redissemination of its biblio-

graphic data base, bv writing licensing agreements with private-

sector vendors that demanded downstream royalty payments, and
by demanding user fees for some of its data far in excess of its own
costs for disseminating the information.
NTIS has continuously stated that the Paperwork Reduction Act,

and particularly its proscription that government data be made
available at a reasonable cost, will make it impossible for the Agen-
cy to operate solely with the fees it collects.

IIA disputed this notion in its testimony this March and still be-

lieves it to be erroneous. In the future, NTIS or its successor could

act equally irresponsibly under the same reasoning and with simi-
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lar unsatisfactory results unless Congress maintains a watchful
eye.

Thus, in relation to the proposals contained in H.R. 1756, IIA
strongly urges that Congress assure that the principles embodied
in Public Law 104-13 apply to any successors to current agencies.

IIA holds this view, whether tne decision is made to transfer
NTIS's or any other agency's information functions elsewhere in

the government, whether these functions are provided by private-
sector companies under contract or other arrangements, or whether
Congress decides to create public corporations from various existing
agencies as was proposed recently by Secretary Brown.
We would specifically suggest that any law that reformulates

agencies under the Department of Commerce include statutory re-

quirements that successor entities must abide by the information
policy provisions of Public Law 104-13, and be subject to Section
105 of the 1976 Copyright Act which specifically precludes copy-
righting any Federal Government information.

In this manner. Congress would reinforce its commitment to the
long-standing principles incorporated into the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995, and make certain that all who wish to acquire infor-

mation gathered by the Federal Government are treated fairly and
that the public is not under-served.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Duncan follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Dan Duncan and I am

Vice President for Government Affairs at the Information Industry Association (IIA). The

Association appreciates the opportunity to provide testimony today as you consider

aspects of H.R. 1756, the Department ofCommerce Dismantling Act of 1995. IIA has

long had an interest in the efficient functioning of government, particularly as its activities

affect the free flow of information from agencies, legislatures and courts to the public,

including private sector providers of information.

As the Committee is aware. Section 206(c) of H.R. 1756 mandates the sale of the

National Technical Information Service (NTIS) "within 18 months after the effective date

... to a private sector entity intending to perform substantially the same functions as were

performed by ... [NTIS] immediately before such effective date." This provision of the bill

is what brings IIA before you today.

' IIA is the leading trade association of companies involved in the creation,

distribution and use of information products, services and technologies. Our 500

corporate members range from large multinationals to entrepreneurial start-ups and

include traditional and electronic publishers, database producers and providers, interactive

online service providers, computer manufacturers, sofhvare developers, and

telecommunications providers. Many of our members provide products which incorporate

some information generated by government. Therefore, the manner in which government

maintains and makes available its vast stores of information is of critical importance to IIA

as a whole.

Of all the information activities undertaken by the Department of Commerce — and

there are many — NTIS has a unique role in that its principal purpose is to collect and
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disseminate valuable scientific and technical data created and collected by a number of

federal agencies. IIA shares concerns that have been raised that the elimination ofNTIS

might adversely affect the availability of this type of data to the general public at a time

when science and technology are increasingly important for the growth and

competitiveness of the national economy. Certainly, Congress's original purpose in

creating NTIS remains worthy. Undoubtedly, NTIS has helped provide a crucial function

in collecting and disseminating esoteric, but valuable, scientific and technical information,

created at taxpayer expense, that otherwise might not be of sufficient interest for agencies

to actively provide on their own.

However, HA. does not take a position on whether NTIS should be privatized.

Our concern, rather, is that as Congress considers H.R. 1756, it make certain that the vast

stores of information contained within the various agencies of the Department of

Commerce, particularly NTIS, be made available in accordance with the government

information policies and practices that have helped make our Nation the most open and

democratic in the world.

nA AND THE ISSUE OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION POLICY

A federal information dissemination policy that assures a variety of sources of

government information has been one of IIA* s paramount public policy goals since its

founding in 1968, The Association works actively to assure that information companies

can continue to play their roles in meeting diverse market demands for government data.
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Private industry participation in this area has aided greatly in assuring that government is is

not left as the sole supplier of information about itself and has thus greatly reduced the risk

of censorship and misinformation.

Information generated or held by government ~ whether by executive, legislative

or judicial agencies and officials ~ is a valuable resource that provides people with

knowledge of their government, society and economy. Access to such information is the

sine qua non of participatory government. It furthers informed public debate and thereby

fosters better decision-making to help accomplish both public and private goals.

The information industry has responded to this need for knowledge by acquiring

government data, adding value to it and disseminating it to its customers. Thousands of

private sector information products and services, created by companies large and small,

are based in whole or in part on public information. Information companies add value to

federal government information in a variety of ways: by assembling, arranging, and

organizing it in useful manners; by combining it with information from other sources; by

adding indices and annotations; and by updating and expanding databases to make sure

that they are comprehensive, timely and accurate. Information companies then make these

value-added products available to the public in convenient, useful and user-friendly

formats and media, and provide ongoing customer service, including training and technical

assistance. In short, a mature information industry that meets a wide variety of market

demands has developed around the rich and diverse resource of federal government

information and has enhanced greatly the public's ability to exercise its right to know.
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The experience ofHA member companies in this area is extensive. Their activities

in many nations and at all levels and branches ofgovernment led IIA to formulate a set of

guidelines for agencies to follow in allowing access to government information and in

setting dissemination policies. These principles have been embraced by Congress, the

executive branch and the courts, because they benefit all citizens by fostering the widest

possible availability of federal information fi-om a diversified group of private and pubhc

institutions.

Preserving this diversity and encouraging continuing creativity depends on a solid

fi-amework like that detailed in IIA's government information policy principles. This

framework has three main tenets.

First, as determined broadly by the courts and endorsed through executive branch

policies, federal government information is public. The Freedom of Information Act has

created a broad right of access to public information. It, along with other public access

statutes, provides unambiguous devices for access by citizens ~ private and corporate ~

to information created with taxpayer dollars. These laws and regulations enforce the

obligation on the part of government ~ as envisioned by our Nation's founders — to

ensure the flow of public information between government and citizens.

A second tenet is no less important: the government shall not discriminate either

in allowing access to or in directly disseminating its information. When government —

whether directly or through officially designated agents - acts otherwise, there is an

enormous risk of discrimination and censorship.
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Third, government should not control how public information can be used or

decide who may use it. Because the public's use of government information is a right, not

a privilege, any person who has acquired pubUc information should be free to use it, sell it,

or otherwise disseminate it for any legal purpose without paying any additional fees or

royalties to the government.

THE PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT OF 1995

The principles outlined above were incorporated into law earlier this year with the

passage of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (PRA), now Public Law 104-13,

effective October 1, 1995. P.L. 104-13 clarifies federal executive agency information

dissemination activities by outlining both the responsibilities that agencies must fulfill and

those actions from which agencies should refrain. The Act enjoys the wide support of

those groups who helped promote its passage — the information industry, as well as

consumer groups, non -profits and libraries ~ for it outlines specific practices agencies

have undertaken in the past and which they must now avoid in order to assure the widest

possible dissemination of the data they make available. Specifically, the law states:

With respect to information dissemination, each agency shall . . . not, except

where specifically authorized by statute[,].. establish an exclusive,

restricted, or other distribution arrangement that interferes with timely and

equitable availability of public information to the public; restrict or regulate

the use, resale or redissemination of public information by the public;

charge fees or royalties for resale or redissemination of public information;

or establish user fees for public information that exceed the cost of

dissemination...
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In passing PRA, Congress embodied principles that are necessary to ensure First

Amendment values, to implement the long-standing prohibition on copyright in works of

the federal government, and to encourage sound agency information dissemination

policies. These policies are intended to be operative for every agency, unless the statute

under which a particular agency carries out its information dissemination activities

specifically directs a different policy.

Of particular importance to the subject matter before the Committee today, P.L.

104-13 also prohibits agencies from avoiding or discriminating in their information

dissemination responsibilities by using a third party to undertake such activities. Thus, the

Act makes clear that its guidelines apply whether agencies themselves distribute data or

whether they use a third party source to accomplish this goal.

NTIS ROLE AS THIRD-PARTY DISSEMINATOR

It has been in the context of NTIS' s role as an agency created strictly to "stand in

the shoes" of taxpayer-funded executive branch entities by collecting and disseminating

scientific, technical and engineering information that IIA has criticized the agency in the

past. As recently as March of this year, the Association submitted written testimony to

this Committee's Subcommittee on Technology. That statement, which I would be happy

to make available to all Committee Members, detailed several particular actions by NTIS

which many in the private and public sectors believe have impaired the free flow of the
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information contained in its repository. To briefly review IIA's chief concerns, we noted

that NTIS:

• incorporated in regulations to implement the Advanced Technology

Technology Preeminence Act ("ATPA" PL. 102-245) an overly broad

definition of scientific and technical information fi-om a 1954

Comptroller General's opinion that allowed NTIS to gather far more

data than was originally intended by Congress and that requires review

in any reformulation of the agency;

• appeared to encourage exclusive arrangements with private sector

companies that might have precluded timely and equitable distribution

of data to the pubhc, an issue which we believe NTIS addressed

satisfactorily in a later communication to the Subcommittee;

• sought to restrict redissemination of its renowned bibliographic

database;

• wrote licensing agreements with private sector vendors that demanded

downstream royalty payments; and

• established user fees for some of its data far in excess of its own costs

for disseminating the information.

I have not highlighted these problems again today in order to further criticize

NTIS, for I am happy to report to the Committee that since passage ofPRA and the

Technology Subcommittee's hearing this spring, IIA has seen a willingness on the part of

NTIS to rethink some of these practices. Anecdotal evidence from some IIA member

companies indicates that NTIS is acting much more responsibly and cooperatively in

providing scientific and technical data to private sector redisseminators for inclusion in

their information products. Yet, the record for compliance with the spirit and principles of

P.L. 104-13 is by no means completely satisfactory, and I would respectfijlly ask that the

Committee keep that record in mind as it considers the future ofNTIS or any other

agency under the Committee's jurisdiction that provides valuable data to the public.
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NTIS has continuously stated that the P>L. 104-13 -- particularly its proscription

that government data be made available at a reasonable cost — will make it impossible for

the agency to operate solely with the fees it collects. IIA disputed this notion in its

testimony this March and continues to encourage the agency to abide by the spirit of the

Act in order to avoid hampering even wider availability of the government's scientific and

technical data. In the future, NTIS or its successor could act equally irresponsibly, with

similar unsatisfactory results, unless Congress maintains a watchful eye.

HA remains concerned that NTIS and other federal agencies must begin complying

with the spirit and letter of Public Law 104-13, no matter what future Congress may

determine for them. Thus in relation to the proposals contained in H.R. 1756 for the

privatization ofNTIS and other information activities under the auspices of the

Department of Commerce, IIA strongly urges that Congress assure that PRA principles

apply to any successors to current agencies. There is no question that PRA should apply,

if the decision is made to transfer NTIS's or any other agency's information functions

elsewhere in the govenunent, as some have suggested. Similarly, IIA believes that private

sector companies under contract or otherwise designated to provide dissemination

services for agencies must abicde by P.L. 104-13. These companies would simply "stand

in the shoes" of federal agencies who are obligated to disseminate their data, and in such a

position they should rightfully be subject to PRA provisions.

Finally, the principles should apply if Congress decides to create public

corporations from various existing agencies, as was proposed by Secretary Brown at a

hearing before the Senate Committee on Commerce in August. Creation of a public
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corporation may raise some additional concerns about the effectiveness of continued

congressional oversight over agencies that operate solely on a fee-funded basis. However,

if Congress includes PRA-type statutory restrictions in any laws altering the current status

of agencies and oversees those activities diligently, the principles behind PRA ~ to ensure

wide availability of information created at taxpayer expense, maintained by agencies, and

essential to citizens ~ would be protected.

Should Congress determine that it is in the best public interest to privatize NTIS,

IIA would appreciate the opportunity to work with the Committee in crafting language to

accomplish this goal while guaranteeing that the public and other private sector

redisseminators can acquire the same data on timely and equitable terms and conditions.

We would respectfully suggest that any law that reformulates agencies under the

Department of Commerce include statutory requirements that successor entities must

abide by the information policy provisions ofPL. 104-13 and be subject to Section 105 of

the 1 976 Copyright Act, which specifically precludes copyright in any federal government

information. In this manner, Congress would reinforce its commitment to the long-

standing principles incorporated into the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 and make

certain that all who wish to acquire scientific and technical information gathered by the

federal government are treated fairly and that the public is not underserved.
^

9
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CONCLUSION

A cornerstone principle of the American democratic tradition has been disclosure

ofgovernment information in a timely and cost-efficient manner so that citizens can make

informed choices. The most important step in accomplishing this goal is to assure that

government itself acts responsibly to actively disseminate the data it has collected. Just as

important to successful disclosure of government information are private sector

redisseminators, who provide various products to the general public and thereby maintain

the diversity of sources of information about government that is essential in a democratic

society.

At a time when Congress is seeking to decrease the cost of government and to

offer better and more efficient services to all Americans through innovative programs, HA

would respectfully caution that our elected representatives not overlook the importance of

maintaining unfettered access to data collected and maintained by the government. With

respect to H.R. 1756, IIA remains concerned as to how enactment of such a law would

affect generally the information activities of any Department of Commerce agency but

particularly as privatization ofNTIS might hamper the availability of an especially valuable

repository of taxpayer-funded scientific and technical information. From IIA's perspective

the question is not so much whether these crucial government functions are transferred to

other agencies, sold or contracted out to the private sector, or moved to new public

cororations. Rather, the information industry's concern is that timely and equitable

10
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access to these government information sources is maintained and that the ability ofthe

private sector to add value to them for the public good is not endangered.

In passing the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, Congress established clear

statutory guidelines for all government agencies to follow in formulating information

policies. The Act laid the groundwork for an even greater amount ofgovernment data to

flow to the public through a variety of sources, and the potential eflFectiveness ofthe Act

should not now be undermined by overlooking the need to include PRA-type principles in

laws affecting the future of agencies that disseminate information.

HA, as the primary representative of private sector providers of publicly-held

information, has long sought to assure the existence of a competitive and diverse

marketplace for all information, including that generated by government. The Association

and its members would be pleased to work with the Committee as it proceeds with

important government reforms to help assure that government information continues to be

widely accessible and that it is disseminated by agencies and their successors in a timely,

fair and equitable manner.

Thank you.

11
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Mr. Ehlers. Thank you very much, Mr. Duncan.
And thank you to the entire panel for the cogent and appropriate

remarks.
We will now turn to the Committee for questions.
Mr. Brown.
Mr. Brown. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
May I engage the attention of the last two witnesses, since you

are dealing with a subject that I have been involved with for some
time, and I missed the opportunity to hear the others for which I

apologize.

You particularly, Mrs. Mayhew and Mr. Duncan, probably recall

the activities of this Committee in the 1980s dealing with this sub-
ject in which we went into the question of whether it should be
privatized or corporatized or, you name it.

We had quite a few hearings on this, and actually I thought the
results of that were quite productive in terms of improving the op-

erations of NIST, and I still think that is the case.

Incidentally, while I am thinking about it, I just received, a cou-

ple of hours ago, a letter from one of the people who was involved
in that effort during the 1980s who became a member of the first

NIST Advisory Board under Secretary Mosbacher in 1991, and who
expresses his ideas, and I would like unanimous consent to include
that in the record, if I may.
Mr. Ehlers. Without objection, so ordered.
[The letter follows:!
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The Heindcl Libraiy Mkldletawn. PA 1 7037-t898

September 12, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515
FAX: 202-225-8671

Dear Congressman Brown:

It is my understanding that a proposal to privatize NTIS, the
National Technical Information Service, will be brought before the
Science Committee during its deliberations on H.R. 1756 this week.
I am dismayed to see this issue, which should have been buried in
the late 1980s, surfacing again. You worked actively with other
members of the former Science, Research and Technology Subcom-
mittee to prevent NTIS privatization at that time, and your help is
needed again.

The Office of Management and Budget made repeated attempts to
privatize NTIS between 1983 and 1989, using six different ration-
ales to justify an indefensible case. Members on both sides of the
aisle rejected 0MB 's ill-founded logic, prohibiting privatization
of NTIS by passing the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1988
and the National Technical Information Act of 1989.

Dviring the privatization controversy of the late 1980s, I was
invited to testify twice before the former Subcommittee on Science,
Research and Technology. As the head of a large branch library at
West Virginia University with an on-site NTIS document collection,
I opposed NTIS privatization as a threat to engineering education,
academic research, regional economic development and U.S. competi-
tiveness .

In 1991, I was appointed to the first NTIS Advisory Board by
former Commerce Secretary Mosbacher. As a result of input from
that board, NTIS has substantially modernized its operations and
pursued new markets including the academic sector for the tech-
nical reports it receives from U.S. and foreign government re-
search. During my two terms on the board, the in-flow of reports
increased from about 70,000 per year to over 100,000, largely as a
result of the American Technology Preeminence Act's mandate that
copies of completed research reports be deposited with NTIS. That
mandate was one of the recommendations in my testimony in the late
1980s, and I was delighted to see it enacted into law.

One result of my input to the NTIS leadership has been the
development of an NTIS-higher education partnership. The NTIS
database became available over the Penn State Libraries' online

An Equal Opportunity Umveniiy
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system, LIAS, In June 1995, making Penn State only the second
university in the country Georgia Tech is the other providing
access to this unic[ue resource. Electronic document delivery of
titles stored on NTIS's AOSTAR optical storage system to Penn State
is anticipated in the near future. The presence of the NTIS
database in the Penn State Libraries' online system is an asset
supporting education, research and economic development in this
State, and I hope it will be the pilot project for similar partner-
ships in other States.

There is a legitimate need to reduce Federal expenditures in
a number of areas, and the 104th Congress has addressed that need
very aggressively. However, NTIS is a national asset which costs
the taxpayers nothing and is, by virtue of its mandate to acquire
and archive both American end foreign techr.icsl reports, a resource
which cannot be adequately replicated by the private sector.

I urge you to vigorously oppose any proposal to privatize
NTIS, either wholly or in part. A spin-off of this agency to the
private sector would damage corporate, government and academic
research, jeopardize the preservation of scientific/technical
knowledge, and threaten an emerging university/NTIS partnership
which should advance education and economic development
throughout the country.

Thank you for giving your most thoughtful consideration to the
preservation of NTIS as a unique governmental asset which benefits
small and large business, governmental laboratories, and academic
teaching and research. It is unfortunate that you must again pro-
vide leadership to prevent the privatization of NTIS, but it is
critical that you do so. I will be glad to provide further infor-
mation if that would prove useful.

Sincerely yours.

larold B. Shi 11, Ph.D.
Head, Division of Library and
Information Services
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Mr. Brown. Now may I just ask as a general point, do either of

you sense any great disagreement between the two statements that
you have made?

Mrs. Mayhew. Actually, no.

Mr. Brown. I did not see any
Mr. Duncan. No, I do not believe so.

Mr. Brown [continuing]. In reading them. You both agree that
the agency is, while not perfect, is trying to improve its operations.
Mr. Duncan, you indicated they started off on the wrong track

not too long ago, but they have come back into line.

Mr. Duncan. Yes, Congressman.
Mr. Brown. You are both suggesting, as I understand it, that the

function continue; and, that if it is privatized, protections be writ-

ten into the Act which ensure that they continue to follow the ex-

isting requirements of law with regard to dissemination, and with
regard to copyright.

Mr. Duncan. Exactly.

Mrs. Mayhew. Yes, sir.

Mr. Brown. So what do we gain if we abolish it, or privatize it?

Mrs. Mayhew. We do not gain; we lose. That is the point.

Mr. Brown. All right. I just wanted to see if we are clear on that.

Mr. Duncan. Well, Congressman, I really do believe it is up to

the judgment of Congress to determine whether or not this agency
should remain a part of the Federal Government
Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mr. Duncan [continuing]. And, if so, where it should be in the

Federal Government.
Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mr. Duncan. But I do believe that if Congress' intent in keeping

up its clear attention paid earlier this year to dissemination poli-

cies of all agencies, and keeping in mind that any information that
NTIS now or a successor of NTIS would have is public information,
that we will win in the long run.

Mr. Brown. Yes.
Well the question you raised, Mr. Duncan, about maybe accumu-

lating too much information—I think you raised that question?
Mr. Duncan. Yes.
Mr. Brown. Was just the opposite in the 1980s. We were con-

cerned that they were not routinely getting access to all of the sci-

entific research documents being produced by the other agencies.
So we wrote certain requirements that we thought would help to

solve that problem.
Mr. Duncan. Right.

Mr. Brown. We did not anticipate that they would be flooded by
unnecessary information that could be more readily disseminated
by the originating agency. But if that is a problem, I think we
could probably do something to correct that.

Mr. Duncan. Well, I think the problem stems. Congressman,
from the definition that is used for "scientific, technical, and engi-
neering information." It is a definition that stems from a 1954
Comptroller General's Opinion.
We have urged before that this be reviewed. I think that might

help resolve some of the problem.
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I would not want to leave the Committee with the impression,
however, that NTIS has been acting extremely irresponsibly in this

matter. I think it is also part of the agencies responsibility to make
certain that they disseminate their information on their own when-
ever possible.

Mrs. Mayhew. May I address that point?
Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mrs. Mayhew. The definition of the information needed for an

engineer to be productive in today's society is very different than
it was let's say in the 1950s.
There is a new mode of operation in the 1990s that talks, oh, it

started with the concept of simultaneous engineering, concurrent
engineering, and it has gone on to the point where an engineer
does not operate in a vacuum in his or her use of technical informa-
tion.

They are required, in order to design products or advance tech-

nology, to take into account the market forces that will influence

the product development. It is along those lines that some informa-
tion has been handed over at NIST that perhaps would not have
been there in previous decades.
But it makes absolute sense when you take a look at the new

functionality of today's engineers.
Mr. Brown. Well if I may just conclude, Mr. Chairman, I have

not been here since 1954, but almost that long, and I can assure
you that there has been a revolution in both the whole field of in-

formation sciences and the definition of "scientific, technical, and
engineering information" as well, and we need to constantly review
and assure ourselves that we are maintaining some reasonable re-

lationship to actual needs that we perceive here.

Mr. Duncan. I would agree. Congressman, and I would say that
after 50 years it is time to take a new look.

Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mr. Ehlers. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Ms. Johnson, do you have any questions?
Ms. Johnson. I think they have been pretty much answered, but

for the last 10 years for example there has been a real attitude

that privatization would not be a welcome thing for the agencies
as far as the public is concerned, as well, and I was going to ask
what has changed that would, as things do change, to make it more
suitable for privatization?

Mrs. Mayhew. I cannot think of any change in the information
industry that would make privatization of NIST practical. I would
be the absolute last person to get before this Committee and talk

about copyright of federal documents. It is contrary to the Nation's

best interest.

Actually, that is the single most important element that would
make the privatization of NIST a practical proposal.

Ms. Johnson. Okay. Thank you.
Mr. Duncan. It is very clear that there has been a prohibition

on copyright of any Federal Government information, generally
speaking, since the 1976 Act.

Even should a private company take over NTIS functions, it

could not copyright the information that is in store there created

by federal agencies.
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I think one thing that has changed, Congresswoman, in the last

nine months is passage of the Paperwork Reduction Act, which
makes it very clear what dissemination and access policies are to

be in place for any Federal Government information.

That was not in place when we, as an Association, opposed pri-

vatization of NTIS in the late 1980s.

Ms. Johnson. Thank you.

Mr. Ehlers. Do you have any further questions, Ms. Johnson?
Ms. Johnson. No.
Mr. Ehlers. Ms. Johnson yields back the remainder of her time.

Before I ask my questions, or make my comments, I have a re-

quest from Chairman Walker that several matters be entered into

the record.

Without objection, a letter from the National Science Foundation,
one from the Oceanographer of the Navy, from Kodak, from the
American Dental Society, plus other materials he may wish to

enter, will be entered into the record.

[The information referred to appears in the Appendix.]
Mr. Ehlers. To conclude this hearing, I have just a few com-

ments and questions.

I found it striking that the majority of you in your testimony

—

in fact, I would dare say all of you—say that you do not agree with
the provisions of the bill in terms of its handling of NIST and
where it is going to go, and some of the other agencies involved.

I gather, though, that the suggestion of most of you is that if

there is a change it would be in an independent agency, and that
would be the best option.

What was unspoken throughout this, I get the impression that
none of you favor the basic premise of the bill, and I am asking you
to respond to that rather directly.

Do you favor the dismantling of the Department of Commerce
and the movement of the scientific agencies into other areas,

whether NSF, DOE, or into an independent agency status? Or do
you prefer keeping it the way it is within the Department of Com-
merce?
Mr. O'Neill.

Mr. O'Neill. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
That question has been discussed, as you can imagine, among

the members of the American National Standards Institute, which
I am representing. ANSI does not have a position relative to where
NIST—and in specific this panel's charge was to talk to NIST. We
do not have a position relative to the disposition of NIST within the
Federal Government.
However, the ANSI membership, which as I mentioned earlier is

some 1300 companies, some 250 active standards-developing orga-

nizations, and several government agencies, all have discussed, and
we have come forward with criteria that we feel is very important
with the consideration of this Committee and the Congress in the
disposition of the answer to that question.

First of all, the NIST, or that function, must in our view be fo-

cused on and tied in with American industry and American com-
petitiveness in a global economy.
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It must support the needs of standardization and conformity as-

sessment that these industries, standards' developers, must need to

compete in that global economy.
Also, it has been doing an excellent job of coordinating our fed-

eral agency activities on, for example, converting from government-
written standards to non-government private sector developed na-

tional consensus standards.
This is the will of the Congress. This is the will of the last three

Administrations, as characterized under 0MB Circular A-119.
The amount of savings that have accrued from this effort to con-

vert from, for example, mill specs to private-sector developed stand-

ards is incalculable. There are numerous examples that the mem-
bers of ANSI can supply to the Committee as to how cost effective

this is. NIST is the agency that is designated by the Administra-
tion to coordinate that activity.

NIST, or the agency that we are talking about, must be marked
by an impartiality and neutrality. It cannot be a procurement agen-

cy or a regulatory agency, in our view.

And the last point is very obvious, and it has been mentioned all

day today. That agency must have a track record of technical ex-

pertise and experience.

So, Mr. Chairman, the bottom line as far as ANSI's membership
is concerned is that NIST has, and in our view continues to be

needed to support American industry and its competitiveness in a

global market.
But specifically to answer your question, we do not have a posi-

tion relative to those alternatives that have been suggested in testi-

mony.
Mr. Ehlers. Mr. Walrad.
Mr. Walrad. Thank you.
I understood your question to be what do we feel about the bill

in total.

Mr. Ehlers. The basic premise of the bill.

Mr. Walrad. As a member of the ANSI Company Member Coun-
cil Executive Committee, I would like to endorse what Tony said.

But I would like to comment on the other.

The portions of this bill that deal with the disposition of NIST
seem very hasty, to be blunt. The failure to think through the point

that Mrs. Morella raised this morning, for example. Man, that is

bad.
I have no competence to comment on the Commerce Department

as whole
Mr. Ehlers. All right.

Mr. Walrad [continuing!. But if the part on NIST is indicative

of the rapidity of the bill, go slowly, please.

Mr. Ehlers. Thank you.

Dr. Hermann.
Dr. Hermann. I do not subscribe to the form or the philosophy

of the bill as it is presently constructed. I am not quite sure how
competent I am to judge on the whole of the Commerce Depart-

ment, but from what I know I would say, yes. Commerce may not

be a thing of great beauty—I guess you referred to it as the hall

closet—I am not sure I would wish to be defending that the Com-
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merce Department be exactly as it is, but on the other hand I am
not sure that abohshing it is the right answer.
That is, we the country, whether it be the government or its na-

tional leaders in some other form, need to get our strategy together
as to what it is we are trying to do. The notion that we need no
cabinet level capability to bring together the instruments of govern-
ment to act on our behalf in a competitive world does seem to me
to be wrong.
So whether it is this Commerce Department or some other Com-

merce Department, or some other title, it does seem to me that the
philosophy is wrong.

I do share the conviction that we need to balance the budget. I

share Mr. Chrysler's conviction that we are foisting a burden on
our children that is immoral, and I am confident that Commerce
and many other of our Departments can be reduced and economies
can be applied—and that is not a copout in my case. I would be
happy to discuss specifics, and the numbers are much, much larger
than Commerce—but I do think that we need a mechanism for us
to act together.
There is a requirement that we as free people in an entre-

preneurial and free enterprise mode are going to operate in a world
where we are less than 5 percent of the population, and less than
15 percent of the economic activity and need to find a way to act
together on behalf of our citizens, and to let the system be totally

moved around by the private sector competition I believe is not cor-

rect.

We believe there are some roles for government that may be min-
imum, but there needs to be a place to do it.

Thank you.
Mr. Ehlers. Thank you.
Dr. Forsen.
Dr. Forsen. Clearly the Board on Assessment nor the National

Research Council has looked at the bill as a bill. On the other
hand, as an individual I would comment that the treatment that
the bill reflects on dismantling the NIST by transferring functions
to another agency, and then selling laboratories, reflects a lack of
understanding of what it takes to do the research and to carry out
the mission that that laboratory has, or those laboratories have.

If that is indicative of the bill, then I would not comment on it.

I would say I could not support it.

Mr. Ehlers. Thank you.
Mr. Cheatham.
Mr. Cheatham. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The first thing I would like to say is that obviously with the in-

tent of the bill, and with the need to trim the size of the Federal
Government, everything is going to come under scrutiny as it

would in a corporation in a like environment.
So I think an auditing and refocusing of activities within the con-

text of activities within the DOC to assure that they are properly
aligned with present-day and future objectives of U.S. business es-

pecially in the context of global competitiveness would be in order.
I think in the process of doing this, maintaining the focus link

between the private and public sectors as viewed by foreign govern-
ments is ever more important and critical to our future in the glob-
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al business environment because of the examples I mentioned ear-

lier wherein these activities are receiving expanding government
endorsement in the foreign environment.
Without that government linkage and sponsorship, that puts us

at a significant disadvantage.
Mr. Ehlers. Thank you.
Mrs. Mayhew.
Mrs. Mayhew. I have had numerous discussions with my peers

over the last five years about all of the anguish that goes along
with fiscal responsibility and re-engineering.

It is very rare in industry that, under these guises, a board of

directors decides that the best way to fulfill the mission is to actu-

ally take apart the organization and actually sell it off, throw it

away, or decide there is no need for it.

So that common sense tells me that there are other approaches
to accomplishing fiscal responsibility and reorganization other than
dismantling the Commerce Department.
Mr. Ehlers. Thank you.
Mr. Duncan.
Mr. Duncan. Yes. The IIA has taken no position on whether the

Department of Commerce should be dismantled. I think that re-

flects the split within the industry.

Certain functions of the Department are very helpful to industry.

There is no doubt about it. Some of the functions and activities the
Department has endorsed and has undertaken over the last few
years have been very troublesome to the information industry.

I think that what we need to do is look at those portions of the
Department that are very well serving the American public, includ-

ing private industry. As an advocate for commercial expansion and
competitiveness overseas, I think the Department has done a gen-

erally good job in that area.

I think we need to look at those areas in which they are not
doing such a good job and leave it to Congress to decide whether
it is best to shrink the Department, eliminate the Department, or

transfer portions to other sections of the government or the private

sector.

Mr. Ehlers. Thank you, very much.
I have no further questions, but once again I want to thank all

of you for your patience in enduring the entire hearing. We appre-

ciate your comments; they are very valuable to me and to the Com-
mittee as a whole. Thank you, very much.
With that, the meeting stands adjourned.
[Whereupon at 3:05 p.m., the meeting was adjourned.]

[The following material was received for the record:]
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statement of the HonoraQjle George E. Brovm, Jr.
on the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act

September 12, 1995

Mr . Chairman

:

In 1988, when the Committee on Science rejected the idea of
privatizing the National Technical -Information Service, our
colleague Sherry Boehlert in an eldquent statement reminded the
Committee of the logic of Alice in Wonderland: "Sentence First,
Verdict Afterwords." As Sherry said "NTIS - or really its users
-- have been sentenced to privatization, despite the verdict of
numerous studies, each determining that the agency should remain
within the government.

I am afraid Alice in Wonderland logic has returned with a
vengeance sweeping up not just NTIS but also the Department which
houses it. Why else would we find ourselves even giving a
hearing to legislation that would cut out our Department of
Commerce when our trade deficits are at a record high, abolish a
highly touted manufacturing partnership with local institutions
when we are trying to move more progams to the local level,
abolish the weather service in hurricane season, or kill a
program that has greatly increased corporate spending on long-
range research when we are advocating increases in long-range
research. Unfortunately, the verdict is probably in on the
other side of the aisle as we rush pell-mell to report this
legislation in time for inclusion in what has been called the
train wreck. I cannot think of a more appropriate location.

I sent out a series of questions to a large number of
business leaders and academics who have worked with the
Department of Commerce to get their opinion on this legislation
and in general they are as appalled by this legislation as I am.
I have received upwards of fifty responses, many detailed, almost
all thoughtful . I ask that they be inserted in the record of
this hearing. They document that large parts of the U.S.
business community relies on the various services of the
Department of Commerce and that their elimination will bring harm
to our economy. They also provide a much wider cross-section of
opinion than is possible in one hasty hearing, so I urge my
colleagues to give careful consideration to what these letters
say.

In closing, I would also like to bring to the attention of
my colleagues the statement and attachments provided by a
distinguished witness which the majority chose not to accommodate
this morning. Our colleague John Dingell, who was Chairman of
the Committee on Commerce for 14 years, asked to be the lead-off
witness in today's hearing, a courtesy we generally have extended
to Members of Congress. His schedule would not permit his
testifying later in the day. I feel it is unfortunate that the
Committee chose not to accommodate him because he knows a great
deal about this Department and its history. I, therefore, ask
that at this point Mr. Dingell 's letter to Mr. Walker and myself
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be made part of the record and that we honor his request that the
accompanying materials be made part of the record as well.
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American
Mathematical

^ Society

Washington Office:

1527 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036

Telephone: 202-588-1100, FAX: 202-588-1853

Internet: ains(lc@math.ams.org

September 13, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

RE: HR 1756 Bill to abolish the Dept ofCommerce

Dear Congressman Brown:

I would like to call your attention to two recent letters written to Members of Congress in

support ofMIST, one signed by the presidents and directors of eighteen major scientific

societies and the other by twenty-five recipients of the Nobel Prize in Physics. In

deliberations concerning the Department ofCommerce I fear that the importance ofthe

role NIST plays in the nation's research and development enterprise is lost. NIST serves

as a vital link between basic scientific research and technological innovation.

Sincerely,

Csvju_S>. VU^^.^
Cathleen Synge Morawetz

President, American Mathematical Society
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One Physics Ellipse, College Park, MD 20740-3844 (301)209-3269

Pr«*id*n1

C. Kumar N. Fatal

University of California, Los Angeles

September 11. 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr. (D-CA) ,'

2300 Raybum House Office Bldg.

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Brown:

As presidents and directors of professional societies representing more than 1 ,000,000 experts in

engineering and in the mathematical, physical and medical sciences and with concern for the

strength of the nation's scientific enterprise, we urge you to maintain federal support for the

laboratories of the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

The NIST laboratories uniquely serve the broad scientific and technical community. Scientists

and engineers from nearly every state in the country come to the NIST laboratories to carry out

their research. Consequently, the NIST laboratories have a strong record of contributing to the

nation's technological and scientific competitiveness and are a crucial component of the nation's

long-term basic research.

We recognize that your effort to balance the budget is forcing tough choices regarding the

Department of Commerce. However, the laboratories operated by NIST and funded by the

Department ofCommerce are a vital scientific resource for the nation and should be preserved in

the process of downsizing the federal government.

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert E. Apfei Dr. Guy Simmons

President President

Accoustical Society of America American Association of Physicists in Medicine

Dr. Hugo SteinfiniT ^ Richard D'EusUchio

President President

American Crystallographic Association American Dental Association
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Lyman Phyilci Liborttory

Harvard Univcnlty

Cambridge, MA 02138

Ttlcphonc: 6I7.49S-2S64

Fax: «l 7-496-5144 or 617-49S-04K

September 11, 1995

As recipients of the Nobei Prize in physics, we are writing to emphasize the essential role to the

nation of the MIST laboratories and to urge that federal funding for these facilities be maintained

in the process of downsizing or reorganizing the Department of Conunerce.

In support ofNISTs fundamental task to provide unique measurement capabilities for industiy,

NISTs laboratories carry out the basic research that is essential for advanced technology. They

provide the know-how to maintain and improve our measurement and calibration capability in

areas such as tinM, power and materials, and in health and medicine. It is unthinkable that a

modem nation could expect to remain competitive without these services.

The NIST laboratories cany out research for the Department of Defense and many other

branches of the federal government. Their facilities are used by scientists from across the nation,

and their staff includes some of the nation's leading scientists and engineers.

Measurements and standards techniques from the NIST laboratories have been estimated to save

the nation billions of dollars annually through their use in industries such as electrical power,

semiconductor manufacturing, medical, agricultural, food processing, and building materials.

The loss of these laboratories would be a serious blow to our long-term technological capability

and to our national enterprise in basic research.

We urgfe you to make every possible effort to preserve this national Ueasure.

Yours truly,

Norman F. Ramsey

Higgins Professor of Physics, Emeritus
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Ht^ W.(LI>M^]J^Jt^
Philip W. Anderson

Princeton Unlvtriily

(vtr ClMver
Rensselaer Polyiech Iniliniu

J. Robert SchriefTef

Florida Sute University

Hum a. Beth*

Comtll Unlvenicy

Ruiiell A. HulM
Princeton Unlvenity

CUffonlO.ShuU^' WA^*^
MuMchuietU Institute of
Technolog)r

Nieolaas Blocmbergen Henry w. Kendill ^seph H. Taylor

Harvard Univereity Massachusseiti Institute of Princeton University

Technology

James W. Cronin Leon M. Uderman Charles H. Townei
University ofChicago Fermilab Univenity of Caiifontia, Berkeley

<ju-*cx.u,<rc ci-,r-^jz^,yi^ /tc^v-cui^
Hani Dehmeh Arao A. Penziu ^ Steven Weinberg

University of Wuhingtoa ATAT Bell Laboratories Unlvenity ofTexas, Austin

Jarom* I. Friedman
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

ValL.Fi1ch
Princeton Univenity

Edward M. Purcell

Harvard University

&^/^*>^
Stanford Univenity

Kenneth G. Wilson

Ohio Stau Univenity

Columbia Univenity

Sheldon Ua Oluhow Arthur L. Sehawlow CXYang ' '

SUNY at Stony BrookHarvard Univenl^ Stanford Univenity
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Dr. Roland W. Schm in Dr. Cathleen S. Moraweu* (
"^'X*-*'^

Chair

American Institute of Physics

John Graham

President

American Nuclear Society

Dr. David Schnakenberg

Executive Officer

American Society for Clinical Nutrition

Dr. John Weaver

President

American Vacuum Society

Dr. Robert A. Laudise

President

Federation of Materials Societies

Dr. Richard Herman

Chair

Joint Policy Board for Mathematics

Terold Roschwalb

Director

National Association of State Universities

and Land-Grant Colleges

President

American Mathematical Society

iC*-vvs.(^ |-ii>t>C_
Dr. Kumar Patel

President

American Physical Society

Dr. Arthur J. i'minson

President

American Society for Clinical

Pharmacology and Therapeutics

D̂r. Cornelius J. Pings

President

Association of American Universities

-^J^a.^^x-^t^ (P^^.OLmj;)
Paul E. Almeida

President

International Federation of Professional

and Technical Engineers

'I^aXchNLc.^..-^ ^U^^-^a. ^0
Dr. Kenneth A. Ross

President

Mathematical Association of America

Dr. Margaret Wright O
President

/Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
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One Physics Ellipse, College Park, MO 20740-3844 (301)209-3269

The following organizations endorse the statement made by the presidents and directors of

professional societies urging Congress to preserve federal funding for the NIST laboratories.

James E. Sawyer

Chair

American Association of Engineering Societies

^ i^vAp
leri Marullo

Executive Director

American Nurses Association

Richard C. Levin

President

Yale University

John V. Lombardi

President

Univcnity of Florida

Dinah Tettenham orr

Executive Director

Parkinson's Disease Foundation

^^i^'^ ?7i
Thomas R. Morgan

Executive Director

New Hampshire College

and University Council

^'

^Sf^vm^^"-*^*^

(rome B. Komisar

President

University of Alaska System

^B>.
Bruce Pipes

Deputy Provost

Daitmouth College

Victoria F. Haynes

Vice President of Research and Development

BF Goodrich

Lewis Edelhelt

Senior Vice President

General Electric

^lianne Grace L/

Vice President

The Perlcin-Elmer Corporation

Lcroj^Kngerson

CEO
TSI Incorporated
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OleKnBrWest
President

Greater Austin Chamber of Conunerce

MargaretC Mahoney j^
President ^
MEM Associates, Inc.

Dwight Carlson

President

Perceptron Inc.

f/Ai^

' -^t^O^^t^^^*^^^^

Maria A.Tiatsronc

Director

Human Nutrition Research Center

Tufts University

—Marianne §cipione ^ ~
Vice President

United Sutes Surgical Corporation

J. Paul Yokubinas^
President

Healthdyne Inc.

William F. Coyro, Jr. ^
CEO
National Tech Team Inc.
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AERODYNE RESEARCH, Inc.
45 Manning Road
Billerica, Massachusetts 01821-3976

(508) 663-9500 Fax (508) 663-4918

September 6, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown
Committee on Science

U.S. House of Representatives

Suite 822 OT^eilJ House Office Building

Washington. D.C. 20515-6301

(via fax: 202-225-3895)

Dear Congressman Brown:

I am delighted to respond to your request for comment about the potential impact of H.R.

1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act, as introduced by Rep. Chrysler. In

particular, I want to address the serious harm which would be inflicted on the nation's domestic

science and technology capabilities if current proposals to drastically reduce funding for and/or

to"privatize" or otherwise sig.iific&ntly disrupt the functions of two of the jewels of our country's

core scientific competence: the laboratory and reference data and materials functions of the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Environmental Research Laboratories

(ERLs) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

I make these comments as the president and CEO of a private sector research, development

and high tech instrumentation company with a 25 year history of successful contributions to

strengthening our nation's defense, environmental health and industrial corapetiveness. I also

draw on my own experience which includes six years of service on the National Academy of

Science's (NAS) Assessment Panel for NISTs Laboratory of Chemical Science and Technology

and as a member and former chair of the NAS Committee on Atmospheric Chemistry, which

reviewed many of NOAA's programs in global change and air quality research.

First, let me comment on the concept that either the NIST research laboratories or the

NOAA ERLs should, or even could, be sold to the private sector. To "be blunt, the people

proposing this course of action caiuiot know anything about the scientific research carried out in

these labs, about the role of this research in the development and commercialization of advanced

technologies or about the high technology component of the nation's private sector. Let's be clear

about the value of both the NIST and NOAA labs - these are among the very best labs run by the

federal government During ray career it has been ray privilege to work with many fme scientists

and engineers from government, academic and industrial labs, including a large number of staff

from both the NIST and NOAA labs. The creativity and productivity of the NIST and NOAA
laboratory scientists are equal to that found in the fmest academic and industrial labs and, in my
view, significantly exceed the norm for much better funded federal labs run by the Department of

Defense, the Department of Energy or even NASA. The scientists and engineers staffing these

labs are not "government hacks" but rank among the best technical professionals in the nation.

They have dedicated their careers to serving the nation, in most cases at significantly lower

recompense than they could have earned in the private sector, and deserve much better treatment

than to be declared surplus government proper^.

However, despite their high quality, these labs are not suitable for the private sector. The
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research they perform so admirably is predominantly of a fundamental, ground-breaking nature.

This is precisely the type of research that US corporations, with the sole exception of the

biotechnology/pharmaceutical industry, are busy eliminating from their own laboratories. Very
little of the NIST or NOAA research will yield commercial or environmental advantage for a decade
or more. In the 1960s or even 1980s, AT&T, IBM, DuPont or Exxon might have picked up some
of the slack which will quickly appear if these labs are eliminated or downsized. However,
without their work to draw on, U.S. industry may very well be blindsided as key advances leading

to industrial or environmental technology breakthroughs are discovered and developed outside the

country. Their work is extremely valuable, is not duplicated by other government supported labs.

and is precisely the type of fundamental effort which should form the core of federally supported

R&D. While academic/non-profit labs and private R&D companies like mine could fill some of the

void their demise would create, transferring their work, or labs themselves, to the private sector

would not save federal funds. No private sector organization is going to assume responsibility for

the labs or their functions without substantial, long-term guaranteed federal support In addition,

the thought that the National Science Foundation is an appropriate home for the critical NIST
standard reference data and standard reference materials programs demonstrates a profound

misunderstanding of both these programs and the nature and purpose of the NSF.

Second, let me comment on the Technology Administration's ATP and MEP programs. As
a scientist and a businessman it distresses me to watch these programs come under fierce attack on
purely philosophical and/or poUtical grounds. I believe both science and business is far better

served by a pragmatic experimental approach to determine the government's proper role in

technology development and dissemination. Are ATP and MEP perfect? -certainly not. Are they

an effective use of tax dollars? - let's do controlled, thoroughly reviewed experiments to find out
Continue the experiments started two years ago for a few more years at a modest level, then look

hard for signs of competitive commercial payoff. I know, because my company helped, that

government funded R&D enabled us to develop the most technologically sophisticated and deadly

effective electronic battlefield capability in the world. I do believe, with that accomplished, the

main threats to our national well being are now in the economic and environmental arenas and I

know of no nattiral law which says that thoughtfully channeled government R&D funding cannot

lead to useful advantage in these areas. Let's see if ATP and MEP can pick and empower technical

and economic winners, rather than just rely on a reUgious conviction that they cannot The
required investment is very modest compared to both the defense R&D investment we routinely

make and to the potential payoff. I can testify that the modestly funded SBIR technology

development program has enabled my company to invent, develop, demonstrate and commercialize
advanced environmental technology which has resulted in our first significant export sales (over

3/4 of a million dollars worth to Europe in the past two years). We believe that the SBIR program
is a successful technology program that has provided crucial seed R&D funding for the suite of

hardware and software products that v^ help guarantee our company's future.

Finally, let me comment on the FY "96 budget cuts which the House has programmed for

NIST and NOAA. Any cut in the NIST or NOAA laboratory budgets is truly shortsighted. In

both the technology development and environmental research areas a majority of this Congress
seems to have decided that what we don't know can't hurt us. It seems as if we have suddenly
replaced the eagle with the ostrich as our national bird!

For instance, four years ago I served on a Congressionally mandated NAS study to

determine why the 1970 Clean Air Act had not led to an improvement in the photochemically

produced ozone levels in our nation's urbanized regions. A key finding of that NAS study stated

clearly that until we had performed a basic and systematic research program to determine the

detailed causes of photochemical smog we would be unlikely to devise the cost effective regulatory

strategies required to protect our citizens' health. After four years of preparation the Environmental
Protection Agency has been able to devise a well planned and absolutely crucial research program,

the North American Research Strategy for Tropospheric Ozone G^ARSTO), which includes strong
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participation and funding from both the electric power and automotive industries as well as Canada
and Mexico. As planned for FY "96 initiation, NARSTO relies on several NOAA ERLs for critical

field and laboratory experimental capabilities as well as key atmospheric modeling efforts. These
activities were to be supported by NOAA's Health of the Atmosphere initiative under their Long-
Term Climate and Air Quality budget line item. In the recent House floor action the funding for

this budget line item has been slashed far below both its FY '95 level and the administration's FY
'96 request Without these funds NOAA activities supporting both NARSTO and climate change

issues will have to be severely curtailed. The knowledge we forgo now will only make mitigating

both air quality and climate change problems that much harder and more expensive in the future.

Having their heads buried in the sand won't protect shortsighted people's lungs from poor quality

air or their backsides from enhanced ultraviolet induced sun bums and skin cancers due to a thinner

stratospheric ozone layer. Adequately funding NOAA's Long-Term Climate and Air Quality

research efforts might well be critical to protecting both their lungs and their backsides.

A thoughtful examination of both the NIST and NOAA R&D budgets as recently passed by
the House would reveal many other instances of extreme shortsightedness. It is truly a tragedy in

the making that thoughtful examination appears to be something which those setting current budget

priorities have decided to do without

Please feel free to call (508-663-9500, x290) or e-mail (kolb@aerodyne.com) me if you
have any questions or require further comments.

Sincerely.

Charles E. Kolb
President
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Clifford H. Ted" Rees, Jr.

AIR-CONDITIONING & PresiOentm^mS''^^ REFI?IGERATIONM Mm mm institute

September 6, 199S

The Honorable George E. Brown. Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Science

U.S. House of Representatives

Suite 2320 Raybum House Office Building

Washington. D.C. 20515-6301

Dear Mr. Brown:

This letter responds to your August 14, 1995 letter requesting the views of the Air

Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ART) on proposed legislation seeking to dismantle

the U.S. Department of Commerce. ARI appreciates this opportunity to bring the views and

experiences of the industry on diis important issue to the attention of the Committee.

ARI is the national trade association representing the manufacturers of over 90% of

U.S.-produced central air conditioning and commercial refrigeration equipment The industry

represents one of the few industrial sectors enjoying a trade surplus, exporting over S4 billion

worth of equipment annually. According to the most recent Census figures, employment in

the industry totalled 119,000 individuals nationwide in 1991.

In general. ARI strongly supports many of the Department of Commerce's activities

that are performed on behalf of industry at large and the air conditioning and refrigeration

industry in particular. Staff provide important information and services to ARI and its

members, and several subagencies perform critical ftmctions for die industry. It provides a

focal point for U.S. trade activity and provides support services to the Office of the United

States Trade Representative (USTR) in trade negotiations, since USTR is not sufficiently

staffed to handle the job on its own. Commerce monitors and implements U.S. trade laws,

and trade agreements such as the North American Free Trade Agreement U.S. industry

benefits from having a department to provide a counterbalance to Japan's Ministry of

International Trade and Industry (Mill) and the well-funded, aggressive trade agencies of the

European Union. In short, the health and market share of U.S. air conditioning and

refrigeration manufacturers may decline if the services currently provided are eliminated.

4301 North Fairtax Drive. Suite 425. Arlington ^/lrglnla 22203-1627
(703) 524:5800. Telex 892351 Telecopier (703) 528-3816
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The air conditioning and refrigeration sector is a recent participant in NISTs Advanced

Technology Program (ATP), so it is premature to ofTer success stories. However, industry

participants expect that a number of ATP projects will enable tfiem to accelerate technology

development and better position themselves in the international marketplace. The fmancial

support provided by the ATP is enabling industry to undertake higher-risk research that has

potential for greater results than any individual company would otherwise do on its own.

The Commerce Department's International Trade Administration (TTA) assists the

industry in resolving trade disputes and in lowering trade barriers restricting the market access

of ARI members' products. The ITA's Foreign Commercial Service (PCS) posts in Beijing,

Tokyo, Munich, Riyadh and elsewhere have supported ARI trade missions and delegations

and have paved the way for U.S. participation at important foreign trade exhibirions. In

addition, the ITA's Trade Development Division develops statistics and prepares foreign

market research and other informational materials which ARI members use for business

planning purposes.

While ARI strongly supports Congressional efforts to reduce the costs and scope of the

federal government, we urge the Committee to exercise caution in its review of the

Department of Commerce so that good programs that benefit American industry and citizens

are not eliminated. Should you have questions or require fiirtiier information, please don't

hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely yours.

Clifford tt Tdtr Rees, Jr.

President

cc: Members, House Science Committee
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAW LIBRARIES

WASHINGTON AFFAIRS REPRESENTATIVE

Robert LOakUy September 14, 1995
Director of Ihe Law Uhrary & ProfeiSor of Loy^- *

Georitetown Universiry Lay*- Center

Honorable Robert S. Walker

Chairman, Committee on Science

United States House of Representatives

Dear Representative Walker,

The American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) is a nonprofit educational

organization headquartered in Chicago with over 5,000 members nationwide. Our members

respond to the legal and governjuental information needs of legislators, judges, and other public

officials at all levels of government, corporations and small businesses, law professors and

students, attorneys, and members of the general public.

On behalf of AALL, I am writing today to express our concerns related to the provision

in H.R. 1756 to privatize the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) and to request that

a copy of this letter be placed in the record of the hearing on this issue. NTIS serves as the

central clearinghouse for the collection and dissemination of scientific, technical, engineering

and business-related in.formation produced by the Federal government, and thus, paid for by

tax dollars. As a self-supporting entity, NTIS receives no appropriations and its fundirg comes

solely from the sale of its products and services.

The NTIS collection focuses on the environment, health, medicine and business, all

areas of prime concern to students, researchers, the private sector and the American public.

Many of these resources are available nowhere else, including fi'om the issuing agency. The

NTIS collection includes more than 2.6 million documents dating fi'om the early 1920's.

Through its indexing and abstracting service, NTIS provides permanent access to this vast

historical collection as well as to current reports.

In addition, the collection has grown substantially since passage in 1992 of the

American Technology Preeminence Act when agencies were mandated to supply scientific and

technical information (STI) to NTIS. In 1994, NTIS added more than 80,000 new reports to

the collection. An innovative user of new technologies, NTIS has been remarkably successful

in developing online capabilities for improved access to and dissemination of the STI

collection. The FEDWORLD system is a model in providing agency information in a timely

and efficient manner.

Due to the mandate that NTIS be self-supporting, this vast collection is available for

the most part only through a sales program. STI is not actively disseminated to the public and

thus the value of these restiurnes to the business, research and academic communities is not

fully realized. We believe lliat this situation would be exacerbated if NTIS were to be

privatized with the result that public access to these important government reports would be

Edt-ard Beniteit Williwfa Law Library IJIC Street. NW Washington. DC 20001

Voice 12021 662/9160 Telefax (202) 662/9202 Internet: oaUey^laHgeorgeto*-n.edu
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even more limited than it is today. Further, we doubt that a private sector entity would
continue to preserve and provide access to the older scientific and technical materials.

However, the determining question relative to the future of NTIS must not be one of
deciding wiiether or not the agency should be privatized. The decision should be based on how
best to provide the public with equal, equitable and timely access to STI resources. In the past,

the Government Printing Office and NTIS have discussed means to include NTIS documents

in the Federal Depository Library Program (FDLP). Unfortunately, efforts to disseminate STI
to the public through the almost 1400 Congressionally-designated federal depository libraries

have never been successful.

As part of the National Performance Review, the Federal government is undergoing a

careful examination of how agencies can deUver information and services to the public with

more efficiency and lower costs. Concurrently, the 104th Congress is involved in critical

debate that will determine how the public obtains government information in the future. We
believe that NTIS must be carefully examined within this broader context

During the recent debate on H.R. 1854, the Legislative Branch Appropriations bill.

Congress announced its intent to review Federal information policy issues. Pursuant to S.

Rept 104-114, the Public Printer has initiated a smdy to examine the Federal Depository

Library Program and current information laws, regulations and policies. The study will include

recommendations on how information not currendy available to the public through the FDLP
could become so in a more electronically-based environment. The question of how to make
the NTIS collection available to the public should be resolved through either the GPO or a

similar Congiessionally-mandated study.

NTIS provides a critical and unique function within the government which we do not

believe could be properly carried out by a non-government entity. Rather than remove the rich

and comprehensive collection of the government's scientific and technical resources to the

private sector. Congress should determine means to more effectively disseminate STI to the

public in a timely, efficient and low-cost manner.

We urge members of the House Science Committee to strike Sec. 206 (c) to privatize

NTIS fix>m H.R. 17S6. We propose instead that the Committee reconunend a comprehensive

study to examine all the issues, including how the government's scientific and technical

information produced by tax dollars can be made more accessible to the American public.

Thank you for your consideration of this important issue.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Oakley f ~

American Association of Law Libraries

Washington Affairs Representative

cc: Honorable George Brown, Ranking Minority Member, House Science Committee
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AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
Hdqters: 45 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02108 • 3693 (617) 227-2425

Richard E. Hallgren. Executive Director Kenneth C. Spengler, Executive Director Emeritus

Wathlngton OHIe*:

?<i^ '?^,-jJj'*'' 1701 K SUMI. N W , Su«» 300
~~^J!!l'_J'£>^' Wishinflton, DC 20006 1509

(202) 46&6070

FiCTimil*: (202) 466-6073

OMNET: R Hallgren

September S, 199S

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

U.S. House ofRepresentatives

822 O'Neill House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for requesting comments on HJL 1756, The Department ofCommerce Dismantling

Act, especially with regard to the future mission and structure ofNOAA I was deeply involved

in the atmospheric and oceanic prediction programs ofNOAA from its beginning in 1970 to 1988,

initially as Associate Administrator for Environmental Monitoring and Prediction and for my last

decade at NOAA as Director of the National Weather Service. I was at NOAA Headquarters

about half of that period and the other half I was an in line component, so I saw the operation

from above and below.

The questions you included in your letter provide a very good framework for commenting on

HR. 1756 and the future ofNOAA In light ofmy experience and background, I will comment

primarily on operational and research activities related to environmental prediction.

1. I believe from a prediction point ofview the case for NOAA was sound when it was

formed and is even more so today. From the begiiming in 1970, the structure ofNOAA provided

an opportunity to move forward more effectively with air-sea interaction research, cUmate

modeling (the Geophysical Field Dynamics Laboratory was and still is the world leader in climate

modeling and developed the first ocean model) and numerical prediction research. In addition,

NOAA made it much easier to move ahead with satellites and buoys to serve the needs ofboth

atmospheric and oceanic prediction and the CO, monitoring network the worid relies on today.

More recently, the development of seasonal to annual prediction capability was ted nationally and

internationally by NOAA with most line components playing a role under the leadership of the

Office of Global Programs at Headquarters. With the need to better manage our fisheries

resources, NOAA provides an exceOent structure to develop a capability to predict fish stocks

building on the observation and prediction programs for the physical and chemical aspects of the

atmosphere and oceaa It would be a very serious setback to separate the atmosphere and ocean

SERVING THE ATMOSPHERIC AND RELATED OCEANC ANO HYDROLOGC SCIENCES SINCE 1919
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improved severe weather and flood warnings with an aibitrary cut ofany percentage, let alone

25%, is wrong and the best way I know to reduce the effectiveness ofgovenunent programs and

further undermine confidence in government generally. The right way is to complete the

implementation of the modernization — AWIPS has proceeded much too slowly with delaying

micromanagement from Commerce — and then identify additional changes that may be possible

and result in lower costs.

Ahhough KR. 1756 proposes privatizing ofsome activities, it does not err as some other

legislation has with regard to separating the severe weather and flood warning system from the

public forecast. A warning is simply a forecast that involves the safety of people. One does not

say first, 'I shall now prepare a severe weather or flood warning.' The process is to prepare

weather forecasts on a regular basis and when the situation involves severe weather or flooding,

the forecast is labeled a "watch" or a "warning". Thus the weather forecast for the dties and

counties ofthe country literally are part ofthe warning process and cannot be separated.

4. We should not be terminating NOAA's coastal and estuarine sdence programs. In &ct,

we should be expanding these programs. This nation must move forward with a comprehensive

science and assessment coastal program. The future of this countiy is linked in a nuyor way to

our coastal and estuarine waters. We are now in a position to be able to understand these vital

components ofour ecosystem and NOAA with its people and structure should lead the national

effort in cooperation with other federal agencies, states, universities, etc. Solid and sound science

and assessment programs are needed to eliminate unnecessary, ineffective regulations and ensure

when regulations are in place that they are environmentally wise and cost effective.

5. To simply transfer the National Weather Service to Interior would most likely have a

severe impact on NWS's ability to cany out its missioa The agency in Interior most similar to the

NWS is the U.S. Geological Survey which is presently having very significant problems. On the

other hand, if a Department ofNatural Resources was established, all ofNOAA should be

transferred to the new department. Many benefits could flow from this arrangement, such as the

hydrology program ofU.S. Geological Survey connecting with the hydrology program of the

NWS, the mapping fimctions ofUSGS connecting with the charting and geodetic functions of the

National Oceans Survey and many other connections in the areas of coastal and marine activities.

I personally &vor all ofNOAA, including NWS of course, becoming part of a "real" department

ofEnvironment in which the leadership consists of science-based individuals, not lawyers who

specialize in writing regulations. Ifa new Department of Science were to be created that includes

environmental services, most, if not all, ofNOAA would fit nicely. To put NWS and NOAA into

Transportation or Energy as these departments are structured today would not be wise in my
opinion. So I guess the bottom line ofmy view is that unless there is a new department of

Science, Natural Resources or Environment, NOAA and NWS would be best served in the status
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of an independent agency, although I.do wony that it could get lost in the bureaucratic and
political infighting.

In summary, NOAA's science and services are important to the country. They should continue to
evolve, not be dismantled. .'

Sincerely,

Executive Director
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
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1015 15th Street, N.W., Suite 600
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(202) 789-2200

September 6, 1995

ASCE FUe: U-99

The Honorable George E. Brown Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Science

2320 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6301

Dear Congressman Brown:

On behalf of the more than 1 15,000 members of the American Society of Civil Engineers

(ASCE) working in the private, public and academic sectors I am responding to your August 31,

1995 letter to Harvey Bernstein, President, Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERF)

concerning H.R. 1756, the Department ofCommerce Dismantling Act As you know, CERF
was established by and is closely affiliated with ASCE, the country's oldest national engineering

organization.

ASCE has a deep and long-standing interest in the vital activities of the Building and Fire

Research Laboratory (BFRL) of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

Although the U.S. construction industry is quite large, accounting for approximately 13% of the

Gross Domestic Product, or $800 billion annually; this industry is highly fragmented,

characterized by low profit margins and dominated by small firms. Moreover, global

competition looms as a defining measure of national economic prosperity in the 21st Century.

Our primary international competitors are making the necessary commitments to R & D
investment and are forging strong industry-public sector partnerships to develop new

construction related technologies, move them into practice and further penetrate global markets.

It is unfortunate that the current authorization/^propriation process for FY 1996 will fund the

BFRL at the SI 3 million level. Clearly a stronger, not a weaker federal conmiitment to this key

lab is warranted.

Moving the BFRL to the Department ofEnergy makes no sense to ASCE because this

lab's research activities extend well beyond the energy industry to public works infrastructure

and construction in general. The public would be better served if the BFRL remained at NIST in

the Conunerce Department or if NIST were to become an independent agency.

While ASCE is a strong supporter of federal civilian R&D investment in general, and

stronger private-public linkages in particular, we have no specific position on termination of the

CMI engineers make the difference

They build the quality of life
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Advanced Technology Program (ATP) or the Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP).

However, CHRP does view the ATP and MEP as potentially promising programs in helping

CERF further its mission of accelerating the movement ofnew and advanced technologies into

the U.S. construction market place.

ASCE is unaware of any entity that is willing to purchase the BFRL. Again, because of

the highly fiagmented nature of the U.S. construction industry, as well as the large percentage of

small design and construction firms, selling this lab does not appear to be a viable option.

Furthermore, the activities of the BFRL are not being duplicated anyvN^ere in the private sector

or in other agnecies. The BFRL has unique world-class facilities; renowned expertise in

structures, building materials and building environments; and access to advanced technologies.

If anything the BFRL should be viewed as a federal priority. We were deeply disappointed when

the House Science Committee passed H.R. 1 870, the American Technology Advancement Act of

1995, without authorizing the modest $6 million construction and building initiative proposed by

the Clinton Administration. This initiative would have raised the BFRL's annual budget to only

$19 million.

If the House-passed appropriations bill for the Department of Commerce, which

eliminates fiinding for ATP and cuts funding for the MEP, is enacted, then it appears that the

proposed reorganization ofNIST in H.R. 1756 would achieve minimal if any savings to U.S.

taxpayers.

In the absence of a thorough examination and hearings by the Congress, ASCE is very

uneasy about the notion of transferring NISTs critical standards and measurement functions to

the National Science Foundation (NSF). NSF's core misson, which it performs admirably, is to

support university-based research. Much of the nation's basic civil engineering research is

supported by NSF research grants. In our view, however, the case has yet to be made that NSF
has the close relationship to industry, expertise or resources necessary to carry out NISTs
standards and measurement programs.

Lastly, a 25% cut to the BFRL's very modest $13 million budget would be extremely

harmful to the lab's on-going reasearch and an unequivocal public policy blunder contrary to U.S.

interests.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments to the committee.

Unfortimately, the short notice for responding to your questions precluded a more informative

reply. If you have any questions, or need additional information, please contact Mr. Casey

Dinges, Director, Government Relations, ASCE at (202) 789-2200.

Sincerely,

StafiFord E. Thomton, P.E.

President
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September 5, 1995

Hon. George E Brown, Jr.

Rsnldng Minonty Member

Committee on Science

U.S. Hotise of Representatives

2320 Raybum HOB
Washington, D.C 20515-6301

COM\fENTS ON H.IL 1756

Dear Congressman Brown:

We appreciate the oppottuni^ to comment on HJL 1756^ the Department of Commerce

Dismantling Act, in order to discuss the importance of some of these programs to the work of

the American Society for training and Development (ASTD). ASTD is a national

professional association of over 58,000 members respondble for workplace education and

training in American companies. From this perspective, ASTD provides research, information

and policy recommendations to do with workforce skills development, the integration of the

woz^orce with new technology, work processes for the use of technology and other issues

affecting the competitiveness of American companies.

ASTD has worked extensively with the Manufacturing Extension Partnership Program in

NIST and to a lesser degree with the OfBce of Technok>gy Polity in the Tedmology

Administration. We have found the following:

Man^lfactP^^^f E«t^naoB Pyirt't*"^'' Program;

o the MEP oenten provide infoinution and technical assistance for small and medium

sized manufacturets which consultants and larger companies do not or cannot provide,

including needs assessments, advice on skills development aiKl where and how to find

necessary help and other important human resource issues.

o the MEP centers have made a agnificant diifierence in creating awareness among

small and medium-sized manufacturers of the importance of skills development and the

ccnmection of miployee tnining to the firm's successful perfotmanoe

o the MEP emtets. and the MEP Program withfai NIST have been very successful in

acdng as broker and clearinghouse for national ocganizatians concerned with issues of

competitiveness and wOTkfbrce devek>pnient, for kietl consultants and community colleges,

and for smaller companies themselves.
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o much of the positive response to the work of the NIST MEP Progxam on a national

level and to the centers on a state and local level has to do with the fact that they are oqL
allied with private sector interests.

Qffi^y of Tt^irngtogT PfflJcY

o the OfBce of Technology Policy has played a key role in drawing diverse

constituencies together to understand the integration of teduiology with employees in the

workplace, an issue of importance and complexity and one which is not well understood.

We believe that these and other functions with NIST and the Technology Administration are

critical to the competitive interests of American business. We urge the continued

authorization and funding of these programs.

Sincerely,

Curtis Plott

President and CEO

iusJULCC'C^
Mary McCain

Vice President
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George E. Brown. A.

Ranking Minority Member
U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science

Suite 2320 Raybum House Office BIdg.

Washington, DC 20S1S-6301

Dear Congressman Brown. Jr.:

My comments regarding H.R. 1756 are specifically related to the role of NIST as a

participant in the process of developing needed voluntary consensus standards through ASTM
and otiier private sector organizations.

NIST has been a nuyor contributor to the success of many standards development programs in

ASTM ranging from construction materials to advanced ceramics. Several hundred NIST
staffers are currently Involved in our committee woric and in the deliberations essential to the

creation of standards to serve governmental as well as private sector needs. We at ASTM
attach great importance to their participation, and I hope you will consider this as you
deliberate on H.R. 1756.

Sincerely,

A. Thomas

JAT/mab

ASTU • 1916 n^M 9lrML PNI«d*lpMa. PA 19103-1 1*7 USA • (218) 299-849S • FAX; 21S-209-557e
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September 6, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Committee on Science

Ranking Minority Member

822 O'Neil HOB
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Brown:

This letter is a rcsponse to your invitation to provide comments to be considered by the

Commiliee on Science, as it scr^Jlinizes HJl. 1756 (The Department of Cirmmerce Dismamlmg

Act) The response includes personal views, which are confined to the impact of the Act on

NIST Over the past three decades I have acquired knowledge of NIST as an institution; formed

convictions about the uniqueness of its core functions in mcasurcmcnU, standards and refcrOTce

data- and developed an awareness of its impact on the industrial sector. During this pcnod,

direct involvements with NIST have included: collaborations as an industrial research associate,

multi-year participation as an advisory board panelist, service as co-chairperson and chairman of

advisory panels, and as a practicing scientist who depends on the ase of NIST developed

methodology, technology, expertise and facilities.

My penional perspectives are derived from the previously enumerated experiences. These

personal views do not icpicscnt an AT&T corporate view. Thus, my comments must not be

attributed to AT&T. The AT&T insUtuUonal perspective about H.R. 1756 can only be derived

from the Office of the Chairman and CEO.

Sincerely,

Ivms W. Mitchell

Director

Sourcine, ReliabUity & Ecology

Research Laboratory

Atte. (2)
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IMPACT OF H.R. 1756 ON NIST

Jame« W. MitcbeU

The extremely controversial aspect of (he Act includes: NIST laboraiuries would br

sold to the private sector, and its standards and measurement functions (including the

Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award) would be transferred to the National Science

Foundation.

CURRENTSTATE
NIST has the developnaent of reliable metrology as a national responsibility.

Metrology—the development of methods and tools and their application for reliable

measurements—has universal impacts, for example, on the efficiency and yield of

manufacturing, the preservation of the environment, in the diagnosis of disease, on the

maintenance of health, in determining the safety of food and drugs, and assessing the

reliability of products and services. Because NIST is a national institution, it ha.s been

able, when required, to place reliability and accuracy before profit, to command the

respect to serve as the mediator for resolving measurement-based conflicts between

agencies, and to execute impartial judgements on other important issues.

NIST is uniquely successful as an institution providing standard and measurement

protocols. These protocols are vital to a large cross-section of the industrial .sector. NIST

also generates accurate experimentally derived reference data and information required to

.sustain and expand the national scientific knowledge base utilized by the academic

community. Also, various centers within NIST depend upon the core function of the

measurement, standard and reference component of the institution to support research

and development. A fractured NIST, the proposed privatized version, would be a less

potent entity with restricted profit potential.

POSSIBLE EVOLVED STATE
A privately owned NIST, including the measurement and standards component, would

provide broad based core functions to sustain national competitiveness, while being

operated as a commercially profitable corporation. The impeccable execution of

measurements required for certification of standards and reference materials and

obtaining scientific reference data with exactly known error limits arc expensive, highly

expertised functions. Obtaining adequate profit margins for performing these imbedded

base functions executed by WST is problematic. It is likely that one would need to

transform the existing NIST institution into a contract research, mcga-measurcmcnt,

automated service facility in order to sustain a commercialized, profitable privatized

corporation. Ultimately, there is a high probability that the nation would lose the vital

core fimctjon of the traditional NIST entity without continued, long term government

supjKirt of the privatized version.
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COMMENTS

James W. MitcbeD

1. The fusion or transfer of NIST's standards and measurement functions to NSF has

serious incompatibilities. The institutional cultures and customer-bases arc

completely orthogonal. The NIST component has an industrial customer-base and

an institutional culture focused on the development and practical applications of

methods of analysis, while NSF has an academic cu.stomcr-ba.sc and an

institutional culture driven by .supporting the generation of fundamental

knowledge. Each customer base (technology and science) is vitally important and

would be .supported best by an agency thai appropriately values the respective

missions.

2. Various centers within NIST depend upon the core functions of the measurements

and standards component of the institute to execute their research and

development. A fractured NIST with a separated measurements and standards

function is a less potent institution with limited profit potential restricted to

contract research.

3. In order to sustain a profit-based private business, an intact privatized NIST entity

would need to be converted into a contract research, mega-measurement,

automated service facility. In this environment the base functions of new methods

development and research to advance metrology for national technology needs are

likely to be eroded significantly.

4. NIST, as a government .supported institution, executes a national responsibility in

development and applications of metrology. It places reliability and accuracy

before profit, commands respect as a mediator for resolving measurement-based

conflicts between agencies, certifies the capabilities of regulatory and clinical

facilities, and serves as an impartial judge on important issues. Seldom, if ever,

lia.s a privatized facility been able to function across the board in these ways.

5. If the Department of Commerce is abolished, the nation could be served best by

establishing NIST as an independent agency. It would also be possible to

advantage the strengths of NIST in reliable measurements to underpin the

development of charactcrizatioD methods now executed separately within the EPA,
FDA and other agencies. NIST develops metrology for a very broad focus

(technology, materials, etc.). However, a one mission agency would not be an

appropriate host for the broad-based NIST programs.

6. The. NIST nuclear reactor is a national re.source providing vital functions not

sustainable in a commercial .setting. It is the .single reactor tool in the country that

is well characterized and optimized for conducting a host of accurate

measurements of elements -at exceedingly low levels and for performing nuclear

measurements science research. This facility is a key to retaining US
competitiveness within the area of accurate characterization of ultra high purity

materials and the reliable Identification of environmental toxins at vanishingly

small levels. Privatization of the reactor is likely to force the emphasis away ^m
materials, and environmental characterizations, and trace methods development, to

the more profitable and less complex areas of the creation of isotopes for medical

diagnostics.
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Automotiv* Industry Action Qroop
26200 Laht«r Road. Suite 200
Southn«la. Ml 48034
Pnon*. (aiO)3Sft-3S70

Fax: (610) 356-3253

September 6. 1995

•

Hon. George H. Brown. Jr.

Ranking Member
Commitlee on Science

2320 Raybum HOB
Washington. DC 20515-6301

Re: HR1756

Dear Congressman Brown. ,

I am writing lo voice my support for the National Institute for standards and Technology (NIST) and its core program of

technical research and standards support.

The Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) is a not-for-profit trade association of North Amencan vehicle

manufacturers and suppliers. The majority of our members are small and medium sized firms that produce small parts

and sub-assemblies for U.S. and foreign automodve manufacturers. AlAC is a globally recognized forum for

encoutaging corrununication, standardizing business practices, reducing costs and providing education to benefit the

entire auto industry.

NIST is an important partner to AlAG and the indusny we represent. Our standards for quality, information exchange

and product consistency must suppon the global operations of the VS. auto manufacturers. The U.S. auto industry

contributes the largest share of the S500 billion worth of U.S. goods sold oveiseas. NISTs certification for regulated

products is recognized worid-wide and thai means that U.S. goods can flow without the delays created by re-testing in a

foreign lab. NISTs "ihird-pany" role in accelerating the development of critical new standards guarantees that U.S.

auto suppliers will lead the world in deploying products and processes thai conform to the latest standards.

As an example of how NIST and AIAG have worked together to assist suppliers to our Industry, I would like to lell you

about a new initiative we have taken to reduce the cost and time required to exchange information between large

manufactuieis and their smaller suppliers in the auto industry. For years the cotdy and error-prone process of

exchanging product data has been a major impediment to reducing the cost and dme required by U.S. firms to design

and manufacture new products. It also prevents smaller supplier firms from participating in the design process and

thereby from gaining a greater portion of the profitable business of design and development of new products for the

automotive market. In the business of developing new tooling for production, data exchange errors can increase the cost

of tooling by 25 percent and increase the time it takes to deliver by 40 percent.

The VS. automodve Industry is leading the way in adopdng a new world-wide standard for produn data exchange called

STEP (the STandaid for the Exchaiige of Product model data). AlAO has acted widi leadership to get diis job done

through a patticiptiive pilot program thai will involve tiuoy of our smaller memben along widi the leading firms in die

industry. The plloc called AutoSTEP. will ensure that die STEP standard not only meets the needs of the large car

companies, but also the special needs of smaller suppliers. This new standard will reduce the capital costs for smaller

companies and open up many new opporiunitiei for them.
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WST and its industrial partners have led the way in developing STEP. Now NIST is putting crucial resources into our

project to maJce sure that the enbre autoiootive industry benefits from this standard.

I want to asic you to consider very carefully the unique contribunon that NIST standards and testing programs make to

U.S. industry in supporting the development of critical standards and making sure that U-S. products are recognized

world-wide as conforming to those standards.

Sincerely,

Ted Merrill

Executive Director
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BIPM
BUREAU INTERNATIONAI- DES POIDS ET MESURES

Le Dinecteur
25 August 1995

Mr George E.BROWN
U.S. House of Representatives

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
822 OTMciU HOB
WASHINGTON D.C. 20515

(U.S.A.)

Dear Mr Brown,

1 am replying to your invitation to comment on H.R. 1756.

Insofer as its implementation n-iay affect the metrology and standards work of the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), I would like to draw your attention to the following :

• Metrology is an essential part of the infirastructure of today's world.

• The economic success of most manu&cturing industries is critically dependent on how well

products are made, a requirement in which measurement plays a key role.

• Human health and safety depend on reliable measurements in diagnosis and medical

treatment.

• The protection of the environment from the short-term and long-term destructive effects of

industrial activity can only be assured on the basis of accurate and reliable measurements.

• Physical theory is reliable only to the extent that its predictions can be verified

quantitatively and this calls for measurements of the highest accuracy.

The way in which the measurement infrastructure is organized and how it is paid for are, of

course, matters for individual governments to decide. What is sure, however, is that an advanced

industrial economy must have access to measurement standards, the government and irxlustiy must

have access to advice on measuronent matters, there must be experts qualified to represent national

interests on international bodies concerned with measurement and, finally, there must exist the

research base in measurement science without which none of this b possible.

The existing research base in measurement science provided by the NIST is a unique national

asset. Its fragmentation, as appears to be proposed in H.R. 1756, could have serious and long-term

deleterious effects for American science, industry and commerce.

Yours SI

PAVILLON OE BRETEUIL F - 92312 SEVRES CEOEX
TCL. (CENTRAL) -^33 145 07 70 70 TELEX BIPM S51351 F TElECOPIE +33 145 34 20 21
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Bobcrt M. WUle
PtofcMor and Departaent Head

Septembers, 1995

Congressman George Brown

House QvsmiQBe on Science

gllCNeillHOB

Washington, D.C 20515

Dear Congressman Biown:

This is in response to yoor letter ofAugost 28 asking for comments on HJL 1756.

When I am asked what my major accomplishment was during the three years I served as

Under Secretary ofCbmcoeice fiorTedmology, my answer is die establishment of die

Technology AdministradoiL Having spent 19 years in indostiy, I felt it was iiiq)onant that

tfaae be a focal point within the Federal Government for technobgy issues ofconcern to

indostty, and I was honored to be given die opportnniQr to establish diat organizadoiL

When I arrived in Washington in die spring of 1989. the National Bureau of Standards had

just been renamed NIST and given die new mission of sopponing US competitiveness, tiie

Nanonal Tedinical Infconadixi Services was in debt, and the Office clTechnology Policy

wereseverdyondeifunded. Bydieendof theBush Administnuion,NISThad

successfully launched the Advanced Technology Program (AIP) and established seven

regional Manufacturing Tcchndogy Centers (MEPs); NTIS had become a profitable

organization widi die mgnHatp to serve as the focal point fcr aH federal ''^hninil informadon

On fiact. in 1992, NTIS v^as die only Craomeiceagen^ to tecdve an unqualified audit!);

aod the Office ofdie Assistant Secretary forTechnology Policy had become recognized

duongboot thefiedenl government foriis ccwtribntion to tecbn<dogy transfer, intellectnal

property rig^ntt technology financing and intemadonal tedmolQgical cooperadoD.
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I stQl believe vety soongly in the need fcH* an oiganizadon like the Technology

ArfministrariorL If it vrcrc not for die Technology Administratioii. Japan would have

exploited a great deal ofUS manufacturing leseaidi in the early 90s; if it were not for the

TA, intellectual property piotectioQ would not be a part of international Science and

Technology Agreements. And the Ust goes on. Oar government is based on checks and

balances and such a process is necessary even within the executive branch. Commerce

technology issues are very different fipm those of Defense or Energy.

Now let me address some of your speciSc questions.

1. Does it make sense to move NEST'S labs to DOE? Absolutely noc The^Galvin

ReponT describes DOE's managemenf smicturc as "counterproductive.'' To put

NIST intoDOE would jeopardize NISPs strong ties to US industry. Furthermore,

NISTs mission is not consistent with that ofDOE.

2. I don't diink ofTA as providin£ services and expertise as much as providing incentive.

through matching funds, for such services to be available where they would not be

otherwise. Having visited most of the original MEPs, I believe they serve a very

usefiil and necessary function. If these were competing with private versions, as

some argue, then we would expect to see such piivate versions in cities without

MEPs. This is not the case.

With regard K) the ATP and SBIR, SBIR grants often represent the first step in a

technology developmenL There are numerous examples, such as NVE in

Minneapolis, that began with an SBIR grant, then expanded with ATP funding, and

finally obtained venture capital or support from a larger caporation.

Incidentally. I believe the Hoasc should reconsider its decision to eliminate ATP.

This program has demonstrated its uniqueness in stimulating industrial

parmeiships. in bringing universities closer to industry, and in accelerating the

devdopment of iatpomat technologies. I believe we need a variety ofmechanisms

for developing technology. ATP is one such mechanism, along with SBIR grants,

tax incentives, etc. It is, or was, a relatively small part of the total federal R&D
investment p(xtfolio.

3. Privatizing NISTs primary metrobgy fimction would be a disaster for the United

States! NIST is the 'lueper of the flame" for all ofour fundamental physical

capabilities. NIST, for example, not only provides the nation with accurate time.
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but has carried out the leseaich necessary to continuously ioaease the aocoracy of

time by a &ctor of tea every seven years and has done this for over fifty years! Tell

me another research laboratory that has this track recod?

4. The Director of MIST has to report to someone. As it is now, he reports to the U/S for

Technology who reports to die Secretary of Commcioe. If you move NIST

somewhere else, I doobt he would report diiecdy to a Secretary, so yoa don't save

anything. The overhead associaud v^th NIST is much less than any of the other

federal laboratories.

5. Transfer NIST to NSF? Absohitdy not! NSF is run by program managers who rotate

in fitom universities for two or three years. To place a highly professional

organizarion with ongoing des to American industry under what has traditionally

been an academic funding agency would be a disaster.

6. When I left office, 50% ofNISTs budget was funded by odicr agencies of die Federal

GovemmenL The reason for this was diat diose agencies saw the iinpoitance of

NiSTs contributions to measurement science. NASA, for example, bad no where

else to turn for help in devising a measurement technique for the O-rings in its

shntdes. I condnue to believe that aU ofNIST*s metrology activiiies should be

siqjpcHted by direct appropriadon. This pracdce of going around to other agencies

to make up the diffeicnce is extremely dangerous, pardculaiiy as other agency

budgets are being reduced. So a cut of25% would only worsen an already bad

situation. I am enclosing an article I wrote shortly after leaving office on the

importance of metrology to the nadoiL

7. The Nation needs a focal point on trade, just as it does in technology. Ifbonddiar

having these two foncdcxis within the same department was synergistic. TTA

provided support to us on a number of iruemadonal niissinns, and xbac were issues

SQch as international standards where it was critical that we work together.

Sincerely,

(2.u.e^

Dr. RobertM White

Endosore

RMW±zr
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fsmma^^sm

Competitive measures

TkbnobgywU not advance

asfredy as b^OTB unless

more attention ispaid to

metrology, apillar of
national competitiueness

n tiie 1980^ as ^obal com-

pedtfoD fcr Ingb-stakes.

fittCO^uB^ tfaCOQCB 8D(1

amiifscs CTphfrrmg ti>

taiife sDocesscfi aod £sl-

ores ihnnmiftd l^ie at-

pcrfonzBDce of pTOuDCt!^ cacspsskts, or

^cn eotire Tiatioot—gnd to pce<£ct wiat

woddbe requirci] to cocnpete gbfaeltr ia

the fogb-tecfa TTtfrrfaKtfs of tiie fotUD^^
semyHJ to take every posSile factor intD

&zf% rcseardw insisifiictQnns tecJDOlocKW

irert but a fisv icoorded crimpriTve treat*

XP^rtt in KthIt^ -^IVi'lff^ g"*! mpftrtg.

Hnf V 11 hf fy*". XDQ 1 1 i ^t iffrt?"""TC olO

petdsveDCB ia tbe la^ five or sac Tcan; GDC

oDcal £Ktor b» ndoed beeo over-

locked: metrology:

WxBt ooci mctiiJiQ^ roe ** i»»vy

have to <fc> wfth |p»tw iiy Id cwm^rtt-

tive bi^KBdiDok)^ pi^ft»*«^ Qoe

to dow^ toe SDCoeas ofanofcnestxa^

or vl^ stcp^retcbea ire of tny'cseni

Qyajpfc tralHiHi^

Moat paopie iroqld agrao that (pgn*

tyBaoi'iififUlJjncrfoapniflOUV'COM^

anaiyst^ Deasarcmmts. Odc oan^de tfaat

bflcB uufafd^fy iB&h tboBB from Japoi^ ft

rccuirsit £KfeK was AECBBicBa id bov
ttiqr doora opflnad aod doaad.

TlieUS car doQE^ en average; leipnrBd

?6£58 newtoDsto flin, vliQetbe Japcotte

dooca took 00^ 31.^tS N.w tbo worst case

Ro6ertM.Wia» CanegeMallonUihiWiy

for tile U^ vdiides md best for the

Jijanese ooes, tim 0er«nce oorrespcods

icogUr to a bctor of sixm peccened quafi-

tr 034 N venus 22 M). The vaiatioos b
force oocre^agd to vxzittiais in tfae toler-

ances o£ the fmeosoos of door ssscQibEfic^

ujliFfh 1 1» iwfcjy^vl to V3XT3rtiOOS D (£q^q-

sioos ofpBDds from nlndi tile doczs&« a»-

trtnhWt which uiueaiuud to variatiaos 'm.

f^o ^QfQsoDs of toC (&CS wnlh wfaiui DBn*

^ ace sbmtped froo dieetmdaL
For ail tfS iihimh IiIih** iq inrtnAT^ ffiamw

^^Hiii iiig th*- ^^^ III TiWrTyrt^y^ ]g^ unfoAo*

nately^ fibsfy to be associated with aililicts

—^Jk plaiTiHi i iwA'Mitim nieter bar aiai As

the reaSly is thatmetitdoQr is a aopl:^itzt-

ed aod (^nanDC eadeavor. and one opaa

WIULll tECtlQOiO0C31 ijy.
'i i^ t

'
1^'

^

II M i ^aymgty

depoxL One need not be an apett in semi-

realiie tlHt success in dtber fidd decmids

^iO, It is laiE to lead or bear in tnj

ocuD^ aboot tile vitai need to iiuiiiliiii a

5tr""C irjiBwul pQsJtion m metioioS!^

nAeansvinle* * * ^iflfi^^^*^ md * i^ntifit* apc&
« jiii'w^^ af^ iMiyiii^g ftiA <t^fp of [^ 3^ ]^

countneSr psroculatfy tibe Umted ^*^'*^^* &
is beceming steaifilf dearer tliat If tedmot
oQr and ooonDccaal mdostiies are to go on

U^. funding for R&D
in metrology has

hardly increased

for the last 15 years

xxjore attgiitkiD w21 bave to be paid to

metrofcpcal researtfa and Hjpptgl-

Bi tlie XloBtttl States, for lotfaDc^ annnal

^leatBns ^A rogiirii and devcIopcMDl,

botb oorpocate and GowcUDeitt'^UDdedr

$t7Q tOHoQ over tbo last 15 r»a- At the

^"*"*^*^ of Stddsnib aod Tecfaoology

CNISD fai Gaitfaoafaffit Mi, bas hekl ea-

BL moat advanced tjtauitiiw, OMCroiogjt

Bke base reaaaitfai baa loog beqi xccoy-

nizAd as a re^uoAffi^ of tfao centolff^

^ iiinonf ]|i FisDccv ox C9caD3pl^ stax^ t

dards. zDeasnrcxQGQl, aod nxixological re*

dearcb are carried oat fay tbe bmed Bureaa

Inteoiatio&ale de Pads et Mesore ia

S^iqe; i& GffiiBmy, the OQcrcspoDi&]£ or-

gumwifvw B tbe Rij^sflaBsdie-TediDische

Buodeaaostzlt CPTB).b Japan, most of tfafe

adiyity fsSs wiOuii tbe jairview of tbe

bdustiy CMTID. mainly m tbe Natknal

ResendL Uboratoiy of Metpofo0; uoder

MTITs Agency ^ Sdosz sod bdostriil

TedniOiQg
FSOU. C&SL ni tbe Umted States^ Ccd-

Sreo ftfahfthfti NISTs ti i rn iiii a^, tbe

Natknal Bureau of ftmnbi rfe, b ISCH,

toEBt tednnques tilisc u3> tndrwtry voold
fyw^ tn frtnrtinn m a tfrfmnlngiral »mrfpnf^

m^rrt \ l>iT SQQ dcVCkXB foofbOkCOtS]

itfgftiAwTte fof ysac mnts flwngth,
triii^ and

dectzkft^ for rcTTTTpteX Bac tbe ficxi^

dmecf its ^f*^ is oo(Pd9GtedtD wodc

andtosimiuitiugipfffTficatfaostfagtiiMiiH'

toUS faxbi^iT.

Nooetbefeas, a tdef review of tbe states

of inrtitJogy in Just tbe IcDgtb CTiegaty pe-

tals tbe precanoDs state of tbls crilfcal

area of reyairh. lake <|aafi£iSB^Jo^ -«ii^

and -wdl devices, tx earampir Tbesede-
vices09^ibdr Qobpie andatrent^ Qsefiil

ptopertks to tbesr afaifiiy to ngrnpn-

Btc EKfivaBBi t'Ji^ffffti^ VfUKs^B^ de^
tzuuL In ttcx^ sooBe otpala faefiere

~ibfiae devices wiD be tbe ganlBfr^u^

dyeicUiiuiIcouLiqiicueotsoftbenot
i'mitinj T^if m»li^f|g ^h^n win iiwiyftp^

For cjiiinnjlfi to luahttani 5 pecQEsit

tolewooe m a <fBESxBt&X ifiode U

le^bed fai US. andJqjaneae labontO'
da production niraAuraiDCPt Mjuld need

an aixiiucy fioor tsoes better ftan tte tot

ecanc^ or (U25 Dm.TbmNISX fiareaKb

saremait acouaqKwotddbave to be atie to

lat^ to vlddn OjOS nm.

MeasonanaitB socb as lUi wooldbs on

s)le at pnwMrtf- ^oepteasAuis OD acci^

neyjaleggtfameafcuiBDgtfs is abootIan,
reafiied by MIST'S moieadv iii^wii] iiig

pott of tbe manobctniE of tus kud of

^lannaii device w3 reqtm acuuaiMs

(XDs^asBn/sxooonsBOisB
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H raqulreniQds for "~™"'"'"''""'' *j*r

torn Iteqi oo ocafating, true qndnaaas
^^ftftt'tm will eiaiCifl]!^ be imi iLwL TUe
w2I iii fp"— tfvcn greater '**""*"''* tfaui

tboae asscxiBted«Mi Sonet.

macs rUMB. Moa metrologial tmita

are denved hoBi a vecy sznaB ""^Tf^'*^ o£

base units. As anjoDe wfao paid anentiofl hi

physics r**** knows, acoeleratioa is dctrved

f^ooi length aod tsne; ^porkr ficx)ffi leogtli

and fuice (tbe iasxec frcm mass and aooe^

attiotO. Each unk haa wi Ip"^ with it an

intEcoatianally agtced^ipoo tedsdqae Cor

Arfui iit^ tbat unit; as weS as one or men
aecoodaiy (Deaaureowot tficfani^ues, winch

acedevdaped and caSbiated bf tgades
«ndi aa NIST to malm mejwuemenc tnare
ujuvemcflt [Fj|P IL

To take a simple emqjle, tempeoture

is d^ned in terms of bladc-bo^rudLoiuu.

Obviously if yonwant to know the tifiiiiirta-

Ose of icor ovcD, ;oa wtwid ntlier not

hate to ictr OQ a Uadc-bo))/ device. Here a
1^ iwiiiftf jf meaaazCESeot denoe—a tser-

fywwTw^wT-—is prefezaU& NIST and atai^

tdop and rmiiwwn, $uch secoodaiy mea-

&L ^'^i"^. moGC TTirtiukjgical af^jficatXDS

liivuh^amc^'Mugn^atcfaaia.feCTnabigfaly'

nyifti iiwnaotstaadeKw i l inriy iDamHMjaLof
iiMlii^iy ^HBiTm^rr» Ac ap ^Tarrnii^^ t«lf^

dearie poos. NIST i» the aonrce of all

XJS. eluOik pon«r and CDersT- meaini*-

Ctxy Tear to an accnncy of 0JX&-OJ3S
[i^f^tt Tltese ni^m-^ j]^ used to

late to OJ. petctot, wfaidi is ased to

teat and '•«ts<fjt> the Ttrttr^ gffiiad

toevoyllQQM^

By State Im ttiBse Qtffiera naat be

aLLuiiie to w&lini 2 perocot; fttxwy*

the j^mal otiBtf ptytim is to pao-

vide metecs witb leaa than05 pencDt
^rrf^ BVcs snal! eoon^ n tSB fMC,

«gr. "DietB aa aooie HI offioo ood-

Natr^ which iniflBnf the atia ct

some Siao bilBw worth itf alectrfc±7e««C7

mna GSUL hia«asiii(fe ccDvanies are

ea0cr to see the tnfawirenMPt chain zie-

dttoe4 they woidd like to leaBxe atandaidt

ki Aor own W^*'*'" r*^ with accorxics

tiat lie vlrtnaDyaa good aatgSTt.
One audi alzmdird it the vdL Fmal-

me pfayvcal faehamr ct ininis' on the
**' " ' "^ or Suyatocsc scale. A<nBiEuy)t

the yolt ia now difned throagh the oae of

the JoaepbKB efieiA wUeh ce£sn to the

tismdng cf dectnai pajn through a weak

QGcnectiao between amin i I'lvlvirtnn; and

Joaepbsoihjuactiao atiay standaidi aie nsed

to (Una the standard wiL

NIST has already ptonded !• and 10-V

Jcsephsoainnaiop aniy standards to ae?-

eral US ooaipaims and bbontniei, and i)

woddng witbothei conipanieB to develop &

uumiueiual IIS. source of amy staodaida.

Of <'^qii^t ^HckbL ccopanies need soch

predsian for (fiSetent leaaona. One of the

fior access to the higbest-ietd ataadtfda iii-

^oiviedHewiec-ftctatdCo.

Jost as NIST was oxcpledng detdop-

meot of the li>-V JosepbsoniuDctiaa tatj,

tiie fOo Alta CaSL-faoaed compai? was

wcriong OA a Ingh^jrecson i in i ii in irtjfl^

model nsiter 34SA. and neededa w>y to

i^Mirff the instxnme&t's fineazitT'. 1^ best

n II

l

opi If mj Ml ijurtjrnc ^ujii«nl» had Sfi H^
cucai7 cfone part inKf—ooc 0)od enooi^

for the ctfui rtf because tiat h^ipmed to

be the aoasacy tb^ woe ainnng lor with

the newprodnx Qtaty (he deTdopmoital

K>-V acra7QStBn, iridi its accmatr of ooe

partmKr, cxnkl^ theJob.

HbS 10-T nHmtll'H is a Trni iinWftnfrif

diip ^ifacicatad l7 means of the same bade
processes (Btbograplo* tffihinft and ao go)

used e^ffy day foe ctxiiitlfiW oommercxal

integtatBd cimilut The dqp serves in ef-

fie^as& frffjTffifytfr^cmiveileu daug-
ing a veiy icoae foe^oeocy (that rf the

easQy wnrnUt Lonn-C jsaoBcn &»-

quency reference) into a ffiedde voltage.

An iiiie3q)ected ofkhoot

of the new volt and

ohm quantum standards

may be the

'electronic' kilogram

lujxtf. iiuuMUve 6i^^7 fi fed to ft nuiiKWi

iDce to picvciA rrfflcttfas ba^ 19 ^^
txm. The goal is to dpOBC cidi jtEocboa, to

the saiDC iuuovm^ covnuuiosit ss its

neighhrrm tbt dc potatfal is devidoped

aooaa tacBc podi it tb6 ttip and bottcm cf

b zDond ooodbQ^ tii6 NIST tbfy Idcck-

1*"^^!^ 20 000 jQQcticA nd <DiatftidB>

00c d tbft noit nn^itei. JoMfteoD^ono-

tioD dqps C9crbmlLTb6 Szcesc venksB zre

After teaiiihig of dtc my prcjad.

KoriettTkiDnd apfnviied NIST for per-

niBBQD tOUK tuB dovdOpClCTO l 10^ Q'A'

Qct's tccuncf was mjfirinwt sDd lUxUf
tinnaftEi; HP tonoGDoed svaSaUBtr of Ibe

acqoiEed t }a-V may sUDdml from NlSr

For DDK; bowevei; Sie HevlA-PKiard

case iwiMtrtt theacepdoo ntfasr tfas&d)c

rule^ md for most of US. indastiy the ^Dlt-

ige meascranait chab acmcvbat kngs.

At the tapis the NIST JosephscxHizDCtioci

an^f staxxbid.^ is nsed to ci&nte cither

die seoerKfiode retercDce tjuaLrrds or a

WestOQ deujiochcniigl ''*^i boch d vtodi

bbotatpries osploy a% votagt standndL

NIST tiaes two sna^BciE ModfiogcdbBa
doable dnedL alooe wi& a caEhratsd teszs-

tive (fivider for the zeoer rcferoice^ to ca^

fixate the isiers or the rtanfaiid odb for

labugaliBJw all 09er the XAnted Scttei.

Eicfa ofthese r^sBices has aduiiU£c&

tod (fisadvantages for cocuiiiieiaal tp^Sci-

tioDs. The teoers an noisier bat more ro-

bust, aod the standard cells ire qdeter but

Because ctf the industrial ilniBiml for

higher acomr^ several JoaqifasaiHuDctkxi

arra^ ^itHzB ace abea^boDg Qsed Id iD"

dustml bbocatodes zod in those of the de-

putiuAJts of Dpfrnae sDd Eoerg^ Ftopc
opeiatkxL of these sysusnts am nuprove

both prwauOQ aDd aoomcf by se^etal or-

K BfienO» OflCBMl The idt is not

a <yaiuhHir itzodanl The ofam is abo de-

Hall lerftfiiM]^ wfaidi vas Aacovcnd
cnfy 15 joars ago-The ^act is associ-

atftd vith the &ct that akiliuiu cod-

fiiied to two drmnydnw; aa in a metal

oxide maucopductor itroctiire b a

TTiagnetic fidcl have &crece cneij^y

leveh. The Eafl vohage of aodi a
stnKtDEc afaows pbteaos as a fonctioo

d^-gitB ^oitafG- TVs cmcqiQods to a

HaU zesiBtanoe fiat aqpak FhodE^is

cocstaiit 'Sgjiiw^ f^ the Kpare of the

etectiuudais^
One ifftfu^iccted aahs teifa cf

fiiett iKw roBMtaDca aod wit^e

yet anoHifs. staodttil for maa^ urtikii

nni^be called tSv ^fectrool^ Hn|
gram

dfat uott, the «>«»i<«w< siDpere s dunned

in teemedhow omcfacnnBitinDSC flow in

two wiLCB in order to produce a known
force benvees those wires. NISF iuiijIb

tPonBgiifltc farce PC a wire cofl s a mag-

a standafd iDHL
Sfaoe the anqxEe ca& be defined ta

tcnns of the Kilt aod ofam (indQi ate m

^"t^^i balanoe codd be ibbi\ in Eevcrae*

woidd have the hi^i^ desicdife^ect cb se-
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/S/ That monufot-

turing touroncB <nz

tmt ota/uJtnstic, or

maan frtdl ottucBy

OdWDBOW VI Mf 80r-

iem iiminaomal n-
^m^bisaoi critical

d^mtvU tatfOftCtS

(Sue squam] wm

<brd vnoo^ the nnt-

ciiaDenfle to eaipea-

meoten is to idoitify

as possSie facGorr that can xfiect the mea-
suLBuciA cvoi booir pBTt-pemiilboii )c^

qtp for *frf*fmfli iPi M w^

CBICftL BBBBBL Pedaps even iDore

than dfictrical HKtrolosjc (C infti^ifwi met-

rok}87 ^ do8el7 refated to nahBtzal cm-

ideocaaaeite reconkn^ oannxnnicatiaa

ine bas£ dtrnffoaonal oznt ii AeiDetB;
defiued as being thenoogth of path to^
<fled b^ S^itm vaannn in the tmie Bitecval

1/299 7S2 458 cf a ncond.* AUkOt«b the

xxtfttr 8 (Wiiwd n ccnns of the ipeed of

fifiOQiasit Tbft QSgrte of aoomcy ittiiD-

idilt depends oo the ttdaSty cftheIdk
I^ocan unstacDzcd* SBC'fiBnDiE fa^Bsi^

certainly sat best ^xxft oocpatthi amil-

fioQ. because of the nnoectaadv n the

fSKiaiin vaodenglh of its zQd-ocan0e SsbL

tfafi vakift of theUs of re&actMai of the

air abog ttiebBg beaippath MUMjsea.Saiit
of *****" ooc pvt B JuO xq^Eqil Sonaihi

tnn scak at the ffaodaul tenipenrinre of

dxBt cue pett hl a Ufioo (UT^ Fbal^
ovoi nie best avauas iootfr^tiifiEd be-

order of1 parth 10 bSSoD.

Of cuunc^ this kind ctf ^ctmacy b not

oulcd HE' n 6VB7 mdustrBI mficataxL
Consider iba trends an tolaancea n the

jttSociatBd ivkfa each are duMZL inF^ ft

* naoBQi^ as in pcoducta xnaos fran oa*

• ulttapucaBft cfaaBctesiBBd ttf daikas

scopes (SIMa) £ar YcnScatiaQ. Asnn^ be
expected, the >N^i iiiKf*f

p^iii iiwJi iU fa^

spedfic app&catkins are dedbing [F^ 21
jpngfn^ WnrW ^fpf fn tfap nnrf»n^ Tnarf>?rw

ing Eegime. In 1980 ttie retpsred madmrng
accuracy was 75 ^un. In the ^ear 2000 it

wiD be 1 ^xtL Japanese automobile mann-
farhTTTpr* Tpqiirry ^ 7~8-)ix& tDleianoe £ar

Tn^lM '"^^ * COnp0^d£ niO^w in tii^n

new cQgiDes—00 a par vtth the predsioD

required for fine watches! The USu state of

the art m wrffiwmf tn»ru ifyt»rn^£ i^
Qoires 0QI7 12-Min toteraoce for txatismi^

SCO hmaifig\, ctatdi covers, esiigine biodi&

and c^finder heads. Evbi tf*m^ rt^i^ ti^

emices are not as eaiactaig asthose appGed
ID the Japanese industf% the coonfiQate-

read7 PUsUog NISTs capsUUes.
CocnBnalg meMuknj wmr^m^^ (CyJIhX^

are a deoide wcsbess ni t^-^ sahstrwl

xnetrcdog^ These loboC'filte inaciaQes have
an arm wuh tiitee asoes of nosnemenL each

axis being goveened far an ntfglcouidgr
foe hi^ fineai accmacy. Uns f^mMj is

nBidcattBu tsrouB) regular cjjww^tn'iw*

iMth itep mcK wbidli az« piecet cf meUl
wita 8 PCCOM^ iiililiipd it^ or notdL
At '

B £eir of beazmug depenteit on a waice
over^Ddi the ooopnif faaa DO ODDtral and
tpinst which it las fittie uRcouzve if pcol^

In a letter to NEST Jhout the Aep fi(e&
the CitBpte vice preaiJeiA wroce tlat

^fae euu'coi iJiiBtinc is iiiiacoeiXifale_We

caxmot iSoni the cost aod thnc of cootiini-

iug to send itfereoa aitib:!* to Europe

I

farceiUfa jlMiL*

Ucetrise, there are umnec Dee& fn-1^
erenoe DDeasjTcnieats io the ulti jju—-wsrm

leguu^ uAdj^ in aui^xjiL of the devtdop-

max of nev tedmo)Q0i Of paitiaifar cDfr-

OGDi s nyuoiOgfal wyport for thft vatium
<.miH)rtirn^ Stbugiaptnc tednnqoes O^ttzvi'

.
oiet X-c^ and dectrnhfaemn) being im-

I pnned or deidoped fir Oe fabc^ticn of
riiiiii»niii jii*ii« 1(7^

b eenenl ad^uate metrological tap-
poet KE'IC nintabDD ZECfosreB dmensooal
Aeasurenient ecrocs less than one fourth

of the spedficatiop befeg iMafiurgrf—fin^

width, for crample. Howctb^ ^nr ogrfct

tapBtMrffjes are margDa] with r*»j^^**^' to
ths standcd andwe are severe^ Eanted in

our abffity to develop 0^ ^fli technok)0f
aoconfiog to a recestt nqxEt-from tl^
CTmtfTTBfflf DivisioD of £. L di Ibot de
NesxxffsA Coi fo WSmingtoa Del
whoe the scaoncpg tcnnefiiKnn^mcope

GSTM) is widd^ known as an ""^g?ng sy^
tHn.itanshpheTMedtoprtTitiii^ iMf n-Bnif-

tBMcale scmctnres. The same prabe t9
that jaomoes fat^hRaolBdicKi ^BtsJana^
iog dL mdecc^-sate atiuOuns can *Vn-

"^"^ pcec^so^ '^TtH^ are wftftfunitw ^

At CsterpfflD* hi^ in f^cda, IL, fir ex-

Bzgil^a raoeot BxnensatiQQ of themanh

CMK6 00 the foctccy floor fix ^lifyiilgde-
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CATERPILLAR
Caterpillar Inc.

100 NE Adams Street

Peofia. Illitwis 61629

August 28, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member

House Committee on Science

822 O'Neill House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Brown:

As requested in your August 11, 1995 letter to Egon Wolff, Director of Materials Research

and Development, enclosed is the statement by Caterpillar Inc. for inclusion in the hearing

record on H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act.

Sincerely,

Rita L. Castle

Issues Analysis Manager

jb

enc.
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STATEMENT BY CATERPILLAR INC.

ONH.R. 1756

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE DISMANTLING ACT
SUBMITTED TO THE

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON, DC

Caterpillar Inc., headquartered in Peoria, Illinois, is the world leader in the design, manufacture

and marketing of earthmoving, construction and material handling machinery. We are also a

major worldwide supplier of diesel and spark-ignited engines used in a variety of on-road and

ofiT-road applications.

We understand that H.R. 1756, the Department ofCommerce Dismantling Act of 1995, under

consideration by the Committee includes the elimination of the National Institutes of Standards

and Technology external grant programs, including the Advanced Technology Program (ATP).

Caterpillar Inc. has been an active participant in the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and

believes it provides a necessary bridge between basic high risk research and enabling technologies

that are essential to the competitiveness of U.S. industries.

As a global supplier of heavy equipment — operating primarily from a U.S. manufacturing base -

we compete in the worid marketplace on the basis of performance differentiation...added value

through better performance and reduced life-cycle costs. We know the importance of technology

development and deployment maintaining our competitive edge. But increasingly, our

competitors in technology development are large government funded consortia rather than

individual companies.

The Advanced Technology Program (ATP) accelerates technologies that, because they entail

significant risk upstream of product development, are unlikely to be developed in time to compete

with rapidly changing world markets without such a partnership of industry and government. By

sharing the cost of such projects with both large and small companies and with teams, the ATP

serves as a catalyst for industry to pursue promising technologies.
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Without this government involvement, the pace and scope of research programs as well as the

ultimate commercial value of the technology will be significantly undermined.

In December, 1994, NIST announced six new focused technology programs based on "white

papers" submitted by industry and workshops held around the country. The projects will be

cost-shared and carried out by industry. A five-year government investment of $785 million is

expected to leverage an equal investment by industry. Caterpillar was involved in the

development of the Materials Processing For Heavy Manufacturing, a five-year $145 million

program to develop and demonstrate innovative materials processing technologies that will help

U.S. heavy manufacturing companies make longer lasting, more reliable and more efficient

products.

There are those in Congress that argue that this research should be conducted by the private

sector without federal partnering. But consider this scenario. You have just developed a surface

treatment to make metal parts less vulnerable to wear, corrosion and fatigue. However, the

material processing is too difficult and therefore unattractive to end users, such as heavy off-road

equipment manufacturers, because its cost remains at a level they cannot afford to pay Yet, only

market demand by those very same users can justify your company to commit research and

development resources to make the technology simpler and affordable. The result, the

technology remains on the laboratory shelf despite its promise to greatly increase the durability,

reUability and ease of maintenance of vehicles, machinery, power generation equipment, and other

big-ticket items.

With the assistance of the ATP through a 50-50 cost shared program. Caterpillar is heading a

team of companies and universities in developing the manufacturing process to cost-effectively

apply this surface treatment to a variety of products. The successful completion of this three-year

program will result in more durable differentiated power trains, significantly reduced owning and

operating costs and environmentally friendly corrosion protection.
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Ironically, development of public-private partnerships to minimize risk and maximize return is a

concept well understood...and practiced successfully...by our European and Japanese competitors.

In fact, the ATP Material Processing for Heavy Manufacturing initiative was modeled after similar

initiatives led by Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI).

If the Department ofCommerce is to be downsized or dismantled, we must provide an alternative

"home" for these valuable partnership programs that are critical to U.S. manufacturers competing

successfully as the low-cost, quality supplier of choice.

For U.S. companies and U.S. taxpayers, the return on investment in technology research and

development will be a secure and expanding job market and a stronger U.S. economy.

We hope that these comments are useful as the Committee continues its discussions on H.R. 1756

and other legislation affecting the Department of Commerce.

August 28, 1995
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Council on Competitiveness

September 8, 1995

The Honorable George E Brown

US House ofRepresentatives

Conunittee on Science

Suite 2320 Raybum HOB
Washington, DC 205 1 5-630

1

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for allowing me to offer my comments on H R. 1756, the Department ofCommerce

Dismantling Act I would like to first provide general comments on the Department ofCommerce, its

functions and importance, and follow this with answers to several of the important questions you ask.

Position on the Commerce Department

While no department can be exempted from necessary downsizing, the complete dismantlement

of the Commerce Department needs to be weighed against the valuable functions it performs A
number of these fiinctions do not necessarily have to reside with the Commerce Department. As long as

their objeaivcs arc preserved, they could just as well reside elsewhere. However, there are some
functions that need to remain in a department solely dedicated to trade, industry and the domestic

economy Such functions include promoting exports and trade, negotiating with foreign entities,

safeguarding the environment, intellectual property and national security, and maintaining vital

economic statistics, to name only a few areas. It is unfortunate, and quite ironic, that in an era of

intense international competition we would cut the one department which has been more successful now
than ever before at promoting US. competitiveness.

More specifically, I believe the Commerce Department plays a particularly instrumental role in

the following areas;

I ) Trade - The effects on trade ofH.R 1 756 are significant. ITA is slated to be eliminated

completely, with no plans for transfer to another agency or even privatization. This would be
severely detrimental to our export promotion efforts, and, ultimately, to industry. The
Department of Commerce, through the International Trade Administration, is the lead agency

for promoting U.S. exports and trade. It assists exporters, through its domestic and foreign field

ofBces, in developing an export strategy and finding foreign markets, it negotiates with foreign

governments to open international markets, and it acts as the one voice for industry in the trade

policy arena. This is at a time when trade has become increasingly vital to the growth of our
economy and industries.

Funhermore, transfer of export licensing procedures to the State Department will complicate the

approval process by burying this flinaion in already-thick layers of bureaucracy. It could also

lead to downsizing the importance ofeconomic considerations during license review, as political

and military considerations will take precedence.

1401 H Street. NW • Suite 650 • Waihington, OC 2000S
(202)662-4292 • FAX (202) 682-5150
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2) Technology - The core standards function of the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) is essential to the innovation process of the country and is used heavily by

government and private industry. In addition. NIST's promotion ofR&D cooperation between

government and industry helps U.S. companies improve their manufacturing ability and product

quality

3) Other - We must not forget the importance of several other Commerce programs. Specifically,

the Economics and Statistics Administration (ESA) follows and maintains the economic data and

statistics which are vital to tracking and gauging economic growth. In addition, the Patent and

Trademark Office (PTO) is essential to protecting new technologies, providing incentive to

commercial development, and furthering global trade.

While I believe that Congress needs to cut the budget deficit by cutting needless costs and

streamlining government programs, I also believe it is imperative for us to retain the programs that are

most effective at promoting the strengths of the US economy in a suitable agency.

Responses to Specific Questions on H.R. 1756

1 ) The Technology Adrninistration provides the only direct technology input and industrial

perspective into the economic and R&D decision making processes. It serves as a facilitator for

bringing together the many contributors of technology from within the government to formulate

a strategic trade plan or program in the area of technology and its commercial utilization The

Technology Administration is also a convenient and necessary information source for following

and understanding how the international community is advancing in technology development and

end-use applications

We need to also understand that industry is composed of small companies that need to have the

capacity to help themselves. Part of this capacity is based on accessing the technology expertise

residing in federal departments and agencies. In fact, since the creation of the Manufacturing

Extension Program (MEP) in 1988, we have begun to see the creation of a network connecting

private industry, especially small companies, to needed sources of information. We must also

understand that ATP and MEP are two entirely different programs. While MEP provides a

network of assistance and technological advice to the private sector, ATP is much more geared

to partnership programs between companies of all sizes, and, at times, universities. The Small

Business Innovative Research (SBIR) program is different from the other two. It concentrates

on funding proprietary research activities for small companies. The three programs cannot be

traded off against each other. Each one needs to be judged on its own merit and its own
necessity

2) Privatioing any government function can have many merits. However, with regard to NIST,

selling or privatizing its laboratories and functions, as called for in H.R. 1756, would deprive us

of an independent source that can assess and evaluate standards development nationally and

inteniationally. It might be more efficiently run as a privatized institution, although that is still

questionable since NIST's efficiency is much higher than that of the DOE labs At the same

time, government financial support would not get eliminated even if it were privatized.

There is one more point that needs to be considered should NIST be privatized. Because NIST
is today Mid would continue (o be co-funded by private industry, eliminating government as a

neutral R&D performer v^'ould put NIST's credibility in doubt. Also, there would be no
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reductions in federal spending if the government were to purchase the same services torn

private laboratories. In fact, it is not clear that the government would not incur greater expenses

and increase federal spending to pay for the higher costs related to the added profit margins thai

would undoubtedly be charged by the private sector.

Finally, there are no functions with the same geographic reach in any other government agencies

or the private sector, as those in the NIST laboratones However, there are cenainly areas of

programs that overlap or are also being worked on by other government or private sector

research organizations.

3) Every once in a while we need to reevaluate the missions of and streamline organizations, both

public and private. A bureaucracy whose overhead costs grow beyond its needs should be cut.

This must be done instead of eliminating effective programs. The proposed reorganization, as

outlined in H.R. 17S6, focuses too much on cutting valuable programs instead of unnecessary

overhead and bureaucracy.

4) Transferring the standards measurements function to the National Science Foundation (NSF) is

ill-advised The NSF has a completely different mission fi-om NIST, deals with a different set of

problems, and maintains different relationships with R&D communities. Specifically, the NSF
works with universities, while NIST works with industry. AJso, NSF is not permitted by

legislation to manage its own laboratones NIST, unlike the DOE laboratories, has civil service

employees and no contractor as an intermediary. This would have to change ifNIST were to

become part ofNSF Due to the smaller size ofNIST, versus a DOE multiprogram lab, adding

the contractor function would only add to the bureaucracy and may not be cost effective

I hope these comments are helpful

Sincerely,

Erich Bloch

Acting President
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^^^_>^^ NASULGC National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

I
September 7. 1996

Honorable George Brown

Ranking Minority Member

House Committee on Science

822 O'Neill House Office Building

Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Rep. Brown:

I am writing in reference to your August 15 letter to NASULGC President C. Peter Magrath

regarding NASULGC's views on H.R. 1756, legislation to abolish the Department of Commerce.

NASULGC is honored to have this opportunity to work with you and the other members of the

Committee on this matter.

Enclosed is prepared testimony by Dr. Christopher D'Elia on behalf of the Association. As you

will note. Dr. D'Elia chairs NASULGC's Board on Oceans and Atmosphere and is one of the

nation's leading authorities on NOAA and its programs.

I hope that this statement will make an important contribution to Congress' efforts to reshape our

federal system to make it more efficient and less costly. NASULGC looks forward to continuing

to work with the Committee on this and other important science policy issues. Please do not

hesitate to let me know if there is ever anything 1 can do for you.

D.

Cerry D. flolognese

Assistant Director, Federal Relations

Marine ana Environmental Affairs

Hon. Robert Walker, Chairman, House Science Committee

Dr. C. Peter Magrath, NASULGC President

Dr. Christopher F. D'Elia, Director, University of Maryland Sea Grant Program

Enclosure

One Duponi Circle. NW Suite 710 • Washington, DC 20036- 1191 • (202)778-0818 • Fax (202)296-6456
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r^^^,^^ NASULGC National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

PREPARED STATEMENT
OF DR. CHRISTOPHER F. DELIA

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
SEPTEMBER 12, 1995

H.R. 1756

INTRODUCTION
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to provide testimony on H.R. 1756,

legislation to abolish the Department of Commerce. I want to commend you for your leadership

in conducting this hearing and on your efforts to ensure that the science and technological

capabilities of this country remain second to none.

I am Dr. Christopher F. D'Elia. I am providing this statement on behalf of the National

Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC). I have a long and

active involvement in the Association. 1 currently chair the Association's Board on Oceans and

Atmosphere, and actively serve on a variety of its councils and commissions. I am currently

Director of the Sea Grant College Program at the University of Maryland, and Professor,

Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, at the University of Maryland's Center for Environmental and

Estuarine Studies. I am a marine scientist with over two decades of experience in the field. 1 was

program director of the Biological Oceanography Program at NSF from 1987 - 1989.

NASULGC MISSION
Founded in 1887, NASULGC is the nation's oldest higher education association. Currently the

association has over 180 member institutions - including 17 historically black institutions -

located in all fifty states, with a total of 2.9 million students. NASULGC universities include 3

1

of the top 45 universities in total science and engineering R&D spending, and have educated

approximately half the members of Congress in the recent past.

The Association's overriding mission is to support high quality public education through efforts

that enhance the capacity of member institutions to perform their traditional teaching, research,

and public service roles - roles which reflect a strong commitment to investing in the

development of America's greatest resource: its people.

MAJOR POINTS
Mr. Chairman, I would like to highlight the fundamental points of NASULGC S message. 1 will

expand upon in my testimony in an.swering the specific questions posed by the Committee.

• NASULGC's primary concern is that National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

remain intact and fully developed into the integrated earth-systems research and service

agency envisioned by the Stratton Commi,ssion. The existence of DOC is an issue we will

not be able to address at this point. Nor will we be able to comment on whether DOC is

One Dupont Circle, NW Suite 710 • Washington, DC 20036- 1191 • (202)778-0818 • Fax (202) 296-6456
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an appropriate home for NOAA. We have no fundamental objection to this organizational

relationship, as long as it attends to the Agency's needs and is engaged in its operations.

We believe there is great merit to the idea of establishing a Hoover-like commission,

which proposed reforms for the U.S. government bureaucracy after World War n, to

review the whole structure of the federal government for fundamental change.

• This is an excellent juncture at which to consider modernizing and restructuring NOAA.
and to undertake a structured and rational personnel plan and downsizing. NOAA's

current structure does not enhance its abiliy to function as an integrated earth-systems

agency, and results in much inter-line office bickering. We should now avail ourselves of

the opportunity to implement reforms which would make it a leaner, more efficient, better

organized and effective Agency. Now is the time for Congress and the Administration to

work together toward simplifying NOAA's structure, consolidating like functions, and

cross-integrating disciplines.

• NOAA's regulatory funcnons often impede and sometimes supersede crucial information-

gathering research and service activities. These information needs, research and service

activities are vitally important to our nation, for example, improved weather forecasting

and improved understanding about the functioning of oceanic and coastal ecosystems. We
believe that serious thought should be given to moving NOAA's regulatory functions to

other agencies, and to mandate mechanisms for information transfer firom NOAA to these

regulatory agencies. The "wet" side ofNOAA is particulariy subservient to regulatory

crises, which are often politically charged, and can cause enormous disruption. There is

an inherent contradiction here because excellent information is the basis of sound

regulatory decision making. However, it is not always a good idea to have the regulatory

needs drive the information-gathering functions of an agency. NOAA is not primarily a

regulatory agency and its regulatory activities should be minimized. Alternatively, as a

regulatory agency, EPA needs both a strong internal science base as well as information

support from other federal and non-federal sources. De-emphasizing NOAA's regulatory

duties will avoid the "fox guarding the henhouse" syndrome.

• The universities have an exceptional role to play in the process of modernizing and

restructuring NOAA while at the same time improving its effectiveness as an information

agency. Closer NOAA/university ties would benefit the nation immensely. The

establishment of an Office of Extramural Programs within the Office of the Chief Scientist,

for example, could help foster these ties.

CONTRffiUnONS OF RESEARCH UNTVERSITIES
Mr. Chairman, I want to emphasize the opportunities universities present to help you reduce the

size and cost of government, while maintaining those services the American people demand.

Unlike many foreign countries which have relied primarily on government laboratories for

scientific development, our society looks to the universities as the essential source of scientific

talent - and of the education of future scientists and technicians. Other successful U.S. mission
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agencies -- the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Defense, NASA and the National

Institutes of Health - have aggressively utilized university capabilities in pursuit of their missions.

They invest heavily not only in specific research and educational activities, but also in the

infrastructure and basic health of the university scientific enterprise. In return, the universities

provide major dividends to the agencies for their investments. The national and international

agricultural revolution, the development of remarkable' anti-submarine warfare capabilities, the

explosion of space science and engineering, and the extraordinary advances in medical science and

technology have aU been significantly derived from university research. This research, and the

educational base associated with it, has in turn furtti'er led to significant new industrial capabilities,

thus providing a continuing economic return on investment in addition to the contributions to

agency missions and the public welfare.

University research is known to offer the following advantages:

• high degree of quality control through peer review and other external review

processes;

• "matching" investment by states and private sources in university infrastructure;

• education of future scientists and engineers through the involvement of students in the

research enterprise;

• flexibility in the utilization of federal capabilities, as funds can be reallocated to new

needs and new talent once goals are met, and not used to subsidize federal facilities and

personnel dedicated to prior needs;

• catalyzes new directions in research, because of the decentralized nature of universities,

long before the federal administrative structure recognized potential opportunities;

• close association with states and grass roots scientific research, where most new

discoveries emanate; and,

• objectivity, not driven by regulatory pressures.

Continuing efforts to redefine the relationship of the Federal government to the public and private

sector, necessitated in large part by unsustainable Federal budgetary trends, present extraordinary

opportunities for both strengthening the existing and creating new cost-effective partnerships

between the Federal government and universities. Creative federal/university partnerships have

contributed significantly to the nation and offer much for the future. Expanding and enhancing

these partnerships will foster the national goal of a more efficient and productive Federal

government by providing policy makers high quality research at lower cost to address society's

most compelling issues. The country's investment in higher education continues to provide not

only the incalculable dividends associated with a better educated woricforce, but also the tangible
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benefits that meet daily human and economic needs.

EFFECTS OF H.R. 1756 ON NOAA

Mr. Chainnan, NASULGC has been asked to respond to the following questions:

1) In 1969, the Stratton Commission recommended the establishment of an "earth

sciences" agency, which eventually led to the creation ofNOAA by Executive Order. Are

there still compelling reasons •- scientific, managerial or operational ~ to maintain an

integrated "earth sdence" agency to address oceanic and atmospheric issues? Are there

stiU compelling reasons for such an agency to subsume research, operations, and

enforcement functions?

The latest research on the interrelationship between the oceans and atmosphere and its effects on

weather and climate makes a compelling case for maintaining NOAA as a single entity. In fact,

we believe it is even more valid today than it was when the Stratton Commission made its

recommendation.

NOAA research has clearly shown that crucial links exist between the "weather" of the ocean and

the "weather" of the atmosphere. Without coupled infomiation from both the atmosphere and

ocean, weather forecasts and outlooks of more than a few days would be impossible. I want to

emphasize the point that the ocean and atmosphere which surround the United States are at once

great resources and the sources of great hazards. For example, the US probably has the roughest,

most violent weather of any industrialized nation ~ hurricanes, tornadoes, blizzards, extensive

flooding. National security in the broad sense requires an agency such as NOAA.

The close natural coupling of the oceans and atmosphere in the Earth system argues that research

in these areas should be the responsibility of one agency in the federal government Otherwise,

undesirable, expensive and inefficient inter-agency overlap and competition will develop. Such

redundancy and duplication is exactly what this bill, this Congress and the Administration are

attempting to reduce. Transferring direct responsibility for NOAA's programs in Oceanic and

Atmospheric Research research to the National Weather Service would place an earth-system

research mission in a weather-focused, service oriented agency. We believe this would degrade

the overall research effort, tend to isolate ocean research from the ocean science community, and

also probably eliminate important long-term climate research. At the same time, it is clear that

coupled ocean-atmosphere events affects our every day lives, as evidenced by El Nino, Hurricane

Andrew, the 1993 Storm of the Century and Midwest floods. The strong hurricane/tropical storm

activity over the past 6 weeks illustrates the need to keep NOAA's oceanic and atmospheric sides

together in a close working relationship.

The ocean remains one of our greatest mysteries in many respects. Knowledge of world ocean

circulation is essential for understanding and predicting short-term and long-term climate

variability. Recent collaborative research by oceanographers and atmospheric scientists on how
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ocean dynamics ~ heat transport and storage, salinity levels, chemical constituents and buoyancy,

exchanges between the ocean interior and boundary - affect climate are improving our ability to

make accurate forecasts. In recognition of this complex web of interactions between ocean and

atmosphere, NASULGC universities have been integrating these disciplines. Several years ago

NASULGC transformed its Marine Board into a Board on Oceans and Atmosphere to provide

significantly increased opportunities for the oceanographic and atmospheric research communities

to interact The upcoming NASULGC annual meeting in Orlando, Florida will feature a major

session on understanding the impacts on society of climate changes that demonstrates the value of

this collaboration.

2) What would the efTect of selling or privatiziiig NCAA laboratories and functions as

called for in H.R. 1756? What private sector entities, If any, would be likely to carry on

the functions of those laboratories and facilities? What functions of the NCAA
laboratories, if any, are duplicated by other agencies or the private sector? If the federal

government were to purchase the same services from private labs, would there be

significant reductions in federal spending?

NOAA's Environmental Research Labs (ERLs) are among the finest research instinitions in the

world. They conduct integrated fundamental research which improves our understanding-of

oceans and inland waters, space, and the atmosphere. They provide NOAA with its state-of-the-

art observational and predictive capability for weather forecasting and for addressing compelling

societal needs regarding our coastal and fisheries resources. The ERLs provide a long-terra

commitment for the maintenance of observing systems and monitoring networks, and for the

development of predictive models. They also provide the mechanism for transferring the results

of research into NOAA's operational services. The ERLs have established a close cooperative

relationship with universities through 9 joint institutes. These university-based institutes offer

broad capabilities and programmatic flexibility to provide the scientific understanding of the

processes resulting in cliraate/atmospheric/coastal changes.

NOAA labs have made some major discoveries which have benefitted the entire nation. The

labs have provided the research to enable the prediction of El Nino 18 months in advance, saving

the agricultural industry an estimated $2.7 billion. The Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere

(TOGA) Program enabled the understanding of El Nino and its implications. An enormously

successful program, TOGA combined university and ERL research and was funded by NOAA and

NSF. In addition, NOAA-supported research was responsible for discovering the ozone hole and

is now engaged in finding substitutes for ozone depleting chemicals, vital to maintaining the

competitiveness of U.S. industry in world markets. NOAA-supported scientists have recently

made startling discoveries in rural surface ozone, which if reduced by 25% will increase crop

yields by $1 billion.

Let me also take this opportunity to highlight some recent developments regarding NOAA
research which have been reported in the press. NOAA has instituted new technologies which

increased hurricane predictability by 20 percent This is particularly timely in light of the fact that
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1995 is the most active hurricane season on record. NOAA is also involved in a multi-agency

e^ort to identify concentrations of volcanic debris in the atmosphere and alert the airlines. It has

been determined that volcanic debris has caused some major airline safety problems. The latest

NOAA research on carbon sequestration has shown that there is a greater ability of terrestrial

ecosystems in northern latitudes to absorb atmospheric carbon. The policy implications of this

revelation to deal with global wanning may mean that simple and inexpensive measures to

enhance forest or plant coverage can indeed make a significant difference in stabilizing the earth's

carbon cycle.

Let me emphasize that NOAA's work on the linkage between oceans and atmosphere is unique to

its mission and does not duplicate the activities of NSF or NASA in this area. The research done

by these three agencies is vital and it would simply make no sense scientifically to combine their

activities.

The privatization ofNOAA labs concerns us, not because we are philosophically opposed to it,

but because we feel it must be approached in a careful and systematic way. We believe there are

certain functions ofNOAA that should be considered for privatization. In fact, depending on the

model proposed, universities could manage, or be partners in a research arrangement to manage,

some of the laboratories. Some universities already have cooperative agreements with nearby

NOAA laboratories that provide services and personnel in support of the labs' research missions.

These could likely be expanded to cover certain management fiinctions. In this scheme, NOAA
would continue to support the research at the labs, which would be run by non-federal

organizations. This is an idea worth considering, for which there is precedence, but it would have

to be implemented very carefully to make sure we do not lose unique facilities or talented people

which have caused many important discoveries. In any privatization effort, it is important that the

labs' fundamental mission be kept clearly in mind ~ responsiveness to the research and

development needs of the NOAA service agencies, such as the National Weather Service.

Our reservations regarding the privatization of the labs are practical. Most, if not all

research at NOAA's Environmental Research Labs is primarily mission-driven, in direct support of

the Agency's mandate in weather services and coastal and fisheries management Transfer of

these activities would run a very teal risk of leaving a critical agency mission with a research void.

It is questionable that private sector/profit oriented entities could provide the services that the labs

now provide. Who in the private sector would support the excellent long-term research in the

NOAA labs, such as the climate work at Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab or the ozone work

done in the Aeronomy Lab? Similarly, who would perform the "bridge" functions - transforming

research findings into practical national solutions - as done by the Forecast Systems Laboratory

and the National Severe Storms Laboratory? These are troubling questions. Long term research

benefits the entire nation, not just a single or a few industries, and is a legitimate function of

government

NOAA provides observational systems, ground-based and satellite, that are used by every weather

6
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forecast provider in the country, including broadcast media, private firms (such as AccuWeather),

and other govcmraent operations. In addition NOAA's official forecasts are frequently used by

broadcast media in their service to the public with little modification.

NOAA also is responsible from a legal perspective for severe weather warnings, including

tornadoes, hurricanes, and flash floods. No private entities have been willing to accept the legal

responsibility for these warnings. Without NOAA's data dissemination activities, the entire US
weather forecasting infrastructure would collapse.

3) Would the proposed reorganization and funding reductions have an adverse effect on

the quality, accuracy and timeliness of weather foretaste and warnings? How would H.R.

1756 affect the NWS plans for modernization?

We believe that the current bill could lead to a general slackening of momentum of the NWS
modernization and would inevitably adversely affect quality, accuracy, and timeliness of

forecasts and warnings. The NWS is at a critical stage. Modernization of its technology is well

along, with deployment of several key observifig systems moving toward completion. However,

restructuring - realignment of its human resources to use this technology - is only the beginning.

The "people costs" of the proposed reductions should not be overiookcd. Modernization of the

weather service is dependent on attracting and retaining the very best young meteorologists. A
stable, supportive environment is necessary for them to gain the experience base necessary to take

full advantage of the new technology that has been deployed.

NOAA must continue its installation of new technologies and restructuring of the field operations

of the NWS if our society is to realize the enhanced human safety and real economic benefits

valued at 8 dollars for every one dollar spent In addition to NWS modernization, a

well-coordinated national weather research and technology program - the US Weather Research

Program - is required to develop the understanding, techniques and systems necessary to

translate scientific findings and new observational data into fundamentally improved short-term

forecasts. NOAA's weather research activities are focusing on a void in the fabric of our national

scientific, technological and economic research strategy regarding storm-scale weather - weather

that produces major threats to life, property, and economic growth. The implications for

agriculture, transportation - especially air safety - and resource management are enormous.

Further, NOAA needs to begin now to invest in technologies for the future. For example, the

WSR-88D Doppler Weather Surveillance Radars now being deployed should already be

considered for upgrading — adding dual polarization would greatly enhance its ability to measure

rain and snowfall, while rehosting its software to make it platfoim independent would make it

much more flexible for incorporation of future improvements. We should recall that it took from

1965 to 1982 to perfect the technology now being deployed in the WSR-88D's. If we are to

avoid delays in the future, NOAA should be starting today to develop the successor radar for
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deploy in 2015.

H.R. 1756 could jeopardize improvements in evacuations for hurricanes, preparedness for

tornadoes, and coastal forecast of wind, waves and storm sur;ges, all of which have critical safety

and economic implications. It would also choke off the longer term research, which is essential in

understanding the earth as a system and the relationship between current weather trends and

changes in the global and regional climate.

4) What are the impacts of terminating NOAA'^ pollution research and estuarine and

coastal assessment research? Does such research duplicate research at other federal

agencies or at universities? Would the proposed termination of such research have any

adverse effect on the ability to make rational regulatory decisions about ocean or

estuarine pollution or natural resource management?

While NOAA may coordinate some of its marine, coastal and pollution activities with other

agencies, its contributions and research are unique and not duplicative of what is being done

elsewhere in the Federal government Nor could its activities be easily assumed by another

bureaucracy with a totally different mission. EPA, for example, is a regulatory agency and does

not have NOAA's breadDi and depth of technical expertise in ocean and coastal science. There is

real value in separating research and regulatory functions in government NOAA's pollution

research takes an integrated approach by studying both the atmospheric and marine dimensions of

the problem and showing the relationship between the two.

NOAA's expertise in marine processes, coastal management ecosystem dynamics and the issues

between states, federal government and industry is highly integrated. The Department of Interior

has no similar capability. For example, the termination of funding for the Sea Grant College

Program as a result of H.R. 1756 would constitute a great loss to this nation in marine science,

education, research and outreach. Sea Grant's peer-reviewed, highly cost-leveraged work,

through an extensive state and local grass roots system, has led to some of this country's most

important advances in aquaculture, water quality, habitat restoration, marine biotechnology and

engineering, sound coastal development and management and marine and seafood safety.

H.R. 1756 would also most likely destroy the strong Federal-state-academic partnerships

established over the past five years through the Coastal Ocean Program, and would eliminate

coastal ecosystem, habitat and fisheries oceanography studies, and the technology initiatives

embodied in our coastal remote sensing and Coastal Forecast System projects. This will lead to

a decline in predictions of fishery ecosystem dynamics and the complex effects of multiple stresses

on coastal and marine living resources. Support for the National Undersea Research Program,

which is the only program to conduct in situ investigations in the oceans and Great Lakes, would

also disappear under H.R. 1756. By placing investigators undersea to conduct research not

possible through a lab or on ships, NURP has made unique and significant contributions to the

management of marine resources through its work on the chemical, biological, physical, and

geological processes of the global oceans. Should we not send humans into the sea for research
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as we send them into space?

Terminating the National Marine Fisheries Service grants authority would end an important

source of research necessary to understand the ecological foundation of our nation's fisheries

upon which to predicate the rebuilding of fish stocks. Universities, industries, state agencies and

others provide scientific, economic, social, and technical information via the grants. The Agency

uses these data in its calculations. Ending this system, without providing an alternative, coupled

with the elimination of support for other fishery commissions and entities would leave a hole so

vast that individual states could not possibly fill. Inevitably more fish stocks would collapse,

resulting in more economic and social distress in a^ected communities.

The National Research Council report, "Priorities for Coastal Ecosystem Science," provides some

excellent recommendations for the type of science and research in which this nation should be

engaged to address the critical marine biological issues. I strongly recommend this report to the

Committee. The recommendations in the report include:

• the development of indicators of biological status and processes, reflexing ecosystem

health and integrity;

• the use of advanced in situ observation systems coupled with the application of remote

sensing to provide insight on ecosystem behavior on appropriate time and space scaler;

• investigations of the effects of modifications of land use and water flow and associated

material fluxes and transformations on watershed and coastal regional scales;

• research on the relationship of physical phenomena to ecosystem structure and function

and the interaction of ecosystem structure and function;

• research, modeling, and monitoring to support effective restoration or rehabilitation of

degraded habitats and sustained yield of coastal ecosystems; and,

• development of models and the understanding behind them, of atmosphere-watershed-

coastal ecosystem interactions for use in ecosystem management

5) Would the transfer ofNWS to the Department of die Interior have any impact on the

ability of-NWS to carry out its mission? Are there other agencies which might be better

suited to house NWS if the Commerce Department is abolished, or are there agencies to

which NWS should not be transferred? What is your opinion of moving NOAA prograns
to the Department of Energy or a new Department of Sdence? Should NOAA be
established as an independent agency if the Department of Commerce is eliminated?

Separating NWS farther from the ocean side ofNOAA, by moving it to Interior, will represent a
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great loss of opportunity to improve service to the public, as it would come at a time when

science is just beginning to puzzle out important ocean-atmosphere connections. As I argued

earlier, the inherent ocean-atmosphere coupling in the earth system suggests keeping things

together.

If the Department of Commerce were abolished, the question of where NOAA should be located

is not as pressing an issue as ensuring that NOAA is NOT split apart. While NASULGC has not

yet done an in depth study of where NOAA should go if DOC is terminated, our initial thoughts

lean heavily toward making it an independent agency. However, we are open to considering other

cabinet department options. NASULGC has yet to take an official position on a Department of

Science. However, we have expressed reservations regarding the potential for such a Department

to be so centralized that it jeopardizes the diversity of research, which is the strength of the

American system, and that it separates the science from the mission of the agencies using that

science. Until we see a specific bill, it is difficult to form a more comprehensive position, as we

readily admit these concerns could be addressed in the legislation creating a Department of

Science. As 1 stated earlier, the idea of establishing a Hoover-like commission to review the

whole structure of the federal government for fundamental change is appealing.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Mr. Chairman, as I have tried to point out, NOAA is responsible for providing services to this

country which are critical to our overall economic well-being and physical safety. Like any

agency, NOAA has strengths and weaknesses. NASULGC's Board on Oceans and Atmosphere

deals daily with NOAA and has, I believe, developed a fairly good understanding of where the

greatest need for improvements are. The university community, through associations like

NASULGC, CORE (Consortium for Oceanographic Research and Education), and UCAR (The

University Corporation for Atmospheric Research), wants to assist Congress in making wise

decisions on the directions that change wall take. Let me reiterate and re-emphasize that the

concept of NOAA is even more valid today than it was when the agency was created, even

though NOAA's execution of this concept has not always met expectations.

Last year. NOAA and the nation's universities held a major partnership conference to address

the most important issues regarding NOAA's scientific capabilities and to initiate a process for

NOAA to utilize more effectively the vast scientific, technical and research resources of our

schools of higher education. To date, not a great deal of progress has been made, but we are

encouraged by recent developments within the agency indicating a fuller appreciation of the

potential benefit of a closer partnership with universities. It is our perspective that H.R. 1756

could cripple NOAA's extramural programs and partnership with universities, while it is

this partnership which could and should be a m^or player in reforming the agency and its

activities.

We urge the Committee to consider the following areas in deciding NOAA's future:

10
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• no not split NOAA apart - Throughout the testimony, I have discussed how critical it

is to keep NOAA's oceans and atmosphere components together. I will not elaborate

further, but will only stress that this is our roost fundamental and important

recommendation.

• rinser NOAA-Dniversity Partnership - We firmly believe that NOAA could receive

higher quality research produa at a lower cost by better using our nation's colleges and

universities. This would allow NOAA to cut budgets, reduce personnel and become

more efficient and make it a stronger. morej)roductive agency. The National Weather

Service's effort to co-locate offices and facilities on university campuses and the work

with UCAR on COMET (Cooperative Program for Operational Meteorology,

Education and Training), and the new NWS office at North Carolina State University

in coastal zone forecasting and the joint institutes are examples of model programs in

which everyone wins and which Congress should support

• Supplementing NOAA's Labs - NOAA should look at a much stronger extramural

grants program across the board to supplement - but not replace - the NOAA
laboratories. The labs must survive, but if they are scaled back, an extramural grants

program will be an important step to ensure their continued excellence.

• jieep NWS and its supporting labs together - The key laboratories, including - but

not exclusive to - the National Severe Storm Lab and the Forecast System Lab should

be moved with the NWS if the Congress decides to split NWS from NOAA.

• Rstablishment of an Office of Extramural Programs in NOAA - The office would

encompass Sea Grant, NURP. Coastal Ocean Program, USGCRP, and other cross-cutting

activities and promote the extension and greater use of the existing effective

federal/university partnerships that are necessary for the implementation of NOAA's

missions. NOAA's grants process is very cumbersome and inefficient Reforms in this

area would improve NOAA's ability to benefit bom valuable extramural research.

• Remove many nf the regulatory and enforcement functions from NOAA - This

will make NOAA more efficient and will permit it to concentrate on the basic role of

"service" in the broad sense. The research functions — basic and applied - follow as

necessary elements to maintain the service functions at the cutting edge of what

technology and scientific knowledge allow. Too many times it seems the enforcement

or regulatory function appears to conflict with the "service" function. NOAA should

support an enforcement or regulatory agency, but be independent of it

• Broader links with private industry - NOAA's operational elements (e.g., NWS)
should be given expanded mandates/charters to develop broader links with private

industry, with any necessary funds to be leveraged appropriated by Congress. For

example, the conunercial wind engineering and dispersion modeling cotimiututies often

ir
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feel ignored by NOAA, especially since NWS has not been able to respond to their pleas

regarding programing of the new Automated Surface Observing System, due to the high

costs for reprogramming. The "environment," specificaUy ocean and atmosphere, is an

area where the US has a technological lead in many respects. NOAA should be a key

player with private industry in improving US economic competitiveness in this area.

While NOAA's ERLs engage in some limited activities in Ais regard, particularly in the

instrumentation and software development areas, the activity in general is spotty and not

well-focused.

• Contract out fleet operations - Because oY the increasing costs of its oceanographic

fleet operations, it may be more cost-effective for NOAA to contract out its

oceanographic research with an organization such as University-National Oceanographic

Laboratory System (UNOLS.) Currently UNOLS has excess fleet capacity, including

available ship time on brand new navy-built vessels at operational costs far below that of

NOAA. It is difficult for the university community to see the need for redundancy in this

sector. In addition, contracting out vessel support would be an excellent example of

partnership.

• Review NOAA's nautical and aeronautical charting responribilities - An official -

panel should be established to review all charting activities to determine which are suitable

for NOAA, other federal agencies, and /or the private sector. There are proposals to

transfer aeronautical charting to FAA. for example. In addition, concerns have been raised

over the provision in H.R. 1756 transferring to the Defense Mapping Agency

responsibility for civilian nautical mapping and charting. A panel could sort out the

fundamental questions involved in these issues.

Again, Mr. Chainaan, let me thank you and the members of the Committee for the opportunity to

provide NASULGC's views on the implications for NOAA of dismantling the Department of

Commerce. NASULGC will continue to study this issue and welcomes an ongoing dialogue with

the Committee and with Congress as the future of these agencies is shaped.

12
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GOVERNMENT MARKETING

l-lJjjJ.I^MiUltM^^-^J National Place, 1331 Pennsylvania Ave.. N.W., Suite 1331 North. Washington. D.C. 20004

(202) 638-6000 FAX: (202) 638-0820

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Science

2320 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Brown,

Thank you for your letter of August 29, 1995 regarcJing H.R. 1756.

Our company has had extensive experience with some of the programs and

offices in the Department of Commerce which you mention in your letter.

We welcome this opportunity to provide our views. Our comments will

correspond with the paragraphs in your letter.

1

.

Cray Research has worked for many years with NiST and NOAA, in

particular. As you know, our supercomputers and parallel processing

computers are uniquely valuable in supporting scientific operations,

research and administrative activities in both agencies and their

laboratories. Both NIST and NOAA laboratories have a world class

reputation for their research and are regarded internationally as

scientific leaders. At best, it is unclear whether any benefit would be

derived by transferring these laboratories to another department.

2. Our corporation has not had any first hand experience working

with the programs you cite under the Technology Administration.

3. Based on our experience, we are not aware of any duplication of

NIST laboratory activities in the private sector or in other agencies. Since

we are not aware that the same services are available from the private

sector, we cannot comment on whether purchase of such services would

yield any savings. Privatizing NIST laboratories does not seem to make
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much sense, since many of their activities are unique standard-setting

services that seem more appropriate as a government activity than as a

private sector service from the standpoint of potential conflicts of

interest. And since there is little evidence that these activities are in

fact appropriate for the private sector.

4. Our company has no first hand knowledge of the ATP and MEP
programs.

5. The corporate experience with NIST is in the support of advanced

science and technology programs through high performance computational

capabilities. There is not an advantage to the nation to merge the mission

of NIST with that of NSF. Each is critical for US leadership in science and

technology. It will be detrimental to the nation to attempt to reconcile

the fundamental differences in missions. The NSF mission of basic

research is as important as the applications, operations, and services

mission of NIST. NIST operating as an independent agency if preferable to

such an awkward merger.

6. A 25% cut for an agency that provides such unique service seems

to be arbitrary unless based on solid reasoning and analysis. Since we are

not privy to the reasons for such a cut, it is difficult to make useful

comments.

7. Trade is an area of vital interest to Cray Research, Inc. and one in

which we have unusual experience, since we are the foremost US exporter

of supercomputing technology. We have received valuable and aggressive

assistance from the Department of Commerce and its Export

Administration and International Trade Administration in support of our

foreign sales goals. We feel strongly that this helps level the playing field

with foreign competitors that often receive more direct kinds of support

from their respective governments. The trade functions carried out by the

Department of Commerce are important to the success of US industry

abroad. Terminating these agencies, reducing their funding or relocating

them to an agency where they are neither appreciated nor supported is not

in the Interest of US industry from our perspective.

In addition, NOAA has been extremely supportive in promoting US
industry abroad in weather and climate activities. NOAA is seen as the

international leader in these fields, and its support internationally has
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been very important to us and other companies \hsA function in related

fields.

It is generally accepted that the United States is the world leader in

scientific and technological advancement. An important part of the basis

for this is the research and development investment that the United

States government makes over the long term, both within the civilian and

defense sectors. Private research and development historically, and for

economic reasons, focuses on shorter term objectives. The two approaches

in partnership are what has made our nation and US corporations uniquely

the technology development leaders worldwide. It would be shortsighted

in the extreme, and put US industry at a competitive disadvantage in the

global economy, to reduce arbitrarily the US investment in research and

development. We urge you and your colleagues to consider all proposals in

light of these concerns.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these observations and
would be happy to respond to any additional questions or information

needs you may have.

Sincerely,

William N. Bartolone

Senior Director,

Legislative/Federal Programs
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DIPP J

Design Institute for

Physical Property Data

of the American Institute

of Chemical Engineers

IN REPLY PLEASE ADDRESS

George H Thomson
356 Fleetwood Dr

Bartlesville. OK 74006
Tel 918 333-7176

Fax 918 335-3201

Email GHThom3201@aol com

7 September 1995

Hon. George E. Brown, Jr.

Committee on Science

U. S. House of Representatives

Suite 2320 Raxtum House Office Building

Washington. D. C. 20515-6301

Dear Mr. Brown:

T. B. Selover. Technical Director of the Design Instimte for Physical Property- Data (DIPPR)*. one of

tiie Sponsored Research groups of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers has asked me to reply

to your letter of 14 .August requesting our comments on H. R. 1756, the Department of Commerce
Dismantling Act. DIPPR. w-hich has been in existence since 1979. is a consortium of some forty

organizations, including both large and small chemical companies, which represent a broad spectrum of

the chemical industr>

.

As I have had little or no experience with man> of the organizations you mention in your letter, I will

limit m\ comments to those I know something about.

XIST
The idea a selling the NTST laboratories to the private sector is ridiculous, particularly at a time when

industr>' is cutting its own laboratories. I think you would find it impossible to give NIST away.

I don't think either NSF or DoE would be good places for NISTs standards and measurement functions

because their missions and cultures are quite different from those of NIST and the transfer of activities

would produce a less effective organization. In response to some of the questions asked in item (4) of

your letter, no. I don't think NSF has the expertise, close relationship with industry, resources, or

inclination to cany out the NIST programs. Congress could give NSF the resources, of course, but I

think that would waste money and probably not improve the present situation. Since these standards

activities are closely related to business, the Department of Commerce seems an appropriate place for

them. I caimot comment on a Department of Science which does not exist yet. but I think there is some

merit to the idea of establishing NTST as in independent agency.

I, personally, would like to see NISTs Standard Reference Data Program (SRDP) and Chemical

Science and Technology Laboratories (CSTL) considerably strengthened. I think they are useful to
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.American science and technology. The> Hinclion well in liie Department ofCommerce, so I would lea\e

them there if that Department continues to exist.

The great ad\antage NIST has over man\ other go\emniental laboratories is that it knows how to

work with industry . DIPPR has had a ver>- good relationship with SRDP and CSTL for a number of

years. We are both interested in assembling high-quality data for use in science and engineering, so

we share resources, expertise, and data. .Although the SRD Program has never had much monex. it

used to help us greath- with small grants from time to time, and CSTL supports some of the DIPPR

projects.
ft

Technology Transfer and NTIS

There seems to be a strong feeling in the Federal Go\eniment that industry is not benefitting from

federallN-funded research as much as it "should". I'm not sure that industry feels as strongly about

this. It may be that this is an example of the "not invented here" s\-ndrome, or perhaps there is a

feeling that the orientation of the national laboratories, in particular, to high-cost, defense-related

research may make it difficult for them to produce results of interest to industrv'. hi addition it

seems to me that the Federal Government technolog>' transfer efforts are uncoordinated.

The National Technical Information Ser%'ice seems to me to be a useful organization. It could

continue to be useful if privatized. Privatization is not a universal cure, however. The important

things tor NTIS are to keep the supply of information flowing and prices relatively low.

In response to item (2) of your letter: As 1 noted abo\ e it would be virtually impossible to find

someone to buy NIST or to operate it unless it came with substantial Federal funding. The current

management philosophy of .American industry seems to be that, rather than spend even relativeU

small amounts for the type of data NIST provides, it will do without this information until the next

crisis occurs. There are a few organizations such as DIPPR which produce small amounts of data,

but not enough to replace NTSTs output. If the SRD Program were privatized, its products would

probabh be much more expensive. A private publisher would certainly not have the close

relationship with industry which the SRDP does, but more importantly, would not have the special

relationship with the producers of the data which SRDP does.

The Federal Government could not purchase the services which NIST supplies from industry,

because industry cannot supply them any more.

In reference to item (5): you might as well eliminate NIST completely as cut it 25%.

I hope these comments will be of some help. If I can do anNinore. please contact me.

George H. Thomson
Vice-Chair, Technical Committee

cc: E. Buck. DIPPR
T. B. Selover, DIPPR
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@ DuQUESNE University
Rockwell Hall • Ptitsbutigh, PA • 15282-0104

Thomas J. Muuik, D«an

A.J. Palumvo Sciiooi Of Business

Administkation _ ^ _, _ ^^-_
Tei£«.on, (412) 39^5156 September 5. 1995

Fax (412) 396-5304 FAX TO: 202-225-3895

(3 Pages)

Representative George E. Brown. Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Science

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington. DC 20515

Dear Representative Brown.

Many thanks for this opportunity to respond to your welcome letter of August 28!

As you can see from my attached Bio. I've been fortunate to have had senior

level experiences in Business. Government and now in Academe. I have lived

overseas — and I've visited 45 countries. This allows me to provide an infomied

opinion on H.R. 1756.

In a word, it is mindless!

It would do substantial damage to our Nation's crucially important efforts for

Economic Growth, Global Competitiveness and an Improving Standard of Living!

Therefore. I vigorously urge that it be voted down in Its entirety!

Good Luck!

God Bless!

Most sincerely,

Thomas J. Murrin

Dean
Attachment

TJMnlj
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THOMAS J. MURRIN

Thomas J. Murrin was named Dean of Duquesne University's A. J. Palumbo
School of Business Administration; effective January, 1991 — after serving for 18
months »s Deputy Secretary of the U. S. Department of Commerce; nominated by
President George Bush and confirn^ by the U. S. Senate.

At the Department of Commerce, Murrin was deeply involved In a variety of

executive acth/ities — including the 1990 Decennial Census; the Malcolm Baldrige

National Quality Award and its initial application within the Commerce Departnrtent:

the nvxlemization of the National Weather Service and the r>ew Advanced Techrralogy

and Manufacturing Center Programs. As 'Acting Secretary* for Secretary Mosbacher,

Murrin attended Cabinet and other top level meetings with President Bush, Vice

President Ouayie and other senior Federal Government Executives.

Since returning to Pittsburgh, he continues to promote Quality and

Competitiveness initiatives as a member of the Executive Committee of the D.C.-

based Council on Competitiveness and as a Board Member of several organizations

including Motorola ar^d the Duquesne Light Company. Tom has become a nationally-

recognized proponent of Total Quality Management In Academe — with numerous

invited presentations across the Country.

At Duquesne's Business School, he has helped to develop innovative progranu

to distinguish its teaching and research — particularly in the increasingly important

field of Global Competitiveness and Economic Growth. In 1993 and 1994, Faculty-

Industry Study Trips were made to Japan arwl Germany — and in 1995 to Nicaragua

and the Dominican Republic.

During his earlier involvement with educational institutions, Murrin was
Distinguished Service Professor of TechfK>logy and Management at Carnegie Mellon

University: Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Duquesne University: a member of

the Board of Trustees of Fordham University: and served on the National Board of

'Chies In Schools.*

As part of Murrin's community service activities in Pittsburgh, he led a

successful fund-raising affoa at Mercy Hospital where he was Chairman of the Board

for nine years — and participated in similar efforts at Duquesne University and for

United Way Drives. Murrin was the Honorary Chairman of several successful fund-

raising drives during recent years — and currently co-chairs the Cities-lrt-Schools

fundraising effort.

Recruited to the Westinghouse Electric Corporation as a graduate student in

1951, Murrin initially worlted as a manufacturing/materials engineer. Over the next

36 years, he served in various positions with Westinghouse — Including European

Manufacturing Representative based in Geneva, Switzerland; corporate vice president

of Manufacturing; senior vice president of the Defense and Public Systems Group; aruJ

president of the Public Systems Company. Murrin retired in 1987 as president of the
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THOMAS J. MURRIN
Page 2

firm's hiQhly regarded Energy and Advanced Technology Group — an organization

with nearly $5 billion in annual sales. As a member of the Westinghouse Management
Committee from 1974 until his retirement. Quality and Productivity Improvement v^re
elevated to key corporate initiatives under his guidance. During his Westinghouse

career, he travelled to more than 40 countries.

Building on his extensive foreign iravel and study of industrial operations,

Murrin served as a U.S. delegate to the NATO Industrial Advisory Group,

headquartered in Brussels, Belgium. He was a member of the Defense Policy Advisory

Committee on Trade of the Department of Defense and served as chairman of

DPACT's Subcommittee on Trade Relations with Japan.

He was the first chairman of two prestigious advisory committees to the

Federal Government; i.e., the Board of Overseers of the Commerce Department's

Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, and the Defense Department's Defense

Manufacturing Board. Murrin was a member of the President's Commission on

Industrial Competitiveness — and chairman of the Board of Governors of the

Aerospace Industries Association.

A native of New York City, Murrin received a bachelor of science degree In

physics from Fordham University in 1951 where he was a starting tackle under Coach

Vlnce Lombardi: has done graduate work at several universities; and Is a Fellow of the

National Academy of Engineering. He was born April 30, 1929, and is married to the

former Dee Coyne of New York City. The Murrins have eight children and four

grandchildren and live in the North Hills of Pittsburgh.

Among Murrin's honors are the Order of Merit, Westinghouse Electric

Corporation: Annual Achievement Award in Business, and the Encaenia Award,

Fordham University; National Leadership Award, American Productivity Center; James

Forrestal Memorial Award, National Security Industrial Association; Election to the

Natior^l Academy of Engineering; Manufacturing Management Award, Society of

Manufacturing Engineers; Hall of Fame, Cardinal Hayes High School; Honorary Degree

of Doctor of Managerrient Science. Duquesne University; the Excellence In

Manufacturing Award; National Security industrial Association; Appointment as a

Fellow of the World Academy of Productivity Science; the 1994 Pittsburgh Man Of

The Year Award In Education; and in 1995, an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters

from Fordham University.

4/30/95
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DURON
IMNTS&WALUX3VKINGS

August 17. 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member

Committee on Science
J'

U.S. House ofRepresentatives

Suite 2320 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6301

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for your letter of 1 1 August 1995, asking us at Duron to comment on H.R. 1756

which proposes to change the structure and function of the Technology Administration.

Founded in Washington, DC. in 1949, Duron, Inc. manufactures architectural paints and

coatings in factories located in Beltsville, Maryland and Atlanta, Georgia. Our products are

marketed through 207 company-operated stores located east of the Mississippi River from

Pennsylvania south to Florida, as well as through 1 SO independently-owned retail dealerships. This

year, Duron's sales wiU exceed $210,000,000, making us a mid-sized company among American

paint manufacturers. From our inception, we have grown strongly and successfully by focusing on

providing quality products and quality service to professional painters, and our company's approach

to the marketplace has been strongly influenced by this quality orientation.

In our relationship with NIST, we have sought a partnership that would allow us to

participate in the technologically complex tffon to develop a standardized method of predicting and

testing the service life of protective coatings, a key to determining coating quality. Such a complex

effort would not be possible for a company of our size without participation in NIST's Cooperative

Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) on Service Life Prediction. We have been very

pleased with the program, which is focused, productive, timely, and produces clear results. It has

enabled us to tap the resources available within NIST for assisting the development of business

technology otherwise denied to small businesses like ours, and we are therefore highly concerned

about the ill-advised bill H.R. 1756, which would dismantle one of the few agencies of the federal

government of true use to small business.

In response to your specific questions:

1 . We believe the federal government should play an active role in making federal technology

expertise available to the private sector. We think that NIST has proven itself to be well positioned

and organized to play this role. Duron is not experienced in many of the NIST external programs

DURON, MC
BELTSVILLE HEAOQUARTERSMANUFACTURINQ • 10406 TUCKER STREET • BELTSVILLE. MARYLAND 20705-2297 • (XI) 937-4600

ATLANTA MANUFACTURINQ • 1415 CONSTTrUTION ROAD • ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30316-4605 • (404) 241-7722
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such as ATP and MEP. but we are quite familiar with and strongly support NIST's CRADA program

which has supplied impressive, useful and productive results in the short time we have been

participants. In two decades of our experience, trying unsuccessfully to forge similar links with

academia, we have never experienced such a successful partnership as with our CRADA program

with NIST.

2. We believe that efforts to privatize NIST would destroy its unique capabilities.

Somewhere within its massive bureaucracy, the United States government needs to maintain a

research capability which can span the dimension frp'm basic research to commercial application.

Such a program requires a broad, well-integrated set of research resources which supports creative

programs focused on the development of commercially-applicable technology. Privatization would

inevitably limit the scope of such resources, focusing attention upon return on investment, rather than

on useful creativity. Farming out portions of the research resources would inevitably raise costs and

impair the smooth integration of the research process. In this regard, we are not aware that NIST's

essential functions are duplicated by other government agencies, or for that matter by the private

sector. We have found NIST to be unique in its capabilities, the focused talents of its people, the

range of specialties accessible on one campus, and the practical focus of its programs made available

for further business development.

3. We are not able to comment on this question.

4. The role of standardization and measurement is quite different from that of basic research.

Attempts to combine these functions will inevitably cause one to be strongly subordinated to the

other. We do not believe that the National Science Foundation, whose basic role is to support

university-based research, has the resources, expertise, nor the orientation to carry out NIST's

functions. It certainly docs not have the industry relationships needed to effectively continue NIST's

woilc. If it is to be reorganized, the Department of Commerce should be structured to meet the real

needs of American business, to enhance productivity and to boost competitiveness, rather than

simply eviscerated to meet politically expedient short-term goals. We would like to see the

Commerce Department reformed along these lines, with NIST remaining under its control so that

NIST can concentrate on its central mission: rapid commercialization of technology for the benefit of

American business.

5. There is little point in speculating on which programs would be damaged by a 25% cut in

NIST's programs. Geaily, it would lose capability, skills, and flexibility in meeting the needs of its

constituencies. We do not think that such a cut is in the long-term best interests of our nation.

6. In. summation, we feel that the elimination of the Department ofCommerce would cause

major erosion in our government's ability to create focused programs relating to the broad areas

presently covered, including trade. We should be trying to hone our competitiveness and improve

our productivity, rather than dismantling one of the few federal government resources which is truly

useflil to American industry.
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For all of these reasons, we hope that H.R. 1756 will be abandoned in fcvor of legislation that

reforms and improves the functioning of the Department, instead of simply killing it offwithout

regard to the useful role waiting to be filled to ensure a healthy future for American business.

Yours sincerely,

DURON, INC.

F. Louis Floyd /
Technical Vice-President

Dr. Robert Feinberg

President

RF/*
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EKEXmUDEHONE' Lawrence J. Rhoades
President

(mmovSHoh U 7^ Piusuit^ £xeeiiM££'

September 6, 1995

VIA FA3f#202-225-3895 AND EXPRESS MAIL

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member

U.S. House ofRepresentatives

Committee on Science

822 O-Kiel HOB
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Brown:

Enclosed are my comments and answers to specific questions relating to HR 1756

that you requested in your letter dated August 1 1, 1995.

Very truly yo

k/enc.

iKSi? • Tslonhnn* t^^M^\.',Vn • CAV <19J)A'U<7'iq
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Re: U.S. House ofRepresentatives

Committee on Science

Letter Request by George E. Brawn, Jr.,

Ranking Minority Member,

datedAugust 11, 1995 relating to H.R. 1756

Reply by:

Lawrence J. Rhoades, President

Extrude Hone Corporation

GENERAL COMMENTS:

I am grateful for this opportunity to share my thoughts on and experiences with the Commerce
Department activities that would be affected by H.R. 1756. I understand the pressures on
Congress to reduce both the budget deficit and taxes. I can accept that the most obvious
approach to achieving these objectives is to reduce spending. But I urge care and contemplation
before wielding an axe that may cut deeply into the muscle-not the fat-of the American
economy.

The budget deficit is impacted, of course, by tax revenues as well as expenditures, and it is the
difference between the two that matters. Cutting expenditures that generate many times their cost
in ux revenue perversely increases the deficit. And, it is not higher taxes that American
businesses and workers object to, but rather taxes that take a high percentage of their earnings. If
the expenditures funded by those taxes provide the catalyst to generating higher business profits
or substantially higher produrtivity supporting higher real wages, they will be welcome and will
generate more tax revenue without "raising taxes." The point is that this is not a "zero sum" game
where every "winner's" prize is matched by a "loser's" loss. It is a mission of "value creation"
(much like the activities ofbusiness itself) in which the infrastructure facilitating commerce among
the economy's private sector participants plays as important a role in providing a U.S. national
competitive advantage as the U.S. workers and businesses themselves do. Only the Federal
government is in a position to share in the value created for all the beneficiaries of the
infrastnicture improvement through its taxing authority. The private sector creators of the
improvements are able to capture for themselves only a small firaction of what the benefits will
generate in increased tax revenue. Much of America's national competitive advantage is drawn
fi-om its infrastructure: transportation, communications, political, legal, financial and educational
systems. But, for some time it has been apparent to those working in manufacturing that the
translation of new scientific knowledge into new methods and tools that are widely used on
America's factory floors has not had an efficient infrastructure, and ite absence has caused U.S.
manufacturing competitiveness to suffer greatly. Continuous, unprecedented trade deficits!
dramatic reductions in the international buying power of the U.S. dollar, and an unrelenting shift
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of manufacturing jobs out of the U.S. are evidence of that suffering. Preventing further declines

in America's competitiveness has become critical.

"Today, the so-called industrialized nations employ 350 million people who are

paid an average houriy rate of SI 8 (including benefits). However, during the past

10 years, the world economy gained access to large and populated countries, such

as China, the former Soviet Union, India, Mexico, etc. Altogether, it can be

estimated that a labor force of some 1,200 million people has become reachable at

an average houriy cost of under S2 and, iirmany regions, under $1." (Art Dodge,

Dodge-Rugupol, Lancaster, PA)

Consequently, U.S. manufacturers Qarge and small alike) are under intense global pressures to

improve values and reduce costs—in other words, to maintain a significant productivity advantage

in the face of rapidly improving productivity in these emerging countries."

In a way that other sectors of our economy are less sensitive to, U.S. manufacturers are already

competing internationally, even if they don't export. The manufactured products marketed in the

U.S. market come fi-om around the worid-in unprecedented volumes. These are the goods of

international trade. Worker value-in time and skill—can be stored and transported within

manufactiu-ed products. The value supplied by U.S. workers sits side by side on U.S. retail

shelves, next to the value of their foreign counterparts. The value of a skilled U.S. service

worker's time is also defined—in international standards—in terms of the internationally traded

goods and services that can be purchased with the proceeds of that time which, in turn, depends

on the productivity of those in the U.S. economy who manufacture. Manufacturing

competitiveness is central to the standard of living of every member of our economy—whether

they are directly involved in manufacturing or not.

My business and my job within it have permitted me to work closely with hundreds of

manufacturing companies across the U.S. and through much of the worid in dozens of industries

from aircraft to automotive to aluminum extruders. My company invents, develops, builds, sells,

instaUs and assures the successful use of innovative nuuiu&cturing technologies. It is a machine

tool builder.

Our customers include many of the largest manufacturers in the U.S. as well as many small die

"shops"—some with fewer than a dozen employees. As a rule, when a company buys our

equipment, they are committing to a change in their manufacturing methods. It is in

understanding this process of change, first-hand on those hundreds of factory floors, and in

understanding how the programs that would be impacted by H.R. 1 756 can help that process, that

I may have a contribution to make to your deUberations.

From my perspective, it is the facilitation of constructive changes-of intelligent modemization-to

which the Technology Administration, and particularly MIST, are directed. Increasingly, the

competitive advantage that American manufacturers can maintain in using advanced

manufacturing methods is their major weapon in staying competitive with foreign manufacturers

exploiting dramatically lower labor costs. It is not that American workers can work harder or are
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innately more intelligent that their Chinese counterparts whose products they must compete with,

it is that they have better manufacturing skills, methods and technology available to them and can

consequently "work smarter" and with better organization. In today's globally competitive

marketplace, U.S. manufacturers must work much "smarter" than their counterparts if they expect

to continue to pay ten times the hourly wages to their workers.

The programs ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce that would be eliminated or crippled by H.R.

1 756 are precisely and efficiently enhancing that intelligence by expanding the arsenal of new

technologies available to U.S. manufacturers through the ATP and accelerating the

implementation of appropriate modem technologies and management practices into the "guts" of

America's industrial strength-its smaller manufacturers-through the Manufacturing Extension

Partnership Program.

These smaller manufacturers are today in a particulariy vulnerable position. They have absorbed

nearly two million jobs shed over the past 25 years by large U.S. manufacturers and now employ

60 percent of the U.S. manufacturing work force. Yet, they use a technology level that is at least

a decade (often two decades) behind the latest, most efficient technologies used by their large

company customers and their German and Japanese small company competitors. The

technological advantage they still retain over their low-wage, newly industrialized competitors is

fading rapidly.

I serve as the Board Chairman of a NIST MEP in western Pennsylvania and have assisted in

reviews of MEFs in New York, Ohio and California. Most importantly, I have been an MEP
client and recognize the value that can be provided by an MEP. In spite of the things that make

our company unique, there are many areas of our business in which we are no better and no more

knowledgeable than other small American manufacturers. The maze of changes occurring in

manufacturing methods and technology offisr both compelling benefits and frightening risks to

small manufacturers who typically have a closely knit workforce and very limited working capital.

Dealing with these changes without unduly risking either the futures ofthose who have committed

their careers to the company or our painfiiUy accumulated capital base is something I lose sleep

over. These concerns have been eased by our local NIST-supported MEP organization. They

have facilitated networking with other area companies who have faced similar decisions and their

shared experiences have enabled us to envision and evaluate our choices. The MEP has also

provided consulting help to assist us in property and rapidly implementing those choices—

sometimes with the help of other area support organizations the MEP has linked us to. NISTs

MEP strategy has leveraged both local organizational and co-funding support with a national

network ofMEP centers and manufacturing extension professionals who share experiences, tools

and "lessons learned" to continuously improve the MEP program itself. I believe the MEP
mission and its management are squarely directed to the type of support needed to accelerate the

selection and adoption ofthe methods and technologies needed by America's small entrepreneurial

manufacturers to maintain our productivity advantage over our rapidly improving foreign

competitors. That advantage supports our national comparative living standard advantage and

can help to close our national budget deficit.
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In a complementary effort, the ATP seeks to expand the menu of enabling technologies that, once

widely implemented, can provide dramatic new productivity advantages to the U.S. manufacturing

base. Contrasting with DoD and SBIR programs, the NIST AT? program painstakingly seeks

out needs that are deemed critical to induslry-noX to the government funding agencies. The ATP
also encourages vertically integrated teams of technology users, technology providers and

research universities to insure and accelerate the implementation and maturation of new

knowledge to new industrial "know-how."

ATP awardees must provide matching funds to the effort as well. This requirement not only

leverages the NIST investment, it assures both the economic importance of the effort and that the

awardees are pursuing the project with a commitment to implementation. Only through the

implementation of the development can the awardee's cost-share investment be recovered.

As a recent ATP awardee, I can offer some comments on our specific project that may provide

some insight into the impact of the program and its potential to empower America's most potent

competitive advantage-its spirit of innovation. Our industry partners in the project are Ford and

General Motors, whose interest in and commitment to our proposed technology was crystallized

through the ATP "focus program" on Motor Vehicle Manufacturing Technology. In the process

of identifying and selecting'focus program areas, automotive industry needs were identified as

nationally important due to the size and trade relevance of the industry. Fuel efiBciency, emission

cleanliness and production flexibility were all articulated as important to the industry's future. My
company had been nurturing ideas for several years relating to manufacturing processes that had

the potential to precisely and economically enhance and control the air flow to each cylinder of an

auto engine and to generate highly accurate combustion chambers. By providing more accurate,

leaner and more fully mixed fuel/air ratios to each cylinder of every engine and dependably

repeatable compression of that mixture via precision combustion chamber cavities, engine power,

fuel efficiency and exhaust cleanliness are all improved. Yet, to be viable in the U.S. auto

industry, this must also be done very economically. The ATP supported development effort is

directed to establishing methods to do precisely that. If successful, for production costs of an

additional ten to twenty dollars per car, the technology could yield fuel savings of five percent or

more, significantly improved exhaust emissions, and production flexibility that would easily "flow

tune" standard castings to the requirements of specific niche market opportunities.

On the other hand, there is substantial risk and it's possible that these technologies won't be

successful. We think they will be and we're risking a major portion of our net worth to prove it.

Ford and General Motors are risking even more of their money and will receive no government

funds fi-om the ATP award. Yet, none of us, not Ford or GM, nor their casting and material

suppliers, and certainly not us, as equipment suppliers, will be able to capture a major share of the

value created. It will flow to the economy as a whole. My company will earn a bit supplying

equipment to the casting suppliers of Ford and GM; the casting suppliers will earn a bit more than

this in using the equipment to process the castings. The aluminum suppliers will earn a bit

supplying aluminum since the processes are more suitable to aluminum than to cast iron or plastic;

and Ford and GM will earn a bit by capturing marketshare from their foreign competitors due to

the improved value of their product. The U.S. automotive industry employees will earn a bit

more as a result. Through taxes, the Federal government will share in the benefit captured in each
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of those ways. Most of the value will pass to the U.S. automotive consumer, however, and to all

of us who will benefit from a marginally cleaner environment. My company is making as big an

investment as we can make without losing the company. Ford and GM are investing substantially

in an unproven idea, receiving no ATP funds.

If this technology would proceed to commercialization at all in the absence of the ATP, it would

almost certainly do so in Europe or Japan where fuel costs are substantially higher than in the

US., and the ability to exploit the fuel savings benefits might be stronger. The catalytic role of

the ATP in this effort is critical-not only in providing a share of funding, but also in structuring

the program in a way that provided incentives to collaborate within the technology supply chain—

from university researchers to our role as innovator/champion, to casting and material suppliers,

to major automobile producers. A small innovative company teamed with two of the largest

companies in the world, pursuing an innovative approach to manufacturing that could have broad

benefits would simply not have happened without the ATP because the innovator could not have

gotten the attention of his partners and could not have effectively harnessed the benefits of his

idea. The "upside" was too much of "long shot," and the "downside" was ruin. The idea would

have remained as only an idea and the opportunity for realizing the innovation and its broad

economic benefits would almost certainly have been lost.

Together, the ATP and MEP programs work collectively to provide a technology infi-astructure to

build and maintain a national industrial competitive advantage that is the foundation of our

nation's economy. These infrastructure investments provide value throughout the economy that is

uncapturable to any entity unable to gain a share of the widely distributed aggregate benefits

through enhanced tax revenues. But, the need for this infrastructure is so critical and the

aggregate value created by its implementation is so great that the resultant tax share of that value

overwhelms the cost of the investment.
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Re: U.S. Hotise ofRepresentatives

Committee on Science

Letter Request by George E. Brawn, Jr.,

Ranking Minority Member,

datedAugust 11, 1995 relating to H.R. 1756

Reply by:

Lawrence J. Rhoades, President

Extrude Hone Corporation

RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS:

The Technology Administration was established to provide afocal point within the federal

governmentfor makingfederal technology services and expertise available to the private

sector. H.R. 1756 would largely terminate all of these efforts and retain only the

"staiuiards and measurement" function. What would be the impact of such proposed

changes? What role, if any, should the federal govenmtent play in making federal

technology e^qxrtise available to the private sector, particularly small and medium-sized

manufacturers? How would you compare the value ofNISTs external programs such as

A TP and MEP to other technology programs, such as the Small Business Innovative

Research program and cooperative research and development agreements?

Answer The ATP program is directed to industry needs as opposed to the needs of the

funding agencies generating SBIR solicitations. Very few of the SBIR solicitation topics are

related to manufacturing processes and many are very specific and narrow. The SBIR

process is rather long, with Phase I awards of $50,000 to $75,000, and Phase U awards of

$500,000 to $750,000. More than a year passes between proposing a project in Phase I and

recdving significant funding in Phase n. No cost sharing or collaboration partners are

required, which in some respects is more attractive for proposers but is perhaps less likely to

lead to realized technology advancements. We have received five SBIR awards for nearly a

million dollars in funding-nearly all of this directed to developing sophisticated tactile

sensing for robots. The funding agencies, DoE and NASA have critical needs for robotics in

contaminated areas and space. The commercial world is not yet ready for the highly

sensitive and responsive system we developed. We have managed to incorporate the

developed technology into other products but have yet to find a market for our tactile

sensing technology.
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Negotiating cooperative research and development agreements seems to be highly

dependent on the contractor operating the laboratory and is generally harder to do than it

seems it should be, particularly for smaller companies. In any case, the result, if successful,

is the assistance of Federal lab personnel and facilities in developing products or processes

for industry. It's like having a very high tech advisor rather than the networking and hands-

on advice of the MEP directed to intelligently choosing modem but currently commercial

manufacturing technology It is somewhat analogous to the ATP in that a private sector

company collaborates with a lab to develop or adopt a technology in which the lab has

expertise. I have not yet seen it work and am still struggling with how the collaborative

effort of the lab personnel is to be focusefl on industry needs if there is any conflict with

priorities within the lab.

2) What would be the effect ofselling or privatizing NIST laboratories andfunctions as called

for in H.R. 1756? What private sector entities, if any, would be likely to carry on the

functions of those laboratories andfacilities? What would be the impact ofprivatization

be on operating NISTs nuclear reactor in Gaithersburg? What functions of the NIST
laboratories, ifany, are duplicated by other agencies or the private sector? If the federal

government were to purchase the same services from private labs, would there be

significant reductions infederal spending?

Answer: We have employed NISTs metrology laboratories to evaluate and qualify some of

our special metrology products and they have done an excellent job. The transfer of that

laboratory to any other public or private organization would dilute their credibility,

neutrality and industry focus and would be unlikely to save money as the perceived value of

their services would be reduced to their "customers."

3) The House appropriations committee has already eliminatedfundingfor the ATP (except

for carryover projects) and only minimalfundingforMEPfor Fr96. Ifthe Housefunding
levels are enacted would the proposed reorganization in H.R. J 756 achieve any additional

cost savingsfor NISTs remainingfunctions?

Answer I am less familiar with NIST activities outside of the Metrology Lab and the MEP
and ATP programs, but it seems to me that no savings will be realized-only the expense and

confusion of the "musical chairs" that the reorganization seems to propose.

4) What would the impacts be of transferring NISTs standards and measurementfunctions to

the Nalioiuil Science Fourniation? Does the NSF have the expertise, close relationship to

ituhistry, atuJ resources needed to carry out such programs? Haw would such a transfer

affect NSFs basic mission of supporting university-based research? Are there other
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agencies which might be belter suited to house NISTs Junctions if the Commerce

Department is abolished, or are there agencies to which NISTs fiinctions should not be

transferred? What isyour opinion ofmoving NISTprograms to the Department ofEnergy

or a new Department ofScience? Should NIST be established as an independent agency if

the Department ofCommerce is eliminated?

Answer: Transferring NISTs standards and measurement functions to NSF would be

misguided and inappropriate. NISTs overriding objective is to facilitate commerce for the

benefit of the national economy. The scientific groundbreaking it may engage in is directed

to that objective—not the pursuit of science itself No cost savings would result, as the

people and expertise currently at NIST would simply move to another agency with a less

appropriate mission.

I feel it is critical for NISTs standards and measurement activities to be driven by industry

needs, by people familiar with and committed to fairiy and neutrally brokering industry

interests. A university research NSF focus or a government agency DoE focus or what I

imagine a Department of Science focus would be are all missing the point that facilitating

commerce is the central task of standards and measurement. For these activities

particulariy, NIST should become an independent agency if the Department of Commerce is

eliminated.

5) What would be the impact ofcutting the remaining NISTprograms by 25 percent?

Answer: They would likely lose more than twenty-five percent of their current

effectiveness.

6) If appropriate, please comment on the impact of H.R. 1756 on trade—in particular, the

elimination ofa Departmental homefor trade policy.

Answer A departmental home for trade policy has long been needed and only recently

implemented in Commerce. The fragmentation of these activities within the Federal

government is the source of long standing frustration for me and other small businesses,

particularly exporters. I served on and chaired the ExIm Bank Advisory Committee in 1987

and 1988 and was surprised and disappointed by the lack of coordination and occasional

heated conflict among the eight or so agencies involved in international trade.
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William G. Parzybok, Jr.

Chairman anti

Chief Enecuvve Officer

August 28, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

U.S. House ofRepresentatives

Committee On Science

Suite 2320 Raybum House Office BIdg.

Washington. DC 20515-6301

Re: H.R. 1756, Department ofCommerce Dismantling Act

Dear Representative Brown:

Our corporation enthusiastically supports Congressional efforts to reduce costs and improve the

effectiveness of all federal agencies and functions. We support H.R- 1756 as it stands with the

exception of the privatization of the basic standards laboratories currently administered by NIST.

We believe that basic standards and the laboratories which support these standards are rightfully the

responsibilities of the federal government and should remain under NIST sponsorship. NIST could

become a smaller, more efficient independent agency if the Department ofCommerce is eliminated.

We must remain on a level playing field with other major countries to assure our national

competitiveness and to eliminate any possibility of trade barriers arising based on the lack of

standardization between trading partners. In fact, "Standards" can become non-tariff trade barriers

unless we maintain a strong government conunitment to them.

With regards to Technology Administration, we support the concept of state support through local

technology centers working with smaller companies and the private sector taking the role away fi'om

the federal government.

Our corporation is committed to reducing federal spending and federal programs wherever possible

but we also recognize the need for an efficiently organized and adequately funded government

organization to maintain, distribute, and improve our national measurement standards.

Best Regards,

William G. Parzybok, Jr.

WGPva

Fluke Corporation / PO Box 9090 / Everen WA 96206-9090 / (206) 347 6100 / FAX 356 51 16 /TWX 910 445 2943 /TLX 185102
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S HARRIS

September?, 1995

Mr. George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minont) Mimber

Comminee on Science

U.S. House of Representatives

Suite 2320 Raybum } louse Office Building

Washington, DC 2C5 15-6301

Dear Mr Bponmi:

Thank you for the opfwrtunity to comment on the impact of RR. 1 756. The perspective presented

as well as the opinions expressed in this letter are purely my own and in no \vay reflect those of

Harris Corporation.

The standards, measurement and export licensing activities of the Department of Commerce are

important to maintaining our nations' economic strength and leadership in high technology

industries. In these areas, the Department of Commerce has developed the .vnsitivity and skill to

meld the diverse, parochial interests of the academic, industrial and govemmem sectors into

pragmatic, timely compromises. Any organizational structure which limits this capability to

balance academic purity, the financial self-interest of industry and the public velfare/ruitional

security concerns of government in the establishment of standards and measurement methodologies

or the granting of export licenses will iiot serve the nations' overall best interests of economic

strength, job creatioti and leadership in the development of intellectual property. I would expect a

significant compromise in balance would result from placing these activities m any organization

with a prim:ir> mission in one of these areas.

In response to your numbered questions:

1) No, it does not make sense to me to move NIST labs or NTIS to the Department of Energy.

The NIST labs pro^'i<le a practitioner's knowledge and the connections to industry vAudi supports

good decision making in the areas of standards setting and measurement practice. If you have

never changed an automobile tire, or had to pay for parts, it would be hard to understand why you

wouldn't }\ist use 1 5 r»lts to be certain it was attach^ safely. The NlST labs and the standards and

measurement activiti.>.s should be kept together. Based on the previous arguments, these fimctions

would be best served as a combined, independrat agency.

NTIS is an information clearing house which, as I understand it, has paid for itself over the past few

years. It has accomplished this by understanding its ctistomets' information needs and developing

a cost-eflFiective system for satisfying them. Embedding such a focused, effectively running

organization in any latger bureaucracy would not t^jpear appropriate. NTIS would function better

HARRIS CORPORATION RF COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION lOOOUniveraiyAvenua Roctwstvr. N«w Yoik 14610-9983 USA

Tel: 716-244 5830 Far 7 16-244-291 7, 716-326-1672. TELEX 240313 RFCOM UR
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as an indqiendent < gency, or possibly, given the service and products it provides, as part of the

Library of Congress

2) I believe th;.t there would be minimal impact on the country if the TA's efforts to make

federal technolog) siTvices and expertise available to the private sector were terminated. The

arguments here ari- a bit involved but, basically, the private sector is driven by return on its

investment So long as private industry is aware of federal technologies, then, the measure of a

technology s potemial for economic payoff (and Uiereforc intellectual property development and

job creation • appropriable benefits to the country as a whole) is gauged by industry's willingness to

pay for its deveiopment. Elimination of ATP matching fiinds and MEP infrastructure investment

,

would force indastry to bear the fall cost of the technology transfer. The programs which industry

decides not to fund a ill therefore be those which it considers of the lowest potential or the highest

risk/reward ratio. Money is never infinite. There arc always more programs than funds. If industry

determines that thei-e is not adequate value in a fully costed program, since they are the sole

beneficiaries, i find t hard to believe that there would be significant harm in eliminating the

programs industry ii'.'clincs to fiind.

I believe that the federal government must make industry-aware of federal technology expertise so

that industry can ma<e the decisions outlined above.

The TA programs, ATT and MEP, basically substitute goveramental judgment for private sector

judgment with rt^ivi to the value of funding new technology development and providing

manufacturing tech 'ir logy support resources. SBIR and CRADA programs are fimdamentally

different. SBIR landing supports the goal of stimulating growth in small to medium size

compamcs. CRAD'X s make use of the government's knowledge, as a aser, in the solicitation and

evaluation of prograr funding. These would seem to be more supportable reasons for investment

and offer a higher chance ofworthwhile retums than that ofthe ATP and MEP programs.

3) Privatizing NIST laboratories and functions would destroy the delicate balance of

motivations necessa;-) for the labs, in coi^unction with the standards activity, to proceed in the

over-all national inuirest as described above. A private, non-profit structure (such as I IT.) for a

combined labs. stan>lards and measurement organization might be able to achieve an acceptable

balance in support ol'the overall national interest.

I do not behevc thai the NIST laboratories are inefificiency run or that industry laboratories enjoy

any unique economics of scale. Consequently, I can't see how the federal government would

realize any significan cost savings through such a change. From a more qualitative persp>ective,

purchasing lab capai-ility from a for-profit provider might be acceptable in the shoit-term, however,

over time, without he effective balancing of academic, industrial, public welfare and national

security perspectives the ability to advance standards and measurement techniques in the overall

national interest is lil.fly to be lost

4) Again. I believe that NIST is quite professioml and efficient in performing its core tasks

and fmd it difficult lo believe diat cost savings would resuh from performing these fiuKtions in an

alternate government organization.

HARRIS CORPORATION Pf COMMUNICATIONS QROUP 1 680 Unlverstty Avwx;«. RochMtar. New Yort( 1 49iMOSS USA
T« 716 :'44 5830 F«x: 716-244-2917. 716-325-1572 • TELEX: 240313 RFCOM Ufl
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5) The impact of transferring NISTs standards and measurement functions to the National

Science Foundation would be to "ova-iniluencc" their decision making with an academic,

scientific bias for theoretical purity or fundamental understanding. I believe that the process would

become significant!} less real world oriented and become less effective at serving the overall

national good. Thr KSF has or could develop all the required quantitative interfaces with the

world. It dr. not helii:\'e however that it can neutralize the impact of its primary scientific/academic

mission. To me, the ssue of an effective home 'for these NIST functions rests on finding an

organization which. I>y mission, orientation and leadership, can act in a balanced fashion.

6) I believe that the remaining NIST programs, which includes the standards and measurement

functions, have mar;inal current funding to carry-out their jobs. Further cuts will only exacerbate

the sittiation.

7) The Department of Commerce is the only participant in the export licensing segment of

the trade policy arena which has the ability to view such decisions in a balanced light. All others

have primaiy missi<in> of furthering only one dimension of the national interest. I am concerned

that loss of such a mediating presence will inappropriately reduce exports in the name of national

security or another. >.in,j;lc focused mission.

Again, thank you foi the opportunity to present my opinions. 1 hope they arc of some value in

helping you resolve i very difficult situation in a manner of best service to the people of the

United Stat.;s.

Sincerely,

^^
Henry Simon

HARRIS CORPORATION <=IF COMMUNICATIONS GROUP 1 680 University Avenue. Rochester, New York 1 461 0-9983 USA
Tel 716 ;><4-5830 Fax: 716-244-2917, 716-325-1572 • TEtEX: 240313 RFCOM UR
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ICSES: Information and Communication Systems for Emergency Services

P.O. Box 41136, Los Angeles, CA 90041

(213) 258-4440

18 September 1995

The Honorable Representative George E. Brown, Jr.

United States House of Representatives

2300 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Brown:

This letter is in support of the National Institute of Standcirds and Technology (^srIST)

Advanced Technology Program (ATP). As the program funding comes to debate I felt

it important to inform you of our small minority owned business that has submitted a

proposal to the NIST ATP.

We are developing a mobile satellite communications and information management
system for Emergency Medical Services (EMS). A brief summary of the project is

attached. The system is designed to take advantage of low cost personal computer
hardware and software integrated with emerging advanced technology in mobile

satellite communications. These systems are being developed to provide a personal

satellite telephone system that is expected to have future costs competitive with cellular

telephone.

A feasibility experiment of the concept was completed last year using the NASA
Advanced Technology Communications Satellite (ACTS) and I was the principle

investigator for that experiment. The results and EMS interest were very encouraging.

This prompted my colleagues and I to form a company, ICSES: Information and
Commurucation Systems for Emergency Services, for the purpose of developing an

advanced emergency services commurucation and information system for EMS use.

Our proposal is currentiy in semifinalist review.

ICSES is a small "grass roots" company of engineers, paramedics and physicians. We
are motivated by ttie need to improve emergency medical care, reduce cost, and to feel

that our engineering efforts are having a direct positive result. I conceived the idea very

late one night in 1989, while working on the Voyager Spacecraft flyby of the pljmet

Neptune. After reading about the problems with EMS communications in Los Angeles,

I could not understand why we received information from Neptune but not from East

L.A. The motivation of the other engineers is not unlike mine. Our engineers have

worked on the Stealth Fighter, the Voyager Spacecraft, Star Wars projects, and
commercial flight test projects. The paramedics and physicians are motivated by
treating patients day after day. They know that improvements can be made that will

provide better patient care at a lower cost. We are interested in seeing our work directiy
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benefit the people and friends we live with. One project physician worked as a
paramedic and emergency nurse prior to attending medical school, another graduated
medical school as a 35 year old single mother. Our team brings a special character to
this project. ICSES is a unique company.

We feel that this project is important to the Nation, California, and Los Angeles. Our
NIST Proposal "An EMS and Trauma Information and Communication Infrastructure,"
number 95-10-066, is currently under review as an ATP semifinalist. Without ATP
funding we may not be able to carry this project forward. Please consider our company
and this project when voting for ATP fimding: not all companies funded by NIST are
the "Who's who" of health care or in the "Fortime 500."

Sincerely,

Bruce P. Jackson

President, ICSES
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ICSES / NIST Grant Proposal

I) Executive Summary

j' The Development of an Improved Emergency Medical Service Information

infrastructure-. .
•— >. ..,., .;.^— >:--->

Project Description

The purpose of this project is the

development of an emergency medical

services information infrastructure.

This system will be based on mobUe
satellite communications, local wireless

communications and an advanced field

data collection capability. The system

will provide rapid voice and data

communication between paramedics in

the field, a command hospital and the

receiving hospital. Improvements in

paramedic medical oversight, more
efficient treatment and transportation of

patients will be the result. Pre-hospital

patient and paramedic information will

now be provided in a timely, useful cind

cost effective way. Duplication of data

entry and storage will be eliminated.

Direct cost saving can be achieved and a

national long term cost saving is

possible by improving patient care and
improved outcomes.

Paramedics will use the system tools

to rapidly collect patient information

and transmit the information to a

command hospital where it will be

displayed and reviewed. The data will

also be linked to an oversight

mcmagement database and could also be

liiiked to a hospital clinical medical

record. The project tools will be
developed through rapid proto-typing

using existing softwcire applications and
hardware. The advanced technology for

this project has not been used in EMS.
User feedback is critical to the success of

this project. ICSES: Information and
Commurucation Systems for Emergency

Services will be working with the major
EMS organizations of California.

The Mobile Satellite Solution

An example of how important
satellite communications can be is given
in the following story. As a skier, you
just had the best skiing weekend of your
life. You are not an Olympian but you
felt like one. Somehow you just couldn't

miss a gate, and have never worked so

hard in his life, but yet, it has never been
so easy. It was hard to leave the hill,

and you stayed a littie longer to have
one last beer with the gang.

Somewhere on that long drive home,
when your mind was back on the slope,

you hit a patch of black ice. When you
woke up, there was a tree where the

passenger seat had been. The
paramedics arrive and put you on a

gumey. They had this worried, puzzled
look on their faces, your condition is not

in any textbook they have studied.

The paramedics need and want to

consult with a hospital. Radio does not

have the range and cellular does not

exist out here. It is going to be an hour
drive to the trauma center and your
condition is very serious. The
paramedics are experienced and well

tiained, but they need to talk to the

doc's at that trauma center!

Communications are a very serious

problem that have not been addressed

or changed in over 30 years.

Unfortunately, communications
between the hospitals and paramedics
can be summarized by the following:

copyri^t© ICSES 1995 pagel
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ICSES / NIST Grant Proposal

systems and the increased use of private

pre-hospital emergency responders

provides a greater need and incentive

for a more efficient method of caring for

the pre-hospital care patient. Currently

over forty percent of the patient

transports to emergency departments

are unnecessary. This creates a

significant burden on the health care

system. If additional information were

readily available, unnecessary patient

transports could be eliminated. Health

care providers could implement this

system as a cost-saving's program.

Sigruficant duplication of data entry

tasks is occurring and can be eliminated.

This will provide significant and
inunediate cost saving to the hospitals

and EMS agencies. A marketing

program will demonstrate improved

patient care and reduced system cost.

Market analysis has shown a huge

potential and needs for an improved

information management and
communicatiorw system. These provide

a unique opportunity for

commercialization.

Proposer Experience and
Qualifications

This proposal is an outgrowth of a

concept initially developed by the non-

profit group EMSAT: Advanced
Technology for Emergency Medical

Services. A short demonstration of the

use of satellite communications for

emergency medical service was
conducted during January through

April 1994. The EMSAT demonstration

provided a very quick look at the

technical and user feasibility of

advanced communications and
information management as applied to

paramedics in the field and the medical

staff at a command hospital. This

demonstration provided a direct

understanding of the problems and
issues involved. It also provided a

direct measure of the task, and a better

understanding of the requirements and
effort required. The individuals who
were the core group of the EMSAT
project have formed ICSES: Information

and Communication Systems for

Emergency Services. ICSES is composed
of physicians, paramedics, engineers

and business professionals who bring

many years of relevant experience to

this project. They have the necessary

user, technical and engineering
experience for this problem and a dear
understanding of the task that is

necessary for the successful completion

of this project.

Proposer Commitment
The great need for improved EMS

communications and information
management provides the underlying

motivation. ITae emergency physicians

and paramedics involved are required

to deal with the current system on a

daily basis. The engineers involved

were the original group whom first

came together in December 1990 and
who formed EMSAT in October 1991.

All these individuals have been working

toward a solution since that time. The
engineering manager has been working

on this problem since the spring of 1989.

The work completed to date is a

statement of the proposer's

commitment.

copyright ©ICSES 1995 page 3
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lEDC POSITION PAPER REGARDING THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE DISMANTLING ACT

WHY ARE EXPORT PROMOTION ACnvmES IMPORTANT?: A U.S. POWER
INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

• The worldwide market for privately-financed power projects is expected to be $100

billion per year through the end of this decade. If the U.S. were to capture only 1096

of this amount for exports, the $10 billion per year could translate into support for

?00.000 iobs per year.

• U.S. companies currently maintain global competitive advantages in private power

markets as they have 1) a long-term tradition of private power and efficiencies, 2) a

history of supplying construction, financial and engineering services and 3) worldwide

leadership ui providing equipment to projects such as turbines and boilers.

• Most future contracts to furnish electric power will be awarded to the private sector

by foreign governments or government-owned or influenced entities (making

°ovemment-to-govemment influence an important trade factor) . The governments of

our foreign competitors devote vast resources to promoting exports, both in export

credit assistance and advocacy efforts, enabling their exporters to capture increasing

market shares. U.S. government support is imperative to ensure that American

companies can continue to compete fairly for these power project contracts.

• Export promotion programs play an inexpensive and effective role in helping

underdeveloped countries meet their goals for economic and social advancement.

Many private power developers are including infrastructure development, including

hospitals, waste water treatment plants, ports, roads and schools as part of their

power projects. In addition, private sector entities in their efforts to conduct business

in these countries are bringing about swift legal and policy reforms, contract and

regulatory reform, real cost pricing of power, currency reform, etc. in host countries

where traditional U.S. development assistance (foreign aid) programs have not been

successful.

HOW DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE EXPORT PROMOTION PROGRAMS HAVE
HELPED THE U.S. POWER INDUSTRY?

• The Department of Commerce's export promotion programs have directly assisted the

U.S. power industry seeking to undertake overseas private power projects and have

helped American firms win foreign contracts. Attached are several examples of ways

in which the Department of Commerce has been helpful to members of the

International Energy Development Council.
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WHY ARE EXPORTS IMPORTANT?

• Over the last 7 years, U.S. exports accounted for over 1/3 of our nation's economic

growth.

• Exports will grow 3 times faster than any other component of the economy in the next

decade.

• Over the last 7 years, export-related jobs grew 8 times faster than total employment.

• Export-related jobs pay 13-17% higher wages than non export-related jobs.

• In 1994, exports of goods and services supported over 11 million jobs and within 5

years, they could support nearly 16 million.

• Between 15,000 and 20,000 U.S. jobs are supported (i.t. new jobs created or existing

ones saved) by each $1 billion worth of U.S. exports.

WHY THE EXPORT PROMOTION FUNCTIONS OF COMMERCE SHOULD BE
PRESERVED?

• Compared to our major trading partners, the United States ranks last in expenditures

for export promotion in relation to the size of its economy.

• Commerce is the only agency with a "cabinet-level voice" whose sole purpose is to

further the needs/interests of U.S. industry, particularly overseas.

• Commerce coordinates the work of 19 agencies implementing the National Export

Strategy (NES). The NES implements a government-wide, coordinated trade policy

and export promotion strategy that will help open markets and increase U.S. exports.

• Commerce targets government resources to "Big Emerging Markets" as industry-

specific (i.e. power) opportunities arise for investment overseas and increases in

exports.

• The Advocacy Center, housed at Commerce, compiles and makes available for

industry all information regarding major private power business opportunities in

foreign markets. In addition, the Advocacy Center works with foreign ministers and

Ambassadors to bring the full strength of the U.S. government together in support of

U.S. bidders. The Advocacy Center is the "nerve center" bringing together in a

single location all the facts, expertise, strategic planning and follow-up capacity

needed to help U.S. companies win major private power deals abroad.

CONCLUSION: The export promotion activities of the Commerce Department should be

maintained and fully funded otherwise the international competitiveness of U.S. business fand

the U.S. Economv> will suffer.
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INTERGEN COMPANY
2 Manhattanvllle Road
Purchase. NY 10577
Tel 914-694-1700

Fax 914-694-1429

FAX

TO: Congressman George Brown, Jr. *

Ranking Minority ly/lember

US House of Representatives

Committee on Science
Suite 2320 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 2051 5-6301

Fax 202-225-3895

FROIM: Edward fA. Cliait Ph.D.

DATE: September 6, 1995

Thank you tor ottering the opportunity tor me to comment on H.R. 1756, the

Department of Commerce Dismantling Act. My overall observation Is that all

governmental activities have to be viewed in the context of the times In which

they are conducted. Departments which may have had extreme relevance in

the context of a nation developing its technology at a rapid pace, may have

been eclipsed by the development of the very industries which they supported.

On the other hand, there are some definite technological activities which are

best left to government. With this in mind, I advocate the most efficient

organizations which can serve these functions without duplication. Considering

the questions you posed in turn:

1 . Standards and measurements are a logical function of government.
Development and maintenance of basic standards must be impartial and not

self serving with respect to a particular industry. These functions should be
continued by government allowing prestige of US measurements and
standards from an international perspective. Technical expertise of all kinds

should be made available to small and medium sized manufacturers In the

context of the MEP. My experience with actual operation of the MEP,
Hudson Valley Technology Center, is that the expertise is provided by field

engineers supported by federal funds. The government does not provide

expertise here. Its role is limited to funding an program oversight. Many
companies have profited from SBIR funding and have used this as a
springboard to go from start-up to success. ATP offers the same promise,

but the largest ATP grant was given to a biotechnology company
subsequently acquired by a major pharmaceutical company. While I am
pleased that a major biotechnology effort was supported, could the money
have been raised by this high flying biotechnology company else where.
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Now that CRADA's are being administered sensibly by government, they

otter a source ot innovation tor today's virtual companies.

2. The answer to the effect of selling or privatizing NIST lies in understanding

the activities of NIST in a turn of the century context. The last 50 years has
witnessed the rise and fall of great industrial research organizations, IBM,

Du Pont , ATT, General Electric. These organizations downsized because
their initial missions in developing basic technologies had largely been
fulfilled. Innovation today is an exercise in technology management rather

than continued technology creation. Since the 1980's, business has
followed the new paradigm of spending-its R&D money wisely, the same
should apply to government. For some years now NIST has searched for

relevant research projects of extreme practical value on the theory that these

would aid industry. By and large, industry has failed to notice. In spite of

some very good case studies and the Malcolm Baldridge Award, NIST
research has not had an impact on management thinking in industry.

It may be a more intelligent choice to have the government focus its efforts

on the fundamental research once done by industry and on the

measurements which can only be done with its specialized equipment.

Once, NIST and its predecessor NBS had equipment and facilities so

unique, it was the envy of the industrial world. Today, much of this

equipment is obsolete and better instrumentation can be found in routine

use in factories, hospitals and industrial testing laboratories. Thus the

government is faced with the choice of significantly upgrading NIST facilities

to restore its leadership and make it world class competitive or scaling down
its efforts in proportion to lowered expectations. Assuming that in today's

climate scaling down is in order, privatization is a logical alternative except

for those functions which must keep an arm's length relationship to preserve

impartiality and resist conflict of interest. Since there are models of private

contractors running government labs, the answer on whether this is cost

effective can be forthcoming from actual performance.

3. Reorganization in NIST could certainly effect some savings. NIST has a
large staff for administration and programs which could certainly be cut at no

expense to the quality of science in the remainder of the organization.

Without ATP, NIST would not need the staff associated with economic
analysis of ATP projects and the project managers.

4. NISTs standards and measurement programs should not be transferred to

the NSF. NSF has no experience in running such programs nor does It

have the industrial relationships needed. To my knowledge, NSF has no
laboratory infrastructure or hands on experience with experimental science.

NIST would be better served as being an independent agency or part of a
Department of Science.

5. It Is difficult to comment on the effect of cutting NIST by 25% without knowing

what programs would be eliminated or reduced. Cutting the correct 25%
could produce a stronger, leaner organization with focused advanced
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resources to really make an impact on technology development and
knowledge transfer to Industry.

6. I have no comment on a Departmental home for trade policy.

Please consider my responses a constructive. I have many friends and
professional colleagues in NIST who make excellent contributions to our

government and to science. A complete review of any activity to make it more
cost effective an appropriate to the current context is beneficial. Although the

process is painful, it will assure more credibility of government in the eyes of

industrial leaders and the public for the futjire. Such activities of review and
reorganization occur in industry periodicalfy. Government should have the

same interest in the stewardship of its resources. While I would like to see NIST
and the Department of Commerce survive the current onslaught, I would like to

see them emerge as lean, effective organizations which have earned respect.
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U.S House ofRepresentatives

The Honorable George E. Brown. Jr.

Suite 2320 Raybum House Office Building

Wuhington, DC 20S 15-6301

Klaus B. Jaeger

I368SCaUeTaajb«

Saratoga. CA 95070

Tel:(40g)741^20

FAX (408) 867-3705

August 28, 1995

Re.:H.R.1756

Dear Mr. Brown,

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to respond directly to you and thereby to the Committee on

Science regarding the Department ofCommerce Dismantling Act, H.R 1756. At first it is quite a shock

to hear and see the proposed legislature but aft^r some considerations, parts of progiam begin to make

sense to me. i

I have made an attempt to answer the six listed questions in detail using my experience with the

Department ofCommerce from the last 14 years. I am not familiar with all the fiinctions and

consequently can only provide partial response*. It is hoped that my answers will help you in future

actions r^arding this legislature !

j

PS: Due to Corporate restrictions, I have to respond from home using my home address To
i
(et

Corporate approval for this response would have taken weeks.
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With respect to the six specific questions Bs|ced in your letter, I respond as follows:
|

Oueition 1;

The Technology Administration wai established to provide a focal point within the federal

government for making federal technology services and expertise available to the private sector.

H.R.17M would largely terminate all of these efforts and retain only the ''standards and

measurement" function. What would be the impact of such proposed changes? What role, if

any, should the federal government play in making federal technology expertise available to the

private sector, particularly small and medium >ized manufacturers? How would you compare

the value of NISTs external programs su<h as ATP and MEP to other technology programs,

such as Small Business Innovative Research program and cooperative research and development

agreements? i

!

IAnawtrU
\

Where federal technology services and expertise exist, it should be made available to the private

sector. Regardless of the final outcome of H.R. 17S6, a focal point for disseminating such services and

expertise is required provided the federal government retains some if not all ofthem.
j

The focal point for technology transfer from the federal government to the private sector has to be

a federal agency to avoid any possible bias lliere should not be any restriction as to small, large, or

disadvantaged business that might benefit from the transfer. However, there has to be a restriction that

prohibits transfers to foreign nationals or foreign owned businesses.
;

In addition, there is no need to have several technology transfer facilities in the country to

administer this task. One centrally located faality should sufTice. Also, there has to be a mechanism in

place that assures transfers in one direction and one direction only and not from the private sector to the

federal government. If the private sector has surpassed the federal government for a certain expertise,

then the govemntem has to get out of that Amnion!
j

It is my opinion, that the external programs such as ATP and MEP constitute oovemment

subsidized technology and manufacturing projgrams. It is contrary to free enterprise and lience very

similar to European subsidies to industry I unjderstand that many small companies are going !to suffer if

these programs are cut, but in many if not most cases it will effect large corporations. • In ^omrast to

these external programs, the cooperative research and development agreements are absolujely superb

and deserve continuance These agreemems should be expanded throughout all of industry. 4 I have no

direct knowledge about Small Business Innovijtive Research progranu but it appears to constitute a bias

approach to help small business and should be decided in the spirit of free maiicet economy. I

Ouestlow 2:

What would be the effect of scUing or privatizing NIST laboratories and functions as cilled for in

H.R.1756? What private sector entities, if any, would be likely to carry on the functions of those

laboratories and facilities? What would the impact of privatization be on operating NISTs
nuclear reactor in Gaithersburg? What functions of the NIST laboratories, if any, are

duplicated by other agencies or the private sector? If the federal government were tc purchase

the Mmc icrvicu from private labs, would there be significant reductions in federal spcjnding?

/kfiswerl;
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First of all let us make sure that it it understood that NIST does a lot more besides "ita^idards and

measurements" functions These other funetions include research in physics, chemistry,! computer

algorithm, as well as engineering development in robotics, fire safety, etc In terms of basic research,

the NIST laboratories are world class. It would be a pity to lose that capability. However, certain

aspects of the research and engineering efforts could clearly be privatized. By this I mean private

industry and not another government laboratory under DoD or DoE. Examples would be microscopy

on the atomic level for which excellent research efforts exist already in industry (IBM, AT&T, etc.), or

coordinate measuring machines being utilized throughout industry, or robotics which is driven in large

parts by industrial competitiveness such as iin the automotive sector, chip production, etc. Any
additional efforts in such specific areas should probably be organized through the NSF with grants to

academic institutions.
,

NIST's Nuclear Reactor: No first hand knowledge, but why can this research not be done by GE or

Westinghouse? Why not by DoE facilities like Oak Ridge or Idaho Engineering? If transferred to

private industry, what will happen if this technology is bought out by foreign investors? H^nce, there

has to be government facility for nuclear reactors but not in duplication.

Duplication of effort is always difficult to assess unless one has first hand knowledge of all related

facilities Clearly, many of the research efforts at NIST can be done at Universities Institutions like

Lavtrrence Berkeley can do some functions efficiently giving adequate funds. As a matter of fact,

Lawrence Berkeley is quite successful in maintaining the data base for atomic particles, nuclear

structures, and perhaps others. It is very doubtful that such tasks can be handled efficiently in private

industry since there is no growth in profits possible. It has to be cautioned that in most of these

examples, continuance is the biggest concern, Data bases of atomic or molecular spectroscopy need

continuous updates and maintenance.
I

Another case would be duplication of efforts by the government in "standards and measurements"

NIST's activities could clearly be consolidated with the standards laboratory of SandiA National

Laboratory funded by DoE but managed privately, with standards laboratories of DoD (at {east three

facilities), with standards laboratories of NASA, etc., etc. However, one central facility has to remain

that stays independent from any private sector |o avoid any possible bias. .

In addition mundane, basic research has to be considered. NIST is one of the few facil ties in the

world that continuous with research in basic, fundamental standards. In general sudi rese^ch is not

very attractive to graduate students and hence {universities will have a difficult time sustaining efforts in

these areas. Yet these efforts are vital to the "standards and measuremenu" and of extreme i|nportance

to U.S. industries.
,

.

The Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award program has been administered by NIST for several years

Since it is strictly an award program for industry, it requires industrial knowledge and understanding.

The NSF could take control of it if it widens its approach from academia to include indu^. This

should definhely be possible. i

In summary, duplications should be coordinated within govenunent facilities. Only one facility

should expand efforts for one particular tasH, eg, reactor physics and engineering. - Transferring

NIST's functions to private industries poses a; difRcult problem. Even though it could be done for all

aspects, except trade policy issues, it would v/i^hin time cause a problem for staying free of arly possible

bias. '
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OuMtton 3; i

{

The House appropriation committee has already eliminated ninding for the ATP (except for

carryover projects) and only minimal funding for MEP for FY*96. If the Bouse funding levels

are enacted, would the proposed reorganization in B.R.17S6 achieve additional cost savings for

^aS'^a remaining functions?

Answer 3;

Additional cost savings are possible by iliminating functions and programs carried ouj by other

government agencies or laboratories. Of the remaining functions, cost savings appear to feasible due to

lower overhead rates and facilities.

Question 4;
\

\

What would the impacts be of transferring NISTs standards and measurements functions to the

National Science Foundation? Does the NSF have the expertise, close relationship to industry,

and resources needed to carry out such programs? Row would such a transfer affect N^Ps basic

mission of supporting university-based research? Are there other agencies which might be better

suited to house NIST's functions if the Commerce Department is abolished, or are ther^ agencies

to which NlSTS's functions should be transferred? What is your opinion of movjng NIST
programs to the Department of Energy or a new Department of Science? Should NIST be

established as an independent agency if the Department of Commerce is eliminated?

Answer 4:
_

j

The NSF is known for administering national science programs. The organization is well; respected

within the science community throughout the worid. It is NOT known for its expertise in vforldng or

interacting with U.S. industry. The NSF could make accommodations for NIST if thi research

programs are considered together with the "standards and measurements'* functions. The pari requiring

close industrial relations would initially constitiite an unnatural marriage. However, that fUnction could

be integrated into the overall NSF scheme - If'only the standards and measurement part transfers to the

NSF, then it would constitute a stepchild in the organization and U.S. industry as a whole would suffer

tremendously In both cases, the NSF will not have the resources to carry out the administration of

NIST activities. Additional funds would be required to remedy that situation. - Also, I do noti think that

the NSF's basic mission of supporting university based research would be diluted. (It <s assiimed here

that appropriate funds transfer with the NI^T and that only overhead savings be realized in the

administration of its basic fiinction.)

In terms of other government agencies!, only the DoE comes to mind at this time. [Under no

circuntstances should DoD laboratories be [considered.) Consolidating NIST with siiiilar DoE
laboratories such as Sandia National Laboratories and Oak Ridge National Laboratoies could

potentially lead to huge cost savings. (Just imagine if all the DoD standards and measurements

laboratories were folded into this scenario, ^e cost savings for the country would be inormous.)

However. DoE is still not the correct environnjent for NIST. The reader has to keep in mind that NIST
has, apart fi-om all the technical progrants, one other important mission. This mission is to) provide a

link for standards, agreements, and understandings with other countries. This commei'ce link is

extremely important for trade by the U.S. industry. It is very unlikely that other countries will
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communicate effectively on the»e complicated isiues with U.S. repreientativei that are not acting at

spokesperson for the entire country.
{

A new Department of Science could possibly be a home for NIST especially in view of the existing

basic research laboratories But how will the commerce and trade issue fit into the new agency? It is

still not quite right. If the Department ofCommerce should be abolished, then the best alternative would

be an independent NIST agency.

Question gi

What would be the impact of cutting the remaining NIST programs by 25 percent?

^pswer S;

Assuming that the remaining programs are "standards and measurements", then an additional 25 */•

cut would be disastrous. It will not be the death for NIST but industry will be required to go outside the

country for some traceable standards support That might be quite reasonable if NAFTA and

NOR/i^ET (North American Metrology Cooperation) are well established and agreements have been

reached in the North American region for each one of the three countries (USA, Canada, Mexico) to

provide certain basic standards for the entire region. At this time, such a system of trust and

understanding is not in place and hence U.S. industry will acquire a costly handicap by having to buy

these services wherever available This will be even more evident in light of the current trend in quality

to conform to ISO (Internationa] Standards Or^ization) standards.

Qvcy»l9n <;
'

If appropriate, please comment on the impact of H.R.17S6 on tndc—in particular, the

elimination of a Department home for trade; policy.

'

i

The US needs a home for trade policy. This funaion can not be privatized. However, it can be

transferred to another agency as long as it is not the DoD. This country needs to speak with one voice

on trade issues; especially in the future as all the countries with free trade are beginning to qonsolidate

into trade regions.
\

The overall impact ofH R.17S6 is difficult to assess It is almost impossible to envision a country

without a Secretary ofCommerce. If not in th^ Department of Commerce, then a home has to be found

in another agency to administer trade and commerce issues that are important to the entire coi^ntry

In terms ofNIST, other possibilities exist.' Several programs are not important to the NIBT charter

such as ATP and MEP However, the basic research laboratories are an integral part of the ^'standards

and measurement*' worid and the system has to be maintained as a whole. Privatizing NIST is feasible

in terms of laboratories and "standards and measurements"; it does not make sens^ in terms

international policy and interaction.

i
i
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MASSACHUSETTS LNSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

DANIEL KLEPPNER UdreaMIT phone 61"/: 3V^8 11

LtMex Wolfe Pr«fe»»«i of PhyuM xoom2«-237 hx tVCS^-ift
Cuabhdse.MA0C139 dkeimoin«4u

September 5, 1995

The Honorable George E. Broun, Jr. »

U.S House of Representatives

Conunittee on Science

Suite 2230 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 10515-6301

Dear Mr. Brown:

I very much appreciate your invitation to comment on H.R. 1756, the Department of

Commerce Disniantling Act. In my career as a university-based physicist (my research

is in the area of atomic, molecular and optical physics) I have benefited both directly and

indirectly from the activities of the National Institute of Standards and Technology and

have come to understand something of NIST's role on the national scene. Consequently,

I will focus my comments on the NIST-related questions in your letter of 1 1 August.

By w-ay of background, let me mention that my own career in precision measurements

was energized by the award of a NTST (then NBS) Precision Measurement Grant when I

joined the faculty of M.I.T. more than twenty five years ago. I used my grant for research

with the device known as the hydrogen maser. That research contributed values for

some of the atomic constants that now appear in the table of Fundamental Constants

prepared by NTST. This table is one of the metrological services that is absolutely vital

to jAysics and that NIST, alone, can provide. The hydrogen maser research was also im-

portant in the develc^ment of atomic clocks- an area in which NIST pr(^rly has world

renown.

NTST has responsibility for keeping and disseminating time. Dramatic advances in this

area during the 1960s and 70s ultimately made possible the Global Positioning System

(GPS). Although the GPS was created by the DOD, NIST contributed in many essential

ways. The GPS story dramatizes how advances in metrology, stimulated by a research

environment that encouraged progress along new frontiers, can enrich the nation. Ac-

cording to a recent NAPA-NRC study, the U.S. GPS industry is now at the SI billion

level and is expected to climb to S14 billion during the coming decade.

The metrological services of NTST are essential to manufacturing, medicine and science.

Maintaining these services requires pushing forward metrological frontiers- as, for in-

stance, in the advanced meastirement and calibration procedures that are essential for

micro-manufacturing. The rationale for NIST's laboratories is the interconnectedness of

1
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research, advanced metrology and industrial innovation, as illustrated by the GPS stor\'. I

u'ould like to die one more example to illustrate this point. The historj' is ancient- it

antedates NISTA'BS- but the story remains timely.

The modem era of precision mechanical measurements began in 1883 when the

American physicist A.A. Michelson invented tXe optical interferometer that carries his

name. His goal was to detect the motion of the earth through the ether. (His failure to

find the motion opened the way to Einstein's theor\' of relativity.) Michelson realized

that he could use the interferometer to measure machinists" gauge-blocks to a precision

of a few millionths of an inch. His technique for replicating precise gauge blocks was

crucial for the mass production of automobile engines and other machinery'. Leadership

in mass production was one of the keys to this nation's pre-eminence in manufactiuing

through the post World War II years. Looking to the future, we will have new

technologies and new industries in which distances are measured in terms of the size of

atoms rather than the wavelength of light. Innovative standards and new measurement

techniques will be essential to their development. NIST has important work to do.

The atomic clock and the Michelson interferometer demonstrate that metrological

advances can be a powerful tool for industrial innovation. However, such advances do

not occur in an isolated laboratory' focused on a narrow goal: they occur in a healthy

atmosphere of basic and applied research. Furthermore, only in such an atmosphere is it

possible to attract the first rate scientists that are needed for maintaining a first rate

standards and measurement program. Consequently, any attempt to separate the

standards and measurement program from the broader research program of the NTST

laboratories would not work. The standards and measurement services would simply

stagnate. In summary, MST's laboratories are essential to its core mission.

Let me now turn to some of the specific questions in your letter.

2) What would be the effect of selling or privatizing NIST laboratories andfunctions as

calledfor in H.R. 1756. What private sector entities, ifany, would be likely to carry on

the functions ofthese laboratories andfacilities. The effect would be a disaster. The

pay back from NISTs mission to maintain and disseminate standards—including the

research programs required for staying at the frontiers—is enhanced prosperity for the

nation as a whole. There is no profit in NIST's activities to be captured by any individual

company.

Whatfunctions of the NIST laboratories, ifany, are duplicated by other agencies or the

private sector. If thefederal government were to purchase the same servicesfrom

private labs, would there be a significant reduction in federal spending?
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.VIST's missioD to develop and support measurements, standards and data is unique. I

know of no other organization, private or public, that carries out this function. Even

assuming that there would be any users foe a private entity whose partiality cannot be

guaranteed, a laboratory that attempted to provide NIST services would have to show a

profit. The cost^ would necessarily be higher. ^'

4) What would be the impact oftransferring NIST's standards and measurements

function to the National Science Foundation?

Such a proposal reveals a misunderstanding of both NIST and the NSF. They have

different missions, different goals, and different stakeholders. The answer to the

question "Does NSF have the expertise, close relationship to industry, and resources

needed to earn,' out such program?" is absolutely not. If NSF were to broaden i*.s

mission to include commerce and industry—the ultimate users of the standards and

measurements program—there would inevitably be serious conflicts with its mission to

support basic research. As explained, NIST's measiu-ement responsibility cannot be

separated from its research activities. Consequently, transferring NIST's measurement

responsibilities to NSF would require NSF to run its own laboratories, breaking its long

and successful tradition of supporting research in universities and related institutions but

not carrying out "in house" research. The consequences for university research could be

disasterous.

Are there other agencies which might be better suited to house NIST's function ifthe

Commerce Department is abolished, or are there agencies to which NIST'sfunctions

should not be transferred?...

It is obviously desirable to maintain NIST within a department fot which commerce is

the primarj' responsibility. If no such department exists MST would be better off

operating as an independent agency rather than bending its mission to fit some other

agenda, such as the energy mission of the DOE. To consolidate NIST with other

research activities within a Department of Science runs the risk of isolating the research

from the user. There is also a concern that the pluralistic nature of U.S. science—long

regarded as a source of strength*—wouldbe destroyed. The benefits of a Department of

Science would have to outweigh those risks. At present it is difficult to see how that

could be the case.

5) What would be the intact ofcutting the remaining NISTprograms by 25 percent?

Let me describe briefly the role of the NIST labwatories in the U.S. today. As you

know, long term industrial research in the physical sciences has been drastically

curtailed, university research is starting to stagnate due to financial pressures and the

erosion of the scientific infrastructure, and many government research programs have
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been cut back. Nevertheless, science renuins crucial to our future. The NIST

laborat(X'ies are a key element of our national scientific infrastructure. Furthermore,

NIST is an institution of scientific excellence. The staff of the NIST laboratories includes

some of the world's outstanding scientists. The recent discover,- of Bose-Einstein

condensation at the Joint Institute for Lab<xator>' Astrof^ysics in Boulder is a case in

point. I am enclosing a copy of a letter I sent last July to the Director of NIST, Dr. Arati

PraHiakar, describing my view of the significance of this discover^'.

The nation cannot afford to discard NIST or let it deteriorate. A 25% cut in its budget

would damage NIST gravely. The long range (and possibly short range) impact on

industry would be significant.

NISTs mission is as important as ever- possibly mere important because of the

anticipated rapid rate of technological innovation. NIST deserves to be carefully

preserved in any process of reorganizing or dismantling the Department of Commerce.

Sincerely,

7)^ h'((^',

if--
Daniel Kleppner

Lester Wolfe Professor of Physics

Associate Director, Research Laborator\' of Electronics

End: lener to A. Prabhakar, 7/11/95
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF Pffi'SICS

D.VJIEL KLE?PNER »Jdi««MIT fhont «l"/:53-«8U

Le»ttrWctfePrcfc»torcfPh>»ic» t<>im26-2'i' iui (I' .153-0^6
Cambridge, MA 0^ 1 39 dkSuo»mtedu

July 7. 1995

Dr. Arali Prabhakar

Director. NIST

Gaithersberg. MD 20899

Dear Dr. PraWiakar:

This is a letter of congratulations for the latest jewel in NIST's crown. Eric Cornell's

observation of Bose-Einstein condensation is a scientific triumph of the first order. Hav-

ing worked towards BEC in hydrogen for many years, I am in an excellent position to

appreciate his accomplishment. Cornell's results are truly breathtaking.

It is a tribute to NIST that it has been able to sustain the atmosjAere in which this basic

research could flourish. Cornell's achievement rests on advances in atom- light interac-

tions that are due in large part to NIST scientists such as Dave Wineland, Bill Phillips,

and, of course, Cornell's mentor Carl Wieman. When viewed as a totalii}', this research

enterprise is absolutely superb. ,/

At this time when NIST is practically under budgetary' siege, such an accomplishment

provides evidence, if any is needed, that NIST thoroughly deserves support I wish you

the best of luck in vour efforts to sustain NIST as a resource for the nati<».

Yours sincerely,

J)^ if<i7yt-^

Daniel Kleppner

Lester Wolfe Professor of Physics
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Comments of John P. McTague
Vice President - Technical Affiurs

Ford Motor Company

On H R- 1756, S.929. the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act

I am pleased to offer some personal observations on H.R. 17S6, S.929, the Department of

Commerce Dismantling Act. Since my expertise and experience are most relevant to the research

and technical roles of the National Institute of Stajidards and Technology (MIST), I will focus on

this area.

The core activity of NIST, namely standards and associated research, have served this nation well

for almost a century now. Throughout this period Federal support has been seen as appropriate

for the same reason that support of health research or fiindamental science research has been and

continues to be pursued, namely that there is a substantial national purpose whose benefits arc so

broadly distributed that no single institution could expect to capture the benefits of private

investment in this area.

Has NIST outlived its federal role, or has its role declined in relative national priority? Is there a

better, more cost effective way to address the future? These are the questions with which the

Congress must deal as the Government structure becomes leaner.

As technology becomes ever more sophisticated and pervasive in our society and the information

age changes both how we work and liow we recreate, standards become ever more important to

our people, to our products, and to our nation. And, this importance does not stop at our

borders In a global economy, it is essential for a competitive nation to be at the leading edge of

standards research and standards setting. They go hand in hand, and must be closely coupled. If

we lag, international standards will be set by others, resulting in a following position in technology

implementation. This would have negative implications for the nation's economy.

Does all this mean that standards-associated research and standards setting is solely, or even

primarily a federal role, with industry merely a bystander or bit player? Absolutely not. This

country has evolved a very efficient and effective system of standards research and standards

setting, wherein industry consortia do the majority of standards setting and research. For

instance, in the automotive industry, automotive manufacturers and suppliers share research data

and agree on industry specific standards through the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE).

Many other industries engage in simOar collaborative standards setting.

NIST. however, has a unique responsibility for research and standards setting and maintenance m
areas that cut across many industries and, often, even broader societal areas. Examples are

fundamental standards of length, mass, time, temperature, energy, electricity, and magnetism.

There are other areas, of increasing importance, v^ere there is a joint responsibility between

industry and the federal government Typically, these might involve several industries who have

some stake and some particular expertise, but no one industrial association (such as SAE) to act
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as convenor and research catalyst. An example is STEP, a pioneering efifort to develop a data

standard across industries which can enable seamless data sharing among product designers and

manufacturing engineers, not only within a given company, but also with both present and

potential suppliers, even those which use different computer systems. Here, NIST acts as both

research catalyst and convenor of broad industry participants to ensure that our nation is on the

leading edge in this essential evolving area. Furthermore, it provides an effective national voice in

the global standards environment, enabling us to more than hold our own in the international

arena, particularly with an increasingly effective and stridem standards activity in the European

Community.

These few examples, chosen from many, illustrate that there is an important federal role in both

standards research and m standards setting and maintenance, and that it is important that both

federal roles (standards associated research and standards setting) be extremely closely coupled in

an entity that commands global respect.

NIST is unique in these respects within the United States, and its character and integrity need to

be maintained and strengthened, even in this era of sustained budget stringency. Does this mean

that any change in NIST would be harmful? Of course, not! Henry Ford once said, "Everything

can always be done better than it is betng'done.'' As I have argued, there is a coniiiuiing and

appropriate federal role, and efficiency in executing this role calls for keeping both the research

and the standards setting activities within a single NIST organization. One might, however,

consider partial privati2ation, through a Government Owned, Contractor Operated (GOCO)
laboratory system for NIST. This gives substantially greater flexibility than allowed by federal

procurement and Civil Service regulation, and has been successfiil in operating NASA's Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and the Department of Energy's National laboratories, for instance.

In this mode, the fisderal government would solicit bids from the private seaor to manage NIST,

while continuing the appropriate federal roles of overall policy setting and fijnding.

If the Congress decides to dismantle the Department of Commerce, the new "home" for NIST
should present not merely a transfer of responsibility, but an opportunity for svnergy. The

National Science Foundation (NSF) does not, in my opinion, offer such an opportunity, and even

presents the danger of distracting NSF (com its unique role to advance university based basic

research. However, close coupling with the substantial, broad-based research and development

activities of DOE's National Laboratory System (already GOCO's) might offer such an

opportunity.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my personal views on this important matter.
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MODERNIZATION ^f!^HtlJlfr!?FORUM

Hon. George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
House Committee on Science

822 O'Neill House Office Building

Washington. D.C. 205 15

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for your welcome invitation to provide written views to the House Committee on

Science regarding H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act.

On behalf of over fifty grass-roots organizations across American that provide services to

thousands oCsmall and midsized manufacturers each day, I can inform you that we regard

H.R. 1756 as misguided in its overall objective and profoundly unwise in its specific

provisions regarding the Teclmology Administration of the Department of Commerce, the

National Institute of Standards and Technology, and especially NIST's Manufacturing

Extension Parmership (MEP).

As you know, in 1995 small manufactureis from all regions of the country have written over

1,300 letters to members of Congress strongly supporting the NIST Manufacturing Extension

Partnership and the services they have received through the regional affiliates of this

outstanding program. Yet RR. 1756 calls for the immediate termination of the NIST MEP.

As I trust the attached paper makes clear in much more detail, this would destroy one of the

most effective federal-state partnership programs established by Congress in the past decade.

Fortunately, those who support HJR. 1756 and its ill-considered provision on the NIST MEP
do not appear to speak for the majority of the I04th Congress. The House has already

appropriated $81M for the MEP in FY96. The Senate Commerce Committee has authorized

an FY96 appropriation of $91M.

I urge the Committee to remove the provision of HJt 1756 that would terminate the NIST

MEP and to preserve the MEP's valuable ties to NIST and the Technology Administration.

The most constructive action would be to reject the entire bill. Thank you for your ioviution

and for your outstanding service on behalf of American science and technology.

pectfiilly,

f^-^^^
ussell, PhJ).

izatioo Fonun o
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Manufacturing Extension Matters:

Building the National Manufacturing Extension Partnership

Manufacturing matters to America. Making what the world wants makes us a

prosperous nation. And smaller manufacturers matter particularly. America's 381,000

manufacturing establishments of less than 500 workers employ nearly 12 million people and

account for over half of our manufacturing production. Small and midsized firms make most

of the parts, components, and tooling required by large manufacturers. TTiey form the broad

supplier base of our great metropolitan manufecturing centers and anchor jobs in smaller

cities and towns across America.

Today, America's smaller manufacturers are challenged as never before. To perform in the

emerging global marketplace, they must master modem technologies, management techniques,

and methods of work organization. Our economy will be stronger if thousands of small and

midsized firms accelerate modernization of their design, production, and marketing

capabilities and the management methods that focus them.

The leaders of small and midsized manufactiuers must drive modernization of America's

industrial base. As they commit their companies to continuous modernization they would

benefit from the support of resourceful organizations dedicated to their success.

Unfortunately, most private for-profit consulting organizations have not been able to earn a

competitive return serving small- and midsized manufacturers because of the high cost of

sales required to reach many firms with modest resources.

Now, a growing number of smaller manufacturers can draw assistance from the

Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP), the nationwide network of regional and local

centers organized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and its state

and private sector partners. Begun under President Reagan, enhanced under President Bush,

and expanded under President Clinton, the NIST MEP has received growing support from

Congress since 1989. $74 million is appropriated for the NIST MEP in FY95. Today, 44

MEP centers and eight related pilot programs have been established in 40 states.

This federal investment is already earning a good return and developing maiicets. It leverages

large matching investments by states. Most importantly, manufacturing firms that use MEP
centers now repon hard benefits of SB for every federal dollar the centers receive. Centers

often use private consultants in their projects with firms and the firms assisted by MEP
centers are more inclined to use private consultants in the future.

Like the firms they serve, the parmers in the NIST MEP strive for continuous improvement

MEP centers listen to their customers and to their state and federal investors. In the spirit of

continuous improvement, they welcome hard questions from the 104th Congress and offer the

following responses to eleven questions that have already been posed.
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Some Questions & Responses on Manufactaring Extension

1. Why Are Small- and Medium-Sized Manufacturers Particularly Important? Small-

and medium-sized manufacturing cntcqjrises arc the foundation of American industry and do

more and more of America's manufacturing.

Small- and medium-sized manufacturers are the broad supplier base for U.S.

manufacturing, producing parts, components and tooling for large manufacturers whose

products are sold worldwide. The 381,000 small- and medium-sized manufacturing

establishments nationwide (98.7 percent of the rftanufacturing establishments) employ a total

of 11.8 million people (64.9 percent of the manufacturing work force) and account for a

combined annual payroll of more than $322 billion (57.2 percent of the manufacturing

payroll). Small- and medium-sized manufacturing establishments are responsible for the

manufacturing sector's only job growth in recent decades. Manufacturing employment

declined by 2.04 million from 1967 to 1992 at larger plants of 500 or more workers. During

the same quarter century (1967-92), employment at small- and medium-sized manufacturing

plants with fewer than 500 employees grew by 1.71 million. (Date from the U.S. Census

Bureau's County Business Patters 1992: United States and Census ofManufacturers, 1967.)

2. Why Is Manufacturing Extension Necessary? Small- and medium-sized manufacturers

often excel in a specific manufacturing process, but many lack the internal staff to master all

the dangers and opportunities of performing in the globally competed marketplace. Smaller

firms have more difficulty than larger firms in identifying and carrying out high-priority

improvement projects. They lack the in-house expertise, time, technical information and

funds required to change their operations for the better, according to the National Research

Council (Learning to Change, 1993).

Many smaller manufacturers have little or no experience working with outside

consultants and cannot find appropriate technical experts to provide high-quality, unbiased

assistance. Many consultants and consulting firms choose to work with larger manufacturers

and ignore the small-firm market because of the high cost of sales involved in identifying

clients and providing services to smaller manufacturers, especially those with fewer than 100

employees, the median size of MEP center customers.

The productivity growth of smaller manufacturers lags behind larger firms. Larger

manufacturers improved their productivity (value added per hour worked in manufacturing) at

an aimual average rate of 2.9 percent from 1967 to 1987, the most recent year for which data

are available. Small- and medium-sized manufacturing csublishments* productivity grew at

an annual average of only 1.3 percent during the same years. Small manufacturers arc only

69 percent as productive as larger ones, according to the most recent data, down from 79

percent in 1967. (Data from the Census Bureau's 1967 and 1987 Census of Manufacturers.)

Market forces alone have not provided smaller manufacturers with all the resources

they need to modernize, raise productivity, and make a stronger contribution to living

standards and national economic competitiveness. A national network of centers with some

public support to extend services to very large numbers small- and medium-sized

manufacturers can overcome the cost of sales barrier and enable market forces to drive

modernization of the industrial base.
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3. What Is the NIST Manofacturing Extension Partnership (MEP)? The NIST MEP is a

nationwide network of organizations that provide comprehensive, hands-on, technical support

to modernizing small- and medium-sized manufacturers as they upgrade their equipment,

improve their production processes, and strengthen their business performance.

The NIST MEP program awards limited federal funding on a comperiiivc basis to non-

profit manufacturing extension centers that serve firms in specific states and local areas.

Each manufacturing extension center tailors its services to meet local needs. The centers

provide technical expertise and hands-on assistance for projects relating to appropriate

technology, quality assurance, business information systems, production process improvement,

plant layout, market development, computer-aided design, computer-integrated manufacturing,

waste reduction, material engineering, work force development, rapid prototyping, and other

priority manufacturing issues.

NIST cooperates with state governments to set up MEP centers. In many cases, the

MEP program builds upon, expands, and enhances established state-level manufacturing

extension programs, including some that have been serving smaller firms for decades. But

each center is a private, non-profit organization and not a part of the federal or sute

government.

The NIST MEP centers are market-driven - almost all of them charge affordable fees

to customer firms for technical assistance projects. The centers provide assistance broadly to

the smaller firms in the manufacturing base of their states and communities. They do not and

could not pick winners and losers.

The NIST MEP currently includes 44 affiliated centers located in 32 states and related

programs in eight more states. A 1995 competition will add several new centers. A number
of these centers arc strongly established enterprises; many more arc relatively new. The
distribution of NIST MEP centers establishes federally supported manufacturing extension

efforts in many of America's most industrial states. The 32 states with MEP centers account

for 82 percent of all U.S. manufacturing shipments, 81 percent of all U.S. manufacturing

employment, and 79 percent of all U.S. manufacturing establishments.

4. Is Manufacturing Extension Working? In a word: Yes. NIST MEP places a high

priority on evaluating the impacts of its manufacturing extension centers. Based on early

evaluations, the MEP is working very well.

During the program year ending in June 1994, the seven centers founded between
1989 and 1992 carried out some 12,350 services for over 10,000 small- and medium-sized
manufacturers, including 2.885 technical assistance projects and formal assessments. The
manufacturing firms that provided evaluation data said that they expected each individual

technical assistance project, on average, to result in:

• $191,473 in increased sales;

• $17,518 in reduced inventory;

• $23,776 in savings from labor and material costs; and
' five jobs created or preserved.

Fifteen months of evaluation data from the seven oldest centers and three months of
data from five newer centers show that manu&cturing firms are reporting total economic
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remros of almost $7 for every federal dollar that the ceoiers receive. The economic benefits

behind this seven-to-one ratio were calculated conservatively based on what the manufacturers

said they expected in labor and materials savings, their reported savings from unnecessary

capital purchases that they otherwise would have made, 60 percent of their change in sales,

and 10' percent of the value of expected inventory reductions.

In 1994, Dim & Bradstreet Information Services surveyed 750 small- and medium-

sized manufacturers that had been ctistomers of MEP centers and 750 small- and medium-

sized manufacturers that were not MEP center customers. A study based on this survey found

that small- and medium-sized manufacturers served by MEP centers are up to six times more

likely to organize speciflc improvement actions than small- and medium-sized manufacturers

of similar size, type of operation, and unit volumes not assisted by a center. The planned

actions included applying statistical quality control methods, using computer-based

information systems, expanding the technical training of workers, and implementing just-in-

time delivery procedures.

5. Who Delivers MEP Services to Customer Companies? A substantial majority of the

directors, managers, and service-delivering field engineers at MEP centers are .seasoned

professionals with extensive backgrounds in private, for-profit manufacturing enterprises -
including small- and medium-sized manufaaurers. MEP centers also make extensive use of

the private, for-profit consultants.

6. Do MEP Centers Compete with Private ConsnltanU Who Might Do a Better Job?

Neither companies nor consultants themselves believe that MEP centers compete with private

consultants. In fact, they complement private consultant services and enhance the potential

small manufacturer market for consultants.

The recent study based on the Dun & BraJstrect Information Services survey confirms

that more than 70 percent of the small- and medium-sized manufacturers assisted by MEP
centers believe that the centers provide services that either complement the work of private

consultants or are otherwise unavailable to the firms. The small- and medium-sized

manufacturer customers of MEP centers value their services highly: 72 percent considered the

center the only or better source for informal assistance or trouble-shooting at no or little cost;

64 percent considered the center the better or only source to perform cost-effective

assessments of operations; 65 percent considered the center the only or better source for

unbiased information on all relevant products and services for improvement.

MEP centers often retain private consulunts for the project teams that serve

customers. Consultants typically lower their rates for such work because they do not incur

marketing or sales costs. Small- and medium-sized manufacturers are often reluctant to use

private consultants, considering them difficult to find, screen, hire, control, and afford. But

40 percent of the small- and medium-sized customers of MEP centers indicated that working

with the center made them more likely to use a private consultant Nearly three out of four

consultants that have worked with MEP centers indicate that the centers' services are

beneficial to their businesses.
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7. Why Should the Federal Governnwiit Help Fund the MEP Centers? Strong ongoing
federal support for the Manufacturing Extension Partnership is needed to build and maintain

the scale, scope, quality, coherence, responsiveness, and strong small* and medium-sized firm

focus of the national network. Strong federal support for the MEP will make it possible to:

Overcome the cost-of-sales barrier to serving very large numbers of modernizing

small- and medium-sized manufacturers - private for-profit providers have not

prospered serving small firms because the typical contraa is too small to justify the

expense incurred in finding and winning the customer.

Reach and assist scores of thousands of small- and medium-sized manufacturers whose
improved performance can reverse and close the widening produaivity gap between

large and small manufacturers, strengthen U.S.-based supplier chains, save jobs, and

improve incomes;

Assure that all manufacturing regions of the country have an industrial base of modem
small- and medium-sized manufacturers that can defend markets against foreign

competition and whose combined capabilities can help anchor the major manufacturers

they now have;
'

Encourage states to invest in improved small- and medium-sized manufacturer

performance (a national benefit) rather than intra-U.S. industrial recruitment (at best

only a state benefit and often a net national cost);

Reach large numbers of worthy, very small manufacturers whose aggregate

contribution to wealth creation and employment is significant but which require more
effort to serve than larger firms and are often less able to pay the fully burdened cost

of service;

Reach tens of thousands of smart firms in small towns that arc often the keystone of

the local economy but require more effort to serve than comparable firms in dense

industrial metropolises;

Link centers together for consortia! learning, benchmarking, timely adoption of best

practices and tools through robust cooperation among all centers in the national

network;

Deploy to scores of thousands of small- and medium-sized manufacturers the technical

standards that are the essential enablers of modem manufacturing - including the

standards, technologies, and knowledge that small- and medium-sized manufacturers

need to link into the national information highway;

Develop national and international standards through processes that include the voice

of small- and medium-sized manu&cturers in the United States;
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Re.spoDd to unpredictable national security needs that require an agile defense supplier

base of small- and medium-sized manufacturers to which national imperatives can be

quickly communicated and from which timely performance can be expected; and

Improve small- and medium-sized manufactureis' access to federally funded

technology through leveraging national resources such as the federal labs that can

make a strong contribution to the modernization of thousands of small manufacturers.

Realization of each of these 11 worthy objectives requires an ongoing federal presence in the

parmership. Indeed, the partnership is problematic without federal participation.

8. Are Changes in Federal Tax Policy an Abemative to the MEP? Wise fiscal policy can

be a welcome complement to a nationwide network of manufacniring extension centers but

not a substitute for the hands-on assistance provided by MEP centers.

Adjustments in the tax code that create incentives for small- and medium-sized

manufacturers to modernize may eventually pay for the federal tax expenditure incurred,

especially if the strongest benefits are targeted to small manufacturers where slow adoption of

modem technology and lagging productfvity have hurt national economic performance. The

MEP community thoroughly respects the tax policy proposals in Getting Back to "Work, the

recent report of the bipartisan Northeast-Midwest Coalition's Manufacturing Task Force co-

chaired by Reps. Franks and Meehan.

It is wrong, however, to force manufacturers to choose between tax breaks and the

MEP center services so highly valued by thousands of firms that the MEP network has

assisted to date. Well-targeted tax incentives can quicken the pace of technology adoption

by small- and medium-sized manufacturers. The benefits of this rapid modernization will be

increased for firms, communities, industries, and the nation if thousands of firms get good

advice from the field engineers of MEP centers. Tax incentives encourage firms to invest in

plant and equipment MEP centers help modernizing firms to make a wise choice.

9. Why Not Reduce the Budget Deficit by Cutting the MEP? A successful MEP will

help reduce the deficit through economic growth. Prospering small- and medium-sized

manufacturers will generate taxable incomes and reduce social safety net outlays. By our

estimate, increasing the annual rate of small- and medium-sized manufacturing

establishments' productivity growth by just one tenth ofone percent in five years would

generate more than one billion dollars of additional federal revenue.

There are far better opportunities for deficit reduction than the modest appropriations

for the MEP. In FY95, tlic represented only one tenth of one percent of the federal R&D
budget, which is still largely dedicated to the missions of the Cold War era. Unlike most

R&D spending, the economic impact of assisting the modernization of thousands of small-

and medium-sized manufacturers through investment in the MEP is direct and immediate.
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10. How Long Should Federal Funds Support Individual MEP Centers? Federal funds

should only help support centers that pass aggressive performance reviews with distinction.

The MEP should never guarantee permanent federal backing to individual centers.

The trial program that has become the MEP was authorized by the 1988 Trade Act.

The primary objective was to transfer new technologies from federal labs directly to small-

and medium-sized manufacturers through demonstrations and pilot projects -• a difficult

experiment in which each center was properly limited to six years of federal support.

Through years of experience in the marketplace serving firms in many different indu.stries in

all regions of the country the MEP partners have^feamed that the more important national

mission is continuous deployment of current best practice technologies and methods to many
thousands of small- and medium-sized manufacturers. This mission evolves as progress

redefines best practice. This mission is worthy of ongoing federal investment.

Yet nothing would damage the market credibihty of MEP centers more than for the

national network to devolve toward a stable bureaucracy of entitled fundees. Small- and

medium-sized manufacturers would shun the services of such centers. The MEP national

network must be as dynamic as the manufacturers it serves. The best means to assure this is

to compel centers, by rule or culture, to charge fees for most of their services. Maturing

MEP centers are already required to raise a growing proportion of their revenues from non-

federal (state and private) sources. If the current authorization in the 1988 Trade Act were

amended to allow for federal support beyond the sixth year the amendment should require an

aggressive review and competition for funds every two or three years.

The centers that continue to pass muster should continue to receive federal funds so

that the national partnership maintains its mission of .supporting modernization by small- and

medium-sized manufacturers. The cost of sales required to reach very large numbers of small

firms remains a barrier that centers can best overcome through public support

The federal dollars that would fund MEP centers beyond their sixth year could allow

those centers to continue to concentrate on smaller firms. Without government support, some
centers will survive, but only by moving away from the critical small firm market to seek

much larger customers that are less expensive to reach and serve and that can pay fees that

reflect the fully burdened cost of the service. The final result might be a few more private

for-profit consultmg firms competing in a crowded market for the fees of Fortune 1000

manufacturing corporations ~ an end far different than the sustained modernization of

America's industrial base.

11. Is the MEP a Government Industrial Policy Pickiag Winners and Losers? Not

remotely. The NIST MEP program does not pick winners from among technologies,

industries, or firms.

MEP centers respond to a broad range of current needs defined by a wide variety of

small- and medium-sized manufacturers in a given region. Centers do not bet on the future

significance of any still-emerging technology. MEP centers support broad and timely

adoption of those technologies and practices that the marketplace defines as enablers of

competitiveness for specific sectors (e.g. computer-aided design and computer-aided

manufacturing in tooling) or major industries (e.g. electronic data interchange in auto) or for

all of manufacturing (e.g. Total Quality Management).
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MEP centers can only achieve impact through sustained service to a large proportion

of the small- and medium-sized manufacturers in their region - not through focusing their

resources on any small segment of manufaaurers. Some centers do fociiS on large and very

important industry concentrations in the areas they serve (e.g. aerospace in Los Angeles, auto

in Michigan), while also responding at some level to the needs of all firms that seek

assistance. MEP centers work with a broad range of customers, offering objective strategic

dialogue to leading firms, providing average firms with engineering expertise they do not

have on staff, and helping firms in stress define priority problems.

The Manufacturing Extension Partnership is sensible support for America's Main

Street manufacturers, not indusuial policy.
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September 1. 1995

Hon. George E. Brown, Jr.

U. S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science

8220'NeiUHOB
Washington. DC 20515

Re: H.R. 1756

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for your letter of August 11. 1995. requesting comments concerning the Department

of Commerce Dismantling Act (H.R. 1756).

My experience in this area is limited to my involvement with MIST under the ATP program.

Attached is my statement from that vantage point I hope it is helpful

Sincerely.

Robert Cross
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U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Science

H.R. 1756

Statement of:

Robert W. Cross. PresidenVCEO
Nanophase Technologies Corporation

September 1, 1995

Although my company is still very small in revenue size, we are now the world's leader in the production and

marketing of a revolutionary new variety of industrial raw materials that are critically important to the

leadership of U.S. industry in worid mari<ets. That also means that the United States is now the world's

leader in this important field. It was not always that way, and it would not be that way today were it not for

the support of NIST and the ATP program.

My company is a pioneer in the field of nanocrystailine materials. That sounds very exotic, but it's very

basic, and it has very broad application. Nanocrystailine materials are common raw materials, like iron and

aluminum, in powder form, with particle sizes measured in nanometers - that's a billionth of a meter, ten

thousand times smaller than the width of a human hair. In this near-atomic size range, a large percentage of

the atoms in the material reside on the surface of the particle, and enable the dynamic properties of the

surface atoms to be exploited and manipulated to alter and enhance the performance of the materials far

beyorxl the capabilities of conventional materials. As a result, new generations of products and processes

become possible, and these spawn other new products and processes. The immediately available

applications for these materials are numerous, and range from transparent skin-care products that combat

skin cancer to high-stress engine parts that increase efficiency and reduce pollution.

The commercial potential of these materials has been known to scierttists around the worid for decades. The

challenge has t>een to nwve the technology out of the laboratory and into commercial applications by

developing means to produce quality materials in commercial volume at affordable cost. My company was

spun off from Argonne National Laboratory several years ago for the purpose of further developing a lab-

scale Argonne process that evidenced potential for commercial scale-up.

After three years of work under the ATP, we have successfully ramped-up this process. We are now able to

produce these materials in tons rather than grams, and our materials now cost less than 10c per gram to

produce rather than $1000 per gram at lab scale. Our process, incidentally, was awarded the 1995 R&D 100

Award, which is given each year by R&D Magazine to recognize 'Vie 100 nwst technologically significant

new products in the worid.'

Because of our success m ramping up the production of these materials, we recently were able to sign an

agreement with an intematiorul marketing organization to distrfcute our materials in more than 300

countries. One product has been released to the maritet, and two nwre are scheduled for release later this

year. These and other applications that we are actively developing should represent more than $100 million

in revenues for nrry company over the next five years.

To support these applnations, we also recently built and began operating a state-of-the-art production

facility that was financed entirety with venture-capital money that came in after our work under the ATP
program began. TTiis new facility is the first in the workl that is dedicated to the commercial-scale

devek>pment and production of these materials.

It is these accomplishments that place my company ~ and US Industry - in a position of worid leadership in

this important field. And it would not have been po^ble without the ATP.

When my company applied for ATP support, the company did have a critically important technology with

great potential, but the technology was only lab-scale; it was not proven to be commercially scaleable, and

the ability to successfully engineer the materials for specific appfications was not proven. The company
itself was also quite small and fragile, with only one scientist, a nearly empty laboratory, little money, and no

customers.
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A company and a technology under these circumstances will not usually be supported by the venture-capital

community or by corporate R&D budgets. In our case, it was the ATP, and only the ATP, that was available

to provide the resources to ramp-up this technology. The ATP also provided us with the credibility to attract

substantial industrial organizations (in our case. Caterpillar and Lockheed) as subcontract collaborators in

the program. These collaborations catalyzed the program and greatly enhanced our prospects for success.

Then, importantly, as our work moved forward, our progress toward the ATP milestones gradually began to

make the commercial potential of our technology apparent to private-sector funding sources. As a result, we
are now supported by seven national venture-capital firms who have provided a total of $5.7 million in

equity funding. That represents six-times leverage on the amount of ATP funding that we received. Equally

important, the focus of the ATP on developing a commercial-scale operation gave us a focus on the

requirements of large mainstream markets. That focus, in turn, made us successful in those markets.

These are the reasons why we are now supported by the private sector, and why we are now selling these

materials in the world markets. These are the reasons why we are now the worid leader in this field, and why
the United States is now In a positbn to benefit from the job creation and the trading strength in this very

important field.

I would also like to point out that my company today has nothing to gain directly from the continuation of the

ATP program. Our ATP contract was completed several months ago, and we have no further contractual

interest in the program. It is from that vantage point that I state that this program is unique and critically

important, and should be supported even when budget cuts are essential.

It is my hope that the Congress will have the wisdom to use a surgical approach - and not a meat ax ~ in

implementing the required budget cuts. It is my hope that the Congress will have the courage to rise above
the rhetoric about corporate welfare, and about choosing winners and losers, and look into the substance of

this program. The ATP supports vital technologies in the risky pre-commercial stages of development when
private-sector support is not usually available. In this role, the ATP program benefits the entire nation by
supporting technologies that help to maintain the U.S. as a producing nation rather than a consuming nation,

and by supporting technologies that ofhenwise would probably be forferted to our foreign competitors in the

worid marketplace.

I also submK that the govemments and the Industries In the nations that we compete with in Europe and
Asia are watching right now to see if our Congress, in the face of the current juggemaut to slash spending,

will be so short-sighted as to shut off public support for pre-commercial technotogies that are important to

the future irxlustrial strength of this nation. Those foreign nattons have Ijeen supporting pre-commercial

techrwlogies for decades. That is largely why those foreign economies have become so strong. It would be
short-sighted and tragic irxleed if we were to throttle NIST and kill the ATP initiative, and abandon these

techrralogies and these jobs to those foreign competitors.

Rnally, i nnjst confess it Is Ironic for me to take a stand in favor of any government program at all. I am a
Republican. I am also a fiscal conserv-ative, and I have a fundamental disJtke for government programs. But

this program is a bulls-eye. It works, it's critically important, and only the federal government can do it

effectively. NIST is also uniquely qualified to carry out this work. NIST and the ATP program shoukf be
saved and supported.

srely.

Robert W. Cross, President/CEO

Namphase Technologies Corporation

453 Commerce Street

Bunr Ridge, Illinois 60521
Telephone: 708-323-1200

Facsimile: 708-323-1221
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OfTice of the Director

National Center for Atmospheric Research

P.O. Box 3000. Boulder. CO 80307-3000

Tel: (303) 497- 111 I

Fax:(303)497-1194
September 7, 1995

Roben Serafin

Congressman George £. Brown, Jr.

U. S. House ofRepresentatives

Committee on Science

Washington. DC

Dear Congressman Brown:

I am happy to respond to your letter of August 28, asking several questions regarding the

impacts of H.R. #1756 on NOAA and its programs. I am &miliar with many of these programs,

having worked with NOAA and its scientists for many years in a variety of research efforts. I also

currently serve as chairman of the National Research Council's National Weather Service

Modernization Committee and as chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee for the NEXRAD
radar system, which is part ofthe NWS Modernization program and brings Doppler radar technology

to the nation to improve weather forecasts and warnings.

Let me respond to each ofyour questions in order.

1) In 1%9, the Stratton Commission recommended the establishment of an "earth

sdences" agency, which eventually led to the CTeation ofNOAA by Executive Order.

Are there still compelling reasons ~ scientific, managerial, or operational - to

maintain an integrated "earth sdence" agency to address oceanic and atmospheric

issues? Are there still compelling reasons for such an agency to subsume research,

operations, and enforcement functions?

I believe that there remain compelling reasons for an integrated earth science agency that

addresses the nation's atmospheric and oceanic issues. As our society grows and, indeed, as the

global society grows and develops, our natural resources, including the atmosphere and oceans,

become increasingly important to all of us. Weather, climate and climate variability affect our daily

lives and our economy. A healthfiil environment is essential to our well-being. And, since the oceans

and atmospheres are international in nature, a very visible and high-level focal point within this

country is necessaiy for effective interactions and discussions with other countries around the world.
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2) What would be the effect of selling or privatizing NOAA
laboratories and functions as called for in H.R. 17S6? What private

sector entities, if any, would be ||kely to carry on the functions of

those laboratories and facilities? What functions of the NOAA
laboratories, if any, are duplicated by other agencies or the private

sector? Ifthe federal government were to purchase the same services

from private labs, would there be significant reductions in federal

spending?

I cannot forecast the effect of selling or privatizing NOAA's laboratories and functions.

However, I don't understand why private sector companies would choose to take over these

laboratories unless they were funded to do the research now undertaken within them. If that were

to be the case, I could envision no savings in doliarsT I can't imagine any private sector company

assuming the fiscal responsibility for the laboratories without external funding.

The NOAA laboratories serve as the research and development arms of the operational

services ofNOAA Without supporting research and development, these operational arms would be

left with stagnating technologies and their operational effectiveness would dramatically degrade over

time Since the research underway within NOAA laboratories is very closely connected to the

operational mission-oriented elements ofNOAA, the two functions should continue within a single

agency.

3) Would the proposed reorganization and funding reductions have an

adverse effect on the quality, accuracy and timeliness of weather

forecasts and warnings? How would HJL 17S6 affect the NWS plans

for modernization?

The iiutial reorganization as proposed in HR #1756 might have no immediate impact on the

timeliness ofweather forecasts and warnings. This assumes, however, that funding and support for

the modernization would continue. However, in the long run, modernization would be very

negatively impacted because, as mentioned earlier, separation of the operation and research arms of

NOAA would result in a long-term degradation ofweather services since the necessary research on

atmospheric processes for improvements to weather forecasting would be eliminated or fragmented.

Aix>ther factor that must be considered is the relationship ofweather to climate. Weather

forecasts and warmings usually refer to outlooks up to several days in advance. But there are

patterns to weather that are being recognized and aspects ofthose appear to be predictable so that

climate variability also needs to be addressed. Witness the exceptional number of hurricanes so far

this season that were forecast in advance, partly as a consequence ofchanges in El Nifio. El Niiio
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causes changes in wintertime weather all around the world. And weather patterns are changing

because the climate is changing. It is vital that we continue to develop the capability for keeping

track of these changes, making the observations, ^alyzing them appropriately, developing models

and understanding and improving projections into the future. These are all very much research

activities, ones whereNOAA has led, and they must continue. I have been impressed with the quality

ofthe research in the Climate Gobal Change Program ofNOAA, and of equal importance, its utility

to society.

4) What are the impacts of terminating NOAA's pollution research

and estuarine and coastal assessment research? Does such research

duplicate research at other federal agencies or at universities? Would
the proposed termination of such research have any adverse effect on

the ability to make rational regulatory decisions about ocean or

estuarine pollution or natural resource management?

I am very concerned about pollution of our environment as are, I believe, a majority of

Americans. From my perspective, NOAA's research does not duplicate research at other federal

agencies or at universities, but certainly is complementary to activities there. Indeed, NOAA supports

university research to help accomplish NOAA's objectives.

I'm not familiar with the work of all ofNOAA's research laboratories, but I support continued

research and development across a broad range of environmental science. It is only through

understanding the physical, chemical, biological processes at work in the earth's system that we will

be able to effectively manage these resources and protect them for generations to come. As noted

earlier, this is becoming increasingly critical to society in a world in which the global population may

double by some time in the next century.

5) Would the transfer ofNWS to the Department of the Interior have

any impact on the ability ofNWS to carry out its mission? Are there

other agencies which might be better suited to house NWS if the

Commerce Department is abolished, or are there agencies to which

NWS should not be transferred? What is your opinion of moving

NOAA programs to the Department ofEnergy or a new Department

ofSdence? Should NOAA be established as an independent agency

if the Department ofCommerce is eliminated?

If HR #1756 is passed, I imagine that the Department of the Interior is among the better

choices for the location ofthe National Weather Service. However, without the underlying research.
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as mentioned earlier, services would gradually degrade at a time when they are more important to the

nation's economic health than ever before. I can think of no agency of the government better suited

to house the National Weather Service thaiv'NOAA. The Department of Energy is clearly

inappropriate. Energy is one of the beneficiaries ofweather services but not the only one. Placing

>AVS in the Department of Energy might result in an undesirable bias regarding the emphases that

the National Weather Service would place on its services to the nation. And, the National Weather
Service should not be \^dthin a Department of Science, even were it to be established. The National

Weather Service is a mission-oriented agency that provides services to virtually all people in the

United States on a daily basis. This kind ofan operational mandate, in my view, is clearly inconsistent

with the concept of a Department of Science or any agency whose principal goal is science.

Among all of the options available, if the Department of Commerce is eliminated, I

recommoid thatNOAA be established as an independent agency. The oceans, the atmospheres, and

the physical processes that contribute to their well-being are so important to our society, that they

deserve this level of visibility and attention by the Administration and the U.S. Congress.

I hope that you find these comments to be valuable and I will be happy to help in any way
further that I can.

Colorado Representatives in the

U.S. House ofRepresentatives

and the U.S. Senate
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August 31. 1995

U.S. House ofRepresentatives

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Suite 2320 Raybum House *OfiEce Building

Washington, DC 20515-6301

Re: RR. 1756

Dear Sir

I am both pleased and honored to be selected for providing written

views in regards to H.R. 1 756. I will answer the six categories from

three perspectives. First as a concerned citizen and a decorated, retired

veteran who has devoted 23 years in the defense of our beloved country.

Second, as the Director of Corporate Quality for a large corporation, and

third, as the President ofthe National Conference of Standards aboratories.

These three perspectives, I believe, will provide you with the broad

spectrum of opinions required to fairly evaluate the impacts of this bill.

As the President ofthe National Conference of Standards laboratories, I

am responsible for providing strategic guidance and overall management of

a non-profit corporation that is composed of 1357 corporations worldwide,

ofwhich 1111 organizations or companies are located in the United States,

its Territories or Possessions. As the Director of Corporate Quality, I am

responsible for compliance to United States and International Standards

that allow us to be globally competitive and for the need for international

traceability for product acceptance. Lastly, as a concerned citizen, I

e^qiress my personal opinions on the many facets of this &r-reaching bill.

Sincerely, ^

William F. Doyle, President

National Conference of Standards Laboratories
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"The Technology Adnunistration was established to provide a focal point within the

federal government for making federal technology services and expertise available to the

private sector. H.R. 17S6 would largely terminate all of these efforts and retain only the

"standards and measurement" function. What would be the impact of such proposed

changes? What role, if any, should the federal government play in making technology

expertise available to the private sector, particularly small and medium-sized

manufacturers? How would you compare the value ofNIST's external programs such as

ATP and MEP to other technology programs, such as the Small Business Innovative

Research program and cooperative research and development agreements?"

Concerned Gtizen: While I enthusiastically support the current Congressional efforts to reduce

costs ofgovenunent and to eliminate unnecessary burdens on industry, I hope that Congress will

retain those programs and organizations which make major contributions to the international

competitiveness of American industry. For that reason, I am very concerned with Section 206 (b)

of H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act, which calls for the sale or other

disposition of the standards laboratories of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. I

view this proposal as a major mistake which would undermine this country's voluntary standard

system, which in turn is the linchpin of quality manufacturing in the United States.

Director of Quality: Technology information available in any of the many federal laboratories

should be available to the American public. Depending on the type of information, it should be

treated as infra-technology, available to anybody without restriction, or as proprietary technology

available under exclusive or non-exclusive license.

We can obtain a vast array of information from our contacts at NIST, the National Technology

Transfer Center, the Federal Laboratory Consortium and other sources. The NIST

Manufacturing Extension Partnership program provides technology information from the NIST

laboratories and from other sources mostly to small and medium-size compaiues.

We see the Advanced Technology Program not so much as a source ofextant information, but as

a mechanism to develop new, pre-production state-of-the-art technology. As a company, we do

not qualify for the Small Business Innovative Research program.

NCSL President: We represent over 7000 scientists, engineers, and technicians from U.S.

companies involved in industrial and trade related measurements. We rely on NIST for a wide

range of technical information related to measurements, data, and reference materials. NIST

keeps us very well informed about innovations in measurement technologies and related topics.

NIST also provides our many member companies with calibrations, training, accreditation of

calibration and testing laboratories, technical information, and many other services vital to

developing and maintaining the competitive positions of our member companies in national and

international trade.
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"What would be the effect of selling or privatizing NIST laboratories and functions as

called for in H.R. 1756? What private sector entities, if any, would likely to carry on the

funaions of those laboratories and facilities? What would be the impact of privatization

be on operating NlST's nuclear reactor in Gaithersburg? What functions ofthe NIST

laboratories, if any, are duplicated by other agencies or the private sector? Ifthe federal

government were to purchase the same services from private labs, would there be

significant reductions in federal spending?"

Concerned Gtizen: Without NIST, measurement science in this country would undoubtedly

decline. Individual companies cannot afford to undertake this work because the cost of this

research far outweighs the benefits to individual companies. Yet, it is also important to our

economy that the loiowledge ofhow to measure and manufacture with worid-class precision

remains available to all who need it and does not become a proprietary matter. I also feel that

companies would only naturally be reluctant to send their proprietary equipment to any laboratory

which may be operated by a competitor.

Director ofQuality: A primary function ofNIST is to provide this country with uniform and

accurate fundamental measurements for research, engineering, production and marketing, and

with the underiying research and development. NIST also harmonizes our national measurement

system with those of other countries with whom we trade. NIST is a world leader in

measurement science. There is no other organization in this country that could provide these

services with the requisite accuracy and confidence. This is clearly a govemmem function that is

essential for the functioning of research, manufacturing neutrality, and trade in this country.

Abolishing, selling, or dismantling NIST would put U.S. industry at a serious disadvantage.

NCSL President: Industry and trade in this country spend approximately 3% ofthe GDP for

measurements and measurement-related services. The GDP is about $7 trillion, so the cost of

measurements is about $200 billion. NIST is the sole authority in this country that helps us in

industry to make these measurements uniform and accurate. NIST is highly respeaed in the U.S.

and abroad. Its measurements carry credibility. There is no other organization that can do this

task. This is not a profit making entetprise but a public, infra-technology service, benefiting

virtually everybody in this country. Without NIST backing up the accuracy of this extraordinary

number ofmeasurements made in industry and trade, we would be unable to compete in

international markets; we could not assure proper functioning of products, safety of drugs and

pharmaceuticals, and the efficiency ofthe medical services staff.
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The House Appropriations Committee has already eliminated funding for the ATP (except

for canyover projects) and only minimal funding for NfEP for FY'96. If the House

funding levels are enacted, would the proposed reorganization in H.R. 17S6 achieve any

additional cost savings for NIST's remaining functions?"

Concerned Gtizen: Analyzing budget reallocations in the past has proven to be somewhat

ineffective. Once the funds are freed they are usu^y absorbed by "more needy" agencies or

departments. I have always feh that the ATP and MEP programs were an extremely worth while

endeavor. However, I do fully understand the need and the importance of reducing government

spending.

Director of Quality: We do not believe that any additional savings could be achieved by

reorganizing the NIST budget. Any such change would seriously impair the services we and all of

U.S. industry receive from NIST. The amount the U.S. government spends on NIST is a very

small percentage ofthe total federal budget. It is also a small fraction of the U.S. GDP. On the

other hand, the services ofNIST are vital to almost every industrial and many public or private

sector activities. NIST's budget should not be smaller but larger to enable it to fulfill the many

requests for new measurement services.

NCSL President: The NCSL is particularly concerned about the many measurement services

provided by NIST. These are essential to U.S. industry. Innovation, eflBciency, competitiveness,

and safety rely on good measurements. Trade is not possible without uniform measurements

throughout the entire global market. NIST provides these services, the needed new methods,

training, and information. We believe that reducing the budget ofNIST below its current

marginal level would have very detrimental effects for industry.
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What would the impacts be of transferring NIST's standards and measurements functions

to the National Science Foundation? Does the NSF have the exi>ertise, close relationships

to industry, and resources needed to carry out such programs? How would such a

transfer affect NSF's basic mission of supporting university-based research? Are there

other agencies which might be better suited to house NIST's functions if the Commerce
Department is abolished, or are these agencies to which NIST's fiinctions should be

transferred? What is your opinion ofmoving NIST programs to the Department of

Energy or a new Department of Science? Should NIST be established as an independent

agency ifthe Department ofCommerce is eliminated?"

Concerned Gtizen: The primary charter ofthe National Science Foundation is to support

academic research. The difference between the NSF and the basic mission ofNIST is radical.

Such a difference would make the combination of the two agencies extremely difficuh if not

impossible.

Director of Quality: The National Science Foundation (NSF) has no laboratories and knows

little about measurements and normative standards, about providing uniform, and accurate

measurements to U.S. industry and trade, or about the research and development necessary to

continuously update the standards as industrial demands change. NIST is the one and only federal

agency that works directly with industry. Managers at NSF understand basic science and would

impose their goals and objectives on NIST with disastrous results. NIST should be in an agency

that works with trade and industry, and negotiates international agreements to include the

recognition ofmeasurement standards of other nations.

NCSL President: The National Science Foundation (NSF) does not carry out any research and

does not provide any services to industry. The NSF only distributes funds. We think placing

NIST at the NSF would be a complete mismatch, much to the detriment of the services that we
expect from NIST. If the Commerce Department is abolished, NIST should go to the Department

ofEnergy or perhaps a new science department. We do not believe that there is another

department or agency that could either provide NIST's services or to which NIST should be

transferred. We believe that U.S. industry needs a Commerce or Trade Department, and that is

where NIST should be.
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"What would be the impact of cutting the remaining NIST programs by 25 perccntT'

Q»nrgrnedatiuH: Ever since Worid War I, NIST (NBS) has helped in the development of

Department ofDefense weapon projects, such as the proximity fuse, Radar, and the

electromagncUc problems encountered with helicopters. NIST has also made all of our Uves safer

by the control ofdrugs and bomb detection schemes used in airports. A further 25% cut in the

NIST budget can only adversely impart the quality of services rendered by NIST.

niri'rtnr ofQuality: U.S. industrial technology is developing at a very rapid pace. Many of these

new technologies require measurements of greater accuracy, data for novel materials, reference

materials for chemical measurements, technical information underpinning normative standards.

Measurements must be coordinated woridwide. NIST must be able to carry out the necessary

research and development ahead of a fast-paced industrial evolution. A reduction of the NIST

budget below its already low Icve? would soon lead to a serious deterioration in services. We

need a well funded proactive NIST.

NCSL President: We are very ^miliar with the research and development that NIST carries out

in order to keep up with the rapidly changing demands of industry. The establishment of

Sematech demonstrates the rapidity of the semicondurtor industry changes. We beUeve that the

budget is already insufficient. A flirther cut would be disastrous.
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"If appropriate, please comment on the impact of H.R. 1756 on trade — in particular, the

elimination of a Departmental home for trade policy."

Concerned Citizen: It's time for us to "walk the talk". Scarcely a day goes by without reading

an article relating to the balance of trade. Without a Departmental home for trade policy, who

will take ownership of this extremely important issue?

Director of Quality: We are manufacturing and trading in many areas ofthe world. Many of our

competitors in other countries are very well supported by their respective governments. The

power ofMm in Japan is well known and we are up against it. It is inconceivable that the U.S.

government would desert industry at this critical time. We need more, not less export, and we
need the services ofNIST, the Department ofCommerce and its Foreign Commercial Service.

\
\

\

\

\

\
\
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CHAIRMAN EXECUTIVE SECOETARV
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September S, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Vfinority Member

Committee on Science

U. S. House ofRepresematives

Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Rq>resentative Brown:

In B letter dated August 28, 1995, you invited James C. Truex, former Chairman of the National

Conference on Weights and Measures (NCWM), to assist the Comnuttee on Science by providing

his views on legislation that would negatively impact the U. S. Department ofCommerce. As the

new Chairman ofthe NCWM, I have been asked by Kfr. Truex to respond to your letter. My
expedence with weights and measures dates to 1971 . I am currently the Director ofWeights and

Measures for Suffolk County, New York, a county ofahnost 1.5 million residents. I have been

involved with the development of policy, laws, rules and regulations at the local, regional and

national levels ofwoghts and measures administration.

TheNCWM, which is a professional organization of State and k>cal weights and measures

offidals. was established in 1905 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency ofthe U. S. Department ofCommerce's Technology Administration. Its primary

purpose is to promote uniformity among the States in weights and measures laws, standards, and

meUKMls ofinspection and thereby provide uniform protection ofthe public across the country

and an equitable environment for U. S. businesses and mdustry. TheNCWM now has a

menabership of over 3,000, which, in addition to wrights and measures ofiicialB from eveiy State,

indudes representatives ofbusiness, industry, consumer groups, and Federal agencies.

Monbers oftheNCWM develop uniform laws and r^ulations and methods of practice that are

published by NIST. These standards are adopted by State or local governments and Federal

rqulalory agencies in the form of laws or regulations.

It is estimated that sales of products by weight or measure in the United States total over 2.

1

trillion dollars aimuaOy. Areas potentially impacted by the decisions oftheNCWM nichide retail

SiiMing WommioB. l>«t»ailno Equ^r
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food sales, petroleum products, tnm^)ortation, chemicals, and general retail merdumdise. The

membership ofthe NCWM are deeply concerned that the proposed l^slation [H.R. 1 756] to

dismantle the U. S. Department ofCommerce, transfer NliST functions to the National Science

Foundation (NSF), and seU the NISI laboratories will have a catastrophic effect on the weights

and measures r^iulatory system in the United States and consequently on that porticm ofthe U. S.

economy that is impacted by weights and measures laws.

Because of its role as the ultimate authority in the Uiuted States on fiindamental measurements

and standards, NIST plays a critical role in the achievemoit of uniformity ofweights and

measures standards in the United States. NIST and its laboratories are vital to maintaining the

measurement system, and they should not be separated one from the other. TheNCWM relies on

the NIST and its laboratories in the following areas:

1. Establishment and mainteoance of U.S. measureoient standards. As
you know, the U. S. Constitution gives the Congress responsibility for fixing

the standards ofweights and measures for the country. NIST is the Federal

agency charged with carrying out the functions related to this importam task.

These fimctions include not only the interpretation of the measurement systems

recognized for use in the United States but continuing research to refine the

measurements and improve their accuracy to respond to measuremem needs

created by new technologies that lead to the growth and strengthening of the

U. S. economy. As the National Measuremem Laboratory for the United

States, NIST works with its counterparts in all other major industrial nations,

to esublish and refine the standards for the ^obal marketplace. NISTs role

is unique and is vital to the economic well-being of our natioa

2. Calibration of State weights and measures standards. NIST is at the top

ofthe measurement hierarchy in the United Sutes; consequently, traceability

to NIST standards, and through NIST to international standards, is nnpoftant

for State metrology laboratories that maintain State standards fiar the protection

oftheir citizens and the benefit of their industries. Increanngty todi^, U. S.

industries that want to compete in international markets must fdlow international

quality guidelines that require careful documentation of traceability to national

and imemational measurement standards. States rely on NIST for the calibration

oftheir measuronent standards to ensure the traceability needed by industry.

This traceability also extends m a daily basis to the tools which are used by

thousands of weights and measures officials and industry service technicians

as they test, inspect, install, ot rq>an various scales, gas puatpt, oil meten and

other devices that are the coroerstone ofaccurate measurements in this
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country's marketplace. These tools are the test weights used to inspect

the scales from mom-and-pop grocery stores to the mega-supermarkets;

the S-gallon test measures used to check gasoline pumps from the comer

gas station to the company-operated "super-pumpers." Consumers have

confidence that these devices are being checked and sellers have confidence

that all similar businesses are bong treated equally and uniformly. The

foundation of this confidence is the assurance that the toots being used—

the standards—are uniform and are traceable to some higher standard.

3. Provision of adminbtratlve and technical support to the NCWML As

mentioned above, the NCWM works to promote uniformity in State and local

wdghts and measures laws and regulations. Before the creation of the NCWM,
chaos existed in the country because ofthe variations in weights and measures

standards and practices. Without a strong and viable NIST it is likely that the

diaos would return because if is unlikely that NCWM could survive without the

support it receives from NIST. This suf^ort inchides providing the President

ofthe organization and its Executive Secretary as wdl as the technical advisors of

its various committees, who carry out the work ofthe Conference throughout

the year. NIST publishes the handbooks that serve as the basis for the uniform

laws, regulations, specifications, and practices adopted by State and local

governments. NIST publishes NCWM publications, plans and conducts its

annual and special meetings, and works with other countries to gain international

recognition ofNCWM programs and practices. NIST is the impartial

third party that is able to bring together govenunent regulators and industry

representatives in the forum of theNCWM to develop standards and

practices that serve the public iitterest.

4. Administration of and participation in the NCWM National Type Evaluation

Program (NTEP). This program was estaUished to make it possible for U. S.

mamifkcturers of commercial wci^ng and measuring equipment to get

approval oftheir new equipment fiom a single source rather than having to go
to each State for approval. Under the program, industries submit modds of tlieir

equipment to NTEP for testing to determine compliance with requirements in

NIST Handbook 44. Specifications. Tderances, and Other Tedmical

Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices. Most ofthe work of

evaluating devices u carried out by NTEP Participating Laboratories in ttie States;

however. NIST admirasters the overall program and its laboratories conduct

some ofthe NTEP tesU (because NIST has spedal equipment that the State

laboratories do not have). NIST and the NCWM recently established a mutual

recognition program with Canada that makes it possible for U. S. manufacturers
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ofsome weighing devices to have thdr devices tested once in either Canada or

the United States and get approval from both countries. Plans are also underway

to have NTEP issue International Organization ofL^al Metrology certificates,

which win make it easier for U. S. manufiu:turer8 to enter additional foreign

markets. These and other mutual acceptance programs planned for the future

would be jeopardized ifNIST is wcakoied in the ways being proposed by

Congreu.

S. TraiDiiig of weights and measures offlciab. For many years, NIST has provided

invaluable training to State laboratory metrdogists. This training enables the State

metrologists to uniformly use and maintain the State weighing and measuring

standards provided by NIST for the benefit of the States' citiz«is and industries.

NIST also admimsters the NCWKfs National Training Program and has provided

training and training materials for State and local weights and measures ofiBdals to

encourage uniform enforcement practices throughout the States and provide a

level playing field for industry. This training has oflen takoi the form ofcourses

for State trainers, who then go back to their States and train a number of other

ofiBdals. Recently, NIST widened the scope of its metrology training to include

individuals from lesser devdoped countries that have been identified as potential

markets for U. S. goods and services. Such programs bu3d good will and promote

U. S. trade.

These are just a few examples ofthe ways in vsdtich NIST serves the NCWM. the people ofthe

United States, and U. S. business and industry. Because ofthe importance ofNISTs many
oontributiona, we do not feel it would be in the best interests ofour country to transfer NIST
functions to either the National Science Foundation (NSF) or the Department ofEnergy (DOE).

These agencies have very difio-ent missions than NIST aixl might find it difficult to understand

NISTs needs and support its priorities. Under a worst case scenario, were the Commerce
Department to be dismantled, a bettw alternative than making NIST a part (Neither DOB or NSF.
would be to establiah it (NIST) as a separate agency.

We understand that H.R. 1756 wouM flirther require a mininum 25 percoit reduction in the

funding ofan remaining NIST programs in support ofnational and intematicmal weights and

measures activities. There are now many programs that theNCWM and NIST have postponed or

cancded due to h^k of resources-programs that would provide the public greater protection

torn fttad and help promote the equity and trust in the marketplace that is essential to fostering

U. S. commerce both at home and abroad. Significant cuts in fiinding would result in the

cancellation of additional beneficial programs. For exaiiq>ie, a currem priority ofthe NCWM and

NIST is to establish a national data base for use by all juris(fictions so that infbnnation which

impacts equity in the marketplace-such as sbortweight commodities, ddective measuring devices.
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better test procedures-will be more easily shared by all concerned. This requires a coordinated,

national efibrt-the states and local jurisdictions cannot possibly accomplish this on their own.

The areas ofNIST with which we are familiar have always made the most ofthe public funds they

have received. They have developed key partnerships with the Sutes and industry to accomplish

their mission and share costs with the groups that benefit from their activities. Consequently, we
believe the contributions that NIST makes to all members ofour society far exceed the fiinds

allocated to it. Therefore, we urge Congress not only to retain the National Institute of Standards

and Technology but to provide it with the support it needs to continue to fulfill its mission.

Sincerely,

Charles A. Gardner

Chairman

Nationa] Conference on Weights ft

Measures

CAGJh
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Honorable George Brown •

Committee on Science

House of Representatives

Washington. DC. 20515

Dear Mr. Brown:

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment on H.R. 1756, the Department

of Commerce Dismantling Act.

There are many questions relating to the dismantling of the Department of Commerce
proposed in MR. 1756. Many of these questions relate to the consequences H.R.

1756 would have on activities now performed by the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST) and other entities within the Department of Commerce.

As a general comment. I strongly believe that the Department of Commerce,

particularly its technology activities, are an important and critical part of this Nation's

science and technology enterprise. Attempts to diminish this important national

capability by the dismantlement of the Department should be resisted.

Now let me comment on a specific aspect of the bill. As I understand section 203(b)

of H.R. 1756. the weights and measures responsibilities of the National Institute of

Standards and Technology would be transferred to the National Science Foundation,

but without the existing NIST laboratories that perform these vital measurement

functions.

NSF's mission since its founding in 1950 has been to support the progress of science,

mathematics and engineering aaoss all scientific disciplines. We are the only federal

agency with such a broad and important mission. NSF carries out this mission by

funding ideas based on scientific merit that come primarily from university-based

individual investigators. The proposed transfer of the NIST weights and measures

functions to NSF is fundamentally inconsistent with this mission and could significantly

dilute the Foundation's vital support for basic research and science education.

For NSF to develop and manage uniform measurement standards would significantly

alter NSF's role, operation and culture. NSF has historically concentrated on

enabling the process of scientific discoveries at our nation's academic institutions.

NIST - as an integral component of the Department of Commerce - is closely aligned

with industry and is uniquely suited for the role of meeting the technical measurement

needs of the private sector.
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The Honorable George E. BrowTi. Jr.
J"

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Brown:

We appreciate your invitation to comment on H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce

Dismantling Act, on behalf of our members in the National Weather Service (NWS), the

National Environmental Satellite and Data Information Systems (NESDIS), and NOAA's OfBce

of the General Counsel. NWSEO believes that NOAA should be established as an independent

agency. OMB has designated NOAA as one often agencies whose National Performance Review

and Government Performance and Results Act activities have been exemplary. According to an

Atlanta Journal-Constitution poll conducted after the Oklahoma City bombing, the NWS' job

performance placed second only to the armed forces with a 74% favorable rating. Instead of

eviscerating NOAA, we recommend that Congress accept NOAA's offer to work with it, the

DOC and the NWS, to identify appropriate ways to reduce Federal spending and eliminate waste.

There is no doubt that NOAA in its present form significantly enhances the Nation's

economy through the services provided by ie NWS. Neither is there any doubt about the impact

that oceans have on the atmosphere and the resulting weather that affects the Earth. This "total

system" relationship should be a sufficiently compelling reason to keep the scientific, managerial

and operational "earth science" functions within NOAA, in addition to the efficiency and

e£fectiveness gained from such an integration.

For example, NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) OfBce of

Enforcement, primarily responsible for enforcement ofNOAA's fisheries laws, is not a "stand

alone" office. It is a logical extension ofNOAA's other programs. Its activities are inextricably

intemvined with, and heavily dependent upon, NOAA's fisheries management and science

programs, and data bases. Efficient and effective fisheries enforcement requires close

coordination with fisheries management to eixsure that management proposab are practical and

feasible to enforce, and maximize benefits, to the fishing industry and consumers, while

minitniring enforcement costs. NOAA's management of multiple fisheries is, of necessity, a

fast-paced activity, requiring constant contacts, communication, and coordination among

fishoies maiuigers, scientists, and enforcement personnel. This team approach ensures that

fisheries conservation and management measures are timely and effectively enforced.

601 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. NW. SUITE 900. WASHINGTON. DC 20004 (202) 434-8245
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NOAA labs perform basic oceanic and atmospheric research. The NWS then builds upon

this basic research by conducting its own specifically applied research. Applied meteorological

and hydrometeorological research is essential to providing more timely and accurate warning and

forecast services to the U.S. public. Attempts to privatize, eliminate, or transfer these labs have

the potential to disturb the synergies within NOAA. This will weaken the NWS" effectiveness by

interfering with the continual transfer of research results into critical forecast and warning

capabilities, as well as the ability to understand long term climate changes. Privatization of these

labs may destroy vital integrated data-gathering netwx>rks that support a wide range ofNOAA
activities, including weather forecasting.

Another example of the synergy within NOAA is the National Marine Mammal
Laboratory's (NMML) administration of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. This function is an

inherent Federal government activity. Privatizing such an activity, as called for in H.R. 1756,

will result in no savings to the government whatsoever. Nor arc otherNOAA labs, serving

similar functions, appropriate candidates for outsourcing. Whether private labs would be willing

and c^^ble of conducting the necessary research at a savings to the government should be

ascertained before those labs are removed from NOAA's purview. Wc would like to point out

that in 1991. NOAA could find no private sector interest to operate NOAA data centers when
attempts were made to privatize them. Consequently, proponents of current privatization actions

should be required to show sufficient private sector interest in assuming the responsibilities of

theseNOAA labs, and document how any near and long-term savings would be achieved.

With over half of the U.S. population now living on or near our coasts, it seems reckless

to terminate NOAA's pollution research and estuarinc. and coastal assessment research. Such

research is invaluable in developing regulatory decisions about the impacts ofcumulative

environmental stresses on coastal areas, the health of coastal habitats, and the establishment and

maintenance of national estuarine reserves as living laboratories for ecosystem management.

The NWS has traditionally been staffed at a "fair weather" level. During times of

increased workload, additional staff are called in on overtime as necessary. The budget

reductions in H.R. 1756 will result in field staff reductions below the level minimally necessary

to operate during adverse weather conditions. Delays in the implementation ofmuch-needed

newer technology will prevent anticipated savings from the modernization and restructuring of

the NWS. We believe that an agency that has demonstrated fiscal responsibility by reducing the

number of field ofBces by 60%, its plans to reduce the number of regional headquarters by 50%,
and its FTE levels by 16%, all by 1999, should not be penalized further. Furthemiorc, this

funding for vital warning and forecast services comes at a cost ofonly $2.50 per person.
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t am concerned that H.R. 1756 would likely require NSF to utilize scarce resources on
developing and disseminating measurement standards while administering or

overseeir>g the unique research facilities necessary for performing this mission,

regardless of whether these facilities are run ^y contractors. NSF does not have
expertise in this area, nor does it have the administrative woricforoe necessary to

perform these responsibilities.

Providing measurement infrastructure requires an impartial third party, which is an
argument for a continued federal role in this area. While H.R. 1756 calls for NISTs
in-house laboratories to be 'privatized* or sold, many of these labs are unique,

one-of-a-kind facilities that would t>e needed to continue the mission of providing

technical infrastmcture. K is likely that these laboratories would require significant

levels of support from the federal government

Requiring NSF to administer measurement standards would certainly change the very

nature of NSF, causing a large inaease in NSF internal operations which currently

constitutes less than 4% of NSPs budget This level of efficiency prohibits us from

finding savings to pay for any new missions through cuts in administrative operations.

I am very concerned that NSF might have to drastKally curtail Its highest priority -
investing in basic scientific research and education - to take on the new
responsibilities called for in H.R. 1756.

NSF's k)ng standing role has been to enrich the knowledge base that alk>ws this

nation to meet cuaent and future needs. A reductkm in support for these basic

science activities will reduce the prospects for making discoveries and enhancing

human resources that can benefit the Nation in the near term and enrich future

generations. In my opinion, being asked to take on new weights and measures
responsibilities that would fimit our ability to invest in high-yield research arxl

education efforts is not in the best k>ng-term interests of the country.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this legislation.

Sincerely,

^T^A^
NealLane
Director
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It has been estimated by NIST that the Modernization and Associated Rcstrucnmng
(MAR) ofthe NWS will result in eight dolUrs in national economic benefits for every dollar
invested in the ongoing MAR. which has been threatened by these proposed budget cuts. The
fimding levels in H.R. 1756 would reduce those ilhticipated benefits by:

- reducing the hfWS field structure from 118 to 56 offices, resulting in a greater

number of states without a weather office and in a corresponding degradation of
service due to expanded areas of responsibility;

- increasing the number of life threatening gaps in radar coverage by eliminating

funds to operate 42 of the new Doppler radars, part of a proposed netwoiic ofonly
118 NWS radars; and

- eliminate procurement ofreplacement satellites, resulting in a degradation of
the timeliness, accuracy, and quality ofwarning and forecast services, which are

heavily dependent on real time satellite data, particularly now that one half of the
NWS field offices arc already being closed.

Most importantly, NWSEO opposes the transfer ofNOAA to any other existing
department because none have the expertise to manage the agency's systems and programs.
Indeed, some departments being considered for subsuming different NOAA agencies are also
candidates for the budget ax. Such a transfer would generate up-front costs, no identified
long-term savings to the Government, nor improved services to the public and the economy.

Recently, all ofNOAA's operations and fricilities in the National Capitol area were
consolidated into one complex in Silver Spring. MD. NOAA has its own office ofGeneral
Counsel which operates independently of DOC's Office ofGeneral Counsel, as well as four
regional "Administrative Support Centers" providing personnel services to NOAA components
throughout the country. NOAA is already constituted as a "stand alone" agency and can operate
mdependently tomorrow. Placing NOAA within the structure of another cabinet department
would continue, rather than eliminate, the current levels of bureaucracy.

Thus, because NOAA can not contribute to the accomplishment of the missions of
existing Departments, or those being proposed, we prefer thatNOAA be granted independent
agwicy status with all its present components intact, should Congress and President Clinton agree
to dismanUe the Department ofCommerce. For example, the mission of the Department of
Interior is land management, whDe the primary mission of the NWS is public safety. NOAA's
integrated programs are particularly effective because of the coordination provided by a single
agency. Dlsmembcnnent ofNOAA would destroy those synergies among its element^ and the
umque nature of their services that provide cost-effective benefits to the entire Nation.
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We thank you for your consideratioQ ofour comments as part of the hearing record on

this very important piece of legislation. Please let us know if we can provide any additional

assistance.

Z
Sincerely,

Ramon I. Sierra

National President
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Ranking Minority Member
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Washington, DC 205 IS

Dear Rq>iesentative Brown:

I am responding to your August 29, 1995, request for the views of the National Society

of Professional Engineers on the Dq)artment of Commerce Dismantling Act (H.R.

1756/S. 929).

The National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) was founded in 1934 and

rqjresents over 65,000 engineers in over 500 local chapters and 52 state and territorial

societies. NSPE is a broad-based interdisciplinary society representing all technical

discq>lines and all areas of engineering practice, including government, industry,

education, private practice, and construction.

Not unlike the other cabins-level dqxutments, the Dq>artment of Commerce has a

variety of missions, including science, engineering, and technology development, natural

resources protection, trade promotion, and economic and statistical research. NSPE does

not claim expertise in this entire portfolio and thus has not taken an explicit position on

legislation of such far-reaching scope as H.R. 1756/S. 929.

However, it is our observation that the U.S. DqMutment of Commerce performs many
activities that are vital govemmoital functions. For example, would the nation ever

contemplate not conducting a census? And, would we have no central agency for seeking

international trade c^jportunities? It is clear that some federal agency, whetter it be the

Department of Conunerce or another, should provide these essential services.

Lost in the discussion over the fate of the DepaiXmetA of Commerce, however, has been

a critical examination of a aixMher mission of the Dqnrtmeot that NSPE believes to be

important. The remainder of our comments focus on this other vital mission - science,

engineering, and technology research, devel(^ment, and transfer.

UUBKBtnST
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It is the position of the National Society of Professional Engineers that the U.S.

Dqjartment of Commerce plays a critical -role in the areas of scientific and engineering

research, technology development and transfer, and intellectual property administration.

We urge Congress to ensure that these essential governmental functions be retained in

the Dq>ibtment of Conmierce or in successor agencies

National Institute of Standards and Technology • Scientific, Engineering, and

Technical Research Services

Scientific, engineering, and technical standards and measurements are essential for all

industries that design and manufacture technology-based products or services. Because

the U.S. must maintain technological superiority in order to remain competitive,

standards and measurements are as important as ever.

Despite this importance, standards and measurements research and development is an

area in which the private sector does not bear the burden of responsibility. In part this

occurs because no single company is willing to invest in research that benefits its

competitors, who utilize the initiators' research results without having made the up-fix>nt

investment themselves. Also, because the outcomes of standards and measurement

research are applicable across broad industrial sectors, it makes little sense to limit such

research to tl^ exclusive domain of a particular sector. Furthermore, industry needs

common standards and measurements in order to integrate products and services

manufactured by other sectors.

Thus, the need for a national government role in standards and measurements is evident.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) currently performs this

function. NSPE advocates for the continuation of NIST's scientific, engineering, and

technical research and develq>ment functions.

We are particularly opposed to the suggestion in H.R. 17S6/S. 929 that NIST's standards

and measurement functions be transferred to the National Science Foundation. These

functions have no place within the Foundation. Wisely, the Foundation was structured

to exclude it from operational responsibilities such as an in-house research laboratory.
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Foremost among our concerns, the addition of standards and measurement functions

would seriously divert the Foundation from its sole mission of support for academic

science and engineering research and e(£ication. Second, the Foundation does not

currently have the personnel or facilities for undertaking NIST's functions. The

Foundation would nrad substantial increases in personnel, facilities, and fiinds to absorb

this entirely new fiinction. If additional resources were not forthcoming, the Foundation

would have to divert funds from university-based research in order to meet important

standards and measurement needs. NSPE finds this an unaccqitable trade-off.

National Institute of Standards and Technology - Industrial Technology Services

NSPE's support for the industrial technology services of the National Institute of

Standards and Technology is long-standing. NSPE was the first engineering society to

advocate for these technology development and transfer programs when they were

proposed in the mid-1980s. We are proud to have been among the first supporters of the

Advanced Technology Program, Manufacturing Technology Centers program (now part

of the Manufacturing Extension Partnership), and the Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award.

Advanced Technology Frogram - The private sector has failed to make

investments in some new technologies because those investments are not perceived to

have pay off within the parameten of the current coital market. U.S. competitiveness

dqwnds in part on investments in new technologies, and as such, goverrunent has a role

to play in assisting the private sector in their development. One marmer in which the

government can assist is through cooperative research.

The coc^rative research approach recognizes that the conunon benefits derived from

such cooperation supersedes the competition between industries. Cooperative activities

allow industries to pool their limited resources to fiind costly advanced research that rx>

single industry can support. Cooperative private sector activities also promote the

sharing of personnel, research facilities and equq>ment, and information to create a

product, process or technology of mutual benefit to all parties.
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NSPE believes the Advanced Technology Program is a promising cooperative research

program that should be retained in any Aiture governmental restructuring. We believe

that appropriate safeguards have been built into the program to ensure that it remains

focused on support to industry and promote cooperative research. These safeguards

include substantial cost-share requirements on the private sector partners; limitations on

the number of years a consortia can receive funding; preferential treatment to joint

venture supplicants over single company ai^licants in the award process; and prohibitions

on the use of funds for product development. Also critical to the success of ATP has

been its reliance on private sector panels to evaluate the business merits of grant

prc^sers to ensure that awardees have a solid plan for commercializing research results.

Manufacturing Extension Partnership - Industrial extension is an area in which

many state governments and universities have played a leadership role for some time.

The federal government also participates in a more limited way through the

Manufacturing Extension Parmership (MEP) program. Because a national extension

program is already developing on an ad hoc basis, the national government does not need

to, and has not, superimposed a new extension bureaucracy.

NSPE believes the Manufacturing Extension Partnership program is a proven success that

should be retained in any future governmental restructuring. The l^SP provides shoit-

term seed money to assist states and regions in establishing industrial extension

programs. Under this model, the programs remain decentralized and tailored to the type

and amount of industrial activity in the region or state. The MEP also provides critical

technical assistance to existing state and regional programs. This provides a foium for

extension program managers around the nation to share solutions to common problems

and to enhance their extension services.

Baldrige Award • A major impediment to industrial modernization is the Mure
of a large segment of the private sector to incorporate quality managemoit practices into

their business iterations. NSPE views the national government's role in remedying this

situation as limited. However, the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award program,

established by Congress in 1987, is an ^ipropriate governmental reqxmse.

The Baldrige Award program promotes awareness of quality excellence, recognizes

quality achievements of U.S. companies, and publicizes successful quality strategies. In

doing so, the government identifies role modek for other private sector companies to

foQow. For these reasons, NSPE believes that tiie Baldrige Award program should be

retained in any future governmental restructuring.
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National Telecommunications and Information Administration

NSPE suppoits the development of an mfonnation superhighway that will have the

capacity to transfer data at unprecedented rates and put vast resources of information at

virtually every citizen's fingertq)s. The information superliighway is also a logical

development for supporting existing and emerging domestic and international information

industries.

The construction of the information superliighway requires a partnership among industry,

government, universities, non-profit organizations, consumers, arxl the public sector.

Because telecommunications and information systems cross state lines and national

borders, it is clearly a policy area that merits national government involvement

Thus, we are surprised that H.R. 17S6/S. 929 would dismantle the lead federal agency

for telecommunications policy, the National Telecommunications and Information

Administration (NTIA), without even making provisions to transfer its functions (excq)t

for spectrum allocation) elsewhere. NSPB believes that in any future government

restructuring, the national government must retain a central agency for coordinating its

role in the development of a national and international information superiiighway.

National Technical Information Service

NSPE believes that the dissemination of scientific, engineering, and technical teports,

data, and other information generated by the federal government benefits the private

sector, universities, and consumen. The National Technical Information Service (NTIS)

serves as the nation's clearinghouse for this federal information. NTIS receives no

suiqwrt from ta^qxiyer revenues arxl is supported by sales of its information, and thus

NTIS is not a drain on the federal budget S. 17S6/S. 929 propose to privatize NTIS.

Congress should examine wh^her privatization wiU have any impact on the ease or

manner by which federal agencies submit their information to the clearinghouse. If it is

determined that the transfer of federal information to a non-governmental source will

create any difficulty in user access to such information, then Congress should retain

NTIS as a government agency.
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Patent and Trademark Office

Issuance and administration of patents aAd trademarks is a constitutionally-mandated

function of the national government. PTO receives no support from taxpayer revenues

and is reliant on filing, issue, and maintenance fees for its operation, aiid thus is not a

drain on the federal budget.

Unfortunately, Congress has in past years elected to divert revenues generated by PTO
fees to purposes other than intellectual prc^rty administration. NSPE opposes such

diversion and suggests that if the revenues generated remained within PTO's account.

Views on a Centralized Department of Science and bigineeriiig

Your August correqwndence aslcs for our reaction to the possibility that NIST, NTIS,

and the National Oceanic and Atmo^heric Administration would be transferred to the

U.S. Dqjartment of Energy. We question such a transfer, as it would approach the

establishment of a centralized science dq)artment NSPE believes that consolidation of

the nation's federal science, engineering, and technology activities in a centralized agency

would stifle the creativity and diversity that have been the hallmarks of this nation's

research and develq>ment enterprise. A centralized science dq>artment will delink

research and development activities from the missions of federal agencies, inhibit the

nation's ability to respond flexibly to emerging challenges, and result in less irmovation

in science aiKl engineering. NSPE's complete statement on the establishment of a

dqjartment of scioice is attached.

Rq)resentative Brown, NSPE is most sui^rtive of the science, engineering, and

technology services provided by the U.S. D^artment of Conunerce. We urge Congress

to carefully weigh the costs to the nation of dissolving those programs or placing

institutional stresses on them through the unnecessary transfer of their functions. We are

confident that a candid examination of the above-mentioned agencies within the

DqMutment of Commerce wiO yidd a compelling case for tbdr continuation under the

d^artmental structure or within a successor agency.
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Please do not hesitate to have a member of your staff contact Bob Reeg of the NSPE
Government Relations Dq)aitment at 703/684-2873 should you desire further information

about our position.

Sincerely,

Russel C. Jones, P.R
Executive Director

Attachment

oc: Hon. Robert S. Walker, Chairman, House Science Committee

Hon. William F. Clinger, Jr., Chairman, House Government Reform and

Oversight Committee

Hon. Cardiss Collins, Ranking Member, House Government Reform and

Oversight Committee

Hon. Dick Chrysler

Hon. Laity Pr^ler, Senate Commerce, Science, & Transportation Committee

Hon. Ernest F. Hollings, Ranking Member, Senate Commerce, Science, &
Tianqwrtation Committee

Hon. William V. Roth, Jr., Chairman, Senate Governmental Affairs Committee

Hon. John Glenn, Ranking Member, Senate Governmental Affairs Conunittee

Hon. Spencer Abraham
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Committee On Science, Minority Office

U.S. House of Representatives •

822 O'Neill House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6301

Dear Members of the Committee On Science:

The United States Digital Recording Industry (both optical and magnetic recording systems)

is both large and critical to the success of this country's computer industry. Recording alone

accounts for annual U.S. revenues of about $40 Billion, and recording technology and

devices are integral to the economics of the U.S. computer and consumer/business

electronics industries. The technologies being developed are essential to the future of

computing systems, interactive communications, the entertainment industry, and education.

The National Storage Industry Consortium (of which I am the Executive Director)

represents both industrial and academic organizations who have banded together for joint

development of new technologies aimed at increasing our worldwide competitiveness.

These organizations (representing essentially all of the U.S. recording industry) have

benefited significantly fi'om awards made to us fi'om the Department of Commerce's ATP
Program and also fi'om ARPA fiinding. For your information, I enclose a copy of our NSIC
At a Glance brochure which indicates the companies and universities that are actively

engaged in our joint research projects.

We understand that you will soon be considering H.R. 1756, a proposal to dismantle the

Department of Commerce and its component NIST and ATP programs. We are writing this

to argue against adoption of the proposals in HJL 1756. We believe these actions will have

a serious negative impact on our industry which is struggling to maintain its worid leadership

position.

The ATP program is ideally suited to industries such as ours in which eroding profits have

curtailed (and nearly eliminated) long-term, high-risk research. The awards fi'om ATP (and

ARPA) have allowed us to form joint research projects involving dozens of our industrial

concerns and university research centers. Without the governmental fimding, our industry

would not have been able to fiind the extensive long-term work that is now underway and

which has already begun to yield worid-competitive technologies. IfATP is abandoned, this

joint work is in jeopardy ofbeing seriously curtailed or stopped completely.

»*mcMwou.cBntKM>tut£^1aSMlOBoo,ak»^^^am^p^^c»t91**^133m^fAx»1»*^13a^^•e^l»^:*m\wmk^wl^B^
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Page 2

One important aspect of ATP funding is that it provides funds which our industry has used

largely to enable universities to partner with company laboratories. This collaboration has

been unique in its ability to focus university research on industry-relevant problems and even

to elicit university participation in critical path schedules for convergent technology

developments. The ATP process has replaced the old process of government moneys being

"thrown over the wall" to untargeted university research; in our joint projects, universities

are allowed to participate only if they can make significant and focused progress toward

industry goals and timetables. At the same time, the university component of these joint

projects emphasize^ "further fi'om the mainstream" technical approaches as well as the

fundamental imderpinnings of the technology areas that the companies alone cannot support.

Adoption of H.R. 1756 would throw us back to the old system of inefiBcient, unfocused

university work—a poor use of taxpayer money.

On the subject ofMIST, we believe that the technology development eflForts ofNIST would

not find a ready market for privatization. This isn't because they aren't good or valuable

programs. Rather, we are in hard financial times,>\^en most of our companies are shedding

many of their own technology components and it is unlikely ready funding will be found for

the NIST programs on the auction block. IfH.R 1756 is adopted, the most that will happen

is that some of the outstanding NIST scientists may find research jobs in industrial concerns,

but the critical mass of the NIST programs will be destroyed.

In summary, our large and critical U.S. industry respectfully requests that you reject the

proposals of H.R. 1756 and, instead, provide legislation that will continue the industry-

relevant work ofboth ATP and NIST. Our industry will join with other large U.S. industries

in benefiting through improvement of their woridwide competitiveness, with subsequent

positive effects on broad sectors ofthe U.S. economy.

Thank you for your kind consideration of our arguments. Your conunittee action will play a

significant role in our ability to compete on a worldwide levd

Sincerely yours,

Bany H. Schechtman, Executive Director

cc: The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

M««Ci4WWUCe^TB<«»-aur»g|l3.MWOBCaQttwai MW-WOg>IMBM3B».WWfWM»M»f.C4l»L>tii)Mi>Oi<< ii»ii
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OIDA OPTOEUCntONICS InOUJTRT PreuOen

Development Association 20 1 Maswcnuswu Avenue nw
Surte 200
Wjishingion. DC 20036- 1 023

(202) 78S-»426
FAX |202| 785-«<28

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

U. S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science

822 O'Neill HOB
Washington.D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Brown:

This is in reply to your inquiry of August 31,1 995 regarding H. R. 1 756, the Department

of Commerce Dismantling Act. The Optoelectronics Industry Development Association

(OIDA) which represents 35 companies, universities and government laboratories,

including the majority of optoelectronics jobs in this country, is honored to comply with

your request. Our answers are grouped to respond to your questions from one to five,

which are the most relevant to our industry.

As some background information, optoelectronics is a rapidly growing technology which
will provide the goods and services for the information age (see attached booklet entided

OPTOELECTRONICS Enabling the Information Age). Unfortunately, despite an early

lead in basic optoelectronic R&D, the United States has lost ground to Japan, with U.S.
industry producing about $8 billion worth of such products in 1994 compared to the

Japanese industry's $40 billion.

The reason for Japan's success is a concerted effort by the Ministry of International Trade

and Industry (Mill) to forge a cooperative program in optoelectronics with Japanese

industry, which enabled them to pull ahead and attain global leadership in optoelectronic

manufacturing. In the United States, only NIST and the Advanced Research Projects

Agency (ARPA) have supported optoelectronics development, without which American
industry would have fallen even further behind.

With this background our response to your questions of 1-5 are as follows:

1) We believe that it would be highly inefficient to move the NIST labs to DOE. The
Ciepartment of Energy is an effective administrator of programs with a narrow focus on
energy production and defense R&D. However, the wide array of civilian research

activities-on generic, pre-competitive technologies handled by NIST are best housed at the

U.S. Department of Commerce, who has the o^ition and experience to work closely with

U.S. business to promote competitiveness and economic growth. The programs of NIST
enable the development of emerging technologies, such as optoelectronics, that will drive

future economic growth. Both the research and standards-setting programs of NIST arc of

vital importance to the national economy, as such should remain linked with the Department

of Commerce.

Based on the global importance of optoelectronics technologies in the 21st century, it is

vital that NIST's technology development functions be maintained. Without those
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activities, in particular the Advanced Technology Program, American industry will not be
able to regain their competitive leadership in optoelectronics. Finally, moving a scaled-

down version of the program to the Department of Energy, which lacks the expertise and
tradition to interact with industry over a broad range of technologies, would defeat the goal

of focusing on technology development specifically for the advancement of the U.S.
economy.

2) In the United States, programs at the Department of Defense and the Department of

Energy support basic R&D, while commercially-oriented R&D is undertaken by the private

sector. In between lies the area of exploratory, pre-competitive R&D and feasibility

demonstration projects which is funded only by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

The research and development activities of the Technology Administration are crucial to the

continued competitiveness of American industry, particularly in the rapidly changing field

of high-technology, in which the United States currently stands at the forefront. In the

field of optoelectronics, where Japanese industry has surged ahead, Technology
Administration supported activities hold the potential for advancing U.S. leadership.

Because the multi-billion dollar firms of the future will arise from the small and medium-
sized firms currently engaged in producing the most competitive and advanced products

and services, the deployment of federal technology expertise is crucial to the economic
future of the nation.

The Advanced Technology Program, in particular, is a program poised to play a vital role

in fostering the type of pre-competitive technology development that cannot be undertaken

by the private sector alone. By forging a joint public-private partnership for the

development of advanced technologies, the ATP can leverage the expertise of private sector

research with the long-term vision of the public sector. In short, the ATT will allow

American firms to c^italize on changes in technology and research that might otherwise be
commercialized only by their large, deep-pocket competitors overseas.

3) Privatization of MIST would likely lead to the demise of programs in pre-competitive

generic technologies. By definition, such R&D is too risky to be undertaken by private

firms acting alone, particularly by small and medium sized entrepreneurs. In the absence of

those NIST functions, technology development by U.S. firms would be substantially

hindered, and the competitiveness of the U.S. economy would by negatively impacted.

NIST activities are complementary to, rather than duplicative of, the technology R&D
programs of other agencies.

While the departments of Defense and Energy foster basic R&D technologies for military

use and the National Science Foundation supports academic R&D, NIST is the only agency
which provides the infrastructure that industry needs to commercialize civilian technologies

that drive the U.S. economy. This NIST activity includes the laboratory work needed to

carry out the Constitutional responsibility of maintaining the standards of weights and
measures, the dissemination of measurement technology needed for traditiona] and high

technology goods and through the ATP and MEP to work in cooperation with the industry

to stimulate commercially useful directions in technology. ( The attached study on the

Japanese OITDA practices show how consistently the Japanese government has worked
with industry to stimulate the spectacular grov^ of the Japanese optoelectronics industry

over the past IS years).

We believe that the federal government would have great difficulty in contracting out the

services of NIST to the private sector. In addition to losing the long term view and
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impartiality provided by the federal government, it would be essentially impossible to

duplicate the infrastructure and scope of activities currently supported by NIST.

4) The elimination of ATP funding proposed by the House would create a negative impact

on the deployment of research and development, without reducing the cost of other NIST
functions. While NIST programs account for less than one percent of all federal spending

on R&D, they provide a crucial link between basic research and the activities of the private

sector.

5) Because the National Science Foundation is not equipped to handle any of the standards

and measurement functions of NIST, transferring those functions to NSF would neither

save federal tax dollars, nor improve the efficiency of the activities undertaken. NIST
already works effectively with U.S. industry and academia in developing new standards,

while the NSF is an administrator and implementor of science programs. Importantly, the

Commerce Department's focus on working closely with U.S. industry ensures that the

federal government's standards and measurement activities are in line with the needs and

goals of a competitive economy. NIST's programs and activities ate best housed in an

agency such as the Commerce Department which can deal effectively and appropriately

with the demands of the private sector.

Moving those programs to the NSF would serve only to dilute the mission both of the

Foundation and of the activities themselves. Steering a course between the military and

commercial sectors, NIST's development of standards for U.S. industry should be

carefully guided by the Department of Commerce. While we prefer that NIST remain a part

of an intact Commerce Department, it should be made independent in the even that

Commerce is dismantled.

In case that you need additional information on any of these poinis please do not hesitate to

contact OIDA.

Sincerely yours.

Dr. Aipad A. Bergh
President, OIDA

OPTOELECTRONICS Enabling the Information Age
Japanese Application Trials in C^toelectronics
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September 7, 1995

Oregon

State

University

Adminisiraiivc Scrvicct

A6UU

Corvall»t Oregiifi

George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science
*

Suite 2320 Raybum House Office Building

Washington D.C. 20515-6301

Dear George:

Here is my statement concerning the proposed dismantling ofNOAA as part of

the abolition of the Department ofCommerce. The statement does not address

the wisdom, or lack thereof, of abolishing Commerce. It does address

proposed dismantling ofNOAA, transfer of some functions to other

governmental entities, elimination ofsome functions, and transfer of others to

the private sector.

I have provided some general statements and have also attempted to respond

more specifically to questions posed in your letter of 1 1 August 1995.

Rjecognizing some streamlining of NOAA. may make excellent sense, it is my
belief it would be extremely unwise to dismantle NOAA. It makes much

better sense to transfer it intact to another appropriate agency or to create a new

agency or department.

I will be pleased to respond orally to any questions you or your staff may have

(telephone 503-737-2565).

Sincerely,
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Statement of

John V. Byrne, President

Oregon State University

and

Former Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

of the Department of Commerce

Regarding: HR 1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act
ft

Thank you for the opportunity to express my views on the proposed legislation to abolish the

Department of Commerce and specifically to dismantle and reorganize the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. My comments are based primarily on my experience as

Administrator ofNCAA fi-om the period July 1 , 1 98 1 to November 1 , 1 984. These comments
will address only those aspects of the bill which pertain to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Adminisu^tion.

Under the present budgetary circumstances facing the United States, it may be in U.S. interest to

streamline certain NOAA functions, to eliminate some and to transfer others to the private sector.

I believe it is defmitely NOT in the best interest of the United States to dismantle the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration at this time. It makes much better sense to transfer

NOAA, intact, to another cabinet level department or to make it an essential part of a new
Department of Science or, as a last resort, an independent agency in and of itself

In 1969, the Stratton Commission recommended the establishment of an independent agency

which would incorporate many of the functions presently subsumed under NOAA. At Aat time I

personally served on a committee within the Department of Interior to examine and to propose a

reorganization of Interior to receive the new agency. For a variety of reasons, primarily political,

NOAA was not established by Executive Order within the Department of Interior but was
established within the Department ofCommerce, where for much of its existence, it has served

as roughly halfof the Department ofCommerce in terms of personnel and budget. In my opinion

it does not accurately reflect the "commercial character" of tiie Department of Conmierce.

Nevertheless, NOAA has been efifective as an agency within that Department and has served to

integrate many aspects of oceanic and atmospheric sciences as a basis for the services it provides

to significant segments ofthe United States population.

Ifwe have learned anything ofAe science ofthe earth, ocean, and atmospheric systems during

the past 25 years, it has been the integrated nature of those systems, llie only planetary system

under which humans will exist is now known to be incredibly complex and significantly fragile.

If there was reason to establish a coordinated earth science agency in 1 970, there is even greater

urgency to maintain such an integrated agency today.

Our knowledge of oceanic/atmospheric fimctions and their integration has increased significantly

as a result of scientists working together on aspects of ocean/atmosphere correlations and

couplings. A classic example is our understanding of El Nino processes which not only affect

and are affected by oceanic conditions but also >\iuch have a dominant impact on major weather
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patterns and climatic change. The relationships of these ocean/atmospheric conditions affect

public safely as it pertains to use of the ocean. They also exert a profound influence on

development of fisheries at a time when increasing world population strives to fmd more and

more adequate food supplies. Separation of the scientific experts who have learned to work
significantly together in this single agency would be a serious mistake at the this time. As we
recognize the increasing firagility of oui earth systems we need the best scientists working

together to ensure that our knowledge base is adequate to meet the stress a burgeoning world

population is exerting on our planet. NOAA is one agency that provides that working

environment.
'

I believe it would be a significant mistake to separate the National Marine Fisheries Service from

the oceanic and atmospheric aspects of this agency at a time when we recognize the vulnerability

of world fisheries. As recently as 45 years ago, in 1950, the world fish catch stood at 22 million

metric tons. And at that time fisheries biologists estimated a sustainable catch of 100 million

tons was possible. As a result ofnew and more efficient fish fmding and fish catching

techniques, the world fish catch gradually grew to reach that 100 million tons in 1989 and has

been more or less stable for the past five years. It must be questionable ^^ilethe^ this is in fact a

sustainable level in as much as that by 1994 it was obvious severaffisheries stocks were

disappearing. The Coho Salmon season in the Northwest closed for an entire season the first

time in history; the United States waters off Georgia's banks in southern New England were

closed to all commercial fishing from December until March; off California the hening had long

been gone; and a once flourishing tuna and albacore fishery in the northeast Pacific has virtually

disappeared. These declines in preferred stocks occurred at a time when the demand for seafood

was rising exponentially. It is estimated that within the next ten years the demand for seafood

will increase to more than 135 million metric tons; 35 percent more than the record-breaking

catch of the last four or five years; and by as much as 70 percent during the next 35 years.

Clearly, the very best minds and the very best imderstanding of our systems are essential if we
are to turn to this valuable fisheries resource as a significant element of world food production.

An agency which brings together all of the factors affecting this resource seems essential. It

makes sense to leave NOAA in tact.

HR 1756 proposes the selling or privatizing of the NOAA laboratories and certain fiinctions. It

is not clear who will buy the NOAA laboratories although it is possible that some Universities

neighboring such facilities may attempt to incorporate those facilities in their own activities if

funding is available. It is not clear how any "savings" would be made by "buying" the same

type of research firom universities or other private sector entities. The availability ofNOAA
facilities to the private sector would no doubt result in the creation of a number of independent

contractors who would be v^Iing to take these on with some assurance Federal Funding would

continue. Such an assurance would not result in any significant savings.

If a major role of the federal government is to ensure public safety, then everything possible must

be done to ensure that weather forecasts are as accurate and timely as possible. Combining the

satellite operation, research, and weather service in a single unit would appear to make sense,

however, it was my experience as administrator ofNOAA that satellite operations are such an

extremely expensive item that any budgetary emergencies which occur widi respect to satellites
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have a significant impact on the remainder of the budget. Whatever might be done should insure

that the delivery of service is not inappropriately impacted by the budgetary requirements of the

satellite operation.

With regard to weather research it would be a serious mistake to eliminate the Envirorunent

Laboratories which integrate atmospheric research with oceanic research. More and more we
recognize the integration of the ocean/atmosphere system and the necessity to maintain strong

research elements for ail aspects of that system. ,Our knowledge of El Nino would clearly be

much less than it presently is had we not had such integration of atmospheric and oceanic

research at the time ofmajor El Nino events (e.g., 1982). Separation of such research wiU

ultimately have -a significant impact on the accuracy and timeliness of weather forecasts and

warnings.

The portion of the ocean most sensitive to man's impact is clearly the coastal ocean and

specifically the estuarine areas which are critical in the life cycle of fisheries. The pollution

research, estuarine and coastal assessment research which NOAA conducts is si strong

component ofthe total U.S. research effort for these areas. Much ofthe research for these areas

takes place in universities, either sponsored through NOAA or other federal scientific research

sponsoring agencies. Although some duplication of effort may exist, most research tends to

support and stimulate other research rather than to duplicate it. Eliminating this aspect of

research within NOAA would deprive us of important knowledge for these oceanic areas which

are most responsive to man's insults.

Elimination of the NOAA fleet, of the NOAA Corps and ofthe data centers do not in fina]

analysis make sense. Public Safety requires adequate navigational charts. The creation of those

charts requires appropriate facilities (ships) and people to operate those facilities.

If the Federal Government is not the collector and repository of critical environmental data, I

don't know who will do it We know now as a result of increases in atmospheric gasses (C02)

depletion of ozone, pollution build up that long term data-sets are essential to the recognition of

potentially life-threatening enviroimiental changes. The Data Centers are necessary to the

development of those critical data -sets.

With regard to the transfer ofNOAA to another agency, (L have already indicated I believe it

should be transferred intact, if at all) it would seem the Department of Interior is perhaps the

most suitable existing cabinet level department. Although some aspects ofNOAA might be

transferred to the Environmental Protection Agency, it makes better sense to me to keep EPA as

a regxilatory agency rather than as a research-oriented agency. The past history ofEPA suggests

regulation has been its strongest suit and that it has not been particularly effective as a research

agency. I see no reason to transfer or consider transferring NOAA to the Department ofEnergy;

however, the creation of a new Department of Science, dep>ending upon its dimensions, could

certainly be a viable option for NOAA.

Although many in the ocean or atmospheric community would like to see NOAA established as

an independent agency if the Department of (3onunerce is eliminated, I believe NOAA would not
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be of sufTicient size or strength to ensure stability and protection from political forces which

could damage its mission, or ultimately result in its elimination. To me, it makes better sense to

afTiliaie either with a Department of Science or with a strong department of the environment such

the Department of Interior.

The present organization of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admirustration was achieved

during my term as Administrator. I believe the past decade has demonstrated this organization

was a viable one and that the interaction between,the components ofNOAA has been sufficiently

effective to provide valuable service to the publit communities which benefit from NOAA
services. There is no question that NOAA could be organized in different ways. There is no

question that a number of programs that are not specifically scientifically oriented or service

oriented might be eliminated. Efforts to eliminate some of these programs, to privatize others, or

to contract out other functions were attempted during past administrations with only partial

success. Nevertheless, these are different time and perhaps a revitalized NOAA with its

existence in a cabinet-level department is appropriate. In any case, NOAA should remain

essentially intact to ensure that the integration of its scientific base is maintained. The integrity

of this integrated scientific base is essential to the appropriate services provided by NOAA.

John V. Byrne

September?, 1995
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CHARLES PANKCW BUILDERS, LTD.

August 15. 1995

Mr. George E. Brown, Jr.

822 O'Neill HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: ConiinentsonH.R. 1756

Dear Mr. Brown:

Our experience with cooperative research and development with the National Institute of Standards

and Technology ( NIST) has been positive and access to their technical expertise and testing

facilities an essential ingredient in the consideration for my company's investment in non-

proprietary research and development The construction industry is fragmented into separate

design and construction functions and consists, in large measure, of small geographically

orientated companies which are lightly capitalized. It is based upon procurement practices that

emphasizes "price only" selection. These conditions penalize private companies which undertake

non-proprietary research and development because the investment increases their cost of doing

business without providing a reward mechanism. Thus this type of research can only be rationally

done when the cost and risk are shared with the ultimate beneficiary of the constructed

infrastructure, the public. Yet it is this very type of research, and its necessary development

component, which offer the quantum in^)rovements because it involves general engineering and

construction principles. NIST offers access to the scientist and researchers not found in private

companies, the capital intense testing facilities which are far beyond the means of private

companies and the vehicle for risk sharing as the representative of the users and beneficiaries of the

constructed projects. The construction industry's investment brings practical development to

research, maJdng ^jplication possible and providing the vested interest chan^ion to transfer the

non-proprietary innovations to practice.

Our current involvement in joint research with NIST involves the development of the engineering

and construction principles applicable to the Special Moment Resistant Frames that withstand

inelastic deformations due to seismic events without inflicting damage to themselves. In current

earthquake engineering, buildings protect themselves by destroying themselves. The Northridge

event and the resulting billions of dollars of damage emphasize the long temi fallacy of this

approach. Currently, the years of cooperative research into separating the functions of energy

absorption and strength integrity has been developed into practical appUcation which is under

evaluation for incorporation into the building codes and industry standards. Without this kind of

sharing of the risk and cost between United States industry and government in the area of non-

proprietary research and development that advances the state-of-the-art of construction, investment

by private enterprises in such research and development is not a rational decision due to the

structure of our domestic marketplace. Yet domestic construction industry investment is essential to

timely domestic development of research and its transfer to practice.

Los Angeles* San Pnuidsco* Hooohihi • Sao CMego

3476 N. Lake ATCOue, Altadcna. CA 91001

to. Bci 253, Aludena. CA 91001

ai3)6M-2320 • LlccnM No. 688972
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CHARLES Buoow BinuffiRS. inx

George E. Brown, Jr.

Page Two
August 15. 1995

NIST offers the construction industry access to research capabilities outside of its limited resources

and not available elsewhere. The research university laboratories have the scientists and

researchers and some of the physical facilities but their primary goal of education, publication as

the deliverable, and orientation around graduate, programs do not make them suitable for

development of research results and transfer of the results to practice. In addition, they are

inc^able of sharing the risk and cost necessary for industry investment in the non-proprietary

research and development that is quintessential to advancing the state-of-the-ait

Privatizing NIST laboratories and its technical capabilities would preclude the risk and cost sharing

essential to "common good" research and development done in cooperation with the construction

industry. Without the opportunity for this mutual investment in this type of research and

development we will ensure the undesirable consequences of the construction industry's abysmal

record of transferring non-proprietary research into practice. This means that we will continue to

depend on EC and Japan, where government and industry actively cooperate, for the development

of much of our NSF funded, university based, theoretical construction research where a technical

paper is the return to the public investment

Very truly yours.

PANKOWBUILDERS, LTD.
bmia Limited Partnership

I. Stephan, {^siden^
Pankow Operating, Inc., General Partner

DES:jh
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pfnnState
^^^_ OfTict of ilK Dean

^33^ Coltefc of Eanh aix) Mineral Sciences

(«l4)g6S-6$46

F»»:l8U) 863-7708

The Pennsylvania Suie Uni»elMl)

1 16 Deikc Building

Universiiy PirV. PA I680::7I0

September 7, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Conunittee on Science

U S House of Represenutives

822 O'Neill HOB
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Brown:

T am Qualified to comment on the many issues uivolved. tadeed, I welcome mis

oZSw to te of service to you and the Committee on Science, but I emphasize tha^ the

cSnuTtlS fetS^resent my own views and not those of the vanous organaadons

with which I am associated.

The most important responsibility ofNOAA is the protection of Ufe and property

throuEh?bs^a io^^ysis, knd predi^on of key atmospheric and marine vanables.

S^work of *e So^al Weather Service has critical impacts on a wide range of acuviues.

mStnoUbly aviation, agriculture, construction, transportauon. recreauon, and Uie

nrotecuWL pubUc from the hazards of severe weather and lU consequence. While

^nt^^L of Sie present arrangements could be improved, changes should be made

^nW^afKcful coSration and rigorous analysis. It is especially important to realoc

ffi?^AASSot immelately relat.^ to oper^onal weather predicuon are tfie

b^isTr enhanced understanding of our environment and for conUnumg improvemetit m

SSiS ^d^^Tgs of severe'weather. While reduction '" f^»{™^7,f^"JS«i
atSve to all. it is a false economy if the consequences would be 1«» .^^ ''<*;

'f^^^^
JlSwty losses, and a diminished capabUity to assess our changing environment

I will provide answers for your questions in the order you posed them.

1 . Are there compeUing reasonsfor an earth sciences agency?

There would be many advantages to be gained from a strong agency focused on the

nhvsicalS^ of tl« Sphere. oS^, and land surface and their impacts on socic^

Snomic^SSvo ™and policy issues. Such an agency with strorjg collaboraUon w«h the

2Se™c SS^h commuVdty Ld private weather, ocean, and geological services firms

could be of considerable benefit to the nation.

An Equal Opponuniiy Univenity
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The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr. Page 2

However, NOAA is not a good model for such an agency because the enforcement

and regulatory functions of the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) demand too

much time, attention, and energy of NOAA senior executives. While research and
operations may be mutually stimulating (as in the case of the National Meteorological

Center and the European Center for Long Range Forecasting), enforcement and regulation

cause endless diversion and enmesh the scientists in political hassles. While enforcement

agencies must draw on current knowledge, it does not seem to be effective to combine them
with research and operational agencies. •

2. Would NOAA laboratories orfunctions be attractive to the private sector?

Probably none of the NOAA laboratories or their functions would be of interest to

the public sector. They are devoted to development of knowledge, understanding, and
operational techniques and would not be attractive to a company concerned with proprietary

rights. While the fruits of this research may have important benefits to agencies such as the

National Weather Service and eventually to private sector firms, it is very unlikely that

private sector weather services firms would be willing to pay a fraction of the cost of

continuing the operation of such laboratories.

In general, American industry is abandoning its conrunitment to research, and the

nation will pay a long-term price for this short-term emphasis on immediate profit. There is

no reason to expect that the weather services sector would be any more enlightened. In

fact. Travelers Research of Hartford, Connecticut, is an example of a fine atmospheric

research laboratory that could not succeed on the open market In the 1960s the group

employed a number of internationally recognized scientists, but could not meet demands for

immediate profit

3. Would reorganization andfunding reductions have an adverse effect on weather

forecasts cmd warning or on the plansfor the weather service modernization ?

I have long believed that the National Weather Service and NOAA would be

stronger and better servants of the nation if they were freed of the constraints of operating

within the Department of Commerce. But ensuring improvement would require careful

study of a variety of alternatives and the resulting ratio of benefits to costs. The present

rather ad hoc proposal has not enjoyed such a careful analysis, and it is difficult to predict

its effect, especially since so many of the critical issues have not been addressed. As an

example, NESDIS weather satellite services are to go to the NWS, but it is not clear what
will be the fate of the large and important NESDIS data centers. These organizations are

increasingly significant in the study of climate change and global change and have critical

responsibilities for managing and archiving information about the atmosphere and ocean.

This information is widely used in government and academic research and by the private

sector.

4. What are the impacts ofterminating NOAA pollution, estuarine, and coastal research?

I am not qualified to address this question.
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5. What are the impacts of various proposed arrangementsfor transferring NOAA to other

agencies or making it independent?

Whether or not the National Weather Service could carry out its mission in the

Department of the Interior would depend on whether the other functions ofNOAA that

support the NWS are transferred as well. This includes important parts ofOAR and

NESDIS.

I have long believed that the National Weather Service would be a most effective

public servant if it were a part of an independent agency that contained the necessary

research and operational infrastructure but was not distracted by enforcement and regulation

issues, especially those related to fisheries, that should, in my view, be a part of the

National Fish and Wildlife Service. Whether the weather service should be part of a new
Department of Science is not yet clear, since the details and consequences of that proposal

have not been worked out. Moreover, it is not now clear whether the NWS could succeed

as an independent agency in today's political environment.

Summary Comment

H.R. 1756 proposes dramatic change in the way weather services and research are

addressed in this nation. Significant improvement is certainly possible, but any change is

potentially of great consequence to the safety and well-being of the citizens and should be

carefully considered. The proposed legislation does not enjoy the heritage of such careful

consideration. In view of the critical significance of weather services, it would seem
advisable that this proposal and possible alternatives be studied by an ^propriate group of

experts in weather research and weather services who could offer a careftilly-reasoned

proposal along with an assessment of advantages, disadvantages, benefits, and costs.

Sincerely yours.

b4'jur~
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September 1, 199S

Congressman George E. Brown, Jr.

(J.S. House ofRepresenMtives
*

Committee on Science

Suite 2320 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6301

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thanic you for requesting my opinions regarding H.R. 17S6. Before commenting specifically on
the issues it raises, I must offer some general comments.

It is timely to address the organizational aspects of science in the U.S. government. My
conunents are based upon SO years of close observation.

I am not a proponent of putting all science in one agency, but science should be in agencies where

there are senior level advocates of science. We benefit greatly fi-om the diversity of interests and

prejudices of multiple federal agencies researching and sponsoring research in universities and

industry even though the research may fiill into the some general discipline. Not only is there a

higho' probability of radical new ideas, but the diverse concerns of the government agencies and

the research performers give significant guidance in orienting research to real problems the society

encounters Applications are likely to emerge more rapidly under a 'disorganized" application of

federal &nds. It is difiScult to trade specific research breakthroughs into the economy and the

quality of life of citizens, primarily because in our system it diffiises into the national life in a very

wbtle and gradual way. New ideas leapfi^og the necessary proofs and peer review in a very

efficient manner through involvement of researchers m scientific meetings, consultants, students

involved in or housed adjacent to the research, researchers leaving government or universities to

form companies, etc. Ideas fi-om many different sources and discipHnes are combined due to a

highly mc^ile science and technology workforce.

I &vor Jefferson's collective intelligence as it bears upon the direction of research over the

creation ofa supersdence agency not likely to be headed by a Leonardo DaVinci or a Benjamin

Franklin or even a Solomoa

1.) The concept ofNOAA was and is a good one, but commerce has not been a good home
Commerce, and sometimes even NOAA, has generally not had leadership whose concerns

and abilities included either oceanic or atmospheric science as very high priorities. As a

result oflack of understanding of science and technology by top management, the nation

has not had the fiill benefit ofwhat science can do in either the oceanic or atmospheric

realm. (Many benefiu ofthe current weather sovice modernization are postponed by six

An Equal OppaRunlqr Univtniiy
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years by wrangling over AWIPS in Conunerce and 0MB and huge additional costs have

been incurred.) The lack of enthusiastic advocacy over the 60 years these fiinctions have

been in Conunerce has been stifling.

I see no fiindamental reason why research, operations, and enforcement, such as in

NOAA. cannot reside in one agency property organized.

2.) I believe there are service-related research topics best addressed byNOAA Labs and the

agenda of these labs should be controlled by the government, but there is no doubt that

some ofthese labs have often become 'academic* labs without students, rotation of staf[|

or adequate review to keep them on track. They can be reduced in size and cost by

contraaing some ofthe research to universities and industrial laboratories. Close

a£51iation v^ universities such as occurs at Argonne orNCAR would help. Farming out

research can be more productive and less costly than federal laboratories. The federal labs

often do not have the flux ofpeople and ideas to keep them on the cutting edge.

3.) No one argues that the DoD should be privatized. I regard the gathering of data and the

production ofwarnings offloods, severe weather, etc. as in the same category as defense.

Who in the private sector would take on the liabilities incuned or the five billion dollar

modernization now underway? Once the information to construct the warnings is in hand,

general forecasts are produced by the same personnel and dissemination occurs over the

same channels. At the same time one makes forecasts of general conditions, special

situations reqvuring warnings are identified. Predictions for special needs of industry or

individuals can be provided by the private meteorology and oceanography sector. Most

specific information for business and industry can be extracted firom the freely available

databases in NOAA. The government should do all in its power to encourage the free

flow of this information into the economy. Fees should not be charged by the government

for this information. This would discourage small businesses from starting. The general

economic growth due to applicafion of this information and avoidance of costs and life

and property losses vnD resuh in tangible benefits to the general economy and the public.

Uhimately, all of these benefits yield taxable profits fi^om throughout the economy and

from the private providers ofinformation.

The deterioration or lack ofimprovement of services to be seen in Europe, New Zealand,

etc. due to short-sighted attitudes in this area should serve ofan example as to how the

attempt to recover cosu can go too far. These countries will never be able to collect fees

large enough to renew and modernize their infrastructure or to do research to improve

services. They will be frozen with 19S0s and 1960s technology forever and rely on

Ajnerica for research and innovation.

4.) I do not feel qualified to comment in detail, but what is the EPA for?

S.) Interior may present some ofthe same problems as are present in commerce, although

there are agencies like the geok>gical survey, reclamation etc. that have some overlapping
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and synergistic characteristics. I believe NOAA as well as some ofthe agencies in Interior

would &nction best in a science-oriented agency in which the administrators would have

some feeling for science and technology. I woijd suggest a Department ofEarth and

Space Systems, which would embrace NOAA, NASA, parts of Interior, Corps of

Engineers, EPA, etc.

It goes beyond the scope ofH.R. 1756, but in fiy vision of the next century economic

competition will continue to overwhelm other traditional extensions ofpower and influence.

The key to success at home and abroad, whether in private enterprise or in government policy,

will be the ability to gather data and analyze it The Department ofCommerce should become

the Department ofEconomic Information and Analysis by combining its current activities in

data gathering and the Census Bureau with the Department ofLabor Statistics, the Federal

Reserve Board, parts of the CIA, and Department ofAgriculture, etc.

The worid's great superpower based upon military strength must place equal emphasis on

economic strength at home and economic competition and cooperation abroad. Someone said

'you can't manage i?hat you can't measure." 1 agree. Let's have the best measurement and

analysis organization in the world by putting together our considerable expertise with the

world's best information technology. Rather than eliminate facets of the government piecemeal,

why dont we take a month off and decide how the government needs to be reorganized to meet

the challenges ofthe next century. It can and probably should be leaner and meaner, but it also

should be based upon a new look at how we organize ourselves in new ways to cope with new

circumstances.

Forgive me for the gratuitous comments, but IVe just finished readmg two large volumes, one

on Thomas Jefferson and the other on Tom Paine, and I think you folks in the Congress should,

in their tradition, think radically and act rationally in reforming our government. We are the

greatest nation the world has ever known. We can be even better and can show the way to the

rest of the world by example. We are not great because we are individually superior, but

because ofthe way in which we have in the past organized ourselves to act and to produce.

The same will be true in the future, but we will not look exactly like the organization we were

befi>re.

Charles L. Hosier

Senior Vice President for Research

and Dean ofthe GraduateSchool

and Professor ofMeteorology Emeritus

CLH/lak
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SENT VIA FAX AND U.S. MAE.

August 22, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Science

U.S. House of Representatives

822 O'Neill HOB
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Brown:

This is in response to your letter ofAugust 1 1, 1995 (copy enclosed). We appreciate the

opportunity to comment on our experiences with Commerce Department progi^msv .- - .
•• -

1

.

I have had experience in international commerce since 1971 and have a keen appreciation

for how U.S. global competitors compete through teaming. The U.S. Commerce
Department should be the focal point for building such a U.S. team approacL In the last

three years, we have been very encouraged with the success ofthe Advanced Technology
Program (ATP) and the Manu&cturing Extension Partnership (MEP) programs. We have
found these programs to be well thought out, well administo'ed and, most importantly,

focused on specific, strategic objectives.

2. Over the last 1 5 years in Michigan, we have been attempting to develop "NIST-type"
programs. Without NIST, the private sector has had a very difiScuh time meeting this

objective. In the process ofdeveloping these programs first without NIST and then with
NIST assistance, we have gained a keen appreciation for NIST and what has been
accomplished in Gaithersburg. From this experience, we support the centralized, national

NIST ^proach as it currently exists.

3 I highly doubt that eliminating a successfiil program like the ATP and reducing MEP would
be in anyone's best interests! Jn fiwA, such action would negatively impact.tbe .,c y.-

competitiveness ofindustry in America.
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4. The National Science Foundation (NSF) is a small, focused and effective organization. To

add NIST to it would only serve to defocus NSF and make it less effeaive. I would

recommend that NIST be made a separate agency ifthe Department ofCommerce is

eliminated.

5. Under its current leadership, NIST is becoming more and more effective. To reduce

funding to an effective agency at a time when international competition is so fierce is

directionally wrong.

6. International competition and trade policy go hand-in-hand and it would seem that the

Department ofCommerce is the agency that needs to lead the thrust for international

competition and, therefore, should have responsibility for trade policy.

In summary, going forward into the fijture, U.S. industrial global competitiveness will have

more impact on the well being and quality of life for Americans than military readiness. The

Department ofCommerce should be viewed as the "defense department" of the future.

Sincerely,
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September 8, 1995

Honorable George E. Brown, Jr. •

U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science

Suite 2320 Raybum House OfBce Building

Washington, D.C. 20515-6301

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the impact of H.R. 1756 on the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Over the past 18 years, I have woiifxd with

NIST on constructJon-industiy-related research, technology and standards development In

addition, over the past three years, I have served on a National Research Council review

panel for NIST's Building and Foe Research Laboratory. You asked a number of

questions in vour letter of August 31. and I will address those for which I am in a position

to provide a knowledgeable response.

The Portland C«ncnt Association believes NIST should remain as an independent agency.

NIST serves a critical role in building government-industry partnerships that are essential to

the health and competitiveness of U.S. industry. Some view such partnerships as wasteful

"corporate welfare. This is a narrow and short-sighted view. Government-industry

relationships pay off in a healthier business climate, which results in additional tax dollan,

and job creation. A cooperative rather than adversarial government-business relationship is

common in many countries that compete with the U.S. m the global marke^lace. It is

essential to maintain NIST as a tink with industry.

With regard to specific questions raised in your letter, I can respond as f(dIows.

In response to question 1, 1 do not believe that moving the NIST labs to the Department of
Energy is appr(^>riate. I assume the theoiy is that NIST would function as the other DOE-
managed national labs (Oak Ri^> I-<os Alamos, Lawrence Berkeley, etc.). While this nuiy

seem u>pealing on the surface, NIST serves a very different role and a broader "customer

base" man these other labs. NISTs measurement and standards functions related to

building arxi fire research wouM be adversely affected by a shift to DOE. I am familiar with

the DOE program on energy conservation, which is related to the construction industrv.

This {vogram has not been given strong support underDOE where nuclear energy and
weapons programs seem to be the focal point Also, tfie national labs cozrendy have a

mandate to commercialize Unek services. This is counterproductive - we now have tax-

supported labcntories competing with laboratories in the private sectorl
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In question 3, you ask about the concept of selling and privatizing the NIST Laboratories.

This is not logical. It implies that NIST is already providing commercial services that

compete with the private sector. If this is the case fox a particular NIST program, that

program should be eliminated. In reality, NIST is doing work that is unique and necessary,

but would not be profitable in die private sector. For example, NIST's construction

industry programs would not be viable on a commercial basis because no one company
could profit from any technology gains achieved U.S. procurement constraints, liability

issues, and other factors do not xa^c it feasible for a fragmented industry such as

construction to bear the sole burden of fmancing the type of programs conducted at NIST.
However, such programs are viable, and in fact more credible, on a shared government-
industry basis.

In response to (question 5, the potential move of standards and measurement functions to

the National Science Foundation is also inappropriate. NSF has a basic research focus; it's

academic orientation would inevitably lead to a loss of linkage to industrial programs.

While both types of programs arc needed for a healthy growth in US . technology, it is

best to have NSF focus on "pure" science and engineering and have NIST serve the role of

"integrator" between basic research and applied technology. This role is particularly

important for the U.S. construction industry which does not have the high tech aura to

attract NSF support at any significant level Also, standards and measurement criteria must
be developed jointly with users, not solely as an academic exercise.

In question 6, you ask about the option of reducing NIST programs by 25%. I do not
believe it is a good management practice to arbitrarily cut funding across the board. 1^

funding cuts arc necessary, they should be based on an evaluation of specific NIST
programs; those with the lowest priority should be reduced or eliminated as needed.

In conclusion, I would reiterate that NIST should be retained and should function as a

separate entity.

Please do not hesitate to ccmtact me if you have questi(»s or need additional infcrmation.

Sincerely yours,

A. E. Fioitito

Vice President

Research and Technical Services

AEF/vkv
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September 6, 1995 M^ttt^

The Honorable Geroge E. Brown, Jr.

RHOB-2300 *"'"•" ^- "»•''•'
-., , . President and
WaSmngtOn, DC 20515 chief operating officer

Dear Mr. Brown:

As you and your colleagues debate the future of the Commerce Department, its
missions and its structure, we at PRC would like to share some of our thoughts
about the National Weather Service (NWS) and its importance to our Nation. In
short, this is one agency that delivers a critical service to every American and at a
reasonable cost.

As part of its business base, PRC designs, develops and deUvers commercial and
public weather forecasting technologies and systems. We are part of the team
behind the NWS' own Weather Service Modernization initiative. In addition, we
are building an important system for The Weather Channel™ and are pursuing
other commercial weather opportunities here and around the world. We at PRC
believe we understand the business of weather. As a consequence, we have some
strong views on the appropriate roles of the public and private sectors in the field
of weather forecasting. And, for two important reasons, we beheve it is essential
to maintain the size or mission of the National Weather Service.

First, the public depends on a nationwide, comprehensive forecasting system that
can anticipate weather patterns, especially severe ones associated with hurricanes,
floods, tornadoes, snow, rain, heat and cold. Every minute of advance warning
can save lives. This "advance warning" capability is a primary mission of the
NWS. And we would emphasize that the NWS' modernization program is giving
the Umted States the most advanced weather forecasting capabihty in the world.
As a result, lives are being saved today that would have been at great risk even a
few short years ago. Further, the workforce and technology of Weather Service
Modernization are significantly improving our abUity to construct roads, bridges
and other infi^tructure around weather patterns that we can model over the past
100 years. They are advancing the safety and reducing the cost of air travel
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through precise detection of hazardous weather over long distances. These are but

a few of the many examples, but we think they make oiu* point.

Second, and most importantly, the NWS provides a single and reliable source of
weather information for every American, regardless of where they live, and
regardless of whether there is sufBcient economic activity to warrant such service

were it to be provided commercially. In fact, it often is in those areas where
economic activity is the lowest that weather patterns are the most severe.

We applaud the efforts of you and yoiu* colleagues to reexamine government
processes, reduce and elinunate them where it makes sense. We, in the private

sector, are engaged in the same process. It may be the National Performance

Review in the government or business process reengineering in the private sector.

Either way, its objectives are the same: lower cost and improved and appropriate

service. We strongly commend to you that the National Weather Service is

providing an ever-improving and certainly appropriate service. And as for the

cost, a cost-benefit analysis by NIST projects aimual savings of $7 billion to the

economy when Weather Service Modernization is complete.

Finally, we urge in your deliberations that you preserve and encourage the mission

of die National Weather Service. Enclosed is a publication we produced that

might provide some useful information on weather, its impact on lives and the

economy, and the importance of the National Weadier Service and its

modernization program.

We hope ^s input and information is useful.

Sincerely,

lam C. Hoover Leonard M. Pomata
President and Chief Operating Senior Vice President and

Officer General Manager
Systems Integration
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Basil S. Turner Distinguished

Professor of Engineering

September 6, 1995

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

Ranking Minority Member
U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science

Suite 2320 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-63101

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for the opportunity to give my views on H.R. 1756, The Department of

Commerce Dismantling Act Since my career spans academic, government and industrial

positions, I will respond from this extended perspective. Also, I served as member and

chairman of the NIST Statutory Visiting Committee at a time when the ATP and MEP
Programs were being established and have served six years on the National Science Board.

The Office of Technology Policy and NIST have traditionally been key sectors of

the federal government looking after the technological capabilities and competitiveness of

American industry. NIST through its R&D programs and standards activities has been an

especially critical factor in assuring high quality standards in U.S. products. This is the

primary function of national standards laboratories around the world. In addition NIST has

traditionally performed the special role of advising voluntary standards organizations (such

as ASTM and ANSI) on the scientific bases for their standards setting activities. Thus,

NIST underpins the national quality infrastructure of American industry. Such a role

needs to be independent and objective in order to maintain a trusted relationship with

industry.

NIST has enjoyed a trusted relationship with industry over most of its history.

Furthermore, it has expended great efforts to build on this relationship through a range of

services which provide extensive intellectual leverage through joint research activities and
alliances. NIST generally ranks among the top two or three government agencies in terms

of CRADA's and similar joint programs with industry. The economic impacts of these

programs have been estimated and generally show a highly leveraged return on government
investment.

I believe H.R. 1756 would put the traditional role of NIST at risk and would
seriously do damage to national capabilities to manufacture quality products competitively.

The critical foundation for NIST's standards role are the laws of science not the economic

SCHOOL OF Materials Ensincering

1289 Materials and Electrical Engineering Building • West Lafayette, IN 47907-1289
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laws of running a private sector organization. The proposal to privatize NIST would in my
opinion destroy the ability of NIST to remain independent and objective; hence, trusted.

The ATP and MEP programs, though less critical, should be judged on their merits.

I consider the MEP program to be more important than the ATP because of the

technological outreach involved with small and middle size businesses. Most of the MEP
programs are directly linked to colleges and universities which perform outreach fianctions

as part of their missions. Thus the added NIST funding greatly enhances their

effectiveness in regions of the U.S. where manufacturing is intense and where small and

middle size manufacturing firms are concentrated. The MEP compliments the efforts of the

Small Business Administration by focusing on manufacturing capabilities in addition to

new product developments ( through SBIR grants). The ATP program tends to have

greater overlap with the basic purpose of the SBIR program. Therefore I believe its demise

would be less critical to federal initiatives to boost technological and economic

development

A major factor in judging the wisdom of dismantling the OTP is the continuing need

for establishing government policies that enable industry's cooperation in technology

developments without damaging antitrust protections. OTP has had a major impact in

loosening antitrust restrictions and fostering such cooperative alliances to the nation's

benefit. These actions have been an effective counter to government-supported industrial

alliances established abroad that challenge U.S. technological effectiveness. There

continues to be a need for a government policy body to monitor U.S. comparative

technology position in critical high-growth industries and to develop policies that will help

maintain a viable competitive position in leading job-creating industrial sectors. To my
mind eliminating this role would be a false economy that could have very damaging

consequences in a relatively short time.

With respect to NIST's reactor at Gaithersburg, this has a dual role of providing

industry with physical radiological physical standards and providing unique user facilities

for basic research to the scientific community at large. Rather than privatizing the NIST
reactor, the establishment of a university-operated facility similar to the Missouri University

Research Reactor (MURR) would seem more appropriate. Both reactor facilities perform

similar functions and botii are supported by both govermnent and private-sector users.

This arrangement would be little different than similar research facilities at DOE national

laboratories operated under contract with a university consortium.

As a former member of the National Science Board, I have a special sensitivity to

'the question concerning assigning NIST's R&D role to the NSF. NSFs primary roles are

to support basic research at the nation's colleges and universities and thereby to support

higher education as well as general education in mathematics and the sciences Much of

NSFs investments are for "cutting edge research" so judged by the merit review process.

In contrast, while much of the standards research carried out by NIST is at the "cutting

edge," a significant fraction is "housekeeping" and "evolutionary" in nature, requiring

long, sustained efforts by career scientists who are totally dedicated to this mission.

Fuiliermore, a substantial fraction of NIST's research is in support of other agencies

which require the special facilities and expertise at NIST. I personally see no obvious

comparability between these two missions, nor do I believe that the organization and
governance of the NSF is appropriate to the NIST mission. The necessary adjustments

needed to carry out both missions in one agency would be sufficiendy sub-optimal that it

would put both missions in jeopardy.
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In summary, I find little in the provisions of H.R. 1756 that apply to the OTP and
NIST that I would or could support. The effectiveness of NIST has been achieved by
many years of inspired leadership and dedication, which is why NIST has become the envy
of all other standards organizations throughout the world. In the span of two short decades
I have wimessed the policy environment between the public and private sectors shift from a
largely adversarial to a more cooperative relationship. Much of this progress can be
credited to the Department of Commerce and to a large extent through the programs of OTP
and NIST. I have grave fears that H.R. 1756 is too great a price to pay for reducing the

budget I would rather favor allowing OTP and NIST the opportunity to determine how to

administer a major budget cut by internal downsizing and program restructuring, as

painful as that would be, rather that through dismantlement. TTie primary impact of a 25%
budget cut at NIST will be the loss of bri^t young talent that is essential to keeping NIST
dynamic and innovative. A further consequence will be the loss of programs that not only
renew the scientific and technical competence of the senior staff but which also enable vital

connections between NIST, industry and academia. The result could be a more
introspective and inbred organization with a much reduced constituency base and with

much less value delivered for the public investment

I hope that these views are responsive to your questions. Although I will be unable
to attend the hearing on September 12, 1995, 1 have no objections to having my written

statement included in the record. Also, I would be happy to elaborate further on the above
views and address any other issues that I can.

With highest regards!

Sincerely,

Arden L. Bement, Jr. ''
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Mr. R. H. Rieck

1.1913 Overton I-ane,

Silver Spring. MD 20904

September 7, 1995.

U. S. House of Representatives,

Committee on Science,

Rayburn House Office Building, Suite 2320

Wasliington, D.C. 20515-6301
ft

Attention: George E. Brown, Jr.JUinking Minority Member

Dear Mr. Brown:

1 understand that action on H.R. 1 756, the Dcpartnienl uf Conuiierce Di.<nT>antling Act, will be

u)ming up shortly. As a forty-year employee of the U.S. government, most of which 1 served

in various positions throughout the National Weather Service, I would like to express some of

my views with respect to the National Weather Service and NOAA. 1 am, of course, speaking

as a private citizen and would prefer anonymity.

The fishing and ocean programs in NOAA have long .suffered the fate of having no money to

do their job simply because of their proximity to the National Weather Service which has been

taken the lion's share of the funding for NOAA. Perhaps the.se programs could be run more

eflicicntly under an organization devoted to fisheries and oceans.

I believe that significant savings could he realized if the training facilities of the Federal

Aviation Administration (I'AA) and the National Weather Service (NWS) were consolidated.

Much of the training they do for their field personnel is similar, especially in the training of

Electronic Technicians.

1 believe also that considerable money could he saved if all meteorological research in the

federal government were consolidated. At the present time there are millions (probably

hundreds of millions) spent by the PAA, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) the Department of Defense, the Department of Agriculture and others on

meteorological research, much of which is duplicative.

I also believe that the NWS would be more elTicicnt if it were made a part of NASA instead

of the Department of the Interior. NASA is more oriented toward dealing with scientists and

they have a good history of efficient use of the budget and strict adherence to guidelines set

by Congress. Bringing an operational organization such as the NWS into NASA would enrich

both agencies, especially since NASA is already deeply entwined in meteorological research.

TttJ)
R. U. Rieck
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Scott Specialty Gases, Inc.

6141 EASTON ROAD. P.O. BOX 310. PLUMSTEADVIUE. PA 18949-0310 (215) 766-8861 FAX: (215) 766-0320

September 1, 1995

House of Representatives

Committee on Science

c/o 822 O'Neill HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515

Attn The Honorable George E Brown, Jr

Ranking Minority Member

Dear Congressman Brown,

Thank you for the opportunity to provide you with our comments regarding H.R 1756,

the Department of Commerce Dismantling Art, introduced by Representative Chrysler It

is our belief that the rapid dismantling of the Commerce Department and/or the proposed

twenty-five percent reduction in funding would severely and adversely affert critical >nST

and NOAA programs and consequently business artivities worldwide

Scott Specialty Gases, Inc our customers and competitors purchase produrts and services

(eg., Standard Reference Materials (SRMs), NIST Traceable Reference Materials

(NTRMs), and Research Gas Materials (RGMs)) based from unique activities performed

by NIST NOAA is currently performing critical artivities that measure and track the

atmospheric impart of chemicals produced throughout the world Together, NIST and

NOAA provide Scott and our US. and international customers with technical support

unparalleled by any industrial or government agency.

Both NIST and NOAA dirertly affert the ability to condurt and the quality of industrial

and university research. Artivities such as pollution redurtion, process control, process

improvement and safety and hygiene activities to meet corporate profit objertives and for

government compliance (eg. EPA, OSHA) are completely dependent on the

underpinnings of the National Measurement System provided by NIST These artivities

were developed and refined over decades This combination of experience and expertise

caimot be relocated without a significant loss of continuity. Based on our understanding

of the alternatives presented in the H.R. 1756, the program areas afferted will not be

eflfertively preserved

FREMONT CA SAN BERNARDINO CA LONGMONT CO TROY HI CHICAGO n. SARNIA. ONTABC AVON LAKE OH HOUSTON TX

BATON ROUGE LA MARIETTA. GA DURHAM NC PLUMSTEAOVILLE PA SOUTH PLAINFIELO HJ WAKEFIELD MA BREDA. THE NETHERLANDS
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NIST measurements, services and expertise continue to help our industry eliminate

technical barriers to trade. Measurement traceability to NIST, internationally recognized

as the US measurement authority, enables Scott to demonstrate compliance with specific

technical standards, an increasingly common prerequisite for doing business in foreign

markets. Without NIST, we would be forced to buy chemical standards fi'om foreign

laboratories, such as the Netherlands Measurement Institute (NMI) or the National

Physical Laboratories (NPL) in the United Kingdom. These alternatives would be both

costly and slow, ultimately reducing our competitiveness here and abroad.

Scott Specialty Gases, Inc. is the leading supplier ofgaseous calibration standards used

throughout the world. Our products are employed to calibrate instruments for

environmental measurements for mobile and stationary sources, medical and research

applications. We produce the measurement standards that are required under EPA's

Clean Air Act for calibration and accurate operation of emissions monitoring that measure

pollution from power utilities and other stationary sources and to enable state agencies to

accurately measure automotive emissions This ensures that the automobile catalytic

converter is operating properly at the manufacturing plant and later when the car is tested

by the owner. Scott's calibration gases and services have been instrumental in allowing

NOAA to determine the impact of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) on the ozone level six

miles up in the atmosphere and here on earth by allowing the EPA to regulate and reduce

the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx), which

cause ozone and smog on hot summer days.

Whether it is in a hospital, calibrating an anesthesia monitor, or on a power plant's "smoke

stack" or in a research center, where a research chemist is trying to determine the

effectiveness of a new catalyst to reduce carbon monoxide effluent, our standards have

one thing in common. . . National Institute of Standards (NIST) traceability. NIST
traceability is the universal benchmark. It's the way we tie all measurements to a common
frame of reference. Without NIST, we may be able to come close, but close is not enough.

"NIST quality" measurements link all U.S. companies and institutions to the rest of the

global economy.

In environmental and research measurements, we and our customers deal in the range of

"parts per trillion" (ppt) concentrations to determine emission outputs of thousands of

tons per year. Likewise, absolute accuracy is the reference goal for all quality

measurement systems. ISO 9000 guidelines. Department of Defense (DOD) and Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) all mandate "direct traceability to the national

measurement system." The ability to continue to refine analytical methodology at the top

ofthe standards quality pyramid is not something a new group at the National Science

Foundation (NSF) or industry can undertake in the short term.

Page 2 of 5
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NIST aims to develop measurement capabilities that are four to ten times more accurate

than the best quality and inspection methods practiced in industry. The chain of precise

measurements leading to the factory floor begins at NflST At each step along the chain -

from NflST to Scott, to our customers' standards labs, all the way to the production unit -

uncertainty is introduced This uncertainty necessitates the high (often, .world best) levels

of accuracy achieved by NIST.

In the automotive industry - from small suppliers of metal parts to large refiners of gas

and oil, more than 350 different NIST developed measurement tools and services are

embedded into quality conuol systems. In the products we sell to American, European

and Asian automotive companies, Scott utilizes over 25 different NIST standards to

establish the chemical concentration ofour products. Our global competitiveness is highly

dependent upon the foundation laid by NIST chemical standards

In 1995, Scott spent over $225,000 for NIST reference material products. Using these,

our company produced over $50 million of premium calibration products As the top tier

in the nation's measurement chain, NIST and NOAA conduct research that anticipates

long-term needs in our markets. They develop otherwise unattainable tools that ensure

confidence in the growing number of measurements demanded by technically complex

affairs of science, engineering, health, safety, defense, law enforcement, and the

envirormient. Scott and our customers depend on the Department ofCommerce there is

no substitute for NIST and NOAA's impartiality, international clout and long term

commitment to excellence

In response to the questions listed in your August 14, 1995 letter the following

information is provided:

1 ) Scott fiiUy supports the continuation of the "standards and measurement" function

We do not believe that, as H.R. 1756 mandates, these fiinaions should be transferred

from NIST to NSF. To our knowledge NSF does not currently posses experience

managing the functions necessary to operate the analytical laboratory, quality

assurance and support (storage, handling and shipping) functions required by the

Standard Reference Material (SRNf) programs.

The Chemical Science and Technology Laboratory (CSTL) at NIST has invested tens

of thousands of man hours and literally hundreds of thousands of dollars in state-of-

the-art analytical equipment to develop the expertise to produce and certify SRMs.

The overall SRM program is self funding and as such, any change or increase in the

overhead structure associated with the SRM program will likely raise the costs of

these products. We do not wish to see either the experience or cost structure

adversely affected because of the proposed changes. It would be regrettable to place

American companies at a competitive disadvantage versus foreign competition.

Page 3 of

S
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Currently, Scott does not participate in the Technology Administration programs As

such we can formally comment on this section of the bill However, whenever we

have dealt with NIST (and NOAA) on technical support issues, we have found their

personnel extremely supportive, knowledgeable and on the leading edge of

technology Maintaining this expertise is critical to maintaining our role in the global

economy

2) IfNIST laboratories are sold or privatized, Jhe continuity of experience and their third

party impartiality will be adversely affected Because ofthe breadth and depth of

NIST's involvement in standards, there is not one private or government organization

(or industry segment) that encompasses NIST's role as the preeminent supplier of

calibration products The number of standards that NIST certifies provides them with

economies of scale for areas such as statistical analysis, metrology and general

administrative support. The quality and cost effectivness of this function would likely

be compromised ifNIST's standards and measurements function was carved up or

sold.

We do not support the short term dismantling ofNIST. We do not feel this is a

workable alternative.

3) Since the SRM and NTRM programs at NIST are self funding, we do not feel that,

after the elimination of funding for the ATP and minimal funding for MEP, the

proposed reorganization in H R 1 756 will achieve any cost savings for NIST's

remaining functions

Reducing the number of projects under NIST auspices would shift the overhead

burden of the other programs to the critical standards and measurement function This

would be counter productive and weaken the global competitiveness ofUS -based

operations that depend on NIST's standards and expertise.

4) Transferring NIST's standards and measurements functions to the National Science

Foundation would result in a loss of continuity, experience and expertise The

standards NIST produces are the most complex and accurate found anywhere.

We do not believe that NSF has the experience today to take over these programs

without significant adverse impact. NSF is not operating the type of laboratories

NIST is using. NSF does not currently interface with us or our customers on a regular

basis. Clearly, with NSF's focus on University research and grant programs, their

experience is not well suited to the production and technical support of the wide range

ofSRM calibration products required by all the industries served by NIST. We need

NIST's products and services regularly to meet our customers demands NIST has

demonstrated their ability to meet our needs NSF is an unknown.

Page 4 of 5
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We would envision similar issues would emerge ifNIST standards and measurement

functions were transferred to either the Department of Energy or the new Department

of Science

5) The NIST programs we have talked about in this letter would be adversely affect by

and additional 25 percent budgetary decrease Our experience shows that the NIST

programs in which we are involved have the proper number of scientists and support

infrastructure allocated to complete their nyssion The equipment is well maintained

and effectively utilized While the standards and measurement functions ofNIST are

not over-funded, they operate well

6) As we discussed above. NIST reference materials are critical to America's ability to

compete in a global marketplace. Therefore, the maintenance of a strong SRM

program is critical.

We have used Department ofCommerce information in our international market

research activities and therefore, do not support the elimination of a Departmental

home for trade policy Commerce serves a vitally important role

I trust the information we have supplied is sufficient for your immediate needs Ifyou

need any additional material or have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. If

required, we would be glad to attend the committee meeting to provide additional

information.

On behalf of the entire Scott team, thank you for the opportunity to submit our comments.

We look forward to a significant modification (or defeat) ofH R. 1756 to protect the

commercial and scientific leadership ofUS -based manufacturing operations

Sincerely,

tojk^ f M^j^ UV^^
William E Gittler Doug Vohden

Environmental Products Group V.P. Environmental Products Group

Mr Donald Humphries, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration

Dr Arati Prabhakar, National Institute of Standards and Technology

Dr Hratch G Semeijian, National Institute of Standards and Technology

Mr J Frederick Merz, Scott Specialty Gases " -

Pages of 5
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SEMICONDUCTOR RESEARCH CORPORATION

September 6, 199S

Tbe Hoacrable George E. Brown. Jr. •

Ranldng Mioohcy Member

Coouninee oo Sdeoce

VS. House ofRepresenutives

Suiie 2320 Rayfaom House OfSce Building

Washington. DC 20513-6301

Dear Representative Brown,

I appredaie your invitation to discuss HJt 1756, the Depaninent of Commerce Dismantling Act. Those of

us who have woriced with the Dq>aitiiKnt ofCommerce over die years will have mixed reactions. On tbe one

hand, we see downtown DoC offices peopled by former campaign wcricers prtxlucing little of value. On tbe

other hand, we see an excellent staff at NIST providing essential noeasuretoeiK tools that enable U.S. industry

to manufacture products rctjuircd for competition m world marlceis.

The Department of Commerce, in general, suffers from the common plight of many manire organizadois - it

is easy to add new functions but difficult to remove diose found to have marginal value. The result,

eventually, is that tiie burden of these old programs becomes too modi for the organization to carry while

retaining its productivity. Unfonuaaiely, the resultant collapse usually includes the excellent and essential

progiams along with those of little value. Thai is what now ai^iears to be on the horizon for DoC. It will

cause problems for die U.S., semiconductor industry.

The semiconduaor industry of the United Slates is imporunL It Is the world leader and is providing essential

elements for other growing industries. Our continxd success in this industry will be key to tbe relative

position of the United States in ifae cwemyfirst century world economy, but is by no means assured.

Tlie semiconductor industry has woriced closely and successfully with DoC in the promotion of a level playing

field in intematiooal trvle. It has also maintained a close relationship widi MST in develt^nnent of essential

menics, looU. and related research thai are extending die capabilities of our indusoy.

Aldiough these contribudons are important to the progress and competidveness of the industry as a whole,

they involve insufRcicm pn^iieiary value to ata:aci the required investment fiom any one con^any.

However, die industry would not be successiul without ihcm. This expanding semiconductor metrology

activity at is NIST is known as "Tht Semiconductor Mcirology Program" and Is closely coonlinaied widi

industry needs and activides..

I will now respond to die individual questions raised in your letter.

1. DoE has operated the National Laboratories u> effecdvely respond to national defense needs.

Costs have been of secondary imparlance. In its non-defense operadons, DoE has yet to

demonstrate that it can perfcim cost-effecdve R&D although its science is often first-class.

79 Atexonder Dr.. BWg. 4401 . Siite XO • P.O. Box 12063 • Research Trtongie Pork. NC 27709 • (919) 541-9400 • FAX (919) 541-9450
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These comments indicate plainly (hat from my perspective in ihe industry, the survival of NIST and its
traditional internal programs is of the highest priority. Funhcnnore, this should be accomplished in an
organizational environment that is focused on this nation's industry and its ability to compete in an
increasingly competiUve world. Without an industry-government pannershlp to maintain U S
competitiveness, the economic future of U.S. industry in a competitive world is highly uncertain.

Sincerely yours, ,

Robert M. Burger

Vice President and Chief Scientist
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speaking prinurily with regard to MIST. I tee little reladooship between NIST ind DoE. In

the tdministrative eaviroomcni ofDoE, the demiae ofNIST will be Butued if it't ovethead

expenses increase to dxraechaiacterislic ofDoE labontoties. NIST relaiei to all industry, not

just energy. Many of iu activities would be alien to DoL

It is difDcult to defend the Tedmology Administration and die NIST outreach programs, rm
unaware of d)e added value that the Technology Administration has provided, lite outreach

programs, ATP and MEP, have in gener^'fiocwwd on areas with low potential for payoff and

are comparable in vahie to other government programs (hat exist on the edges of Industry

advances. Because the government must insulate itself from dw competiiive marlcetplace, it

should probabty focus such programs on basic generic technologies for industry identified

growth secton, rather than attempting to identify new growdi sectors.

Selling or privatizing NIST laboratories is not possible. There is insufBdent potential for

creating an income that will pay for the research, much less provide a profiL That why the

NIST laboratories are so inqKirtant. The are performing an essential function that is not

viable as a commerdaJ operation.

My position is to strongly support NIST in-house RAD and die importana of this to U.S.

govemmcAt and industry. This is a firat priority. Where NIST is administrativdy located is

important also. It would be most ^tpropriate to rq>laoe DoC with a Depanmem of Industry

and Tiade that carried out die essential functions but discarded the historical cosdy baggage.

NSF has no capability or experience in operating an R&D activity. It's mission is too

important to be tinkered widL Fmd another solution. I remain in die position that a major

government organization focused on die imponau industrial sector of die economy is

appropriate and necessary. TUs organization is the most appropriate borne for NIST.

It would be much more appropriate to give die NIST management the power and audiority to

reorganize the inienial programs for maximum current relevance widi the objective of a

programed incremental budget reductioc Actually, in a rational allocation of resources aooss

broad areas of d>e government, I would not be surprised to see die NIST budget grow.

The semiconductor industry, and other US. indusniea, cannot be left widraut aU.S.

government trade policy, b an era where many foreign governments onjiestrate trade for die

benefit of didr economies, theU.S. govemmeot must continue lo actively panidpaie in diis

sector. This should lake place in an environment where economic benefits have higher priority

dian foreign policy or defense.
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September 4. 199S

The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

U. S. House ofRepresentatives

2300 Raybum House OfiBce Building

Washington, DC. 20510

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for your letter of August 1 1, 1995 requesting written comments on HR. 1756,
the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act. I believe that the &te of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is of utmost importance to the nation.

I chaii the Ocean Studies Board of the National Research Council. The Ocean Studies Board
has produced more reports for NOAA than for any other agency. This is not accidental.

NOAA's role is central to the understanding of the ocean and managing U.S. marine resources.
We have reviewed NOAA's National Sea Grant College Program, its Coastal Ocean Program,
and aspects of its fisheries programs. In addition, we have provided advice to NOAA and other
federal agencies regarding the Gobal Ocean Observing System and global change research,
coastal ecosystem science, and marine biodiversity.

In particular, the OSB undertook a study in 1990 that sought to examine the field of ocean
science and to assess iu health and future directions. The resulting report. Oceanography in the
Next Decade: Building New Partnerships, documented the major contributions that ocean science
had made to our understanding of the Earth and how its systems operate and the importance of
that understanding to society. The primary theme of the report was "to provide a blueprint for
more productive partnerships between academic oceanographers and federal agencies." With
respect to NOAA, the report stated:

"The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has a wide range of
responsibilities in the ocean. . . The future viability of basic oceanographic research in academia
may depend on iu forging productive partnerships with NOAA." p. 9

My answers to the specific questions posed in your letter are given below. These answers
represent my personal professional view point and are not necessarily the opinion of the Ocean
Studies Board of the National Research CouncO.

L'niwnlUcs

Praine View A6rM Ln

Tarinon SutJ Lni\Tryny

Texas A£tM Interruiional Lnive

Texas A&M L mversnv

T^v.i^ iorMI.-' :'.• kG.iI

Texas A£iM L'nitTnity-Corpus Chnsti

Texas .A&M Lruvemiy-KingsviUe

Wes Texas A&M L n

Agencies

Texas Agncultural Expenmeni Siaiion Texas Engineering Extension Service

Texas Agncultural Extension Service Texas Forest Semce
Texas Anitnal Damage Control Scrnce Texas Transpoiuiion Institute

Texas Engineering Expenmeni Siauon Texas V«ennar>- Medical Diagnostic LaboT3tor>
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Question la: Are there still compelling reasons for an "earth sdence* agency?

As I responded to questions &om the House Natural Resources Committee on June IS, the

need for an agency whose primary mission focuses on observing and predicting the state of the

Earth system remains a valid one — perhaps now more than ever. The past two decades of

scientific discovery have reinforced the need for and benefits of an agency that strives to promote

understanding of the coupled ocean-atmosphere-land system and that is responable for the

development and delivery of reliable information regard'mg the present state and likely future

behavior of that system.

For example, U.S. marine fisheries &ce serious threats fi'om environmental &ctors and fi'om

human activities, as cited in my June IS statement. As fisheries management evolves fi'om its

present single species focus to management of entire fisheries ecosystems, addressing fisheries

problems in a coherent maimer will require cooperation among the National Marine Fisheries

Service and other oceanic parts of NOAA. The agency that is responsible for fisheries

management must have capabilities for collecting and analyzing fisheries and oceanographic data

firom ships and satellites (not necessarily belonging to the agency); conducting fiuidamental

research (laboratory and field studies) to learn how fish populations are affected by other

organisms, pollution, habitat loss, climate, and other important &ctors; and studying the human
factors involved in fisheries problems. Likewise, there must be an agency that focuses on science

activities (including research, observations, and modeling) related to weather, climate, and

oceanic and coastal processes that affect the habitability, productivity, and resource use of the

coastal United States. An effective NOAA is needed now more than when it was created in

1970, to manage and respond to such issues. Where NOAA is placed organizationally is less

importairt than the continued existence of NOAA.

Question lb: Are there still compelling reasons for an earth science agency to include research,

operations, and enforcement functions?

There are compelling reasons to maintain research and management functions related to aiiy

given earth sdence issue in a angle agency. The case for inchiding enforcement functions in the

same agency is weaker.

2. What would be the effect of selling or privatizing NOAA laboratories and functions as called

for HJL 17S6? What private sector entities, if any, would be likely to carry on the functions of

those laboratories and facilities? What functions of the NOAA laboratories, if any. are

dupUcated by other agencies or the private sector? If the federal government were to purchase

the same services fi-om private labs, would there be sgnificant reductions in federal spending?
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Any reorganization proposal must include a careful review ofNOAA's existing stnicture

and activities to ensure that the agency fulfills its fundamental mission of reliably providing an

integrated view of the state of the environment at the lowest possible cost. Each of NOAA's
existing programs should be reviewed for quality, relevance, performance, and relationship

to related activities in NOAA and across the federal government.

It is important to ensure that important federal responsibilities are maintained and can

rely on in-house capabilities for critical functions. For example, if weather forecasting

is a federal responsibility, the observations, modeling, research, assessment, and data

management activities req«iired to provide weather forecasts should also be federal

responsibilities. Similarly, if the development and management of U.S. fisheries is a

federal responsibility, the observations, modeling, research, assessment, and data

management activities required to develop and manage fisheries are federal

responsibilities. The federal government should not be captive to the private sector to obtain

critical services.

As the only federal agency dedicated to the ocean, NOAA is vital to our nation's ocean

interests. In its ocean leadership role, NOAA has buih in-house expertise and forged powerfiil

partnerships with states, academia, and industry. NOAA has an important role to play as a

partner in the nation's science and technology programs as demonstrated by: (1) NOAA's
unique and special contribution to interagency programs such as the U.S. Global Change

Research Program; (2) the unique national assets of NOAA laboratories; (3) the important

partnerships ofNOAA with the extramural research community forged by programs such as the

Climate and Global Change Program and the Coastal Ocean Program; and (4) the role of

NOAA-academic partnerships in both supporting critical research and training the next

generations of scientists. NOAA has an important role as a science agency, through its support of

fundamental science, which is an important federal responsibility.

3. Would the proposed reorganization and funding reductions have an adverse effect on

the quality, accuracy and timdiness of weather forecasts and warnings? How would RR.
1756 afiTect theNWS plans for modernization?

I am not fiuniliar enough with activities of the National Weather Service to answer these

questions. I am committed, however, to the process of carefully evaluating agency structure

and function before ma^or changes are proposed or enacted.

4. What are the impacts of terminating NOAA's pollution research and estuarine and

coastal assessment research? Does such research duplicate research at other federal agencies or

at universities? Would the proposed termination of such research have any adverse effect on
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the ability to make rational r^ulatory decisions about ocean or estuarine pollution or natural

resource management?

Each of NOAA's existing programs should be reviewed for quality, relevance,

performance, and rdationship to rdated activities in NOAA and aaoss the federal government.

Tenninating NOAA activities without a thoughtful scientific, technical, and programmatic

review would be somewhat arbitrary. NOAA, or any federal agency for that matter, should be

willing to submit their programs to close scrutiny and should be willing to eliminate, initiate,

or refocus programs.

S. Would the transfer ofNWS to the Department of the Interior have any impact on the

ability ofNWS to carry out its mission? Are there other agendes which might be better suited

to house NWS if the Commerce Department is abolished, or are there agencies to which NWS
should not be transferred?

NWS without the in situ and satellite observing systems and supporting research

programs makes little sense and cannot fulfill its missions. Therefore, NWS should remain with

NOAA oceanographic programs.

What is your opinionof moving NOAA programs to the Department of Energy or anew
Department of Science? Should NOAA be established as an independent agency if the

Department ofCommerce is eliminated?

The important question is not so much 'where" NOAA is placed in the governmental structure

but 'what' NOAA will be and how important it is to the nation. If NOAA is moved, it

should be moved intact, pending a review of agency programs and development of an

implementation strat^y for the agency in its new home oi as an indq>endent agency. I am
concerned that some of the actions proposed by Congress would not only dismantle NOAA,
but also selectively destroy many of NOAA's critical partnerships with the states, academia,

and industry. As I indicated in my June 15 testimony, an independent NOAA is the best solution.

If you have any additional questions, please feel fi'ee to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

A^lliam Merrell
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Un)v«rtlty Corporation lor Atmo«ph«r1c RcMarch

P.O. Box 3000. Bouldar, CO 80307-3000 U.S.A.

Tal: (303) 497-1652 ToIm: 060704 FAX (303) 407-1654

7 September 1995

The Honorable George E S^rown Jr.

U.S. House of RepresenuUves

«22 O'Neill House Of&ce BuUding

Washington, DC 205 IS

Dear Congressman Brown:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments
on H.R. 1756, legislation to abolish the £>epartment of

Commerce. It is encouraging to me and many scientists that

you and others in the Congress have taken a deep and long-

term interest in our environment and in the science needed

to understand, predict, and protect it.

Introduction

I am Dr. Richard A. Anthes, and I am President of the

University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR)
headquartered in Boulder, Colorado. UCAR is a consortium

of 61 institutions of higher education in North America.

UCAR includes virtually all U.S. universities with Ph.D.

programs in the atmospheric, oceanic and related sciences.

The consortium has been in existence for more than 35

years, and is organized as a private non-proflt Colorado

corporation. A list of our 61 member institutions is attached

to this testimony (Attachment 1).

The proposed H.R. 1756 legislation would, in my
opinion, have grave effects on the research and services now
provided by NOAA to the nation. While I am sympathetic

and supportive of the need to reduce both the federal

budget and the national deficit as well as improve the

efficiency of the government, I believe that NOAA provides

many cost-effective services vital to the interests of the

nation and should be protected and nurtured. The proposed

UCAR ut E4utl Op*e>wnlly/A>nTn«l«* Aciot enftoyr
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radical restructuring of NOAA and the concomitant reduction in funding

pose, in my opinion, far greater risks than the potential for

improvements or cost savings. Changes in NOAA arc worth considering,

but they should be made only after due deliberation and careful

consideration of the consequences.

I

Knvironmental Security and NOAA *

I

There is increasing perception among scientists, policy makers,

industty, and the general public that our society is under increasing

environmental stress. Local and regional pollution, erosion of the

Earth'sj protective ozone shield, and a seemingly increased frequency of

environmental disasters such as heat waves, droughts, hurricanes

floods, severe storms, hazardous waste incidents, oil spills, garbage

disposal problemSr pollution of local water supplies and the oceans,

deforestation, and extinction of species, to name only some examples, all

demonstrate the fragile nature of our air and water support system.

The pfcsent global population of 5 billion is likely to double in as few as

40 years, adding to Uie mounting stress on our environment.

Increases in population and demand on natural resources

including air, land, water and energy give heightened importance to

weather and climate in the United States. Hail, lightning,

thunderstorms, tornadoes, hurricanes, droughts and floods, heat and

cold, [turbulence and icing have pervasive effects on the nation's

economy and industries. It has been estimated that weather affects

about 1/6, or $1T out of the $6T U.S. economy.

(Severe weather is more frequent and more damaging in the

Unite^ States than in any other nation, affecting every state in every

season of the year. Weather is responsible for 85% of the natural

disasters declared by the President. Adverse weather causes an

estimated $35 billion losses annually and about SUB of this has been

estimated as preventable. The damage done by extreme weather

events is increasing at an alarming rate—the 1988 drought, the 1993

Midwest floods. Hurricanes Hugo, Andrew and Iniki, the March 1993

East Coast blizzard, ice storms in the South and California floods. Deaths

are down, but costs are up to an extraordinary degree, either due to

increased frequency of extreme events, increasing populations at risk or

both. I For example, in 1993 insurance payments for catastrophic losses

due to weather were more than $5 billion across the economy. Total
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losses due to weather were estimated to be more than $25 billion.

These losses affect every state and all people of the nation and nearly

all industries, including agriculture, fisheries, forestry, mining and

manufacturing, transportation, communications, financial, insurance and

real estate and others, including wholesale and retail trade and services.

•

As the lead mission agency in performing atmospheric and oceanic

research and in providing weather forecasts and warnings to the nation,

NOAA plays a vital role in maintaining the short- and long-term

strength and vitality of the nation. For example:

i

• NOAA supports basic research in atmospheric and ocean sciences in

the universities and in laboratories around the nation. This research

builds
I

the foundation for the understanding, prediction and warning of

climat^ and weather, including severe weather hazards.

• The US has the most dangerous, violent weather of any developed

naiionj so a strong, effective National Weather Service is a national

necessity. The primary mission of the National Weather Service is

providing warnings of weather hazards, tt also provides general

weather data and forecasts to all people in the nation, and provides the

basic rweather data and numerical weather forecasts to a growing
privat^ sector, which then adds value and sells the enhanced products

to specialized users of weather information. We need only to consider

the continual reduction in annual loss of life from hazardous weather

phenomena that has occurred in the last four decades- - at a time when
our nation's population has grown rapidly* - to see that the National

Weathjer Service and its supporting NOAA laboratories are serving the

public well.
'

• NOAA's Climate and Global Change Program, with its university

partners, has made vast improvements in relating the phenomenon of

the E| Nifio to the floods in California and agricultural practices in this

counter. As suggested by the staggering impacts summarized above,

better capabilities in the seasonal prediction of weather and climate '

patterns can have incalculable benefits to our economy.

I

• Thej NOAA laboratories and centers that support the National Weather
Servi<^ are key to its success. These are the "research aim" of the

Natiojial Weather Service, as well as, indirectly, the private sector
"

companies that provide value-added weather and climate products.
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They are an important interface between the National Weather Service

and the university research community, assisting in the difficult task of

transferring basic research results to both the . public and private

sectors.

Response to Specific Questions

1) In 1969, the Stratton Commission recommended the

establishment of an "earth sciences" agency, which eventually

led to the creation of NOAA by Executive Order. Are there

still compelling reasons-*scientific, managerial, or

operational—to maintain an integrated "earth science" agency

to address oceanic and atmospheric issues? Are there still

compelling reasons for such an agency to subsume research,

operations, and enforcement functions?

The scientific reasons for addressing atmospheric and oceanic issues in

an integrated fashion in the same agency are more compelling now than

ever before. It is undeniable that the oceans and the atmosphere are a

closely coupled, interacting system on time scales ranging from days

(e.g. hurricanes) to months (the El Nifto) to many years Oong-term

climate). One cannot understand and predict one without the other.

Hence it is scientifically and administratively efficient and productive to

have atmospheric and oceanic scientific research and operational

services in the same agency.

However, it is questionable whether NOAA should include

regulatory and enforcement functions such as those associated with the

National Marine Fisheries. While the scientific research activities and

the operational activities of the National Weather Service operate

together in a mutually beneficial and synergistic way, the regulatory

and enforcement functions of NOAA divert resources and management

attention and away from NOAA's primary contributions to the nation.

2) What would the effect of selling or privatizing NOAA
laboratories and functions as called for in H.R. 1756? What
private Sector entities, if any, would be likely to carry on the

functions of those laboratories and facilities? What functions

of the NOAA laboratories, if any, are duplicated by other

agencies or the private sector? If the federal government
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were to purchase the same services from private labs, would

there be significant reductions in federal spending?

Without doing the experiment of attempting to privatize the

NOAA laboratories, it is impossible to say for sure what the outcome

would be. However, it would be a dangerous experiment and one in

which the potential losses far exceed tlie potential gains. The NOAA
labs are producing relevant, high-quality scientific research in support

of important national goals. They have an outstanding track record in

observational systems and models of the atmosphere and the oceans in

support, of prediction of weather and climate.

1 1 doubt seriously that the research now conducted by the NOAA
labs would be supported by the private sector. Research which is long-

term iq nature and provides benefits to a broad sector of society is not

likely ^o be supported by the private sector, which increasingly has

shorter-term and much more specific interests. Many of the research

topics studied by the NOAA laboratories, such as development of

hurricane prediction models, global weather prediction observing

systemi and models, climate, monitoring of carbon dioxide and other

trace gas concentrations and studies of tropospheric and stratospheric

ozone,
j

are inherently long-term in nature and ultimately affect all

citizens of the United States; hence it is appropriate that the

government provide long-term, stable support. And, even if the federal

government were able to purchase the same services from the private

sector,
1
1 do not see any significant savings to the government.

3) Would tlie proposed reorganization and funding

restrickions have an adverse effect on the quality, accuracy

and timeliness of weather forecasts and warnings? How
would] H.R. 1756 affect the NWS plans for modernization?

The proposed reorganization and funding reductions would almost

certainly have a significant negative effect on the future quality,

accuracy and timeliness of weather forecasts and warnings. To realize

the enormous potential improvements in weather forecasts and

wamints that are at the heart of the goals of the NWS Modernization, it

is esseintial to provide the necessary funds in a timely way; already

budget' shortfalls have slowed down the Modernization. For example.
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AWIPS has proceeded much too slowly as a result of inadequate funds

and e)(cessive Congressional oversight and micro management. NOAA
research on weather, which underpins the modernization has also been

cut in ! recent years and additional reductions would further reduce or

delay Uie benefits of the Modernization.

4) What are the impacts of tefminating NOAA's pollution

research and estuarine and coastal environment research?

Does jsuch research duplicate research at other federal

laboratories or at universities? Would proposed termination

of such research have any adverse effect on the ability to

malce ' rational regulatory decisions about ocean or estuarine

pollution or natural resource management?

NOAA's activities in this area are generally not duplicative of other

agency activities or universities, and in fact are carried out in close

panne^hip with the universities through programs like Sea Grant.

Given |the importance of the health of the estuarine and coastal water to

the natural aquatic resources available to the nation, it is important to

mainta,in these high-quality activities and partnerships. With

increasing population pressures along the coasts of the United States, it

is vital! to understand and protect the health of the rich coastal

environment.

5) Would the transfer of NWS to the Department of the

Interior have any impact on the ability of the NWS to carry

out its mission? Are there other agencies which might be

better suited to house NWS if the Commerce Department is

abolished, or are there agencies to which the NWS should not

he transferred? What is - your opinion of moving NOAA
programs to the Department of Energy or a new Department of

Science? Should NOAA be established as a independent

agency if the Department of Commerce is eliminated?

Because of the close coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere, it

is important that the NWS be supported by a strong atmospheric and

oceanij; research program in the same agency; thus I believe NOAA is

the correct place for the NWS and the oceanic and atmospheric research

that supports it. I see no advantage to transferring the NWS to the

Department of Interior or to any other agency.
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However, should the Department of Commerce be eliminated, I

recommend serious consideration of establishing NOAA as an

independent agency.

Summary Statement

Having a strong program of atmospheric and oceanic research and

operations in the same agency (NOAA) makes sense on both scientific,

organizational and economic grounds. The United States, through NOAA,
has tht best national weather service in the world. It's research

activities in the OAR are similarly recognized as among the highest

quality! in the world. While changes directed toward increasing the

quality of research and services must always be considered, we must
also bp careful to preserve the precious resources and infrastructure

now in place.

issuesi

^hank you for this opportunity to comment on these important

Sincerely,

Richard A. Anthes

Attachment

9)035
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US House of Representatives ,'

Committee on Science, Minority Office

822 O'Neill House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Brovm,

This is in response to your letter of 14 August in regard to H.R. 1756, the Department of

Commerce Dismantling Act.

I have had a number ofyears ofexperience with Commerce Department programsrprincipally as

a member at various levds on the Board of Assessment (BOA) of the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NlST) where I had the opportunity to evaluate the mission and

accomplishments ofNIST and describe its quality in annual retorts. I also have been in service

to, and received research support from, both the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the

Department ofEnergy (DOE) for nearly 30 years. I have appreciated for a long time your

personal efifbrts on behalfof American science and technology.

A copy ofH R. 1756 has been made available to me. I will state at the outset thai I believe that

implementation of its reorganization and program eliminations would be a disaster for US
technology.

To fiicilitate communication ofmy concerns, I have written below relatively briefanswers to your

questions. However, the comprehensiveness and complexity of the issues really demands further

explanation to I have attached some elaboration as an Appendix. I hope this structure is

satitfactofy for your purposes.

1

.

Among its many deleterious impacts, eliminating the focus offederal technology services and

expertise available to the private sector except for 'standards and measurement" would

dramatically reduce America's competitiveness by two kinds of ioefi5ciencies: a) removing the best

ofour cooperative research ventures for technology development (as in ATP and the NSF
Centers), and b) inhibiting coordination of technology policy, regulalioo tutd spuiisui vliip. The
ensuing chaos would effectively eliminate small and medium US companies from making

world-class advances in technology as weD as debilitate many contributions ofour Universities.

2. The technology and service functions ofNIST are unique. But they will not be attractive to the

private sector because diey are generic and usually nonpatentable. They are necessary, but not

8u£5cient, for national industrial advancement and intenuUiotuI commerce. These attributes make
them a perfect service for government, but not for private enterprise.
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3. It is very unfonunate that ATP funding has been eliminated, but that probably would be the

major appropriation savings from the NIST budget The base budget that is lefl is not as large.

Since the bill eliminates a number of other Commerce programs, an immediate savings would

appear But I am also strongly agujist virtually all ofthese moves because of their crippling effect

on our country's technical capability.

4. 1 feel NSF would be completely unable to absorb and supervise eoy ofNIST'i functions

Creation of a Department of Science would put all these vital activities on hold for several years

until the organization stabilized while the current disarray ofDOE would also overwhelm and

deprive NIST of its ability to fiinction. The current arrangement should be kept.

5. The impact of a 25% cut can be found in the reports of the BOA for the nearly 20 years when

the budget ofNIST was flat at that level. We said every year that a principal opportunity for

American technological growth and increasing competitiveness was being squandered with such

short-sighted budgeting strategy.

6. The biirs dismantling of trade functions by elimination and transfer principally to Treasury and

to other Commissions is dangerous, I think. The globalization ofcommerce makes trade policy

and its administration too important to be dispersed. If anything, trade should be given more

visibility and cohesiveness in the federal government so we can deal more effectively and

consistently with the rest of the wortd. The governments ofJapan and Europe have a focus on

trade; why should not we?

I hope these comments are usefiil to you and your committee.

Sincerely yours,

Mm P. O'Connell

R D. Forsyth Professor
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Elaboration of Conunents in response to questions of Rep. G E. Brown, Jr. to

John P. O'Connell, H D. Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of Virginia.

S September 199S

1. Eliminating the Technology Administration would remove the countiys principal mode of

facilitating technology through cooperative research (as in ATP and NSF Centers). There would

be much wasted industrial money and effort in trying to obtain information about advances as well

as seeking alternative generic facilities and instruments that NIST makes available. Further, the

current di£Biculties of Universities to obtain reliable and sensible research funding would be further

aggravated. This would put our small and medium companies even more at a disadvantage

relative to the Japanese and Europeans where support involving all institutions is implemented as

a national policy.

Many in business cltum that technology is not the problem (they seem to feel that their employees

limit our progress so they get rid of some and overwork the rest. This is both insult and injury to

the American people). However, in the modem world, if the US continues emphasizing only raw

materials and services produced independently by individuals, we will be reduced to the status of a

low-tech "Third-World" country. What made us strong was our monopoly on technical products

and people and we need to return to this core competence .

To get back ahead of our competition, we need to utilize sy£(yLopportunity for increased

knowledge and efficiency. That is what NIST has done with both its base resources and the ATP.

The payoff has certainly been better than SBER and other programs, principally because those

have only low levels of technology and do not engender significant economic multiplication or

international impact.

NIST is not "Corporate Welfare", which is a relativdy recent phenomenon fostered by

incompetent, nontechnical businesspeople. As recently noted. Congress has been inconustent in

its selection ofprograms to deal with this alleged abuse ofpublic resources and trust. Insinuating

that NIST actions and use are exploitive would be part of this destructively political pattern.

Doing 60 would completely ignore the traditions and contributions of the National Bureau of

Standards over many decades and the recent enhancements arising from NIST being in the center

ofthe fight to maintain US competitiveness.

2 & 3. Current American buaness attitude asserts holds that every activity shouk) be in a

company's core competence and must make a profit on its own in a very short time. The idea of

H.R. 17S6 seems to be that the federal government should abandon its responsibility and

competence in technical leadership. Further, the concept that our society does not need technical

service and expertise, except when it can make a profit, foolishly ignores the expense and

complexity ofmodem technology as well as the practices of the international competitors who are

turpftiwing UK. Their poUeies recognize the challenges oftechnical advancement and support

abarina of the costs oftechnolo^cal development amoos the players • all members ofa particular

industry, the government, and the universities. Even if private buyers could be found for NIST,

savings could only occur when increases in efficiency would offset the profit and the costs of
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transition I am not at all sanguine about that, nor am I convinced that a selKoff would necessarily

yield a net income to the federal government Further, ^nce one can generate any desired result

by manipulating the numbers, I am also skeptical tff arguments that claim to prove economic

benefits.

4&5. NSF has no experience in managing technical services and research nor doing the real work

of industrial/university/govemment cooperation. Its role has been to provide the vital functions of

fiind distribution, program advocacy and project facilitation. The danger of a small agency like

NIST becoming independent is that it can then be an easy target for cutbacks and manipulation.

The proposals for it to go into other Departments have major flaws due to the time it would take

and the unsupportive, or even hostile, reception it would encounter.

If the concept of core competency has any validity, the federal government should adopt it by

continuing to concentrate technology service functions with the government's commerce activities

and personnel. After all, that arrangemem was worked out over decades of thought, action and

assessment. Now that the current programs are finally functioning well again - af\er years of

languishing - we should let NIST do its job with a sensible level of resources rather than distract

and reorgaiuze it again and/or dramatically cut its budget for the sake of appearance.

6. It seems to me that a m^or role of federal government is to formulate policy and administer it,

especially on national/international issues like trade To be effective, the orgyiiTytJOT of any

activity must facilitate its fijnction . My impression is that the optimal structure of our Executive

Branch has Departments represented by Secretaries who oversee and integrate the policies and

actions of their area. The currmt arrangemem is probably the only one with a chance yidd the

consistency and strength that the times demand of our trade agency. The proposed change will

i^ore the sense of this structure and practice woiiced out over decades of federal experience and

substitute a highly diJ9use and uncertain arrangement that would be likdy to worsen our balaitce

of payments problem, among other dangers.
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Dear George:

I welcome this opportuwty to comment on RR. 1756, the Department of ,

Commerce Dismantling Act, introduced by Representative Chrysler. Unfortunately. I wiD

not be in Washington on 12 September, but I do feel strongly about the consequences of

passage ofthe Chrysler bOl. NOAA was brought into being by President Nbcon in 1970 and

I was privileged to be appointed its first Administrator.

You have provided me with a set of questions for comment. I will do that in a

sequence of paragraphs which correspond to the paragraphs in your letter without repeating

the text of your questions.

1. I was a member ofthe Stratton Conunisrion that recommended the creation of

NOAA. It was not created by Executive Order, as your question suggests, but was aeated

by Reorganization Plan # 4 of 1970. At the time ofthe estabUshment ofNOAA, its purpose

was not to form an "earth sciences" agency, but to establish a center of suength in ocean,

atmospheric and other environmental activities within the federal government. At that time,

ocearuc and atmospheric activities were scattered throughout agendes ofthe federal

government, and the creation ofNOAA provided for their consoUdation into a single

agency. The reasons for the estabUshment ofNOAA in Reorganization Plan #4 arc as

cogent today as they were then.

From a scientific point ofview, it is now essential to study the oceans and

atmosphere as a single system because they interact so closdy. The recent concern about

Hurricane Felix is a good example ofthe mteraction of oceans and atmosphere. Our deep

concetjis about the climate ofthe earth and possible changes in that climate can only be

studied and forecasts made ifthe oceans and the atmosphere are considered together.

From a managerial point ofview, NOAA, by consolidation ofmany different federal

entities, was able to provide a management structure which was much more effident than

the oripnial separate structures. The management structure ofNOAA was able to pve
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closer attention to the problenu ofthe various unhs that came to compose NOAA. For

example, at the time ofthe amalgamation ofthe Bureau ofCommercial Fisheries into

NOAA, there was deep concern within the commercial fisheries industry for the way in

wtuch that Bureau was being treated within theDepartment ofthe Interior. When

transferred to NOAA, the Bureau ofCommercial Fisheries' fleet was in a state of disrepair.

We were able to take the managers ofthe Coast and Geodetic Survey Fleet, also merged

into NOAA, to oversee the refiubishment ofthe vessels of the fisheries service.

Another example was in the operation ofthe earth orbiting satellites. Until the

fonnation ofNOAA, satellites were used only for weather observation. V.'ith the formation

ofNOAA, the weather satellite operations were broadened to become environmental

satellites.

From the beginning, NOAA was visualized as an agency to provide vital services to

the general public and to industry. Research is conducted to improve the ability to provide

such services. NOAA also undertakes management and regulatory functions with respect to

the living resources ofthe oceans and the coastal zones. This combination of activities has

worked well over the past quarter century. I see no reason for attempting to disestablish or

dismantle the activities ofNOAA which today work so weO.

2. The idea of selling or privatizing NOAA laboratories and functions makes little

sense. From my knowledge of the NOAA research laboratories, there is very little of

commercial value that these laboratories could provide except as contractors to the

government. Ifby privatizing NOAA laboratories it is meant that the NOAA laboratories

would be placed in the hands of private entities but receive most of their funds firom the

federal government, I don't see that there would be great advantages.

It is important to understand the fiinction oftheNOAA laboratories. They relate

very directly to the missions ofNOAA • the Hurricane Research Laboratory and Ute Severe

Storms Research Laboratory are clearly undertaking research to improve our ability to

forecast these devastating phenomena. Laboratories like the Geophysical Fluid D^iamics

Laboratory in Princeton or the Aeronomy Laboratory in Boulder are vital to the

understanding ofsome ofthe most critical environmental problems facing the worid — the

decreasing stratospheric ozone in the polar repons and the issue of climate change. The

Fisheries research laboratories are essential ifmanagement ofrapidly depleting fish stocks is

to be performed wisely.

Some of theNOAA Laboratories are the foremost in the worid in their field, and it

would be a disaster to make significant changes in the management or fiinding of such

laboratories given their importance to the national welfare. It is important to emphasize

that in the conduct of scientific research it is fi^uently important to have a number of
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independent groups conducting similar research using different approaches. What may
appear to be duplication is frequently sound scientific procedure. Some of the NOAA
laboratories are absolutely unique and their wodc is not comparable to the work in any other

laboratory. You ask whether there would be agnificant reductions in federal spending if the

same services where purchased from private laboratories. I do not believe that would be

the case. The same salaries would have to be paid, the same facilities would have to be

provided, and there is no indication that overheads in the private sector are any less than

those within the federal government.

3. The modernization plans for the National Weather Service are proceeding well. The

installation ofnew Doppler radan is almost complete; the installation of other equipment

for bringing together weather information from the entire world is moving ahead; the

National Meteorolo^cal Center is the foremost operational computer weather forecasting

entity in the world. The Weather Service would be severely and adversely affected were

there any significant fiinding reductions for a public service which is essential for the

protection ofthe public. A reorganization which would move the Weather Service from its

present location to another location would be disruptive.

4. At the time ofthe formation ofNOAA, one of the most pressing national issues,

especially ofdeep concern to the coastal states, was the fate ofthe estuarine and coastal

waters. At that time, encroachment of industrial development and residential building upon
the shorelines and estuaries were of deep concern. Spawning areas for fish were being

disturbed, access to the beach for recreational purposes was being restricted, and it was
clear that there needed to be a more rational and balanced management ofthe coastal zones

ofthe United States. This was achieved through the passage ofthe Coastal Zone
Management Act which is now a partnership between the states and the federal government

to conduct research upon estuarine and coastal problems and to assist the states in setting

up coastal zone management plans in accordance with which balanced use ofthe coastal

zones could proceed. I believe this program has been eminently successfiil, and the

termination ofNOAA's pollution research and estuarine and coastal assessment would be a

blow to the wise management of such coastal areas. It is true that there are many agencies

such as the EPA, the Department of Interior and the Corps ofEngineers that have research

fiinctions in the coastal areas. No agency, however, has the deep research and oceanic

capabilities ofNOAA, and cleariy the termination of such research would make it much
more difficult to make rational regulatory decisions about the coastal zone.

5. The transfer of the National Weather Service to the Department of Interior would
not be the most desirable place for the location ofthe National Weather Service.

However, there are other arrangements for the Weather Service and NOAA that, in my
mind, would be much preferred. The original Stratton Commission recommendation was
for the establishment ofNOAA as an independent agency. I still believe that this is a good
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The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr.

August 21. 199S

Page 4

solution, should the Department ofCommerce be dismantled. NOAA is now large enough,

spending on the order of S2 billion per year, to exist as a strong independent agency. I

believe also that NOAA could function well in other organizational forms within the federal

government. If a new Department of Science isi)rought into being, it would be a very good

locus for NOAA operations. It would then be able to interact more effectively with the

other elements ofa Department of Science such as the National Science Foundation,

NASA, and the U.S. Geological Survey, should these agencies be contained in a

Department of Science.

To sum up, NOAA was a sound concept when it was recommended 25 years ago.

It is an even sounder concept today.

Sincerely,

Robert M. White

President Emeritus

National Academy ofEngineering
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The Honorable George E. Brown, Jr. August 18. 1995

Ranking Dennocrat

Committee on Science

United States House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Brown:

Do not eviscerate the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) by passing

the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act (H.R. 1756 and S.929) as it now stands. NIST.

previously known as the National Bureau of Standards, is a critical resource for keeping US
industry competitive in the world mart^etplace.

X-Ray Optical Systems, Inc. is a small high-technology company which has grown from

one employee in 1991 to eighteen personnel at the present We are looking for several

additional employees right now and expect to continue growing at this rate for several more
years, at least.

We are world leaders in our technology which is important in the medical imaging,

advanced materials, and semiconductor industries. Technological and maricet worid leadership

would not have been possible without support from the NIST laboratories. NISTs advanced
measurement capabilities and research capabilities are important in keeping US technology

companies in the forefront We wori^ with many laboratories including several federal labs,

university labs, and industrial labs While many of those are good, NIST is superior at providing

the type of information and techniques important for helping companies move products from R&D
into commercial introduction.

Because of NISTs focus on supporting US commerce, they have built the infrastructure

of people, equipment, procedures, and culture so they can deliver highly accurate measurements
and answers rapidly. NIST is extremely open. It is the only Federal tab I am aware of which
distributes an indexed catalog of all their capabilities. The catalog gives points of contact with

phone numbers; not to some bureaucrat, but to the person actually doing the work.

K was only by accident that we learned there were steps being considered to drastically

modify NiST, including the NIST laboratories. But if changes are made which in any way
diminish NISTs ability to provide high-quality, cost-efTective, and credible technical services, the

repercussions will be large for both small and large companies. The wori< t>eing done at NIST is

not speculative research or pork. They provide measurement techniques and other technical

capabilities which are critical to American companies developing and maintaining intemational

economic competitiveness.

Don't mess with something that worths extremely well.

Emphatically,

David M. Gibson
President

90 Fuller Road, Albany, NY 12205 518-442-5250 Fax: 518-442-5292
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STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE JOHN D. DINGELL

HEARING ON H.R. 1756
THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE DISMANTLING ACT

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE

SEPTEMBER 12. 1995

Chairman Walker and Members of the Committee, I appreciate this

opportunity to discuss these important issues with you.

A bill to abolish the Department of Commerce has been introduced by my
good friend, Mr. Chrysler. Unfortunately, I believe the Chrysler bill will do great

damage to programs that benefit the Nation:

* It will mean lost jobs here at home and hurt efforts to protect American
jobs from unfair practices by foreign companies.

* It will endanger our ability to compete in the global marketplace by killing

programs that produce technological innovations, quality products, and scientific

advances.

* It destroys programs that preserve jobs and help distressed communities
and the environment.

I base these conclusions on what I have heard from businesses and others in

the State of Michigan. I have copies of scores of letters I have received from
Michigan businesses and others on the Chrysler bill and ask that they be included

in the hearing record. I also have copies of four Dear Colleagues that I and other

Michigan Members have signed that give you a flavor of what our constituents are

telling us about this dangerous proposal.

As these letters spell out in vivid detail, the Chrysler bill will abolish or slash

programs that create and preserve jobs in Michigan. They shuffle boxes for the

sake of shuffling boxes, with great detriment to programs that protect U.S. jobs

from unfair practices by foreign competitors and promote the sale of our products

around the world. They destroy programs that produce technology and innovation

resulting in high-tech, high-wage jobs in Michigan. They abolish programs that

produce investment many times over for our communities. They slash cost-

effective programs that benefit the entire Great Lakes region. They kill programs
that build telecommunications and information systems to improve the education

and health of our children and citizens.
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For example, the Donnelly Corp. in Holland writes: "Rather than both houses
of Congress proposing the elimination of the Department of Commerce, they

should be reemphasizing the department's critical role in promoting international

trade and, in particular, export promotion activities. Without question, U.S. exports

are creating new jobs, building growth in our economy, and helping to reduce the

growth of our trade deficit." American Broach in Ann Arbor writes: "With our

country's balance of trade problems, we hope the business community and general

public realizes how important the Department of Commerce.. .is to creating jobs

and allowing small companies to compete in the global market." And discussing

the elimination of domestic Commercial Service offices, VIATEC, in Hastings writes

that: "...[T]his valuable program is an 'INVESTMENT' that produces returns back to

the American taxpayers with more high-paying skilled jobs, higher tax paying

citizens, U.S.A. purchased materials, etc. etc. Please help defeat this

[legislation]." Others talk about their first-hand experience with programs that

produce community investment, build telecommunications and information

systems, produce great benefits for the entire Great Lakes region, and develop new
research and technologies that produce skilled jobs.

What really is going on here is a trophy hunt by the new Republican

leadership in Washington. They want to eliminate a department just to say that

they have done so. They are doing this without regard for the importance of the

programs they are abolishing or whether real efficiency and savings will be

produced. As Morton Kondracke recently said in Roll Call : "Even fellow

Republicans deride [the Chrysler bill] as mere 'box shuffling'- redistributing

Commerce's sub-agencies throughout the federal government without deep study

of how to sensibly consolidate their functions, cut overall costs, and improve the

government's performance."

The Department of Commerce has the smallest budget of any cabinet

department. It is working better than ever. It already is cutting costs, reducing

personnel, closing offices, and increasing its efficiency to deliver quality services

that pay huge dividends to Michigan's economy. Businesses across the country

hail Ron Brown as the best Secretary of Commerce ever. As business and
community leaders in Michigan have written, the Department's programs are

creating jobs and producing returns and investment far in excess of its budget.

Look at how other countries operate and tell me where we will be if these

bills become law. Other countries invest far more than we do to promote their

businesses, products, and technology. While the Japanese are talking about
doubling their research and development budget by the year 2000, these bills are

proposing to abolish the only agency whose mission it is to promote commerce!
Why would anyone propose to give foreign businesses such a huge advantage in

the global market? Why would anyone choose to eliminate programs that create
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and protect American jobs? Why would anyone choose to abolish a departnnent

that produces billions of dollars more than it spends?

I am not here to defend the Department of Commerce, per se . Whether
there is any building called the Department of Commerce is of no great importance

to me. Nor am I here to defend an inefficient bureaucracy. If we can muke
changes that make sense, I'm for it. I have spent my career in Congress trying to

root out waste and inefficiency.

But what is important to me is that we save programs that create jobs in

Michigan, help Michigan businesses compete against foreign companies and
countries, and help improve the State's economy and environment. The bills that

have been proposed are a meat-axe approach to cutting government -- they

disregard programs that really work for the State of Michigan, its businesses, and
its citizens.

* Scores of small businesses in Michigan are now exporting and competing

around the globe because of the work of the International Trade Administration.

The Chrysler bill eliminates domestic offices of the U.S. & Foreign Commercial

Service. As Durametallic, a small business in Kalamazoo, has written to me: "[lit

would be a serious mistake to eliminate the export assistance programs provided

by the International Trade Administration and the Domestic Commercial Service. It

will hurt small businesses particularly and negatively impact employment in the

state of Michigan."

* The President of Monroe Auto Equipment writes that: "[T]he aggressive

trade promotion policies of our government, coupled with knowledgeable human
resources, is adding value to my company's efforts to compete in worldwide

markets. The beneficiaries of these actions are [our] shareholders, our employees
domestically and abroad, and the communities in which we reside... In the final

analysis, I believe a Cabinet-level department focused upon export opportunities

and the promotion of international market development will best serve the country

at a time when global competition is at its keenest."

* The Chrysler bill eliminates the Advanced Technology and Manufacturing

Extension programs. MERRA, a non-profit association of major Michigan

businesses, the executive and legislative branches of the State, universities, and
economic development organizations, writes that the ATP program: "is important

in transferring the results of fundamental research into practical products. This

results in the creation of jobs and an increase in export sales." Its members report

that the MEP program provides "invaluable assistance" to small and medium-sized

businesses.
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* The Great Lakes Environmental Research Lab in Ann Arbor (that employs
100 people) would be eliminated. This lab and other NOAA programs benefit the
entire Great Lakes region's environment. As a letter from Professor Kerfout of the

Michigan Technological Institute states: "The proposed legislation is akin to

Sherman's march to the sea in the damage it will do to forecasting and research

programs related to marine and Great Lakes' transportation, weather, water quality

and ecosystem health research. The proposed restructuring fragments a cohesive
agency and sends the pieces to areas where the present forecasting and research

development.. .will not function."

* The Chrysler bill eliminates EDA grants. The West Michigan Shoreline

Regional Development Commission, serving 5 counties and 120 local governments,
opposes the elimination of the Department of Commerce. They have written to me
detailing 41 EDA projects that have leveraged private sector investments of more
than 50 times the total EDA investment and created or saved over 22,700 jobs in

Michigan. And Detroit's Focus:HOPE, the premiere model in the Nation for

providing skills in technology and manufacturing technology education, would not

be in existence without the Department's help.

* The Chrysler bill eliminates NTIA grants. The Michigan Ass'n for Local

Public Health has described a grant it received last year to build an information

exchange to connect all local health departments and the state Department of

Public Health that "provided direct and immediate benefits to local governments
throughout the state and continues to promote the health of Michigan citizens."

And the director of the Regional Educational Media Center 10 in Cass City has
written that: "It is inconceivable to me that members of Congress would even
think about eliminating the NTIA at a time when the information explosion

threatens to overwhelm us."

The Chrysler bill is wrong for the State of Michigan and wrong for the

Nation. And while the proponents of the legislation claim significant savings, the

fact of the matter is that the bill may actually increase costs to taxpayers, while

destroying programs that create and preserve jobs.

We can all agree that we need to take a long, hard look at whether savings
and efficiencies can be achieved in all government programs. But the Chrysler bill

is a cynical and counterproductive way to do business. I respectfully urge this

Committee to seriously examine the real and lasting adverse consequences of

enacting this legislation.
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September 11, 1995

JAMES E DERSCRUN. CMEP OP STATP

The Honorable Robert S. Walker
Chalrmsui
Committee on Science
2320 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am sorry you were unable to accommodate my request to
testify at the commencement of your hearing tomorrow morning on
legislation to dismantle the Department of Commerce. I had hoped
to offer a statement on a subject of great interest to my
constituents and to many Members, including those of the Science
Committee.

When nry staff contacted your Committee staff Friday
afternoon to make the request, we were informed the Committee
would not permit me to testify at the commencement of the
hearing, in accordance with the courtesies usually accorded to
Members. Little time remains for a full and complete analysis of
all relevant issues if the severe time schedule emnoxmced by the
Republican leadership for moving this legislation is followed.
Therefore, in lieu of my ora] testimony to the Committee on
Science, I would appreciate your inclusion of my enclosed written
statement, along with the following documents, in the hearing
record

:

1. Response of Secretary Brown to my questions relating to
costs of the Chrysler bill.

2. Recent Dear Colleagues from me and several Members of
the Michigaua delegation relating to the Chrysler bill.

3

.

^^proximately 100 letters from Michigan businesses and
others relating to the proposed legislation.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully urge the Committee on Science
to taOce appropriate time to examine the immense implications of
the Chrysler bill. I believe upon close scrutiny, you will find
the proposed legislation destroys cost-effective programs that
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The Honoreible Roberr S. Wallcer
September 11, 1995
Page 2

create and protect American jobs. I also believe an unbiased
accounting of the costs of the Chrysler legislation will show
that the bill cer^rainly will uot achieve the savings claimed and,
in fact, may result in net costs for the taocpayer.

Thcuik you again for your consideration of these important
issues. I trust you will not hesitate to contact me if I may
provide any further inform^tien Tttyarding this matter.

JOHN D. DINGELL
RANKING MEMBER

cc: The Honorable George S. Brown, Jr.

^ ^
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS OF CONGRESSMAN DZNGELI.
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

SUBCOMMITTEES ON COMMERCE, TRADE, AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND FINANCE

Question:

Pep. Chrysler has indicated that H.R. 1756 will result in
total savings of $7,765 billion over five years. Please
provide a detailed response as to whether you believe
this is accurate, and include a discussion of whether the
alleged savings include amounts that have already been
realized through cost reductions and other efficiencies,
whether the alleged savings appropriately reflect costs
that would have to be incurred when the bulk of Cotnmerce
functions are dispersed throughout numerous Federal
agencies, and any other information that bears on the
accuracy of Rep. Chrysler's estimated savings.

Answer:

As 0MB Director Rivlin noted when the Chrysler Bill was
introduced, she doubted that savings would occur from
dismemtling Commerce if implemented. We concur with her
assessment. By using the FY 1995 CBO baseline from which
to calculate savings, the Chrysler bill is more than $5
billion short of minimum expenditures that must be made
for continuing programs. This is so because:

o There are errors and omissions in the Chrysler
estimates;

The Chrysler bill failed to include as am offset to
savings the costs associated with dismsmtling the
Department such as RIP costs, dislocation costs,
disposal of facilities and operation of a Commerce
Programs Resolution Agency;

There is no ability to achieve the proposed across
the board cut of 25 percent below FY 1994 levels
for remaining Commerce programs except by the
program cuts described in the response to question
3 below; and

Savings that are already built into the President's
budgets will occur without the Chrysler bill.
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OMISSIONS AMD ERRORS

o The Chrysler estimates, as scored by CBO, make
several substantial omissions amd errors in their
assumptions.

o The largest is the CBO baseline that does not
include an estimate for the decennial census in the
year 2000. The five year total decennial shortfall
from 1996 to 2000 is $3.6 billion, and for all
Census programs exceed $4.3 billion. Also the
Chrysler bill had claimed $.8 billion from
Decennial Census improvements with the $7 765
billion saving estimate. However, since no funds
are in the CBO baseline for the Decennial the
funds cannot be saved.

'

o Within NOAA, the Chrysler estimates omit funds topay for continuation of weather satellite systems
and completion of the Congressionally approved
Heather Service Modernization program. The costs
for procuring additional satellites and Weather
Service contracts alone exceed $1.5 billion above
the CBO baseline for the modernization program
These costs are required to ensure future
continuity of weather forecasts and waminos
nationally. ^.

o The Chrysler bill taakee two svibstantial errors in
PTO. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993
requires $325 million to be appropriated from the
PTO Surcharge Fund. The bill would make those
funds directly available to PTO, but does not
identify an offset. Therefore, in terms of the
deficit, the savings are overstated by $325million. Further, PTO collects 100 percent ofcosts in fees now. if pro must reduce costs 25
percent, or $375 million, as called for in the
Chrysler bill, no reduction will accrue to the
deficit because PTO already obtains these fees
directly.

o The funding for the budget of the United StateTrade Representative (USTR) is $21 million
annually. In FY 1995 alone, ITA is providing DSTR
direct assistance of $12.1 million frc»i Trade
Development and International Bconcaiic Policy
These two activities are terminated by the Chrysler
bill. The FY 1996 termination costs for ITA underth« Chrysler l>ill would bo $106 million or 500percent of the OSTR budget, but are not included inthe Chrysler estimate. . .

' "-
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o The Chrysler bill assumes that Treasury, at no
additional cost, will monitor the EDA portfolio of
grants. We estimate the three year cost of closing
out EDA at $26 million plus RIP costs regardless of
organization location.

o Establishment of a Commerce Programs Resolution
Agency is assumed in the Chrysler bill, and would
operate for three years. We believe that it would
cost approximately $150 million for that period,
about the same as the Office of the Secretary and
Inspector General currently cost.

UNFUNDED COSTS IN TES CERTSLBR BIZiL

o The Chrysler bill does not reflect the costs of
closing agencies, terminating employees,
dislocation and operating a Commerce Programs
Resolutions Agency. We estimate these costs at $2
billion, and they are shown in Table 1.

o A total of 12,685 FTE would be eliminated under the
Chrysler bill assumptions, 35 percent of existing
staff, in the first year after enactment. The
closeout costs, RIP costs and dislocation costs
would total $1,526 billion for all of Conmerce
The balance of the $2,001 billion is $325 million
for an offset to PTO appropriations requirements
under OBRA of 1993 and $150 million for a three
year Commerce Programs Resolution Agency.
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ABILITY TO ACHIEVE 25 PBRCSNT SAVINGS FROM OVERHEAD

o The basis for the Chrysler 25 percent cut below FY
1994 funding totals is not stated in the
legislation or the press release. Congreseovan
Chrysler indicated on July 24 that the cut was
related, at least in the case of PTO, to an
overhead rate Coomerce now charges bureaus.

o Cosnverce does not charge its bureaus any overhead
rate. While Cooomerce sells services through the
Working Capital Fund, bureaus purchase an average
of 1.4 percent of their available funding in
services. See bureau Working Capital Fund
estimates in TsJole 2. All Ccxunerce oversight is
funded through the General Administration account,
$36 million in FY 1995 or about .7 percent of the
Commerce total appropriation.

o The only way to achieve a savings of 25 percent in
programs not terminated would be through further
program reductions as discussed in the response to
question 3 below.

SAVINGS IN PRESIDENT'S BUDGET

o The budget President Clinton submitted' for FY 1996
already contained savings built into the budgets
for FY 1996 - FY 2000 that would have occurred
without the Chrysler proposals. These savings
total $1,472 billion for the period and are shown
in Table 3.

o Savings are shown for progreun terminations, progrjun
reductions, FTB/Administrative reductions and the
President's Reinventing Government initiative. The
individual program terminationa aind reductions
proposed in the FY 1996 President's budget are
listed in Table 4. The FTB amd Administrative
savings result from Public Law 103-226 to reduce
FTB by 272,900 by FY 1999, and Executive Order
12837 to reduce administrative expenses by 14
percent by FY 1997.

o Two reinventing government savings estimates are
shown for increasing Census data sales and for
privatizing specialized weather services. The
President 19 .C9n8idering additional Coomerce
reinvention proposals which are not - included in
these totals.

. , ' >;..'•.•.
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COMPARISOH OP H.R. 1756 AND H.R. 2076 "SAVINGS"

o The Chrysler Bill claims to save $5,370 billion
from program terminations, $78 million from
privatization and $2,317 billion from the 25
percent across the board cut provision for
remaining programs. A breakout o£ the reductions
shown by Commerce bureau in the attached Table 5.
The reductions result from program terminations

*

not from dismamtling Comserce.
'

o The major savings is from the elimination of the
Office of the Secretary, $250 million over five
years. Sixty percent of this amount provides
procurement, general counsel, accounting, budget,
security and building support which would have to
be replicated in the agencies receiving Coonerce
program transfers.

o Therefore, actual savings from eliminating
Executive Direction at Commerce would be no more
than $20 million per year. These savings would not
be realized until the Commerce Program Resolution
Agency is dissolved, three years after Chrysler
enactment.

SXJMKAST OF CHRTSLBS BILL SAVINGS

o Chrysler savings are overstated for the five year
period, 1996-2000, as follows:

Chrysler Estimate $7,765 billion
Less:
o Tech errors Inappropriate

overhead rate -2.317 billion
o Unfunded Closeout Costs - 1.990 billion
Revised Chrysler Estimate 3.458 billion

o Congress needs to carefully evaluate the coo?>onents
of the Joint Budget Resolution. For exaimle in
Commerce alone, more than $5 billion in costs for
the decennial census and Heather Service contracts
have been ignored in the CBO baseline so far.

o Adding the $5 billion in additional costs to the
revised Chrysler Estimate above indicates that the
Chrysler bill has a potential cost of $i 542
billion.
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Consttii of ttie VniUb 6UteK
aUdt^initmu BC 20515

September 12, 1995

ISSUE OHfi: MORTON'SKiGHD

Dear Colleague:

Here's what Morton Kondracke recently said in Roll Call

about H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling

Act:

"mhe favorite vehicle of Commerce
aboUtioiiists, proposals sponsored by freshmen
Chrysler and Sen. Spence Abraham (R-Mich) and
endorsed by Senate Miu'ority Leader Bob Dole (R-

Kan), has run into m^jor problems. . . .

"[E]ven fellow Republicans deride Chrysler-

Abraham as mere 'box-shuffling' — redistributing

Commerce's subagencies throughout the federal

government without deep study of how to sensibly

consolidate their functions, cut overaO costs, and
inqirove the government's performance. . .

.

"The best course might be for Congress and
the Clinton Administration to form a new Hoover
Commission...Surely that's a more responsible

course than deciding, as Republicans did this year,

to close down an agency just to show they could do
it,"

Why would ANYONE choose to eliminate programs that

create and protect Americanjobs? Why would ANYONE choose

to abolish a department that produces billions ofdollars more
than it spends? Why would ANYONE choose to giveforeign

businesses a huge advantage in the global economy?

TO MORT(W.

^-^C

(fun text on reverse side)
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CongreM of tf^t iHniteb S^tatti

||ou<e of 3Rf|)reftntat:be<

aft)ington. BC 20515

COMMERCE WORKS FDR MICHIGAN
at Probably Worlu 'm Your Sute, too.)

Parti

TRADE AND EXPORT PROMOTION = JOBS, JOBS, JOBS

Dear Colleague:

After hearinc rrom maoy businesses and organizations who depend on a healthy

trade climate, we've concluded that H.R. 1756, the Department of Coounerce

Dismantling Act, would have disastrous consequences for our state, and probably your
sUte too. In Michigan, for example, the bill would abclisb all domestic offices of the

U.S. Foreign & Commercial Service, including offices in Detroit and Grsod Rapids.

These ofTices service over 2,000 small/medium size rirms by providing 'how to export'

assistance and information. We have heard from dozens of Michigan businesses who
have first-hand experience with the invaluable services these ofTiccs provide. Here arc

Just a few examples of what they say:

"With our country's balance of trade problems, we hope the business community and
general public realizes how important the Department of Commerce International Trade
Administration is to creating jobs and allowing small companies to compete in the global

market."

Edward Kokmeyer, American Broach St Machine Co., .Ann Arbor,

Michigan

"Why would we even rationally consider the elimination of Commerce which since the

mld-1980's has concentrated on helping small- and medium-sized firms export. These
are the same companies that have driven our surge in exports and our growth in

employment. An we trying to 'kill the goose that lays the golden ^g'?*

Donald G. Keesee, Kecsee tc Associates, Birmingham, Michigan

"I caanot begin to comprehend the thought proc*5sc5 behind the abolishment of the one
goTermnental agency that b so in tune and involved with the United States taking Its

rightful place in the newly emerging global economy. To divide the responsibilities of the

Commercg Department and to disperse them to other agencies would simply mean
overtaxing already stressed agencies and diluting the effectiveness of their services."

Diannc Blamer, Second Chance Body Armor, Inc., Central Lake, Mktaigan

"These opponents to the Department of Commerce must have their heads in the sand or

arc simply choosing to ignore what other govenmicnts, specifically Japan, do to support

private enterprise."

Ginger Lantz, Electro-Wire Products, Inc., Dearborn, Michigan

"I hare frequently used these programs, and they have proven to bicrease export sales

and thus help the economy of our country."

Don Scale, BisscU, Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan

"Our competition from other industrial countries have already teamed with their

govcnuDcnt to a far greater level of support and financial backing than anything the

United States Government has ever considered.. .If there b a reductioa in the size, or

the cUraination of the Department of Commerce, many small and medium size U.S.

manufacturers who want to enter the export market may never liave that opportunity."

Brad Carson, Johnston Boiler Company, Ferrysburg. Michigan
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As for the buzz-word, 'corporate welfare,' K's a sad mbcomer to apply it to
DOC/TTA. because their services are actuaUy a 'corporate Inyestraent,' since ttiw heln
with Job creation or sUbilizatioo.* ^ ^

AJ. Takacs, Whirlpool Corp.. St. Joseph. Michigan

'The elimination of the Department of Commerce and the resulting tennination of the

Domestic Commercial Service would be a step bacitwards thai would not only limit the

growth of new jobs in the U.S. but cause us to be left behind in intemationa!

competition."

Andrew Murch, Burke E. Porter Machinery Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan

"This valuable program b an 'INVESTMENT' that produces returns back to the

American taxpayers with more high-paying skilled jobs, higher tax paying citizens,

U.S.A. purchased materials, etc."

Kenneth Kensington, Viatec, Inc., Hastings, Michigan

This b just one small part of what b wrong with the Department of Commerce
Dismantling Act. You may want to listen to people who have first-band experience with

Secretary Brown's reinvented Department of Commerce before supporting some
Washington-led scheme that will hurt U.S. business at a time when they most need cost-

effective and efficient programs. It's highly likely you'll Tmd these people at home this

Barbara-Rose Collins, M.C.

Bart Stuoak, M.C

C^^f^ly^

Dale E. Kildee, M.C.

Rivers, M.C.

)dLJl
David E. Bonior, M.C.
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Septembers, 1993

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE WORKS IN MICHIGAN
(It Probably Works in Your SUte, too.)

Part n

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

Dear CoUeacue:

The Unhed States ranks 28th in the world in non-defense percentage of R&D.
Japan's MITI b coosidericg DOUBLING ttadr R&D expenditures by the year 2000

while some in Congress are advocating shutting down cost-effeciive programs of the

Department of Commerce that create good jobs and fuel economic growth. v

H.R. 17S6, the Depaitment of Commerce Dismantling Act, among other things, will

eliminate the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and the Manufiicturing Extension

Program (MEP), and cut all remaining NIST programs - including those that produce basic

research and development - by at least 2S % from 1994 funding levels.

ATP provides cost-shared awards to companies and consoitia for competitively

selected projects to develop high-risk, enabling technologies during the pre-product phases of

R&D. Michigan companies have competed successfully for 13 ATP awards that, with

private cost-sharing, will generate $132 million worth of projects to produce high-tech, high-

wage jobs.

The MEP is a nationwide network of extension centen, including the Midwest

Manufacturing Technok)gy Center in Ann Arbor, co-funded by state and kxal governments,

that provide small/medium size manufacturers with technical awiaancr as they upgiade their

operations to boost performance. On a per project basis, companies utilizing the MEP
program have reported at least five jobs saved or created as a direct resuh of the program.

But don't take our word for it - here's a sampling of the many letters we have

received from Michigan businesses and others who have first-hand e^qwrience with the

National Institute of Standards and Technotogy and the Department of Commerce:

'NIST is the key ingredient in public-private paitnenhips to keep the U.S. as the leader in

information process technologies and standards.*

John F. White, Industrial Technology Institute, Ann Aibor, Michigan

'Our members believe the ATP is impoitani in transferring the results of fiindamental

research into practical products. This results in the creation of jobs and an increase in export

sales."

Keith Blurton, MERRA, Ann Arbor, Michigan

'We believe that MEP is an example of a state and federal partnership that works.*

W.C. Dyer, Midwest Manufacturing Extension Center. Ann Aitor, Michigan

'From my experience, I know that the laboiaiory program at NIST provides vahiable
contributioos to the basic scientifK infrasuucnire of our country. If we are to remain a
strong nation, we must continue to invest in basic research to provide for funire growth.*

Robin J. Hood. Wayne State University. Detroit. Michigan
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*Ii is quite ironic that memben of the Hou:e of Representatives from Michigan introduced

(H.R. 1756], because the ATP is positively impacting a substantial pan of the Michigan-

based automotive indusitry*

Ernest VahaU, Auto Body Consonium, Ann Aibor, Michigan

Aitnr. Michigan

*In general, I do not believe that the federal government should be growing, but in this area

[MEP] I believe that if we as a nation do not do everything to strengthen small business,

there will sooii be no business to worry about.'

Paul Semend, President. Semtron, Inc., Flint, Michigan

Before you support a bill like H.R. I7S6, we hope you'll do what we did: find out

the consequences for your state.

YleA f /".^/^ /Q(H>Aio^>vi^^Y?
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September 6. 199S

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE WORKS Vi MICHIGAN
(It Probably Works in Your SUte, too.)

Partm '

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION

Dear Colleague:

H.R. 1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act, among other things,

would eliminate the National Telecommunications and Information Administration

(NTIA). In Michigan, NTIA programs have worked to build and enhance needed

telecommunications and information systems to greatly improve educational capabilities

for Michigan's children and students, create networks designed to improve the delivery

of health care services and information, and to improve the State's telecommunications

ooDcections and technology capabilities as we develop the information superhighway.

Here are some of the comments we have received from people in Michigan who
have first-hand experience with NTIA and the Department of Commerce:

'It is inconceivable to me that members of Congress would even think about eliminating

the NTIA at a time when the information explosion threatens to overwhelm us.'

Robert Townsend, Regional Educational Media Center 10, Cass City, Michigan

"The careful attention to detaQ, pursuing and directing monies to those most in need or

to the programs that would directly further educational use of telecommunication

networks, were supported each year. There were no frills or waste in any sense either in

the use of professionals* time or successful entry into the use of telecommunications to

the NTIA grant programs.*

Constance Julius, Midiigao Community College Association, Lansing, Michigan

*It would truly be a shame to eliminate a program that does such good work to ensure

that our national information infrastructure will continue to serve the public good,

especially by improving the heattb of Midiigan's citizens.'

Jeffrey Weihl, MIdiigan Association for Local Public Health, Lanshig, Michigan

"Because of PACE Telecommunications' receiving financial support in the form of these

grants from NTIA/PTPF sections of the Department of Commerce, it has been able to

interconnect 16 school districts and reach home viewers totalling approximately 16,000

wbscribcrs.'

Jack Keck, PACE Teleconununications Consortium, Indian River, Michipn

"We strongly encourage the committee to defeat any attempt to weaken the public
broadcasting system by •ihninattug the NTIA and its programs.*

Dave Myers, Blue Lake Public Radio, Twin Lake, Michigan

"NTIA funding fosters regk>nal and local programming and public access. Reduction or
eOminatton of these hinds contributes to the danger that many public stations will be
forced to cease operattons, thereby taking away service to nuiny smaller communities.'

Thomas Hunt, CMU Public Radk>, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan
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Elimloation of NTIA b Just a small part of the Department of Commerce
DismaDtUng Act. In addition to NTIA, it will abolish domestic offices of the U.S. and
Foreign Commercial Service, the Economic Development Administration, and the

Advanced Technology and Manufacturing Extension programs. IN ADDITION, THE
BILL WILL CUT EVERY SURVIVING PROGRAM A MINIMUM OF 25% FROM
1994 FUNDING LEVELS.

Look before you leap. Listen to what people are really saying about how the

Department of Commerce works for them to produce Jobs, increase exports, and
promote advances in technology and telecommunications. The Department of

ComartFce^orlcs, in Mlcfaigen^nd in your state!

c%j^?./f:2^

/^^^^^-^^^

^/^M^:S)

yr./h
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September 7, i995

BUSINESSES IN NflCHIGAN SUPPORT THE DEPARTMENT OF CONfMERCE
(They Probably Support it in Your SUte, too.)

Part IV

WHO'S GOT IT RIGHT?

Dear Colleague:

Recently, a letter was circulated that claimed that 'Business Doesn't Want the

Department of Commerce." You may or may not choose to take our word for it. So we
want to share letters from scores of Michigan businesses and communities that say

otherwise. Here is just a sampling:

"The aggressive trade promotion policies of our government, coupled with

knowledgeable human resources, is adding value to my company's efforts to compete in

worldwide markets. The benendaries of these actions are [our] shareholders, our

employees domestically and abroad, and the communities in which we reside."

Jack Thompson, Monroe Auto Equipment, Monroe, Michigan

"The Department of Commerce is a very effective department which is of great help to

small and medium scale industries."

Gladson Remos, INCOE Corp., Troy, Nfichigan

"Moving the functions of the International Trade Administration to the U.S.

International Trade Commission, to the Treasury Department, to the Offkc of the U.S.

Trade Representative, or to some other agency would not save any tax dollars and
would result in less effective enforcement of U.S. unfair trade laws and less effective

export promotion."

John Dixon, Medusa Conent Co., Charlevoix, Michigan

"I humbly ask you to do whatever you can to help strengthen the Department of

Commerce, rather than to see it diminish, melt into other committees, or become non-

existent. We need them."

Monty Vincent, Arbor Technologies, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan

"The Department of Commerce has been a job-creation machine for the State of

Michigan and our cities."

Dennis Archer, Mayor. City of Detroit

"We need federal programs like EDA to continue in partnership with State, kxal and
private investment to provide economic incentives that have been proven to work in

stimulating growth, creating jobs and generating revenues."

Gerald Perreault, Western Upper Peninsula Planning & Development Regional

Commission, Houghton, Michigan

"It is inconceivable to me that members of Congress would even think about eliminating

the NTIA at a time when the information expkKion threatens to overwhelm us."

Robert Townsend, R^tonal Educational Media Center 10, Cass City, Michigan
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"The proposed legislation U ulun to Sherman's march to the sea in the damage that it

will do to forecasting and research programs related to marine and Great Lalces'

transportation, weather, water quality and ecosystem health research."

Charles Kerfoot, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan

"I believe there is value is having a cabinet level department working for and with

American enterprise. I also believe that the prospect of shutting down an entire business

division of government without a thorough examination is, at the very least, unwise."

W.C. Dyer, Midwest Manufacturing Technology Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan

"Your support in defeating H.R. 1756 will be appreciated."

Theo Merrill, Automotive Industry Action Group, Southfleld, Michigan

We have heard from dozens of persons who have Hrst-hand experience with

Department of Commerce programs. They are telling us that Secretary Brown's
reinvented Department of Commerce creates jobs, promotes technology, and produces

needed investments in our communities and environment. Before you support

precipitous action that is penny-wise and pound-foolish, you may want to check with

your owjwl^stituents.

<ilt

^^S^^xS^^^\}^i^-^

^. /^Ua/Q-^

(U^?. /f.jU&
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LETTERS RELATING TO PROPOSED LEGISLATION
TO DISMANTLE THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

TRADE/EXPORT

Jack L. Tboirpson, President, Monroe Auto Equipment, Monroe, MI.

Dennis N. Arcber, Mayor, City of Detroit.

Michael J. Cole, Vice President, Donnelly Corp., Holland, MI.

Raymond J. Gaynor, International Director, Mechanical Dynamics,
Inc., Ann Arbor, MI.

Edward W. Ko)aneyer, President, American Broach & Machine Co., Ann
Arbor, MI.

Edward A. Maseura, Arthur Andersen LLP, Detroit, MI.

Donald G. Keesee, President, Keesee 6 Associates, Birmingham, MI.

Charles Robrecht, Vice President, Tim Gllson, New Ventures
Meuiager, Gelnan Sciences, Ann Arbor, MI.

Joseph L. Prlmeau, International Sales Manager, Acromag, Inc.,
Wlxom, MI.

Gladson Remos, International Technical Director, INCOE Corp.,
Troy, MI.

Dlanne S. Blamer, Export Manager, Second Chance Body Armor, Inc.,
Central Lake. MI.

Frank H. Commiskey, Director/General Mtmager, James A. Haworth,
Export Manager, Horiba Instruments, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI.

Charles E. McCallum, Esq., Warner Norcross t Judd, Grand Rapids,
MI.

Clarence M. Rlvette, Chief Operating Officer, Amlgo Mobility
International, Inc., Bridgeport, MI.

Dan Muelenberg, President, Muelenberg International, Ltd., Grand
Rapids, MI.

Blrglt M. Klohs, President, The Right Place Program, Grand
Rapids, MI.

D.R. Zelek, Vice President, AMPRO Industries, Inc., Bradley, MI.

Thomas B. Haan, Executive Vice President, Durametalllc,
Kalamazoo, MI.
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Mark D. Basile, President, Healttamark Industries Co., St. Clair
Shores, MX.

Kevin H. McKervey, Chairman, World Trade Club, Greater Detroit
Chamber of Commerce, Detroit, MI.

Ken Van Tol, Cheesebrough Wood Rakes & Specialties, Freeport, MI.

David J. Spyker, President, JWI, Holland, MI.

Ginger L. Lantz, Manager of China Business Development, Electro-
Wire Products, Inc., Dearborn, MI.

Dale W. Koop, Vice President, Hastings Manufacturing Company,
Eastings, MI.

Don R. Seale, Director of International Sales, Bissell, Inc.,
Grand Rapids, MI.

George N. Herrera, Director of International Sales, MASCO Corp.,
Taylor, MI.

Gerald A. Hilty, Vice President, Rapistan Demag Corp., Gremd
Rapids, MI.

Brad Carson, Vice President, Johnston Boiler Cos^any, Perrysburg,
MI.

A.J. Takacs, Vice President of Government Relations, Whirlpool
Corp., St. Joseph, MI.

Andrew Murch, President, Burke E. Porter Machinery Company,
Holland, MI.

Michael Bee, Manager of International Sales 6 Marketing, Hart 6
Cooley, Inc., Hollemd, MI.

Kenneth Kensington, CEO, VIATEC, Inc., Hastings, MI.

John R. Dixon, Plant Manager, Medusa Cement Cos^any, Charlevoix,
MI.

Dale i^ley. Director of Public Policy, Ann Arbor Area Chamber of
Commerce, Ann Arbor, MI.

Robert J. Huisingh, Sales Manager, LORIN Industries, Muskegon,
MI.

Matthew P. Marko, Vice President, CORE Industries, Bloomfield
Hills, MI.

Monty E. Vincent, President, Arbor Technologies, Inc., Ann Arbor,
MI.
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Richard H. Sams, President, Sams, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI.

R.E. Masnarl, International Sales Manager, Armstrong
International, Inc., Three Rivers, MI.

Patrick A. Dell, Manager, International Operations, Moti
Enterprises International, Sterling Heights, MI.

Joseph C. Schmeider, Vice President, Oliver Business Products,
Grand Rapids, MI.

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT

Wilbur Ingrham, Chairperson, Southwestern Michigan Commission,
Benton Harbor, MI.

Raymond Rathbun, Chairman, Nest Michigan Shoreline Regional
Development Commission, Muskegon, MI.

Robert G. Kudney, Chairman, East Central Michigan Planning t
Development Commission, Saginaw, MI.

Richard J. Beldln, Associate Director, Northwest Michigan Council
of Governments, Traverses City, MI.

Jon W. Coleman, Chair, Lansing Regional Economic Redevelopment
Team, Lansing, MI.

Gerald Perreault, Chairperson, Western Upper Peninsula Planning &
Development Regional Commission, Houghton, MI.

Joyce Tuhars)cy, Director, West Michigan Regional Planning
Commission, Grand Rapids, MI.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION

Constance P. Julius, Director of Telecommunications, Michigan
Community College Association, Lansing, MI.

Michael J. Donahue, Ph.D., Executive Director, Great Lakes
Commission, Ann Arbor, MI.

Scott Seaman, General Manager, Northern Michigan University
Public Broadcasting Services, Marquette, MI.

Jeffrey S. Wehl, Senior Data Analyst, Michigan Association for
Local Public Health.

Robert F. Larson, President, WTVS/Detroit Public Television,
Detroit, MI.
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Jack A. Keck, Director, PACE Telecosmunlcatlons Consortium,
Indian River, MI.

Dave Myers, General Manager, Blue Lake Public Radio, Twin Lake,
MI.

Thomas Hunt, Manager, Central Michigan University Public Radio,
Mt. Pleasant, MI.

Steve Meuche, Director of Broadcasting Services, NXAR/Mlchlgan
State ualvtersity. Bast Lemsing, MI.

Robert Townsend, Director, Regional Educational Media Center 10,
Cass City, MI.

NAT'L OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

Van N. Snider, Jr., President, Michigan Boating Industries
Association, Horthville, MI.

Robert C. Haas, Biologist In Charge, Lake St. Clair Fisheries
Research Station, Mt. Clemens, MI.

John A. DeXam, Superintendent, Bay Metropolitan Water Treatment
Plant, Bay City, MI.

Jon 6. Stanley, Ph.D., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.

Michael J. Donahue, Ph.D., Executive Director, Great Lakes
Commission, Ann Arbor, MI.

Robert A. Shucfaman, Ph.D., Environmental Research Institute of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.

Chris Goddard, Executive Secretary, Great Lakes Fishery
Commission, Ann Arbor, MI.

Guy A. Meadows, Acting Director, University of Michigan College
of Engineering, Ann Arbor, MI.

W. Charles Kerfoot, Director, Lake Superior Ecosystem Research
Center, Houghton, MI.

Wilfred L. LePage, Superintendent, Water Treatment and Pumping
Division, Monroe Water Department, Monroe, MI.

Nick Blackstone, Vice President, National Marine Manufacturers
Association, Washington, D.C.

Dale R. Tahtinen, Ph.D., Vice President for Governmental
Relations, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI.
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John P. Glesy, Distinguished Professor, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, MX.

TECHNOLOGY/STANDARDS

Keith F. Blurton, President, MERRA, Ann Arbor, MI.

R.J. Pangbom, Vice President, Ventures/Central R&D, The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, MX.

Dwight D. Carlson, President, Perceptron, Farmlngton Hills, MI.

Theo D. Merrill, Executive Director, Automotive Industry Action
Group, Southfield, MI.

Ernest O. Vahala, President, Auto Body Consortium, Ann Arbor, MI.

W.C. Dyer, Executive Director, Midwest Manufacturing Technology
Center, Ann Arbor, MI.

Bill Kalmar, Director, Michigan Quality Council, Rochester, MI.

Robin J. Hood, Director, Central Instrumentation Facility, Wayne
State University, Detroit, MI.

Charles R. Cowley, Professor, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI.

M.M. Calhoun, Quality Assurance Manager, Sprague Prutsman, Inc.,
Traverse City, MI.

John F. White, Director, Center for Electronic Commerce,
Industrial Technology Institute, Ann Arbor, MI.

Janice L. Karcher, Program Manager, Innovation Council, Flint,
MI.

William J. Donohue, President, Focus Fund, Inc., Flint, MI.

Ronald M. Prime, President, Atlas Technologies, Fenton, MI.

Robert T. Slbllsky, Vice President, Compak, Inc., Flint, MI.

Paul Semerad, President, Semtron, Inc., Flint, MI.

Joseph L. Scott, Vice President, lATRICS, Fenton, MI.

Kevin Moore, General Manager, Products Limited, Sterling Heights,
MI.

Brian K. Gillum, President, Gllco Inc., Rosevllle, MI.
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Monro* Auto Equipment .„,.,., ,„„ , ,, ^„ -j^
DMSion o( T«nr«cc Auto^icr.v* Monro* vi cri>9«n 4|i6i

kL«'"Hwj

(313: 243-6000

ruly 23, 1995

The Honorable John D. Cingell
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Dingell;

By way of this letter, I would like to eaw* ^>.. ^^^

been a critical partner in several inmortan- businear 2^ ^^""^

The aggressive trade pror.otion polici^rof our JJJeJ^ 'it
''*''*'"'

'

coupled with knowledgeable hutr^an resources, il JddJS JSlue -company's efforts to compete in worldwide irarkets The
"^

beneficiaries of these actions are Tenneco aharaholdir!
employees domestically and abroad, and V^l itlTAtll'in°Z,,,,

sponsored Automotive Matchn-.aker missions tTth! ceSn^?!2 . uAssociation of South East Asian Nations (aIeam? f«S "* *^ *'*'*

recently to China. These geog?aphic ?Li5^f?i;r!2f„:^"
the highest potential oppoltSities foJ^th2 lorr?!^*" "^* °'

Monroe as their respective au?iJ^t!ve Ldu»tr?S'5!5ri^''°''^\^^coordination by the Department of CoLeJce effe^Jv^i ?' '^*'!

our effort, to interview potential jSTnt JentJje il^^err^^d^evaluate the automotive market prospects Th* LS.^^2! !
. *"**

presence also permitted us to coSStc^Je our cSSfJSl to^hforeign government officials who are d*v« i X^T«« vf? ^° those
that will define investment? sJch IS oSrJ^l^'hfl^i^^ Policies
from these visit, that component miJufacJureJs J^m^^C ^^**'
countries are making the ^^ rouZnyill''lll\lTuttncVof - •respective governments in order to develop a cJ^eUUv! '''

advantage in tnese markets. «-<->rapecicive

m Januarvj. Richard Snell, the CEO of Tennsco Automotiv.accompanied Secretary Ron Brown on th. h-rl^J. -V- 7
*'

With the imprim.tur'Xf the sSrJeJIrJ^'oirJ^^"'^:.'^?^'';'-
sign a joint venture agreemen-- with rh. tt.);^^-'^ i. , * ^°
win r..uU in th. proluctl^S-oJ'SSn^S: SS^cr.EUSj.i'ltcL;""

TMONROer
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The Honorable John 0. Diag*!!
July 20. 1995
Page 2

the year. Coimerce Departsent and U.S. SnbasBy offlciale in Kew
Delhi have ccntir.ued co work with Termeco Au&omotive to pursue
policies with the Indian govemnent that will encourage the
broader availability and uae of unleaded fuel. Thie will allow
for the introduction of improved emission control devices.
including catalytic converters on vehicles.

I kdow you are quite aware that the successful conclusion o£ the
g.S-Japan Autoxotive Framework discussions will provide
significantly improved, opportunities to serve th« Japanese
automotive riarket . These opportunities will occur both in the
U.S. snd w'apan. The leadership and marshaling of appropriate
resources by Ambassador Xantor and Secretary Brown were integral
to concluding this exhaustive multi-year dispute. Keeping the
U S. automotive parts sector involved and providing a voice for
it during difficult times is directly attributable to the
goverranea^t professionals who worked tirelessly on this issue.

Other Tenr.eco divisions, including Newport News Shipbuilding,
Packaging Corporation of America, and Tenneco Gas have sought and
received advocacy assistance from the Coonerce Department, in
addition, we have foxind the economic information resources
available through the Departnent's various prsgrams to be helpful
in the development of strategic business plans.

These are some of the more concrete examples in which the
P^ticipation of the Coetanerce Depaxcment - as cur partner in

business development --is making a positive difference in the

future of Monroe Auto Equipment Company.

AS a businessman, I find the efforts to streamline the federal
government and reduce the deficit to be laudable and in concert
with the business community' s interest to create a strong
economy. In the final analysis, : believe a Cabinet -level
department focused upon export opportunities and the promotion of
international market development will best serve the country at a

tiste when global competition is at its keenest. I hope you and
other Members of Congress will find ways to keep U.S. assets,

like the Cotmerce Department, involved in the kinds of activities

aa X have outlined above. These public officials are adding
great value to U.S. citizens, communities, and our companies.

The bottom line is the creation of more jobs in the USA from
successful competition in the global marketplace.
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The Honorable John 2. Dingei:
July 20, 1955
?a9e 3

ThanJc you for your rime in consldariag =y views on thi« cvatt^T-Please lee ne know if I can provide you wich addicional
iaformatioa.

Sincerely,
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DcHmsW AacMn. SUvo*

Cmr or Drrworr

ExECvnvc Omcc

i>s6CnY-Coi,-Knr Bciloinc
DmOtT. MiCHICAN 4806
Phckc 3i3-ai4>3400

F*xii3-ti4*4it8

July 25, 1995

tn

Ab

The Honorable John Oingell
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Dingell:

As you know. Congressman Dick Chrysler and Senator Spencer
..^raharo have introduced identical bills to eliminate the

Department of Commerce. I write to advise that 1 respectfully
but vigorously oppose this legislation. The Department of
Commerce's purpose and programs have benefitted both the State
of Michigan and our cities.

The State of Michigan, for example, has 2,000 clients in

the Department of Commerce's regional Grand Rapids and Detroit
offices. These clients helped Michigan account for $36.8
billion in export sales in FY 1994. These exports helped to

support 513,900 jobs in the State of Michigan, without the
Department of Commerce, many small- to medium-sized businesses
would not be able to broaden their horizons, expand their
operations, or create more jobs in the State of Michigan.

The Greater Detroit metro area had export sales of $19.5
billion in 1993. This total includes automobiles, industrial
machinery, fabricated metal products, and electric and

electronic equipment. Detroit, along with the cities of

Pontiac, Fremont, and Saginaw, received four of the 27 Economic
Development Administration's grants to the State for FY 1994,

which totalled $17.4 million. These grants go directly to
municipalities for short- and long-term economic development.

The Department of Commerce has been a job-creation machine
for the State of Michigan and our cities. Please review the
enclosed information. If some aspect within the auspices of

the Department of Commerce needs to be fixed, let's fix it.

Elimination of the Department of Commerce is not the answer.

Local and state elected officials already know of the fruit

borne of the broad economic development missions, goals and
achievements of the Department of Commerce, and I firmly oppose
legislation eliminating this agency.

With warm regards,

Sincerely,

Dennis W. Archer
Mayor

^ipl^
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Tel: (617) 424-5990; Fax: (617) 424-5992

COMMERCE WORKS FOR iVnCfflGAN!

Michigan's business community has long benefmed from access to a global network of

commercial specialists without leaving the state. Working with the Detroit District Office and

the Grand Rapids Branch Office. Michigan companies have used the commercial expertise and

the global network of the Department of Commerce to broaden their export horizons and to

create and preserve jobs back home.

OUR SERVICES YIELD RESULTS:

Here's what a few Michigan businesses have to say about Commerce:

"Although American Broach was founded in 1919, they have only begun

exporting in the past 1 1 years. We presently export nearly 50% of our products

each year and this provides jobs for 20-25 employees directly and indirectly to

our supplier's employees. The U. S. [}epartment of Commerce Detroit Office

was instrumental in developing our exporting program aixl continues to provide

valuable assistance as we expand in the international market. Our contact at the

Detroit office, Paul Litton, is very knowledgeable in all exporting areas and we
give him a lot of the credit for out international success. With our country's

balance of trade problems, we hope the business community aiKi general public

realizes bow important the Department of Commerce International Trade

Administration is to creating jobs and allowing small companies to compete in

international markets." - Mr. Brad Kokmeyer, International Marketing

Manager, American Broach & Machine Company, Ann Arbor, MI

"Most medium and small-sized American companies would find it difficult to do

business in foreign countries without the help of the U.S. Department of

Commerce. I've been in international business for thirty years. Overall, I'd

give the U.S. Department of Commerce an A-, and I'm a tough critic* -

George Herrera, Director, International Sales, Masco Corporation, Taylor,

MI

"Everyday at Amigo we remind ourselves that we arc responsible for the

livelihood of approximately 100 families. Small and medium sized businesses
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like ours have relied on the various services and suppon offered through the

U.S. Department of Commerce to provide jobs and opportunities for our

employees and their families." -- Clarence Rivene. Chief Operating Officer and

International General Manager, Amigo Mobility International, Inc..

Bridgeport, MI

"The Foreign Commercial Service unit has provided direct assistance to our

Company, and has contributed to our international success. As an 'E Star*

Award recipient, success is the outcome of combined efforts. Your office has

been part of that combined effort, aixl that effort has lead to more US. jobs.' -

John Ferguson. President. International Division, Tecumseh Products

Company, Tecumseh, MI

PARTNERSHIPS ARE ESSENTIAL:

The Detroit District Office works closely with the Michigan International Authoriry, most

recently on the CcBit trade show in Germany. Commerce trade specialists recruited the

majority of the participants in the State's pavilion, as well as a delegation that participated in

the Commerce technology pavilion at the show. The District Office also has plans for

upcoming events with the state, including the November trade exhibit Africa World Expo.

This event, which is a combination trade show, export seminar and cultural event, will help

Michigan exporters to make conucts in the African market.

FUTURE OrnCES:

Wc plan to convert the Detroit District Office into a Regional Export Assistance Center that

will include stafr' from Commerce, the Small Business Administration and a partner of the

Export-Import Bank and will provide trade finance as well as export marketing assistance. We
will also open a District Export AssistaiKe Center in Pontiac, that will include represeniatives

from the State, and in Aim Arbor to complement the services of the existing offices and to

move our trade specialists closer to their clients.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Detroit District Office

1 140 McNamara Building

477 Minnesota Avenue

Detroit. MI 48226

Tel: (313) 226-3650; Fax: (313) 226-3657

Grand Rapids Branch Office

300 Monroe N.W., Room 406

Grand Rapids. MI 49503

Tel: (616) 456-2411; Fax: (616) 456-2695
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ITA Helps Michigan Do Business Abroad
Through Wide-Ranging Export Support

In 1994-95, ITA and its local ofBces—

» Are assisting 2,000 Michigan exporters

Included 59 Michigan businesses in trade

fairs and missions in the first half of 1995

> Organized 68 export seminars for Michigan

businesses including four on NAFTA

> Successfully advocated to foreign

governments on behalf of Michigan firms

bidding on contracts worth $13 million,

supporting 119 Michigan jobs

Participated in the negotiations to open the

Japanese auto and auto parts market

Awarded the Michigan Biotechnology
Institute a grant to develop commercial
applications of innovative industrial and
environmental biotechnologies and to
identify foreign market opportunities for

such products

- Held two automotive conferences in
Dearborn in cooperation with Japan's
Ministry of International TVade and
Industry. The conferences informed U.S.
auto parts companies of the Japanese auto
industry's requirements and expectations of
its suppliers and introduced them to the
appropriate Japanese purchasing contacts

Sault Ste. Marie

FTZ

if [TA District Office

FIZ Foreign Trade Zone

OapwniMni o< ConniMrcannumatlonil

Trsd« Administrstion KTA). Jun* IMS
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MICHIGAN: STA TE EXPORT PROFILE

Michigan is the nation's nrth-leading exporter or merchandise, with $25.3 billion of

sales in 1993. Over the 1987-93 period, Michigan's merchandise exports grew by $5.8

billion--the tenth-largest dollar increase among the sutes.

Michigan's top three export markets in 1993 were Canada (sales of $11.4 billion),

Mexico ($5.6 billion), and Japan ($1.1 billion). Other important country marlcets were

Saudi Arabia ($977 millian), Germany ($912 million), the United Kingdom ($474 million),

and Belgium ($405 million).

The state's major regional markets in 1993 were Latin America and the Caribbean

(sales of $6.3 billion), the European Union ($2.6 billion), and the Pacific Rim ($2.5

billion).

Ninety-eight percent of Michigan's 1993 export sales consisted of manufactured goods

(almost $25 billion).

Sales of transportation equipment, mainly automotive products, dominated Michigan's

exports in 1993. The transportation sector's exports were $13.4 billion-a little more than

half of the state's total exports.

Other major manufactured exports by Michigan in 1993 were industrial machinery and

computers ($2.9 billion), fabricated metal products ($2.0 billion), electric and electronic

equipment ($1.7 billion), and chemical products (S990 million).

Michigan's exports became increasingly diverse over the 1987-93 period. Exports from

13 major non-transportation categories grew by more than 100 percent; meanwhile, exports

of transport equipment remained fairiy level.

The Greater Detroit metro area had 1993 export sales of $19.5 bilUon-over three-

fourths of the state total. Again, transportation equipment dominated the export picture,

with sales of $11.7 billion (88 percent of the state total).

Other major manufactured exports by the Detroit area were industrial machinery and

computers ($1.8 billion) , fabricated metal products ($1.6 billion) , and electric and electronic

equipment ($1.1 billion).

Michigan bad 4,044 business establishments (factories and other business facilities) that

exported in 1987, the latest year for which data are available. Almost 96 percent had

fewer than 500 employees. Michigan accounted for IS percent of all exporting

establishments in the North Central region and ranked tenth among all states in the number

of business locations that exported.
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GREATER DETROIT, MI.
EXPORT SALES TO THE WORLD, BY INDUSTRY SECTOR*

(Zip Codes 480-483)
(Percent & Thousand S)
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GREATER DETROIT, MI.
EXPORT MARKETING PROFILE

(Zip Codes 480-483)
(Thousand $)

TOP TEN COUNTRY MARKETS
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GREATER DETROIT, MI.
EXPORT SALES TO LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

BY INDUSTRY SECTOR*
(Zip Codes 480-483)

(Percent & Thousand S)
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GREATER DETROIT, MI.
EXPORT SALES TO THE EUROPEAN UNION

BY INDUSTRY SECTOR*
(Zip Codes 480-483)

(Percent & Thousand $)

1987 1992
% CHANGE $ CHANGE

1993 1987-93 1987-93

1
METRO TOTAL
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APPENDIX 1: STATE & REGIONAL EXPORTS TO THE WORLD: 1987, 1991-93
(Tlioutaod S)

(Petcent Change)
1987 1991 1992 1993 1992-93 1987-93

I U.S. Total" S244.405.9S5 $419.984.659 $447.470.815 S464.g58.344 3.9% 90"2%1

Alabama
Alaska
Arizoaa
Arkaosas
California

Colorado
Conoecticut
Delaware
Dist of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massacbusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Uuh
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia

Wisconsin
Wyoming

Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Unallocated

1,482353
S38.431

2,468,494
408,285

32,890,959
4,848,228

4,666,1 19

2,723,982
408,966

7,804344
2,431,917
159,954
412,027

10,229,536

3,743,293
1,087,034
1,877363
1,720,190
2,978,976
533,698

1,5313«)
8,297,703

19^42,822
5356,427
448,451

3383305
148,118
328,863
269,087
662,197

7,648,640
116327

29370,000
3,472,260
163,116

6,468319
967,003

3,117,438

7,166,999
376,656

1,017,005

41,963
2,970399
18,045,460

667,429
265372

3,147,793

10317,038
656321

2,939,795
60,273

1,980,613
1.178

19>U,476

2,429,733
1,062364
4329,473
840,015

59,036,934
6,085,141

6,731,197
3338.489
427340

12,642,656

5,224,460
219,026

1,010,728

16363.394
6,674,924
1386.069
2,921,695

3317,768
3,131,413
984.225

2.695.906
11.166363
18.849.757

7.900.182
788.875

4.275.771

162337
693,977
420.878
933.185

13,724,326
236,083

37,462,283
6.228,645
276,682

13,624,983
2,422,638
5,032.728
12,217.077

695.133
1,959358
178,656

4.993,225
31369.207
1.685,660

1.966321
8335344
27337,619

882,103
4.937338

52,195

3,791323

53,130,155

2,718,471
1,097,767
5,001,737

1,077,703
66,732,044
6,005,015
10,485,850

3,738.921

372362
14,427,621

5.990317
127,178

1,148,044

18,999.910
7.294.613

1323,871
3.083,110
3,809,100

3364,626
970,492

2,687,440
113*9,295
22,014,227
8,985,037
816,961

4310371
211,946

1336,933
393,456

1.002309
13,906.150

247350
36,769,778
7391,401
313362

15,236399
2,604,898

5,704340
13,176.207

684349
2,683.212

172362
5.738,684

33,879.611

2.167.657
1337,409
8,468,117

28,664,274

mM2
5,768.437

84.911

4.222,657
131.929

45.245,952

2304344
817,676

5,785,148

1,109,725

68,067,134
6,214,809
10,198,199

3,454307
4,264,978
14,695,824

6.050,1 13

207382
1.235396

20347.213
8,445322
1.929,057

3.109.413

3348,842
3,220327
1,065,258
2,713,437

11397,179
25324,771
9,974369
802,711

4,733,284
243,265

1,740.700

502,716
1,134373
I434O36O

397.199

40.703.235

7.976373
343.707

17,479,892

2334349
6,204.733

13.189.649
911.932

3.219319
213311

6.145363
35.626.656
2345.015
2.276,131
8,154,475

27397,726
753,639

5310366
88309

4365,071
162.125

39379,136

-7.9*
-253*
15.7%
3.0*
ZO*
33*

-2.7*
-7.6*

1.9*
1.0*
633*
7.7*
7.1*
15.8%
26.6*
0.9*

-12.1%
-4J%
9.8%
1.0%
0.2%
15.0*
11.0*
-1.7*
9.8%
14.8%
13.3%
27.8%
13.2%
4.6*
60.6*
10.7*
7.9*
9.7*
14.7*

-10.4*
8.8*
0.1*
33.2*
20.0*
23.9*
7.1*
5.2*

-5.7*
23.9%
-3.7*
-4.4*
-13.6*

0.7%
*2.%

3.4%
22.9*

68.9%
51.9%
134.4%
171.8%
106.9*
28.2*
118.6*
26.8*
942.9*
88J*
1483*
30.0*

200.0*
98.9*
125.6*
77J*
65.6%
94.7%
8.1%
99.6%
77.1%
39.8%
29.6%
793%
79.0%
39.9%
64.2%

429.3%
86.8%
71.4%
90.1%
240.9*
37.7*
129.7%
110.7%
170J%
141.4%
99.0%
84.0%
142.1%
216.6%
4093%
106.9%
97.4%

206.4%
757.1%
159.1%
165.6%
14.8%
97.6%
46.8%

120.4*

New England
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MICHIGAN
EXPORTING ESTABLISHMENTS, 1987*

Zip
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Donnellii

July 24. 1995

Mr. John D. Dmsbcll, lUelLng Member

U.S. House ofRcpwmativc*

CommitiM on CoBmwroe

Rmmb 2135. Rjpbam Houw 06ric« Buildiaa ~ -^~-

W*AiD(ton. DC 205154U5
TtJC 202-2U-3S25

D«arMr.Dinc«U:

1 am vvriUDj in reiponM to ywr Imer of inly 19, 199S, rcfcirine to House bill HR. 17M.

Rather titan both houMt ofCoagreu proposing the elimiiiaik)& of the Deptjtmer.i of Commerce, ihcy

ihould it reempbi5iziD| the dcpanmenft critical role in proraotiii; iDtanatioail nde ud, io panlcular,

export promotion »cti\-itiei Without ^lestioe. U.S. export! are creating new jobj, building gro'wth in our

economy, *nd betpieg to reduce the growth of our trade deficiL

While we have seeo excellent growth in oa country '• exports in recant yean, most of <u in business are

cxpciieocing treitieadoas cooqjeihlon fton imports and tncreasfaig coapetitiao tn the export markets we
soive. la aU cases, thli competition is f^engtbencd by gevernmeat support, which is an integral pan of our
competitof's snaitgy.

Our compiny has a firoeg history In exporting and was a retipicat of die Preaidaii't Export Award in

19St. At tbe local level, wa have valued the maay tervtces recelTtd thrtMgh 4ie U.S. sad Foreign

Commercial Service oftkci tn Orand Rapids and Detroit Intoniatioaany, «« hive used (he service* of

ITA offket and continue to find thca i very viluable source of local market informaUon and resoutoes.

We also value rPA'i work In the area of automotive aSain. NAFTA, CAAT, irtd iraelkctuaJ property

issuei.

Ourenlly die Oraod Rapids office is belptag us to use ITA's network oflesonrccs u we dctennine tbe

ayyiopriate stralogies to avail of exciting opportunities for us hi the new iniemationally emerging markets.

We agree that the fcdenl budget needs to be reduced, but we wgnld not report the elioinition of export

assiitnaee programs icchtding tbe elmiinatioo of the Grand Rapids and Detroit ofDccs of the U.S. and

Forngn Comricreial Service u they are making an important eeatribntien to building strong, competitive
and tatemationaUy focuied comptaiet in our area.

Ite:

Michael J. Cole

VP. Intctnatioaal Business Development,

Emergtaig Markets

V.Cf^OiA&kOGlMtTgtSMUCroTICTMS-.HOlLANO U «3423-SMe USA
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FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
Page 1 of_

Medianical Dynamics, Inc. Tel: (313) 994>3800
2301 Commonwcaltb Blvd. Fax: (313) 994-6418
Ann Arbor, MI 48105

To: Senator Carl I^vin
c/o VS. Department of Commerce # 31 3-226-36S7
Detroit District Omce

cc: Dean Peterson, Paul Litton

From: Ray Gaynor - Director International Operations

SubJecU US&FCS

Date: July 6, 199S

Dear Senator l.evm,

I regret that 1 am not able to attend this important meeling today to express my experiences and dealings

with the US&FCS Dcpartmeni. 1 hope thai this letter will ancsi to the importance of and benefits derived

from the services offered by US&PCS.

My company. Mechanical Dynamics. Inc., MDl, is a medium size privately owned company thai

produces software for engineers who design mechanical systems. Our Virtual Proioiypini; software is

considered an important component of the Information Technology business segment.

M151, is located in Ann Arbor and wc have been a user of the export services offered by the US&FCS.
The services used were outstanding and have help my company grow it's exports by over 500% in (he

la.st five years. Our international business now represents over 60% of our company's total stiles figure.

Wc are also the proud recipient of the E-Award and the only software company in llie state of Michigan

to ever receive such distinction.

MDl started as a spin-off from the University of Michigan. We developed the knowledge of how to

accurately predict non-linear dynamic behavior of mechanical systems, an industry we created called

Mechanical System Simulation, MSS. We developed a commcrciali/etl software code called ADAMS
and began offering it to industry. ADAMS is used in a variety of industries tinging from automotive,

aerospace, heavy equipment. eleciro-iiKchanical and general machinery. We now have lAOcmployets

with over 5000 licenses sold which represents over 2/3s of the worldwide market share.

In our dealings with US&FCS wc have gained a tremendous amount of knowledge and guidance which

lia.s contributed to our international success. The TCS marketing reports have helped us open up new
international areas faster. 'Vhc available data bases of prospects and trade show suppc>rt have helped us

be successful in established territories. And the personal assistartcc in guiding us through the past export

licensing ma7« helped us complete orders faster
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J can only imagine how much more difficult if noi impossible if >vovtId have l«en lo achieve tins level ofmtemational success without the availability of local US&FCS services.

fxffi-?^V^^^'^
^**^"''

'
"""^^ '^'^ ^°" '° ^ons'ticr your decision f.. reduce the scrv.cc:> offered bv

Raymond J. Gaynor
Director. International Operations
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4600 JACKSON ROAD. • P.O. BOX 2030 • ANN A^WOR, MICHIGAN 46106 USA
PHONE: (919) 761-5021 • FAX: (319) 761-7626

Jul/ 21, 1996

U.S. House of Representatives
Committse on Commerce
Room 2125 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington D.C. 20516-6119
Mr. John D. Dingel 1

U.S. Congressman

Dear Mr. Dingell,

Although American Broach & Machine Company wae founded In 1919,
the company hae only etarted to export during the past 11 yeare.
We presently export nearly SOS of our products each year and
this provides jobs at our company for 20 to 26 employees directly
and indirectly to our supplier's employeae.

The U.S. Department of Commerce Detroit office was Instrumental
In developing our exporting program and continues to provide
valuable assistance as we expand In the international market.
Our contact at the Detroit office, Paul Litton, Is -^Ty know-
ledgable in all exporting areas and we give hin a lot of credit
for our international euccees. With our country's balance of
trade probleme, we hope the business community and gsnsral
public realizes how Important ths Dspartnient of Comrosrcs Intsr-
natlonal Trade Admlnietration la to creating Jobs and allowing
email companlee to compete In the global market.

Sincerely,
American Broach 4 Machine Co.

<CuX
Edwar
President
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BBOA(H ^ niA(Hinf (ornpunv

4600 JACKSON ROAO. • P.O. BOX 2030 • ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 46108 USA
PHONE; (313i 761-5021 • FAX: (313) 761-7628

July lO, 1993

United State* Government
Otfice o1 U.S. Senator. Carl Levin
477 Michigan Avenue
Room 1B60
Detroit, nl 48226

Attention: Carl Levin

Exoortino may De the most important factor in strengthening
the American economy. No amount of cost cutting Mill be
able to offset the negative effect of poor balance of trade.
Germany and Japan ars obvious examples where strong exports
have helped keep their currency value high. My discussion
with you last weeK shows to what lengths Japanese companies
will go to keep their exports high.

American Broach & Machine Company manufactures broaching
machines, broach cutting tools, part holding fixtures,
broach holders and broach sharpening machines. A broach
is a metal cutting tool and is used by our customers to
machine 'broach) components for cars, trucks, hand tools,
electrical equipment, military units, nuclear reactors
and various other applications. The broach industry i%
relatively small (approximately SlOO million dollars per
year in the U.S.A.) but is very critical to manufacturing.

American Broach & Machine Company was founded over 73
years ago and did almost no exporting in 1977 when pur-
chased by the present ownership. It was obvious even
then that exporting would be necessary in the future, but
many changes had to be made and new products and systems
had to be i.iiplemented before exporting. A new accounting
svstem was installed and engineering was computerized
with the addition of CAD. Machines were purchased and/or
built to manufacture better cutting tools. New broaching
machines were designed and automated grinding (broach
sharpening) machines were developed. Additional facili-
ties were purchased and after ten years, American Broach
was ready to embark on its exporting program. Amer icaii

Broach then worked witn the U.S. Department of Commerce
to develop an export marketing program.

Page 1 of 4
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After successtully marketing in MvmIco and Canada, South
Korea wa& tl-te ne»t foreign market that we targeted. A
private individual (a South Korean living in the U.S.)
organized a trade mission of ten small machine tool com-
panies to visit some Korean manufacturers and Korean trade
associations. There was also a dinner with the U.S. Em-
bassy and the Korean Government. The mission was well
received and we returned to our company with part prints
and quotation requests. Quotations were submitted to Korea
with much enthusiasm, but also with the knowledge that it
sometimes takes years to penetrate a foreign market. Within
two months, it was requested that American Broach send
someone to negotiate a contract. Unfor'tunately , American
Broach did not have a sales representative in Korea nor
did w* have experience in foreign negotiations. We were
also naive in that we did not realize we needed any ex-
perience in this area. After technical discussions were
r-pceived favorably, a meeting was established with the
commercial group. It was obvious that the customer had
mucn more experience negotiating, but eventually American
Broach received a large order.

American Broach returned to Korea with the preliminary
engineering to be reviewed by the customer's technical
staff. The customer's engineers were very pleased with
the design and approval was received to proceed with the
final engineering and manufacturing. Before leaving, the
buyer asked American Broach for a meeting. At th* meeting
the buyer informed us that he could not get an import li-
(.vitxtf btfcause a new Korean law specified all broaching
maciiines must be manufactured in Korea. The buyer was
told by American Broach that the Korean machine tool in-
dustry had not advanced to the level in technology where
they could build this type of equipment. The buyer men—
lioiied ti-ie name of the Korean company that was to design
and build the broaching machine & tooling. It was obvious
based on a recent visit to that company by American Broach
personnel, that the Korean company could not build this
equipment. Later It was discovered that the Korean company
signed an agreement with a Japanese company to design and
build the broaching machine & tooling in Japan. The equip-
ment would then be partially disassembled and shipped to
Korea. These machines would then be reassembled in Korea
tnus meeting the requirements of the law.

At midnight, after the meeting where the import license
problem was expressed, the buyer called the President of
American Broach at a hotel in Seoul, and notified him that
ti->e contract was cancelled. He stated that the contract
may be reinstated if American Broach could clear an import
license. American Broach met with the U.S. Embassy In
Seoul , the Korean Trade Association and the customer with
no solution

.

Page 2 of 4
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Upon returning to the U.S.A., contacts were made witri the
Korean EmDassy in Washington, the U.S. Department of Com-
merce in Detroit, U.S. Foreign Trade Office in Washington,
U.S. Senators, (your aid visited Our company), U.S. Congress-
men, the A.M.T. and many others Mith still no solution. It
was rscommended by some Korean friends in Ann Arbor and the
U.S. Department of Commerce to try to work around the Korean
law. It Mas suggested that perhaps the law does not apply
to N.C. (Numerical Control) broaching machines.

Anyone familiar with broaching machines knows that a dif-
ferent system called P.L.C. (Programmable Logic Control)
Is typically used. But by installing a type of hydraulic
valve, a proportional valve that is different than typical,
the signal would be digital rather than analog. Based on
the strict definition that a N.C. machine would use a dig-
ital signal , American Broach had a N.C. broaching machine.

The buyer in Korea was called and asked if the law covered
N.C. broaching machines. After some research, he informed
American Broach that it appeared that the law did not cover
N.C. broaches. He said he would need a catalog for his
engineers and the government; American Broach prepared
a printed a catalog in less than a week and it was faxed to
the Korean customer.

After the customer submitted the catalog to the Korean im-
port licensing authority, he demanded a meeting with our
company. The American Broach President returned to Korea
to meet the official. After many delays, the official was
informed that if there was not a meeting immediately, we
would go to the U.S. Embassy for assistance. The official
met with American Broach and he agreed that an import li-
cense would be granted for a "N.C. broaching machine".
Uater, American Broach received other N.C. broaching ma-
chine purchase orders. The Korean law regarding broaching
machines has since been removed.

Based on the American Broach abl-llty to supply the Korean
market with N.C. broaching machines, many sales organizations
wanted to represent our company. It was decided to sign a
a contract with a large German/Korean trading company. Un-
fortunately, the trading company was so big that a small
company like ours did not get much assistance. Later, we
signed a contract with a Korean sales representative simi-
lar to the type we use in the U.S.A. with much better suc-
cess. The Korean market continues to be good for American
Broach.

we r\»wa recently opened a Foreign Sales Corportation (FSC)
with guidance from the U.S. Department of Commerce. Although
it was very difficult for a small company with a small CPA
firm to establish the FSC, it has been completed and finan-
cially justified.

Page 3 of 4
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American Broach doem not ask tor much aid in ewparting its
products. In 1994 ovar 62. SX of its salvs w«r» axportad,
(«3. 386,335 exports out ot •3,421,736 total). It would be
much easier to serve the domestic market than to export, but
we believe exporting is important tor the well being of our
country. Hopefully the aid received from the U.S. Department
of Commerce and FSC Mill not be eliminated.

Best regards,

E.W.
President
American Broach

Page 4 of 4
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AfCIKLTANDEBSEStQa SC

July 21 199S AnhurA.TdBsenTi!r
'

The Honorable John D.Dingell
Sutwzjm—

'

U. S. House of Repnsenutivas 50o Woo6«riAmat
RoomZ125 DMio!tVa4Q26.3424

Raybom House OfBcBuflding 3U5M9000

Weshiagton, D.C 2051^^15

DMrMr.DingdL

I received your lettEr dated Joty 19, 1995, asldng for comments regaidlng ftmflUrfty and
expedeaca with ttie Department of CoannuTce. The letter requested an answer by Jtily 24, flte

day the Committne Hearings were sAedtded to connnence. I have conunertts vihtA T Kc4»v»
aze apptopnatB for ttie issue at hand.

[have bean working with the Department ofCommerce for over 10 years fivough my
involveonent with the Midiigan District EjqportCounoL Prior to that time, I had used frem as
sooroes of faxfbnnation aiul I also recommended &em to my dianls in appropriate
cncnmstatioeei

Because ofmy bivotvement widt ttie Michigan District Export Courtdl, I have been able to get a
greater insight Into the materials diat are available through ^^ibz offices and have been able to
refier a number of people to their offices for export guidance. The reaction of the people 1 htve
referred to their office has been exceDent The indivlduab I have dealt vdth ai« very
ptoCessianal and knowledgeable on export related activity. I personally believe that a number
of the €Onq>anles who are presendy exporting would not have been doing so wifiiont4w ahk
•scistanoe of ftie trade specialists in the Department ofCommeroe in Detroit and Grand Rapids.
I carmot speek for ottier offices ainoe I have only dealt personally vri&. the individuals In
Detroit and Grand Rapids. They are Irofy outstanding examples of Intatnatlonal trade
proSessionals.

The pcograms fiukthave been faistrtuted by d«m in Detroit and Grand Rapids have beat
proactive examples of export promotlan activities. Booklets have been prepared whldi lists

Mkhigan com{Mxdes and fiiesa booklets have been distributed outside of five lAifted States to
potential customers. Trade seminars are held periodkaSy in addition to the large world traxie

week aetivitiee. Diccctonea listing £ree international consulting professionals have ben
dispensed to business organizatlaru ttuou^out the states. Examples of promotional activities

are too numerous to mention In a letter of ids typ&
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.Arthur
Andersen

AKi>rjitANDE]ecN<LGQ SC

The Honorabk John D. DigeH

Page 2

July 24, 1995

I have had fiia oppertardtf to work vriAi indlTidoals from xxuny piofnnonAl OTg^niTaHo'xs,

both In th* public and private s«ctor, and I canhonesdj saj &e Department of Commeice

trade tped^ists are outstanding reptesentatives of spedallsts in th^ field. I would thotou^ilj

rnxoungt you to fund dte activities of the Departn\ent of Commeica.

Veiy truly youn,

ARTHURANDERSEN LLP

Edward A. Musuxa

RML/4158
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24 July. 1995

The llonomble John 0. DlngcU

U. S. House of Representatives

Cooimitiw on Commenrc
Room 212S, Raybum hose Office Building

Washington D. C. 20.S 15-6115

Dear Rep. Dlngell:

This letter is In response to your 1 9 July request for comment on pendinR legislation

on the elimination of the Depancnent of Commcrre.

To begin, Ici me say that I have over ihlrt>- years of International business experi-
ence which began with the Lxport-Impon Bank in 1962. ITiroughout these years, I

have worlced with the Department of Commerce. Flrsi as part of an inter-agency task
force, then as a member of an automotive ISAC during the Kennedy Round of trade
negotiations and then on to the flrsi government and industr)- automotive mission to
Japan. Interestingly, while this appcarrcd to be a State Department funnion, it was
CoQunerce that provided the real support. My next coniact was as part of an industry
and government mission to the ASKAN Countries in 1 970 which Commerce organized
and which did o\'er $3.0 million of exports sales during the six week trip and ,lf my
memory •« correct, over $30.0 million in the following year. The basia of the trip was
lulng credit to purchase U. S. products.

During the 1970*s I served again on an ISAC In connection with the Geneva Round of
talks. But it was also in that period where I became Involved with the Michigan
District Lxport Council and began to see close-up and first hand the work of the
Commerce Department field office personnel. I have at times been bothered by
certain personalities encountered; but, one would have to stretch to say that the
people are not willing and able promoters of American exports. Time and time again

,

I have worknl with Commcrre to provide assistance to my clienu cither In educating'
the exporter or would-be exporter, to actually obtaining an cxpon license that ihc
exporter had forgotten until it was time to ship.

From my pempectlve, they are tireless promoters of the values of exporting. They
spend rotsntless houns and effort getting small-and medium-sized companies to
export. An if they arc to being successful, they do not hesitate to reach into the MDBC
and get a professional to suppon ihdr effuru.

I<>r the record, we are a speclahy Insurance agency selling Insurance for trade and
the financing of trade. In addition, we assist exporters to raise financing for their
exports. We work closely with Ex-hn Bank. SKA and ITA. We ore the only private
company in the U. N. to be named a City/Sute rcprejientaiivc for lix-lm. The vast
maiotlty of our clients are small- and medium-itized flrms.

Speiiulan in Inumutlonai riiumcf, hituranct anj Clohal Smargiei
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Ooe vtory tu biRhll^t the foregoing points. last fall a small Michigan finn locaicd in

Bclairc was struggling mighiily lo avoid bankruptcy. We were hired to obtain an SBA
guarantee which we did. Ilowcver, when we got dose to shipping and finalizing the

funding, we realized that the vs^idaicd license which wasi a stipulation uf the SBA

Guarantee had not been put into place. I'aul Ution of the Detroit ofllce of ITA "bent

over backwards" to get the license Issued in order that our client could finalize his

funding and complete a SSOO.OOO sale to Taiwan.

One question to make one wonder why the Congress allocates trade promotion fund-

ing as U does: Why docs Congress give the Department of Agriculture approximately

$1.80 for trade promotion to every S 1 .00 it gix-es Commerce for trade promoiion when
agricultural exports are 1/10 of industrial exports?

Finally, why would wc even rationally consider the elimination of Commerce which

since the mid-1 980'$ has concentrated on helping small- and medium-sized firms

export 'I1\esc are the same cumpunles that have driven our surge in exports and our

growth in employment. Are we trying to "kill the goose that lays the golden egg"?

llian^Oll [or itllS OPPCrtUttity to support in Department of Commerce and the

mid-Kizcd American exporters.
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24 July 1999

Hanorabk IUpr«seitUtivc John D. OiagcU

U.S. House cflUprtscatatiYti

Conmictet oa Comiacru
Roon 211S, Stybnni Hoaic OfTioc Buldia|

WashiBgtAa, DC 20S1S-«11S

Dear ReprcMnUttvt SiottU:

Thank ynu for your letter of 19 July, rofardiag tha potaatial larmiactioa of the Departmenl of

Cvmnercc;

0\«r tha put icveral yean Ihtvo had an opportualty to comuh with the Detroit Braoch oo eeveral

occasioaii aad each tine I have received iavaluable advice aad iafanBitioB which atststcd ne la

coaduclin{ export baiincsi for my esiploycr.

la 1990 we coopltted a t«haolosy transfer and key cquipmcat lak to the Peopiei Republic of

CUna. DOC bdped ui thraa^ the cbaUeacc of tcttiac an export Qeeajc ruliag under a aevtre time

rotraiaL Without their help I am not arc we eodd have {ottea the Job dooc.

On loaoiaerable occaikoai we have ooiiultad with DOC ea a variety of bmeKpaynieiit problena,

Uats of potential dlitrlbntort, aad ccnerally how to taK« latcraatlaBal trade problems. My
employer, Gelnaa Sciences, li targetting for greater growth ovMide the United Statcj in the next

three jtatcK The DOC will play an important role in helping reach our export objoetlvea.

Wttb DOC help we have e«ubUibed a tales aad marketing effort in China over the past 12 months
This program ii for iCaadard products outside Aose corcred by tite technology transfer. The effort

has been aucecssftil. od convinced as that onr prodacta can be sold in China, aod the route chosen

to sell Ham Is effective.

In additio!!, Gelman Sckocts is the redplcnt of a grant ariwriwittrred through the Department of

Commerce. This grant, linowa as SABIT, is currently being vsed to expedite the entry of our
cnupany into the marketi of the Newly Independent Stales ofSastcm Eorope. Oar initial grant was
for SSO,000 and will allow as to partially sponsor acientista, buslBcsspeople, and estrepreacun
during a stay here b the Ualted States. The contacts which we have develop as a result ofAc
SABIT program have helped ns to Icara more about the regloB, about^ ipcdfk needs of the local

potential costomcr in the region, and has already resulted la soase bnsiaets for our MkUgan based
corporation. TUs grant has truly supported our long tern foals la the NIS aad assisted upper
management to make a coounitment to the regtou which adgbt otherwise not be as strong

Please do not hesitate to contact us with further Inquirki.

Regards,

4,ACi6-
diaries J. Robrccfai/ Tim GOson
Vkc Presldeot Asia Padfk Ventures Kew Veatnret Manager

cc Maureen Berry- DOC
Paal Lhtoa-DOC
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30765 Wixofn Road. P 0. Box 437, Wixom. Ml 4839J-7037 USA

Td: (810)624-1541 Fu: (810)624-9234

July 17. 1995

Congressman John D. Dingell

U.S. House of Representatives

Corarnittee on Commerce

Room 2125. Raybum House Office Building

Washington D.C. 20515-6115

Congressman Dingell,

I recently had a chance to review information concerning House Bill H.R. 1756 and I strongly

oppose its plan to eliminate the Department of Commerce. 1 am the International Sales Manager

for a small electronic firm. Acromag, Inc. The planned change as proposed in H.R. 1756 would

seriously impact my company's current plans to expand our export market.

Four years ago Aaomag's international sales amounted to less than five percent of our total

business. Through the valuable services and the encouragement provided by the local ofTice of

the Department of Commerce, Acromag has expanded its international sales to over twenty

percent of our total business.

Prior to 1990 Acromag's international sales were primarily in Canada and central Europe. As

these markets changed and shrank, so did Acromag's international sales. After taking over the

position of International Sales Manager in 1990, I made contact with the Department of

Commerce and was provided with information on a number of countries worldwide that would

readily fit our market Of particular impottance were Japan, Korea, and the rest of the Asian

market

Based on research information provided by Commerce and their assistance in searching for

distributors of products similar to Acromag's, we have been able to successfully expand our sales

into both the Asian and Middle East market This would have been difficult or even impossible

for a small company like Acromag to accomplish if we had to do all of the market research

ourselves or pay an outside firm to do this research for us.

In addition to providing market specific research, the Deparunent of Commerce help insured the

success of visits to these new export markets by providing us with names of companies who

would be interested in distributing or purchasing our products. Acromag's management would

have been very reluctant (as they should be) to allow the expenditure of thousands of doUan to

travel to Asia for several weeks without being assured the visits woukl be successful Contacts

provided by the Department of Commerce insured that each visit was a success.
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When I look at the future prospects for Acromag, I see that for our international sales to grow,

we will need to expand into Central and South America as well as Mexico. These countries pose

a particularly unique problem in that the available market research from the private sector for

these countries offered is very limited. In addition, the information that is available is targeted

towards very large market segments such as the automotive industry.

We would expect to have to make an investment of thirty to fifty thousand dollars a year to

undertake the marketing research needed to enter the South American market. This may be a

small amount for a large company, but is a large investment for a small company. Recently

Acromag has been working with the Commerce Department to obtain market research on our

industry in many of the South American countries.

Beyond market research, Acromag has been working with the Commerce Department with regard

to the upcoming Representaciones Guadalajara '95 Trade Show. This show provides ready

access to distributors and representatives from the Mexican market as well as education

concerning the social and business practices of Mexico.

This trade show will allow me to visit Mexico for as little as three days and have the opportunity

to talk with the leading distributors in the industry. Access to a broad base of distributor's for our

type of products will allow me to readily pinpoint market requirements and the different

distribution techniques available. This is a unique service the Department of Commerce provides

for small U.S. companies. Such services insure that small American companies can continue to

expand in the export market, thus strengthening the overall economy of the United Sutes.

It is my hope that you will seriously take into consideration the requirements of small companies

like Acromag, Inc. in considering the future of the Department of Commerce. Possibly all parts

of the Department of Commerce do not need to continue in their present form, but the services

provided to the small business in the United States and their continued push into the export

market should be retained. If the U.S. is to continue to remain competitive in the worldwide

market, it will need small and medium-size companies to continue to expand their export roaiiceL

It is those companies that are willing to make investments teamed v/ith the resources of the

Commerce Department that will insure the long-term growth of exports.

I look forward to your report on this issue. If you or any of your staff would like to discuss this

with me. I would be more than happy to provide you the time.

Joseph L. Primeau

International Sales Manager

Acromag. Inc.

JLP/mw
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1740 E. MAPLE ROAD • P.O. BOX 485 • TROY, Ml 48099-0485 USA
PHONE: 810-616^220 • FAX. 810-616^225

July 25. 1995

Mr. John Dingell

U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Commerce

Room 2125, Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 205 1 5-6 1 1

5

Dear Mr. Dingell.

Thank you for your letter dated July 19th, 1995 regarding legislation for abolishing Department of

Commerce.

I have personally worked with the Department ofCommerce for the past six years and have

benefitted from their excellent service. INCOE CORPORATION is a corporation which exports

more than 50 % of our products to overseas markets around the world. Today, we deal with

more than 41 countries and I believe the Department of Commerce helped us in attaining this

goal

Following are a few specific examples of help received from the Department of Commerce:

1. We have established distributorship in Spain after obtaining Gold Key Service through

the Department of Commerce. I have met with the staff of the Department of Commerce

in the Detroit office and in Spain. Working together with them we now have successfiiUy

established a Distributorship in Spain. The total cost involved was $350.00. Today, we

enjoy a good amount of business from Spain due to our effort with Department of

Conunerce.

I have attached copies of two cost comparisons for finding distributor in Spain. The cost

for finding distributor from Egon Zeunder International - Barcelona, Spain is $43,000.00

(exhibit B) and the cost from Bemdston International - Barcelona, Spain is $50,000.00 to

$100,000.00 (exhibit A). The cost from the Department ofCommerce is $350.00 (exhibit

C). Mr. Dingell, you can see clearly how much of a benefit there is by having the

Department of Commerce. It is not possible for a company of our size to invest

$40,000.00 and more to secure Distributorships in foreign countries.

2. Currently, 1 am involved in setting up a Distributorship in Korea, again with the help of

the Department ofCommerce. I have taken advantage of their service and we are in the

final stages of setting up the Distributorship.

^
MOLDING SYSTEMS AND SPECIALIZED TOOLING FOR THE PLASTICS INDUSTRIES
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3. ADS Service, which is another service offered by the Departmen! ofCommerce, is very

helpful and very inexpensive. We have used such services in many countries not only to

set up distributors but also to find out general business interests in paniailar countries.

For the past four years I have worked as a member of the Export Council of the Department of

Commerce. During this period I have counseled many companies to help them in exposbg their

product to foreign markets. I can name a few companies in Michigan who enjoy the benefits of

export sales today due to the efforts of the Department of Commerce: PCS Corporation, Eraser;

Global Computer, Rochester; QPC, Grand Rapids.

The Department ofCommerce is a very effective department which is of great help lo small and

medium scale industries. In my opinion, it is not possible for small and medium scale companies

to have separate departments to initiate sales in export or the fijnds available for distributorships

in foreign countries. The Department ofCommerce is helpfiil for all such industry.

Dedicated departments like the Department of Commerce must exist so that we can improve our

export abilities 100% of INCOE CORPORATION products are manufactured in the U.S. and

we have achieved a great success through the help of the Department ofCommerce.

If I can be of further help, please do not hesitate to contact us. Please help us to improve exports

of our product by keeping the Department of Commerce.

Sincerely,

INCOE CORPORATION

Gladson Remos

Inti Technical Director

GR/dl

attachments
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Z2/Zi/Vi 15189 BEf»OTStM INTER«Cta«aL S.A.

LJEFlNlDTSON

^£^o^^3>

TO: Otulinn Rcmnt
Intcnukliofud Technical DSr<x(or

FROM: Jo«e Medina
Pretldont

DATE: Fcbniuy 22, 1993

PAGES: 9

nVATIONAU

lliank you vety much for your Infof luliOA.

PICMC find cficlojcd Information on

company :>earcD actlviiy. i am personally

SearcIO for Spain and Portugal.

Corpo/ale Devciopment IntanaUonal (CJdI), our
partner of CDI and Bemdoon (j^xecutive

In connection with your need of r^ladns your exhtlag disttlbuior In ^la, our

assislinc you would include:

Our liiaW

An ln-dep(ti n)eetio(

learn more about you
Spain.

viih /ou during yo«r visit t«i Spdn, In joider to
ortanlalioa. your projecti and pouSjiUdei fat

We would ideatify an I ipproach the owst nilable oompanlet |fh>ro tU
poteJitial candidates vt Spiin within plaitk tool design oompihles and

timilar.

We would contact and

Kndin^ you reports oi

ntervtew Ow moal inlemttoi and lalerei^ onea,

the 3-4 raost ade^ate ones.

sP We would help you fa

We would preient yqu these 3-4 'cantEdaies* ia ordtt lo teadi an
agreement with you.

We would structure aijd assist in the n^otiationt of an aerecMent wllb

lite aelecteO company.

between you and the c >m]>anjr selected.

MAjmn MtOKljOfA
fiMwy. «i . !• I*!) ri«j» riiiiw UMM.s
•MMMtHiM
tat. XMMI*
V.I- 11* U «>

any fdtutt n^otialions which could lake pIiM

4I< II «}
IWOUAm

n.i asiaii
Viw'UMea

. Ml

H

I rf»<raM RWtM Mtdakl I Mm* iMibaa tfa^M HU*
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BEWCTSON INTEmnCIGHnL S.ft.

HEFtNDTRON
irvTE UNA IKJ.NAL.

niir Vkm

We would propaie tfc« foUon ing working formula:

Within
would invoiee

a mini ouni 2-fnonth period aad • nuslinun (f <, ««
,-ou US$ 10,000 per mooth

We would h< in mnditlont of pmienllm IKe '^aadldati

compenics* rc{ oits within 2-3 monthi.

I would be per ooally Involved in the pcocau duriag ihii period.

Our luccest fe| nuu ui veraee of USS S0,O0O-10O.(x|o. Thlt
fee ii utually

agreenieni and

;>aysbla 50% a^olnst lijtnatufB of prim ipiet <d
J0% against signature of fliul oonliact.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Of course, Ihi:

logcther. If U ;iv are poInU which you wooV) Hlce td|(

described ia mi ire detail, or modified in any way, pleai » I«t bw
know.

Ij a genctal ilatcmcol of bow we ani| ht work
dilCMS,

Jose Medina

UAiaun

1«l- MtOSII

IF ANY PAGES ARE UhfREA DABLE. PLEASE CALL 34-1-308 05

Juu*n4mm Ban,-A>M iMtHu C.i|>eiil>at«< tiiiiw

414 iT«a

<m- FnAfiil CtMbra H<tili*l UAe* LnAn M^Vl Um.

Mtttii
SIMM
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SECOND CHANCE
^^^^» .mom 'sovw ' "Mi cv o'r.er ooOf ar-ror eortocr>^ ,r- na wonci

Seco'id Charcc Sodv Mm\Qt. irc • 7919 Ca-neroi Sieer . ?ojt Cffce Box =78 • Ce-:-oi L2<b Micr ooi 40«2-3t7»
6 6-54^-57; ' • SO2£3-7t)90 . CAX: 6^6-SA£-9824

20 July 1995

Tt\» Honorable John 0. Dtngell

U.S. HouM of RepresentailvM

ConvTHtte* on Commerce
Room 2125, Raybum House Offkte Bufldng

Washingtoa O.C. 20615-6118

Dear Mr. OingM:

Thank you for your letter dated 1 3 July giving mt vne opportirUty to respond to H.R. 1 750 which

would eliminate the Department of Commerce. As ttie Export Mar«oer of a small Michigan

company I am very cocKemed.

Second Chance Body Amior, Inc. has been in the business of tnanufactuhng and niar1(0tir>g bullet

resistant poUce and military annor for the past 23 years. I have called upon both Michigan

OomesHc Commercial Sennce offices for assistanct many times, i have also atiendsd many of

the seminars and workshope the Commerce Department has made available to Michigan

companies for the continuing exporter educatioa I depend on the expertise, good comrrwn

sense and no strings attached' approach ol Ed Christi, Pmi Litton. Tom Merger and the rest of

the personnel in these offices. Unfortuuiely the private sector does not offer this kind of

uncondltlonat assistance. Prtvate companies preesnting export training must turn a profit and

many of them put unreasonable professional and monetary demands on small companies

interested in breaking into the global ntarket

I canrxjt begin to comprehervl the thought processes behind ttw abolishment of the one
govemmerrtal agency that Is so In tune and Involved with the United States \ak)nq Ifs rightful

place in the newly emerging global economy. To dlvido the responsit>0ltie8 of the Commerce
Depanment and to CBsperse them to other agencies would simply mean ovenaxlng already

stressed agencies and diluting the eflectlvenees of their services.

I am positive that Second Charges and Ray Plevas would never have been able to claim a place

in iha global nrttrketpiace wiihout the help of the United States Department of Commerce and its

Oonr^Mtlc Connmerdal Service oAioes.

Best regards.

Olanne 8. Blamer

Export Mar^gar
SECOND CHANCE BODY ARMOR, INC.

cc fls
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HORIBA HORIBA INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED
5900 Hines Oriv* Ann Arbor, Michigan 46108
Telephone (313) 213-6335 leCO) 3-HORI6A
Fax (3-3)213-6525

20 JUL 9S

The Honorable John 0. Oingell
Room 212S
Rayburn House Office Building
Washington DC 2051S

Dear Congressaan Oingell:

In response to your letter of 13 JUL 95 regardln-i H.R. 1756. we
subnlt the following statement for your conslderat on.

As a world leader in the production of Vehicle I mission
Testing Systens, a large percentage of our buslnes' originates
overseas. As such, the services provided by the E; porter's
Assistance Office are very important to our operat on.

We have sold many Systems In Europe, Asia and thi Americas
Due to the technical content of our Systems, aost tf these sales
required a Validated Export License. Assistance 1i obtaining
these licenses cane froa the Office In Detroit. Ii recent years
our customer base has expanded into the former Sov et Republic

*

the Czech Republic, Switzerland and the Peoples Re|ubl1c of
China. Export licenses were readily obtained, due In large
measure to pre-application counseling provided by ihe Detroit
Office.

Our Export Department has developed an excellent relationship
with key menbers of the Detroit staff over a perloc of more than
ten years. We know the Detroit staff and they kno» us; their
knowledge of our products and customers makes export counseling
and licensing assistance easier and more expedient than searchino
for the 'right person* in Washington.

We were recently Informed that a satellite Office would soon be
opened here In Ann Arbor, employing staff meabars fron Detroit
We look forward to utilizing the services of this rew Office.

In closing, I strongly urge that support be withheld for any
action that would result in the reduction or elimination of the
broad range of exporter services provided by local department
of Coamerce offices."

SIncerel

/l._. * U ^1.

01rector/6i
'James ^. Haworth
Export Manager
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Warner Norcross & Juod llp
ATTORN rr* AT LAW
•oo eiD i^CNT (uiLOiMa

'rocOLkrof AW^V*

••(•CI «. MOT

Direct Dial (61S) 752-2104

July 20. 1995

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

The Hooorable John D. Dingell

U.S. Houae of Rqinseaativo

Committee oa Commerce

Room 2125, Riyburn Honse Office BuMog
Wuhiogtoa. DC. 20515-61 IS

Re: r^mmJTtee nn Commerre Heafiny* on H.R. 1756

Dear Coogressman DingeU:

Tbank you for your letter of July 19. Aj the Chairperson of the Michigan District

Export Cooncil (to which I was Tint appointed during the Bush aidministratioD), and as t lawyer

advising clients engaged in exporting activity, I am well placed u> comment on tbc effecavcDess

and importance of the United States and Fiveign Commercial Service, and especially its domestic

operations. I regret that I will be away from the offke until August 9. I will attempt in this

letter to respond to yoor request, and would be pleased to make myself available to dte

Committee, eidier in person or by telephone, atia my return.

WhDe it serves bodi very large andvery small businesses, perhaps the nu»t critical

role of the US&FCS is in promoting and assisting export Initiatives by those mid-sized growth

companies whidi are the bedrock of American industry and provide die fbuodadon for our future

economic tucceu. My partners and I have worked with a number of West Michigan busioeu
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The Honorable John D. Dingell

July 20, 1995

Page 2

firms whose entry into and lubsequeot success in exporting can be attributed in significant part

to the lupport of the trade specuili«n and trade refierence assistanu in the domestic field offices

of the US&PCS. In addition, the periodic seminars and export promobon activities (such as the

annual celebration ofWorld Trade Week) sponsored by these offices have produced demonstrable

results in eifon activity.

1 am enr.lnsing for your reference a roster of the Michigan Distr ict Export Couticil

,

all of whose members serve as volunteers. I am also enclosing a copy of my letter of March 9,

199S, to Congressman Vern Ehlers, who represents this distria. I encourage you and your

teUow Representatives to preserve and Indeed to strengthen the U.S. iiud Forei^ Conuncrciil

Service and the programs that its foreign and domestic offices are providing to American

business.

Very truly yours,

Charles E. McCaliumJlum /J^

/blw

enclosures
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WaRNCR NoRCROSS 6 JuDD LLP
ATTORMCVS AT LAV

III wro» STUttT. M.W.
QKAMB «APIOa. M>CHI»AN*«B9J-a««*

CHAKLC* «. MCCAtLUM

OimCT 9IA4. MUK»««
<ei«>7SX-tio«

l^'U COPY

Vfarch9, 1995

The Honorable Vernon J. Ehleri

166 Federal BaUdtng

no Michigaa Strttt, N.W.

Grand I^ids, Michigan 49S03

Re: Department nf C:nmmgrF».aT <; anri Foreign CommercUl Servlq;

Dear Verm

As yoa know, I was appointed during the Bush administratioD to. and cunently

serve as Chairperson ot. the Michigan Distrla Export Council, a group of private business

people who volunteer their services in support of the Department of Commerce's export

promotion efforts. I am writing m exprcM my concerns over current initiatives to reduce these

programs (in the hope the state will take them over) and to transfer the operatioas of the U.S.

aDd Foreign Commercial Service to the State Department

While I wouki appreciate the opportunity to vbit with you generally about the issue

of the shrinking of the federal govenunenr. I will focus here on my coKems about the

Commerce Department initiative. I have been active in assisting West Michigan clients in their

internatioiul trade activities for 30 yean. In recent years, as I have begun to play a role in the

Michigan District Expon Council, l have taken the q^rtontty to visit district ofllces of the U.S.

attl Foreign Conunercial Service in the United States and m foreign countries.

While there are do doubt ustances of inefficiency, it is my impression that the

current U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service is a relatively well run and focused organization.

I believe that U.S. exporters would misi it. and that U.S. txfors would he adversely <irreucU,

if it were to be eliminated.

Let me speak to two points in particular. First, in visitiDg foreign offices 1 have

visited some which are housed in our embassies (State Department turf) and some which are

housed away ttom the embassies. Those which are housed <iw«y from the embassio have

secjned to me to be more focused aod receptive to businesspeople. It seems to be a risk that one

grows food of cmbasi«y life and does ao( pursue trade ioitiative as aggressively or effectively as

those who have not developed that taste. Yoa will recall iiat the Foreign Commercial Service
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The Honorable Vernon J. Oilers

March 9. 1995

Page 2

officers were origiiudly in (be State DqMrtisent, and were tramferred out of it precisely in order

to focui them on trade promotioo.

Second. I have had considerable experience over the yean with the international

trade aod export promotion actMlies of the Sate of Michigan. I have been and remain

underwhelmed. I would not wiDingly give vp one trade specialist in the VS. and Foreign

CoauD«rcial Service for any three iodividmls r have run into in the State of Michigan's

internabonal trade promodon programs.

1 am very coDceroed about the currem initiative. I am hopeful tlui you will nnd
socoe time to discus* this matter with me when you axe next in Grand Rapids and that I can
persuade you to be of some influence in avoiding what I think could be a m^jor blunder. If we
need to take steps to make the U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service more efficient, or to make
it more accountable and more reliable, or otherwise to improve it, then we should do so. But

to dismantle and demoralize it at a time when exchange rates have made U.S. cApuris <iiu<«cilye

will derive us of a valuable resource.

Very truly yours.

Charles E. McCallum

/bb
eodostire

The Hoaorable Vennn J. Ehlers

1S26 LtHigwortfa Building

Washington, D.C. 2QS1S
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_JmmL AMIOO MOBILITY INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Se93 rXilo Hi»"»»y • Br44*pai1. Ml 487?7-(K(» • lM7| 7n.OPiO » FAX 5' /•7r7-81tt«

July 20. 1995

Invoitoit Fax Mcsa«e for RcpmenlHtiv« John D. Dingeil, US. Howe of RepRsentstives,

CbnunlttBc on Commemi, WBUngioii, IXC
Fta: (202) 225-2525

FtoOK CLucficcM Rtvelte, ddcf Operadng Officer

REFERENCE: Home BUI. HR 17S6

lo Members of the U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Commerce,

The legislation s«t to Ihe JYesidcn! to remove the U.S. Department of Commerce ftom a

cabinet level position, and either tmisfer or remove die offices and scA'ices within (he

dqxBtmcnL deqp\y concern me.

Everyday at Amigo wc remind oiirselvcs that we arc reiponsihte for the livelihood of

iq)pn>xinuuely 100 famiUcs. Small and medium size businesses like ours, have relied on the

various scrvioes and support ofTerod through the U.S. Department of Commerce, to provide

jobs and opportunities for our employees and their families.

Spceifically, the produces:, .stall and service of the U.S. Forngn and CommerciaJ Service, both

domestic ani oveneas offices, have directly oordributed to Amigo's international sales growth

(approximately 22% g^ov^'th each year for Ihe past 3 years), lliic critical link ha.s been

commercial officers of the LXsmit USl-'CS. 1 commend and have experienced thdr
professionalism, export assistance, and hotltmi line results orioitation.

My recommendation is to maintain the 'Ijusincss", "for profit", and "job creation" conponents
within the U.S. Department of Commerce. 1 do suf^wrt measuring perij^cral programs

within the department against Ihe above criteria, however, let roc cniphasire that the USFCS
in its cuTtnt form cxuoeds the criterias' roquiremcnts.

1 am available fiar pcnunal comments.

Oaimce M.'lGvctte

Chief Operating Officer
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t.W \^CSSACEfrv•<• MtCLINMRC iNTCaNATIONAl ITO 2150 Hik Simt iT. Cnnd U,.4i Ml «»« '.,5A

AFfNi

Kr. David Tittsworth
3322 R«yburn House Office Building
WashingtoQ D.C. 20515

Gear Mr. Tlttsworth;

Kb you tnay recall, Z spoke with you 20 July 95 regarding H.R.
1756.

I believe that ie would be a costly mistake to abolish the DOC
if It negativly impacts the DOC/XTA programs and district offices.

From 1983 to 1992 I was V.P. International for C-Tec inc.
located in Grand Rapids Michigan. During that time period X
received excellent counsel from the Grand Rapids DOC/ITA office.
I also utilized the ADS (Agent Distributor Search) and the
gonmiercial News Letter service offered by the DOC. In December
1991 C-Tec was awarded the "E* Award for excellence in exporting
based on the fact that we had increased our export sales from five
per cent of our sales volume to thirty three per cent. This
represented export sales of over $(,000,000.00 in 1990. This would
not have been possible without the help of the Orand Rapids DOC/ITA
office.

I urge the Comniittee on Commerce to study H.R. 1756 with a
keen eye as to how this bill will impact the export sales of all
companies but especially those con^nies new- to-export.

Siryeerely,

Dan Meulenberg C
President
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July 20. 1995

The HonorabI* Cart Levin

United States Senate
110 Michigan Avervue, Room 134

Grsrid Rapids, Michigan 49503

Dear Cart,

Thank you for your recent letter regarding Senate Bill 920 which would

eliminate the Department of Commerce and terminate, among ottMrs. the

Intemational Trade Administration. The Right Place Program supports the

ITA/Domettic Commercial San/ice. In fact several years ago we paid for a

Support staff parson for Tom Magulre. We also work very closely with his

sta^ and the Detroit office organizing World Trade Weak events in West
Michigan each year.

We feel very strongly that the local ITA office is extremely important to

assist small and medium-sized companies who want to enter the export

market

On behalf of The Right Place Program thank you for requesting our input

on S.929 and allowing me the opportunity to offer support for the

Intemational Trade Administration/Domestic Commercial Service.

Sincerely.

pmktM.OuMit
SpwtwStDiW.lnc.

MRDsW.Retnv

tuuyF.Sntl

ScMntf & HO«rW

OnUL VuMW

UkMpniMoMiaiM

AnMyCwponOM

BMK/mam
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July 7, 1995
AMPRO
Industries Lac.

AMTURF*
Lawn Patch
Wild Flowers

AMPBTn.
Blo-Flush
Cat Utter

Bradley:

P.O. Box 6

Bradley, MI
49311-0006

(616)792-2241

(800)632-1998

Fax:(616)792-4241

Brighton:

aS0OldUS23
Brighton, Ml
48116

(810)632-5640

(800)482-3130

Fax:(810)632-5840

Congressman John Dingell

Room #2328 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

RE: The Department ofCommerce
International Trade Administration

US & Foreign Commercial Service

Dear Congressman Dingell,

I have noticed much discussion in the local papers about disbanding the Department of

Commerce. I would like to tell you about my experiences with their division, the

International Trade Administration, US & Foreign Commercial Services.

Ampro Industries is a Michigan based company which produces lawn & garden and

pet related products from recycled newspaper. We operate out of a 64,000 square

foot facility in Bradley, NQ, have about S14 million in sales and employ up to 90

people in peak season. About five years ago we received an order from Canada.

Alter the ultimate run-around fi'om numerous agencies in Washington, including the

main office of the Department ofCommerce, we stumbled on to the local Detroit

office of the International Trade Administration. These people were and are fabulous.

They not only helped with our immediate problem, crossing the border with our first

shipment, but have helped to educate us in exporting through their seminars and open

new markets. We recently received our first order from South Africa!

Congressman, the US &FCS and the ITA are two very usefiil tools for the small

businessmen of Michigaa They have allowed us to expand our markets in a safe and

profitable manner. I sUongly fed that this fiinction should continue and that it is the

best use ofmy tax dollars that I have found to date.

Sincerely,

DR. "Denny" Zelefc

Vice President of Marketing & Exporting
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AMTURF*
Lawn Patch
Wild Flowers

AMPET.
Bloflush
Cat Uner

Bndley:

P.O. Box 6

Bradley, Ml
49311-0006

(616) 792-2241

(800) 632-1998

Fax: (616) 792-4241

Brighton:

850 Old US 23

Brighton, MI
48116

(810) 632-5640

(800) 482-3130

Fax:(810)632-5840

July 7, 1995

AMPRO
Industries Inc.

Senator Cari Levin

Room #459 Russell Building

Washington, DC 20510

RE: Meeting with the US&FCS and ITA

Dear Senator Levia,

Thank you very much for the opportunity to attend and discuss the future of the US
Foreign Commercial Service and the International Trade Administration yesterday

afternoon the Greater Detroit Chamber of Commerce Your time and questions were

much appreciated by me and, I am sure, all those who attended

I would just like to take a few moments of your time to put our experiences with the

US&FCS and exporting story in writing for your file and potential use in the uptcoming

hearings Ampro Industries has been a Michigan based company for nearly fifty years.

Our beginnings were in the agricultural farmer dealer business which developed into a

full time farm seed wholesale operation With the decline in the farming industry in

Michigan, we expanded into the turf grass and landscape supply wholesale industry

About eight years ago, the principles of Ampro developed a product line called "Lawn

Patch" which is a combination of grass seed, fertilizer and ground recycled newspaper

which was targeted at the homeowner for use in repairing bare spots in their lawn

Since then we have added numerous sister products and currently operate out of a

64,000 square foot facility in Bradley, MI. Our peak employment will approach 90

employees

Our initial venture into exporting came almost by accident We received an order for

our products nu.n K-M«rt of Canada about five years ago With the help ot our tratie

mark attorney, we were able to register with the Canadian Authorities and their

Agnculture Department Our main problem at thjs point was crossing the border with

the shipment We started with our local Department of Agriculture office and got

nowhere We were directed to the Department of Agriculture in Washington, DC
After numerous transfers and hang ups, we were referred to the Department of

Commerce in Washington, DC After telling my story to who ever would listen, (most

people I spoke with were rude, barely spoke English and could have cared less) we
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were referred to our local Border Patrol and Immigration Inspections in Detroit Once

again, no luck I wish I could remember who, along the way, suggested I call the

International Trade Administration in Detroit This person was doing their job'

Senator, of ail the calls I made that morning and afternoon and all the messages I left

(giving out our toll free number) looking for any information, the ONLY person to

return my call was Mr Bob Janning of the ITA from Detroit Bob knew exactly what

I needed to do and immediately forwarded information on where to obtain forms, how
to fill out the forms and the duty of customs brokers. Since then, Canada has become

our sixth largest customer! Now whenever we start looking at a new country to add

to our exporting list, we start with Dean Peterson, Martha Butwin and their people at

the ITA Thanks to their help, seminars and expertise, we recently set up a distributor

for our products in South Africa and are continuing to have discussions with numerous

Japanese companies

I would also like to follow up on your question/comment about "Corporate Welfare"

Senator, the small businessmen who were in the meeting yesterday, Mr Falk, Mr
Kokmeyer, Mr Stanley, myself and all the others, we are the tax payers who fund the

government We arc the people who employ others to increase the United States tax

base We are the entrepreneurs who, by employing others, are creating wealth for

everyone in this country By using our tax dollars for a worthwhile entity like the ITA
we can continue on this course. Welfare is a term that connotates receiving something

for nothing With the ITA, we are receiving something for something, information and

help for our tax dollars. This is not welfare. Senator, this is buying a service We send

our money to Washington, you, intum, provide us with a worthwhile service, The

US&FCS and the ITA Please remember Senator, it is not Washington's money, it is

not the United States Government's money, it is not your money, it is our money, the

tax payer

Thank you once again for your time and ear yesterday We appreciate the fact that

you would listen to us talk about a division of a government agency that IS working

and DOES make a difference.

Sincerely,

D R "Denny" Zel)

Vice President of Marketing and Exporting

DRZ/mtf
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July 7, 1995

Senator Spencer Abraham

Room #105 Dirksen Building

Washington. DC 20510

RE; The Department ofCommerce
International Trade Administration

US & Foreign Commercial Service

Dear Senator Abraham,

I have noticed much discussion in the local papers about disbanding the Department of

Commerce. I would like to tell you about my experiences with their division, the

International Trade Administration, US & Foreign Commercial Services.

Ampro Industries is a Michigan based company which produces lawn & garden and

pet related products from recycled newspaper. We operate out of a 64,000 square

foot facility in Bradley, MI, have about $14 million in sales and employ up to 90

people in peak season. About five years ago we received an order from Canada.

After the ultimate mn-around from numerous agencies in Washington, including the

main office of the Department ofCommerce, we stumbled on to the local Detroit

office of the International Trade Administration These people were and are fabulous

They not only helped with our immediate problem, crossing the border with our first

shipment, but have helped to educate us in exporting through their seminars and open

new markets. We recently received our first order from South Africa!

Senator, the US &FCS and the ITA are two very useful tools for the small

businessmen of Michigan They have allowed us to expand our markets in a safe and

profrtable manner I strongly feel that this function should continue and that it is the

best use of my tax dollars that I have found to date.

Sincerely,

D.R "Denny" Zelek

Vice President of Marketing & Exporting
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Durametalie Tbonaas E. Hcnn

Sealing Systems Woridwide SSEHS^ v** Pr«acient

18 July 1995

CarlLevin

United States Senator

110 Michigan Avenue, Room 134

Qiand Rapids MI 49903

Dear Senator Levin:

Thank you for your letter dated 11 July 199S regarding pending Senate Bill

S.929 which would eliminate the Department of Commerce.

In my view, the export assistance programs provided by the International

Trade Administration are an invaluable service to medium and small

businesses. In our case, Durametallic has used the expertise of the Detroit and

Grand Rapids offices numerous times, as well as called on the comm^dal

attaches at several U.S. embassies.

To consider this corporate welfare I think is ridiculous. Not only do these

ofGces provide us expertise on export matters which helps us to build export

sales and therefore add jobs in the state of Michigan they also advise us on

government policy and regulations. It can be argued these services could be

provided by private sources at a fee; however:

A. Small businesses just starting in the expon arena face enough roadblocks

widiout having to seek expensive consultative services.

B. The private advice is rarely neutral in that the service providers usually

have an agenda for additional business in some form or another. ITA and

DCS are providing unbiased expert advice that would be difGcult, if not

inq>ossible, to replace in the private sector.

I think it would be a serious mistake to eliminate the export assistance

programs provided by the Internal Trade Administration and the Domestic

100 Factory Stro«t • Xalamayoo w-
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Commercial Service. It will hurt small businesses particularly and negatively

impact employment in the state of Michigan.

The world economies will be growing at a faster rate than the United States

economy for the foreseeable future. If we want to reduce unemployment we
should be focusing on the promotion of exports and how government can help

encourage exports, not eliminating export assistance programs.

At die same time, I have read about grants provided for feasibility studies to

companies who should be able to well afford to do their own feasibility

studies, and perhaps that is a way to save a certain amount of money as

Congress and &e Admimstration work towards &e necessary^ obfective <tf-a

balance budget

I hope this adequately responds to your letter. If any further information or

clarification is required, please feel free to contact me.

Regards,

Thomas 1

Executive VTce President

Chief Operating Officer

kid
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In healthmark
22622 CtttNin* Mill Road
Si C*lr ShOTM. Michigan 41080-1999

INDUSTRIES CO T«ltphor«(eiO) 774-7000

hMlth care products f« (sioj 774.6473

July 19. 1999

71» Honorable John D. DiAfcU

Unitad SUtM House ofRqmwautivei

CominiUM Oft C0BUU6IM

Room 2133

R^/bura Hsun Offlet Bvildini

Waihinfioa. DC 2091941 IS

Rr. HouieBlUHiL175«

Den Sir

In tciponae to your requcit tot Heallhmtik'i podtioo oo HouM bill H R. 17S6, wt it Healthmaik

re veiy itnch coacemodm (o the nmincatJoni of tltls bill. We believt th« the Do|»nineM ofConmerco

hM been an eflbctivetdvocate for ouibusi nets iniere(Uebn*d The House Mil H.R. 1796 ftudainenialty

aboUibct (he cffectlveneM of the U.S ind roretfn commercial lervuet, re|loail aad counuy aaatyili uied

to wppoft bade promoUon, and interaational negodaiioof

.

The abolition of ibcK tenkxt U oS mocern to us ii becauie «« hivt oontacted tbe f^niin

oominorcial icrvlcei boilt tbt counuy and regional InformatioB to help ui aiark« efleotiveiy We have

used the Depanmem of Comraexce'i local lialton in the luget cooniiiee lo bdp ui utiA in cotuactlag

poiemial buhnoM partnen. AiadlrectrefulloftheeecontJicu, and the iafonnstion we've aUained, out

export boiinets hu Increased len-foU. The foreign service tiaff hat been belpfiil and couneeus, a tiue

(«a aoMOft the (bderal buieaucracy.

We continue today, to use the Department of Commcroe'i aforementioned lervloos. ar\d fed that

the House of Reprasanlatlvea Committee on Commerce uould be remlu in recouuneBding the elimination

of the Depaitmeat of CenuBefce and Its icrvioea.

Sincerety.

HBAI.TMM

o: KofiorabieRooildR Blown, Seeteuiy

DtputnMBi of vemmeice

HR17S6
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600 West Lalayelle Boulevard

^ PO Box 33840

"A Greater Detroit Oetron. Michigan 48232-0840

^ Chamber of Commerce i3i3)964-4ooo

July 7, 1995

The Honorable Senator Carl Levin

United States Senator

The Office of Senator Carl Levin

477 Michigan Avenue, Room 1 860

Detroit. Michigan 48226

Dear Senator:

On behalf of the World Trade Club of the Greater Detroit Chamber of Commerce, thank you for

providing us with an opportunity to meet with you yesterday to discuss Congressional proposals

to eliminate hjnding for the domestic field structure of the U S & Foreign Commercial Service/

International Trade Administration (ITA)

As you know, the ITA serves an important function by assisting small- and medium-sized

companies which export their goods and services abroad These companies include Chamber

members who depend on the ITA's vast network of international resources which effectively _ ,

identifies promising trade and investment opportunities overseas .' The elimination of the ITA

would significantly diminish many companies access to international markets which are critical for

our region's continued economic growth and employment development \Hence, we urge you to

support the continued funding of the ITA

It was a pleasure to meet with you yesterday and I thank you again for giving us an opportunity to

voice our support for the ITA

Yours very truly

KelmH MclOrviy \

Chairman ' '

World Trade Club
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CHEESEBROUQH su,cc.*,.

Wood rakes a specialties

P.O. BOX 161. 260 DIVISION, FREEPORT. Ml USA 4932S - PHONE: 616-76S-SU3 FAX. 616-765-5321

July 12, 1995

Senator Carl Levin
110 Michigan Ave. Rm 134
Grand Rapids MI 49503

Dear Senator Levin,

In response to your query of our opinion on bill S.929,
I Mould certainly be unhappy to see it pass. In developing
our markets overseas, Tom Maquire and his office have been
our right hand. True, it does benefit us as a private
business, but I believe that benefit is for our entire
country as most small business in the U.S.A. hire U.S.
citizens as they grow. We small industries would not be able
to develop in this market on our own, and it is an important
part of our future as the world opens up. In short, if small
business in America cannot receive help to enter the world
market, America will become a smaller player than many other
countries.

Best regards,t regards, .

K!en Van Tol

^ /^ c/.
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July 13, 1995

Senator Carl Levin

Grand Rapids Office

1 10 Michigan Avenue, Room 134

Grand Rapids, MI 49503

Subject: Pending Bill S.929

Dear Senator Levin:

I am responding to your July 1 1 , 1995 correspondence regarding pending bill S.929.

Eight years ago, we, in good faith, heeded the call of our government urging small and mid-size

manufacturers to export their products. While the decision to become an active exporter in part

fulfilled a sense of patriotic duty, the bottom line was ... it made good business sense for the future

growth of JWl.

Today we have our pollution control equipment operating in over 40 countries with installations on

every continent. Indirect sales agents have been established globally, and we have opened a

subsidiary (JWl-Europe GmbH) in Germany to manage activities in Europe, Africa and the Middle

East. A company our size simply cannot hire "experts" (consultants or direct staff) to perform the

myriad of things necessary to establish a presence in foreign markets and actively pursue business

opportunities. Both our state and federal governments have offered assistance to companies such

as ourselves through selected agencies. We have taken full advantage of these services including

trade show coordination, catalog shows, matchmaker missions, indusU7 specific trade missions,

country profiles, specific company profiles, embassy assistance, potential customer inquiries, and

duty/taxation/bonding/financing/shipping issues. Our point man for the majority of this assistance

has been Tom Maquire and his staff in the Grand Rapids office. The following are only two

installations of many in which Tom Maquire's efforts "made the difference."

TRANS TOKYO BAY PROJECT
- Large tunneling project under Tokyo Bay, Japan.

- JWI was the only non-Japanese manufacturer to supply filtering equipment for this project.

- Tom Maquire coordinated Foreign Commercial Service and other embassy personnel

introductions/activities both in the U.S. and Japan on behalf of JWI.

- Tom Maquire provided JWI with strategic feedback during the lengthy negotiation phase

by the Japanese.
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Senator Carl Levin

July 13, 1995

Page Two

MOSVODOCANAL MUNICIPAL ENTERPRISE
- Municipal waste treatment plant expansion and lagoon clean-up for the City of Moscow,
Russia.

- JWl was able to become one of only four bidders worldwide to qualify for this project and

receive an invitation to bid. The other firms were two German and one Italian.

- The Italian firm was awarded this contract based on extremely low price and "other" issues.

- Tom Maquire enabled JWI to become one of the four bidders by providing:

~ Assistance in obtaining the necessary documents allowing the Russians to visit the

USA.
-- Background profile on Mosvodocanal.

— Background profile on Russian contractor to do the work for Mosvodocanal.

— Complete country profile on Russia including business conditions, financing and

political risk analysis.

-- Financing and risk insurance guidance.

-- Introduction to Moscow U.S. Embassy Foreign Commercial Service personnel.

-- Ongoing liaison between JWI and Moscow U.S. embassy.

Since our commitment to the international marketplace, I have learned that the playing field is by

no means level, and U.S. companies have an uphill run. Foreign governments actively support their

companies via many methods; putting their "money where their mouth is" via bonding, financing,

and risk programs as well as eliminating regulatory restrictions to fit "local culture." While there

are isolated abuse cases in any program, I strongly disagree that the Domestic Commercial Service

constitutes "corporate welfare." We have "stepped up to the window ' and reduced our short-term

profits to become an international supplier. We are not looking for a handout but merely assistance

to keep our balance on the tilted playing field.

The 1 53 families at JWI are strongly committed to maintaining an active international presence and

urge you to strongly support retention of the Domestic Commercial Service.

Sincerely,

JWI®

David J. Spykcr

President
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ELECTRO-WIRE PRODUCTS, IhC
July 13. 1995

Senator Carl Levin

c/o Ms. Cassandra Woods, Deputy Director

Senator Carl Levin't Office

1860 McNamara Building

4T7 Michigan Avenue

Detroit, MI 48226

Dear Senator Levin:

I was especially appalled by the term, "corporate weUare", I read inyour letter of July 11, 1995. These
' opponents to the Department of Commerce must have their heads in the sand or arc simply rhnosing to

ignore what other governments, specifically Japan, do to support private enterprise. The Japanese

govcmmenl actively mnducts commercial espionage and shares the secrets they obtain with a few hand-

pidked Japanese coiporauons who compete head to head with American companies. In the U.S., although

our intelligence agencies often gain useful commercial secrets &om our foreign competition, U.S. law

dictates they are not allowed to share it with any specific U.S. company because of the American tradition

of "all people (companies) will be treated equal". We need to establish a policy for distributing these trade

secrets or Japan will continue to beat us at every turiL

Secondly, Japan contributes billions, if not triUions of yen in direct ftmding, again to a few hand-picked

companies in strategic industries (automotive, telecommunications, semi-oonductore), for the very

straight-forward aim of beating out foreign competition, specifically the U.S. If that's not "corporate

welfaie", I don't know what is. Maybe we should try a little of that I'm sure it would help the IBM's,

Apple's and Ford Motor Company's of the world.

Thirdly, a main problem for U.S. companies trying to do business overseas is that the U.S. government

coofiises human rights and political issues with trade and business issues. We should dm make the

mittalrf of thinlfing wc art an international police force of sorts. This policy is not only ineffective in it's

own right, but also has a great negative impact on U.S. companies trying very desperately to do business

in any developing country. We are killing our own future m China, for example. The 1990's are the

formative years of China's automotive industry. Foreign enterprises getting in the door now will control

the market, not just for automobiles, but also for machines tools and other components that are used to

build these vehicles in the 21st century. This has been proven by companies such as Shanghai

Volkswagen and Tianjin Auto Works (a joint venture with Daihatsu) when they only purchase equipment

and other components from suppliers in their mother country. With the largest vehicle assembly project

in five years awarded to Mercedes July 12, the Japanese and the Germans now have almost full control.

Because our government is so afraid of helping one company in an industry without helping them all, we

wind up helping no one. We need a commercial policy, which is not solely dependent upon political

policy, to address these issues so we can begin to spend our Department of Commerce funding effectively.

By all means, we do not need to abolish the International Trade Administration - - it is doing as much

good as possible based upon the lack of power or authority we've given them. We need to study what

other internationally effective countries (i.e. Japan. Germany) are doing and write a policy modeling

particular aspects of that

Now that I've written what was on my mind regarding the issues of U.S. corporations' ability to compete

intetnationalty, the following is a mote direct response to your request:

1)000 E«eculiye Plaza O Oeaftxyn Ml 4«i26 Tei 313 336 9393 fa* 313-336 i390
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The International Trade Administration has been very important to our company. Electro-Wire Products,

Inc. (EWP), a medium-sized privately owned company located in Dearborn. Michigaa We have

specifically used the services of the U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service (US&FCS) located here, in

Detroit Martha Butwin and Ruth Mayo, at thai office, have been able to help us in numerous ways over

the past three years. They have given us assistance in country research, introductions overseas, and

communication for foreign business people trying to obtaining visas to enter our country.

As a traditionaUy domestic-oriented company, three years ago we had no information about the

automotive industry overseas when it was decided we must go global in order to grow our business. A
quick call to the US&FCS was all it took to get general country information and specific automotive

industry &cts for China and Korea, the two countries in which EWP was considering investing at the

time. These reports were fiee. When we decided upon a few specific companies we were interested in, a

nominal SlOO fee was charged for a detailed report of their operations. There is no private source I am
aware of who is able to obtain such a large amount and detailed account of other countries for such a

small fee.

When we planned our first trip to China, we again telephoned the local US&FCS to set up meetings for us

with appropriate U.S. embassy personnel in Beijing. These meetings proved very efiective as the Beijing

embassy and Shanghai consulate members gave us information on cunent Chinese methods of doing

business and the latest poUtical trends that would affect our rfraiing^ in China.

Most recently, our joint venture for assembling automotive wire harnesses in China was at the point of

completing and signing a feasibility study. In order to accomplish this, as well as for the overall benefit of

our Chinese partner seeing how we conduct business, they needed to get to the states within only two

weeks time of oui invitation to thenL This was early December and with the U.S. holidays coming,

inunediately followed by Chinese New Year, if they didn't arrive immediately, the entire project would

have to be pushed back by at least two months. With the help of our Detroit USAFCS branch, we received

an answer right away regarding when our Chinese visitors would receive their U.S. visas. This enabled us

to plan the very compUcated trip which included a visit to the Mexican consulate in the U.S. for them to

obtain Mexican visas in order to see our &cilities in that country.

Although the three areas described above were obviously helpful to our company, these are all examples of

"sofi" or "indirect" assistance. They, alone, are not enough to maintain our country as an economic

superpower into the 2 1st century. Japan and other countries offer their private enterprises hard, cold cash

in grant form and specific trade secrets of direct competitois. I do not believe we should uniformly adopt

the policies of Japan or Germany or anywhere else for that matter. However, I caimot believe that a

country of our economic magnitude has not been able to develop an international or economic business

policy with over 200 years of experience. Let's learn fiom other nations and adopt what is useftd to us,

throwing away what is not

Ifyou have any questions or require fiirther details to support my comments, feel fiee to write or telephone

me at the address or telephone number displayed on this letterhead. Thank you for requesting my opinion

and that of Electro-Wire, Products, Inc.

Sincerely,

Ginger L. Lantz ^
Manager

China Business Development
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HASTINGS
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Jun* 27, 1998

Th« Honorabla Ctrl Lavin
ItO Michigan Avanua, Room 134
Grand Raplda MI 49903

Dear Banator Lavini

Thla la In responsa to your corraspondence dated July 11 regarding
the potential elialnation of the Department of CoAaerce and ite
Ooaoatie CoouHercial Service offices.

I have had the eKpericnce of consulting with the CaiMsercial Service
office in Grand Rapids, specifically Mith Tom Maguira. Our company
found the assistance rendered by nr. Maguira to be extremely valuabla
in teraia of understanding the procedures required to correctly and
legally perform technology sales as well as product sales.

Torn Maguira' s interest and enthusiasm to facilitate the groMth of
U.S. exports and to be of assistance to all parties in so doing is
highly commendable. I cannot help but believe that if this (corpo-
rate Melfare) assistance were not available, there Mould be a
conalderable reduction in export activities by businesses, and I am
sure this is one of those programs that in reality is a revenue pro-
ducing segment of our government.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our company's s
this service. I trust our input Mill be helpful to you.

support for

Cordially,

HA8TINQ8 MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Dale W. Koop
Vice President - Engineering

OWKich/kOt-i
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PO. B0XI88B 2345 Welker N.W. //
Grand PspidE. Ml 48S01 Grand Rapid$. Ml 49504 ^
U.SA U.8A

Telaphone (61 61 453-4451 Telex 432-01 65 BISL Ul Fee (81 81 453-1 383

RECEIVED nil , 9 1995

July 18, 1995

Senator Carl Levin

United States Senate

1 10 Michigan Ave., Rm. 134

Grand Rapids, MI 49S03

Dear Senator Levin:

It is very easy for me to address the value of Domestic Commercial Service, and

specifically, the Grand Rapids office. Western Michigan is fortunate to have a solid

manufacturing base and many of the companies like ours have good export potential.

Having local export assistance means that companies are able to gain maximum benefit

from the programs offered by the Domestic Commercial Service. I have frequently

used these programs, and they have proven to increase txpon sales and thus help the

economy of our country.

Tom McGuire is highly respected in the Western Michigan community and very

professionally manages the Domestic Commercial Service office. He has been able to

bring a local and personal touch to big government and in doing so, has been a great

asset to the Department of Commerce.

Thank you for asking my opinion. I do not feel the cxpon assistance program should

be terminated, and I feel the local office should be a part of this.

Sincerely,

Don R. Scale

Director of International Sales

DRS/eb
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July 14, 1995

GNH95/164

Senator Carl Levin

1860 McNamara Building

477 Michigan Avenue

Detroit, Michigan 48226

Dear Senator Levin:

I am sure you have received many letters in support of the U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service.

Rather than to claim litany which you have heard before, I am enclosing a fax which came to me

today from Frank Bette, one of our International Account Executives, who happens to be

traveling in Malaysia.

Thanks to the U.S. Embassy's Gold Key Service, he was able to contact a number of companies.

Without this service it would have taken us at least an additional 4-5 days to find these

companies.

I think this is a typical example of the good work that even large companies can obtain from the

U.S. Department of Commerce.

Best regards,

7( . ~]4<y-^->^^ju^..*<—//ju>^

George N. Herrera

Director, International Sales

GNH/rlm

Dean Peterson (Department of Commerce)
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MASCO INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT

21001 VAN BORN ROAD
TAYLOR, MICHIGAN 48180 U.S.A.

PHONE (313) 274-7400 PAX (313) 374^936

TELECOPY TRANSMITTAL COVER SHEET

Fax#: 9,00713133746936

Td#: 9,00713133746339

Date: July 13. 1995

Ref: FB95/6-517

To: Masco Corporation - Taylor, Michigan

Attn: George Hcrrera

From: Frank Bene

Number of Pages (Including Corer): 3

Subject: IVTalaysia

Dear George:

I had a great day today after meeting with potential Merillat direct accounts / distributors. Thanks to the

U.S. Embassy's Gold Key Service in Kuala Lumpur that I contacted the following companies:

• Unitcers Tradetec Sdn. Bhd.

(Member of UEM Group-United Engineers (Malaysia) Berhad).

• Ipmuda Berhad

• CMCM Pemiagaan Sdn. Bhd.

• MayFrance Kitchen Creation
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George Herrera

July 13. 1995

Page 2

The fira three, each one of them belong to a very large conglomerate in Malaysia. I do not know if you

were aware that Malaysia has been designated to host the 1998 Commonwealth Games and for that

purpose, the amount of construction activity in this country is beyond imagination. High rise buildings

for comniercial and apanment use are seen everywhere and according to the government suiistics, the

Malaysian economy is growing it a rate of six percent (6%) YTD and grew at almost nine percent (9%)

FY 1994. !

The Uniteers Tradetec Sdn. Bhd. was the first company I had an appointment with and after explaining

and introducing to them Merillat cabinetry information, I was asked to quote to them:

fivp thniisanfk (S.nOO^ Apartrnpnts for thf rnmmnnwpalth aamP*; Villappg

They will provide to me the lay-out on above villages and I will suggest Peter Fallon to quote on

Woodward series which are the least expensive. If everything goes well, according to our discussions

on Merillat, they will buy directly from us for their own projects and it will be Amera cabinetry.

Woodward will be our best shot for the five thousands (3.000) units because there, they are looking for

lower prices, as long as we can fmd the right kitchen cabinetry for them.

1 am going to ask David Smith to, think about this unique business opportunity in Malaysia and if he could give

them eighty perccit (80%) discount. I have informed these people that they would get sixty-four percent (64%)

discount, off the current price list, as agreed with David for the international markets.

1 will instruct Marlene to send Amera full product information with prices and wood finish samples. They were

very receptive with me and so far they arc open for other Masco products for which I gave them the nanK and

address of our Masco Office in Singapore, and to contact Mr. Bjom Mader, Director Far East.

The second company i visited, Ipmuda Berhad, Mr. C.S.Teh already kirows you when he visited you at Masco

HQ. He sends you regards and was very enthusiastic about buying Merillat cabinetry for their own projects.

They have four (4) showrooms in Malaysia, a partnership in Hong Kong and another one at the border with

China. (Kom Chao). When he visited you, he was interested in SteelCraft and as I go through their Annual

Report, they carry similar product lines like us at Masco. I.e. Door-knobs, Door Locks, faucets etc. . . They

will send me at Masco a lay out for us to quote them several apartment projects in hundred units.

The third company, CMCM Pemi^aan Sdn. Bhd. is the largest cement conglomerate in Malaysia and are listed

in the Malaysian Stock Exchange. They also showed interest in Merillat for other construction projects they are

engaged with, as long as we are competitive. They will be glad to submit to us lay outs for projects related to

the Commonwealth Games. Mr. Tham Sing Kheong, Business Development Manager, will be interested in

future, in a joint deal with Masco to produce / manufacture some products m Malaysia to have a presence here

for the Asia / Pacific Rim Couittries. He said that Europeans are flooding the region with local presence. (Either

with manufacturing / assembly operations) to capitalize on the cheap labor and tax free benefits by importing

the components aixl when exporting, they get an export credit of frve (5%) percent, which makes them very

competitive.
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George Herrera

July 13. 1995

Page 3

The fourth one was MayFrance Kitchen Creation, a small Icitchen cabinet distributor with one showroom.

I met with Mr. Y.F.Bocy and he mainly distributes locally made kitchen cabinets. He did not show a

great enthusiasm, though, he will be glad to receive from Merillat, different quotations based on the lay

out submitted to me. He said he will import one Icitchen at a time, but I re-emphasized to him that it

would be to his advanti^e to import on a container basis, otherwise he will not be able to compete in the

local market, so will see what will happen.

Best regards.

Frank

.f*. ',A1I!K'.'J1
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T^S^UOaBK. DIMAQ

OIRALO A. HItTY

Vnt PnniMKr • IMTEflNATICNM. OPiMTIONI

M«y 23, 1993

Ml. Suun Hammond
U.S. Departmeot of ComnuRe
Ifltarnttional Tnde Admlniitntlon

Advoaiey Cwter
Wuhingtam, D.C. 90330

REFi DBPARIMENT OF COMMERCE SUPPORT • JAPAN & TRAILAND

Dev Ml. HtmmoDd:

Thli note li written to thank you penoniUy and all other* involved for the Department of

Commerce' I continuini luppoit

More ipedflcally, the DOC'i lupport wu very initrumental In our luooeii for airport

baggage handling lyitemi In Bangkok (Thailand) and Tokyo (Japan). Additionally, the DOC
ocrioe in Bangkok hai been very helpfUI to Rapiitan Demag Corp. in maintslning itrong

relatiooihlpi with many Thai lupplien and influenceri.

Without a local preience to promote our buiinesi intereatt on an ongoing buis, we don't

b^eve we would have been luocesiM in Bangkok (Bangkok International Airport SUS4M)

or Tokyo (Narita Bxpanilo) of Terminal ffl • $S.5M). Alio, DOC'i lupport for future

piqjecti in many countrlsi around the world ii key to Rapiitan Demag' 6 lucoeii in the

Intenatimal marketplace. More specifically, the DOC office In Bangkok ii b«bg extremely

lupportive by keeping Rapiitan Demag promptly informed of developmenti on the Second

Bangkok International Ai^rt project (SBIA) which involvei a baggage handling lyitem

eitimatcd at $80M.

The abllitv to deal with DOC'i local office in Grand Rapidi, u well ai Wuhington D.C.

and each individual country ii an auet to ui.

Thanki again fbr your valuable help.

Beit regardi,

/jLjULiLur

KtfWTM eiMM Oen*. • a MMMEIMANN company • MT n.YMOUTN AVINUC NE • anAND AAPOI, MKHWAN «Ne|.NM • (dl) 4|1.«1|
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X)HNSTON
BOILER
COMB^NY

July 17, 1995

The Honorable Cad Levin

United States Senate

Grand Rapidi Office

110 Michigan Ave.

Room 134

Grand Rapids. Vfl 49S03

REF: Senate Bill S.929

Dear Senator Levin:

Thank you for your letter requesting our thoughts on Senate Bill S.929. Johnston Boiler Co. is a

medium size maaufacturer and we have been working very closely with the Michigan Offices of

the Department of Commerce The people in these offices have been very instrumental in help us

grow our iotemational sales from less than 2% of our annual sales to over 20Vo and still

increasing.

This is not 'corporate welfare" lining the pockets of Johnston Boiler Co. or any ofthe other

companies we have met in our association with the Department of Commerce. The increase in

export sales that we have experienced are the result of a great deal ofwork on the part of

Johnston Boiler Co. They were developed using the resources of the Departmeffi of Commerce,

to meet with other successful exports, to meet with business official from various countries

travehng in the United States and to help us gain specific information on several problems that

developed in learning to work in the export market. In all, a very modest amount oftime and

expense fix>m the Department ofCommerce was devoted to Johnston Boiler Co.

The pay back from their and our efforts has been very good for Johnston Boiler Co., the state of

\Cchigan and the United Sutes. The inoeased growth in sales this eiq>ort business has developed

has created at least 10 new jobs. Jobs that pay state and federal taxes worth more than the

300 Pine Street, P.O. Box 300, Fenvtburg. Michigan 49409^300 • Telephone: (616) 842-5050 • Fax: (616) 846^380
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expense ofthe Department of Conunerce't cost to help us get started. The material used to

manufitcture our boilers for expon have created additional new jobs ia many other parts of the

United States.

Many of the export orders we have received have been won in stiff competition with foreign

manufactures. Manufhctures that are some times located in the country we are exporting to but

most often, manufacturer's from other major industrial countries. These sales have developed

new jobs for this country and helped reduce our trade deficit.

It is very importam to understand that the efforts of the Departmem ofCommerce are not

"corporate wel&re". This is a teaming ofU.S. industry and the United States Govemmem to

bring trade, jobs and dollars to our country. The efforts and expenses of the Departmem of

Commerce are paid back many times in the taxes paid by the new job created and reduced

unemploymem benefits paid out by states and federal ftinds.

Our competition from other industrial countries have aheady teamed with their govemmem to a

far greater level of support and financial backing than anything the United State Government has

ever considered. The small and medium size manufacturers in this country need the Department

ofCommerce to work as a central pool of knowledge helping them compete in the international

market. Ifthere is a reduction in the size, or the elimination of the Department of Commerce,

many small and medhun size U.S. manu&ctures "Mba warn to enter the export market may never

have that opportunity.

Enactment of Senate Bill S.929 will result in fewer new jobs created in this country, a larger

Imbalance in our balance of payments and a diminishing world wide demand for U.S.

manu£Ktured producu. Ifthere is anything we can do to help defeat Senate Bill S.929, please let

uaknow.

Regards,

Brad Carson

Vice Preudem Sales & Marketing
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701 MAIN smeCT • dr joscph. Michigan 40O6S

MAIL CODE 002s • PHONE: eift-0e3-<««5 • PAX: 8ie-»23^692

A J. TAKACB
^iCt •€• OCN-

July 14, 1995

The Honorable Carl M. Levin

United States Senate

Grand Rapids Office

110 Michigan Avenue, Room 134

Grand Rapids, MI 49503

Dear Carl:

This is in reply 10 your request about S.929, which could eliminate the

Department of Commerce.

We are in full support of DOC, especially the ITA — foreign and domestic

services — because ITA has been a big help to us as we expand globally. .

Both Tom and Dean have provided assistance that benefits our ability to

sustain and/or create jobs.

As for the buzi-word. "corporate welfare," it's a sad misnomer to apply it

to DOC/ITA, because their services are actually a "corporate investment,"

since they help with job creation or stabilization.

Best wishes,

AHMPIO*
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[S
BURKE e. PORTER MACHINERYCOMPANY 790 PLYMOUTH N.E.QRAND RAPIDS, MICHKIAN 486W

TWX 810-aTMOTS B B PORTEROOR
TCLEFAXeiMS^-ltm
AREAcoot•1«/4S»4611

July 13. 1995

Carl Levin

U.S. Senator

Grand Rapids Office

1 10 Michigan Ave.. Rn. 134

Grand Rapids. MI 49503

Dear Mr. Levin.

I am responding to your survey regarding the possible elimination of the Department of Commerce and the

resulting tenninaticn of tfie Domestic Commercial Service.

I agree that these export assistance programs could be constituted as "corporate welfare" If they were only

being accessed by large businesses. However over 41 .000 small to medium sized companies are assisted

each year through these programs on how to break Into foreign markets. Addidonally. since exports

account for a growing part of U.S. annual economic growth and small businesses are even now seriously

underrepresented as a very small percentage of the toal U.S. export picture, the growth of the small to

medium sized business sector will be seriously hampered if not assisted in developing Its overseas markets.

I believe that the Commerce Dept. and its programs offer much needed resources to small and medium

sized companies that do not have their own resources, or can not a^rd to hire the expertise necessary to

access foreign marketing information, or to woik effectively with foreign governments.

Presently, the United States government has a far less aggressive role than otherm^r trading countries in

promoting its exports. Foreign governments invest far more monies as well as staffing resources in the act

of assisting their exporters in winning in the intemadonal commercial arena. Continued U.S. government

support Is critical to ensure that U.S. cc»npanies get their share of the enormous world market The

elimlnaticQ of the Department of Commerce and the resultlt^ tennination of the Domestid Commercial

Service would be a step backwards that would not only limit the growth of new jobs in the U.S. but cause

us to be left behind in international competition

I feel strongly that the activities of Department of Commerce and the Domestic Ccxmnerdal Service are

critical to the future of America and urge you to support keeping it Intaa

Sincerely.

BURKE. E PORTER MACHINERy COMPANY

Andrew Mureh. President
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* Hart gi Cooley, Inc. ^t^^^t...
INTERNATIONAL Hoii«nd. Micnioan 49423 US>.

Ttlaphon* ftl6 3S2 7655
F«xalmll«: 616 393 3534

MIchMtBM
Mtn«g«r. lnt•m^on<l SalM &
Martitting

July IB. 1995

Senator Cari Levtn

Qrand Rapids Offlcs

1 lOMchlgan Ave, Rm 134

Grand Rapids, Ml 49503

Dear Senator Levin:

Thank-you for your letter of July 11 . 199S concerning Senate bill S.929. We are a mid-

size company wtilch provides air distribution and air management products for the

residential and commercial mallets. Hart & Cooley was established inl901 and has a

major share of the griHes, registers and diffuser markets for air-condttloning markets.

We are aware of the importance for International Operations and I was hired tn 1992 to

direct the company in that area. We forecast the International contribution as 40% of

the revenues by 1 999. This is an aggressive number, considering international was less

than 1% of sales In 1 981 1 We plan to accomplish this growth by a combination of export

sales and strategic alliances.

Tom Maguire of the Department of Commerce Domestic Commercial Sen/ice has been

extremely' helpful and supportive of our program. I do not believe he provides

'corporate welfare', rather, serves as an Important part of our efforts. The DOC has

been Instmmental In our export business through on-site visits and consultation. We
rely on the census data for product identification and noarket analysis. Tom has helped

us In locating export support services; such as the EXIM bank, assistance In export

documentation and guidance in qualifying strategic partners. He brings a wealth of

knowledge to ttils arena. We could use consultants for the same information, however,

Tom Is an unbiased source of Information. Not only Tom, but George Frank and the

rest of the group are very responsive to our questions. I have heard similar

oonrtpliments by other area companies entering the export markets for the first time.

Our business has been fortunate until now In a rich, captured nnarket domestically. Our
opportunities for the future lie outside the U.S. borders. Other nations have looked at

the world as their backyard: we will do the same and need the assistance of Tom
Maquire and the Department of Commerce to Insure our success.

Sincerely,

t a;
MtehaetA.Bee

m
Mr Distribution and Varrtmg Producta
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ViSfSc,,bia
202 South Broadway

Hastlnos, Michigan 49068
USA
(618)84^^860
FAX: (618) 948.3860

JXxly 18, 1995

Sanator Carl Levin
Michigan
United states Senate
Grand Rapids Office
110 Michigan Ave., Rn 134
Grand Rapids, MI 49S03

Subject: Senate Bill, S.929

Dear Senator:

We are very concerned that there is considerations in
Washington to terminate our Domestic Commercial Service
program within the International Trade Administration of
our Department of Commerce.

The idea or argument that this program is considered
^CORPORATE WELFART'* is absolutely wrong, our company
VIATEC is currently working closely with the Domestic
Commerlcal Service staff in the Grand Rapids, Michigan
office and know first hand that this is not the case.

If any thing, this valuable program is an "INVESTMENT"
that produces returns back to the American taxpayers with
more hjgh-pftying gKilled ishA, higher tax paying
citizens, U.S.A. purchased materials, etc. etc.

Please help defeat this pending Senate Bill S.929.

Sincerely,

I ^i ^
Kenneth Kensington t CEO

cc: file

cc: Tom Maguire
U.S. Department of Commerce
300 Monroe Avenue NW
Room 406
Grand Rapids, HZ 49503
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MEDUSA CEMENT COMPANY
POBo«367 • CHARLEVOIX MICHIGAN 49720 • .616 547-9971

JOHNR DIXON June 28, 1995
Plant Manager

The Honorable Carl Levin

United States Senator

459 Russell Building

Washington, DC 20510

Re Department of Commerce

Dear Senator Levin

Medusa produces construction products (principally gray portland cement) and provides

construction services in the Eastern one-half of the United States 1 manage Medusa's Charlevoix

Plant.

While Medusa supports ongoing efforts in Congress to reduce the budget deficit, we at Medusa

are very concerned about proposals to eliminate the Department of Commerce and to shift the

functions of the International Trade Administration to another federal agency The adoption of

these proposals would seriously reduce the effectiveness of United States trade policy in the

enforcement ofUS laws against unfairly traded imports and in the promotion ofUS exports

The Commerce Department's International Trade Administration has substantially benefited US.
businesses and US workers by enforcing US unfair trade laws and by promoting US exports.

It is the one agency with the experience required to understand the practical problems of domestic

business and to incorporate those concerns and ideas into effective trade policy A strong

industrial base is a necessary underpinning of deficit reduction, and the International Trade

Administration is essential to preserve and expand our industrial base

Moving the functions of the International Trade Administration to the US International Trade

Commission, to the Treasur>' Department, to the Of!ice of the U S Trade Representative, or to

some other agency would not save any tax dollars and would result in less effective enforcement

ofUS unfair trade laws and less effective export promotion

Accordingly, we request your support for preserving the Depanment of Commerce as a cabinet

level agency In addition, we request your support for appropriating the funds that the

International Trade Administration needs to enforce US laws against unfair trade

Sincerely,
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STATEMENT
on the

INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION
and the

U.S. & FOREIGN COMMERCIAL SERVICE
for

U.S. SENATOR CARL LEVIN
for the

Ann Arbor Area Chamber of Commerce
by

Dale Apley

Director of Public Policy

July 6, 1995

The Ann Arbor Area Chamber of Commerce appreciates this opportunity to express its views on

the benefits of the services of the International Trade Administration and the US & Foreign

Commercial Service program. The Chamber represents over 1250 business members throughout

Washtenaw County.

More thjui 95% of the Chamber's members are small businesses with fewer than 100 employees,

82% of which have fewer than 10 employees. We are particularly cognizant of the problems of

smaller businesses in Washtenaw County, as well as issues facing the business community at large.

Washtenaw County is an international center for the development of sophisticated technologies in

support of advanced manufacturing. Our educated workforce has been a magnet to high tech and

research related industry and business. Nearly two-thirds of all robotics, machine vision, and

intelligent manufacturing technologies have originated in the "Automation Alley", the corridor

extending fi^om Aim Arbor to Detroit. The Ann Arbor area is also one of the top ten areas in the

US for software development.

A recent survey of businesses within the Ann Arbor area with 1-25 employees indicated that 32%
of the respondents are currently exporting to Canada, Mexico, New Zealand, Australia, Gennany,

Luxembourg, India, Japan, Israel as well as the Pacific Rim and South American countries. 14%

of the respondents expressed interest in learning how to export to Mexico, South America,

Europe, Taiwan and Japan.

A majority of these companies utilized the services provided by the U.S. & Foreign Commercial

Services Our exporting members who have worked with the US & FCS have commented that

the export marketing and trade finance assistance programs were a catalyst in increasing their

level of international business.

Small and medium-sized businesses within the Ann Arbor area offer tremendous export potential.

However, they need the resources of U.S. & FCS to evaluate their needs and assist them in

developing customized international business strategies.
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An increase in exports is vital to the further creation of high-wage jobs in the Ann Arbor area.
Therefore, the Chamber urges the Senator to support a continuation ofthe International Trade
Administration and the U.S. & Foreign Commercial Service program

In conclusion, American technology has been a major source ofU.S. export strength and is vital
to busmesses remaining in leadership positions in our global economy. The U.S. & Foreign
Commercial Service program provided businesses with the knowledge and strategies to enter and
flirther open global markets.
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£«o00ncem Aluminum CoH Finiahing

JULY 14, 1995

SENATOR CARL LEVIN
GRAND RAProS OFTICi:

110 MICHIGAN AVE, RM 134

GRAND RAPIDS. MI 49S03.U.&A.
iSP̂

^'A^

mm
laoMoa

1160 •. Nabtni

fXi. Sm 7M

4a443-07M

iie-7u-ieai

FAX ei6-72M1M

DEAR SENATOR LEVIN,

THANK YOl) FOR YOUR LETTER REGARDING THE PENDING BTLU S.9M, WHICH

WOULD -ELIMINATE THE DOMESTIC COMMERCLU. SERVICE". IN ANSWER TO

YOUR REQUEST FOR FEEDBACK I WILL DRAW YOUR ATTENTION TO ONE OF

THE FASTEST GROWING FREE MARKET NATIONS IN ASVa MALAYSU.

WHILE WmALLY, AN ABUNDANT SUPPLY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND LOW
COST LABOR LURED MANUFACTURING JOBS TO MALAYSIA. NEARLY FULL

EMPLOYMENT AND THE SUBSEQUENT INCREASES IN LABOR WAGES AND

STANDARD OF LIVING HAVE RESULTED IN JOB MIGRATION TO LESSER

DEVELOPED NATIONS SUCH AS INDONESIA.

IN ORDER TO DEAL WITH THIS THREAT, MALAYSU HAS POT INTO PLACE A

STRATEGIC PLAN TO "LURE" NON-POLLUTING INDUSTRY WHICH DOES NOT

RELY ON LOW COST LABOR FOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE. THEREFORE,

MALAYSL^ IS CURRENTLY OFFERING SIGNIFICANT TAX ADVANTAGES TO

-SELECTIVE" INDUSTRIES WHICH FTT THIS CATEGORY.

THE KEY IS THAT THE GOVERNMENT IS ESTABLISHING A STRATEGIC PLAN TO

CONTINUE ECONOMIC GROWTH THROUGH "DEVELOPMENT' OF SELECTIVE

WDUSTRLiL SECTORS. CALL FT "SUBSmiZING", IF YOU WISH.

WE KNOW THAT EXPORTING REDUCES THE TRADE DEnCFT AND

UNEMPLOYMENT, INCREASES TAX REVENUES AND MAKK V& COMFAMSS
MORE COMPETTFIVE. EXPORTING IS QUITE SIMPLY GOOD FOR AMERICAI

THE LARGEST REASON WHY VS. COMPANIES DO NOT TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE

OF EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES IS THAT THEY ARE INEXPERIENCED. THEY ARE IN

NEED OF TRAINING. CONSm.TATION AND INFORBflATlON.

THE DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL SERVICE IN GRAND RAPmS, HEADED BY TOM
MAGUOIE, IS A LOW COST RESOURCE WHICH IS PROVTOING U.S. COMPANIES

WITH TRAINING. CONSULTATION ASn INTORMATIQN FOR EXPORTING.

1 AM CERTAIN THAT YOU WILL ANALYZE THIS SITUATION CORRECTLY, AND

MAKE THE CORRECT DECISION IN THIS MATTER,

WTTH BEST REGARDS,

ROBERT J. HUISINGH
SALES MANAGER - ASU

CCt MB. MIRAN SARKlSSLMK

Mwrrn a* niercin Mum
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Core Industries Inc

500 North Woodward
P O Box 2000
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48303-2000 USA
{810)901-1565 Fax (810) 642-6816

Matthew P. Marfco

Vice President • international Sales

^ July 11.1995

Industries

Ms. Cassandra Woods, Deputy Director

Senator Carl Levin's Office

1860 McNamara Building

477 Michigan Aven>je

Detroit, Michigan 48226

Dear Senator Levin,

It was a pleasure to meet with you last week at the Greater Detroit Chamber of

Commerce regarding the Department of Commerce's Intemationai Trade
Administration. I have been an extensive customer of the ITA's services and I feel it

provides an Important service to the country.

As one who is directly involved with the challenge of establishing distribution for our

U.S. made products around the vrartd, I am on the front lines of what is a very

competitive battlefield. We compete with products produced by companies in other

countries, in every region of the world. Those companies get strong support from their

governments. Canada, for example, subsidizes their companies to exhibit products

internationally. Dissolving the ITA would be unilaterally disarming while the enemy
continues to fight

In addition to establishing woridwide distribution for my company's products, I am
involved in helping other U.S. firms export As a member of the District Export Council

and several other committees dedicated to helping other companies at the state and
local levels. I see the reluctance of middle and small sized companies to attempt to

actively export. The ITA offers a convenient access at affordable prices which is ideally

suited to get a company started into exporting.

Senator, I have used and experienced the results of the ITA and will be vtnlling to give

you specific details if requested. I am sure the ITA could be made better, but should

not be devolved.

Regards,

pa
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Arbor tech
•When filtration is critical

"

ARBOR TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

401 West Morgan Rood
Ann Arfeor Ml 48108-9109 USA

it:r»>* I ur» v^mmi. lev

FAX NO 313-226-3657

FROM . MARY BOOMUS

DATE JULY 5 199S

FAXI

Phono: (313) 665-3300 Fax; (313) 665-3516

Dear Senator Levin:

REF: SENATE COMMERCE COMMITTEE HEARINGS

You may remember Arbor Technologies from tfje presentation by you of the "E" Award

for Excellence in Exporting to us last February We were very honored at your

participation in this celebration, which also included a celebration of a record sales year

and the opening of our new plant in Ann Art»r.
j

As you know, we are very proud of Artjor tech and the awards we have received in the

past, including honors by the Department of 6ommerce. You should know that the

Department of Commerce, and particularly Paul Litton, have assisted us in many ways
to expand our business, thus build our new facility, and increase jobs in Michigan The
Dept. of Commerce has helped us strengthen our efforts in the international market and

to export products strengthens not only Michigan, but the US Anytime we have

questions about exportation, markets, foreign companies, financial stability of potential

international domains, etc.. the Dept. of Comrrierce has t^een available to help us get

whatever information we needed to make sound decisions.

I humbly ask you to do whatever you can |o help strengthen the Department of

Commerce, rather than to see it diminish, melt'into other committees, or become non-

existent. We need them.

Sincerely yours.
!

ARBOR TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

7)u.u^/>r*^cxX5 ImMk^JJ^^
Mary Boomus.

Sr. Vice President

Sales & Marketing

Leonard Knoedler

Sr. Vice President

Operations
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SI
July 6, 1995

The Honorable Carl Levin
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Levin:

I would like to add my support for maintaining an active
U.S. Department of Commerce office in the Detroit
metropolitan area.

My support is based on many years of personal business
experience with the U.S. Commerce Department starting in the
early 60 's. In I960 I founded Sarns, Inc. in Ann Arbor, a

medical device company which builds life support equipment
systems for use during open heart surgery.

Our relationship with the U.S. Department of Commerce began
after receiving a trickle of orders from hospitals outside
the United States. Mr. Larry Good, the director of the
Detroit office of the Department of Commerce was invaluable
in helping us deal with the processing of these orders - the
many forms, insurance, legal issues, and methods of payment.

In 1967 we engaged the services of the Commerce Department
to launch a major marketing campaign to export our products
to Europe. That same year we exhibited at a show in Milan,
Italy, which was sponsored and coordinated by the Department
of Commerce. This exposure lead to the development of a

distribution system through international dealers in several
European countries.

The following year we solicited the services of the U.S.
Department of Commerce in launching a similar marketing
campaign in Asia.

Our overseas sales expanded rapidly and the U.S. Government
presented our company with a Presidential E Award in 1972.

These overseas sales added greatly to the stability of our
business and provided our company with the marketing
intelligence to maintain our leadership throughout world
markets.

SI. Company

325 E. Eisanhower Parkway Su'ie 14

Ann Arbor. Vtchlgan 4B108-3306

(313) 761-5504 (3131 663-992C

Fai (313) 761-9292
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Page 2 to Senator Levin from Richard Sams dated 7-6-95

Sams, Inc. was acquired by the 3M Company in 1981 and
continues to be the leading worldwide producer of medical
device systems used in open heart surgery. Sarns/3M Health
care employs over 4 00 people in the Ann Arbor area.

The U.S. Department of Commerce played a vital role in
establishing Sams Inc. products in the world market. With
an expanding global economy and increasing challenges facing
U.S. companies, U.S. businesses today have a critical need
for assistance from the U.S. Department of Commerce to enter
and successfully compete in world markets.

sincerely.

Richard N. Sarns
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Armstrong International, Inc.
81 6 Maple Stmt

Three Rwers. MI 49093
(616)273-1415

Fax: 616-278 6555

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET

Date: August 1.1995

To: John D. Dingell. Ranking Monher
U.S. House ofP 'prtsentatives Committee on Ommerce

Fax: 202-225-2525

Re: Letttrofjuly 13. 1995

YOU SHOULD RECEIVE 1 PACE(S), INCLUDING THIS COVER SHEET IF
YOU DO NOT RECEIVEALL THE PACES. PLEASE CALL (61 6) 273-1415.

Dear Senator Dingell:

First of all, my apologies for not responding sooner lo your letter of July 13, 1995.

1, in my position of International Sales Manager with Armstrong International, Inc.,

have had numerous dealings with the Grand Rapids and also Detroit office for the

U.S. Dcpartrncnl of Commeicc. Both offices have been n\ost helpful to n\c in

providing information to assist Armstrong in our International activities.

Particularly. I've worked many times with Tom McGuirc of the Grand Rapids office.

Tom has been very, very helpful. I have attended seminars tl\at have been held in

Grand Rapids involving imcmational business and Tom has visited me several times

to discviss international activities.

Sincerely,

ARMSTRONG INTERNATIONAL. INC.

\

R. E. Masnari

Intcriuitlonal Sales Manager

REM/mm
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Moti Enterprises International

July 18, 1995

Carl Levin

United States Senator

Carl Levin's Office

477 Michigan Ave Room 1860

Detroit, Michigan 48226

Senate bill, s 929, Elimination of department ofcommerce

Dear Senator Levin

Moti Enterprises International & MEI-Financial Corporation have worked with Dean

Peterson on a number of occasions In our experience this relationship has been very beneficial to

our company's, and our partners abroad

Through the Detroit office of the Domestic Commercial Service, headed by Dean

Peterson, MEI has been introduced to many of our current international customers and joint

venture partners On the suggestion of Mr Peterson MEI executives have attended several

different roundtable conferences, which have always led to furthering our customer base.

Personally I don't understand the argument that these export assistance programs

constitute "corporate welfare," these programs have assisted MEI in exporting problems and

concerns many times in the past Without the help of these programs costly overruns, which we

were able to avoid thanks to Mr Peterson's staff, could have left MEI in serious financial trouble

Please do what you can to save these vita! and beneficial programs, I have worked

personally with these agencies and can honestly say that they are extremely necessary to the future

of small businesses in Michigan

Sincerely,

Patrick A Dell

Manager, International Operations

35835 Stanley Drive . Sterting Heights. Ml 48312 . (810)268-6900 . FAX: (810) 268-6943 . 1 -80O-345O554
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OLiyER ''^^"'^°^"°°"^^

PROCXJCTS y COMPANY 44J ShJh St, N.W.. 0«*nd lUpldt. ^Uchlgan 49904-5298 • (616) 456-771 1 .

800/25J-3a93

July 25, 1995

Honorable Carl L«vln
United States Senator
110 Michigan Avenue, Rn. 134
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503

Dear Mr. Levin:

This letter is in response to your letter of July 11, 1995, regarding a
929, which would eliminate the Department of Cortunerce, Your specific
request was for input regarding the termination of the Domestic
Commercial Service.

Over the past ten years, 1 have gotten to know Mr. Tom Maguire, who
heads up the Grand Rapids office of the U.S. and Foreign Commercial
Service. He has been a big help to our company in passing on sales
inquiries as well as getting us information on various country markets
which we are attempting to enter. No doubt this assistance helped us
eaarn Miohlgan's Bxporter of the Year Award in 1992.

The office in Grand Rapids has been instrumental in helping develop an
international mindset in West Michigan. Every year Mr. Maguire and his
team spearhead the World Trade Week effort which has resulted in
bringing numerous officials of the highest level from various countries
for business meeetings and training on International commerce. Since I
do not know the exact cost of this office, I cannot respond thoroughly
to the cost/benefit relationship. All I can do is Inform you that the
benefit from this office has been great for the community, and
specifically helpful to us over the years.

Sincerely,

OLIVER PRODUl

'^Schmieder
ildent, Converting Business Unit

/abn
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SOGTHWESTERN MICHIGAN COMMISSION
185 East Mam St., Suite 701 . Benton Harbor. Michigan 49022 4440

Phone 6 16/925- 11 37 FAX 616 9230288

Local Government Services Regooal Infofrnaooo Center Regional FVnrung

Niles and Twin Cites A/ea Transportaoon • Cnminal Jusoce Training

Human Resources Commission

20 July 1995 COPY
The Honorable John D. Dingell

United States House of Representatives

Committee on Commerce

Room 2125, Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC. 20515-6115

Dear Representative Dingell:

Speaking for the Southwestern Michigan Commission, I thank you for your interest in

evaluating the impact of the Economic Development Administration and other federal

development programs. We consider ourselves a partner in the work of the federal

govermnent that provides economic expansion in our nation and communities.

The Southwestem Michigan Commission represents a voluntary intergovernmental coalition of

three counties, comprising 88 local units of govenmient, for the purpose of anticipating and

addressing regional issues. We contribute a variety of services for technical and management

assistance in local, state, and federal programs that meet established area-wide planning and

development goals.

As an EDA Economic Development District, our organization has helped many communities

bring about projects important to business development. For example:

X The Cornerstone Industrial Park - a cooperative venture between The City of

Benton Harbor and Benton Charter Township, constructed with $438,000 in

federal funds as part of a total $730,000 investment that created 1 16 jobs in two

new manufacturing companies.

X The Niles Center for Business Development - a small business incubator with

30 current tenants that has already launched 27 "graduate" companies into the

area, creating 129 jobs, from an initial $400,000 federal grant that matched a

$100,000 community cotnmitment.

Rerrlen • Cass • Van Bur en
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Since 1982. approximately 2.3 million federal dollars leveraged S3.1 million in public

infrastructure investment for our region. It provided the needed seeds for countless dollars of
pri\ate investment and growth. Without federal support, these successes would not have been
achieved. In my own county, there waits an industrial/commercial business park that depends

on a federal infusion of dollars to match limited local and state funds. The project will

immediately create over 100 jobs in an area with unemployment nearly double that of the

state.

Another part of EDA that provides immeasurable benefits to local communities is the

Economic Development District program, of which SWMC is one. With 75 percent federal

and 25 percent local funds, we can hire professional staff to carry out regional and local

plaruiing which helps ensure that local officials make careful decisions and sf>end federal,

state and local dollars with the most effective results. It is one of few federal programs in

which IcKal needs determine all of the implementation activities. Without assistance, many of

our communities would be technically unable use the programs and tools that allow them to

prosper for little dollars that can be shared across three counties. An elimination of EDA and

the district program, would create a gap in service delivery that is currently very critical in an

era of a shrinking federal role. The district program could continue helping communities with

necessary adjustments to a different circumstance.

I hope that we can count on your support for EDA and other federal planning and

development programs. Please consider the Southwestern Michigan Commission a resource

upon which you may call for additional information about how federal programs affect and

improve our communities.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Wilbur Ingrham r

Chairperson, Southwestern Michigan Commission

representing Van Buren County Board of Commissioners
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West Michigan Shoreline

Regional Development Commission

July 17, 1995

Po»tjfFa«NeM 7671 \°"'7//0 ^'^^^•^

\'^C3.-^-^^-k'/t
""Vz^-c^ATygJ-Jorf"'^//.. 7,!^-^3i :.

Tbc Honorable John D. EHngell

Ranking Member
U.S. House of Rjepresentatrv-es

Committee onConmierte

Room 2123 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington. DC 20513-6115

Dear Representative Uisgell:

This is in reference lo your letter daied July 14, 1995 with respect to legislatioo (House Bill,

HJL 1 756) that has been introduced receotly in the House of Representatives to abolish the

Department ofCommerce (DOC).

The West Michigan Shoteline Regional Development Commissioo, which represents 120

geoeral purpose local govemments in West Michigan, is opposed to the elimination of the

United States Department ofCommerce and its affiliated agencies. It is the ComnuAsion's

position that the United States Department of Commerce is, amongst other things, performing a

^e^y important role in expanding investment opportunities for Amencan corporations abroad.

This in turn creates jobs for American workers and strengthens our national economy.

Tbe Rcgjonal Commission is most familiar ^nth ilie work of the United States Department of

Commenx's Economic Development Administration, which has pcrfonncd an extremely

important role in our region in creating jobs for our local commtmhies.

Th£ Weft Michigan Shoreline Regional Development Commission is an Economic

Development Administration (HDA) Hcoaomic Development District serving five counties and

120 local governments in our region. Our organizarion provides a variety of sen-ices including

oompreheosive community economic development planning, transportation i^azming,

environmental management, bousing, data center services, and others.

Our organization has been responsible for obtaining a number of important projects for our

commtmities, including:

"i/<,-7^-0^7i

137 MUSKEGON UAU.

P.O. BOX 3«7 MUSKEGON, MICHIOAN 4»44>03a7
«ie) 722-7S78

FAX (616) 722-0363
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• The Muskegon County Smart Park*, the first G fE SmartPark in Michigan, cunently

under construction vrtih a $950,000 EDA gnnt, is expected to create S40 new pri\'a.te

sector jobs tvben fully utilized

• The Port City Industrial Park in the Cit\- of Muskegon, which has benefited from three

EDA giants totaling SI S million, currently provides over 2,400 new private sector jobs.

• The Fremont Industrial Park, located in the borne cily ofGeiher Baby Foods Inc.,

received a SI.2 million EDA grant for a new indusnia] park «-hich, when completed and
fully tJtilized, will employ over 1,000 people.

Since 1975, we have been instrumental in leveraging small federal investments n-itb local and

private sector funds to stimulate private sector economic growth andjob creatioa Without the

federal government's small btit esisential invotvemeu, the projects mentioned above would not

have been possible. A suninary of all EDA funded ecoooiiuc dev'elopmeni projects, leveraged

funds and jobs created are attached in the enclosed summary.

Sincerely,

^
Raymond Raihbun, Chaiiniaa

West Michigan Shoreline

Regional Development Commission

Mayor, Cit)- ofFiemooi

RILoM

Enclosure
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DennisW Amcheii. Mayor

CiTT OF DETRorr

ExEcmvT Office

1 126 CiTT-Coivnr BtiLOisc

Detroit. Michigan 4&a6
Phone 3Ji3-a24-34oo

Fax 313-214'4ii8

July 25, 1995

The Honorable John Dingell i^V tj
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Dingell:

As you know. Congressman Dick Chrysler and Senator Spencer
Abraham have introduced identical bills to eliminate the
Department of Commerce. I write to advise that I respectfully
but vigorously oppose this legislation. The Department of
Commerce's purpose and programs have benefitted both the State
of Michigan and our cities.

The State of Michigan, for example, has 2,000 clients in
the Department of Commerce's regional Grand Rapids and Detroit
offices. These clients helped Michigan account for $36.8
billion in export sales in FY 1994. These exports helped to
support 513,900 jobs in the State of Michigan, without the
Department of Commerce, many small- to medium-sized businesses
would not be able to broaden their horizons, expand their
operations, or create more jobs in the State of Michigan.

The Greater Detroit metro area had export sales of $19.5
billion in 1993. This total includes automobiles, industrial
machinery, fabricated metal products, and electric and
electronic equipment. Detroit, along with the cities of
Pontiac, Fremont, and Saginaw, received four of the 27 Economic
Development Administration's grants to the State for FY 1994,
which totalled $17.4 million. These grants go directly to
municipalities for short- and long-term economic development.

The Department of Commerce has been a job-creation machine
for the State of Michigan and our cities. Please review the
enclosed information. If some aspect within the auspices of
the Department of Commerce needs to be fixed, let's fix it.
Elimination of the Department of Commerce is not the answer.
Local and state elected officials already know of the fruit
borne of the broad economic development missions, goals and
achievements of the Department of Commerce, and I firmly oppose
legislation eliminating this agency.

With warm regards.

Sincerely,

4.Z_i^i

Archer
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3535 State Street

Saginaw, MI 48602

Telephone;

(517) 797-0800

Fox:

(517) 797-0896

Rideshare:

(517) 797-0885

Arenac

Bay

Clare

Gladwin

Gratiot

Huron

Iosco

Isabella

Midland

Ogemaw
Roscommon

Saginaw

Sanilac

Tuscola

East Central Michigan
Planning & Development Region

July 20, 1995

The Honorable John D. Dingell

Ranking Member
U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Commerce
Room 2125 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515-6115

Dear Representative Dingell:

This letter is in reference to H.R. 1756 recently introduced in the House

of Representatives to abolish the Department of Commerce. The East

Central Michigan Planning and Development Regional Commission which

represents 338 local governments in Michigan is opposed to the

elimination of the U.S. Depanment of Commerce and its subsidiary

agencies. It is our Commission's perception that the U.S. Department of

Commerce performs an important role in expanding investment

opportunities for American businesses abroad. This in turn, creates jobs

for American workers and strengthens our domestic economy.

Our Regional Commission has worked closely with the U.S. Department

of Commerce's Economic Development Administration (EDA). The EDA
has been of strategic importance to our Region by creating jobs for our

local communities. The East Central Michigan Planning and Development

Regional Commission is an EDA Economic Development District which

serves fourteen counties, their 324 sub-county local governments and one

tribal government. Our organization provides a variety of services to these

communities and their businesses including comprehensive economic

development planning, tnmsportation planning, environmental

management, rideshare coordination, demographic services and

governmental planning.

Our Region has been responsible for developing a number of vital projects

for our member communities, such as:

The Iosco County Wurtsmith AFB Conversion Title IX grant of

$9,717,500 has created 644 of the 700 civilian jobs lost in 1993.

American International Airways employs 325 persons with 50 more jobs

projected after a $2.6 million expansion. The Bounty Division of AIA
converu passenger planes to cargo jets.
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The City of Alma Industrial Park received two EDA grants of S578.680. This Certified

Park has Alma Products Co. and United Technologies Corp. emplo>ing 811 persons in its

expanded North Section. The older South Section has Lobdell-Emery Mfg. Co. and Total

Petroleum, Inc. employing 880 persons.

The City of Mt. Pleasant has received $1,182,080 from EDA for its Research Technical

Park and its Industrial Park. The parks employ 341 persons in their initial companies CM£
Corporation, Maple Roll Leaf and TB Woodis & Sons Co. The Middle Michigan

Development Corporation attracted the former two companies from Japan and Canada

respectively with Department of Commerce assistance.

The Village of Deckerville has been able to retain 520 jobs at Dott Industries, Inc. and

Newcor, Inc. with an EDA $361,152 Water System Project Grant. The former industry was

able to create 75 new jobs when unemployment was at 16% in Sanilac County.

In the early 1980's our staff documented a loss of 11,283 jobs in our Region. We
subsequently obtained an EDA Revolving Lx)an Fund (RLF) called the Auto Community
Adjustment Program (ACAP). We have loaned and re-loaned the $375,000 RLF to create or

save 457 jobs, leveraging $9.4 million in private capital. The ratio of Federal dollars to jobs is

merely $821 per job.

If you combine all the jobs and grant dollars above, each job averaged only $3,211 in

federal dollars. Since 1973 over $62 million in EDA grant funds for our local communities has

been responsible for over 20,000 jobs in East Central Michigan. EDA is needed as a stimulus

for private sector job development since the l99G's downsizing of of General Motors
Corporation and the resulting pool of highly qualified workers.

Respectfully,

/flU^li.
Robert G. Cudney, ChairmaifECMPDR

Vice-Chairman, Iosco County Board of Commissioners

RGC/ls

cc: Rep. James A. Barcia, Rep. David E. Camp
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NORTHWKST MlCniCAN

Council of GoVCrOflieots c<..^.i:/i..< />»<!?> »;!* enrtu
Chtlrmaa
Dcn»y R. Smlh a rl Employ.iKm » Tiva.14

Director v'lO
'

Rego.nl f.r«iiiijtDrM'jvi-itM

lnrormalH;a S«r'>C(l
A'.ton M. Sh.r>ieid ln*ormalM;a MT'iCei

Cojnmunily Convr.oiu

July 17, 1995

The Honorable John D. 01ng«ll
Ranking Maaber
U. S> Houaa of R«pras«ntatlvaa
Comalttee on Coiaaerce
RooB 212s Raybum Housa Offlca Building
Washington, DC 20S1S-611S

Daar Representative Dingell:

In your deliberations towards reducing the budget deficit and
the ellnlnatlon of various departments and agencies, I would direct
your attention at what the Departaent of coBBerce(DOC) and their
Eoonosic Developaent AdBlnlstratlon(EOA) has aocoaplished in the
past 30 years in Morthwest Michigan.

Beginning in September 196S to the present, EDA has Injected
$18,880,000 in grant funds to the region. This waa matched by the
private sector and local governments in the amount of $20,120,000
for a grand total of $39,000,000. Of these funds, $1,171,629 or 3t
were used by the regional planning agency for adalnlstratlon and
the resainder was used for infrastructure.

The infrastructure projects ranged in scope from simple water tower
projects in small rural villages to ulti-silllon dollar Industrial
par)cs that fostered econoaic growth and the provision of good jobs
for the region's workforce.

X urge you to conelder oarefully the impact the DOC and EDA has had
on our region ax>d then cast your vote accordingly. Thank you for
your tiae and interest.

AsBOoiata-NMreotor
EoonoBic Developaent

A ^liSlWSL Agency

Anoim BiKlii ' Oa'lmiclz • Emma • Otam^ T^gvox • KMiuta • LetlmaK ' .VanUItt • Vtoantcc » Wmi/i'H

to B« 106 • Tnv«nc Clly, NQ 4MS54506 Phoo*: (AH) 929-5000 • Fu (616) 92»-)0li
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I ^1
feClO.NAL ECO.NofuC DE\ ELOPMENT TEAM

July 18. 1995

The Honorable John D Dingell

L.S. House of Represenutives

Comminee on Commerce

Room 2125 Rax'bum House Office BIdg.

Washmglon. DC 20515-6115

Dear Rep. DingeU.

Creating good pri\atc «ector jobs is the htat

way to Intreaag the nrlfare of our cltfaena without

dependance on handouta. Whh the help of the Economic
DevetopmetitAdministration (EDAi our development district of

Clinton. Eaton and Ingham counties has rebounded from the

d«\asiaiing recession in the auto industTi' during the 1980s and
General Motor's consequent downsizing actiotis.

The Tri-Count>- Regional Planning Commission (TCRPC)
and the Lansing Regional Economic Development (RED) Team
are woricing hard to leverage small federal Investment-i with

local Mid prhatt sector ftuids to stiniulatf economic growth
and job creation . These good pa\ mg manufacturing and base

industry jobs are created with public private cooperation on
m&astructure development

We are committed to EDA't philosophy of cooperative and regiorul approachea to

urbaiv'subufban'rural development issues that elimuatc duplication of services and costly "turf war"
beh»\ior. ED.A is leading the way on regional cooperative efforts to reuin, expand and attract jobs.

EDA gels people off public bankrolls anii on private payrolls.

Invest in infrastructure not the welfare structure.

Help people work for their pay - keep EDA !

Sincerely,

Jon W. Coleman, Chair'Exccutive Director

e^a^ nation Akp«M D<a< Cl«i>nr TommaMp
AuOtoriqr

CaiMyefCkMn Cnnystbtan

Mctiigan tui* IMvwMy

Lxatag TlSCHMy In*. 4
TIlfeltVPMtnC

Tii«a>MyaagiOTil
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Western Upper Peninsula

Planning & Development Regional Commission

P.O. BOX 365 • HOUGHTON, MICHIGAN 49931
906-482-7205 • FAX 906-482-9032

May 11, 1995

Senator Carl Levin

459 Russell Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510-2201

Dear Senator Levin:

The Western Upper Peninsula Planning and Development Region is an Economic

Development Administration (EDA) Economic Development District serving the six western

counties and 69 local governments in Michigan's Upper Peninsula. This region of Michigan has

not kept pace with the economies of Michigan or the nation and continues to have very high

poverty rates, unemployment rates and a declining population. Communities are not able to

improve, expand or even maintain infrastructure needs with their current economic base and

population.

The Economic Development Administration has played a vital role in economic

development and job creation. EDA has invested more than $23 million in projects in our

region and provides an essential source of funds to rural communities. Without EDA assistance

with industrial parks, infrastructure and revolving loan funds our economy and employment

opportunities would be extremely depressed.

Our Commission, representing local units of government, strongly encourages your

support for continuation of the Economic Development Administration in the federal government

budget process. We need federal programs like EDA to continue in partnership with State, local

and private investment to provide economic incentives that have been proven to work in

stimulating growth, creating jobs and generating revenues. We have a long way to go and need

EDA programs to assist us in improving our economy.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

(JucJA A-.1/U<Wjl(/

Gerald Perreault,

Chairperson

GP/skh

An inlormalion services agency representing Baraga. Gogebic. Houghton. Iron, Keweenaw and Ontonagon Counties.

Stale Planning Region 13
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WEST MICfflGAN REGIONAL
PLANNING COMMISSION

J""^ 23. 1995 RECEIVED JUL 2 1995

The Honorable Carl Levin

U.S. Senator

459 RusseU

Senate Office Bmlding

Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Levin:

This letter is to inform you that the West Michigan Regional Planning Commission (WMRPC)
has completed its 1995 Annual Kepon for its Overall Economic Development Program (OEDP)

under the U.S. Economic Development Administration (U.S. EDA).

The Rqxjrt serves to assess economic successes and opportunities within the WMRPC (Region

8) service area, which includes the counties of Allegan, Ionia, Kent, Mecosta, Montcalm,

Osceola, and Ottawa.

Our 1995 Report identifies 101 proposed public improvement projects, any of which, if

implemented would help fulfill the economic development goals of the Region. Enclosed is a

list and brief description of these projects by county. Also, enclosed arc excerpts from the

Report u^ch discuss the progress in economic development which has taken place during the

past year within each of our counties.

As you are probably aware, there are proposals in the U.S. Congress to abolish EDA. This is

of great concern to our local communides. EDA is one of the last remaining programs (either

at the federal or state level) which provides seed money for local economic development

projects, particularly for public infra-structure improvements needed to support business growth

and job creation in West Michigan.

Any efforts on your part to assure that communities have adequate tools to encourage economic

development would be greatly appreciated. We are also very interested in pursuing

implementation of the very important projects identified on the enclosed list.

Sincerely,

Joyce Tuharsky, AICP <J
Director

40 Pearl NW • Suite 410 • Grtnd Kapldt • MI • 49S03 • (610 774-8400 • FAX («16) 774-9292
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MICHIGAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSOCIATION
22a N CHESTNUT STREET

July 17, 1995

LANSINaUCMlGANttSU-ICOe TCL£^HOME(St7)3'2->3aO
FAX (317)372-0906
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DATE RtCElVtO

JUL 2 5 1595

John D. DingelJ

U.S. House of Representatives

CooDcmizec on Cooonctce
Rm. 2125 Raybun OfTice Bldg.

Wishington,D.C 20515-6115

Dear Represeouilve Dingell.
.

I tppreciite your i/iquiry coacenuna ihs Dcpamscnt dl Coasaerce and ia

aboluhment What a traveitylltliri havemd proposals and grant requests for

man^ entines throughout the country. For the last three yttxi I have beea

privileged to read such proposals for the NTIA prograrn through the funds allocated

for Distance Learning in dK Telecommunicadoos facilities progniro under the

supervision of Dennis Connen.

This progiain has beea, without exceptioa, the awst effeciivety and efficiendy

organizBd grant program that I have ever be«n associated with among utany

fedeiaJly run programs of its kind. The careful aitentioo to detail, punuing arJ
dincling monies to those most in need or to die programj that w-ould directly

further educational use of lelecommunication nerworlu, v^rre supported each - ^ar.

Their virre no frills or waste in any sense either in the use of professionals' : < or

by the distribution of grant monies. Many areas of this country owe their

successful entry into the use of tdectjmmunicaiions to the NTIA gram prograras.

Furtbermort this national activity Is Just beginning so this is not an old overspent or
no longer needed project

You, of course, win be interested to know that many areas of Michigan have been
helped by this prognm; namely. Traverse City area, Indian River area, the LTpper

Peninsula and the Saginaw Qty area, just to mendon a few.

To caQouslv dismantle programs that itaisS<* specious or, worse yet, political

reasons is tne worst kind ot govenunent action, u continues to nuke cituens 13ce

myselfhighly skeptical of our elected officials. So, please save this progtiml
Educational proftims are being' hit" in immerous ways and educational lnsbr<iions

an totd repeaieoy to get their sttidenu 'on ihe InforaatkM highway,* so this is not
the time 10 dismantle promms that WORKI This little progtvn has been ont* mie
diamond in a barrel of fake jewels in Washington D.C.

I apptcdaie vour request for input and food luck.

Sincpely.

Constance P. Julius

DirecKv oi TefeccmmunicaiioniJ

C74ab
px. DennitOonnen
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July 20. 1995

The Heoorabl* John Dia^cU
United SutM Kous* of RcpRtcntativet

HouM Oflic« Building

Washinpon. DC. 20J15

Dear Ktpmenwrn Dia^:

On behalf of the eight Great Uto .utej, I am writine to urge your tuppw for eontmuation of theDepartaem of Commerce'. Njoonal Telecommuiucaaoni and Infonnation Admiwrtration CmiA)Thii jBxseram providM ftiadia* tor the Great Lake. lafonnaaoo Netuwk (GUN) a enseal neiaoM

GLIN « a coUaboraave project of aeendes and oreaniratiow in the binational Great Uka. reirian
to h«k data, informjbon md people vi, the Internet, and is one of the nation", first regional eff^
to implemew the -Naaonal Infermabon Superhighway" concept embraoed by both the
Admimstranon and Congrw. GUN enhance, communication and infbrmation daring by
providing <iuick and ea^r »cce*. to current data a. w«U a. to rejearchers, poUcymalurTaad the
entue community of Great Lake, interest., including uwlividual atizew. lu data and information
tervice. .pan enwonmeotal quaUty. resource management, transportation, demographic and
economic data and more in the Great Lake, region of the United State* and Canada

By funding GUN. the NTIA provide, the foDowing benefitr.

• Airrti U.S. fiedeial agtncie. in fulfilling binational eomraitmeot. under the International
Boundary Water. Treaty of 1909 and the US.-Canada Great Lake. Waiej Quahty Agreement
by providing an open line of communication bctw*«n the tw federal govcmiaenU. thu.
enhancing program coordiiuuoo Biul joint initiativM.

• Sueamlinei government and organizational operation, by providine a limple coR-effectrve
method for conducting bwineu and sharing infortnatioa among both coUeague* and the
general public. This benefit it etpedafly important in times of fiscal austerity when
organiaationi rauct enwie the greaien re.ult. for doUan spent

• Strengthen, parmenhip. between state, provincial and federal governments businett and
jndustnr, and dtuen grot^t in the binational Great Lake, region. SpecifieaUy. VITA support
has and »iU eontmue to assifl u* in advancing partnerships for cleanup of Areas of Concern,
interstate an quality initiative., poUution prevention, regional economic d«velopment and
promoooo, and many other appUcationi.
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• Leverages financial and in-kiod luppon from agencies and organizatioAS in the region. Our NTIA grant has

leveraged significant additional support from CLIN partner! in the form of later, equipmani allocation and

development of Internet servers In addition, NTIA support has induced other agpneies and organizationf to

provide financial backing including the US. Environmental PtKection Agency, U.S. Amy Corpe ofEogmeers

and Council of Great Lakes Coventors.

Thanlcs to our NTIA demonstration grant, CLIN is being successflilly emulated in other regions of the country.

Your leadership and support on this matter are very much appreciated

Sincerely,

•Pfjjjl&rjt^
Michael J. Donahue, PhJ}.

Executrve Ditwtor
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Northern Pubuc 6««dc«t.n, s«r«c«s

I Michigan powk rv u t Putu lubo %

!
University m^J^ mi i^i-^M

T 1 IT 1QQ= 80O.227.VS-N-MU

July 17, 1995 fax 906-22' 2905

John D. Dingell

U.S. House of Represenutives
Committee on Conunerce
Room 2125, Raybum House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6115

Dear Representative Dingell:

Thank you for your initiative to check with your constituents regardinR somethlne as
important as upcoming HR 1756 designed to abolish the Department erf Commerre Iam pleased that you had the insight to ask public broadcaster? regarding the support

i^. w '^"'y^ ^""^^ y^* *^"8h the Department of Commerce and throueh
NTIA. Many of us have also had support from TIIAP as well.

rve been a public broadcaster in Michigan since 1970 and have been the generalmanager of the Marquette-based staHons for the past 15 years. It is dear to me that wewould never have been able to establish and maintain broadcast facilities to serve themodest populations in the Upper Peninsula without some significant help from both theDepartment of Conunerce. This help came initially for our transmitter grant in 1972 andthen for osntinuing upgrading of old equipment through NTTIA. IronicSly we are
presently completing an NTTA grant to replace the production switcher aAd engineering

°'^f""ii*'^^f ?^^'^'?^-'^- ^«ff«^^earerepladngal7-year^lds>^tcher ^
used to produce all of our local programming. Without NTlA's help, this $75 000
acquisition would have been way beyond our reach.

On another front the NTIA has funded an educational mlaowave system which we useto mteroonnect the four central cities of Escanaba, Iron Mountain, Houghton and
Marquette. This provides us with a network for cxjmmunications among these
population centers on behalf of government, K-12 schools, postsecondait institutionsand the general population. ' ">uiuuons,

I am very much in favor of continuing the Department of Commerce, so that the eoodworks registered in the past may continue.
tuwgooa

Sincerely, /!/ y/^

Scon K. Seaman
General Manager

SKS/bp
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y 5 MICHIGAN
( fr\ ASSOCIATION
' J FOR LOCAL

f PUBLIC HEALTH

Executive Director

Mirk I. Ber1t«r

July 19. 1995 \>.'<^. "^

The Honorable John D. Dingell v" -/. -^
US House of Representatives 'Sa'^j% ^
Committee on Commerce "^^^ c?

Minority Counsel 1^

2322 Raybum House Office Building

Washington. DC. 20515

Dear Representative Dingell,

I am forwarding my comments regarding the Committee's deliberations on H.R. 1756 which

would abolish the US Department of Commerce and eliminate the National Telecommunications

and Information Administration (NTIA). 1 won't claim to be an expert on national

telecommunications policy. I am, however, very concei ned that proposed legislation eliminating

or curtailing NTIA could have a serious negative impacts on Michigan's citizens.

Our organization, the Michigan Association for Local Public Health, represents all 50 of

Michigan's city, county and district public health departments which cover all 83 counties in our

state. In 1994 we were the recipient of a Telecommunications and Information Infrastructure

Assistance Program (TIIAP) grant. This grant, matched by State of Michigan general fund

resources, provided direct and immediate benefits to local governments throughout the state and

continues to promote the health of Michigan's citizens. The grant is helping to build an

information exchange infrastructure connecting all 50 local health departments and the Michigan

Department of Public Health. This project will allow virtually alt of Michigan's thousands of

Public Health professionals to better collaborate, share vital health information, conduct research

between and among jurisdictions, as well as providing easier access to innumerable stale and

federal databases. In addition this project is increasing contact btween public health professionals

and the general public via electronic communication and the Internet.

Providing this technological assistance was a great boon to our state, yet NTIA's assistance went

far beyond merely funding to make the program an even greater success. By exhibiting the all too

rare phenomenon of interagency cooperation, NTIA was able to coordinate its program with the

Statewide Immunization Infonrution System (SIIS) project administered by the Centea for

RQ BoKimt* laming MlcM|»n 4am eV)4aS<HM
rs North W^lmii Undn^ Mkhlgaii VKO SV\ mi*n Hx
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Disease Control dnd Prevention (CDC) This cooperation helped serve the additional goal of
building the electronic infrasuucture to support Michigan's proposed statewide immunization
registry It is indeed refreshing to find that government projects don't always have to be in

competition or conflia but can (and do) cooperate to assist state and local units ofgovernment in

a coordinated fashion.

We have been very pleasantly surprised in our dealings with NTIA staff at the Department of
Commerce. We hAve found them to be professional, accessible, knowledgeable and to respond in

a timely fashion. We found NTlA's gram process to be very feir and workable. It would truly be
a shame to eliminate a piugram that does such good work to ensure that our national information

infrastructure will continue to serve the public good, especially by improving the heakh of
Michigan's citizens.

Sincerely.

Jeflfrey S Weihl

Sr. Data Analyst

Michigan Association for

Local Public Health

Steven Downs, US. Dept. ofCommerce
David McLaury, Michigan Dept. of Public Health

rVITFimAfMilU'm LTK
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July 20, 1995

Th* Honorabl* John D. Dingell
U. S. EouBB of R*pr«s«ntativ«s
?.37.8 Rayburn HOB
Wafthincrton, D.C. 20&15

Dear Congressnan Dlnyall:

Thank you for the opportunity to apprisa you of th» lmr,«,4.th. papartaent of Com.rca (DOC) ha. to WTvlaM Se i??:ct"lt!•llmination by H.R. 1756 would hava on our operation ThU.i^*tlon and «11 of public broadcasting consider IxTc's Kafion!7TelacoBBunicatione and Inforaation Ad.ini.tration ?NT1aV 2uisecond BO.t i»Portant source of federal support after th- Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)

.

»it«r the Cor-

Just as CPB assists public broadcasting by partially fundi n„progra* production expenses (software), »rriA t^mLh VL* i vTi'Telecommunications Pacilitiei PrograS (CTTP) assist, ^f^v^**^^**tial funding for broadcast ope?a"one emiiD»en«. rK^?* P*'"
Public broadcasting's ability ^to"re.ch 99r^oTJi.ric"l7t''h ^;
non-conaercial signal could not have happened without wA.!partnership in the purchase of such or. as reaarda wnfc .f^P !our broadcast hardware.

regaras wrvs, most of

Giyen the extent to which VTVB and other Dublic br-aji^i^.-^^.tltie. rely on PTFP to saintain and S^adfJi? uSJJa"ni?? IT-pensive technical base, the loss At ^»*- -^JT^J*. .^ i i ' 1 •'*

?.pair our production and b^oiS^st ^a^i^lTtriS'd ^^yiteS'Slirtall plans to convert fro« analog to digital broadJ^Jts^SSH

PTFP funding ie essential if public broadcastina ia o s«» v-^*a level playing field with oui coMercial "SntlrpIrtS %)lV **"

high-tech Industry, broadcast •fficiinSj (raSio S? mivlilon) Kbased on constantly evolving technology\ Just as eJch JSSLi!aive generation increase, capacities and/or capabilities ??I
""ll i'^f/'*'*"

P"P^«ion«lly. Comercial broadcMte" hive al
Swrade •'^•"'»^"« "^•"«* '*— *'itb which to ^p?"e anS/S

DCTMn niuc nLnaon iu\ scow tan «m. » taatm mmmt fu ni iTt-nu
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Congc-cssnan John O. Oingell
July 20, 1995
paq* 2

.

equipment. Public television •tations, like WTVS mu>>^fm^ ^nearly "fixed inco.e..- Our increments oj JJowih ( JloJ anSsnail in the beat of tiaea) are quickly reveraed wh.n «.« 4-?"**
local and/or national econo«ic nJctuatlon. adver.^lv affH* i^"contribution behavior of vievera buein.-Jl. .^^ V^ *rfect the
which we depend, a. a re.uit?"ublio'b?o%*dca.ti"i ItS^t'^rir.'ib?"keep pace with ever-inflating replace.ent co.te and \f^^!^i }^
not acre coetly technology upgrades.

cosrs, and certainly

WTVS has greatly benefited from PTPP during our flfi-«.n «-funding history, since 1980 PTPP has awarded St^sSTJI ^flllgrants totaling $1,336,597 to purchase Sl.toi Li^n .in ^Z*After exteneive evaluation. Wf7 d.tennlned th*t each'?fPS"^purchases was essential to provide eouthea.t »M^hi«.- .A*"quality service (see attached li.t).
"*"*'*•*•* Michigan with a

PTFP has shown unusual sensitivity to local econoalo ^^^^t*.*and variances in their deliberations. Given the rs<=«,.^^^^^^loss of manufacturing jobs metropolitan Defc^««/-"?" *"**

during the -eos and the industrial doJiiill^ of '^/^PJ^^^iJnot only acknowledged that these purchases^re iSlraJ?!: ^^!
»ore importantly comprehended that thosrreplacemeT. would ha-been impossible without thsir assistance.

"=*"«ncs would have

in addition, *rrvs has sought funding from two oth.^ «- _..KTIA sources. First, the station considers the Ri^«,l.«i"^'''^*"*Children's Educational Television {2?^??^ iSlisp^na^l? /"pending opportunities to develop new. creative 2^2 I ^^^ !*"
children's programming. i#hlle our 1992 *nni<^t-t^ meaningful
ce.sful, the^xistenl. 0? HECET is^I^pJ^JiirVe^auVe* i\"*"rcourages producing public station, lik. WTVS to use the"ediu. ?«educate our nation's youth. msdium to

Second, WTVS has also submitted two aDDlicationa « •»,-. m ,unloatlons and Information infr.stS^ctuJe l«i.tA^^^^
Telecom-

(TIIAP) . These proposals seek to setuo Sain V«^ Program
internet/world wi^e ^eb conn:Se5%«p*u?« *^u/ at^irsTitel^i:several of metro Detroit's neediest and mostdi«dC«?;;.;^it' i"Without a government agency like TIIAP eMBh«.i .4«Z,^

sreas.
service and education prlgrSs. iS superinf^SSJjo'i^Jig^hJ^J^lJyassursdly bypass poor innsr cities and urban areas?

"^^'"""^ "^^^

P.
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congresaman John D. Oingall
July 20, 1995

P»9« 3

Regarding th« final two araa* of your inquiry, th« Teleconmunica*
tlon Demonstration Act and Section 210 of H.F. 1756 which trans-
fers spsctrum nanagement to th« rcc, WTVS do«s not have a poai-
tion or intsrast in thoss considsrations.

In concluaion, WTVS considers DOC*s NTIX, PTFP, TIIAP and NECET
essantial programs that should continue to b« fundsd. If reloca-
tion of HTIA is proposed and considered, WTVS has no preference
for its placenent, but ve hop« the program renaina Intact.

Again, thank you for an opportunity to assist you in this natter.

wara regarde.

Robert r. Larson
Preeident and

General Manager

Attachaent

CO Bob Scott
Dan Alpert
Dan Krichbaua
Nancy Swing
Jo Trainor
Clarence Abraa
jania Basel
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SZSTOKY or »TTF OJUUTV X«ASO« TO «T7«

"«0-3 04S08 $300,000 $300,000(Transmitter & Ant*nna«}
^^oo.ooo

1986-7 66153 S2S9.3a« •^ii aaa

E^mI?"- '*"•"•• —'—" ""c.ii'L,rj.-

TOTAZ. PTVP OKAItTfl RBCIZVIOl

FT tO-VS n«t04«S42 $l,33«,ff7 4iT,M$

WTV« QMin JU»UCX»XOM OtfDSm OOMIZDIiaTZOV IT «IA

PTFP
1995 95220 $657,670 Si«i 5«9 *,-.
(KU digital uplink, .m.rgVn*^ bacXup g.n.'r.tor for ^roadl!.^tov.r, .tudio control «it^.r^and cJa?ac't.r genaratw)

*'"*^*="*

TIIAP

TOTAX. MTIA OlOMTf
tmOM OOISZDIUTIOI X,1«7,»S« |74<,9f| $420, tSt
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Teleccmmunications

Consortium

Srmddit^^ademies Qost effectively
e06S Learning toiw t Indian Rhmr. UI 497*9

Otrcctor. Jock A. Jbek • (919) 338-9394 • FAX(9ie) 23*-715i

July 21. 1995

Honoreble John D. Dingell

Ranking Member
Committee on Commeice
US House of Representatives

Committee on Commerce
Room 2322, Raybura Hotue Office Bttildiof

Washinttoa. DC 20S1S-6115

Dear Honorable Dingell:

PACE Telecommunications U an educational television network thai serves the school
districts and communities in six counties in nonhere Michigan: Charlevoix Emmet
Cheboygan. Ouego. Presque Isle, Antrim. Over iu four channels (three into the schools tad
one into ihe homes u well), it transmiu high school clastet. elementary level clusci
college courses, programming of general Interest, profcstlonal development and
community awareness. PACE utilizes both nationally downlinked as well st loeaUy-produced
programming. It reaches 16 school districu. 2 Imercacdiaie school districts tod
approximately 16.000 cable subscribers and interacts with the local cotnnurlty college.

Through a NTIAyPTFP grant through the U.S. Deptitment of Commerce in 1990 and tfain in
1994. PACE Telecommunicaiioni has been able to support educttionsl needs via the
infonnaUon highway and accomplish what it set out to do u defined la iu narrative in
these grants:

Construction of the public tclccommunicaUons facilities proposed ia this application
is critical at this time for the following reasons:

••Local educational agenciec. the genenl public, businesses, and govemmenul
agencies firmly believe that advanced high school courses are essential to permit
the arc* to compete and develop economietlly. The proposed telecomnunlcatloni
system mceu this need cost-effectively, efficiently, and with public accepttnce.

-Construction and Integrated networking of ITFS. microwave, and cable facilities is
needed to correct the existing condition of stndeou graduating from high schools
without adequate advanced courses in mttb. science tnd language. The tbsence of
advanced courses limiu the economic growth of the area, ensures fnure
unemployment, and leads to larger long-term social program cost*.

Jamtt HIeK SuptriitUndrmt Hark SeUiarA SmBm'0\l^<utt^ o.t_.T..>..t . ^ ...
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Hon. John O. Dingcll

July 21. 1995

Page Two

--The ire. suffers from an unusutily high uaeajployment rite and i] economicillvdepressed Uee exhibn N) Adult education, injervice and job re-.r.init., acSeswill be offered by the project for the first time to the community at large.
*

.-The project, if delayed, will result in lubsttmialiy greater cow to the local area uthe school dtiinctj jtrugglc to use attenate and more costly methods in the
delivery of .nstructiooal program.. Major engineering, site selection, cooperative
plant»tng. and prognm development have been accompliihed. If proiresi towudconsimction «id Implementation of the project is not iccompHjhed in the pl«,n"d

ef"e\t!5r\rrn'tivt.™"''"*
'""** ''"• "' '^^''"^ '^ f expenditure: Tl^t

Implemeatailon of the above objectives has benefitted the entire community, not ;„,, u,.

'"wn" ••.
.

B"«ine,./.«duitry. profit/nonprofit. governmental/nongov7rni^eati? a?l
?^'c*'"" K.

' *". ^'*! recipient, of educations! resource, PACE has provided viaITFS. cable, compressed and microwave communicttions.
proviaeo via

Because of PACE Telecommunication.' receiving financial support in the fora nf .k...
gr«..s from the NTIA^FP section, of the Depltment of CoCc. it ha. b™ n ab Ic olatercoanect 16 school districts and reach home viewers totalling approximately i « onn
subscriber, Without the cooperation and valuable long-term ?xperSn e o^'Sdepartment s personnel. PACE Telecommunications would hive been unable to fuiril «
ethical obligation to l« community.

'umii aa

The Department of Commerce has a proven uack record as is evidenced by their ability toevaluate from experience the probability of grant proposal, to succeed! ^d h«« oapprove those »PP«lcatioa,. However, the FCC has a proven track record reguUwS nnature only In iddltion they are understaffed and alreidy carry an ovwwhtlLi.^^worklo«l. Therefore, the FCC does not appear to be the appropriate .gencj to hw^e Z!grant application. And. combining these two agencies would create inefnci^ncv .„*h
greater delays, which would cause hardship to thoK applying for giintr

'°*''^'""'' "**

From the perspective of PACE Telecommunication. Consortium, raalmaining the oresentorganizational structure of the Department of Commerce and the rcCii desirable A.
^V/fVT ''°""^- "•*" ^* Department of Commerce .llowrfor orgii«t on, 'such as

fli^W JJi^^rPA^rii'^r,?"*
lis community. Changing that app^.ch would „o"likely endanger PACE. abUity to provide Its community with necessary educaUonal input.

Sincerely.

<^
'Jack A. Keck
Director

JAK:jk
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BLUF. I.AKl-
/

>' II '!''
f''-' ill')

TAnN LAKE. MICHIGAN 43457

WBLV FM 90 3. TWIN LAKC / MUSKrC^ON
(616) so'i-zeie

WBLU FM 88 9. GRAND RAP'OS
(616) 4S8-e?sa

July 20. 199S

Tlie Honorable John D. Dingell

Ranking Member
U.S. Houje of Represeniaiives

Committee on Commerce
Room 2125, Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6115

Dear Mr. Dingell:

Thank you for Inviting us to comment on the H.R 1756 and its possible impact on public
radio. I am sure you are aware that many public stations like ours exist in part due to the

NTIA PTFP program. Equipment to first tsUblish Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp's public radio
station 13 yean ago was fmaaTced primarily by a PTFP grant. In addition, we are able to
compete technically in the marketplace as a result of equipment purchasej through the
program. As older equipment wears out and new technical developments appear, we have
used the PTFP program to update and upgrade. Blue Lake Public Radio serves residenu in 10
Western Michigan counties, many of whom would not otherwise be able to hear the type of
cultural and Informational programs that we provide.

Blue Lake Public Radio has received five PTFP grants totaling $220,621. The grants

generated $94,055 in local matching funds. Many of the equipment purchases also generated
income for local providers and, of course, manufacturers.

We feel strongly that public broadcasting is an important part of our cultural, political, and
economic landscape. I know that it's popular now in some circles to denigrate public radio

and television, but the fact is that a majority of Americans supports federal funding of them,
and the positive Impact of public broadcasting on our society over the last 25 yean is

undeniable. Commercial broadcasters, one of whom I was for the better part of 25 yean,
cannot and will not do what public broadcasters do every day - that is to bring the American
people programming that stimulates, educates, entertains and enlightens without commercial
Influence. We do this for every American who chooses to listen or watch... vnthout regard to
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economic standing, political leaning, racial or ethnic background, or educational aitainment.

Those who would set public broadcasters apart as some sort of elitist group do not understand

the very basis of our mission... to provide this culturally significant material to as many people

as will listen or watch... to broaden the horizon of American culture... and to encourage

everyone to use their minds, think for themselves and explore new ideas.

Yes, there are many things wrong with our government, but financial assistance for public

broadcasting is net one of them. We strongly encourage the committee to defeat any attempt

to weaken the pub'ic broadcasting system by eliminating the NTIA and its programs.

DavcMyers
General Manager
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UIA FflCSiniLE

July IS. 1995

Representative John D Inge 11

Corwittee on Connerce
Roon 2125

Raybuurn House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515-6115

Dear Representative Dlngell:

Thank you for ymir letter of July 14. and for the

opportunity to connent on H.R. 1756. regarding the U.S.

Departnent of Connerce.

It is ny understanding that H.R. 1756 proposes to

ellnlnate the National Teleconviunications and

Infomation Mn in istrati on (HTIA). which provides

equipnent noney to public radio and television stations

around the country. I an very concerned about the loss

of NTIA funding, which at the least Is critical to the

Maintenance of the existing public radio and television

infrastructujre

.

Further, with the developnent of new technologies,

such as enhanced and high definition television, digital

radio. Multichannel services and other systens. NTIA
funding is essential In providing the ever iMportant

seed noney for stations to Incorporate this technology.

Past perfomance is Indeed inpressive. Public Radio and

Television developed, and were the first to distribute
programing via satellite: a connon industry wide
practice today. Public stations have In the past, and

continue to develop new and unique progran services that

are only copied by the "private sector" stations.

Locally, funding through the Public
Teleconnunications Facilities Progran has given Central

nichlgan University the opportunity to provide public
radio and television service to unserved areas that

could not receive programing through a locally licensed

independent entity. In addition to the construction of

the radio and television facilities in Rt. Pleasant.

HTIA funds allowed us to provide radio and/or television

service to residents In and around Alpena. Traverse
City. Sault Ste. Narle. Bay City, Cadillac, and
Hanistee.

I realize that the proposed ellRlnation of NTIA Is

part of a larger concern: the future of public
broadcasting In general. It has been said that public
broadcasting prograntng cam be better produced and

distributed by the "private sector." Uatchlng and

listening to the progranning available on connerclal
broadcasts, cable, and satellite underscores the fact

that the "private sector" is unwilling to produce high
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quality educational Material for general and target
audiences. Talk shous dealing uith incest and adultery,
dranas laced ulth uiolence and hunan nlsery, sensational
gossip productions, nindless cartoons, and radio talk

shou hosts spitting out their uenonous hatred prove
beyond a shadou of a doubt that the United States nust

preserve this precious public resource called public
broadcasting. This preservation is acconplished through
continued facilities funding through NTIA coupled with
taitper proof funding for progrannlng and production
through the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
Certainly connerclal broadcasters are capable of
producing high quality educational naterial. but they

are unwilling to accept the iiandate. (\s profit making

entities, cowiercial broadcasters should not be expected

to proluce these prograjis. Public broadcasters, on the
other hard, accept the challenge and yiUingly develop
neu and innovate programing, not because there is a

federal mandate, but because It is their Mission.

Nil A funding fosters regional and local prograiining

and public access. Induction or elinination of these
funds contributes to the danger that nany public
stations will be forced to cease operations, thereby
taking away service to itany smaller connunities.

It is interesting to note that sections of H.R.

1756 would transfer existing (or renalning) NTIA
functions to the Federal Coanunications Comission.
This would place an undue burden on the Comission, by

dluerting staff auay fron regulatory functions. It is

ny understanding that the proposal to ellnlnate the
Federal Connunicat ions CoMiission has been put forth by
sone nenbers of Congress. Let ne renind those who are
students of history to examine the reason why the FCC
(then Federal Radio ConHisslon) was established in the
first place: to nake order out of the chaos that existed
in an unregulated environment, when spectruM space was
treated as personal property, and infringement by early
electronic "pirates" ran rampant. Uhether ue like
gouernnent regulation or not, it is absolutely necessary
in this context.

Thank you for your past and future support of
public broadcasting. If I can be of further assistance,
please advise.

Sincerely.

Thonas Hunt
nanager
OU Public Radio
in. Pleasant, fll 16859

(517) 774-3185
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MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY

July 18. 1995

SMSONOF

MOAOCASTWQ
SEflVICES

mujUM/rwn

tacMn

5U-KMM

The Houorable John D. DiflgeU

U.S. House of Repreaeatativet

Committee on Commerce
Room 2125. RAybum House Office Buildmg

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Con^essnun Dlngell:

Thank you for your inquiry about our public broadcasting stations' relationship

with various U.S. Dqarttnent of Commerce programs. Both WKAR Radio

and WKAR-TV have benefitted from the NTIA Public Telecommunicatioas

Facilities Piogiam (PTFP).

Specifically, matching funds provided by the PTFP have permitted us to

replace terribly obsolete radio sution transmission equipment and purchase

new cameras and solve serious problems with failing infrastructure equipment

for our TV station. These essential and m^or purchases would not have been

possible without the matching funds provided by PTFP.

We believe that this program provides an effective way to insure non-

commercial, non-violeot, family programming to the more than 400.000

households who tune in to WKAR-TV each week, and to the more than

100,000 people who listen to WKAR Radio weekly.

PTFP funds are always matched, at least one-for-one. with local dollars from

viewers and listenen. This leverages the federal monies and insures that they

are Invested in a cost-efficient way.

I hope this information Is helpful to you in your examination of various DOC
programs. I would be happy to provide you with further background about

our experience with PTFP.

Sincerely,

Steve Meuche
Director, Broadcasting Services
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Regio^joial Educational Media Center 10

J:^ iij 'v'
' Robert Townsisnd, Director "

.

;&_ '^i. 4415 S. Seeger St . Cass Ctv *^h>ga'i'iS7?6 • ,'
?

T^^\.- ." i!-"?! - (5-17; 872-4212 _ ^-!'_'- '^ '

" :_.-^-" July 17, 1996

Honorable John D Dingefl

Ranking Member
Committee on Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Washington DC 20516

Dear Congressman,

It is inconceivable to me that members of Congress would even think about
eliminating the hfTIA at a time when the information explosion threatens to
overwhelm us. The National Telecommunications and Information
Administration is that agency which has the potential of assuring nationwide
standards by which we can help participate in the electronic world to come. There
must be a national clearing bouse, else we will end up with '%ave and have-not"
states competing on a very uneven playing field.

REMC #10 would not have its Thumb Area Television project without the
assistance of the Public Telecommunications Facilities Program CPTFP) of the
NTIA (US Department of Commerce). Life in the electronic world is complex,
and a national agency is necessary to guide us through.

Specifically,

•Staff members ofPTFP willingly and without hesitation proviHAH information on
the availability of federal Amds to assist agencies like my K-12 support center in
establishing distance learning projects.

•Staff members ofPTFP willing^ and without hRaibitinn Mt down, in
Washington, with myself and various Intermediate School District
superintendents to explain the ramifications of the program and how to work
with it.

• Staff members of PTFP willinrlv and without hesitation pro^nHAH suggestions as
to raising the necessary matching money in order that we mi{^t attain eligibility
for federal dollara.

A Consortium o< Huron. Sanilac and TuSCOla Intermed'a'e School Districts
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• Once awarded a matching funds grant, the staff members of rXFP willingly

and without hesitatjon provided guidance through the regulations and

procedures time and time again. I have never been involved in such a project.

WTiile I might have struggled through, staff members at PTFP, especially Mr.

Richard Harland, were invaluable. T would have wasted a trreat deal of timw and

mnngv withaut his guidance.

• Guidelines call for attorney certified leases, where leases are necessary, in

order that federal dollars be safeguarded.

• Guidelines call for open bidding procedures to ensure fairness.

• Guidelines demand an inventory system to keep track of items purchased with

federal dollars.

• Guidelines demand any leases for tower space, etc. be for a minimum of ten

years, again to safeguard items purchased with federal dollars.

• Guidelines demand a comparison between equipment for which we wanted the

federal dollars and that which was actually purchased. Changes must be

justified.

• Fvmd transfer is by EFT, a safe, secure and efficient method of transferring

money.

• Guidelines demand quarterly reports on all related events and fmancial

activities.

Up until this PTFP grant procedure, by which our area will be provided cost-

effective distance learning for our rural area, I had never given much thought to

the people who work each day, day in and day out, within the federal

departments. Through this procedure. I have gained a whole new respect for

\Y^;in mnfitW unknown persons.

I have found people willing to share their expertise, their encouragement, and

the knowledge of their varied programs so that I, a complete neophyte (I'm an

educator not a television engineer), might provide my 24 small school districta

with an opportunity which overwise just would not happen.

\ ijialute the staff of NTIA/PTFP . With their assistance, we break ground next

month for an educational television station which will eventually serve, with the

cooperation of local area cable companies, students in ninety five school buildings

across three rural Michigan counties AND provide an avenue of training

opportunities to the residences of up to 20,000 households within that same area.

My office will serve the schools with the distance learning system; together with

the locJal school districts, we will serve the communities!
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HR 1756 b short-sighted. It would eliminEte services to a lot of little people, like

my rural school district people. Those services cannot be provided by anyone else
HR 1756 should be soundly defeated. ^_^

Sincerely.v/ /

Robert Townsend
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Michigan

Boating

Industries

Association

July 21. 1995

The Honorable Carl Levin
United State Senate
459 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Levin:

I am writing today on behalf of 350 member firms of the Michigan
Boating Industries Association who produce and sell boats and
aiarine equipment as well as provide services to recreational
boaters throughout Michigan.

A3 an industry that is primarily made up of small, entrepreneurial
family operated businesses, we ere acutely aware of the importance
of downsizing government, reducing government bureaucracy, and
consolidating services. we do, however, have grave concerns
regarding pending legislation which will, in our opinion, have a

negative impact on boating, fishing, and tourism in Michigan. I am
referring to Senate Bill 929.

Recreational boating will be affected in four basic ways: research,
boater safety, fisheries, and taanufacturing . The Sea Grant Program
provides research data which helps manage, protect and conserve our
natural resources as well as understand our marine environment.
From a safety standpoint, the Department of Commerce through NOAA
produces navigational charts which are extremely important to the
safe operation of thousands of boaters in Michigan. without
accurate and timely navigational charts, there is the likelihood
that there will be increased vessel (property) damage, increased
accidents and a chance for more personal injury and loss of life.
Also, marine weather forecast (part of NOAA) are an important
ingredient to safe boating. Over 50% of the recreational boating
activity in Michigan relates to sport fishing. It is imperative
that our fisheries be managed efficiently and affectively to not
only sustain but to improve our fisheries for future generations.
The Department of Commerce has assist manufacturers in the export
mar>(et. We, in the boating industry, are proud of the fact that
our industry has an excellent record of exporting American marine
products overseas; this is important in terms of employment.

Overall, recreational boating in Michigan is an important aspect of
tourism. It is high time that the "Tourism Industry* be recognized
as one of the most important segments of the American economy.

41740 W Sbc Mile Rd. Surte lOO Ncxthv-r* mi 4I»ic7 mn -..4 .-
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We want you to know the various v;ays the Department helps the
recreational boating industry and consumers. We hope that the
Senate as well as the House of Representatives will look long and
hard at the issues we have discussed.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our views.

Sincerely,

,^^^tL^^^^^
Van W. •S>»lder, Jr., CAE
President

VWS/lc
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STATE OF MICHIGAN

NATURAL RESOURCES ^B? *^ *^' ^'-'^ nSHEJUCt KESCAICH S1ATK
COMMISSION i^ u^^i^'^^
KEiTx I CMWiTtRS JOHN ENGLER Govemor

itS'cl^" DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
JAMES < "HI.

°-iI?J^i-n ROONOMARHES Dkkkx
x>evu si>«»«o

July 17. 1995

John Oingell

Ranking Member

U. S. House of Representatives

Committee on Commerce, Minority Counsel

Room 2322. Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6115

Dear Representative Oingell:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment upon H. R. 1756 and related proposals to abolish

the Department of Commerce. Of greatest concern to me would be the loss or diminution of

the very valuable studies on the aquatic ecosystems of the Great Lakes by NOAA's Great

Lakes Environmental Research Lab in Ann Arbor.

I have been conducting fisheries research on the lower Great Lakes for the State of Michigan

for 30-plus years. During that time I collaborated on numerous occasions with, or relied

upon, aquatic research conducted by NOAA personnel from Ann Arbor lab. I have been

using meteorological summaries and analyses provided free by them to determine causes of

changes in fish populations. For about five years I have been involved In cooperative studies

with NOAA scientists to determine effects of zebra mussels and other exotic species on the

ecosystems of Lake St. Clair, Saginaw Bay, and Lake Erie. Personnel from NOAA have

t>een very helpful in developing a 1995 study and management plan to address the aquatic

plant problem that developed on Lake St. Clair in 1994. I have also been studying the

plankton populations of Lake SL Clair. Saginaw Bay. and Lake Erie for six years to determine

their importance to walleye spawning success and NOAA scientists were the experts on
plankton research that I turned to for advice on study design, techniques, and assistance

with interpretation of results.

The staff of aquatic scientists and technicians at NOAA's Ann Arbor lab are very

knowledgeable and competent scientists that have been conducting valuable studies on

lower trophic levels, including physical and bk>k>gical aspects, of the Great Lakes ecosystem.

Tbeir work on exotic species invasions and nutrient dynamics has been an invaluable aid In

interpreting results from my own research on Great Lakes fish populations. I know of no

other agency, nor group of scientists, that could have performed that wortc Therefor, I

strongly recommend that NOAA's Great Lakes Environmental Research Lab be maintained

as is which would definitely benefit the State of Michigan.

Sincerely.

^rLlC^iL^
Robert C. Haas
Btotogitt In Charge
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Bay Metropolitan IVater Treatment Plant ^^
city •* l«f e«rr n„ , i^y ^

l«f CHf, HI 4«n*
J(U A. DtKM, Slf*HllulMt llttllUl tot PV«M ({(T) ili-IIM

rju 1(17} »M«f«i

July 17. 1995

The Honorable John D. DingeB FAX: (202) 225-2525

U.S. House of Representatives

Commerce Committee Minority Councol
2322 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington. D.C. 20515

Subject: H.R. 1756

Dear Representative DingeH,

I am responding to your request of July 14 for comments on my evaluation of the Department
of Commerce's effectiveness and on pending legislation to abolish NOAA and the Department
of Commerce. While I am generally In favor of reducing the size of the Federal Government, I

would not want to see NOAA abolished.

As you are aware NOAA has for several years been studying the Impact of zebra mussels on
the Great Lakes. Beginning In about 1991 they began studying the Saginaw Bay to determine
existing benthic populations, prior to complete Infestation, and with the Intention of tracking the
changes to this environment as the zebra mussels took hold. Over the past two years their

funding has been reduced, and I understand will be eliminated this year. I feel It ts critical that

these studies be continued In order to give all concerned a dear klea of what changes a body
of water undergoes as this pest populates the area. The results of their studies to date have
helped me in pertlcuiar as superintendent of the Bay Metropolitan Water Treatment Plant,

since our water intake and water quality has been dramatically impacted by the zobra mussels.

Other NOAA programs and studies through out the U.S. are, in my opinion, also very

Important

While I cannot speak with great knowledge about other programs of the Department cf

Commerce, I would like to see a general reduction in the size of the federal government.

There seems to be too many levels of bureaucracy, espedally et the top. ! beiieve In

empowering people at tower levels to make decisions, thus redudng costs, and making for

efficiency, effectiveness, and speedier outcomes.

I appreciate your asking for my input, and I hope you will be successful in retaining NOAA.
while at the same time creating a more efficient government

Sincerely.

.^S*^—
John A. OeKam
Superintendent
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To: Honorable John D. Dingcll (Al*j\. David Tittsworih), FAX 202-225-2S25
From: Jon G. Stanley, Ph.D., FAX 313-971-7862, phone 313-971-7874 3 P«gcs

Comments from Jon G. Stanley, Ph.D. July 17, 1995
H.R. 1756 and value ot NOAA programs in DOC

My nanrie is Jon G. Stanley and I am commenting on H.R. 1756 as a private citizen.

Last year I took a buyout from Federal service and resigned as Center Director ol the

Great Lakes Science Center of the National Biological Service. In g years in thai

position I had numerous dealings with the Great Lakes Er^vlronmenial Research

Lat>oratory of NOAA in Ann Aittor, Michigan. I speak from personaJ expenence in

saying that the Director and staff of that laboratory exhibited the highest level of public

service and delivered quality information essential for ecosystem management ol the

Great Lakes. I have also had numerous dealings the NIOAA's Sea Grant program and

can also attest to its effectiveness. Some specifics:

• Zebra mussel work done by the Great Lakes Environmental Research

Laboratory and Sea Grant has been essential for agency and public

understanding of Great Lakes problems and their solution. The zebra mussel

represents biological pollution caused by unldsntiried shipping resulting in

environmental damage of billions of dollars. NOAA cooperated with my

research center In assembling worU information on zebra mussels and co*

editing a major t>ook. This book and subsequent joint studies provide the

foundation for addressing the zebra mussel problem. We now know that Lake

Erie has experienced the most rapid ecological charges ever seen In an

ecosystem ot that size. As ager^cies and industry further struggle with

mitigation attempts it is essential that strong research programs provide

information on what to do and assessment of the results of actions.

Pollution prevention is a program that promises to revolutionize the way

industry efficiently manufacture products while maintaining a clean environment.

NOAA has worked closely wHh the International Joint Commission (with which I

was associated as the Chair of the Council of Great Lakes Research

Managers) to provkle inforniation and advisory support. F^esearch on modeling

ol Great Lakes physical and biological responses to pollution prevention are

essential for evaluation of the benefits of this program. Strong NOAA programs

based here in the Great Lakes are needed to help minimize cost to Industry

and the American economy.
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Pollution clean up is a multibil'icn dollar cost -- but worth it. The Great Lakes

are significantly cleaner that two decades ago. Marine bird populations have

recovered and now reproduce S'jccessfu.'ly, many native fish returned such as

lake herring in Lake Superior and whitefish in the upper Lakes. Bloater chubs

are repladng the alewife and smelt invaders. Are we prepared to declare

vict07 and relax environmental standards? Probably not! Several spedes of

Great Lakes fish continue to have heathy advisories limiting their consumption

by the public. We need to continue to collect and analyze basic environmental

data on how the ecosystem functiorts and responds to further decreases in

input. The Great Lakes States have established a $tOO million Great Lakes

Protection Fund to provide environmental research and programs to get

information to the public and policy makers, with an assumption that they would

be partners with Federal research laboratories. If Federal efforts were curtailed

now. (t would betray this arrangement.

• Rsheries statistics are a vital component of management of fisheries. My

research center provided information to the National Marine Fisheries Service

on Great Lakes fish catch. Such information has been essential for

management of stable fisheries. 1 recently completed an analysis of whether

the commercial fisheries in the Tribal treaty coded waters of the Great Lakes

was sustainable. The data cleariy showed that catches of whitefish by native

American commercial fisheries increased after the 1985 agreement with the

State of Michigan and has reached a sustainable level. The agreement expires

In the year 2000 and agencies vaII need must have current Information at that

time to renegotiate a fair that will continue to sustain the resource. Existing

programs should be strengthen in the next five years so the Federal trust

responsibility for tribal units can be assured for the coming century.

The current system of patlnerehips in research and resource management has

evolved over the last 20 years. Different State and Federal agencies have assumed

specific responsibilities and exchange Information and collaborate on joint projects. I

conducted an analysis of collaboration at the National Biological Servtee Center that I

formerty directed and found that over half the scientific papers had coauthors outside

the Center, many with NOAA scientists. Reorganizations and attempts at control from

Washington will disrupt these fme-tuned relationships. I urge that Congress

strengthen NOAA prograa\s and not disperse them into many other agencies where

another 20 years would be needed io restore their full potential.
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Jon Gibson Stanley, Ph.D.
School of Natural Resources and Environment

University of Michigan
Dana Building 430 East Unlversny

Ann Art)or. Ml 48109-1115
313/763-4712 ' Home 313/971-7874 • FAX 313/971-7862

Goals and Background

Caroor Goal: To monogo o roicoreh or •eadcmic organization

Education: A.B., University of Miuouri, 1960, Wildtifo Conservation
A^i., Univortit; of Miiwuri, 19M, Zoology

KS.I)., Unlvertily of MlMouri, 1966, Zoology

M.n.A. Candidate, Univerdly of Maine, completed 27 scmestttr hourv

Relevant Experlanca

1<>66 • 1095 UnlvoraUy Faculty: Received tenure in the Univenity of Wisconsin cyittcm and
promoted to faU professor at tho Univcrkity of Maino. Adjunct ProfeMor, 19B6-

PresenL, Univrrsity of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Michigan; Prnfeasor, 1977-91, Associate
ProfcMor, 1975-77, Unlvertily of Moino, Orono, Maine; A«soofato l*rofotsor, 1971.

72, Asaiatant Profosaor, 1969-71, Unlvorsity of Witcon»in-Mttwouk»e, Milwaulcoc,

Wi»c«n«<n; Aiaiatant Profeaaor, 1960-69, DePoul University, Chlcnno, Illinois.

Tought anvironmenLal biology, ocology, fishery biology, phyxioUiior, ond coll biology.

Conducted rcseoreh in environmental bioloQr and resource mana^mcnt Supervised

graduate students. Chaired and served on numerous facility comnriittcos.

19Br> • lO'J'i Center Director, Groul Lakes Science Center of the Nntionol Diologiea) Service:

formerly the Fisheries Research Center-Great Lakes, U.S. Fish and Wldlifc Service

(hTamc changed in 1993), Ann Arbor, Mieliigan. Mannfed $7 million research and

dcvetopmcnt program that inventoried natural resources, monitored conlaminanl ireniio

ill nquntic orgonlsms, aud advised the fisheries industry of mnnagemtntopiions.

Supervised staff of 107 chemists, biologists, computer scientists, and statisticians.

1963 • 19A5 Supervisory Fishery Biologist, Division of Cooperative Unit*, \JS. Ksh and Wildlife

Service, Washington, D.C. Managed national progrum of $20 million with research

units on 27 major universities. Program dealt wiUi all aspects of natuml resource

manogcmont and the environment Worked with U3. CongrosM and Slutc coei>crntors

to secure funding. Helped rescue program from budget cuts.

1977 - 1983 Unit I/CAdor, Moino Cooperative Fishorics lloscurch Unit, Orono, Maine. Mnnuged
rcsooi'ch program ond conducted environmental research in freshwater and moHno
environments. Supervised gradoate students, wrote proposals for about $2 million

Including 2 of 3 proposals receiving funding from K3JF. Work was rocognizsd et high

qoalily and 'vas rewartlc^ by election and appointments to oflJce in professional

or(;iinimtions, and appointments to advisory boards. Honored as a Notional Academy of

Sciences visiting scholar to Cxeehoslovnkia.

1972 • 1976 Klsbcrlce lUuloglst OloscMrch), Fish Farming Esporimental Station (Stuttgart,

Arkansas) and the Fish Control Laboratory (Warm Springs, Georgia). I pionoorod

dovolopment of ehromosoine manipulations in aquaeullure. This work wos widely

recognized and I continue to receive requests for information concerning this work.
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^^y^^Xjieat Lakes
^- Gommission OOc. (313) 665-91 JJ 5 FttOIS>«6SUJ70 3 E-wiTi^cailJJ.iiii^

tstcvnvc coMMirm

I 1 Mkliiiw

ttHMAtiUmS^wt

July 20, 1993

The Hoooreble John D. Ointcll

United Sutes Hoase ofRcpresenativc*
House OflOce BuDdinf
Washington. 0.C 20SIS

Dear Rcpreseniative Dlngcll:

Think you for your letter of July 14 ind your invititieato share my views on the precnns of
the Neuonal Oceanic end Atmospheric Admiaiitmion. SoeeificaUy, I wfll addreji the work ofNOAA's Great Lakes Environmental Reseaicb Ur. _ :ry (OLERL) based in Ann Arbor
Michigan. I speak on behalf of the etjtireaigbtjtau membership of the Great Lakes
Commission which, by unanimous and enthusiastic vo«e, has adopted a policy posldoo in
support of eootintied and cnhinecd GLERL ftmding.

The Great Lakes Commission opposes any Congressional Initiative that would compitwmeOLERL s eunem mandate and programs, whether it be through privatization, budget ems or
elimination of fiaietions. We do reeognlze and applaud Concessional effons to cnhaac*
efficiency in the administration of federally supported programs. We IWther recooiize that
deficit reduction goab necessitate carefU review and evahiation of such programT Widi
regard to GLERL, however, we find that hs progrtms are a sound and essential investment tn
the sustainable use, development and pra«ectlon of the Inteniational Great T^y,., jy^em.

GLERL's programs must be ni»iiiMii««»f to ensine tbaL

• «*<«Wstoric federal role in Great Lakes research and manageiBem-asreeonimd in
U.S. law-Is fiiMBled:

"«'Bm»oui

• fedcrally'mandated management programs are adequately Amded to meet criticaL
Congi«ssionally-estabUshed goals;

^^
• treaty, conventioo and agreement obligations with Canada arc met;

baseline research necessary for Informed puhKc poUcy decisions is maintained; and
• in cnviroamentallnfiasouctureexlsu to meet cuncntaodfinure needs.

GLERL plays • critical role in the region's state/Iedenl partnerships, and provides bade and
•ppUed research in the physical and biological sciences, suchu hydrology, toxicoloey and
oceanography. Such research bopraves our basic understanding ofthe decisioomakini
activity. Knowledge and expenise gained through GLERL's research providebwefia beyond
our region, as many of the problems affecttag the Great Lakes ecosystem are common to other
coastal envlroomeots.

71m Ltboratof/s oogoing »bia mussel research progrun is unique to the nadon. as it tbcuses
on ucndre ecosystem. Rejetreh results have provided a basis ftw fiederal, state, munieipal and
private sector prevention and control efforts. ContinBation ofthat research U esscn^JiJoew
threats, such as the Eurasian niffe, emerge.

OLERL'snearshore hydrodynamics propam examines the nearshotwenvironmem. TMsirea
provides erWeal spawning habitat for many Great Lakes fiA, yet is pJamed by a develotina
•fltetivc remediation and protection mcasufts.

^^
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In summaiy. CLERL's resevch activities in ftjndamemal to the continvwd vftility of th« Ccttt t»v^ region.
Maintenance of GLERL's mission ind tVinctioas, coupled with « tmall iocreasc in GLERL't finding is an
investment necessary to ensure thai policy makers lod managers can continue to prevent as welt as control threats to
this nationally significant resource and the econotny that depends on it We recommend an FY1996 Amding level of
S5.96 million. TMs figure would maintain the CLERL base budget at S4.5S nillioo. and provide an additional S.9I
million for zebra mussel/aquatic nuisance species research, and $.5 million for its neaishor* hydrodynamics
program.

As ilway*. we •pprceiaie your leadership, and urgeyou—on behalfofour cigte member state*—to maintain nd
cnhaac* ifao programs ofNOAA's Great Lakes Enviroomcnial Research Labontoty.

Siaecrely,

Michael J. DooaBQe, PhJ>.

Executive Director

MJD/ijs
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P.O. Box 134001

Ann Arbor. Ml 481 13-4001 313-994-1200

24 July 1995

The Honorable John D. Dingell

U.S. House of Representatives

Commerce Committee Minority Counsel

2322 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

RE: Consequences of H.R. 1756

Dear Sir.

This letter summarizes my views on House bill H.R. 1756 which would abolish

the Department of Commerce (DOC) and specifically dissolves many of the functions

of NOAA. I cannot comment on the Commerce side of things, but I am certainly very

familiar with the operations of NOAA. As an earth scientist at Ac Environmental

Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM), as well as adjunct professor in the

Atmospheric, Oceanic, and Space Science Department at the University of Michigan, I

am very concerned about (1) the irreparable harm to our nation's observing systems for

weather and severe storms; (2) the abrufrt stop of data flow essoitial to environmental

studies that affect this nation's well-being; and (3) the harm to a large range of basic

science research currenUy on-going through out the counby, that would result if this

bill is enacted.

Privatizing the data centers will not work; the Landsat experience taught us that

lesson when utilization of the data by the scientific community drastically decreased as

a result of its increased cost. Privatization will threaten current international

agreements for the free exchange of weather and environmental data. The continuous

flow of data among participating governments would not be guaranteed, and the

amount o^^ dzla available to NOA\ and the private end public sector in the U.S. would
decrease, significantiy affecting on-going civilian research. NOAA's GOES and Polar

satellites support a variety of NOAA activities in addition to the National Weather

Service (NWS). The National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service

(NESDIS) openva the satellites and transforms the data into products that both the

NWS, as well as other government usen such as the Dqnrtment of Agriculture, EPA,
uses, and NOAA need to carry out their work on an operational and research basis.

If the NWS were to assume responsibility for satellite operations and the development

of new satellites and sensors, the links with the other, non-weather data users would

become cumbersome and likely would suffer.

Privatizatioo of NESDIS would also result in tfie loss of continuity of data for

the national aiduvcs. The kmg-time-seiies data in the arcfatves geaented by NESDIS

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF M ! r H t C A N
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is of critical importance to understanding ecosystem processes and variability.

Anthropogenic influences and changes in weather patterns may lead to change:: in

ecosystem structures and functions that we cannot now predict with any certaLity.

Further maintenance of this long-term monitoring program is essential for identifying

change, and when combined with appropriate work on key ecological processes, is

important for development of ^)pn}priate mitigation stiat^es. Selling the assets to

comniercial enterprise will not ensure archiving or access by the general public; certain

data sets lack commercial value, but are very necessary for the long-time-series studies.

There is no guarantee that industry would maintain, for general use, the NOAA
oceanographic, atmospheric, and geophysical data bases that are unprofitable yet are

recognized as critical to environmental understanding. Privatization could also raise

the cost of data access by the research community Cincludtng U.S. government

employees) to the point that they could no longer afford to utilize iL

The information highway (i.e. internet) has made data from the NOAA centers

readily available. This available data is used by private firms to generate their own
value-added products. Commercialization will add a cost to the value-added products

that in some cases will be prohibitive to the ultimate user. ERIM and other Michigan

companies generate "value-added* products using NOAA satellite data now, but

increased cost of "raw data* could lead to a decrease in revenues of these products

which would stop their generation and result in loss of jobs in Michigan.

The remainder of my letter addresses the impact of the proposed twenty-five

percent reduction in FY '94 level of funding O-c the Chrysler legislation) for NOAA.
The reduction proposed by this legislation would pare in half the future weather

satellite coverage, resulting in a blackout should a currently working satellite £ail.

Gaps in satellite coverage, critical for weather warnings and forecasts, would be

unavoidable because procurement of replacement satellites could not be fully funded.

The elimination of one GOES would prevent the early warning of Atlantic storms and

coverage of the Hawaiian archipelago. Elimination of one Polar satellite reduces by

half the coverage of Alaska. With this minimal program, all weather warnings would

be severely degraded, hurricane predictions would be jeopardized, and the accuracy and

reliability of 3-S day weather predictions would be degraded. It elinunates 4-hour

global coverage which negatively impacts U.S. interests abroad, including global

military operational support. Event detection, such as volcanic ash for airplane

warnings, would also be curtailed. Search and rescue time will be doubled therd)y

threatening lives, which is critical to all private and public sectors, most notably

aviation. Several requirements of non-weather users would alter the planned operations

of GOES for the NWS forecast mission. The continuance of such services as Search

and Rescue and the GOES archive, not being in the mainstream of NWS day-to-day

activities, would likely be restricted or even abolished under NWS cootroL The
developoient of new sensors, a traditional NESDIS fiinctioo, would have little support

in the NWS and would most likely be abandoned. It woukl also be inq>ossble to
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implement NOAA's polar satellite follow-on program as conceived through

convergence with DoD and NASA at seventy-five percent cf FY '94 funding.

Another NOAA matter, the proposed elimination of the Coastal Ocean

Program, suggests an insensitivity to the environmental and life-sustaining importance

of coastal regions, and the cumulative impacts of expanding human population oa such

regions. From an environmental perspective, coastal environments are transitional

regions which comprise about eight percent of the earth's surface and are subject to the

combined influence of high energy land, ocean, and atmospheric processes. These

environments are characterized by highly dynamic natural processes such as water

runoff, materials transport, evaporation and precipitation, and biological production

which both affect, and are affected by, the global environment. For life-sustaining

purposes, coastal environments include some of the most productive ecosystems on
earth, estimated to contribute around 25 percent of global biological production and

providing more than 90 percent of the world's marine fish catch.

The demographics of global and U.S. populations, and the cumulative effect of

their activities pose a significant threat to the future health and productivity of coastal

environments. More than 75 percent of the global population is now estimated to live

within 50 km of the sea. In the U.S. , approximately 54 percent of the total population

lives on the 10 percent of the land area defined as coastal. These burgeoning

populations are placing increasing demands on the land and biological resources of

coastal environments for habitation, recreation, and transportation. The health of

ecosystems is being threatened through the use of fertilizers and pesticides, accidental

releases of environmental contaminants, and disposal of toxic and human waste

materials.

The Coastal Ocean Program represents a vital activity within NOAA with the

mandate for developing the Agency's scientific capabilities for coastal ocean

management. Research and monitoring programs are specifically focused on improving
understanding of the natural systems of coastal r^ions and the ecological impacts of
human-indu<xd stresses on the systems. I believe these programs to be essential for

developing the scientific underpinnings necessary for formulating the a^ropriate

legislative and management programs in coastal regions. I am personally aware of

technology development efforts involving coastal remote sensing and bsUeve that the

development of such monitoring capabilities will contribute vital information on coastal

region processes, dramatically improving our understanding of coastal dynamic
processes such as ice formation and movement, sediment resuq>ension events, and
nearshore hydrodynamics.

Again, researchers at ERIM, as well as tttt Univeraty of Michigan, are funded

under this NOAA coastal initiative. EUmimdion or a reduction in funding level win
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put people out of work in Michigan. Michigan, with its extensive Great Lakes

coastline, also directly benefits from the NOAA coastal thrust.

I hope the enclosed comments are useful in your deliberation. Fed free to

contact me at (313) 994-1200 ex. 2590 if you require further details.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Shuchman, Ph.D.
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«Great Lakes .Fishery Commission
CSTABl.iS»-teO BV CONVeNTlON BtTWEtN CANAQ* AND THE uNlTCO STATES TO IMPROVE AND ^SPfTUATt ^'S"-E«V ftCSOU«:eS

;uly 20. 199S

Hon John D Dingell 'r •' "*

Ranking Member, Conuninee on Ccmmerce "-"^
; ~\

mi Raybuni House Office Building ^. ; . r;

Washington, DC 20515 f'-Z. rt

Dear Representative Dingell:

Pursuant to your letter of July 14, 1995, 1 am pleased to provide conunents relevant to

H.R. 1756, a bill to dissolve the Department ofCommerce The Great Lakes Fishery

Commission, as you know, interacts with the Department ofCommerce primarily through the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Great Lakes Environmental

Research Laboratory (GLERL). The proposed dismantling of the Department ofCommerce will,

if implemented, resuh in the loss of essential scientific infrastructure for the Great Lakes.

In 1955 the Governments ofCanada and the United States directed the Great Lakes

Fishery Commission to study and advise the Governments on issues threatening the beneficial uses

ofGreat Lakes fishes. In doing so, the Commission was directed, as much as is feasible, to make
use ofgovernment agencies (today, NOAA, NBS and Fisheries and Oceans Canada, for example).

Further, the Commission is mandated to coordinate research into the Great Lakes fish stocks of
common concern to the United States and Canada. The Commission, therefore, is obligated to

comment on the proposed dismantling ofthe Department ofCommerce.

Broadly, the Great Lakes Fishery Commission is concerned that one Canadian research

laboratory and two U.S. research laboratories on the Great Lakes are unilaterally proposed for

elimination or significant reduction. Essentially, recent proposab in Congress (including

appropriations bills and UR. 1756) would eliminate most, if not all. U.S. federal aquatic research

on the Great Lakes. Indeed, besides NOAA's Great Lakes Emvoomental Research Laboratory,

the National Biological Service's Great Lakes Science Center, and Fisheries and Oceans Canada's

Great Lakes Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences Lab are planned fix agnificant reductions.

2100CommoniMeallhB)vd. • Suite 209 • Ann Aitw. Ml 48105-1563
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Hon John D DingeU

Page 2

The Commission is also concerned that the Great Lakes region seems to be

disproportionately targeted for scientific cuU relative to the rest of the U.S. (and Canada). The

Great Lakes represent 2(fA of the world's surface fresh water, and possess a coastline equivalent

in length to the east coast of the United States. Yet, proposals would essentiaOy leave this region

with significantly reduced aquatic research capabilities. Great Lakes management has evolved to

an admirable level of interdependence, the cornerstone of which is sound science By working

together, agencies, on both sides of the border and at all levels, leverage each other's resources to

produce the science we all lely on for management decisions.

In order to realize economies without jeopardizing our collective ability to meet future

resource needs, it is important that Federal Governments recognize and maintain research

functions which cannot otherwi:;e be delivered. First, Federal Government researchers excel in

documenting problems (e.g. eutrophication, toxic contamination) and producing technical

solutions (e.g. the chemical lampricide TFM), in part because of the basinwide aspect of such

work, but also because of its time-consuming nature. Also, Federal research provides a common
framework of information used to understand Great Lakes processes and functions on an

ecosystem level. Such common understanding provides context for general management

decisions, and for shorter-term local or regional studies such as those conducted by university

researchers. In other words. Federal Government researchers in the Great Lakes provide

information which otherwise would not be generated.

During the first 15 years of the Strategic Plan, NOAA's Great Lakes Environmental

Research Laboratory provided critical information on physical phenomena and the lower food

web, which, for example, allowed fishery managers

• to identify traditional lake trout spawning reefs for stocking and protection,

• to plan for management of sea lamprey in the St. Marys River,

• to identify the patterns of lake-currents around the ^x>stle Islands (one of the few
remaining sites where lake trout spawn) to understand the physical characteristics

that have contnbuted to sustained viability of native Great Lakes lake trout

populations,

• to better understand the impact of zebra mussels on the Great Lakes ecosystem

and the fishery,

• to calculate probable impacts of proposed projects such as winter navigation and

large scale diversion ofGreat L^es waten.
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to relate ice cover to subsequent abundance of whitefish, and

to understand some early insights into the causes of Early Mortality Syndrome in

the Great Lakes. A similar syndrome in the Baltic Sea has decimated Atlantic

salmon stocks

Continued progress is highly dependent on the continued availability of a sound science

framework from NOAA's Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory and from its

counterparts in the National Biological Service and Fisheries and Oceans Canada. The
Commission believes the next 1 S years could see great progress in melding fisheries and

environn^ental management—a significant advance for the ecosystem and its beneficiaries.

While all levels of Government face the need to reduce current levels of expenditure, it is

important that irreplaceable services not be lost, that information crucial to coordinated

ntanagement ofour unique and precious Great Lakes not be sacrificed, and that Governments not

lose the basis for both making and assessing their decisions. We believe that NOAA's Great

Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory, like its NBS and DFO counterparts, are vital

components in delivering these important fiinctions. We hope that essential research capabilities

will be preserved as the basis for thoughtful, cooperative management of the Great Lakes.

Sincerely,

Chris Goddard

Executive Secretary

cc: GLFC Commissioners
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The Unu ERSiri Of Michigan

College Of Engineering ^
19 July 1995

Honorable John D. Dingell

U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Commerce
Rm.2125
Raybum House Office Building

Washington. D.C. 205 1 5-6 11

5

Dear Represenutive Dingell:

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your request for information regarding the

Department of Commerce (DOC) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in

particular. As I am sure you are well aware, DOCs activities through NOAA have had a marked positive

effect on the people of the eight Great Lakes stales. Working to insure clean, safe drinking water, a safe

and hazard free transportation system, and understanding the complex interactions controlling the Great

Lakes ecosystem are only a few of NOAA's major accomplishments. These accomplishments have been

achieved through team work with other govenunent. state and university researchen.

The University of Michigan houses one of only eight NOAA Cooperative Institutes nationwide.

The Cooperative Institute for Limnology and Ecosystems Research (CILER), brings together common
interests >n research, education and provides for cooperative efforts between NOAA and all Great Lakes

Universities. Over the past five years, CILER, working collaboratively with NOAA's Great Lakes

Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL), also slated for elimination from the FY 96 budget (see

attached newspaper article), has grown considerably, providing funds to support research projecu at

various depaitmenu here at the University of Michigan and many universities throughout the Great Lakes

Basin. For your review, atuched is a list of CILER's activities. Through its brief history. CILER and

NOAA have jointly brought approximately $5.4 million in cooperative research to the Universities of the

Great Lakes basin. These funds have supported 61 studenu. 16 post-doctoral research fellows, 5 visiting

fellows, and resulted in many important discoveries directly affecting the health of the Great Lakes and

coastal ocean. These interactions have taken many forms, and research far beyond the boundaries of

DOC.

Needles to say. DOC, NOAA. and GLERL play a major roll in Great Lakes health, education and

research. The dismantling of DOC. loss of NOAA and GLERL. would have a major negative effect oo

Michigan and Great Lakes universities in general. I strongly support your efforu to thoroughly research

the effects of the proposed legislation. Thank you for the opportunity to comment

Sincerely

CAM:ks
eacL

Guy KfMtadcyvn
Associate Professor and Acting Director
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(CILER)

General Information Regarding CILER Activities

7/90 - 6/95

t^ymher Of Research Projects

University

Alpena Conrununity College

Bowling Green Sute University

University of Cincinnati

Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute

Big Pine Key. FL
Johnson University, Johnson. VT
Kent Slate University

Michigan Sute University

Middlebury College, Middlebury, VT
Old Dominion University

Ohio Sute University

Texas A&M University, College Park. TX
University of Michigan

University of MinnesoU
University of Vermont
University of Wisconsin - Madison

University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Williams College

Mystic Seaport, Mystic, CT

Department No. of Projects

Math & Science

Biological Sciences

Civil & Environmental Engineering

Coastal Ocean Sciences

Environmental Sc Health Sciences
Biological Science
Fisheries & Wildlife

Civil Engineering

Zoology
Sea Grant College Program
Fisheries & Wildlife

AOSS
CGLAS 4
CILER 36
Geology 2
NA&ME 4
SPH 3
Ecology & Behavioral Biology
School of Natural Resources
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Biological Sciences

Geosciences
Civil Engineering & Mechanics
Engineering & Applied Sciences
Center for Great Lakes Studies

Maritime Studies Program

Represenution from other universities through CILER Fellows are as follows:

Michigan Technological University
Purdue University

SUNY. New York
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Mtchifan Ttchnoloslcil Univ«rilly

<«00 %«nMn« Oil««. MauQMwv MicMgin 4MSMM

Coii»Bt Of SciincM and An.
OtMnmtnt of aioiogietl Sci«nc«t

Tlw honorable John D. Dlngell. Rankini Member
CouiuKice CDnanlaee Minority Cowuei

2322 lUybun Houie OfHcc BuUdini

Wkihington. D.C 20SI5

Dev Congressinan DingelL

ThMk vou for Iflvidnf me to comment on HJL 1736. I have worked with leveral NOAA
aaeodes over the yean both at the Univeriity of Michigan and in toy preient potltioa (Nadonal
Office, oewly ettabliihed OfBce of Sustainable Development, C1.ERL, KURP, Kea Qnuu). The
ntherterioua attempt to dinnande NOAA it alanning for various reaiont. "nie National Oceanic
and Atnxwpheric Admuiistradon CNOAA) overall mUsioo inclvdes two contpoDcntt: to coasove
aad wisely naanage the Nadoa's marine and coastal reaomces, and to describe, monitor, and

predict changes in the Eaiih's envirotmient, with emphasis on marine and coastal resources. The
agency promotes world<lass research and development in several crucial areas (ooasial

f^recaiong)uailuBlicitGd by other apncies. Moreover, the environmental research done by die

trtnsporution, weather, water quality and ecosystem health rewaKh. The pn^tosed restructuring

frigmenu a cohesive agen^ and sends dte pieces to areu where the present foiecasdng and
rcMaich developtaeota, which depend on the strong physical, chemicu, and biological iniegradoo,

will not function.

The proposed lestructuring also guts the objective middk of enviioamental research

programs diat provide impottant obiective information to everyone. For exan^, in ov mhdng
innpacu research, NOAA wu teen by both academic and mdustryu an objective agency

proceeding widiout the regulatory agenda usodated with such agencies asEPA aod Ae state

DNRa. That is, NOAA's mission fifii aa important, objecdve middle nouad noc duplicated by
odicr agencies. The voU created by ittdeintH would only iacxeaaepouriiadonaadjnniote

recoune to litigation to solve enviionmeaial isioes. In my experience, u cuneatly (wKdoaing.
thejprograms are reasonably well fattegrated, eg. research bv NOAA labontoties u coorcHnated

with leseaich programs in the largely academic Sea Qrant C5oltege Program. Eumpla ofAgency
initlativea d»t cut acrou branches inchide:

1) development of reliable weadier, climate, solar, ocean, and marine assessoaeou and
predicdoai;

2) development ofenvinnmemal technology, Including new global obierving systena; and
3) impleineaudon of eaviionmenttl management and coutal resource developnwu and

enviraiunental health programa.

At the Katioo's fifth coast, dve Great Lakes region and Michigan la paitlcttlar, axe

espedaUyoonoened about dwAibue of this important federal agency. The marine scale of the

QreuLalcea requires NOAA faciUiiea and expotlao. In the put and present. 1 have dealt

"*—''^^ ****"*" "* -^.-"-—— -
I -f|i- || i| irnnm
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extenaively with all the following branches, and thus feel qualified to comment on their ftoctiont

and effectiveneii. Tve been imoreased by the integration of functioni and effoni by the agency

bnnchea to Infonn each ocher of activitici. Reieaich cruiiet often Inchide indhrlduali from levenl

component bnnchea In aaaodaie with individuala from cxher ajcnciei that are interetted in coastal

environmenta. NOAA programs of Importance to Michigan and Upper Peninsula itaidems

Indttde:

Afbor, Michigan, ia the sols NOAA labomory icspcnsibk for the Lauitatian Great Lakes. Tliis

agewy with Ua 63 AiU-dme and23 part'tiim ackadsts and suppon staff Is the sole NOAA lab

renonalble for tackling complex malddisdplinary inaxin«-icaJe forecaadng aedvldM fior the Qxeai

l2au. Invited 10 Its formal icvicw last November, I waafarneised to the divexiicy and stiengA

of the positive leacdoa towards the Laboratory. Tbereaearcbprommisoaeoffewthat

completBly and sucoeuAiUy Integrates physical, chonical, and biological conponeais. This lab

has proven invaluable u a legional source of InJEornadon on the Oreai Lakes. Sdeatillc expertise

is neotpiabiu outstaadiag. The laboratory developed the Qreat Lakes Pocecudni System, is

ttspected for iu hydrdogic snd Iske arcularion modeling, ice moniioflng prognm, PoUntam

Effects progrtoi, and is s recognised leader in oonindlgenous spedes pn>mm, u the leading

aiency m tebra mussel reseirch. The labontory is known for iu innovauve reacarch, cmtndy is

developing 3-dimensional water eirculadon forecasdns i^odels, yet also b oooperstlve with

leikmal agencies and institudoos, e.g. provides Coastwaich Satellite Imaging data to 22

instiiutions and sgendes. Invesdgators are encounged to develop and coodua research arpjects

Aiat have high soemiflc merit, whose pubUcstioa in peer^eviewed Journals is an inte^panof
promoooB.

]y)A A'. VirioBil 1Tiw|eTM« Rfttfin-li Pfnyrim H^TRP^ tBeri«Mttl <n tuhtni«IM> ifwti..

(Johnson Sea Link, ROV, diving) and is responsible fbr condocdng underwater research,

deploytnem of resesich and monltorin| equipment, monitoringofcoasiline, lake and seabed

Ufffhoesistclu^ni ocean and Gictt Luces dumpUies. Because of Its vast sice, Middgan depends

onNURPforunderwsterivsearchintheOreatLakea. Lake Superior research promms,becsuse

of the lake's large si», require marine scale operadoas such u those offered by NUKP sad its

Johnson SeaLlnk. remotely opented vehicles (ROVs), and dWing capabilities.

]^Q^ A'l fV«>tW«teK Retnntg Sgntlr.f Pimpam iwovidM weaiher daia to tha «eaAmie mkI

Tttfair*«*MP"aitig« »« >" wM*** inttmet service, makfag this an invaluable tool for basic

jcaeaich in the areu of global dimate change, foncasdoi marine snd freshwater events,

coiuiecting up recieadona] fiahcn with realans wesdMT uta, and naoniiorlnj exodc ssedes effeca

00 water qualiiy. The Nesdlsdstt from the NOAA Tiiospolsrcrbidncsatemies are tttvsluble

becanse Of frequency and regional coverage. Applicadoosiachide|k»al warning, ice movemeat,

coMtaldicdafian, and oflsnll impact forecsslni and ffloailaring. tavonam attempts sn
uMlerway to extci^etaculaaon models Croml-anensionsl to ^-dimeasionaL The rsooie sensing

datt provided by NOAA Is an esseadal dementia this sfflbidousnogmL PiivsdzlnithBNsdooal

Eavtaonmeatai SatsUlie, Data and Infennatloa Service will severely restrictpobUe sad faududonal

eocesstodataandprevcatresl-dmeacquisltioB. WheieuCbuiwatcfaAVHRRiaMgenfis

provided at UlUe or no coast 10 iniotsted individuals and agencies through Nesdis, la eommeicial

couatoput (TM Imagery) cotu between $7,000 (inidal) to $750 (prevlmsly processed) a scene.

|>{f)A A'« Nittftiuil V« flwnt Profram wmi eitabliihed nnder federal law to povMe

mgtiyh And flupeschprognint la coastal marine and freshwater eavlronmcnia. The program

ftiaetkms both la scademic research appUed to lOKlonal needs and ootreteb programs. TheSea

Gnnt CoOege network provides one of the meet ioDcrtaat means not oaly of suppofdag ooutal

leacMch but of disseminadai knowledge to die DubQc KQcMgaa Sea Grant has teeaiasmmBatal

In samorting research aimed at undernutdbu fisheiies resources, exotic species impacts oa

fcodwdbs and ounidpsl eonoeni, aad globd chaages ia the Oicat Lakes regkn.
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Acain I would itreu thu bocauic of iti ime|ndon of intendUciplinaiy research frora the phytictL

chemical, and biological icalnu, NOAA li one of the few a(encie* ciqiible of applying eoomten
perR>«:tiv« to icaouree nunagemem. The tebra mussel prognis clearly demonstratu iu anUty to

work cloaely widt aute and local (municipal) conccmi on coastal exotic ipeciei iiniea.

W. 1. 1 .^^.. „
,

,

Diractor. Laks Superior Ecoiytten Research Center and

PrefMior. Blctojctl Sctoasa

Mi^igtA Technological Uaiveniqr

Houston. MI
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CITY or- MONROE
Water Treatment Plant

June 12. 1995-

The Honorable Caii M. Levin

United States Senate

Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Levin:

I was recently appalled to learn that the future of the National Sea Grant College Program of the

National Oceanic and Atmo^beric Administration is injeopardy as a result ofpending funding cuts

in the next fiscal budget

During more than forty years in the drinking water industry, I have seen no other federal dollars put

to better use than those supporting Sea Grant activities. The valuable research supported by the Sea

Grant Program has contributed immensely to a wealth of scientific knowledge and expertise in

solving tough problems associated with the preservation of our priceless water resources. The Sea

Grant technology transfer efforts are widespread and effective and touch every aspect of surface

water use and user. This is especially true today when our surface waters are tmdcr siege by a host

of oon-indigeno«is aquatic plant and animal species which pose serious threats to the livelihood,

recreation, the public health, and the treasury ofa vast segmentof the population. This is especially

true in the Great Lakes and eastern and midwestem river systems where the zebra mussel has

imposed tremendous expense on surface water users. The Michigan Sea Grant Program has done

a baiuier job in helping to avert even sharper impacts.

I appeal to your wisdom and good judgement in this matter of national importance. 1 urge you to

support the National Sea Grant College Program in any way possible... by funding in FY 96 and by

co-sponsor^p of HR 1 17S, the Sea Grant reauthorization bill which is currently in committee.

I can say with certainty that your favorable treatment of the Sea Grant Program will earn the

appreciation and support not only of your constituents in Michigan, but of Sea Grant beneficiaries

everywhere.

Sincerely,

-U
Wilfred L. uPage, Superiniouiefii

Water Treatment and Pumping Division

Morvoe Water Department

915 EAST mONT SIRffT. MONROe. MICHIGAN 48161 / (M^\ 9d1..S047
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National Manufacturers
Marine Association

June 13, 1995

Hon. Jim Saxton, Chairman
Fisheries, Wildlife and Oceans Subcomaittee
U.S. House of Representatives
Washin^on, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

A second thank you for participating at our Leoislativ- rnn*^^last month, and for your interest i n ^^^iTf- ^^fw jL Conference
boating industry on ^fishing Yssles "^ "":^'' ^* recreational

interior. A» you toow, mSl's "e»be^7«?„„fV=ture o'JS'S"*"*
"

r.s'f'^r-'^-i T^i-^TVr^r.i:! fnrS'- '-K'-"-and the functions of NOAA and i^s iSSrs^.//*'^'^.*,^^"^
enthusiasts

s^TuHSe^?:"^^-
"--"«-"-• ^""2;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

you and .«*.r, of tl^ IScoSJSrJiifct'„ ~/.
"""" ''°'" *""

restrictive trade barriers <;oe»..^^,^, = 1 ,* relief from
government makes envIrlS;n?S oV^usin^s"" d'..?^-'^

that when
should be involved in that die4«f«« ^ l"

decisions, industry
agree acre.

decision Baking process. We couldn't

si"?S:tTe":fn?o^k"wi\\'7pliSlm"S ?^ ^^« i^'P^^^-nt of CommercexooK wirn optimism to the future while working

/MiUd' ^«*^'"8to" Harbour. 30SO K Street, N.W.. Suite 14S"•**' W«4hington, DC 2Ciai7 , 202/944-4980
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in partnership with NOAA and the NMFS to build sustainable
fisheries, recover protected species and see recreational and
connercial fishing prosper.

Thank you. in advance, for your assistance.

Sincerely,

tick Blackistone. Vice President
Government Relations

Jeff Napier, President
Bob Healey, Viking Yachts
Dick Weber, South Jersey Yacht Sales
MMMX Govemaent Relations Committee
James Baker, Administrator MOAA
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Michigan Ttchnologlttl Univ«riHy

1400 rvtmttta Omft MM«w«t. iiUcM«wi «M)t'im

Vice Pfwioert for Qov^mmtntm Ptianor.j
S«craiary of «h* Board of Contool

aO«/WT-3S1|
FAX: «0«/a7-3n6

luly IK. 1995

The Honorable John D. Dingdl

Ranking Member
U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Commerce

Raybum House Office Building, Room 2 1 25

Washington. DC 2051 561 15

Dear Congressman Dingcll:

DurinR ihcsc challenging economic times, we recognize that budget redualons

and greater efficiencies arc necessary. Ho^vcvcr. we have great concerns re the

potential elimination of the National Oceanic aivJ Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA).

It is essential lo continue those functions aimed at conserving and wiselv inaruijpng

the Nation's majine and coastal resources, and describing monitoring, atwl prediatng

changes in the Earth's environment, with emphasis on marine atul coastal resources.

The agency promotes world-class research and development in several crudal areas

unduplicjted by other agencies such a.s:

• development of reliable weather, climate, solar, ocean, aiwl nurinc

assessn^cnts and predictions;

• development of environnventa) technology, including new global observing

systems; and

• imi>ienM:ntation of environmental management and coastal resource

development and eimrnnmental health programs.

As (he Nation's fifth coa.st, the Great Lakes region and Michigan in particular,

are especially c<mc<med about the future of this crucial federal agency. Specific

NOAA initiatives of importance include the various aaiviiies cf the Great Lakes

F.nviromuenial Research Laboratory, the National Undersea Research Program, the

Coast Watch Remote Sensing Program, and the National Sea Grant Prognua

MWmiii T>i»««intim ur»«w«» n ir tqun eoBQ««ii»t> »duc^toMi «i»«ni»wtf»^>iil *pmi%mti itmm>
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The Honorable John Dingell

July 18. 1995

PaKe2

Even though these highlighted aaiviiics positively impaa the Great Lakes

region, it is critically imponani to remember that those same effons have a highly

beneficial effect upon freshwater areas throughout the United States.

I urge you to consider these fanors n\osT carefully when deriding NOAA's fate.

Sinccrelv,

£i(A«cvlie:^^
Dale R. Tahtincn. Ph.D.

Vice Presidcni fur Governmental Rclatioru

And Serrr.Larv of the Board of Conirol
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MICHIGAN STATE LM\ ERSITY

1* SVII KM lit MM HI 1%HI lLI>i\(,

H^TH\Nr\l. . \ll< HH.vS •W.NIJ."

f\\.<(-l !»-• I<.'

July 19. 1995

Hon. John D Dingell

Room 2 125

Rayfoum House Office Bid.

Washington. D.C 20515-6115

Good Day:

I am writing in response to your letter of July 14. in which you requested my opinion on House Bill
H.R. 1756 which is being considered by the House Committee on Commerce. I am opposed to that
bill for several reasons.

First, I believe that there are certain functions that are best run by the federal government. In the case
where there is no structure for competition to develop. Many of the functions ofNOAA fall into this
category. Things like the national weather service and the research and monitoring of atmospheric
change are not appropriate to be handled by the private sector. Ifone does not think that atmospheric
change is not an miportant function, they should think again. This function is vital to both national
and mtemational interests.

Second, the maps prepared by NOAA are vital to commerce, especially shipping, but also research
and monitoring. If this is eliminated I do not see how competition could be fostered in the private
sector. The immense cost of these programs would result in the maps becoming obsolete very
rapidly. This would be a national tragedy. I would not be opposed to raising the prices charged to
cover the costs of this program, but do not think that it should be privatized.

Third, relatKre to the privatization ofNOAA functions, such as the National Environmental Satellite
Data and Information Service, it seems unfair for the public at large to have paid to develop the
system and generate the data and then aDow a few individuals to make a great deal of profit I have
personal ejqjoience with this type of effect. When the Landstat program was privatized the costs of
the information and pictures became too great for private individuals to afford. In addition, as a
scientific researcher working on federally funded projects. I could not afford to acquire the
information. Again, it was developed by the public at large, but a few individuals were aOowed to
profit This is wrong!

Rdative to the fisheries programs. I am not fanuTiar with these specifically, but I have worked with
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Hon. J D Dingell

July 19. 199S

Page 2 of 2

researchers from the Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL) in Ann Arbor. The

do very sophisticated, long-term research and moinitoring of natural phenomena of the Great Lakes,

which has been vital to our understanding aixl management ofthe Great Lakes as a national resource.

Without that information we would not have been able to make the great strides in improvement of

Great Lakes water quality. I do not see that this function could be privatized. There would not be

a profit center to attract the type of investment necessary. Due to the long-term nature of these

programs and that a number ofjurisdictions, including states and provinces in Canada are involved,

it would be very difiRcult if not impossible to have these functions taken over by private enterprise.

This would then lead to a tragedy of the commons.

At some point in the flifjrc decision makers in state and federal agencies will need to provide

leadership, manage resources and provide answers to complex technical issues without any

information. NOAA, especially GLERL is a first-class research organization that maintains the

continuity of a complex data base. IfGLERL were to cease to exist this information would surely

be lost, along with the expertise to interpret it. For the few dollars saved this would not be a wise

decision.

Fmally, the public has iiuiicated that they are concerned with the quality ofthe environment. As our

populations grow and more and more demands are but on the natural resources the issues will

become more and more difficult to manage. This will require detailed, long-term environmental

irrformation. Now is not the time to dismantle the infrastt\jcture and knowledge base that has allowed

us to make so much progress in the past 25 years.

In general, we in the United States spend the lease proportion of our GDP on environmental research

and management of any of the industrialized countries. This will cost us much more later than the

small investment now.

In my professional opinion, it would be bad policy to elinunate or reassign the functions ofNOAA.

These fimctions are not appropriate for the private sector to assume and are managed in a very cost

effect manner.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this le^slation.

Sincerely,

'fohnP.Giesy r'l
Distinguished Profesn&r

enc: short CV
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John P. Giesy

Professor Giesy was born in 1948 in Youngsiown Ohio, but considers himself a Michigander, since he

has lived most of his life in the state of Michigan. Prof. Giesy is from Flint and attended Alma College

in Alma, Michigan where, in 1970, he obtained a B.S. Degree, Summa cum laude with honors in

Biology. Prof. Giesy obuined Masters and Doctor of Philosophy Degrees in Limnology from Michigan
Sute University in 1971 and 1974, respectively. From 1974 until 1981 he was affiliated with the
Savacjtah River Ecology Laboratory and a faculty member in the Institute of Ecology and Department
of Zoology at the University of Georgia. Currendy, he is University Distbguished Professor of Fisheries

and Wildlife at Michigan Sute University in East Lansing, Michigan, where he is also on the faculties

of the Pesticide Research Center and Institute for Envirorjnental Toxicology. He is a NIEHS Preceptor

aiK] member o! the National Institutes of Health Faculty. Prof. Giesy considers himself an aquatic

toxicclogist with Interests in many aspects of this Held, including both the fates and effects of potentially

toxic compounds ar^ elements. He has conducted research into the movement, bioaccumulation and
effecu of toxic substances at different levels of biological organization, ranging from biochemical to

ecosystem. Prof. Giesy has done extensive research in the areas of metal speciation, multispecies toxicity

testing, biochemical indicators of stress in aquatic organisms, fate and effects of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and photo-enhanced toxicity of organic compounds. Currently Prof. Giesy and his research

group are actively studying the toxicity and reproductive effects of organic compounds on fish and
fish-eating birds and mammals in the Great Lakes region with a special interest in mink and raptors such
as hawks and eagles. Prof. Giesy has been active in the development and application of methods for the
assessment of the toxicity of contaminated sediments, especially in the North American Great Lakes.
Prof. Giesy has received more than $15,000,000 from many local, sute, federal and international

agencies and organizations to conduct his research, which has resulted in the publication of 196
peer-reviewed publications and hundreds of lectures, world-wide. Two of his books Microcosms in
Ecological Research and Sedimerus: The Chemistry and Toxicology ofln-Place Pollutants have become
classics. Prof. Giesy works frequently in Europe with many universities, research esublishmenu and
government agencies. Prof. Giesy was president of the Michigan Sute University chapter of Sigma Xi
The Research Society and in 1990, was the recipient of the Sigma Xi Meritorious Researdi Award.
P:of. Giesy is also the recipient of the Chevron Distinguished Lectureship Award for his research on
the toxic effects of environmental contaminants on wildlife and the CIBA-GEIGY Agricultural
Recognition Award for his work on microcosms and pesticides and the Willard F. Shepard Award
from the Michigan Water Pollution Control Assoc. In 1994 Prof. Giesy received the prestigious
Vollenwdder Lectureship in Aquatic Sdenccs Award from the National Water Research Institute of
Canada for his work on contaminants in the North American Great Lakes. Prof. Giesy is a member of
the Boards of Directors of the International Association for Sediment and Water Science and the
International Association of Great Lakes Research. Prof. Giesy has served on the Board of Directors of
the Society ofEnvironmental Toxicology and Chemistry {SETAQ from 1986 until 1992 and as President
of the Great Lakes Regional chapter in 1984 aivd of the international organization in 1990-1991. He was
Chairman of the Board of Directorsof the SETAC Foundationfor Environmental Education \n 1992-93
and is currently Vice President. Prof. Giesy is a Fellow of the Cooperative Institutefor Limnology and
Ecosystems Research. Prof. Giesy is a member of the Board of Directon of Alma Collie and President
of the Alumni Organization. Prof. Giesy b listed in 23 biographical listings, including Who's Who in

the World.
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ncreasing Michigan's Growth Through Technology

Jvdy 20, 1995

Representative John D. Dingell

U.S. House of RepresenUtives

Committee on Commerce
Raybum House Office Bldg., Rm2125
Washington. DC 20515-6115

Dear Mr. Dingell,

Tliank you for the opportunity to provide information to you on MERRA't
experiences with the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and the Manufacturing

Extension Program (MEP) of the U.S. Department of Commerce. MERRA strongly

supports these programs.

MERRA is a Michigan publio^rivata partnership whose mission is to increase

Michigan's economic growth through technology. Our membership consists of the most

influential institutions in Michigan. It includes major corporations, both the executive

and legislative branches of state government, universities and economic development

organizations.

An important part of oxir program is providing assistance to Michigan companies in

preparing proposals for solicitations under this program. We, therefore, have a lot of

experience with the Advanced Tedmology Program.

Our members believe the ATP is important in transferring the result* of

fundamental research into practical products. This results in the creation of jobs and an

inoease in export sales. Its value to the industrial base of this country is shown by the

willingness of companies to provide at least half of the funding in partnership with the

federal government. Some important points which should be considered as the Congress

debates this program are:

Our international competitors in Japan and Europe receive

assistance from their governments to commercialize new technology-based products. The

assistance provided by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MTTI) in Japan

is well known. Assistance is also given by European governments to their companies

under programs such as the Joint European Submicron Silicon Initiative (JESSI) whidi

focus on the European electronics industzy.

or> p^v nn?nn • Ann Arfirtf MicKJoan d«ii'< • tpl •^n.o'^n-nnn • fr.v in.om.rn^c
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The transistor and integrated circuit were invented in the United
States whereas nearly 50% of the consumer electronic products today are imported.
Government assistance is needed to ensure that the new inventions in the future are
commercialized in this country. Even as the Congress debates the ATP program, it was
announced this week that the last American-owned television manufacturer, Zenith
Electronics, sold a controlling interest to the Korean manufacturer Goldstar.

Much of the technology developed in the ATP program it on the list

produced by the National Critical Technology Review. This list defines those technologiea
which are driving forces in U.S. economic prosperity and national security. For example,
MERRA assisted the Automotive Composites Consortium receive funding to develop
composites tedxnology for automobiles. Tlus is a technology where the United States lead
is being reduced by our foreign competitors. The Review data suggests that funding for

these critical technologies should be increased rather than decreased.

Although it is important for the federal government to fund
fundamental research, it is not automatic for the results of this research to trickle down
to practical use. Indeed, the results are published in the open literature and are picked
up by corporations across the world. It is extremely important for the federal government
to stimulate the application of this research in the United States.

MERRA's direct experience with the MEP is less extensive. However, several of
our members have been part of this program. Therefore, we see the valuable assistance

they are providing to small- and medium-sized companies. This has helped increase the
quality of products manufactured by these companies and company profitability. lUs is

invaluable in ensuring, for example, that U.S. auto companies purchase parts from
American companies rather than from overseas.

As you requested. I have circulated your letter to our members with interest in
these programs. I have asked that they respond to you directly.

I recognize the pressures the Congress will face with appropriating funds for FY96.
However, the ATP and MEP are important programs benefiting the economy of the
nation, and I encourage the Congress to continue their funding.

Cordially.

OUiCu
\^fx.

Keith F. Blurtoa

Plnesident

oc David Uttsworth
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Th* Oow Ctwniicti Company

July 19. 1995 m<ii««j. M«r jw 4ac74

The Honorable John Dingcll

U.S. House of Representatives

2328 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

ySiipport of the Advanced Technolofv Propram H^pt. nf rnrr^ mftTCfi

Dear Congressman Dingell:

The following commenis concern legislative bill H.R. 1756.

The Dow Chemical Company supports the Advanced Technology Program (ATP)
of the Dcpanment of Commerce. We have submitted proposals to this program,
and we also serve as a subcontractor in one awarded contract. Also, in late

1993 and 1994, we actively sent in ideas and "white paper" concepts for the

focused area programs of ATP, e.g. advanced materials processing,

manufacturing, and catalysis technologies. We feel that these Focused Programs
are very positive additions to the ATP, and they offer important opportunities

for U.S. Industry. We have submitted proposals to these areas.

One of the recent focused programs announced is "Catalysis and Biocatalysis

Technologies." Especially for the U.S. Chemical Industry. Dow believes that this

Focused Program can be a very valuable panncrship program. Along with the
Council for Chemical Research (CCR), the Chemical Manufacturers Association

(CMA). and other companies, Dow actively supported the creation of this ATP
technology area. A high percentage of industrial process chcmistncs depend
upon catalysis for operation. Breakthroughs in catalysis technologies can
significantly lower capital costs of plants as well as processing costs associated
with energy, raw materials, and environmental operations. This program is a
good example of how the ATP can be of value to Dow Chemical as well as U.S.
industry. The 50 percent cost sharing requirement for joint ventures assures

serious industry commitment.

The ATP is one of the few federal programs which targets civilian commercial
technology development as a goal for improving U.S. competitiveness. Dow
Chemical supports the continuance of the ATP. It is an excellent program which
has not been given enough time to prove its true value.

ly.p.
RJ. Pangborn
Vice President, Ventures/Central R&D
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PERCcPc^on
SeaainglheMvn*

23ess n•••re^ OrW*

Pa'mngkir HiUt. Vcrioin 4«33S-2»*3 USA
lei 0) «7e- 77 1 C FxiimM (810) 47a-709»

SENT VU PAX (202) 225-2525

July 17. 1995

Tbe HoDonble John D Dingdl

US House of Representattvei

Raxiking Member, Committee on Commerce

Room 2322 RAybum Hoiue Office building

Washington, DC 2031)

Dear Congressman Dingdl:

I am writing to urge ymr support for continued ftdeial funding for the U.S. Commerce
Department's National Institute of Standards and Technology Advanced Technology Program
(NIST ATPy During this period of Congressional evaluation of publicly fUnded programs, we
fed h is appropriate for the private sector to provide input on programs in which we are

involved.

We recognize that the national trade deficit is increasing and that two-thirds of the deficit is auto
related. The Nfichigan toam has a responsibility to reverse thia imbalance - the NIST AT?
program is a significant catalyst to enable us to accomplish this objective. NIST has a tradition

ofbeing a poiiitive contributor to the competitiveness ofthe U.S. industry and the ATP program
is an excellent example ofhow the federal government can help.

Id order to assist your Committee, attached Is a private sector evakiation of th« NIST ATP
program. Again, we strongly urge your support ofthe NIST ATP program. Ifwe may provide
finther information or assistance, pleas* do not hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

: D.Carlson

Precident and CEO

DDC:aib

Attachmeot
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A PRIVATE SECTOR EVALUATION OF THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY'S

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

Pnrpared by Dwight D. Carlson

Chiirman, Auto Body Consortium

Presidetxt & CEO. Perceptron, Inc.

On behalf of

The Auto Body Consortium

APX International

A8C
Classic Design

Detroit Center Tool

ISI

Modem Engineering

Perception

Progressive Tool

July 1995
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Intruiliif,;^i»H

The purpose of this document b to prcwnt a fif3t-h*nd private sector evaluarinn «f tv-
effecuveness of the National Inatitu.e of Standard, and T«h^S^ AdV^d ?L^,
Progran^ (NIST ATP) TOs evaluation has been prepaid on be?Sfo^t^^B^ '^
Co^rt^urn (ABC), a not-for-profl. consoniu™ ofV^ov.tive u^afbtt^l'i^oloav»uppiieT3 to the U.S. auto uidustry.

lecnnoiogy

In 1992 ABC teamed with Ocneral Motors. Chrysler. TTw L'aiversity of Michigan and WavneStijf u™ver„ty under a NIST ATP gm. to jointly develop adv«JS tcchnd^rto ^Iv^^Tcnucal mito industry ««embly problem, nis p«,gnun wJodled theAT?S^ "

Tliis evaluation provides a first-hand accounting of the »u«;«:fij resvJt, of th« ATP 2m«Program which is in its third year. It then defines th^ keva to th.t ^i«.-« «j a2 • 7/

^.S;°f "^ *' ^'^'""" """'"'^""^« T-^i^'-iy (MvS^J^^S^

2mtH Prftyram ATP

In 1991 the Auto Body Consortium (ABC) teamed with General Motors, Chrysler theUnjversity of Michigan, «id Wayne State Unlver«ty to idenUfy a critical a^to^^tembivtechnical problem and proposed a joint technology deveJopntent p^jposal t^jJ^l^tJi
submitted an ATP proposal to NIST called the 2^ p«,^ ^^^^r^Z^,^ ^
five million dollar gnat The private sector (ABC Gen^JMoTJ „„?A,^^ ' thite-year.

additional «vea mUlion dollar, to the prog^TThel^if k f^""^ ""™^«'*'

«

September 1995.
'^*^- ^* ''"'«™" ™" ^^ September 1992 through

The 2nm, Program ATP consists often research projects aimod ai rtducing auto body assemfclvdunensional vanauon to less than 2mm, plus a technology transfer «seaiS p^^T
'

The 2inHi T*.nn

The 2mm Program is organized as follows:

• Research is performed by the research university personnel &Dni The L'niv^r«,tv «fw vand Wayne State lJnive„ity. Tbe University ofMS^bri^Sfe^^ri^K'^^ pt^ision engineering required U, anack and solveS?S^p^blS^ZsST^bnngs umq« technology transfer expertise to the te«n. Thethrj^y^re3^„
provides sufRcient time and funding for worthwhile Pb.D -levc^^TJT^^^lU couplmg of the university reseiche. with^I^s^U^^^^^"^
also provides a nch environment for defining f«tu™ rtJ^^J^ n^^™i,
universities are a unique resource and competitive advantage for U.S. competiSa.

• iDDOvauon is pcrfoimed by the small business technology s^)plier companies thai fonn

ABC TWi is where the U.S. iuto industry designs and produces itS fflflJlUfSCllinilg
processes, and whett a process soiuUon to the 2mm problem must come from. The
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companies rccei\c 'he ideas and inventions frrrn research and innovate products and services.

Teaming and coordination betweea these companies is also essential to effect any significant

process changes required to m«5Ct our 2mm goal. Thcsc smallci-type companies are also a

unique competitive advantage for the U.S. auto industr>.

• Implementation is performed by the major manufaciurers. which foce fierce global

competitioiL In fact, several Japanese manufacturers have already attained less than 2mm
variation io their auto body assembly processes. Since knowledgeable leadership and

empowered teams are the key to success in implementing robust technology in the auto

msnuikctuiing envizonment, teamins with the ABC companies and vmiversities to understand

how to use the new technology is essential.

The successful teaming of these three elements is necessary to solve the 2mm pivblem. The

major manufecturers need new products and services from the ABC companies, the ABC
companies need access to thf university researchem, and they all need each other bec«\«e of the

significant process changes required to solve the problem.

Q),j»<^vM qf^nim Program ATP

The objectives of the 2mm Program are as follows:

• Reach world class level s of auto body assembly variation.

• Reach these levels in world class launch times.

• Maintuo world class levels of process pcrfbnnance for the production life of the vehicle.

In other words, build auto bodie< better than the foreign competitiotL Success hinges on the

ability to do three things very well. First, to develop knowledgeable leadership within the team

that will lead to the successful implementation of the 2mm Program in an auto assembly plant.

Second, to empower the plant's entire body shop organization to successfully implement the

2mm Program. Third, to develop robuit technology to provide enhanced tools and techniqvies to

reduce auto body variation.

Beginning ax the Chrysler JefTcrjon assembly plant which produces the Jeep Cherokee, the 2mm
Program has been implemented in several auto/tiuck assembly plants. The first objective ofthe

program to r«ducc variation to 2mm was achieved at Chrysler Jefferson in 44 weeks. With

improved tools and techniques, the 2mm objective was recently achieved in 13 weeks at ilie OM
Shievepoft (Louisiana) assembly plant The objective of maintaining world-class levels of

variation on a continuous basis has been exceeded at theCM Linden (New Jcney) plant when

vaiiatioa levels ore now running at 1.74nun.

An analysis of the payback for implementing the 2(nm Program in a plant was conducted by

Eastern Michigan University's Business School. Payback proved to be less than one year.
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Once the concept of vahation reduction is grasped in a plant and the 2nim Program tools and

techniques are understood by an empowered workfurve, variation reduction initiatives are

spre^ing to other areas cf the vehicle assembly process.

Plants implementing the 2min Program are significantly improving their customer satisfaction

score* as well.

The results to date of the 2mni Program ATP program's approach to variation reduction in

auto/truck body manufacturing is exceeding expectations.

YfY* Td Snecesi of the 2mni Proyram ATP

It is important to Identify the keys to succeM of the 2mm Program. Using it as a model, the

domestic auto industry can harness the unique cultural strengths of U.S. research, small

businesses, aryl our major manufacturers to regain leadership in global competition.

• TtMiminy for Intemational Competitivenesa

Prior to the NIST ATP program, there was do authorization which provided the necessary

teaming structure and munciary support for auto companiu, cmaller cuppliert, univenities

and govenunent to esublish teams to improve the competitiveness of the domestic auto

industry. At the onset of the 2mm Program, there was a great deal of skepticism and
discomfort about this new teaming concept Today, after three years ofworidag together to

prepare the proposal and execute the program, the teaming momentum is bxiilding and the

initial skepticism has subsided. People are starting to believe that a partnership between

industry and universities in America, enabled by government, can work.

Without the comfort provided by the federal govenunent through NIST that it is "o.k.' to

form teams to address industrial competitiveness issues, a '2mm Program" would not be

possible.

In today's fierce intematiooal auto industry competition, this form of teaming is necessary

and is being done in other nations.

• H^<«m-h Piindtno for Small and Mfldium Slw rrtyifipania

The National Science Foundation conducted research that conchided companies with less

than 200 people achieved 22 liuies the innovation per bvestmest dollar as do major

corporations with 10,000 or more people. In America, it is these smaller companies which
design and produce the manufacturing processes to build domestic vehicles. In the past,

automobile manufacturing was somewhat of a low-tech environraent It was possible then to

design and build the needed manufacturing processes within the cycle time of a new model.
Not so today - today's auto manufacturing plant is a high-tech environment going to even
higher tech. Three-dimensional machine vision systems guide robots for flexible assembly
and manu&cturing data is networked by computers and displayed on screens throughout the

plant.

.4
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T>^e major difference is rcacarch for manufacturing. You can no longer >^-ait for a purchisc

order to begin the research oa an auto manufacturing process in today's high-uch, global two

manufacturing environment.

The first question is where arc the small and medium size companies Ln America going to

obtain research dollars to provide the next generation of Buto manufacturing processes.

The cccond queirtion is how are the 3nudl and medium size companies going to attract the

researchers to perfom the research.

The time span, from research to commerclalizioion ofa new industrial techzu>lo8y n too loog

to be a viable venture caphal investment.

Similarly, researchers are not attracted to smaller companies due to the lack of research

Ikcilitles and research funding.

Ther«fcre, without an answer to this situation, America's unique strength of innovation from

smaller companies cannot be harnessed to solve the trade deficit problems.

As a solution, NIST ATP funding provides resouvh dollars to small and medium size

companies which are responsible for the success of the projects, thereby solving the research

funding problem. Second, the smaller compcujiet subcontract to the resetich tiniversities that

have the research facilities and PKD.'s to perform the research.

The 2mm Program ATP is a model for harnessing America's unique innovation strength to

solve our nation'* number one trade deficit problem -- auto related products.

, Tr»miny fnr T<H-.hnn1ftgv Tran.<fer

In the past, the government's trickle down funding approach for research has had limited

impact on industrial compediivcnesa. The challtng* of this approach is the difficulty to liivk

the researchers, the innovaton and the implementors.

The 2mm Program ATP has built-in links between the university researchers performiag the

loading edge Ph.D. research and the innovative industrial technology companies that make up

the Auto Body Consortium. These compaiues receive the ideas and invemlons from the

researchers and develop innovative products and services.

The final link is the implementation in the large auto companies that receive the products and

services and implement them into the auto manufacturing process.

With this built-in liiUcage, research findings are being processed through the chain on a

continual basis.
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Jhe Private Sector Is in Charge

While Uie ATP Program citablcs the essential utraing d«scribtt1 ahove. it was the auto

industry that was and is in charge of the 2mjn project. The industry defined the problem,

proposed tho technologj' development required to solve the problem, and constructed the

team.

And it is the auto industry team that is responsible tor directing the technology devclopmem
during the 2inm ATP timeframe aod, of course, will be responsible for any

commercialization eCforts after the ATP concludes.

The ATP'i role was timply to engure the industry critical nature ofthe 2tnm problem, assess

the promise of the technologies described in the proposed technology solution, validate the

commitmaat of the proposed team members, and ensure the necessity ofATP fUnds and its

teaming environment.

The ATP then got out of the way and let the U.S. auto industry help itself.

Why Mar* ATP Snnport for the Auto Tnduntrv »?

The auluuiotive iodustry is ctitieally important to the ecftnomic health of the nation. Just ten

years ago, conventional wisdom was predicting the U.S. would lo&e its auto industry to low labor

eost competiton. and with it, the high paying jobs it supports. Fortunately, industry leaders with

some government support have performed a near miracle in beginning to turn this prediction

around by significantly improving productivity, tnaintaining labor costs, improving quality and
stopping the slide in market share.

However, the battle is not over. It rages on with new competiton such as the Kor»ans who are

committed to double their substantial auto production oftwo million units to four million units

by the year 2000.

Global auto and tr\ick compedtion is a fierce team sport with new competiton like Korea
entering all the time. There is too much to lose, and the foreign competition too tough -- we
must view the competitiveness of the domestic auto industry as a strategic priority for the nation.

The NIST ATP program through the 2mm Program has proven to be critical to teaming researeli

universities, smaller automotive supplien and the Big Three to accomplish what no one sector

could have done alone. Through this program, we now have a powerful industrial

compeddvencss fom\ula. Wc need to apply it to the next let of significant auto industry

problems.

The next few sections expand on these points.
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Tht DomMtic Auto IndintT%'« TmpTt Qn Th^ r„<f. FtffnnniT

The domestic auto industry has a signifjcant impact on the U.S. economy:

• One in every seven jobs in the U.S. are auto related.

. The auto industry makes up 4% of the U.S. Gross Domestic Product.

• Autos and auto parts make up two-thirds ot the U.S. trade denciu

. U.S. trade deficit in motor vehicles went fiom $39 billion b 1991 to $44 hillbn in 1993.

And, the auto industry's impoet on the U.S economy is px>winfi.

Tht CnmBt GlQbi l romnfrtttve Statu, »r ^. || s A»t.
| p ,^„^

The global competition in the autotruck market is fierce aad will become «,,« «,«
cjy»ci^_.x«c*^^ a«^. ,, .000. N.WccmpeurrK^rTeS^T^if^:^

. M«x»*><^^foverlosscsonthel995ChevroletLumin«wcre$191.244millm„
xa a .

changeover losses for 1994 Honda Accord were $7-8 millioT
^°^*^

. The three most productive North American vehicle plants are Japanese owned.

The contimied strengthening of the yen unrest the dollar has provided aiHnif,c«t «^m«-•;
relief; however, this cannot be relied on for the lone term AlS Zv/ ^ ccmpetitst

.HKks has also provided protection in a IvLXl'^ot^;,? ^kTiTT ^'''°°

be thought of as a long-term solution.
***' ^'' '°°' "^not

The only long-term srtrategy that wiU work is to continually improve the competitiveness ofevery aspect of the business to further delight customers.
«>mpcuuvene$s of

M|n»^^ TfThnnloFY inri It, Tmnaet o, r.tnK.. .,^„ Tnlmfn

A significant diflfcrencc exists in the allocation of straxccric re«»rh ,r.AA i

investments made by the Japar^ese industry and U.S^T^"^^?' telS^^their r«c.«h aM development into maau&cturina procT^ela^^^? aT P
^"^" ''^

20pe^t ^to product rented research anddevcCr^^l?^^^
.ts strategic research investments ~ 20 percent process and 80 pereent prod^

A3 a result, a competitive gap exists in manufacturing tools, techniques, knowledge and
workforce empowerment skills.

7-
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From a strategic perspective, it is easier to copy a new Ford Taunu product design than it is to
copy and implement the now famous Toyota Production System. This system enabled Toyota tocome to Kentucky and in a short time establish an auto assembly plant that produces a: world
class manufacturing performance levels as good, if not better, than Toyota plants in Japan
Toyota is the world class auto industry benchmark because ofihc Toyova Production Syftem.

Fortunately, over the past Ave to leo years, this competitive gap has been recognized However
the approach to rectify this situation has not been developed and remains a puzilc due to the
inherent structure of the domestic indiutry as it relates to manufacturing pix)ceas.

Whn lU^mn and Bnildi Auto Mamiftrturing Pr«.rMnfa in Ain.>r^r^

Unlike the Japanese auto industry which designs and produces its manufacturing processe-
intemally. the domestic auto manufacturers rely on hundreds of small and medium sized

"

companies.

In the past, these innovative companies could rapidly respond providing low tech solutions aftr^
receiving a purchase order and deliver within the time frame of the new model schedule Todav
the auto manufacturing environment has transformed from a low tech enviionmect to ore where'
high tech three^imcnsional machine vision systems guide robou to flexibly assemble the
vehicle and manufacturing process performance dau is collected in seconds and networked
around to plant-wide display screens.

These high-tech manufacturing process technologies of today require years of research ind
development. This creates a significant chaUenge for small and medium sir^ companies
expected to provide these state-of-the-art manufacturing processes.

The Need For Research and nevflftpment Ftmrilng

Research ftmding for manufacturing process research and development is extremely scarce In the
United States. The venture capital industry which supplies a great deal of research snd
development money for high tech products has determined that the time frame bom reswreh to
commeraalization of manufacturing process technology is too long to be a viable venture canit^l
mvcstmcnt candidate.

^-w-c tapiiai

Tlic Mfltftr VcbklB Man gfactii ring TM-hnniftyy fMVMT> Profr
fl
pn ^ rti

In December 1994. afW months of auto industry led discussion with the NIST ATP crosram
NIST announced the Motor Vehicle Manufacturing Technology (MVMT) program isa. his a
five-ywr. $185 million program to foster ituiovadons in manufacturing technologies that can
strengthen our current manufacturing capabiliUes and lead to dnunadc advances alona the cmi™
automotive production chain. * *="»««

This program area will enable the U.S. auto industry to attack and solve the significant
technological advances and process changes required for the I IS. auto industry toerase the oao
in the J.D. Powers Survey results. " ^

-S-
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It will fosier innovations that couid slash time-io-martcetw 24 months, tEarkoJljr betta than even

the beat times loijged to date by foreign or domestic cai makers. Advances will lead to more

versatile equipment, better control ami iiitegrdtion of proc«9s«», and graater operatioral

flexibility at all levels, from suppliers of pan*, dies, and machine toois to assembly plants.

This is exactly the kind of govemincnt support the U.S. auio indiisny needs to remain

competitive.

T4T<5T ATP f,Yilinti"T ^»mm*rfr and Recommendations

Our NIST ATT experience over the past four yean has been one of unqualified success. The

program enabled the U.S. auto industry vyith its small busictss t««hnology sujipliert to address

and solve a critical industry technology problem we would NOT have solved without ATP

support. The 2mm ATP Progrtm has enabled the U.S. to reach world class levels of auto body

assembly variation and launch times, leading to higher U.S. auto quality, lower U.S. auto costs,

and incxeA!^ U.S. auto customer satisfaction.

From our perspective, the ATP Program is doing exactly what it should - it is helping the U.S.

auto industry help itself. It was the auto industry that idenUned the 2mm problem and the

technological solution. But it was the teaming of the Big 3, its small business technology

suppliers, and key university cwicardico that wtis necessary to solve it and wa."? possible only

through the ATP teaming stntctute and support. The ATP carefiilly ensured the industry critical

nature of the 2mm problem, the promise of the technology solution, the commitment of the

industry to solve it, and why the ATP was necessary at all before offering support It then got

out of our w«y.

But the U.S. auto industry and ATP partncnhip has just begun. In December, after months of

auto industry led discussion, NIST announced the Motor Vehicle Manufacturing Technology

(MVMT) ATP program area to further help the U.S. auto industry, and other mantifacturing

industries, solve their most critical technology problems. Ws belie*/* this program area will be,

and needs to be, equally successful in helping the U.S. auto industiy help itself agaiiist

iucxeasingly fierce foreign auto Lodustxy competition.

Based on the US. auto industry's success witii the ATP, the industry-empowering and effective

maimer in which the ATP provides support, and the critical need for contiiuied suppoit, our

private sector evaluation strongly recommends continued support for the NIST ATP Program,

particularly the Motor Vehicle Manufacturing Technology program area.
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AiAG
Automotive Industry Action Group

26200 Uhser Road. Suite 200

Soutrfieid Ml 48034
Phone (810)358-3570

Fax (810)358-3253

July 27, 1995

Honorable John D. Dingell

U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Commerce

Room 2125, Raybum House OTice Building

Washington, DC 20515-61 15

Dear Sir:

H.R. 1 756, being discussed by your committee, is of interest to the Automotive Industry Action

Group (AIAG). The National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), a very active and
critical partner in several efforts involving the North American automotive industry, will be

adversely affected by passage of H.R. 1756.

NIST currently provides unique technical assistance to a current program managed by AIAG.
This program, called AutoSTEP, seeks to migrate an emerging international Slandard for

Exchange of Eroduct data (STEP) throughout the automotive supply chain. This effort has

strong automotive industry backing, not only with the North American OEMs but also with the

major European OEMs. NIST is a central point for STEP development in the United States.

Several £u-eas where they contribute are:

• Coordination of several diverse efforts to gather industry requirements for product data

exchange. This insures these requirements drive STEP development and incorporates the

needs of the North American automotive industry.

• Insuring the United States retains the global lead in development and implemenution STEP.
The U.S. auto industry depends upon a single set of standards for their operations. Standards

that act as trade bairiers are not good!

• Leading the effort to insure the U.S. paces the world in STEP conformance and
interoperability testiiig, insuring the error free exchange of product data.

• Supporting several industry pilots that seek to ease the adoption and use by major U.S.

automotive manufactiorers and their suppliers.
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STEP and the assistance NIST provides in its development and implementation is critical to the
tuil mtegrat.on of b S. OEMs with their global supplier communitv. Design time and cost is
.educed while quality substantially improved through this global integratio'n.

Mr. Dingell. your support in defeating H.R. 1756 will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Theo D. Merrill

E.xecutive Director, AlAG
Ford Moior Company
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ErD«t O. V«h«la

PrcsideDt

ABC/2 mm Program, loc
QUTO IDODYSONSORnUM

July 27. 1995

John D. Dingell

RAnking Memb«r

U.S. Hou $e of Rcpresentatjvci

Committe on Commerce

Room 2125, RAybum House OfiBce Building

Washington, DC 20S15-6U5

Dear Repre5entative Dingell:

It has come to our attention that the bill H.R. 1756 hu been introduced in the House of

Represenutives to abolish the Department ofCommerce, along with it the NIST Advanced

Technology Program It is quite ironic that members of the House ofRepresentatives from the

State of Michigan introduced this bill.~bec«u$e the ATP is positivdy impaaing a substantial part

of the Michigan-bated automotive industry.

The Auto Body Consortium has 50 different companies involved in eight programs, including the

2 mm Program, which is currently in the fmal phases of its three-year effort The 2 nun Program

is comprised of eight automotive supply companies in conjunction with General Motors and

Chrysler. The focus of the program has been on the body engineering of automotive vehicles in

an effort to reduce the variation in the bodies. It has achieved great success in minimizing body
variation &om 5 millimeters down to 2 millimeters

However, more importantly, I do not believe that the congressmen introducing these bills realize

that the ATP is probably one of the few government programs where at least 50% ofthe fljnding

for the program comes from the companies themselves, and then the ATP program provides the

remaining 50%. These companies are putting up what is more often than not, very scarceRAD
resources for the program because they realize how very imponant these programs are. Without

the ATP program, these pro]ecu would not be a reality. In addition, over the last five years the

growth of employment in small companies has more than o£fset the downsizing occuring in the

corporate giants by a approximately one million jobs. The ATP program focuses on these smaller

companies where the potential for new jobs is the greatest.

Our driving motivation has been to take on the quality and cost parameters that make us currently

non-competitive m the world marketplace. By the year 2000 our goal is to be Htl in the world,

and the ATP and its Motor Vehicle Manufacturing Technology focus program are the foundation

stones to that efTon. To see all thu potential eliminated leaves me greatly concerned about the

2901 ffubbar^ Food, Aim Arh«r, MI 4*1$S-Ui7 fk: (3U)74J-SHS A 01S)741-S9O4 Ftxt (3I3)74l^tJ2
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•'steamroller" effect in Wwhington v^heTe programs ihat are value-added wlJ be eliminated
without much in-depth research tnio their worth. It is especially concerning since government
and industry were just jtaning to Icam to work together for the benefit for more jobs in the
supply industries serving the motor vehicle industry

I thank you for lening us know of this effort. Your concern and leadership is very much
appreciated in this very critical period.

Ernest 0. Vahala

President

Auto Body Consortium
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M M^T C

NtST/MICHIGAN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY CENTER

July 28. 1995

The Honorable John DingeU

United States House of Representatives

2328 Rayburn Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Dingell:

Thank you very much for contacting me for information regarding the Michigan

Manufacturing Technology Center and it's relationship with the Department of

Commerce. I am happy to respond.

The MMTC was established by NIST in 1991 as part of it's Manufacturing

Extension Partnership (MEP) network. MMTC is headquartered at the Industrial

Technology Institute in Ann Arbor, Michigan. The NIST funding along with the

state match fUnds is used to cover outreach costs and education for manufacturers,

including identifying modernization opportunities, seminars and training

workshops. The manufacturers themselves pay all costs of implementing the MMTC
recommended improvements.

The MMTC serves manufacturers with up to 500 employees throughout the state of

Michigan through six regional offices. All are partnerships with other organizations

who have strong regional support by the manufacturers in their respective parts of

the state. Regional ofBces and affiliations are as follows:

MMTC-West Michigan The Right Place Program Grand Rapids
MMTC-Genesee Valley GEAR, Inc. Flint

MMTC-Saginaw Valley/NE Saginaw Valley State Univ. Saginaw
MXrrC - Northwest Northwestern MI College Traverse City

MMTC • UP Northern Initiatives Marquette
MMTC-SE Michigan Industrial Technology Institute Ann Aibor

We have provided over 500 companies with direct technical assistance through over

1000 prtgecta. Impact on our customerv' business includes an increase in sales by
manufiacturers of $36.8 million, labor and material savings of $8.8

HDUSTOAL TeOMX-OGYINS-mUTE/iKI HUBBAHD RD. / PO. BOX HtS/AMAmORUHSlOe- UK/PHOfS: (313) num/FAX:013) .TWOS*
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Congressman John Dingell Ju!y 23, 1996
pa^ 2

million, and inventoiy reductions of $7.3 million. The majority ofMMTC cuatomers
have less than 250 employees. Most often these companies dn not have the

available resources to determine their modemixation needs and train their

employees. Therefore, the NIST MEP support is critical to the modernization efforts

of Midiigan's small manufacturers.

We have recently sent your office a packet of information titled 'MMTC Impact of
Michigan' which contains success stories and direct quotes from our customers.

Please feel free to use this information in your efforts, or contact me ifyou need
more information. Enclosed with this letter are additional support letters received

since information was sent to you.

Do not hesitate to contact me at (800)292-4484 ext. 4474 if I you have any
questions, or if 1 can be of further assistance to you or your staff.

Sincerely,

W.C. Dyer Nj
Executive Director, MMTC

Enclosures
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M M_I C

NISTMDWEST MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY CENTER

July 12. 1995

Honorable Carl Levin

US Senate

459 SROB
Constitution Avenue
Washington, DC 20510-2202

Dear Senator Levin:

I am writing in regard to the proposal to eliminate the U.S. Department of Commerce.

As the Director of the Michigan Manufacturing Technology Center, I work with the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a division of the U.S. Department of

Commerce. We are part of the MIST Manufacturing Extension Partnership's network of

manufacturing extension centers. These centers help small manufacturers apply appropriate

mtmufacturing techniques and technologies, so as to improve manufacturers' competitive

ability.

Our experience with the Department of Commerce is based on our work with the NIST
Manufacturing Extension Partnership. We believe that MEP is an example of a state and
federal-partnership that works. It works because MEP cdvocates, in policy and in action,

delivery approaches based on the unique characteristics of each center's marketplace, and
fosters continuous improvement and shared learning to help each center and the network of

centers maximize their value to small and medium-sized manufacturers.

As a taxpayer and as a representative of the Michigan Manufacturing Technology Center, I

applaud efforts to make government as efficient as possible. I support efforts to re-examine,

re-engineer and, if necessary, re-configure government programs.

At the same time, I believe there is value in having a cabinet level department working for

and with American enterprise. I also believe that the prospect of shutting down an entire

business division ofgovernment without a thorough examination is, at the very least, unwise.

Such an action would send a damaging signal to U.S. industry and to our international trade

partners and competitors.

Sincerely,

COc
W.C. Dyer
Executive Director

WCDxrw

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTB ISOI HUBBARD RD'PO. BOX I48S>ANN ARBOR UI*8JIX PHONE (3131 769^377 FAX f3(3) 7694064
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MICHIGAN QUALITY COUNCIt"

June 19, 1995

The Honorable Carl Levin

United States Senate

4S9 Rxissell Building

Washington DC 205 10

Dear Senator Levin:

Both the House and the Senate bills for reducing the budget in the Department of

Ccramerce call for the elimination of S525 million that's associated with the

Advanced Technology Program and the Mamifacturing Extension Partnership.

Although it is not idemified, part of that $525 million is S3 million fimding for the

Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA), a very successfiil

business/govenunent partnership. I am writing to gain your support for separating

the S3 million for this program from the planned cut and continue funding through

a different appropriation.

The State ofMichigan is one of approximately 40 states that have a quality award

program based on the national Baldrige Award. As chairperson of the Michigan

Quality Council, I can attest to the fact that we depend on the national Baldrige

Av/ard program as a guide for our Michigan Quality Leadership Award. This

relationship has been extremely successfiil since its inception two yean ago.

The shared learnings from use of the MBNQA criteria have substantially

contributed to the turnaround of the manu&cturing industry and improvement in

the service industry that contribute to the overall economic improvement in the

US The General Accounting OfiBce (GAO) has concluded that the practice of

TQM is directly related to the financial success and increases in shareholder vahie

of American companies.

We ask for your support in ensuring that these bills separate the S3 million out of

the S525 million total that is being cut, so that our business/government

partnership with the MBNQA can continue.

^i^ffn^

BK/jp

OoUond UNveiMy 523 O'Oowd Hot

Roctiejtaf. McNgon 48309-4401
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Wayne State University

Central Insifumentation Facilrty _ . .. ... .. ^„---
.^ -. . . /^i. . Detroit, Michigan 48202
Department o( Chemistry ' ^ -~t«*.

Dr. Robin J. Hood. Director Tel: (3 13) 577-2046
Fax: (313)577-1377

July 21. 1995

Senator Cari Levin

Attn: Ms. Elise Bean
SR^59 Russell Senate Office Building

Washington. DC 20510

Dear Senator Levic:

I ani writing with regards to Bill S-929, "Department of Commerce Dismantling

Act," SEC 206(b). National Institute of Standards and Technology, which is being consid-

ered by a committee on which you are a member. I am the Director of the Central

Instrumentation Facility at Wayne State University which provides analytical support to the

research program at the University and a voter in the state of Michigan. It is my under-

standing that this section of this bill would privatize or dismantle the laboratory program of

NIST. I would strongly urge you to oppose this action.

While I in general support efforts to balance the Federal Budget and eliminate

programs that are better carried out in the private sector, I am most concerned about

decreasing support for basic research. From my experience. I know that the laboratory

program at NIST provides valuable contributions to the basic scientific infrastructure of our

country. If we aie to remain a strong nation, we must continue to invest in basic research

to provide for future growth. Thank you for your consideration of my opinion.

Sincerely.

Robin J. Hood, Director

Central Instrumentation Facility

RJH/ld
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Department of Astronomy Ann Arbor Michigan 48109-1090
David M. Oennison Building 313/764-3440

cowley6astro.lsa.umich.edu

20 JtUy 1995

Seoatoi Carl Levin

SR-459 Russell Senate Office iiuildiuK

Washingtoa, DC
20510-2202

Dear Senator Leviu,

This is a letter to support the National Institute of Standards and Technology or

NIST. The institute may be better known under its old name, the National Bureau of

Standards.

It is my understanding that the NiST laboratories may be terminated under Senate

Bill 929, Section 206(b)3. If NlST were to cease to exist, much of my research work and

that of my colleagues would be severely affected.

The scientists at NIST do both forefront research and perform service functions,

as suggested by the old name, Burftau of Standards. It is to NIST that we now turn

for definitive values of the physiceJ quantities that form the backbone of our research.

Willie NIST scientists make measureiuents and calculations of their own, they are rec-

ognized by the world's scientific community as 'critical evaluators" of scientific results

from around the world.

We have had NIST, and before it, "The Bureau" for so long it is difficult to imag-

ine how we would do research without it. I suppose at least half of my scientific papers

directly acknowledge atlvicc or help from NIST personnel My recent Cambridge Univer-

.sity Press book An 1ntrvdnctiou to Cosinochemtstry (p. xii) specifically thanks colleagues

at NIST. 1 have tried to find an analogy of what it would be like to do research without

this organization. It might be something like driving an automobile if there were no laws

or police to let u.s know when wc broke them. We could still drive, but there would cer-

tainly be a lot more crashes!

I hope that you will do whatever you to save this essential laboratory.

Sincerely yours

Charles R. Cowley

Professor of Astronomy/
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SpraguB
Prutsman.mc

>,w«o:«.M«at

luly 27.1993

Tte Hooonbie John Dinctn

U.S. HooM oTRqiRMaudvti
WashiBstoo. D.C 20315

Dear Coogressnaa DinsdL

This is wrinea ai I thought yon might be intcRsted io heanag about the \3hiat)(e asistance Spngoe PniUman Inc.

received, thaoki to fcdeial toppan.

My company • Sprague PnttUBan Inc. • has SO ecnployeet which manufaccura bcav7 day track aoccsiories. SPl

ship* to the coahguoui 48 slates at ««U as AnMiaiia, Canada and Mexico. Apivonmaicly 1)<20 peioeni of goods

and services are pravtded by VficUgaa tuppUen.

Many times «c have had the oppoftnohy 10 irartc with CBI (Center fix Business and Indusuy), which is pan of
NISTMannlhctnrlagExteasioaPanncnhlp. Most leceotly •« woited together applying for federal funding for

job training of new and existing enytoytaa.

As global ioofring and new technology become moce ofa reahiy. wc can ofpea. increased coaq)etitiaa for our

maihet share. Training, cooiiaoous imptaweatcBi ergooomics, and iniprav«d safety aid piooesset an critical issues

for Spragoe Pn4snian's oeaiinned growth and profitability.

Our Company is nsall and our locatioa is somewhat icmote. UntU recently much of the fedeial program iaibcaatiea

waa not readil)- available to small, remote cnByamn. Through CBl itpieseotatives, federal loppoft information is

being made known. It is thicugh their assistance, thst we received approval for the sate grssL I thought yoa might

be interested in knowing that we fed this federal support s great opportunity fiir inpfOvcmoL

Slitcarely,

Sprague PraitaaB Inc.

VLMCalhooB
Quality Assuraanr My.

SPECIAl.eTS r^ HEAVY CDtJTV TRUCK ACCESSORIES
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INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY
INSTITUTE

July 27, 1995

Honorable John D. DIngeil

Ranking M«mb«r
US HouM of Reprttsentothres

Committee on Commerce
Rm. 2125 Raybum HOB
Washington. DC 20615-6115

RE: HR 1756 •

Dear Congressman DIngeil:

I am writing to voice my support for the National Institute for Standards and
Technology (NIST) and ifs core program of technical research and standards

support.

The Industrial Technology Institute b a Michigan not-for-profit with a mission to

enhance the productivity and competitiveness of US manufacturing finns. We
are proud of the fact that we host the Michigan Manufacturing Technology

Canter, sponsored by NIST and the Michigan Jobs Commission. Through this

centeir we have been able'to provide assistance to over 1 ,000 smalt and medium
sized manufacturing fInns In bur state. In addKlon to our woric with small firms

we are partnering with the NIST laboratories and several of the leading

manufacturing firms in this countiy to develop and deploy a new, global standard
for the exchar>ge of product and er^ineering data.

For years tiw costly and en'or^prone process of exchanging product data has
been a major inrtpediment to reducing tfie cost and time required by US Anns to

design and manufacture new products. It has also been a barrier that prevents

smaller supplier firms from participating in the design process and, thereby,

gaining a greater portion of the profitable business that results from partnering

with your customers on the design of new products.

NIST and Its lr>dustrial partners have led the way in developing the Standard for

the Exchange of Product model data (STEP). We have had the good fortune to

partner with NtST on one important aspect of STEP, the testing and certification

of CAD systems to this new standard, industry recognizes that a new standard

2901 MUBBAfiD RD. m P.O. BOX 1495 • ANNARBOR, MICHIGAN 49106 • ($13) 7$9-4000 - PAX: (313} 769^064
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without the technical means to certify conformance will most likely mean that tr>e

CAD systems built to the standard will still not be able to interoperate and
exchange data without error. NIST and the Department of Defense partnered to
develop an program to provide, on a voluntary basis testing tools for STEP
systems. We have worked now with NIST for four years to compteto these tools
I want to assure you that NIST technteal staff have shown real insight in this
effort. They have Involved not only the end users of CAD systems (large
manufacturing firms and the DoD) but have also involved the CAD aystsm
vendors in the process and mad© this whole program a "win-win* for Industry.
STEP will have a great impact on the US ability to compete with and beat global
competition and NIST deserves a large share of the credit.

STEP and other critkjal Infomnation standards will be the basis for much of the
worlds commerce over the next twenty years. NIST Is the key ingredient in

publioprivate partnerships to keep the US as the leader in information process
technokigles and standards.

Sincerely

inF. White. oWctor

Center for Electronic Commerce
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Inncvatm Council

July 31, 1995

Th« Honorable John Dingall
U.S. Houa* of Rttpresantatlves
Waahinqrton, DC 20515

Dear Congrassman Dlngall;

Tha Manufacturers' Innovation Council is a regional
Banufacturars' association located in Flint, Michigan. Our
region rapreeents nearly 800 entail nanufacturars in tha heart of
the automotive and appliance industries.

I thought you might be interested in hearing about tha valuable
assistance our members have received, thanke to federal support.

We serve snail manufacturers in the area in conjunction with the
Michigan Manufacturing Technology Ccntar (HMTC) which is part of
the NI5T Manufacturing Extension Partnership.

Letters follow from some of our members detailing the invaluable
assistance thay have received.

Yours since:

bogran Manager

tiouonfeunmonBiMfiQ v /snr.M4esa? « (it3i23i^*20 « ax pat 231-sz^
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OF.NF.SEF. AREA

FOCUS
FUND,
INC.

March 7, 19M

Thf Hofxxabte Carl L«vJn

Unrted States Senator
459 Rus5«ii Sanate Office Bidg.

V/a$hingjOfi, DC 2051 5-2202

Dear Senator levin:

"Die purpoaa of this letter i$ to express my etrong support
for the NI9T Program wtiich program aupporta the Midweat
Manufaca/rh>g Technology Center and ow own Manufacturer's
Innovation C«nter. Attached Is a copy of Anderaon Con8uWng*$
Worldwide Manufacturing Competitiveneas Study. Please note
ttw chart on Country Performance wNch tr>dicate8 Incoming
defects" from suppHers \9 the worst In the U.S. Improving the
pof^ormance of suppfiars Is a very important aepact of the MI^C
program and one which has enormous Impact on the economy of
tWs region.

I trust you will give every consideration to continue budget
support for NIST and the MMTC.

Respectfully,

Wimam J Donohue
Preaidant

iiL ~M'xJ-^lM.

WJDAr

ErKioauie

XH> Moll roujidstion HuiliUng

nmi. Muhifan 48302
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ATLAS
TgCHMOLQCaEg March 17.1995

201 South Allo>Ot

(810) B?9-6663 FAX.iilO)Q2?-9l45

Th« Honornbl* Dale Klldee

21 B7 P.ayburn Offlca Building

United Statt* Rapresantative

Wathingror, DC 20516-2209

Dttr Congressman Kildae:

Alias lechnologies Is a small business located in Fenlon, Michigan thai Is the

laading suppjiar of advanced manofacturing technology for shaat matal stamping

processes for the world's automotive and appliance manufacturers We
currently supply 100% of tt>e quick die change technology that Is being

impiemenied In the Big 3 auto makers press shops to help make tham "aglla".

We are also a prhnary supplier (one of the three woridwido). for Key types of

stamping automation and processing technology.

Atlas has bean in business In Michigan for 30 years and empk^ys 200 highly

skilled engineers and technicians, mostly in MIchigaiv Although we do most of

our business in North America, we are baginning to see substantial gains in our

export business to Europe and Asia. Our overall sales volumes have been

rapidly increasing ovar the last two years, and will reach $30 million this year,

and we are growing at a 30% rate.

In the last four years, we have begun to work more closely with goverrtmant and

academic to Integrate them into the business world, at the urging of the Flint

area Manufacturer's Innovation Council (MIC/NIST), which la part of tf^a NI8T

Manufacturing Extension Partnership. With the help of MIC/NIST we have;

• Won a grant from the state to pursue Important research on new automation

that VM upgrade existing stamping plants (as opposed to requiring 10 limes

the investment In completely new plants, generally In ott^er states) using GMI
and NI6T/MMTC researchers.

• Won state grants to pursue tiaining of our people (using Mott Community

College Inatructora) in new computer software, as well as synchronous

manufacturing principles like problem solving, teamwork, communications,

lean and agile manufacturing, etc.

• Applied for federal ATP grants to assist with technical research, and also

have learned a great deal of general Information helpful to small buainaasat.
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P«0e2
March 17.1995

» I have personally rAceived (as have many of rny associatss at Atlas) a great

deal of General information helpful to my business, topics such as how to

lower my health care costs, export marketing, what Is Involved in particlpalinQ

in an innovative school lo work transition program like the MTP program In

the Flint area, how an employee handbook can help prevent unwarranted

lawsuits, etc.

The MIC/NIST partnership helps me fir>d wl>at I need, lets me know what is

locally available and stimulates me to take positive actions wHhln my company.

It Is a real help to our business and to our future

tn the past, we have never really tried to use tt'a help of the government and
acadefnia, but through the urgmg of MIC/NIST, we have finally seen how we can

access government nnd Academic resources. I was shocked to find that thete

was far less bureaucracy than I had anticipated and so many ways that this

could help my company and employees. I thought you should know that NISI

has been very helpful.

Sincerely,

Ronald M Prime

President
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50S* Exchanga Orlv*

rilnl. Ml 4«S07

March 7, 1995

(810)230-8600
raK(U0)a»7?33

The Honorable Richard Chrysler
v.fi. House of Representatlvos
32? Cannon Hou»e Offica Bldq.
Washington, DC ?05l5-2208

Dear congreaeiaan Chryeler,

I chought you night be Interested In learning about tha valuable
asEiatance Cnnpnk Inc. and Hebcor Packaging Corporation have
received through Federal eupport.

Our two companies total approximately ISO umployeaa, manufacturing
graphic-intensive corrugated packaging rnatarialB that are highly
compatible with today's high speed automated packaging equipment.

Wa are working with the Manufacturers' Innovation Council, which is
part of the NIST Manufacturing Extaneion Partnership. Nlth their
help, we have been able to undertake an extenelve New Market
Anaiyoie that had been outside the scope of our internal resources
and expertise. Thin data has provided us with a market roadsiap for
the future. Additionally, ws liova liean able to cost-effectively
utilite the experiences and expertise of an outaide manufacturing
conaultarit to ritvinw our plants and provide specific
reconunendations in the areas of employee involvement and
a<ipervisory development.

The aasiatanca we have iscaived iron the Manufacturers' Innovation
Council helped make these results possible. Through this
organization we ere more aware of the actions that we must take to
enliance our competitive position. Been of all, we now know that
there aie other companies and resources that we can work wlth«
through the Manufacturers' Innovation Council.

To be frank, I can count on one hand the number of times anything
connected to a Federal program has helped our ti'nall companlaa.
This was decidedly one of those tines and I thouaht it was
important that you should know. As always, we will appreciata your
continue^ 'Support of t^e mannf actut ing community.

Since^^l^

Robert T. Sibilsky
Vice President
Operations
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iSBmJro^fe^
G-S485 CORUNNA ROAD • FLINT. MICHIGAN 46332 •(313) 732-6080

S-6-95

T8B BOnOIIABLB SPtMCBIl ABRABAN
UHXTBD 8TATSS BSaATB
NASBINGTOHf DC 20910

DBAB BBSAtOB ABRABAK:

COR COMPANXi 8BMTR0N IRC. 18 SHALL. MB RAVK 23
BNPLOYBB8. COB MAIH PRODUCTS ARB RBLATBO TO
COHPOTBR RBTNORKZNG. MB RBALZZB THAT CONSTANT
TRAZNXN6 AND RBTRAZMIN6 Z8 B888MTIAL TO RBNAIR
COHPBTZTZVB.

NB RATB BBBH NORKZHO NZTH TBB ZHHOVATZOH COONCIL,
NHXCB Z8 PART OP TRB N.Z.8.T. MARUFACTURXHO BXTRSSION
PARTNBRSBIP. TBB TRAZRZNQ TBAT NB RAVB LRARMBD
BA8 BBBH BXTRBMBIX VALOABLB. NB BAVB LBARHBD
RZRZBC PR0CBDURE8. NB NBRB ZNTRODOCBO TO TQN,
1809000. AND BAVB POT TO USB MANX COHMUHZCATZOM
TBCBNX0UB8. ALSO A RBCBRT 8BNCBNARX SORVBT HAS
eZTBN 08 HART NORR AVBHUB8 OP XHPROVBMBRT TBAT NB
HRBO TO PORSDB.

IR OBHBRAL< Z DO ROT BBLZBVB TBAT TBB PBDBRAL
GOVBRRH8BT 8BOULD BB ORONXMO, BOT IN THIS ARBA Z

BBLZBVB, TBAT ZP NB A8 A HATZOM DO NOT DO BVBRTTBZMO
TO 8TRBN0TBBR SHALL BDSINBSSt TBBRB NILL SOON 88 HO
BOSZNBSB 90 NORRT ABOUT.

SZHCRRBLT*

PAUL SBHBRAO
PR88Z081R

PRODUCTS FOR COMPUTERS
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6 March. 1996

Tha Honorabia Spancer Abraham
Unitad Statas Sanator

Dirkson Sanata Offlea Building, B40
Waahlngton, DC 20510-2203

Oasr San. Abraham:

I IhougN you might be Intareeted to hear about the valuable aeslatsrKe latrloa haa received,

thanka to Federal support.

My company ii a small, 40 employee manufaclurino Tirm engaged In the deeign, development

and manufacturing of medical devices, located in Fentnn. Michigan. Although small, we are

the recognized leader in a steadily growing, niche market of epeclalty dlognoetic, patient

care and health worker protection products. We have worked for over five years with the

Manufacturer's Innovation Coundl, which Is part of tha NIST Manufacturing Extension

Partnerahlp.

With their help, we have grown In sales by an average 20% per year, and have added 25

new, full-time employeea over Five years. We have received their help with Employee

conrvnunicalions, strategic planning, Interrutional marketing. Total Cualiiy Management,

systems Improvement, and other advice and consultations too numerous to mention. We
have seen positive results In the form of smaller order bactdoga, fatter turnaround time on
ordara, and better control of financial data, eapacfaify lalTor and material eoata.

The assistance we have received in partnership with the Manufecturars Innovation Council

was a cornerstone of our success. We could not have come at far without their knowledge,

support, and connection to resources necessary to be competitive and financially strong.

I cannot imagine a better use of Federal aid than in direct community Involvement through

programs such as NIST. The investment they have made has resulted In a eolkj return in

Jobs, competltlvenaaa In a global marketplace, and security in facing an uncertain future

for tt>e Medical Induatry. I hope you will give serious consideration to the impact of these fine

programs when Cor^jrass debates these Issues.

Sincerely.

k L.Scott

Vi^42e^sldent. lATRlCS

Manufacturer's Innovation Council Charter Member Board of Directors

titricslnc. 2 1S I manpson Ra Fenioa Ml 48430 18001336-1488 FAX 1313) 629:961
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Pie eucii iiMtrie

July27. t995

The HooonUe John Dingdl

U.S. KouM ofRepreMntitiva

WisUngton, DC. 20S1S

Dear Congreumu Dingdl:

I thought you night b« interested in hearing about the vababte asastanoe Chivu Producti

Limited • Plastics Divison received, thanks to federal lupport

.

CMvaj Plattki is a (100) person operation in Canton, Mlchtgan that nanofactures injected

molded ioteilor trim components for the automotive induatry. We recciitly worked with the

Michigan Masu&cturing Techoology Center, ^ch is part of the NIST Manufacturing

ExtencioD Partn«rahip.

With their help, we have beochmarked our operadons with other iiyection molders acron the

countiy, utifiaed an eoergy audJt «hich will subttantiaOy reduce our eneigy consumption, and

T have personaDy been involved with the Plaitict Council wtMch offers asastance toMMTC in

luppottiog the needs ofsmall to medium sized oami&cturec.

The atsistanee we got fton Michigan Masufacturiuog Technology Center helped make these

results possible We are more aware of the aetioiu we ean take to stay oompethive. Best of

all, wc now know that there arc other compad:] acd resources thst wt can work with,

through the Michigan Manu&cturing Teckoology Center.

To be firank, I cut count on one hand the nuoibcr oftimes anytlnng connected to a ftdertl

program has helped my muQ company. This was decidedly one ofthose times. I thought you

should know.

Smcerely,

Kevin Mooft
General Maoager

4IWSkMi
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DIVERSIPIED PRODUCTS OPTHE SPRING INDUSTRY
16000 Cornnon RoaMM*, MOeMsan 4«0ee (8101 77»-8M0

PAX (810)77»-71M

July a«, 199S

Tba Boporabl* John Oing*!!
U.f. Oeu** et Mpr«**ntktiT«a
WAahlo^ten, O.C. aOftlS

D**c eoiigr*»Mwn Dtngttlli

I thought you oOgbt b* l£t«r*#t«d la batrlag about th* valuabla *a«lst«no« Gileo
ZACorpexatad ncaivvd, tl^aAlui to fadsxal aapport.

My ee«]pany la a to-psraoa operation in RoaoTlllo that aakaa aprlaga, clips and
ata«DpiBaa. R« racaatly workod with t^ Klehigan Maoufaetoxlag Xaehnelogy e«ata«
(mnc), Mhieh la part of tha Mm Kanafaetarlag Ixtanaion Vartaarahlp.

Nltb tbair balpr «» will ba li^laagaatlng an ISO 9000 frograa to batter aarva our
Intamatlonal euatoMxa. Tba IBO 9000 nograa atandardixaa eorperata preoatfuxas

to oraata a oaivacaal pregraa.

Tba aaaletaaea w* got £xon tha MMTC halpaA aaka tbaaa rtanlts poaalblt, Nl axa
nora awAra of the a«tloni wa eaa taka to «tay eoapatltlTa. Baat of all, «w aow
)caow «K«t thara ara othar eoapaalan aad raaoureaa that ««• can work with* thxengh
tha MMxa.

To ba fraak< z eaa eeoat ea oaa haa4 tha auabar of tlaaa anything eonnaotad to a
Cadaral prograa haa iMlpad ay aeiall oeapaoy. Thla waa tfaeldadly eaa of thoaa
tlaaa. J thoogti yon aheuld know.
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Wayne State University Professor Gene P. Reck

Department of Chemistry Detroit, MI 48202-3489 (313)577-2602

Fax (313) 577-8822

July 20. 1995

Senator Ca>l Levin

ATTN: Ms. EliseBean

SR-459 Russell Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510-2202

Dear Senator Levin:

As a voter in the State of Michigan I am writing you to express my concern and

dismay at the wholesale sell-off of National Resources that have recently been proposed in

Congress. I refer specifically to two issues: 1 ) the sell-off of much of our National Park

System and 2) the dismantling of the Department of Commerce and sell-off of the National

Institute of Standards and Technology. While both of these issues are vital to the future of

our nation, my letter will focus on the latter issue because I can speak with some expertise

about Bill S.929 Sec 206(b) after 32 years of research.

In the current climate of declining moneys for research in the universities, the

absolute retreat of industries from support of basic research and even development and the

negative discussion of the role of the national laboratories including NIST, I am worried

about the future. We have developed the strongest, most productive scientific research

program in the world. It is now being dismantled. Once it is gone, it will be no trivial

matter to biing it back. I doubt that we even could. The laboratories and staff of NIST
have made and are making a valuable contribution to the success of our nation. ^

I hope you will be able to help stop this ill conceived plan or at least see that the

NIST is transferred to the NSF intact. Thank you for any help you can give. If I can be of

any help to you in this matter, please feel free to call upon me.

Sincerely,

J^Ay^pu
Gene P. Reck
Professor of Chemistry

GPR/mab
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN CtTRT WELDON

SEPTEMBER 12, 1995

MR. CHAIRMAN, OVER THE RECENT AUGUST BREAK, I HAD THE

OPPORTUNITY TO READ AN EXCELLENT BOOK WRITTEN BY DR. SYLVIA EARLE

ENTITLED "SEA CHANGE." AFTER SPENDING A PORTION OF MY BREAK

LEARNING MORE ABOUT OUR NATION'S OCEAN RESOURCES AND REAFFIRMING MY

COMMITMENT TO INCREASING OUR AWARENESS OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT, I

WAS DISCOURAGED TO ARRIVE BACK IN TOWN LAST WEEK TO FIND ON MY

SCHEDULE THIS HEARING TO DISMANTLE THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

WHILE I GENERALLY SUPPORT THE CHRYSLER BILL, I BELIEVE THE

LEGISLATION SHORTSIGHTEDLY TERMINATES MANY OF NOAA' S IMPORTANT

FUNCTIONS

.

AS MANY OF YOU MAY KNOW, DR. EARLE IS A PROMINENT MARINE

BIOLOGIST AND FORMER CHIEF SCIENTIST AT NOAA. TO PUT IN PERSPECTIVE

THE AMOUNT OF FEDERAL MONIES WE SPEND EACH YEAR TO LEARN MORE ABOUT

THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT AS COMPARED TO THE AMOUNT OF MONEY WE SPEND

TO EXPLORE SPACE, I WILL REFER TO AN EXAMPLE DR. EARLE ONCE SHARED

WITH ME. SHE SAID IN HER TENURE AS CHIEF SCIENTIST, THE GOVERNMENT

ONCE COMMITTED $26 MILLION FOR A SPACE SHUTTLE TOILET IN THE SAME

YEAR IT RECOMMENDED ZERO FUNDING FOR THE NATION'S UNDERWATER

CENTERS. IT IS NOT SURPRISING THEN THAT WE KNOW MORE ABOUT MARS

THAN WE KNOW ABOUT THE OCEANS HERE ON OUR OWN PLANET.

JUST AS NASA HAS PROVIDED OUR COUNTRY WITH THE RESOURCES AND

KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY TO BE A GLOBAL LEADER IN SPACE EXPLORATION, NOAA

IS THE FEDERAL AGENCY BEST SUITED TO SERVE AS THE FOCAL POINT FOR

OCEANS RESEARCH. TODAY OUR COMMITTEE WILL HEAR TESTIMONY FROM A
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WITNESS WHO I CONSIDER TO BE A LEADER IN THE FIELD OF MARINE

RESEARCH -- ADMIRAL JAMES D. WATKINS . I URGE MY COLLEAGUES TO

LISTEN TO ADMIRAL WATKIN'S TESTIMONY CAREFULLY AND TO CONSIDER THE

NUMEROUS BENEFITS DERIVED FROM INCREASING OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE

MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND THE ADVERSE EFFECT THE CHRYSLER BILL WILL

HAVE ON NOAA'S CORE OCEAN MISSION. I THINK MY COLLEAGUES WILL AGREE

THAT KEEPING NOAA INTACT PROVIDES ECONOMIC BENEFIT TO OUR NATION,

PROTECTS THE LIVES OF OUR CITIZENS, AND STRENGTHENS OUR NATIONAL

SECURITY.

ACCORDINGLY, I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH CHAIRMAN WALKER AND

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT,

CONGRESSMAN ROHRBACHER, TO DETERMINE THE MOST SUITABLE HOME FOR THE

NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION. I BELIEVE

THERE IS A BROAD CONSENSUS AMONG OUR COLLEAGUES ON BOTH SIDES OF THE

HILL-- AS WITNESSED IN THE RECENT SENATE MARK-UP OF SIMILAR

LEGISLATION TO DISMANTLE THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE --THAT WE SHOULD

NOT TEAR NOAA APART. WHETHER THIS COMMITTEE DECIDES THAT NOAA

SHOULD TAKE THE FORM OF AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY OR SHOULD BE

TRANSFERRED TO THE JURISDICTION OF A SEPARATE FEDERAL DEPARTMENT, I

AM COMMITTED TO ENSURING THE SCARCE RESOURCES WE CURRENTLY DIRECT

TOWARDS OCEAN RESEARCH ARE NOT JEOPARDIZED.

FINALLY, AS THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOUSE NATIONAL SECURITY COMMITTEE, I WILL HOLD A

HEARING LATER THIS FALL-- PROBABLY IN OCTOBER --TO FURTHER EXAMINE

THE DUAL USE OF TECHNOLOGY, RESOURCES, AND DATA TO ADVANCE OCEAN

RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT. THE MILITARY HAS BEEN THE UNDISPUTED LEADER
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IN U.S. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT, AND IT HAS AN ARRAY OF EQUIPMENT AND

TECHNOLOGIES WHICH CAN BE SHARED TO FURTHER UNDERSTAND THE OCEANS

WITHOUT THREATENING NATIONAL SECURITY. I INTEND TO INVITE BOTH THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT AS WELL AS THE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON FISHERIES, WILDLIFE, AND OCEANS OF THE HOUSE RESOURCES COMMITTEE

TO PARTICIPATE IN THE HEARING. I HOPE BOTH SUBCOMMITTEES WILL JOIN

ME IN THE JOINT HEARING TO PROMOTE OCEANS RESEARCH.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAW LIBRARIES

WASHINGTON AFFAIRS REPRESEISTTATIVE

^±7„^.P^i„...™„„.„/^. September 14, 1995
Georxetott'n Umversiry Law Center

Honorable Robert S. Walker

Chairman, Committee on Science

United States House of Representatives

Dear Representative Walker,

The American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) is a nonprofit educational

organization headquartered in Chicago with over 5,000 members nationwide. Our members

respond to the legal and governmental information needs of legislators, judges, and other public

officials at all levels of government, corporations and small businesses, law professors and

students, attorneys, and members of the general public.

On behalf of AALL, I am writing today to express our concerns related to the provision

in H.R. 1 756 to privatize the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) and to request that

a copy of this letter be placed in the record of the hearing on this issue. NTIS serves as the

central clearinghouse for the collection and dissemination of scientific, technical, engineering

and business-related information produced by the Federal government, and thus, paid for by

tax dollars. As a self-supporting entity, NTIS receives no appropriations and its funding comes

solely from the sale of its products and services.

The NTIS collection focuses on the environment, health, medicine and business, all

areas of prime concern to students, researchers, the private sector and the American public.

Many of these resources are available nowhere else, including from the issuing agency. The

NTIS collection includes more than 2.6 million documents dating from the early 1920's.

Through its indexing and abstracting service, NTIS provides permanent access to this vast

historical collection as well as to current reports.

In addition, the collection has grown substantially since passage in 1992 of the

American Technology Preeminence Act when agencies were mandated to supply scientific and

technical information (STI) to NTIS. In 1994, NTIS added more than 80,000 new reports to

the collection. An innovative user of new technologies, NTIS has been remarkably successful

in developing online capabilities for improved access to and dissemination of the STI

collection. The FEDWORLD system is a model in providing agency information in a timely

and efficient manner.

Due to the mandate that NTIS be self-supporting, this vast collection is available for

the most part only through a sales program. STI is not actively disseminated to the public and

thus the value of these resources to the business, research and academic communities is not

fully realized. We believe that this situation would be exacerbated if NTIS were to be

privatized with the result that public access to these important government reports would be

Edward Bennen Williams La*' Library III G Sireel. N.W Washinglon. DC 20001
Voice: (202)66219160 Telefax i202> 66219202 Inurnei: oakley^lawgeorfelownedu
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even more limited than it is today. Further, we doubt that a private sector entity would
continue to preserve and provide access to the older scientific and technical materials.

However, the determining question relative to the future of NTIS must not be one of
deciding whether or not the agency should be privatized. The decision should be based on how
best to provide the public with equal, equitable and timely access to STI resources. In the past,

the Government Printing Office and NTIS have discussed means to include NTIS documents
in the Federal Depository Library Program (FDLP). Unfortunately, efforts to disseminate STI
to the public through the almost 1400 Congressionally-designated federal depository libraries

have never been successful.

As part of the National Performance Review, the Federal government is undergoing a
careful examination of how agencies can deliver information and services to the public with

more efficiency and lower costs. Concurrently, the 104th Congress is involved in critical

debate that will determine how the public obtains government information in the fiiture. We
believe that NTIS must be carefully examined within this broader context.

During the recent debate on H.R. 1854, the Legislative Branch Appropriations bill.

Congress announced its intent to review Federal information policy issues. Pursuant to S.

Rept. 104-114, the Public Printer has initiated a study to examine the Federal Depository

Library Program and current information laws, regulations and policies. The study will include

recommendations on how information not currently available to the public through the FDLP
could become so in a more electronically-based environment. The question of how to make
the NTIS collection available to the public should be resolved through either the GPO or a

similar Congr.essionally-mandated study.

NTIS provides a critical and unique function within the government which we do not

believe could be properly carried out by a non-government entity. Rather than remove the rich

and comprehensive collection of the government's scientific and technical resources to the

private sector. Congress should determine means to more effectively disseminate STI to the

public in a timely, efficient and low-cost manner.

We urge members of the House Science Committee to strike Sec. 206 (c) to privatize

NTIS from H.R. 1756. We propose instead that the Committee recommend a comprehensive

study to examine all the issues, including how the government's scientific and technical

information produced by tax dollars can be made more accessible to the American public.

Thank you for your consideration of this important issue.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Oakley 7^

American Association of Law Libraries

Washington Affairs Representative

cc: Honorable George Brown, Ranking Minority Member, House Science Committee
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^d-^hington Office

August 25, 1995

The Honorable Robert S. Walker
2369 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Walker:

The American Dental Association (ADA) respectfully requests
that the Committee strike provisions in Section 206 of the
"Department of Commerce Dismantling Act" (HR 1756) that could
result in the dismantling and privatization of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

.

Created in 1901 to facilitate the involvement of American
businesses in international trade, the NIST laboratories
represent the core function of the agency. The activity of
"fix[ing] the standards of weights and measures" was considered
so vital to the economic well-being of our country that it is
expressly stated as a responsibility of the United States
Congress in Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution. Congress
wisely delegated that responsibility to NIST, whose
laboratories are known for uncompromising technical excellence
and objectivity.

Today, virtually all countries recognize that they must compete
in the global marketplace if their people are to enjoy a higher
standard of living. NIST continues to offer a vital service
devoted to the science and practice of measurement, which is
crucial if American firms are to compete. For example, the
laboratories ensure confidence in measurements used for
cellular telephones, air bags, heat-seeking missiles, fax
machines and DNA profiling standards.

Privatizing the NIST laboratories, and thereby separating them
would have a devastating impact on American companies:

Loss of Impartiality - Because NIST is an independent
entity, its measurement methods, standards and testing
procedures are accepted throughout the world by vendors
and users, regulators and industry, and prosecutors and
defense attorneys. Privatizing NIST would destroy its
acknowledged impartiality and credibility.

International Clout - NIST laboratories ensure that
American products meet specific standards so that they can
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Page Two
August 25, 1995

be traded. In 1994, U.S. companies sold over $500 billion
worth of goods overseas. Products displaying conformance
with NIST standards are readily accepted by foreign
governments saving American manufacturers time and money.

Long Term Commitment - Metrology, the science of weights
and measurements, requires a long term commitment. Many
standards developed by NIST evolved over 5 to 10 years.
The integrated voltage standards took NIST almost 19 years
to develop. A private NIST would have to recover its
costs on a much shorter time scale than 10 years and would
not be willing to undertake such long term projects.

Since 1928, the ADA has collaborated with the Paffenbarger
Research Center (PRC) , the NIST dental materials research
program. Scientists at the PRC are responsible for developing
the high speed drill, composite resins and the panoramic X-ray.
In addition, more than 50 standards or specifications have been
developed by PRC researchers for such products as dental
chairs, orthodontic wires and impression materials. These
developments have saved taxpayers billions of dollars. As of
1987, the high-speed drill was estimated to have saved more
than $1.4 billion in reduced treatment time.

Currently, the PRC is conducting research trials on a mercury-
free silver filling and a shield to protect cancer patients'
healthy tissue from harmful radiation as they undergo
treatments for oral tumors. PRC researchers state that they
would not have been able to develop these products outside of
NIST. Working in the same facility has enabled them to easily
collaborate with other NIST metallurgists, polymer scientists
and radiation physicists.

The Association urges the Committee to strike language in HR
1756 which would dismantle NIST and sell its laboratories.
Setting nationally and internationally recognized standards for
American products must be totally independent and impartial to
maintain integrity. NIST's strong and credible labs
contribute substantially to America's competitiveness. NIST is
a vital American resource that must be preserved.

Sincerely, ^ a^^

Richard W. D'Eustachio, D.D.S. John S. Zapp, D.D.S.
President Executive Director

RWDrJSZ: js
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U.S. Department of Commerce/Technology Administration

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NIST LABORATORY PROGRAM:
SERVICES AND BENEFITS

The Commerce Department's National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)4)ro-

vides the nation with unique research and services in measurement and standards matters

that help industry, consumers, and the scientific community and contribute to improved public

health and safety, law enforcement, and national defense. Among other roles, NIST acts as the

nation's measurement laboratory—^serving as a neutral third party in ways that could not be

duplicated by private organizations. Examples of NIST services and benefits follow.

Industrj'

Higher quaUty products, more reliable and more flexible processes, fewer rejected parts,

speedier product development, more efficient market transactions, higher levels of interoper-

ability among machines, factories, and companies. These are some of the practical advantages

that U.S. companies realize from the NIST laboratories' research, services, and standards-

related activities. The ultimate U.S. reference point for measurements with counterpart

organizations throughout the world, the laboratories provide companies, entire industries,

and the whole science and technology community with the equivalent of a common language

needed in nearly every stage of technical activity.

Without NIST, electrical utilities and consumers would have no reliable source

for accurate calibrations of watthour meters that serve 100 million homes and build-

ings and track nearly $200 biUion of electricity. Just a 1 percent measurement error

would cost consurhers or the utilities $100 million.

Gas producers, distributors, processors, and consumers save about $150 mil-

lion annually from NIST research and measurement methods that improve accuracy

in natural gas pipeline metering.

Electric power grids, communications networks, banking systems, and satellite

and guided missile navigation systems rely on NIST's super-accurate atomic dock
for time and frequency signals. Los Angeles County, for example, saves an esti-

mated 22 million gallons of gasoline per year and 55,000 hours of driving time each

day by synchronizing traffic lights with NIST's time and frequency services.

Entire industries rely heavily on NIST's Standard Reference Materials for

accuracy and quality assurance. The steel industry relies on over 125 different NIST
measurement standards for reliability of raw materials and finished steel compo-
nents that go into bridges, buildings, and other structures.

U.S. producers and users of optical fibers depended on NIST to develop the

technical foundation for more than 20 voluntary measurement standards credited

with accelerating the growth of the optical fiber market and communications

networks.
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The U.S. automotive industry relies on more than 350 different NIST-

developed measurement tools and services for quality control systems—everything

from purity of glass and steel to rehability of fuel, highway cement, and exhaust

systems.

Semiconductor manufacturing equipment companies have coimted on NIST
measurement research and tools to drive down the size and drive up the perfor-

mance of their products—enabling improvements by the makers and users of inte-

grated circuits. Industry estimated that just one NIST project—which could notbe

undertaken by any single company—saved industry over $30 million, a return of

more than 100 times the cost of the work.

U.S. engineers in aerospace, aijiomotive, and other industries trying to take

advantage of computer-aided manufecturing technologies are benefiting from

NIST's management of a 26-nation effort leading to an important new data-

excliange standard. In the automotive industry alone, costs due to incompatible sys-

tems are estimated to approach $100 million.

U.S. semiconductor manufacturers attributed 4 percent of their productivity

growth over a five-year periodand annual savings of up to $500 million to NIST
research.

American companies could gain between $20 billion and $40 billion worth of

exports if NIST succeeds in its efforts to help eliminate non-tariff-related barriers to

trade such as restrictive standards and testing requirements imposed by other

nations.

The nuclear energy industry and the pubUc depend on measurement standards

developed by NIST that are essential for continued safe operation of 109 power

plants. NIST develops and updates industry testing procedures and advises the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission on judging the strength of reactor pressure

vessels, a task that requires special measurement expertise and impartiality.

The aircraft industry and public rely on unique NIST facilities and expertise

needed to understand metal failures such as those that caused the top of an Aloha

Airlines passenger jet to rip off in flight. In similar work, NIST materials and con-

struction expertise helped explain why an oil storage tank released 4 million gallons

of oil into a Pennsylvania river; shutting down drinking water for Pittsburgh and

other cities; NIST recommendations for tougher safety standards were quickly

adopted by the industry.

NIST created the world's most accurate instrument to measure layers on sili-

con chips at thicknesses the semiconductor industry demands for precise manufac-

turing control. The Semiconductor Industry Association noted, "NIST is the only

place in the U.S. where the broad range of measurements needed for semiconductor

processing are routinely and systematically developed."

NIST helped telecommunications companies to synchronize their transmis-

sions to provide their users error-free connections. "By my calculation, NIST saved

us almost one year in the time it took to develop the proper synchronization stan-

dard," says Rodney J. Boehm, chairman of a subcommittee of the telecommunica-
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tions industry's Exchange Carriers Association. "It is imperative that NIST con-

tinue to be involved to help guide us and ensure that we use [NIST] expertise to

speed up the standards process for the good of the entire industry," Boehm adds.

Virtually the entire space-based communications industry has adopted NIST-

developed methods to test microwave antennas, saving companies millions of

dollars. One company estimates it has saved $35 million by implementing the NIST
near-field techniques. NIST-developed techniques for trouble-shooting and repairing

complex antenna arrays also have produced substantial savings. McClellan Air-Force

Base in California was able to reduce repair time bom as much as a year to "only a

few weeks" as a result of NIST assistance.

Manufactiurers of electronic products or products with numerous electronic

components use commercial versions of a NIST-developed TEM cell to check for

electromagnetic interference or unwanted emissions. The automotive industry

tests vehicles for radiated emissions in huge TEM cells before placing them on the

market. "It saves us about three days per car in testing time," says a Ford engineer

TEM cell techniques are included as part of electromagnetic interference standards

by the Society of Automotive.Engineers, the American National Standards Institute,

and the Institute of Electronic'and Electrical Engineers, among others. TEM cells

now are produced by a dozen companies.

Large segments of the U.S. medical, agricultural, food processing, paper; plas-

tics, and building materials industries save an estimated $500 million per year as a

result of a NIST-developed method for measuring light reflection.

The National Association ofHome Builders estimates that NIST recommenda-

tions for improved plumbing standards made possible hundreds of millions of dollars

in savings in materials costs for the construction industry and for homeowners from

reduced water usage.

NIST-developed smoke detector performance requirements, installation

guidelines, and subsequent studies have played an essential role in establishing a

$100 million U.S. residential smoke detector market and enabled U.S. manufactur-

ers to acquire a 50-percent share of the world market. Since 1975, the percentage of

homes protected with at least one smoke detector has grown to about 80 percent

This has been a major factor in the dramatic reduction in fire death rate in the

United States, from more than 60 people per million population to fewer than 30 per

million.

Law Enforcement

Since 1971, NIST has helped state and local police fight crime and lower costs by coordinating

development of nearly 200 law enforcement standards. These standards include measure-

ment methods and testing methodologies that help police make better use of evidence,

ensure the quality of critical police equipment, and save tax dollars by improving police

procurement.
,

NIST developed the computerized system the Federal Bureau of Investigation

uses to match fingerprint evidence against 30 million records, so that local police

can identify and arrest suspects. NIST researchers are now working to automate
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the last remaining manual step in fingerprint analysis, an accomplishment esqpected

to save the FBI 80 percent of its current labor costs for this procedure.

A DNA profiling Standard Reference Material developed by NIST in 1992 has

been key to establishing the reliability of this powerful law enforcement tool.

Another NIST SRM for a newei; faster method ofDNA profiling was issued in June

1995. "We don't like to go to court unless we have standard references that we can

use in our testing." says David Bing ofCBR Laboratory in Boston. "And you don't

want the labs that are doing the testing to devdop the standards because then there

is no check on their objectivity."

For the Department ofJustice, NIST developed the performance standards

now used throughout much of the wrprld to test police soft body armon According to

industry figures, more than 2,000 U.S. police officers owe their lives to body armoi;

resulting in savings to taxpayers of over $800 million in death benefits and other

costs.

NIST standard test methods for radar guns and other speed-measuring devices

have helped to improve subst^mtially the accuracy of such devices. Prior to the

NIST standard the reliability of radar devices was unknown and often was chal-

lenged successfully in court.

Health and Medicine

In matters of health and medicine, measurement errors and uncertainties can kill. In the case

of radiation therapy, for example, an overdose can be lethal, while an underdose may fail to

check the spread of a life-threatening tumon Similarly, errors and uncertainties can under-

mine effective responses to public health problems, sometimes leading to erroneous conclu-

sions that inflate risks and divert resources from legitimate public needs. As the nation's

measurement authority, NIST laboratories provide services and conduct research that form

much of the foundation for nationwide safety and quality-assurance systems that ensure the

accuracy of health care measurements. In addition, NIST's measurement expertise and data

services and its one-of-a-kind instruments have become valuable resources for health and bio-

medical researchers across the country. Finally, NIST experts often are called upon to speed

or narrow the search for answers to suspected health problems, which often pose difficult

measurement challenges.

Accuracy of<Jinical measiurements of cholesterol levels in blood serum has

improved dramatically—to 95 percent, as compared with about 70 percent—since

NIST issued a benchmark Standard Reference Material, a sample of serum contain-

ing certified amounts of human cholesterol. Greatly inaeased confidence in the

results of cholesterol translates into better decisions on treatment and lifestyle

management. "Every dollar spent at NIST for clinical laboratory standards has a

multiplying effect of at least 10 times that in value for the public in improved

diagnosis." —George Bowers, Hartford Hospital

The 600,000 people who undergo radiation therapy for cancer each year and

the several million more who undergo radiodiagnostic and radiotherapeutic proce-

dures count on NIST calibrations, reference materials, and laboratory accreditation

services to ensure the accuracy of radiation doses.
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A NIST invention should significantly improve the quality of soft tissue images

obtained in the more than 22 million X-ray mammography procedures performed

each yeat The improvement should translate into more accurate diagnoses, reduc-

ing the number of unnecessary biopsies (due to false positive results) and undetect-

ed tumors (due to false negative results). The new device, a spinoff from NIST's

core competency in X-ray measurement technology, measures voltage applied to the

X-ray source and the resultant energy distribution of X-rays that women receive

during breast cancer screening 10 times more accurately than existing field calibra-

tion units. The new device "appears to be an ahnost ideal way of routinely measur-

ing X-ray spectra from X-ray diagnostic machines."—^TJ. Quinn, Bureau

International des Poids et Mesures

NIST researchers also are deyjeloping new measurement technology with the

potential to identify women at risk for breast cancer before they actually develop the

disease. The new system, which measures tiny amounts of estrogen byproducts,

capitalizes on an analytical technique that is more reliable, faster; and less costly

than conventional methods of hormone measurement

NIST studies ofDNA damage by free radicals are helping uncover how these

molecules promote certain canters and other diseases. Among the benefits is a

method for identifying and assessing molecular-level damage to DNA in cells and

organs. Understanding the mechanism of DNA damage and repair potentially could

help other researchers to develop the necessary means to prevent or repair the

DNA damage in cells.

At the Onter for Advanced Research in Biotechnology (CARB), which is spon-

sored by NIST, the University of Maryland, and Montgomery County, scientists

have shed light on the structure for a series of important bacterial sugar-transport

proteins that may help pharmaceutical companies design new antibiotics that target

bacteria. CARB analyses of other proteins could be the foundation for developing

more effective chemotherapy drugs as well as enzyme inhibitors that would make
cancer cells more susceptible to chemotherapy.

NIST-led efforts are ensuring that international monitoring of ground-level

changes in ultraviolet radiation will yield accurate, reliable measurement results,

enabling scientists to assess the health effects of upper-atmosphere ozone depletion

and the consequent increase in UV radiation.

NIST measurements were crucial to efforts that identified automobile emis-

sions as a significant environmental source of lead, a toxic metal that is especially

hazardous to children during neurological development. NIST's continuing support

of efforts to reduce lead exposure includes more than 40 reference materials certi-

fied for lead concentration. These are used to ensure the accuracy of laboratory and

field measurements of lead levels in, for example, blood and bone and of the lead

concentrations on painted surfaces and in water Reference materials containing cer-

tified levels of lead in soil samples are under development.

The NIST dental materials research program, a 67-year-old collaboration with

the American Dental Association, continues to be the source of key enabling tech-

nologies that have helped to improve the practice of dentistry and the dental health

of Americans. Some examples:
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NIST and ADA researchers developed the prototype technology leading to

the air-driven turbine drill now found in virtually all dentist offices.

A simple new shielding device developed by NIST and ADA collaborators

will protect patients' healthy tissues from radiation while they undergo

therapy for oral tumors and lesions. "I would not have been able to deve-

lop the new shielding method outside of NIST. By working here, I was

able to draw upon the expertise of NIST metallurgists, polymer scientists,

and radiation physicists."—Frederick E. Eichmillei; inventor of the new
shielding technology

A mercury-free dental amalgam developed by NIST and ADA researchers

can eliminate concerns over the long-terra effect of mercury-containing

dental materials on public health and the environment

H A substantially improved method for calibrating radiation doses delivered by a

new neurosurgical tool called the gamma knife resulted from a collaboration involv-

ing NIST radiation experts, three oncology centers, and a New Jersey company. The
calibration method is key to exploiting thin-film technology that generates pre-

treatment maps precisely indicating radiation targets within the brain and radiation-

dose levels within the target area.

NIST provides important research and measurement support to the nation's

health and biomedical scientists. For example:

NIST-developed and -maintained databases ensure that biological models

and the calculations they are based on use accurate, reliable data. One
newly added database, for instance, contains evaluated data on the proper-

ties of more than 900 lipids, a group of molecules intensely studied by

pharmaceutical and food technology researchers.

NIST research yielded reliable methods for measuring electric and mag-

netic fields &"om power systems. Widely adopted by researchers, these

methods are needed to resolve questions concerning the health effects of

exposure to electric and magnetic fields, asserted to increase the risk of

leukemia, cancer, and other disorders.

NIST and University of Maryland researchers have determined the three-

dimensional molecular structure of a liver detoxification enzyme, aiding

efforts to explain how the liver filters cancer-causing substances firom the

body. The accomplishment could lead to more effective chemotherapy

drugs.

National Defense

The U.S. Defense Department relies heavily on NIST measurement research, services, and

facilities to ensure, for example, that:

battlefield equipment performs effectively and reliably,

military communications are not disrupted by technical failures, and
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impartial expertise is available to troubleshoot complex measurement prob-

lems encountered during development, manufacture, and operation of advanced

weapon and communication systems.

From its very beginning as the National Bureau of Standards in 1901, NIST has contributed to

U.S. efforts to build and maintain the world's best and most advanced national security sys-

tem. Two of the first laboratories established at NIST were devoted to providing measure-

ment support to shepherd development of an emerging advanced technology then being eyed

for military communications—the radio. Today, the NIST laboratories are building the mea-

surement base and defining the measurement standards needed for next-generation miUtary

technologies. NIST measurement techniques and reference standards are essential quality-

assurance tools. They ensure high levels of confidence in the accuracy of measurements of

diverse physical quantities—^from laser^wer for advanced guidance and weapons systems to

screw-thread dimensions of "submarine safe" fasteners to the mechanical properties of aero-

space alloys. . ..

Across its vast network of facilities and contractors, the Defense Department

specifies that systems and components be calibrated with equipment and methods

traceable to NIST.

NIST's success in developing the world's most accurate voltage reference

source, known as the Josephson voltage standard, is paying national security divi-

dends. The Army, for example, now has its own Josephson standard. The primary

standard provides the Army with an added level of assurance that precision weapon-

ry and other advanced instrumentation are calibrated accurately, preventing mea-

surement uncertainties that can result in missed targets, surveillance failures, and

inaccurate data transmissions. The Army will install a version of the standard direct-

ly into some of its equipment, leading to further performance gains and estimated

annual savings totaling $3 million.

"The system has proven to be a valuable addition to our high power microwave

measurement capability, which as you know, is critical to many of the Army
weapons, radars, and communications systems ... I believe your (NIST's) work ...

has made significant contributions to the state of the art in high power microwave

measurement metrology"

—

Senior Engineer, U.S. Army Primary Standards

Laboratory Directorate

NIST developed specialized equipment that the U.S. military uses to cali-

brate

—

and thereby ensure the accuracy of—range-finder and target-acquisition sys-

tems deployed on jets, helicopters, and missiles.

During Operation Desert Storm, NIST scientists used their near-field antenna-

scanning techniques to diagnose the causes of failures in a phased-array antenna

that was part of a critical communications link between the United States and the

theater of operations. Instead of being sent to the factory for conventional repairs,

which would have taken months, the advanced antenna was rapidly diagnosed,

repaired, and used throughout the conflict. The NIST precision antenna-scanning

methods have been adopted by the Defense Department.
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NIST experts identified and solved a technical problem that had led inspectors

aboard a U.S. Navy vessel to reject functional infrared-seeking missiles and order

unnecessary and expensive rework. The NIST personnel pegged the problem to

improperly calibrated testing equipment and provided a temporary measurement

standard for use aboard the ship.

When the Air Force learned that more than half of its coordinate measuring

machines (CMMs)—^key pieces of inspection equipment—^^ed their annual recer-

tification check for accuracy, it immediately recognized that, because of measure-

ment errors, inspectors may have been accepting bad parts and rejecting good ones.

It turned to NIST for a solution, which then discovered similar problems at com-

mercial manufacturing plants. Laboratory researchers developed an easy-to-use tool

for quickly assessing CMM performance, making daily, rather than annual, evalua-

tions practical. The NIST iimovation is becoming an important quality-assurance

tool for a growing number of manufacturers inside and outside the defense industry.

NIST's ultraprecise time-keeping services, including development and opera-

tion of one of the world's most accurate clocks, are key supporting elements of the

Defense Department's GlobalJ'ositioning System, a satellite-based navigation net-

work, and are essential to many commercial activities, from synchronizing telecom-

munications and electric power grids to time stamping international financial trans-

actions and commercial-aircraft voice and data transmissions.

NIST's unique responsibiUty for ensuring that U.S. measurements conform

with international standards helps to guarantee that U.S. weapons and communica-

tions systems achieve necessary levels of compatibility with the equipment of

NATO allies and that of other countries participating in joint military operations.

Such measurements include frequency and power levels of radio communication

systems and IFF^Identification Friend or Foe—systems; time scale for synchro-

nization of operations, advanced telecommunications, and navigation; and dimen-

sions of weapons, munitions, and interchangeable parts.

Environmental Technologies

NIST supports and complements industry efforts to develop, commercialize, and use environ-

mental technologies. NIST has a demonstrated record of providing measurement methods,

materials, and technologies; sensors; and evaluated data that are key to industrial process

design and control, waste minimization and processing, and all types of environmental

monitoring.

NIST produces 230 different Standard Reference Materials that allow industry,

university, and government researchers to measure more accurately pollutants in

air, gas, watei; soil, tissue, and other types of samples. Almost 10,000 individual

units of these SRMs were sold by NIST in fiscal year 1994. Analysis of environmen-

tal pollutants often requires measurements of chemical concentrations at the parts-

per-million or even parts-per-billion level, a precision that would be impossible

without NIST SRMs, which are used to verify the accuracy of scientific instruments

and laboratory procedures.
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Facing a ban on ozone-destroying chlorofluorocarbons and the phaseout of

related refrigerants, the nation's $17 billion air conditioning and refrigeration indus-

try is using a NIST-developed database to calculate properties of alternative refrig-

erants and mixtures. More than 500 copies of the NIST database, called REFPROP,

have been sold, substantially accelerating the progress the industry has made in

designing systems that use more environmentally benign replacements.

Ten years of NIST research on the environmental effects of burning oil spills

have provided state and local officials with the data they need to respond more effec-

tively to such accidents. NIST laboratory research, field tests, and computer models

have shown that more than 90 percent of spilled oil (contained with booms on open

water) can be removed through burning and that soot particles from such bums are

typically below hazardous levels within a few kilometers of the bum site.

Mechanical cleanup of oil spills typically removes only about 10 percent of spilled oil

from the water.

A NIST-developed system that uses microwaves to identify trace gases

promises to make emissions testing much faster and easier for automotive, chemi-

cal, and environmental researchers. The automated system can measure many dif-

ferent chemicals directly from an emissions source in real time with sensitivities

down to 10 to 100 parts per billion. The system replaces current gas emissions

measurement methods that require time-consuming bagging of emissions gases and

produce substantially less precise data on gas concentrations.

A better than tenfold improvement in the accuracy of asbestos measurements

due to NIST-developed methods and SRMs has greatly decreased the number of

false positive test results that erroneously indicated the need for asbestos removal.

Asbestos removal cost building owners an estimated $3 billion in 1993.

Rhodium is a key ingredient in automobile catalytic converters that change

polluting exhaust fumes into harmless gases. A NIST Standard Reference Material

is helping manufacturers and metal recyclers measure rhodium concentrations as

much as 20 times more accurately than is possible with current commercial stan-

dards. This means the SRM will help eliminate measurement errors in the

$30 million world market for rhodium.

A related NIST SRM provides certified concentrations levels for rhodium, plat-

inum, and palladium recovered from recycled catalytic converters. Before the SRM
was issued manufacturers measuring these precious metals typically had measure-

ment errors of about ± 8 percent. Using the NIST SRM, manufacturers can now
measure these metals with a measurement error of ± 1 percent, an improvement

with the potential to save the automobile industry millions of dollars.
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Scientific Community

In the high-tech world, the measurement system is rapidly and constantly evolving. Length,

for example, needs to be measured with increasing accuracy for precision machines to operate

properly. Entirely new methods need to be developed to observe and measure phenomena

related to integrated circuits and magnetic storage devices. Using specialized, often custom-

built, instrumentation, NIST experts conduct a broad range of long-term basic research with

the goal of advancing measurement methodology. The results of their research aid the entire

scientific community, including researchers in academe, industry, and government—

NIST researchers developed a source of polarized electrons that now is used

widely in scientific and technological applications from studies of recording heads

and media by corporate research laboratories to high-energy physics research. A
second product of the MST research was the development of the SEMPA technique

used to look at the small magnetic structures in materials used in computer disks

and micron-scale magnetic devices. NIST worked with researchers in industry, the

military, and universities to apply SEMPA to their specific problems.

More than 15,000 copies of NIST's Mass Spectral Database, which helps iden-

tify unknown chemical compounds, are used by academic and industrial scientists in

chemical, pharmaceutical, food and beverage, rubber; petroleum, aerospace,

telecommunications, and computer companies as well as hospitals, environmental

laboratories, and law enforcement agencies.

NIST researchers have achieved the coldest temperatures in the universe with

lasers and magnetic traps that chill atoms to near absolute zero, far colder than

interstellar space. Such experiments help to improve atomic timekeeping and can be

used to advance experimental measurements since ultracold atoms are easier to

manipulate than room-temperature atoms. These experiments may lead to a better

understanding of quantum effects, such as superconductivity, as well as exotic forms

of matter.

Pharmaceutical companies and biological researchers are using NIST's

Biological Macromolecule Crystallization Database to develop new drugs and to

study protein structures. The database includes data on more than 2,000 crystal

structures of 1,500 biological proteins and macromolecules. Growing protein crys-

tals is often the first step in determining a protein's structure.

An instrument developed at the NIST Cold Neutron Research Facility offers

materials scientists in academia and industry an improved way to analyze hydrogen,

which can embrittle metals found, for example, in jet engine turbine blades. NIST
chemists are also developing reference standards for verifying the accuracy of analy-

ses of hydrogen in metals.

NIST researchers are investigating ways to tie the kilogram, the only interna-

tional unit still based on a physical standard, to an invariable natural constant. The

current kilogram mass standard is available in only one laboratory and can change

weight due to dust and cleaning. The redefined kilogram standard would be more

accurate and accessil)lc to researchers worldwide.
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Scientists and engineers rely on atomic spectral data constants from NIST in

new product development as well as to further understanding of the universe. For

example, the semiconductor industry needs atomic spectral data when evaluating

the characteristics of plasma gases used to etch semiconductors. Similarly,

astronomers use spectral lines from stars to determine which elements are con-

tained in a particular stan

Using ultrafast optics and lasers, NIST physicists and chemists are opening a

portal through which they can view the subtlest and quickest changes in atomie-

motions. Understanding these ultrasmail, ultrafest changes could lead to new
avenues for controlling chemical reactions at surfaces. This emerging field of fem-

tosecond (quadrilUonth of a second) chemistry could enable scientists to break

chemical bonds selectively, spur reactions, and choose desired products.

NIST's Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility calibration facility is used in

concert with NASA shuttle flight observations to record accurately the output of

solar radiation. Data on solar radiation must be collected accurately over decades in

order to frame scientifically valid regulatory policies on CFC compounds and deter-

mine the effect on stratospheric ozone.

NIST physicists are making some of the most precise measurements ever of

the neutron lifetime. Among the benefits of this research is a dearer view of one of

the forces acting on subatomic particles as they cooled after the Big Bang. This so-

called "weak force" is one of four forces in the "Standard Model," which physicists

use to explain the behavior of particles.

NIST's Electron Beam Ion Trap offers a window to otherwise inaccessible

aspects of nature. Scientists now are using this instrument to learn more about the

nature of space and time and to understand better energetic astrophysical phenome-
na. It creates highly exotic forms of matter by stripping most or all the electrons

from atoms held in its core with a strong magnetic field.

June 1995
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

July 20, 1995

OFHCeOFTOE
OIRECTXJR

Honorable Carl Levin

Committee on Governmental Affairs.

United States.Senate ,

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Levin:

Tliank you for allowing me ttie opportunity to comment on S. 929, the Department of

Commerce Dismantling Act, and its impact on the National Science Foundation. As I

understand S. 929, the weights and measures responsibilities of the National Institute

of Standards and Technology would be transferred to the National Sdence
Foundation, but without the existing NIST laboratories that perfomi these vital

measurement functions.

NSF's mission since its founding in 1950 has been to support the progress of science,

mathematics and engineering across all scientific disciplines. We are the only federal

agency with such a broad and important mission. NSF cam'es out this mission by
funding ideas based on scientific merit that come primarily from university-based

individual investigators. The proposed transfer of \he NIST weights and measures
functions to NSF is fundamentally inconsistent with this mission and could significanUy

dilute tine Foundation's vital support for basic research and science education.

For NSFJo develop and managejuniform measurement standards would sign^ificanUy

"after NSFs roie, operatio'nandculture." NSF ha¥ historically'concentrated o7i '

enabling the process of scientific discoveries at our nation's academic institutions.

NIST - as an integral component of the Deparbnent of Commerce - is closely aligned

with industi7 and is uniquely suited for the role of meeting the technical measurement
needs of tiie private sector.

I am concerned that S. 929 would likely require NSF to utilize scarce resources on
developing and disseminating measurement standards while administering or

overseeing the unique research facilities necessary for performing this mission,

regardless of whether these facilities are run by contractors. NSF does not have
expertise In this area, nor does it have Uie administrative woricforce necessary to

perform these responsibilities.
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Honorable Carl Levin Page 2

Providing measurement infrasfaxicture requires an impartial third party, which is an
argument for a continued federal role in this area. While S. 929 calls for NISPs
in-house laboratories to be 'privatized* or sold, many of these labs are unique,

one-of-a-kind facilities that would be needed to continue the mission of providing

technical infrastructure. It is likely that these laboratories would require significant

levels of support from the federal govemmenL

Requiring-NSF to administer measurement standands would cartainiy drangeihe-very
nature of NSF, causing a large increase in NSF intemal operations which cun"entiy

constitutes less than 4% of NSFs budget This level of efficiency prohibits us from

finding savings to pay for any new missions through cuts in administrative operations.

I am very concerned that NSF might have to drastically curtail Its highest priority -
investing in basic scientific research and education — to take on the new
responsibilities called for in S. 929.

NSF's long standing role has been to enrich tiie l<nowledge base that allows this

nation to meet current and future needs. A reduction in support for tiiese basic

science activities will reduce tiie prospects for making discoveries and enhancing
human resources that can benefit tiie Nation in the near term and enrich future

generations. In my opinion, being asked to take on new weights and measures
responsibilities that would limit our ability to invest in high-yield research and
education efforts is not in the best long-temi interests of the country.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this legislation.

Sincerely,

Neal Lane

Director
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•p,

2600 Virginia Avenue N W
Suite 506

Barbara Hackman Franklin
\ t i r\ /^

PRESIDENT WasKintfton. U\ 20037

September 18, 1995

The Honorable Robert Walker

Chairman, Committee on Science

House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr Chairman:

Once again, I want to express my appreciation for the opportunity to participate in the

Committee's September 12 hearing about proposals to dismantle the Department ofCommerce
and the appropriate action that should be taken regarding the Department's agencies which are

under the jurisdiction of the Committee on Science It is a great pleasure to be able to contribute

to this exciting — and overdue — process of rethinking and remaking the structure of the Federal

Government. I am glad to have had the chance to work with the Committee on this particular

part of the venture

There is one issue that arose during the course of the hearing that I would like to take this

opportunity to address more fully for the record. That concerns my position regarding the

Advanced Technology Program (ATP). So that there is no confijsion in the minds of any

Members of the Committee, I want to make my position crystal clear

I strongly support the action of the House of Representatives that zeroed out ATP in FY 1996

ATP has evolved since my time as Secretary of Commerce from an experimental program

designed to stimulate early technology developn'.er't into a pork barrel for industrir! policy The

evidence of this is found in the following facts

1

.

The Federal Government is now selecting the technology areas from which grant

proposals will be solicited as opposed to promoting an open process that allows

any promising private sector technology to apply So in essence, the government

is making the decisions, picking winners and losers among technologies and

favorites among companies — something that should be done only by the private

sector Furthermore, I do not believe that the Federal Government is competent to

choose which technologies could or should be developed
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The Honorable Robert Walker

Page 2

September 18, 1995

2 ATP has exploded in size It is now nearly ten times as large as when I was in

office Thus, what began as an "experimental" program has mushroomed into a

large $431 million giveaway in Fiscal Year 1995

ATP and other programs administered by the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) also have suffered from a perception that the agency has been politicized Over the years,

NIST has achieved a sterling reputation for the independence of its work — a reputation

reinforced by the fact that the Director, although a Presidential appointment, was always selected

from the ranks of senior level civil servants within the agency. This changed with the Clinton

Administration Never before had the head of NIST changed with an election. The Director in

place when we left office, an extremely well-qualified professional, was replaced after the election

with an individual selected from outside the agency And while I have no reason to believe that

the current Director is anything other than competent, I do believe that the appointment set an

unfortunate precedent and made NIST vulnerable to the perception that the scientific work of the

agency can be influenced by politics

The Federal Government does have a role to play in setting standards and conducting the research

necessary to carry out this responsibility This is why I support preserving the heart of NIST.

But, there is no appropriate role for government in picking winners and losers among industries

and companies The laggard economies of countries around the world that once maintained hosts

of state-sponsored industries are ample proof of this That is why ATP should go

Sincerely,

Barbara Hackman Franklin

Former U S Secretary of Commerce
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Honorable Robert S. Walker
Chairmcin, Committee on Science
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-8301

Dear Mr. Chairman:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Instituta of Standards and Technology
Garthersburg, Maryland 2089&O001
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

SEP 181X6 RECEIVED

SEP 1 9 1995

Committee on Science

In her testimony before the House Science Committee on
September 12, former Secretary of Commerce Barbara Hackman
Franklin discussed the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) . She
stated that both the NIST directorship and the ATP selection
process had become politicized since her term in office.
However, the facts are to the contrary.

The position of director of NIST (and its predecessor
agency, the National Bureau of Standards) has been a Senate-
confirmed Presidential appointment since 1901. Unlike most other
such posts, however, this job has most often been filled from the
civil service. In that tradition, I came to this position from
within the civil service -- contrary to Mrs. Franklin's statement
during oral testimony. It is also worth noting that there are no
otrher political appointees within NIST.

The selection process that ATP uses today is the same as
that used during Mrs. Franklin's tenure as Secretary of Commerce.
Every dollar of ATP funding since its inception in 1990 has been
awarded solely on the basis of technical and business merit of
the proposals as evaluated by experts from both the public and
private sectors. During the previous Administration, the final
selection authority rested with the NIST director. Starting in
1993, however, that responsibility has been delegated down, so
that no political appointee is involved with project selection.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully request that this letter be
included in the hearing record. Thank you for your
consideration

.

Sincerely,

QjUU{ I^AI3lM^^MjL£L^<~.

Arati Prabhakar
Director

cc : Members, House Science Committee

NIST
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September 11, 1995

The Honorable Robert S Walker

U. S. House of Representatives

Committee on Science

Suite 2320 Rayburn House Office BIdg

Washington, DC. 20515-6301

Dear Congressman Walker:

I am writing to express my concern regarding that section of the Department of

Commerce Dismantling Act that calls for the sale or other disposition of the standards

laboratories of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In my
opinion, that outcome would seriously impact the quality of the products we produce

and our competitiveness.

The standards activities performed by NIST are, in general, uniquely governmental

activities on which ail US commerce depends They are functions which are

constitutionally based and which NIST and its Federal predecessors have performed for as

long as the United States has been industrialized.

My organization depends upon NIST for numerous critical measurements, artifacts,

secondary standards, and traceability This ensures the integrity of our quality systems for

manufacturing and for independent third party audits under ISO 9001 and 9002. Without

the services and functions NIST provides, we could jeopardize our registrations to these

standards and our ability to sell products in many parts of the world.

I urge you to retain the status of NIST as a Federal entity and to strengthen its charter on

behalf of our country and its industries

Sincerely,

Dr Larry H Feldman, Director

LHF : akw Sensitized Products Quality Services
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NATIONAL SaENCE FOUNDATION
4201 WILSON BOULEVARD
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22230

^ji^--^-^ September 1, 1995

OFFICE OF THE
ORECTOR

Honorable Robert S. Walker
Chairman
Committee on Science

House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thani< you for allowing me the opportunity to comment on H.R. 1756, the Department
of Commerce Dismantling Act

There are many questions relating to the dismantling of the Department of Commerce
proposed in H.R. 1756. Many of these questions relate to the consequences H.R.

1756 would have on activities now performed by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and other entities within the Department of Commerce.

As a general comment, I strongly believe that the Department of Commerce,
particularly its technology activities, are an important and critical part of this Nation's

science and technology enterprise. Attempts to diminish this Important national

capability by the dismantlement of the Department should be resisted.

Now let me comment on a specific aspect of the bill. As I understand section 203(b)
of H.R. 1756, the weights and measures responsibilrties of the National Institute of

Standards and Technology would be transferred to the National Science Foundation,
but without the existing NIST laboratories that perform these vital measurement
functions.

NSPs mission since its founding in 1950 has been to support the progress of science,

mathematics and engineering across all scientific disciplines. We are the only federal

agency vflth such a broad and important mission. NSF carries out tills mission by
funding ideas based on scientific merit that come primarily from university-based

individual investigators. The proposed ti^nsfer of the NIST weights and measures
functions to NSF is fundamentally inconsistent with this mission and could significantly

dilute the Foundation's vital support for basic research and science education.

For NSF to develop and manage uniform measurement standards would significantiy

alter NSFs role, operation and culhjre. NSF has historically concentrated on
enabling tiie process of scientific discoveries at our nation's academic institutions.

NIST - as an integral compor>ent of the Deparbrent of Commerce - is closely aligned

witii industry and is uniquely suited for the role of meeting the technical measurement
needs of the private sector.
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I am concerned that H.R. 1756 would fikely require NSF to utilize scarce resources on

developing and disseminating measurement standards while administering or

overseeing the unique research facilities necessary for perfonning this mission,

regardless of whether these fadlities are run by contractors. NSF does not have

expertise in this area, nor does it have the administrative workforce necessary to

perform these responsibifities.

Providing measurement infrastructure requires an impartial third party, which is an

argument for a continued federal role in this area. While H.R. 1756 calls for NISTs
in-house laboratories to be "privatized' or sold, many of these labs are unique,

one-of-a-kind facilities that would be needed to continue the mission of providing

technical infrastructure. It is likely that these lat>oratories would require significant

levels of support from the federal government

Requiring NSF to administer measurement standards would certainly change the very

nature of NSF, causing a large increase in NSF internal operations which currently

constitutes less than 4% of NSFs budget This level of efficiency prohibits us from

finding savings to pay for any new missions through cuts in administrative operations.

I am very concerned that NSF might have to drastically curtail its highest priority -
investing in basic sdentific research and education - to take on the new
responsibilities called for in H.R. 1756.

NSF's long standing role has been to enrich the knowledge base that alksws this

nation to meet cun'ent and future needs. A reduction in support for these basic

science activities will reduce the prospects for making discoveries and enhancing
human resources that can benefit the Nation in the near term and enrich future

generations. In my opinion, being asked to take on new weights and measures
responsibilities that would limit our ability to invest in high-yield research and
education efforts is not in the best long-temi interests of the country.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this legislation.

Sincerely,

/7^A^
NealLane
Director
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The Honorable Robert S. Walker

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Walker:

We have been asked by ranking minority member George Brown to comment on H.R.

1756, the Department of Commerce Dismantling Act, on behalf of our members in the National

Weather Service (NWS), the National Environmental Satellite and Data Information Systems

(NESDIS), and NOAA's Office of the General Counsel. We appreciate the opportimity to also

provide you with our views. NWSEO believes that NOAA should be established as an

independent agency. OMB has designated NOAA as one often agencies whose National

Performance Review and Government Performance and Results Act activities have been

exemplary. According to an Atlanta Journal-Constitution poll conducted after the Oklahoma City

bombing, the NWS' job performance placed second only to the armed forces with a 74%
favorable rating. Instead of eviscerating NOAA, we recommend that Congress accept NOAA's
offer to work with it, the DOC and the NWS, to identify appropriate ways to reduce Federal

spending and eliminate waste.

There is no doubt that NOAA in its present form significantly enhances the Nation's

economy through the services provided by the NWS. Neither is there any doubt about the impact

that oceans have on the atmosphere and the resulting weather that affects the Earth. This "total

system" relationship should be a sufficiently compelling reason to keep the scientific, managerial

and operational "earth science" functions within NOAA, in addition to the efficiency and

effectiveness gained from such an integration.

For example, NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Office of

Enforcement, primarily responsible for enforcement of NOAA's fisheries laws, is not a "stand

alone" office. It is a logical extension ofNOAA's other programs. Its activities are inextricably

intertwined with, and heavily dependent upon, NOAA's fisheries management and science

programs, and data bases. Efficient and effective fisheries enforcement requires close

coordination with fisheries management to ensure that management proposals are practical and

feasible to enforce, and maximize benefits, to the fishing industry and consumers, while

minimizing enforcement costs. NOAA's management of multiple fisheries is, of necessity, a

fast-paced activity, requiring constant contacts, communication, and coordination among
fisheries managers, scientists, and enforcement personnel. This team approach ensures that

fisheries conservation and management measures are timely and effectively enforced.

601 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. NW. SUITE 900. WASHINGTON. DC 20004 (202) 434-8245
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NOAA labs perform basic oceanic and atmospheric research. The NWS then builds upon

this basic research by conducting its own specifically applied research. Applied meteorological

and hydrometeorological research is essential to providing more timely and accurate warning and

forecast services to the U.S. public. Attempts to privatize, eliminate, or transfer these labs have

the potential to disturb the synergies within NOAA. This will weaken the NWS' effectiveness by

interfering with the continual transfer of research results into critical forecast and warning

capabilities, as well as the ability to understand long term climate changes. Privatization of these

labs may destroy vital integrated data-gathering networks that support a wide range ofNOAA
activities, including weather forecasting.

Another example of the synergy within NOAA is the National Marine Mammal
Laboratory's (NMML) administration of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. This fiinction is an

inherent Federal government activity. Privatizing such an activity, as called for in H.R. 1 756,

will result in no savings to the government whatsoever. Nor are other NOAA labs, serving

similar functions, appropriate candidates for outsourcing. Whether private labs would be willing

and capable of conducting the necessary research at a savings to the government should be

ascertained before those labs are removed from NOAA's purview. We would like to point out

that in 1991, NOAA could find no private sector interest to operate NOAA data centers when

attempts were made to privatize them. Consequently, proponents of current privatization actions

should be required to show sufficient private sector interest in assuming the responsibilities of

these NOAA labs, and document how any near and long-term savings would be achieved.

With over half of the U.S. population now living on or near our coasts, it seems reckless

to terminate NOAA's pollution research and estuarine, and coastal assessment research. Such

research is invaluable in developing regulatory decisions about the impacts of cumulative

environmental stresses on coastal areas, the health of coastal habitats, and the establishment and

maintenance of national estuarine reserves as living laboratories for ecosystem management.

The NWS has traditionally been staffed at a "fair weather" level. During times of

increased workload, additional staff are called in on overtime as necessary. The budget

reductions in H.R. 1756 will result in field staff reductions below the level minimally necessary

to operate during adverse weather conditions. Delays in the implementation of much-needed

newer technology will prevent anticipated savings from the modernization and restructuring of

the NWS. We believe that an agency that has demonstrated fiscal responsibility by reducing the

number of field offices by 60%, its plans to reduce the number of regional headquarters by 50%,

and its FTE levels by 16%, all by 1999, should not be penalized further. Furthermore, this

funding for vital warning and forecast services comes at a cost of only $2.50 per person.
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It has been estimated by NIST that the Modernization and Associated Restructuring

(MAR) of the NWS will result in eight dollars in national economic benefits for every dollar

invested in the ongoing MAR, which has been threatened by these proposed budget cuts. The

funding levels in H.R. 1 756 would reduce those anticipated benefits by:

- reducing the NWS field structure fi:om 1 1 8 to 56 offices, resulting in a greater

number of states without a weather office and in a corresponding degradation of

service due to expanded areas of responsibility;

- increasing the number of life threatening gaps in radar coverage by eliminating

funds to operate 42 of the new Doppler radars, part of a proposed network of only

118 NWS radars; and

- eliminate procurement of replacement satellites, resulting in a degradation of

the timeliness, accuracy, and quality of warning and forecast services, which are

heavily dependent on real time satellite data, particularly now that one half of the

NWS field offices are already being closed.

Most importantly, NWSEO opposes the transfer ofNOAA to any other existing

department because none have the expertise to manage the agency's systems and programs.

Indeed, some departments being considered for subsuming different NOAA agencies are also

candidates for the budget ax. Such a transfer would generate up-front costs, no identified

long-term savings to the Government, nor improved services to the public and the economy.

Recently, all ofNOAA's operations and facilities in the National Capitol area were

consolidated into one complex in Silver Spring, MD. NOAA has its own office of General

Counsel which operates independently of DOC's Office of General Counsel, as well as four

regional "Administrative Support Centers" providing personnel services to NOAA components

throughout the country. NOAA is already constituted as a "stand alone" agency and can operate

independently tomorrow. Placing NOAA within the structure of another cabinet department

would continue, rather than eliminate, the current levels of bureaucracy.

Thus, because NOAA can not contribute to the accomplishment of the missions of

existing Departments, or those being proposed, we prefer that NOAA be granted independent

agency status with all its present components intact, should Congress and President Clinton agree

to dismantle the Department of Commerce. For example, the mission of the Department of

Interior is land management, while the primary mission of the NWS is public safety. NOAA's

integrated programs are particularly effective because of the coordination provided by a single

agency. Dismemberment ofNOAA would destroy those synergies among its elements, and the

unique nature of their services that provide cost-effective benefits to the entire Nation.
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We thank you for your consideration of our comments as part of the hearing record on

this very important piece of legislation. Please let us know if we can provide any additional

assistance.

Sincerely,

Ramon I. Sierra

National President
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The Honorable Robert S. Walker
Chairman
House Committee on Science
Washington, DC 20515-3816

Dear Mr . Chairman

:

The Navy has reviewed HR 1756, "To abolish the Department of
Commerce." Although we take no position on the future of the
Department, we are very concerned that the bill, as drafted,
would undercut the cost-effective cooperation between Navy and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) . Budget
cuts and termination of some NOAA programs would decrease the
real-time availability of meteorological and oceanographic data
and negatively impact my ability to provide tactical support for
warfighting and peacekeeping operations worldwide.

Most detrimental to the Navy are

:

Meteorological Satellites: Polar-orbiting satellites are
required to support Navy tactical operations. The across-the-
board decrease in funding to 75% of FY 1994 levels would
decrease NOAA's funding for a new converged interagency
satellite program, the National Polar-orbiting Operational
Environmental Satellite System. Without a major increase in
DOD appropriations, the number of satellites would not be
sufficient to satisfy the imagery refresh rate required for
Navy operations, endangering military missions, personnel, and
equipment. If NOAA is not a partner in a converged polar-
orbiting system, it would jeopardize ongoing negotiations with
the civilian European Space Agency to provide one of the three
satellites, upon which the Navy refresh rate is dependent.

Privatization of the National Data Centers: The Navy relies
heavily on the national data centers for input to our tactical
systems. We are concerned that privatized centers would focus
on data having the greatest commercial value, not on Federal
or military requirements. International agreements that
promote data sharing would be limited or disrupted by
privatization, seriously degrading Navy access to tactically
required real-time weather and ocean data worldwide.

I thank you for considering the national security
implications of the proposed cuts to NOAA's programs. This
letter is being sent also to the ranking members of the Senate
Committee on Governmental Affairs. Please do not hesitate to
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contact my office if you have any questions about the Navy
position.

GEOJGE W. DAVIS, VI
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy
Oceanographer of the Navy

Copy to:
The Honorable Dick Chrysler

O
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